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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Contents 

  

These Release Notes contain information about new features and enhancements to existing features
in VM:Backup HiDRO Component Release 2.8.

Broadcom Branding Changes

This section provides information about branding changes specific to VM:Backup HiDRO Feature and Mainframe VM
Product Manager.

Changes to Mainframe VM Product Manager

Mainframe VM Product Manager replaces Mainframe VM Product Manager common components, and is required to
install and manage Broadcom products for VM.

Note: Broadcom continues to market suites of products by the name Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Mainframe VM Product Manager contains the following document deliverables:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager Installation Guide -- New deliverable, Version 1.2
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide -- Replaces Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager DASD Utilities Guide -- Replaces Mainframe VM Product Manager DASD Utilities

Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Generalized Report Writer Reference Guide -- Replaces Mainframe VM Product

Manager Generalized Report Writer Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Product Interface Guide -- Replaces Mainframe VM Product Manager Component

Interface Guide
• Mainframe VM Product Manager Automated Implementation and Control Guide -- No change from the previous

release 2.8

Changes to BrightStor VM Backup High-Speed Disaster Recovery Option

The current release of the product has been rebranded as VM:Backup HiDRO Release 2.8.

Changes to Release Naming and Numbering

The release name and number of the prior release of VM:Backup HiDRO Component was “r2.7 ” following the convention
"rv.rr" where:

• “r” denoted “Release”
• "v" denoted version level
• "rr" denoted release level.

The new release name and number of VM:Backup HiDRO Component is “Release 02.8”, following the convention
"Release vv.r" where:

• "Release" denotes the expanded form of a release 
• "vv" denotes version level
• "r" denotes release level.
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NOTE
The product interface includes a leading zero in the version field, but references in documentation omit the
leading zero.

Post-GA Changes

For a list of the PTFs applied to HiDRO 2.8, see the Maintenance Grid.

New Features
New features and enhancements in version 2.8 of VM:Backup HiDRO.

VM:Backup HiDRO Now Supports the Use of Write Once Read Many (WORM) Media (LU08158)

WORM tapes are now supported by VM:Backup HiDRO. WORM support enables customers to use backup tapes in
cases where an immutable backup is required, such as for compliance or legal needs. With a WORM tape, you can
guarantee that the content on a backup tape has not changed from when the backup was originally created. With WORM
support, there is no question as to the status of the specific backup tape.  When you run a backup job with a WORM tape,
VM:Backup HiDRO applies additional restrictions:

• If, during a BACKUP, a task must be restarted, VM:Backup HiDRO does not reposition the tapes back to the last
completed task. Instead, the next task backup starts on the next block of the current tape. The task that starts next is
not necessarily the same task that was just re-queued for restart.

• If you use catalogs, the catalog records only the successfully completed task backups.

To take advantage of support for WORM tapes, you must enable the VM:Tape interface. In VM:Tape you can
designate WORM-type tapes in the scratch pool definition file for the physical or logical tape pool used by the backup
job. To do so, specify DATACLAS=WORM in the scratch pool definition file for the VM:Backup HiDRO tape pool. For more
information refer to the Setting Options and Parameters for VM:Tape article. See also the Scratch Pool Definition File
article in the VM:Tape documentation.

When you successfully mount a volume for a virtual tape with a data class of WORM, the following new informational
message appears after system message SYB025:

SYB815 VOLUME volser ON UNIT rdev (Vvdev) IS DATA CLASS "WORM".

RSU-2201 Recommended Service Upgrade for VM:Backup HiDRO (LU06667)

PTF LU06667 provides a Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU), RSU-2201, for VM:Backup HiDRO version 2.8.
RSU-2201 includes the following new functionality:

• 64-Bit Support for HiDRO Stand Alone Restore from Tape or CP PARM Disk
• Support for running HiDRO Servers under zCMS in Z Architecture Mode
• z/VM 7.3 Compatibility

When you install RSU-2201:

• Your installed VM:Backup HiDRO base product moves to RSU Level 2201.
• You also install all published VM:Backup HiDRO version 2.8 PTFs that have a PTF number lower than LU06667, and

that have not already been applied to your installation.
• You bring your installation to a known level of stability.

To maintain stability and to reduce the size of future PTFs, installation of RSU-2201 is a prerequisite for all subsequent
PTFs.
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IMPORTANT
Broadcom provides PTF LU06667 in Product Service Upgrade (PSU) format. To correctly apply a PTF in PSU
format, follow the procedure in the Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) topic.

64 Bit Support is Now Available for VM:Backup HiDRO Version 2.8 (LU06450)

PTF LU06450 provides 64 bit support for VM:Backup HiDRO version 2.8. With 64 bit support, you can now perform a
standalone initial program load (IPL), either from tape or the CP PARM disk, on processors that support IPL only for 64 bit
systems. In addition, 64 bit support allows you to configure HiDRO service machines to run in disconnected mode under
zCMS, in Z architecture mode.

NOTE
The 64 bit support enhancement removes the limitations described by Broadcom Knowledge Document 138870.

PTF SO10982 - VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 - RSU-1901

This PTF is a Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU) for VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8. This PTF is in Product Service Upgrade
(PSU) format and must be installed using the Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) procedure
located in the Installing  section of the VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 Documentation. After installing this RSU, your installed
HiDRO base product will be at RSU Level RSU-1901.

VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 RSU-1901 installs all the published VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 PTFs with a PTF number less than its
PTF number (SO10982) that are not already applied to your VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 installation.

VM:HiDRO 2.8 RSU-1901 brings your installation to a known level of stability. To maintain this level of stability and reduce
the size of future PTFs, any VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 PTFs published after RSU-1901 will require RSU-1901 to be installed
before they can be applied.

New Installation Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new Broadcom utility, Mainframe
VM Product Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain VM:Tape. For more information, see Installing.

Encryption support

This support allows you to encrypt your backups and increase security of your data. This implies that only a person that
knows the key is able to restore the data. Hardware encryption support is exploited so the usage of this new feature won’t
load your CPU as a software encryption would. If you do not want to use this new feature your configuration will not have
to be changed except for any possible automation based on the CATalog REPort output.

Operations Changes

The Backup operation has a new option called ENCrypt that instructs HiDRO to encrypt the backup data. This option
has two sub-parameters, Cipher and Key. They define which algorithm and which key will be used to encrypt the data.
Supported ciphers are:

• TDES-192
• AES-128
• AES-192
• AES-256

All other operations that have to read backups such as Restore, VERify, CATalog Restore, and CATalog VERify have a
new option called DECrypt with the same sub parameters, Cipher and Key, that allow these commands to process the
encrypted backups.

CATalog REPort output has new column called Encryption. This column will contain one of these values:
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No --
corresponding backup is not encrypted

Required --
corresponding backup is encrypted and the user must add the DECRYPT option to the command for a successful
execution

Wrong --
corresponding backup is encrypted and the cipher and key that were provided on the DECRYPT option for the
CATALOG REPORT command are not valid for this backup

Ok --
corresponding backup is encrypted and the cipher and key that were provided on the DECRYPT option for the
CATALOG REPORT command are valid for this backup.

SYBLIST Updates

The SYBLIST utility now asks for a cipher and key whenever it is needed for the successful restore of the selected
encrypted backups and adds the DECRYPT option to the generated restore commands.

INCRGEN and VERGEN Updates

The INCRGEN and VERGEN EXECs have a new DECRYPT parameter, which causes RESTORE/VERIFY commands to
be generated with the DECRYPT option. When specified on the command, the user is prompted for the cipher and key to
be added to the generated RESTORE/VERIFY commands.

Not supported BFS warning

HiDRO does not include the function to backup BFS data. In releases of HiDRO prior to 2.7D G0212 SP01 any BFS
FileSpaces a user may have assumed would be included via selection for backup were simply skipped. No notification
was issued indicating a BFS FileSpace was encountered and skipped; no backup command was generated for the BFS
FileSpace. This might falsely lead users to believe their BFS data is in fact being backed up.

In an effort to make it clear to users that BFS FileSpaces have been included in their backup jobs that HiDRO cannot back
up, the following changes have been made. A backup command is generated for any BFS FileSpace that is included. In
place of "FPOOL" in the backup command "*BFS*" is substituted.

For example:

B *BFS* BFSLLM: FSPACE PAM TO TAPE ( PACK OTAPE FSN * -

CATALOG FULL CHA ( B )

This intentionally results in the command failing at execution time with a SYBCMD251E error:

SYBCIP015E CMD 64: B *BFS* BFSLLM: FSPACE PAM TO TAPE (PACK OTAPE FSN * -

SYBCIP015E CMD 64: CATALOG FULL CHA ( B )

SYBCMD251E UNIDENTIFIED INPUT KEYWORD "*BFS*" IN BACKUP OPERATION

The SYBCMD251E error forces a RC=8 for the task and the job will continue to the next task. All tasks that involve a BFS
FileSpace will fail in this way. All other tasks will execute as they normally would, ending with the appropriate RC=n based
on the execution of the task.

Again, HiDRO does not support backup or restore of BFS FileSpaces. This is why the backup command is generated to
indicate that BFS data was encountered, and in a way that generates a non-executable command. Therefore, there is no
way to "correct" the invalid command. The intent here is to more clearly show that the data is being included, but cannot
be backed up. Your choices are to ignore the SYBCMD251E and subsequent RC=8 for each of the BFS FileSpaces
included, or, to exclude them from the backup with entries in your SELECT file for the backup job. Excluding any identified
BFS FileSpaces is the recommended procedure.
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SYBGENI SLTAPE Option

The new SLTAPE option of the SYBGENI utility preserves a tape's existing standard label when generating the Hidro
Stand Alone IPL tape. This is available with Release 2.7D SP02.

The existing function and procedures are unchanged. Executing SYBGENI with no options will rewind the tape that is
mounted at virtual address 181, and then write the HiDRO Stand Alone IPL image(s) to the tape overwriting any pre-
existing standard label. Including the new SYBGENI option SLTAPE, will change the behavior as follows. After the tape
mounted at virtual address 181 is rewound, a FSF (forward space file) will be issued to position past the first (existing) file
on the tape. It is assumed the first existing file is a standard label. When the SLTAPE option is specified, the SYBGENI
IPL001 screen will display "SLTAPE" instead of "TAPE" in the "Generate IPLable copy of HIDRO for" field on the screen.
The field is not modifiable, so the option must be passed when the SYBGENI utility is invoked.

Customers who wish to maintain a pre-existing standard label on their HiDRO Stand Alone IPL tape can now do so by
changing their SYBGENI procedure to include the SLTAPE option. They must specify SYBGENI SLTAPE. Customers
should note that keeping the standard label will require them to execute the IPL command 2 or more times to "skip"
past the standard label information and position the tape to the HiDRO IPL image. Customers who do not wish to take
advantage of this new functionality do not need to change their existing procedures.

If a customer chooses to use the SLTAPE option, it is assumed the tape being used already has a valid standard label.
SYBGENI does not validate, re-label, or re-initialize the tape. This feature was implemented for customers who run with
VM tape management systems that require and enforce the use of standard labels to protect and manage tapes.

Support for RSU ( Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VM:Backup HiDRO Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic
Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU
installation PTFs will help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VM:Backup HiDRO
for product stability; or, that are required to install a new VM:Backup HiDRO feature.

Changes to Existing Features

SYBVMTAP User Exit Stub SYBVMTXX

HiDRO provides a user exit stub that can be used to specify DENSITY, MEDIA, and UNIT information on VM:Tape
MOUNT requests. This information is based on Job Name, mode (R/W or R/O), Backup Type (BASE or INCR), or Job
DSN.

The sample user exit is named SYBVMTXX EXECSAMP. After you modify this stub for your needs, rename it to
SYBVMTXX EXEC and place on the HiDRO A disk.

SYBVMTAP processing has been changed to check for the presence of the SYBVMTXX EXEC. If found, the SYBVMTXX
EXEC is called and passed the following parameters:

 tapestat.1 jobname bkuptype dsn 

tapestat.1
Specifies the mode of the tape mount, "R/W" vs. "R/O".

jobname
Defines the name of the submitted job, such as DAILY or WEEKLY.

bkuptype
Specifies the type of backup, "BASE" or "INCR".

dsn
Defines the dataset name for the submitted job.
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Within the user exit stub, the following parameters can be modified (default values are shown here):

• drive = '3480'
• media = 'CART'
• density = 'XF'
• vmtpool = 'SCRATCH'
• anytape = 'NO' (Must be YES or NO)
• modified = 'NO' (Must be YES or NO)

The value of "modified" determines whether the exit stub changes the mount request. A value of "NO" results in the
mount request being constructed just as it would be if the exit stub was not called. A value of "YES" results in the mount
command including the following information:

• "drive" (UNIT)
• MEDIA
• DEN density
• POOL pool_name (If "NONE" is specified, POOL is omitted from the MOUNT command.)
• ANYTAPE (if appropriate)

Enhanced HiDRO Stand Alone IPL Support

IPL can now be directed to the CPU's HMC Integrated Console (SYSG).

• IPL can now be initiated from the CP PARM disk via the SALIPL utility.

HiDRO Stand Alone IPL now accepts and processes the LOADPARM keyword to permit dynamic specification or override
of the console address, including SYSG which instructs HiDRO to IPL to the CPU's HMC Integrated Console.

When running HiDRO Stand Alone IPL, the user can now direct HiDRO to IPL to the CPU's HMC Integrated Console
by specifying the keywords LOADPARM SYSG. This is a requirement for customers running System z processors that
have no physical 3274, 3174, or 2074 controller connected to the processor to provide 3270 console support. When
LOADPARM SYSG has been specified, HiDRO will IPL directly to the HMC Integrated Console, HiDRO does not wait for
a console interrupt.

Additionally, any valid physical 3270 console address can be specified after the LOADPARM keyword to override any
console addresses that may have been pre-generated into the IPL tape when it was created. When LOADPARM address
has been specified, HiDRO will IPL directly to the 3270 at the specified address, HiDRO does not wait for a console
interrupt unless the specified address is not available. Then HiDRO will respond and IPL to a console that supplies an
interrupt.

The procedure to IPL HiDRO Stand Alone from tape has not changed with the exception that it is now possible to supply a
console address or SYSG after the LOADPARM keyword. Previously there was no support for the LOADPARM keyword.

This release also introduces the ability to run HiDRO Stand Alone IPL from the CP PARM disk (IPL from DISK instead of
TAPE). The LOADPARM keyword is also supported for IPL from disk.

The procedure to set up and IPL HiDRO Stand Alone from disk is new. It is documented in the z/VM CP Planning and
Administration, "Chapter 4. Using the Stand-Alone Program Loader."

The procedure to create the HiDRO Stand Alone IPL tape (SYBGENI) has not changed with the exception of a new
execution option SLTAPE.

To IPL HiDRO Stand Alone from the CP PARM disk, you must place a copy of the HIDRO MODULE on the active
CP PARM disk. For more information about setup and IPL from the CP PARM disk see the z/VM CP Planning and
Administration.
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New SYBLIST functionality

Before SYBLIST submits your restore request, it checks the files selected for restore to determine if any of them are an
encrypted backup image. If encrypted backup images are present in the selection, the following screen displays and you
are prompted to enter the cipher and key that was specified when the backup images were created.

 HiDRO                     Cipher and Key Settings                     SLST09

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                           |

 |  +------------------------- Set Cipher and Key ------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                     |  |

 |  |              Cipher : ........                                      |  |

 |  |                                                                     |  |

 |  |              Key    : ...............................               |  |

 |  |                       ...............................               |  |

 |  |                       ...............................               |  |

 |  |                                                                     |  |

 |  +---------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 |                                                                           |

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help     2= Save     3= Quit     4=          5=          6=

 7=          8=          9=         10=         11=         12=

SLS109 : Enter cipher and key, save it and resubmit your task

In the Cipher field enter the name of the cipher algorithm which was specified when the backup image was created. Valid
values are:

• TDES-192
• AES-128
• AES-192
• AES-256

The Key is a series of valid hexadecimal characters (0 9 or A-F). The length of the key string is dependent on the cipher
specified and it can be easily computed from the number in the name of the cipher algorithm by dividing it by four. That
implies:

Cipher name Length of the key string

TDES-192 48

AES-128 32

AES-192 48

AES-256 64

After you have entered the key and cipher that were specified when the backup image was created, you can continue with
PF2 Save. The values you have entered are checked for validity. If there is at least one backup selected for restore that
will not be restored successfully because it was encrypted with a different cipher or key, an error message will be issued.
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You can change either the cipher or the key and try to save it again or you can force the Save operation and submit your
task with values you have entered. Alternatively you can change the selection of files for the restore to include files that all
require the same cipher and key, then submit another restore request selecting the files that require a different cipher and
key.

You will have to force the Save operation when there are two backups selected, that were backed up with different keys.
You can then edit the key and cipher in the failed commands file and resubmit these restores with the correct values.

You can leave this screen at any point during the process by pressing PF3 Quit.

SYBLIST currently does not support DASD Volume Restore and SFS Filepool or Storage group Restore functionality for
encrypted backup images. If you need to do such restores, you should use either the INCRGEN utility with the DECRYPT
option to generate a list of RESTORE operations from the SM file of that backup image, or you can submit the CATALOG
RESTORE operation with the DECRYPT option.

Discontinued Support for EPIC for CMS Interface

The EPIC for CMS Interface is no longer supported because the EPIC product was discontinued.

Exclude VM Batch Worker Virtual Machine from Backup Jobs

If you are using VM:Batch Release 1.4, exclude each of your VM:Batch worker virtual machines from your backup jobs.
The 194 RR minidisk for each of your VM:Batch worker machines resides on a non-existent DASD volume and cannot
be backed up. The other minidisks for each of your VM:Batch worker machines are work minidisks that are formatted and
populated at job initiation with information specific to the job being run. Therefore, there is no need to back this data up.

Message Changes
This section lists the new, changed, and deleted messages in Release 2.8

NOTE
For more information, see Messages.
For more information, see the Message Reference Guide.

New Messages
Contents

Added With PTF RO87259

After applying PTF RO87259, VM:Backup HiDRO 2.8 will LINK the DEVNO minidisk and issue DIAGNOSE CODE X'A8'
to read the DASD volser. In case of LINK failure, the following messages describe what problem occurred.

DIR026

LINK userid vdev DEVNO DEVICE FAILED RC=110. DETACH DEVICE F999.

DIR027

LINK userId vdev DEVNO DEVICE FAILED RC=298. REJECTED BY ESM.

Directory messages.

DIR001

Was NO DIRECTORY CCUU PARAMETER, referring to CP directory minidisk. Now is:
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NO PARAMETERS SPECIFIED

No parameters were specified for the SYBXADIR entry point.

DIR024

Was CRITICAL ERROR WHILE PROCESSING DIRECTORY, now is:

RC > 8 FROM VMNDLK DIAGNOSE!

This indicates an error occurred in the Directory Lookup Diagnose call.

DIR004

Was ERROR IN PARAMETER LIST, now is:

VMNDLK DIAGNOSE NOT INSTALLED

HiDRO operation requires that a diagnose code exit is installed on your VM system by your system administrator. HiDRO
could not locate this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.

DIR003

Was INPUT CCUU NOT CKD/FBA DASD, now is:

PRIVILEGE CLASS E IS REQUIRED

The CP Directory Lookup Diagnose requires that the user have CP privilege class E. You should set this class in the
directory entry and logoff and logon the SYBMON to activate it.

HiDRO messages

SYB797

ENCRYPT and DECRYPT are mutually exclusive

This message is issued when both the ENCRYPT and DECRYPT options are specified for a single command.

SYB798

Key has wrong length or contains characters other then 0-9 or A-F

This message is issued when the cipher key entered has an incorrect format. The cipher key must be composed of valid
hexadecimal characters. The length of the cipher key must match the length required for the specified cipher.

SYB799

The ENCRYPT option requires CIPHER and KEY to be specified

This message is issued when one or both required sub-parameters of ENCRYPT, CIPHER and KEY, have been omitted
from the command.

SYB801

The DECRYPT option requires CIPHER and KEY to be specified

This message is issued when one or both required sub-parameters of DECRYPT, CIPHER and KEY, have been omitted
from the command.
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SYB802

Invalid cipher specified: xxxxxx

This message is issued when the cipher that was specified is not one of the supported ciphers.

SYB803

Key length does not meet cipher requirements

This message is issued when the specified key does not have the correct length required by the specified cipher.

SYB804

Selection contains encrypted data. Specify DECRYPT option.

This message is issued when a CATALOG RESTORE/VERIFY command is issued without the DECRYPT option and
the backup data is encrypted. You must resubmit the command and include the DECRYPT option specifying the correct
CIPHER and KEY.

 

SYB805

Software en-(de-)cryption forced by SWCRP DEBUG option

This message is issued when the global debug option SWCRP has been specified for the submitted job. This forces all
encryption/decryption to be performed using software algorithms and bypasses hardware encryption/decryption.

SYB806

Passed key has wrong parity

This message is issued when the selected cipher requires that every byte of the key has particular number of bits set to
one but the specified key does not meet this requirement.

SYB807

Incorrect encryption information entered for Task: nn

This message is issued when the DECRYPT option specified for the corresponding command has the incorrect CIPHER
and KEY combination.

INCRGEN messages

INC014

Invalid option passed: xxxxxx

The specified option, xxxxxx, is invalid.

INC015

Invalid cipher specified: xxxxxx

This message is issued when the cipher that was specified is not one of the supported ciphers.

INC016

Cipher key contains characters other then 0-9 or A-F
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This message is issued when the cipher key that was entered contains invalid characters. The cipher key must be
composed of valid hexadecimal characters.

INC017

Key length does not meet cipher requirements

This message is issued when the specified key does not have the length required for the specified cipher.

INC018

Passed key has wrong parity

This message is issued when the selected cipher requires that every byte of the key has particular number of bits set to
one but the specified key does not meet this requirement.

Changed Messages
SYB001

INC008

Removed Messages
SYB009, SYSTEM INFO- xxxxxxxx SERVICE LEVEL: nnnn

DIR005, I/O ERROR READING INPUT CCUU

DIR006, INPUT DISK VOLUME LABEL IS INVALID

DIR007, DIRECTORY ADDRESS IN VOLUME LABEL IS EMPTY

INC009, - CANNOT WRITE CMD2 IN outfile RC= rc

Documentation Changes
Changes published in June, 2020:

• Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) of the "Installing" section was updated to include missing
steps in the procedure.

Changes published in April, 2018:

• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.

The following changes were published in September, 2015:

• CATALOG Option (Verify operation) —The note regarding date information was updated. It more clearly explains that
the original date and expiration date of the verified backup are maintained. The only exception is if a duplicate of the
backup is being verified, in which case the dates of the duplicate operation are maintained.

• SYBLIST-generated RESTORE commands designate a specific virtual tape address—In HiDRO 2.8, SYBLIST-
generated restores changed to use the CMS tape assignment of TAP0 - TAPF (representing 180-28F) instead of the
generic HiDRO "TAPE" option. The following pages were updated to reflect the impact of this change:
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– The Restore Facility—Added section "Restore Source Tape Unit".
– Incremental Remote Site Recovery—Added note that INCRGEN EXEC begins restores with tapes mounted on

device 180.
– The VM:Backup HiDRO Component for Operators—Updated section "Virtual Units and Real Units".
– Restoring All Data from a Single Backup Job—Added paragraph on tape drive usage.
– Input from Tape (Restore operation)—Added reference to SYBLIST-generated restore commands in section on

TAPn option.

The following changes were made in the course of migrating documentation to the DocOps wiki platform:

Entire Documentation

• The guide HiDRO Disaster Recovery Using VM:Backup  has been removed from the documentation set, due to
obsolescence.

• The term "machine" was replaced as far as possible with an acceptable synonym, such as "virtual machine," "service
virtual machine," "service," "server," "user ID," etc.

• Additional changes were made to improve organization and to address customer feedback.
• All documentation changes from version 2.7 that had been documented only in Release Notes were incorporated

in the relevant sections. All PDCs since 2.8 GA were also incorporated in the relevant sections. These changes are
recorded in the following sections:

Administrators

Setting Service Machine IDs—Removed outdated text about the virtual unit address linked to the real CP directory.

Tape Manager Interfaces—Removed references to EPIC. Added material for the DFSMS interface.

"Creating the VMIMAGE User ID" in Preparing for Remote Site Recovery—Updated sample directory entry.

"Increasing the Number of VMIMAGE Pools" in Preparing for Remote Site Recovery—Added note suggesting that
customer run a VMIMAGE backup after modifying VMIMAGE configuration and before running VMINCR.

The "Installing a HiDRO Restore-Only Machine" section was removed due to obsolescence. The current procedure is
mentioned in Running Restores, in the section Ensuring On-Time Restores With a Dedicated Server.

Command Reference

ENCRYPT Option—New backup operation option.

Restore Operation DECRYPT Option, Verify Operation DECRYPT Option— New options. Also added these options to
Catalog Operation Standard Local Options.

Verifying All Data from a Single Backup Job—Renamed topic from VERGEN EXEC. Added DECRYPT option. Moved
from Verify Operation section to Advanced Commands section.

Restoring All Data from a Single Backup Job—Added DECRYPT option.

REPORT Function—Updated section.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• VM:Backup™ for z/VM HiDRO Component (VM:Backup HiDRO)
• VM:Batch™ for z/VM (VM:Batch)
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• Dynam/T® Tape Management for z/VM (Dynam/T)
• EPIC™ (EPIC)
• Mainframe VM Product Manager (Mainframe VM Product Manager)
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM (VM:Secure)
• VM:Tape™ for z/VM (VM:Tape)
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Getting Started
VM:Backup HiDRO is a high performance, comprehensive backup and restore system designed specifically for the VM
environment. 

The basic function of HiDRO is to create copies, on tape, of the data of a computer center, including the operating system
itself. HiDRO keeps track of the location of all backed up data. If there is a system crash or other accident involving the
damage or loss of any backup copies, all data can be restored to its previous, intact condition.

To maintain system integrity, data must be backed up regularly and often. With HiDRO, backups can be accomplished
quickly, without involving vast amounts of tape. The high performance of HiDRO makes it possible to set up a sensible
schedule of backup operations, while minimizing tape use.

HiDRO is supported on all releases of VM that IBM supports. HiDRO supports the Shared File System (SFS) for backup,
restore, and verify operations. SFS is not supported for copy and duplicate operations. BFS is not supported at all.

About VM:Backup HiDRO Option) Component
This section provides basic information about this product and its user roles. Details that specific users need are given in
the sections for those users.

Backup/Restore Defined

In a backup, data from your system is copied to another medium, normally tape, for safekeeping. Such backups are
crucial for protecting data against unpredictable losses from media or system failures and human error.

During a normal backup, HiDRO will prompt your operator for tapes from its pools on the day and time that you designate.
Your data will then be backed up to these tapes and the tapes marked so that the current data on them cannot be
overwritten. At the same time, HiDRO records in its catalog all the information necessary to restore the data and writes
summary and log files for you about what it has done.

When you want to restore files, minidisks, entire DASD volumes, or SFS objects, you tell HiDRO what to restore through a
full-screen interactive interface. HiDRO then obtains the tapes it needs and restores the data.

Backup/Restore Basics

Before beginning to set up your HiDRO system, you need to review a few basic backup/restore concepts.

Establishing a Backup Schedule

Backups must be scheduled regularly and often to protect your data. Because it is not normally necessary to back up all
your data every day, HiDRO allows you to schedule two different kinds of backups: base and incremental.

A base backup is designed to make a complete copy of all CMS and non-CMS data on your system. An incremental
backup makes a complete copy of all non-CMS data and all CMS data changed or created after a certain date and time.

Incremental backups should be performed quite often. They allow you to feel sure that all of your data is safe and easy to
restore, yet they keep you from backing up the large amounts of unchanged data on your system.

Although installations differ, a good backup schedule might consist of three types of backups:
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• An incremental backup performed every day and stored onsite. This backup is typically performed at the end of the
work day and reflects changes made on that day. HiDRO calls this the "DAILY" backup.

• A base backup performed every week and stored onsite. This backup is typically done Friday evening or on weekends
to reduce contention during standard work hours. HiDRO calls this the "WEEKLY" backup.

• A base backup performed every month and normally stored offsite. HiDRO calls this the "MONTHLY" backup

Throughout this part of the documentation, we will use this schedule of backups in our examples.

Ways of Restoring Data

HiDRO allows you to restore data at various levels:

• File
• Minidisk and directory
• User ID and filespace
• Volume, filepool, and storage group
• System

You can restore individual files or all minidisks for a given user ID. This is normally called "Catalog Restore" because all
the information necessary to perform the restore is available in the HiDRO catalog of backups.

You can also restore an entire DASD volume. In this case, HiDRO uses information from both its own catalog and your CP
Directory.

For SFS environments, HiDRO can be used to restore all SFS objects: filepools, storage groups, filespaces, directories,
files, authorizations, and aliases.

HiDRO also helps you to reconstruct your entire system in the event of a system disaster. This type of restore is normally
called "standalone" because HiDRO is run without VM. HiDRO restores the system residence volume, allowing you to re-
IPL your operating system. The rest of your system can then be restored.

All restores, except standalone restores, can be processed through the HiDRO interactive Restore facility, SYBLIST.

A Note About Terminology

When using HiDRO, it is important to understand the difference between a task or operation and a job.

A HiDRO task or operation refers to the execution of a single command. The single command may back up one minidisk
or shared filespace, format one minidisk, or create a single report on data in the catalog.

A HiDRO job refers to a collection of HiDRO tasks, operations, or commands. Normally, this collection is a logical set of
tasks. For example, a job may be a set of backup commands, one for each minidisk or filespace that is to be backed up
weekly at a site, or a set of commands needed to restore a user minidisk to a certain date and time.

When you are using the catalog operation, it is also important to understand the difference between an operation and a
function.

HiDRO allows you to perform seven operations: backup, restore, copy, duplicate, format, verify, and catalog. The catalog
operation has eight functions: condense, delete, display, reclaim, report, restore, update, and verify.

The catalog restore and verify functions generate commands that perform restore and verify operations with information
that the functions take from the HiDRO catalog.

Who Controls HiDRO?

Because backups must be kept secure, HiDRO is set up to restrict access to itself and its data.

HiDRO users are normally divided into two types: privileged users and general users.
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Privileged Users

Privileged users are generally the only users allowed to control HiDRO. They are further divided into three types: system
administrators (SYSUSER), superusers, and operators.

HiDRO expects the system administrator to set up all components and control scheduling. In addition, HiDRO sends all of
the information about its backup and event-driven jobs to the system administrator. HiDRO also restricts access to most of
its components and interfaces to the system administrator and the designated superusers.

Operators can start a backup job, control the job queue and answer prompts about tapes during a backup or restore. An
operator is usually not allowed access to any of the actual data that has been backed up.

General Users

HiDRO considers anyone a general user who is not a privileged user. Normally, general users are restricted to restoring
their own data and querying for information about their own restore jobs.

Backup/Restore Basics
Before beginning to set up your HiDRO system, you need to review a few basic backup/restore concepts.

Establishing a Backup Schedule

Backups must be scheduled regularly and often to protect your data. Because it is not normally necessary to back up all
your data every day, HiDRO allows you to schedule two different kinds of backups: base and incremental.A base backup
is designed to make a complete copy of all CMS and non-CMS data on your system. An incremental backup makes
a complete copy of all non-CMS data and all CMS data changed or created after a certain date and time.Incremental
backups should be performed quite often. They allow you to feel sure that all of your data is safe and easy to restore, yet
they keep you from backing up the large amounts of unchanged data on your system.Although installations differ, a good
backup schedule might consist of three types of backups:

• An incremental backup performed every day and stored onsite. This backup is typically performed at the end of the
work day and reflects changes made on that day. HiDRO calls this the "DAILY" backup.

• A base backup performed every week and stored onsite. This backup is typically done Friday evening or on weekends
to reduce contention during standard work hours. HiDRO calls this the "WEEKLY" backup.

• A base backup performed every month and normally stored offsite. HiDRO calls this the "MONTHLY" backup

Throughout this part of the documentation, we will use this schedule of backups in our examples.

Ways of Restoring Data

HiDRO allows you to restore data at various levels:

• File
• Minidisk and directory
• User ID and filespace
• Volume, filepool, and storage group
• System

You can restore individual files or all minidisks for a given user ID. This is normally called "Catalog Restore" because all
the information necessary to perform the restore is available in the HiDRO catalog of backups.You can also restore an
entire DASD volume. In this case, HiDRO uses information from both its own catalog and your CP Directory.For SFS
environments, HiDRO can be used to restore all SFS objects: filepools, storage groups, filespaces, directories, files,
authorizations, and aliases.HiDRO also helps you to reconstruct your entire system in the event of a system disaster. This
type of restore is normally called "standalone" because HiDRO is run without VM. HiDRO restores the system residence
volume, allowing you to re-IPL your operating system. The rest of your system can then be restored.All restores, except
standalone restores, can be processed through the HiDRO interactive Restore facility, SYBLIST.
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A Note on Terminology
A Note on Terminology

When using HiDRO, it is important to understand the difference between a task or operation and a job.

A HiDRO task or operation refers to the execution of a single command. The single command may back up one minidisk
or shared filespace, format one minidisk, or create a single report on data in the catalog.

A HiDRO job refers to a collection of HiDRO tasks, operations, or commands. Normally, this collection is a logical set of
tasks. For example, a job may be a set of backup commands, one for each minidisk or filespace that is to be backed up
weekly at a site, or a set of commands needed to restore a user minidisk to a certain date and time.

When you are using the catalog operation, it is also important to understand the difference between an operation and a
function.

HiDRO allows you to perform seven operations: backup, restore, copy, duplicate, format, verify, and catalog.

The catalog operation has eight functions: condense, delete, display, reclaim, report, restore, update, and verify.The
catalog restore and verify functions generate commands that perform restore and verify operations with information that
the functions take from the HiDRO catalog.

Who Controls HiDRO
Because backups must be kept secure, HiDRO is set up to restrict access to itself and its data. HiDRO users are normally
divided into two types: privileged users and general users.

Privileged Users

Privileged users are generally the only users allowed to control HiDRO. 

They are further divided into three types: system administrators (SYSUSER), superusers, and operators. HiDRO expects
the system administrator to set up all components and control scheduling. In addition, HiDRO sends all of the information
about its backup and event-driven jobs to the system administrator. HiDRO also restricts access to most of its components
and interfaces to the system administrator and the designated superusers.

Operators can start a backup job, control the job queue and answer prompts about tapes during a backup or restore. An
operator is usually not allowed access to any of the actual data that has been backed up.

General Users 

HiDRO considers anyone a general user who is not a privileged user. Normally, general users are restricted to restoring
their own data and querying for information about their own restore 

Using HiDRO
HiDRO is implemented through a set of facilities that have easy-to-use interactive interfaces. It is important, however, to
understand HiDRO organization, the functions of the HiDRO service machines, how HiDRO facilities are related to the
service machines, and the sequence in which the facilities are normally used. These topics are covered in the following
sections.

HiDRO Organization
HiDRO runs on three service virtual machines through which you access various facilities.
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• HiDRO is configured with three virtual service machines. The default names are HIDRO, SYBCOM, and SYBMON.
Once the three service machines are installed and started, user machines can be used to initiate HiDRO functions.
The service machines communicate with one another and rarely need to be altered after initial setup.
You can optionally create a fourth virtual machine to be used only for restore jobs. For more information, see Ensuring
On-Time Restores With a Dedicated Server .

• The HIDRO and SYBMON service machines have interactive interfaces that access HiDRO installation and
maintenance facilities. The SYBCOM service machine works in the background and you rarely need to be aware of it.
A facility is always associated with a specific service machine. To use a facility, you must log on the service machine
which the facility functions on.

• There are six basic HiDRO functions: five facilities, each with its own interactive interface, plus backup initiation, which
is done through a backup command. For first time use, you would access the six functions in the following sequence:
– The Default Specifications facility to set HiDRO options (HIDRO server)
– The Tape Pool Manager to define logical tape pools (HIDRO server)
– The Backup Definition facility to specify the data to be backed up (SYBMON server)
– The Event Scheduler to set up automated backups (SYBMON server)
– Backup up initiation (run from a user)
– The Restore facility to browse the HiDRO catalog and/or restore data (run from a user)

The organizational elements are described in more detail in the following sections.

The HiDRO Virtual Machines
To take advantage of all of its automated features, you must configure HiDRO with three virtual machines. This manual
uses the default names for these service machines; HIDRO, SYBCOM, and SYBMON. You can change these names at
installation.

You can also define an optional virtual machine that is dedicated to perform all restore requests. The default name of this
"restore only" virtual machine is SYBRST.

NOTE
The terms service machine, virtual machine, server, and user ID are used interchangeably.

HIDRO

HIDRO is the service virtual machine that holds the HiDRO product. It performs all backup and restore jobs. This machine
receives jobs via the SYBMON machine. The HIDRO machine does not receive jobs directly from users.

SYBCOM

SYBCOM is a special communications service virtual machine that allows you to search the HiDRO catalog while the
HIDRO server is busy. The catalog contains information about all previous backups.

SYBMON

SYBMON is a monitor service machine that controls the HiDRO job queue and allows you to schedule all your backups to
run automatically. This server receives all backup and restore requests, processes them, and passes them to the HIDRO
server for execution.

SYBRST (optional)

When HiDRO is set up with only the three required servers, only one job can be active at a time. This means that if a
backup job takes a long time, restore jobs get queued up and do not begin until after the backup job is finished. One
solution to this problem is to create an optional fourth service machine named SYBRST. Use SYBRST as a separate,
dedicated restore server.
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The HiDRO administrator enables the SYBRST server through tags in the VMSERVER NAMES file. For more information,
see Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

The Relationship Between Virtual Machines and HiDRO Functions
The six functions are accessed via HIDRO, SYBMON, and user service machines. To access a function, you must log on
to the appropriate service machine.

The following table indicates the important relationship between the HiDRO functions and the servers through which they
are accessed. The table also indicates the section where the function is described in detail. The functions are listed in the
order in which you would access them the first time you use HiDRO.

Virtual Machine Function Chapter 
HIDRO Default Specification  Setting Options 
HIDRO Tape Pool Manager  The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager 
SYBMON Backup Definition  Defining and Scheduling Backups 
SYBMON Event Scheduler  Defining and Scheduling Backups 
User (not a HiDRO virtual machine) Backup Initiation1  Running Backups 
User (not a HiDRO virtual machine) Restore2  Running Restores 

1 To run backups, a user ID must have superuser, operator, or SYSUSER authorization.

2 To run restores, no special authorization is needed.

Getting Started with HiDRO
The following steps outline the basic procedure in using HiDRO the first time after HiDRO is installed.

NOTE

 This is an overview. For a detailed description of the HiDRO facilities, consult the relevant sections
for Administrators. This overview is important in showing you the sequence in which the HiDRO facilities are
typically used after the product is installed.

There are three basic procedures, which correspond to accessing the servers in the order shown in the previous table:

1. The HIDRO server 
2. The SYBMON server 
3. A user service machine 

Using the HIDRO Virtual Machine for the First Time

The first time you use HiDRO, start with the HIDRO service virtual machine. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the HIDRO service machine, where you will use the Tape Pool Manager to define tape pools. (For details of
this step, see Setting Up and Maintaining Tape Pools.)

2. At the HiDRO Machine Menu, choose Set Defaults and Tape Pools. This brings up the HiDRO Setup Menu:
                VM:Backup High-Speed Disaster Recovery Option (HiDRO)

        HHH        HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

       HHH        HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

       HHH        HHH

      HHH        HHH            DDDDDDDDDD      RRRRRRRRRRR       OOOOOOOOOOO

      HHH        HHH           DDDDDDDDDDDD     RRR      RRR     OOO       OOO
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     HHH        HHH   III     DDD       DDD    RRR       RRR    OOO       OOO

     HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD    RRR       RRR    OOO       OOO

      HHHHHHHHHHH            DDD        DDD   RRR      RRR     OOO       OOO

    HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD    RRR    RRR       OOO       OOO

    HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD   RRRRRRRRRRR      OOO       OOO

   HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD    RRR      RRR     OOO       OOO

   HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD   RRR       RRR    OOO       OOO

  HHH        HHH   III    DDD        DDD    RRR      RRR     OOO       OOO

  HHH        HHH   III    DDDDDDDDDDDDD    RRR       RRR    OOO       OOO

 HHH        HHH   III    DDDDDDDDDDDD      RRR       RRR     OOOOOOOOOOO 

 HiDRO Setup Menu                   Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.

 PF1 : Help            PF2 : Add Superusers        PF3 : Quit

 PF4 : Set Defaults    PF5 : SFS settings          PF6 : Tape Pool Manager

 PF7 : Catalogs        PF8 :                       PF9 : Tape Management System

The principal PF keys here are PF4 Set Defaults and PF6 Tape Pool Manager. Assuming you have completed the
installation procedure described in the Installation Guide and are satisfied with the default settings, you will not need to
use the Default Specification facility (PF4).

3. Access the Tape Pool Manager (PF6) to define tape pools:
S Y B G E N TAPE POOL MANAGER ===========> Logical Pools Gen03

      Position cursor at Pool Id and select function with PF key

- Logical -- Backup -- Incr.-- Retention -- Number -- IO Err -- Physical --

   Pool       Type     Type     Period     of Tapes    Limit      Pool

. DAILY       INCR     (B)        0014      1           02      SCRATCH

. WEEKLY      BASE                0030      0           02      SCRATCH

. MONTHLY     BASE                0030      0           02      SCRATCH

. SYSPACKS    BASE                0030      0           02      SCRATCH

. TESTBASE    BASE                0004      0           02      SCRATCH

. TESTINCR    INCR     (B)        0002      0           02      SCRATCH

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF1: Help          PF2:  List Tapes      PF3:  Quit        PF4:  Preview

PF5: Del Tapes     PF6:  Add Tapes       PF7:  Scr Back    PF8:  Scr Forward

PF9: Del Pool      PF10: Add Pool        PF11: Change      PF12: List Phy Pools

Command===>........

This screen shows the default settings. Notice the logical pool names in the first column. HiDRO provides a DAILY,
WEEKLY, and MONTHLY pool. The additional pools can be used for testing.
The Tape Pool Manager manages your backup tapes and keeps them secure from being overwritten while the data on
them is still current. This facility defines "logical pools" where protected tapes are stored.
Any tape pool names specified on this screen (DAILY, WEEKLY, etc.,) will automatically appear in the Backup
Definition facility. This is an important concept.

NOTE
 Backup names are added to the Backup Definition facility on the SYBMON service machine by specifying
them here first as logical tape pools in the Tape Pool Manager on the HIDRO service machine.

4. You can use PF keys to access other tape pool functions.
5. When you are satisfied with your tape pool specifications, press PF3 until you return to the HiDRO Machine Menu.

From there, start the HIDRO service machine. "Start" means the service machine is put in disconnected mode under
HiDRO control.
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Using the SYBMON Virtual Machine for the First Time

After you use the HIDRO service machine for the first time, use the SYBMON service machine. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the SYBMON service machine, where you will use the Backup Definition facility to specify the data you want
backed up. (For details of this step, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.) 

2. At the SYBMON Main Menu, choose Define/Change Backups, which brings up the Select Backup Name screen:
S Y B K D E F    Define Backup =========>    Select Backup Name     Def01

        Position the cursor and press PF2 to select backup name

---- Backup -------- Backup ---------- Incr. ---------- Physical

      Name            Type             Type              Pool

.     DAILY           INCR             (B)              SCRATCH

.     WEEKLY          BASE                              SCRATCH

.     MONTHLY         BASE                              SCRATCH

.     SYSPACKS        BASE                              SCRATCH

.     TESTBASE        BASE                              SCRATCH

.     TESTINCR        INCR             (B)              SCRATCH

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF1: Help       PF2:  Define/Change    PF3:  Quit        PF4: 

PF5:            PF6:                   PF7:  Scr Back    PF8:  Scr Forward

PF9:            PF10:                  PF11:             PF12: 

Command====>........

This screen shows the default backup names. Notice that the backup names here are identical to the tape pool names
in the Tape Pool Manager. Logical pool names specified in the Tape Pool Manager automatically appear here. To add
or delete backup names on this screen, log on to the HIDRO service machine (step 1) to add or delete logical pools.
When you return to this screen, you will see the revised list of backup names.

3. Tab to DAILY and press PF2 to select it. You see the following screen:
S Y B K D E F Define Backup  ======================>  Define Backup    Def02

                               Backup Name : DAILY

  Backup type : INCR   Incremental Type : (B)        Physical Pool : SCRATCH

   +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

   |                                                                      |

   | .  DAILY CMDCTL A       controls how the disks are backed up.        |

   | .  DAILY SFSCTL A       controls how the SFS objects are backed up.  |

   |                                                                      |

   | .  DAILY SELECT A       controls which disks and SFS objects are     |

   |                         backed up.                                   |

   |                                                                      |

   | Hit PF4 to generate a sample jobstream based on the control files    |

   |                                                                      |

   | .  DAILY SYSIN A        the sample jobstream generated.              |

   |                                                                      |

   +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

  PF1 : Help      PF2 :                  PF3 : Quit        PF4 : Generate

  PF5 :           PF6 :                  PF7 :             PF8 :

  PF9 :           PF10:                  PF11: Xedit       PF12:

This screen lists three types of files associated with the backup named DAILY. For every backup name, HiDRO
supplies the following files:
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Command control
Model commands that HiDRO uses whenever it is creating the actual commands for a particular backup job. For
SFS environments use two command controls files, SFSCTL and CMDCTL. Press PF11 Xedit to view or edit the
file. (Filetype = CMDCTL and/or SFSCTL).

Select
Include and exclude commands that HiDRO uses to select minidisks or SFS objects to process during a particular
backup. Press PF11 to view or edit it. (filetype = SELECT).

SYSIN
HiDRO jobstream, generated automatically from information in the command control and select files whenever
you run a backup.
Because the SYSIN file shows each domain that will be backed up, you should check it to make sure it is what
you want. To check the SYSIN file, press PF4 to generate it then PF11 to view it. The SYSIN file can be modified
by editing the command control and/or select file.

NOTE
The filenames for the backup files are identical to the name of the logical tape pool for that backup.

This correspondence occurs automatically once you use the Tape Pool Manager on the HIDRO service machine to
define a logical pool. The correspondences for the backup named DAILY are shown in the following table:

Service Machine Function Component Name Component

HIDRO Tape Pool Manager DAILY Logical pool

SYBMON Backup Definition DAILY
DAILY CMDCTL
DAILY SFSCTL
DAILY SELECT
DAILY SYSIN 

Backup job
Command control files
Select file
 
Jobstream 

SYBMON Event Scheduler DAILY Event
4. If the SYSIN file is satisfactory, use PF3 to return to the SYBMON Main Menu. From there, you can access the Event

Scheduler, which can be used to initiate backups automatically based on a schedule you define.

NOTE
 For more information, see The Event Scheduler.

5. When you are finished with backup definition and event scheduling, return to the SYBMON Main Menu and start the
SYBMON service machine (put it in disconnected mode.)

Using a User Virtual Machine for the First Time

To initiate backups manually or to restore data, log on to a user virtual machine. You must be a user with Superuser,
Operator, or SYSUSER authorization. Only these users can issue SMSG. You also must have already run HIDRO and
SYBMON for the first time.

When you are logged on to a user virtual machine, you can take one of the following actions: 

• To initiate backups manually, issue an SMSG to SYBMON specifying the name of the backup job.
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NOTE

• Only initiate backups manually if you do not use the Event Scheduler to initiate backups automatically.
• This function is restricted to system administrators, superusers, or operators.
• For more information, see  Initiating Backups with SMSG in the documentation for operators.

• To restore data, enter the command SYBLIST. This brings up an interactive interface for restoring data. For a detailed
description of the interface to the Restore facility, see The Restore Facility in the documentation for administrators.
Unlike the case with backups, a regular user can issue SYBLIST. No special authorization is needed.
 

Additional HiDRO Features
HiDRO provides additional features to aid in managing HiDRO:

Control commands
A set of commands to initiate, query, and control backup and restore jobs. These commands are described in the
section HiDRO Server Control.

Online HELP
All HiDRO full-screen interactive interfaces have a comprehensive help facility. You can get additional information
at any time by pressing the PF key marked "Help," normally PF1. The help facilities for the interactive interfaces
are normally organized to provide information in three ways: by field, by screen, or through help indexes. If you
place your cursor on a field and press PF1, you will receive additional information about that field only. If you
place your cursor anywhere else on a screen, you will receive help for that screen and will normally be given
access to a help index. Additional help information is also available online for all of the messages issued by the
three HiDRO service machines. To get individual message help, issue the following command:
HELP messageid

For example, to get HELP for the message MON199, enter:
help mon199

Message IDs from the HiDRO module (prefix "SYB") are longer than six characters, but you should enter the six-
character form for HELP. For example, to get HELP for the message SYBTPL062O, enter:
help syb062

Omit "TPL," which is a source designation useful for Technical Support. Also omit the suffix "O," which indicates
an Operator message.
You can use the CMS HELP facility to obtain online information about system messages.

Console log
The console log for the HiDRO service virtual machine is a useful troubleshooting tool that enables you to capture
the console activity for the HiDRO service virtual machines. Follow the instructions in the PROFILE EXEC to
enable console spooling. Be sure to specify the spool destination userid appropriate for your site by modifying the
variable spool_dest in the PROFILE EXECs for all three HiDRO userids.
The REFRESH schedule task automatically closes the console at least once a day.

Indicative dump
HiDRO includes an indicative dump facility that displays critical information about the service virtual machine if
it experiences an abend. If HiDRO abends and you are unable to determine and correct the problem, save the
console and the dump file and contact Broadcom Support for assistance.

HiDRO user exit
The HiDRO user exit can be enabled to be automatically invoked at several points in HiDRO:

• JOBSTART
• JOBCHKPT
• JOBEND
• JOBABEND
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Broadcom ships a sample user exit named SYBSAMPL USEREXIT. To enable it, modify the sample to suit your
needs. Then rename the sample to USEREXIT EXEC, and ensure that it resides on the HIDRO 191 A-disk or
HIDRO 201 C-disk. The user exit does not run under the SYBREXX subcom environment, so the TEXIT and
EXTRACT primitives are not available. Using the user exit does not affect HiDRO job performance.
The table of the circumstances under which USEREXIT EXEC is called (if present) is found documented in the
exit itself.
If you implement USEREXIT EXEC, it must be able to handle all of these possible calls, even if it merely returns
to the caller.
Possible uses for USEREXIT EXEC:

• Customize the PF keys on the initial screens
• Move tape drives to another system at end-of-job.
• Notify a user or another system that a job is finished.
• Notify a user or obtain tape drives when a job starts.
• Drop (purge) saved segments to gain more storage before initialization, then get them back at termination.

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for
system administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the
service virtual machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this
document. Contents    

 Command Abbreviations 
When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase
letters, you cannot abbreviate the item.You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any
combination. Example: 
CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 
The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation: Example 1: 
A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:
A

| B C

| D

 Example 2: 
{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:
 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }
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 Default Values 
An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list. Example: 
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

 Keywords and Constants 
A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example: Example: 
STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

 Optional Choices 
Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item. Example: 
CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

 Multiple Optional Choices 
When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional. Example: In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

 Positional Parameters 
Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter: Example: 
CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

 Repetition 
An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item. Example 2: 
Repeat...

 Example 3: 
{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

 Required Choices 
You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character. Example: 
CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

 Special Symbols 
The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

 Symbols 
The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

 Syntax Fragments 
Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment. Example1: 
CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code
syntax. Example 2: 
CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

 System Response 
Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts. Example: 
ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 
User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case. Example: 
vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait
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This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type
of the directory entry you are adding.However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters. Example: 
ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

 Variables 
Lowercase items in italics denote variables. Example: 
CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME. 
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Installing
This section describes how to install, deploy, and service the HiDRO product.

Audience

Readers of this book must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information
about the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing in Mainframe VM Product
Manager documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of HiDRO and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
Contents

  

Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
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Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Follow these steps to obtain planning information for this product.

3top

Step 1.1 Prepare SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.

Follow these steps: 

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar
to nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.

NOTE
 For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:
3. ifn 

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
4. ift 

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
5. fm 

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
6. ofn 

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMB036A.
7. ofm 

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

NOTE
SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMQ028A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMQ028A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMQ028A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on the Shared
File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMQ028A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMQ028A

HIDRO :PRODID ZVMQ028A%HIDRO?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the section Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a PPF
override.

NOTE
 If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make
Override Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
 For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the section Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMQ028A.
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component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the section Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Allocating SFS Directories

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

Enroll the user ZVMQ028A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued from
a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool. 

Create the necessary directories for user ZVMQ028A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the HIDROSFS component override section of the
ZVMQ028A PPF file. 

Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT AUTHORITY
command. 

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMQ028A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMQ028A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED
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PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Deploying the Product
The procedure that you use to deploy the product depends on whether you are migrating from an existing installation or
deploying a first-time installation. If you are migrating, the procedure further depends on the technology that was used to
install the existing version of the product.

• If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, use one of the following procedures:
– If the existing version of this product was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, use the procedure in Migrating

HiDRO from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager. This procedure is expected to be a one-time action.
– If the existing version of this product was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, use the procedure in

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade.
• If and only if none of the preceding situations apply, use the procedure in Deploying the Product for the First Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to
deploy multiple instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems
at your installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files used by the server or end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters established
by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space needed for the product deployment.
Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is protected
from code changes made by service updates, because it has its own copy.

4. Step4.DeploytheProductMaterials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.

5. Configure the HiDRO Servers
Verify the accuracy of each virtual machine configuration and build any required catalog, template, and schedule files
needed for normal operation.

6. Schedule Events
Set up the Event Scheduler and define your backup jobs

7. Start the Product
Follow the steps in this section to bring up the deployed product server machine for the first time.

8. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.
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Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMQ028A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

Required Servers and NAMES File Entries

HiDRO requires the following three server machines for operation: a HIDRO server, a SYBMON server, and a SYBCOM
server. All three server machines must be included in each instance of a HiDRO NAMES file entry. Each HiDRO NAMES
file entry must have three server machine names that are unique from all other HiDRO NAMES file instances.

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the HiDRO product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name panel
usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries just overtype the
values and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

The entries can be grouped into the following categories:

3top

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• PUBLIC
• LOCAL
• BKUP
• CHKPOINT
• WRKDISK
• SYBMON
• EVENT
• QUEUE
• MONSTART
• SYBCOM
• COMLOC
• COMSTART
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Optional Facility Tags Create a Restore-Only Server

The tag names in this section define values used to create a restore only server facility. The facility is not created by
default.

To create a restore-only server, uncomment the SYBRST tag by removing the leading asterisk from the value. HiDRO will
allocate the user ID defined by the SYBRST tag and the disk space defined by the REST_A, RESTCKPT, and RESTWRK
tags.

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTPUBLIC
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVPUBLIC

Commenting the values will request that the minidisks not be defined during deployment.

Step 3. Allocate Resources for Production Use

The ppfname PLANINFO file produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user IDs
created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machine when you issued the VMDEFINE command in Step 1 above.
You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in the
VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machine and allocate disk space for the product deployment.

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the section Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

Enter the following command to create the user ID and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

Depending on the configuration described in the section Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

3top

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks defined on
the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see Defining a
VMSERVER NAMES File Entry in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide. 

Step 4.2 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations 
HIDRO Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
SYBMON Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 191 minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 201 minidisk.

SYBCOM Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 0191 minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 0201 minidisk.

SYBRST Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 0191 minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 0201 minidisk.
Read access to HIDRO 0291 minidisk.

Step 5. Configure the HiDRO Servers for Use
3top

Step 5.1. Run the Install Procedure

The following startup procedure verifies the accuracy of each virtual machine configuration and builds any required
catalog, template, and schedule files needed for normal operation.

 To configure the HiDRO servers for use 

1. Log on to the HiDRO server.
The HiDRO main menu displays.

2. Press PF6, Run Install.
3. Proceed through the list of selectable steps to verify the HiDRO configuration and defaults for your site.

Make and save any necessary changes.
H i D R O  02.8   Installation Steps for New Install                    IST001

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

|                                                                             |

|    +------------------------- Current Settings ------------------------+    |
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|    |   HIDRO   : HIDRO        SYBCOM : SYBCOM     SYBMON : SYBMON      |    |

|    |   SYSUSER :             Version :                                 |    |

|    +-------------------------------------------------------------------+    |

|                                                                             |

|              Installation Steps (Next step is highlighted)                  |

|                                                                             |

|   1.   Set product default options    2.   Set up list of superusers        |

|   3.   Initialize HIDRO machine       4.   Initialize SYBCOM machine        |

|   5.   Initialize SYBMON machine      6.   Install/update tape pools        |

|   7.   Set SFS defaults               8.   Set up tape mgmt. interface      |

|   9.   Initialize A-disk twin         10.  Generate HiDRO IPL tape          |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|                                                                             |

|    ===>                                                                     |

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

1= Help   2= Start Step 3= Quit    4= Skip Step  5= Display Log  6= All Steps

7=        8=            9=        10=           11=             12=

IST142: Ready for New Install to Code disk HIDRO 201

Step 5.2. Descriptions of Install Steps

1. Set product default optionsIn this step, the INSTALL prompts you to set the operating defaults for the product.
Note: Before you run this step, refer to the section on setting options and organizing tape pools in the Administrators
Guide to learn more about each option.
 Note: Before you run this step, refer to the section on setting options and organizing tape pools in the documentation
for administrators.
This step runs a full-screen program that contains several screens used to view and update the HiDRO operating
defaults, catalog files, and tape pools.
Most defaults will probably not require any changes; however, ensure that the user IDs for OPERATOR and
SYSUSER are those you desire on the first screen.
The User IDs for the HiDRO servers are obtained from the VMSERVER NAMES file and should not be changed.

2. Set up list of superusers
This step allows you to specify a list of privileged users who have access to all users’ data and all product functions.
The SYSUSER is automatically a privileged user and should not be included in the list.
Note: Before you run this step, refer to the section on setting options and organizing tape pools in the documentation
for administrators to learn more about each option.

3. Initialize the HIDRO serverWhen this step is run, it sets up a starter catalog file if no catalog files are found on the
HIDRO server LOCAL disk. Any existing catalogs are unchanged and if found, the starter catalog will not be added.

4. Initialize the SYBCOM serverThis step verifies that the SYBCOM server is correctly configured for use. The
SYBCOM server provides the user interface for browsing and selecting the data to be restored, and then submitting
the restore tasks.

5. Initialize the SYBMON serverThis step verifies that the SYBMON server is correctly configured for use. When this
step is run, the starter Event Scheduler files are created if they do not already exist. Any existing Event Scheduler files
remain unchanged and are retained.
The SYBMON server receives all user jobs and controls the job queue. In addition, the SYBMON server is where jobs
are defined, modified, and scheduled.

6. Install and update tape poolsThis step allows you to view, modify, and add tape pools to the HiDRO system for the
different types of backup jobs you will be running. If you have not previously modified or added tape pools to your
HiDRO system, the delivered defaults are displayed.
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7. Set SFS defaultsThis step allows you to specify whether HiDRO will back up the Shared File System (SFS) data. This
is also where you specify which filepools will be backed up by HiDRO.

8. Set up tape management interface
This step sets up the interface to various tape management system software products. You can select from a list of
provided tape management interfaces or enter the name of your own REXX tape management interface exit.

9. Initialize A-disk twin
This step duplicates the contents of the HiDRO LOCAL and RUNTIME minidisks to the twin disk, which is the disk
specified on the BKUP tag in the HIDRO NAMES file entry. This disk provides a current backup of your HiDRO
catalog, tape pool, and configuration files.

10. Generate HiDRO IPL tapeThis step creates an IPL tape to be used during disaster recovery, if you have that
requirement. You will be able to IPL HiDRO from this tape to restore your system from existing backup tapes when no
VM operating system is present on your processor.

Step 6. Schedule Events and Define Backup Jobs

To set up the Event Scheduler and define your backup jobs, follow these steps:

1. Log off the HiDRO server machine.
2. Log on the SYBMON server machine.

Press Enter to display the SYBMON Machine Main Menu.
3. To define your backup jobs, press PF5.

The Backup Definition Menu displays a list of defined backup names.
a. To define a backup job, tab the cursor to a backup name and press PF2 to select it.

The second Backup Definition Screen displays the three types of files needed for a backup: command control files
(files with a filetype of CMDCTL or SFSCTL), a select file, and a SYSIN file.

b. To view or edit a command control or select file, tab the cursor so that it is in front of the file name and press PF11.
Information about the syntax of the statements in the select file appears at the top of the file.

c. The SYSIN file contains the HiDRO job stream, which is generated automatically from the information in the
command control file and the select files whenever you run a backup job.

d. To review the HiDRO job stream that will be created when the job runs, press PF4. When the job generation
completes, place the cursor in front of the SYSIN file, then press PF11 to view the contents of the SYSIN file.

e. Review the contents of the SYSIN file to verify the command control file syntax and the selection of what is to be
included in the backup job reflect what you want.

f. After you define your backup jobs, press PF3 to return to the SYBMON Machine Main Menu.
4. To schedule events, press PF6.

The Event Definition screen is displayed.

NOTE
For more information about Backup Definition screens and on the Event Scheduler, see Deploying the
Product for the First Time  in the documentation for administrators.

Step 7. Start the HiDRO Servers

Verify that each of the three HiDRO service machines has authorization to XAUTOLOG the other two. Use your site
procedures to update the user directory entries with the appropriate AUTOLOG statements, or your External Security
Manager to grant the authorizations.

If you are still logged on to the SYBMON server machine, proceed to the next step. Otherwise log on to any one of the
three HiDRO server machines.

From the Main Menu of the server machine, press PF4 to disconnect from the server machine you are logged on to and
start all three of the HiDRO server machines.

HiDRO is now available for use. Any jobs you may have scheduled should run at the time you specified.
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Step 8. Make the Product Available

After you finish deploying the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For more
information about making the product available to your users, see the section Releasing Products to Users.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade
The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files used by the server or
end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space needed for the product
deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Step3.ExtractCurrentHiDRODefaultsandConfiguration
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

5. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration to the New Deployment
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to apply your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files to this
new deployment.

6. Back Out the Upgrade (Optional)
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

7. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space it occupied.

8. Make the Product Available

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step you will update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. You assigned this name when the product was
originally installed, as described in Define the Product Deployment.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You will update the PPF Name field on the screen
by overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMQ028A.
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For the second token, specify the component name HIDRO for a minidisk installation or HIDROSFS for a Shared File
System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of HiDRO from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described in
the Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space section. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. To produce a directory entry, enter the following command:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entry with your existing directory entry for the HiDRO server. Upgrade your current definition
to match the requirements for the new release of HiDRO.

Step 3. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration

Log on to the HiDRO server machine. If the server is running, Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Machine Main Menu then
press PF3 to Quit to CMS.

Ensure that you have your current runtime code minidisk accessed at file mode D. You can verify your current runtime
environment using the VMSERVER command to display the NAMES file entry for this HiDRO server.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract and save your current HiDRO defaults and configuration
files.

HIDFT EXTRACT

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Created Successfully

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:03:47 

Leave these files on the HiDRO server’s LOCAL disk. They will be automatically removed when you apply the defaults to
this new deployment in a subsequent step.

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance. Copy the installed product build materials to the disk areas you
allocated in the previous step.

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the product disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. For more information about this ID,
see Define the Product Deployment.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from
the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed
minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.
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ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new release, or backing out to the
old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information, see Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry in the  Mainframe VM Product
Manager Reference Guide. For a list of the product tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see the
section Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 5. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration to the New Deployment

Ensure that you have the code minidisk you just deployed to in the previous step, either RUNTIME or ALTRUNTIME,
accessed at file mode D.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to update this new deployment of HiDRO with your existing HiDRO
defaults and configuration files.

HIDFT APPLY

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO APPLY A Created Successfully

===> CURRENT OFFSETS A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO MODULE D Successfully ZAPd

===> HIDRO PROFILE D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO CONTROL D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO APPLY A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO ZAP A Successfully Erased

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:22:20

Step 6. Back Out the Upgrade - Optional

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the product if restoration becomes necessary.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name

name
Specifies the user ID of the HiDRO server. For more information about this ID, see Define the Product
Deployment.

The first step in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES
file to define a new Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that
step to restore the field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. To bring back the old release of the product, set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and
restart the service virtual machine(s).
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NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File Entry in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. To copy product materials to the runtime disk space, enter the VMDEPLOY command using the
following format.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After you resolve the situation that required you to back out the upgrade, repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

Step 7. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release

When you have no further use for the the previous release of HiDRO, follow the steps in this section to discard the
previous release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories owned by a unique user ID. For this
release, that ID is ZVMQ028A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the product specific
user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in the VMSERVER
NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 8. Make the Product Available

After you finish upgrading the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For more
information about making the product available to your users, see Releasing Products to Users in the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide.

Servicing Your Product
Contents

This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service tape or downloadable service
envelope contains a specific Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
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procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF tape or envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product
code. Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you
are about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF tape or envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files.

7. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

8. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files to the new Deployment
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to apply your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files to this
new deployment.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Receive the Documentation.
3. [Optional] Merge the Alternate APPLY disk.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMQ028A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for HiDRO. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use your
override file name instead of ZVMQ028A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current HiDRO disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.
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Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename 

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMQ028A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. Optional Merge the Alternate APPLY disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:

VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD
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NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfnamecomponent ( ENV envfilename 

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:

VMFAPPLY PPF ppfnamecomponent 

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF

You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF ppfname *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF ppf_override *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD
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Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfnamecomponent ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMQ028A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the section Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Specify HIDROSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 6. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration

Log on to the HiDRO server machine. If the server is running, Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Machine Main Menu then
press PF3 to Quit to CMS.

Ensure that you have your current runtime code minidisk accessed at file mode D. You can verify your current runtime
environment using the VMSERVER command to display the NAMES file entry for this HiDRO server.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract and save you current HiDRO defaults and configuration
files.

HIDFT EXTRACT

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Created Successfully

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:03:47 

Leave these files on the HiDRO server’s LOCAL disk. They will be automatically removed when you apply the defaults to
this new deployment in a subsequent step.

Log off the HiDRO server machine.

Step 7. Deploy Service to Production

Log on to VMANAGER.

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY | ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.
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[PRIMARY | ALTERNATE]
PRIMARY

Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials
from the product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all
deployed minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of
service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment.
Setting the ENVIRONMENT tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE
causes that set of deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. To test the new
service or to back out to the old level, set the appropriate value for ENVIRONMENT and restart the
server.

NOTE
For more information about the ENVIRONMENT tag, see Defining a VMSERVER NAMES File
Entry in the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Step 8. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration to the new Deployment

Log on to the HiDRO server machine.

Ensure that you have the code minidisk you just deployed to in the previous step, either RUNTIME or ALTRUNTIME,
accessed at file mode D.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to update this new deployment of HiDRO with your existing HiDRO
defaults and configuration files.

HIDFT APPLY

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO APPLY A Created Successfully

===> CURRENT OFFSETS A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO MODULE D Successfully ZAPd

===> HIDRO PROFILE D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO CONTROL D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO APPLY A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO ZAP A Successfully Erased

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:22:20

Step 9 Restart the Servers

Restart all 3 HiDRO servers: HIDRO, SYBMON, and SYBCOM.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:
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• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files.

6. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

7. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration Files to the new Deployment
Use the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to apply your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files to this
new deployment.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMQ028A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VM:Backup HiDRO. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you
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must use your override file name instead of ZVMQ028A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this
procedure, unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VM:Backup HiDRO disks or SFS directories, which contain
product materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service
runs correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMQ028A PPF or ZVMQ028A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMQ028A PPF A

ERASE ZVMQ028A $PPF A

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename 

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.
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ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF ppf_override * 

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfnamecomponent 

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level.

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope 

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

• ADD
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Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for production
use.

• NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

• ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being installed.
The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

• ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is
ZVMQ028A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

• component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS for
installing on SFS.

• SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objectes that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration

Log on to the HiDRO server machine. If the server is running, Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Machine Main Menu then
press PF3 to Quit to CMS.

Ensure that you have your current runtime code minidisk accessed at file mode D. You can verify your current runtime
environment using the VMSERVER command to display the NAMES file entry for this HiDRO server.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract and save you current HiDRO defaults and configuration
files.

HIDFT EXTRACT

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Created Successfully

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:03:47 
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Leave these files on the HiDRO server’s LOCAL disk. They will be automatically removed when you apply the defaults to
this new deployment in a subsequent step.

Log off the HiDRO server machine.

Step 6. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Step 7. Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration to the new Deployment

Log on to the HiDRO server machine.

Ensure that you have the code minidisk you just deployed to in the previous step, either RUNTIME or ALTRUNTIME,
accessed at file mode D.

Run the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to update this new deployment of HiDRO with your existing HiDRO
defaults and configuration files.

HIDFT APPLY

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.

===> HIDRO APPLY A Created Successfully

===> CURRENT OFFSETS A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO MODULE D Successfully ZAPd

===> HIDRO PROFILE D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO CONTROL D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO APPLY A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO ZAP A Successfully Erased

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:22:20

References
Contents
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VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.

You must never modify the product supplied ZVMQ028A $PPF or ZVMQ028A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMQ028A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file.

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Backup HiDRO - SFS install        *  

************************************
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:OVERLST. HIDROSFS

:HIDROSFS. HIDROSFS ZVMQ028A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.TSYSTEM

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.HELP

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMQ028A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname <vmcomp2>

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.

Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever
the ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
This section lists the NAMES file tags that HiDRO uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product
Manager VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by
VMDEFINE appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command
from the VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
 For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference
Guide. For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by
the HELP NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a HiDRO Server Virtual Machine (SVM).
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PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Chkpoint
HiDRO server checkpoint file where command completion is tracked for job recovery processing.

Bkup
HiDRO server code and catalog backup disk.
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Wrkdisk
HiDRO server work disk used during file restore to RDR.

Sybmon
The name of the SYBMON server.

Event
The LOCAL disk of the SYBMON server where defined backups and the job schedule files are maintained.

Queue
The SYBMON server minidisk where submitted jobs are processed and queued for execution.

Monstart
Server startup command for the SYBMON server, required by VMISTART.

Sybcom
The name of the SYBCOM server.

Commloc
The LOCAL disk of the SYBCOM server.

Comstart
Server startup command for the SYBCOM server, required by VMISTART.

Sybrst
The name of the SYBRST server. This is an optional server for restore processing only. Uncomment this tag to
define and implement a SYBRST server in your HiDRO configuration.

Rest_a
The LOCAL disk of the SYBRST server.

Restckpt
SYBRST server checkpoint file.

Restwrk
SYBRST server work disk used during restore to RDR processing.

Rststart
Server startup command for the SYBRST server, required by VMISTART.

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Contents

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

Configuring the VMALLOC command processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:
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DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE

This statement specifies that an already installed and operational VM:Secure product is available, and that it will be
used to automatically allocate user ID entries and minidisk space. When this statement is specified, make sure that the
following conditions are met:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE MODULE file on an accessed
minidisk or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
Directory Manager product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and disk
space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
DIRMAINT from IBM or VM:Secure. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.
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MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC callsVM:Secure directly to allocate the
needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating HiDRO to Mainframe VM Product Manager
This section describes the recommended procedure for completing the one-time initial migration of HiDRO to a VMSES
maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps described in the section Installing
Product Materials.

WARNING
We recommend that you backup your existing environment before proceeding.

Before proceeding, you must understand the concepts and procedures documented in the Mainframe VM Product
Manager Reference Guide. When the steps in this section are complete, your non-VMSES installed HiDRO release will be
preserved in the PRIMARY runtime environment and your HiDRO server machines will be converted to use the Mainframe
VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks running this release of HiDRO from the
ALTERNATE runtime environment.

Eliminate Product Code From the HiDRO server LOCAL Disk

Log on to the HiDRO server machine. If the server is running, press PF3 to exit to the HiDRO Machine Main Menu then
press PF3 to Quit to CMS.

1. LINK and ACCESS the VMANAGER 0195 minidisk in read only mode.
2. ACCESS the HiDRO product code minidisk, usually the 0201 minidisk, at file mode D. It is likely the HiDRO product

code minidisk will currently be accessed at file mode C, the disk must be accessed at file mode D before proceeding.
3. Check for any product materials from your old release of HiDRO on the A-Disk of the server. Issue the command:

VMNDFCAD

4. Any duplicate file on the A-Disk should replace the corresponding file on the HiDRO product code minidisk, usually
the 0201 minidisk. These duplicate files were probably created when fixes were applied to the release of HiDRO
previously installed without VMSES. Copy these duplicate files to the HiDRO product code minidisk using the
COPYFILE command with the OLDDATE and REPLACE options, then erase the copy of the duplicated file from the A-
Disk.

NOTE
 Do not copy these files to the HiDRO ALTRUNTIME disk, usually the 0202 minidisk, which is the new release
of HiDRO. They must be copied to the HiDRO product code minidisk, usually the 0201 minidisk, which is the old
release of HiDRO.

Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration

Ensure that you have your current HiDRO product code minidisk accessed at file mode D as indicated in the previous
step.

1. LINK to the ZVMQ028A BASE disk, usually the 02B2. ACCESS the 02B2 at file mode B.
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2. Run the HIDFT utility specifying the EXTRACT option to extract and save your current HiDRO defaults and
configuration files.
HIDFT EXTRACT

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.
===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Created Successfully

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:03:47 

Leave these files on the HiDRO server’s LOCAL disk. They will be automatically removed when you apply the defaults
to this new deployment in a subsequent step.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The HiDRO Server Virtual Machines require minor changes in their virtual machine configuration to operate with the
Mainframe VM Product Manager. Log on to VMANAGER to perform these changes.

NOTE
 The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your HIDRO servers.

The servers are first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. From
VMANAGER, issue the following command to define the server:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are upgrading. In most cases, the name is HIDRO.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMQ028A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name HIDRO for installing on minidisks. Use the name HIDROSFS
for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the HiDRO product server machines on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

For definitions of all available tag values for the HiDRO product, see the section Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES
File. Make any necessary modifications to the NAMES file entry to match your current HiDRO configuration.

NOTE
 For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP
file.

You need to change the Runtime Environment tag from PRIMARY to ALTERNATE in this VMDEFINE step.

To change the definition, overtype RUNTIME with ALTERNATE. Make other changes if needed and press PF6. Press PF3
to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of HiDRO from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described in
the section Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.
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Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the HIDRO servers. The startup files of each server are modified to
interface with the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shutdown and log off the HIDRO server, SYBMON
server, and SYBCOM server.

Compare the CP Directory entry files created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entries for each of the HiDRO
servers, and update your current definitions to match the requirements for the new release of HiDRO. The following
additional changes may be required, depending on what you have defined already:

• Add an alternate runtime disk, and an alternate public disk at addresses 202 and 0293, respectively, to the HIDRO
directory entry. These disks are populated when you deploy your new release.

• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT files created by VMALLOC.
• Change the address of the HiDRO 1FF MDISK statement to F1FF so the following link statement can be added, and

the existing 1FF minidisk is preserved until it is no longer needed. You will need this disk if for some reason you must
revert to the non-VMSES release of HiDRO.

• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• Add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT ALTERNATE

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry.

ALTERNATE
Copies product files to the product ALTERNATE disk space.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new HiDRO code is deployed to the ALTERNATE series of minidisks, your current release remains intact.
VMDEPLOY will also create a backup copy of the original PROFILE EXEC on the HIDRO 191, SYBMON 191, and
SYBCOM 191 as PROFILE OLDEXEC, then it will create a new PROFILE EXEC for each server. The PROFILE EXEC for
HIDRO will contain the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

NOTE
 For specific information about updating the HiDRO configuration, see Setting Options in the documentation for
administrators.

Logon to the HiDRO server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. At the HiDRO Server Main Menu, press PF3 to exit to CMS.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.
3. Ensure that you have the code minidisk you just deployed to in this step, the ALTRUNTIME minidisk, accessed at file

mode D.
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Run the HIDFT utility specifying the APPLY option to update this new deployment of HiDRO with your existing HiDRO
defaults and configuration files.
HIDFT APPLY

You should receive the following console messages indicating that the utility ran successfully.
===> HIDRO APPLY A Created Successfully

===> CURRENT OFFSETS A Created Successfully

===> HIDRO MODULE D Successfully ZAPd

===> HIDRO PROFILE D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO CONTROL D Successfully Replaced

===> HIDRO PROFSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO CONTSAVE A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO EXTRACT A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO APPLY A Successfully Erased

===> HIDRO ZAP A Successfully Erased

Ready; T=0.01/0.01 08:22:20

Your HiDRO server is now setup to run Release 2.8 under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager. The next time
you start it, the server will execute the new release of HiDRO that you installed with VMSES.

Enter the command PROFILE.

From the HiDRO Server Main Menu, press PF5 to access the HiDRO Setup Menu. Then press PF2 to add VMANAGER
to the HiDRO list of Superusers. Note that you may choose to make VMANAGER the SYSUSER instead and this is done
on the first panel of the HiDRO defaults menus. Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Server Main Menu.

Press PF4, Set Defaults, and review the HiDRO defaults to verify each setting. Make any necessary changes then press
PF2 to save the changes and update the defaults. Press PF3 to return to the HiDRO Server Main Menu. Your HiDRO
servers are now configured and ready for use running HiDRO Release 2.8.

When you decide to complete the upgrade to the new HiDRO release, move the new release materials to the PRIMARY
disk space, and overwrite the older release product materials.

Before running the VMDEPLOY command, extract your current HiDRO defaults and configuration files using the
procedure documented in Extract Current HiDRO Defaults and Configuration.

Use the following format to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the primary runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the older release
Product Materials with the newer release materials.

Use the VMSERVER command to change the Runtime tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file from ALTERNATE to
PRIMARY.

After running the VMDEPLOY and VMSERVER commands above, apply your current HiDRO defaults and configuration
files extracted above to this new deployment using the procedure documented in Apply Current HiDRO Defaults and
Configuration to the new Deployment.

At this time, the HiDRO F1FF mindisk can be deleted because it is no longer needed.
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Administrators
This section is for system administrators responsible for setting up and running VM:Backup HiDRO, referred to in the
remainder of this document as HiDRO. The section assumes you are familiar with VM/CMS and that you know the
conventions for naming CMS files and Shared File System (SFS) directories. 

Setting Options
The general HiDRO system options and the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager are maintained by full-screen interactive
interfaces on the HIDRO server. The purpose of this section is as follows:

• To show how the HiDRO server interface is used to make post-installation changes.
• To serve as a reference for the installation process. This section describes in detail the screens accessed during

installation.
• To describe additional functions that are not available through the Defaults screens, but are instead enabled by

manually editing the HIDRO CONTROL file and adding the appropriate records.

NOTE
Normally, HIDRO is the user ID of the server that holds the HiDRO product. That user ID is used throughout this
section. If you changed the user ID during the installation process, you must use the new user ID when working
on the HiDRO product server.

Determining Current Product Defaults
A superuser or operator can use the SYBDEF EXEC at any time to request a report of all the current default settings for
the product. SYBDEF EXEC can be run on either the HIDRO or SYBMON server by issuing the following command from
a non-HiDRO user ID:

SMSG hidro-serverid CMD SYBDEF

SYBDEF will produce a report suitable for printing and will send it to the reader of the requestor as file HIDRO
DEFAULTS.

Invoking the HIDRO Server Interface
The first step in specifying defaults or using the tape pool manager is to invoke the HiDRO server interactive interface and
select a function. Use the following procedure:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. If the server is logged off, you must press ENTER to access the main menu. If the server is being reconnected, you

must:
a. Press ENTER several times until the "Machine Running" screen displays.
b. Press PF3 to access the HiDRO Machine Menu screen.

3. On the HiDRO Machine Menu screen, choose PF5: Set Defaults & Tape Pools. The HiDRO Setup Menu displays:

                VM:Backup High-Speed Disaster Recovery Option (HiDRO)

        HHH    HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

       HHH    HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

       HHH      HHH

      HHH      HHH              DDDDDDDDDD      RRRRRRRRRRR     OOOOOOOOO0OO
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      HHH      HHH              DDDDDDDDDDDD     RRR     RRR   OOO        OOO

     HHH      HHH      III     DDD       DDD    RRR      RRR  OOO        OOO

     HHH      HHH      III     DDD       DDD    RRR      RRR  OOO        OOO

     HHHHHHHHHHH             DDD        DDD    RRR      RRR  OOO        OOO

    HHH       HHH     III    DDD       DDD     RRR     RRR   OOO        OOO

    HHH       HHH     III   DDD       DDD      RRRRRRRRRRR  OOO        OOO

   HHH       HHH     III    DDD       DDD      RRR     RRR  OOO        OOO
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 PF1: Help            PF2: Add Superusers         PF3: Quit

 PF4: Set Defaults    PF5: SFS settings           PF6: Tape Pool Manager

 PF7: Catalogs        PF8:                        PF9: Tape Management System

4. Press a PF key to choose a function. This section describes the functions in the following order:
– PF4 Set Defaults
– PF2 Add Superusers
– PF5 SFS settings
– PF6 Tape Pool Manager
– PF9 Tape Management Interface
– PF7 Catalogs

Changing the Default Settings
To change the default settings, press PF4 Set Defaults in the Set Defaults and Tape Pools screen. If you do not have this
screen open, see Invoking the HIDRO Server Interface.

Defaults are set in five screens. The first two screens (INS01 Setting Service Machine IDs and INS02 General System
Settings) are the screens you will most likely need to change. You will probably not need to change the other three
screens (INS03, INS04, and INS05).

To change a setting in a screen, type over the setting. You can get help at any time by pressing PF1. Use PF8 and PF7
to move forward and backward through the screens. Do not press PF2 Submit Changes until you finish making changes.
Pressing PF2 submits changes for all five screens.

NOTE
Because PF2 Submit Changes creates a new HIDRO MODULE, consider generating a new HiDRO IPL tape so
that you have the current version of the module and other control files.

Setting Service Machine IDs
To open the Setting Service Machine IDs screen (INS01), press PF4 at the HiDRO Setup Menu. In this screen, you are
asked for basic information about your three HiDRO servers and the users who will control and maintain them:

 S Y B G E N   Installation Function ===========>  Machine and User IDs    INS01

           +--------------------------------------------------------+

           |  HIDRO  ....: HIDRO      Service machine ID            |

           |  SYBCOM ....: SYBCOM     Communicator machine ID       |

           |  SYBMON ....: SYBMON     Monitor machine ID            |
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           +--------------------------------------------------------+

 

           +--------------------------------------------------------+

           |  SYSUSER ...: VMANAGER   System administrator ID       |

           |  OPERATOR ..: OPERATOR   System operator ID            |

           +--------------------------------------------------------+

 

 

 

 

   PF1 : Help  PF2 : Submit Changes   PF3 : Quit           PF4 :

   PF5 : SFS   PF6 : Add Superusers   PF7 :                PF8 : Scr Forward

To change a setting, type over the existing setting. All of the settings on this screen are explained in the following
subsections.

WARNING
Do not press PF2 Submit Changes until you are done with this facility. Pressing PF2 submits changes for all five
screens at once.

HIDRO

HIDRO is the default name (user ID) of the service virtual machine that holds the HiDRO product and on which all
backups and restores are performed.

If you have changed the name (user ID) of this server during installation, you must enter the new name on this screen.

Two files on the HiDRO code disk, HIDRO CONTROL and HIDRO PROFILE, contain references to the three HiDRO
service virtual machines. If any of the names for these servers are ever changed, you must change the references in the
files. To do so, display the HiDRO Setup Menu, press PF4 Set Defaults, change the names that appear on the screen,
and press PF2 Submit Changes. Then recopy the HIDRO PROFILE file to the public disk.

SYBCOM

SYBCOM is the default name of the service machine which performs all catalog browses.

If you have changed the name (user ID) of this server during installation, you must enter the new name on this screen.

SYBMON

SYBMON is the default name of the service machine through which all jobs are submitted to HiDRO.

If you have changed the name (user ID) of this machine during installation, you must enter the new name on this screen.

SYSUSER

SYSUSER is the System Administrator for HiDRO. This is normally the person who has the power to install and maintain
HiDRO. For this reason, the following are automatically sent to the SYSUSER's reader:

• The log of each HiDRO service machine
• Error logs if any problems are encountered
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NOTE
Do not enter the SYSUSER user ID in the list of SUPERUSERs.

OPERATOR

The OPERATOR receives all class O messages and is able to submit replies to HiDRO. These messages include all tape
handling messages, including tape mount requests.

The operator may also perform the following functions:

• Communicate with the HIDRO machine through SMSG commands.
• Issue the immediate commands Query, Cancel, Drain, Detach, and Purge.
• Reply to operator (class O) messages.
• Issue commands to the SYBMON monitor machine that affect the job queue and the Event Scheduler.
• Run pooled backups.

General System Settings
General system settings are on Installation screen INS02. Reach this screen by pressing PF8 from the Setting Service
Machine IDs screen.

To open the Setting Service Machine IDs screen, press PF4 Set Defaults in the HiDRO Setup Menu.

 S Y B G E N   Installation Function ===========>  General settings        INS02

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |   Privilege ..: RESTORE   General user privilege                       |

  |   Repeat count: 3         Number of times to prompt operator           |

  |   Wait time ..: 5         Minutes to wait between prompts to operator  |

  |   Warning ....: YES       Warn owner during backup of disk ?           |

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |   EXPDT ......: NO        Override tape file expiration date ?         |

  |   MAXTAPE ....: 03        Maximum number of tape units used per job    |

  |   MAXTASK ....: 32        Maximum number of concurrent tasks per job   |

  |   NL Tapes ...: REJECT    Accept non labeled tapes during backup ?     |

  |   SCRATCH ....: YES       Allow scratch tapes during backup ?          |

  |   SL Tapes ...: ACCEPT    Accept SL tapes not in HiDRO pools ?         |

  |   STATUS .....: DETACH    Tape disposition at end of job               |

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |   LNKUNIT ....: 0500      Starting minidisk unit address for linking   |

  |   Twin disk ..: 0291      Unit address of twin of HIDRO's A disk       |

  |   Work disk - ccuu : 0292    type : 3390      size : 00000005          |

  |                                                                        |

  +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

   PF1 : Help  PF2 : Submit Changes   PF3 : Quit           PF4 :

   PF5 :       PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Backward   PF8 : Scr Forward

Here you are asked for basic HiDRO system default settings. All of the settings on this screen are explained in the
following sections.

Privilege

Privilege specifies which functions the general users of HiDRO may access. A general user is any user who is not a
superuser. Three settings for this option are possible:
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RESTORE
Restricted to restore, catalog browse, and report operations. RESTORE is the default.

ALL
May perform all operations, including backup, restore, format, copy, and duplicate.

NONE
May not perform any HiDRO operations.

NOTE
 General users may never access any data except their own, regardless of the type of operations that they are
allowed to perform.

Repeat Count

Repeat Count specifies the number of times HiDRO should repeat an operator prompt before cancelling a task. You can
specify any decimal number between 1 and 99; the default is 3. The time stamp for each repetition of the prompt is the
time stamp of the original prompt, not the actual time the prompt is repeated.

The number of minutes HiDRO waits before reissuing a prompt if it is not answered is set in the Wait Time option,
explained below.

If you are using an external tape manager (for example, VM:Tape), refer to recommendations in the section Tape Manager
Interfaces.

Wait Time

Wait Time specifies the number of minutes that HiDRO should wait before reissuing a prompt that has not been answered.

You may specify any decimal number between 1 and 999.

The number of times that HiDRO will repeat a prompt before cancelling a task is set in the Repeat Count option. See
above.

If you are using an external tape manager, refer to recommendations in the section Tape Manager Interfaces.

Warning

Warning specifies whether users should be sent a message telling them when the backup of their virtual unit has begun
and another when it has ended. Two settings for this option are possible:

YES
Send warning messages.

NO
Do not send warning messages

NOTE
Normally, this option is set to "yes" so that users will not update their disks until they have been backed up. If
HiDRO is unable to successfully back up a disk the first time, it will try again when all other disks have been
backed up. If HiDRO is still unable to back up the unit, the command to backup the unit will appear in the
HiDRO Failed Commands File.

EXPDT

EXPDT specifies whether your operator may overwrite an unexpired tape file. Three settings for this option are possible:

YES
Operator will be prompted to allow an unexpired tape file to be overwritten.
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NO
Operator can never overwrite an unexpired tape file. Another tape must be mounted or the task cancelled.

TMS
All tapes are validated by an external tape management system. HiDRO will overwrite all tapes.
If you are using an external tape manager (for example, VM:Tape), refer to recommendations in the section Tape
Manager Interfaces.

MAXTAPE

MAXTAPE sets the maximum number of tape drives that may be attached to HiDRO at any one time. You may specify any
decimal number from 01 to 99. The delivered default is 03.

NOTE
 The MAXTAPE setting can be overridden by the MAXTAPE global option.

MAXTAPE is a global option as well as an installation option. MAXTAPE can be specified for every job with the exact
number of tape drives to be used. If the job is started by the HiDRO Scheduler, then MAXTAPE may be defined as a
PARM. For example:

global maxtape 8

If the job is started manually by sending an SMSG to the HiDRO monitor machine, then MAXTAPE may be specified on
the command. For example:

smsg sybmon cmd daily global maxtape 2

MAXTASK

MAXTASK is the maximum number of tasks HiDRO will run concurrently.

MAXTASK should usually be left at the default value. HiDRO normally calculates the optimum number of tasks for each
job and will adjust the number downward from the MAXTASK setting, depending on available memory and tape drives.

Generally, the only time you might want to adjust MAXTASK yourself is to run fewer tasks than tape drives.

However, even in this case, MAXTASK is set automatically if you use NORR (no round-robin). For example, you might
have three available drives and want to fill a tape before using the next tape on another drive. For this configuration, which
could be useful for unattended operation, set MAXTAPE = 3 and TAPEDRV = NORR. MAXTASK = 1 is required but is set
automatically by NORR.

NL Tapes

NL Tapes specifies whether during backups, HiDRO accepts unlabeled tapes. Two settings for this option are possible:

ACCEPT
HiDRO allows unlabeled tapes to be used and will prompt for a label for such tapes.

REJECT
HiDRO does not allow unlabeled tapes to be used. Such tapes will be unloaded.

SL TAPES

SL Tapes specifies whether during backups, HiDRO accepts a labeled tape that is not in the pool system. Two settings for
this option are possible:

ACCEPT
HiDRO allows labeled tapes to be used. Once a tape is used, it is added to the pool system.
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REJECT
HiDRO does not allow labelled tapes that are not in the pool system.

SCRATCH

SCRATCH specifies how HiDRO deals with scratch tapes. Any tape unknown to the Tape Pool Manager is considered a
scratch tape.

• Specifies whether HiDRO should prompt for scratch tapes if there are no tapes available in the physical tape pool that
is to be used for the backup.

• Determines how scratch tapes can be requested:
– As specified scratch tapes, by volser
– As generic scratch tapes "SCRATCH"

Three settings for this option are possible:

YES
HiDRO will request specific scratch tapes by volser. If the tape pool being used runs out of free tapes, generic
scratch tapes (SCRATCH) will be requested.

NO
HiDRO requests only specific scratch tapes, by volser. The backup job in progress will be aborted when the
physical pool used for the backup contains no more scratch tapes.

ALWAYS
HiDRO will always prompt for generic scratch tapes. HiDRO will request MOUNT SCRATCH.

STATUS

STATUS sets the final disposition of all tape drives at the end of a HiDRO job. (A job is a complete backup; a task is the
backup of a single minidisk or filespace.) Three settings for this option are possible:

DETACH
Detach tape drives at end-of-job. DETACH is the default.

LEAVE
Leave tape drives in their current state at end-of-job.

UNLOAD
Unload tapes at end-of-job.

NOTE
 If you have an external tape manager, see Tape Manager Interfaces for the recommended settings.

LINKUNIT

LNKUNIT specifies the first virtual unit address HiDRO will use for a minidisk link. The default is 0500.

When HiDRO needs to link to a minidisk during an operation, it will first use the specified ccuu for LNKUNIT. If a link
cannot be obtained at that address, HiDRO will keep trying, incrementing ccuu by one for each attempt.

Twin Disk

Twin Disk specifies a disk on which HiDRO information will be saved after each backup.

Two settings for this option are possible:
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ccuuu
The virtual unit address of the minidisk where HiDRO will be saved. Both the 191 (A) and the code minidisks are
copied to the twin disk. The 191 minidisk is copied after each backup, and the HiDRO code minidisk is copied
each day if any changes were made.

00000
The original HIDRO A-disk will not be saved.

If a "twin" disk is specified, it must be permanently defined in the CP directory entry for the service virtual machine that
holds the HiDRO product and on which all backups are performed. By default, this server is called HIDRO.

The "twin" disk must be large enough to accommodate all the used space on the HIDRO A-disk and C-disk.

In addition, the "twin" disk must not be accessed or write-linked by default. HiDRO will link to it when it duplicates its A-
disk at the end of each backup.

NOTE
 The "twin" disk should be physically separate from the original HIDRO A-disk. This means a different physical
DASD volume, and preferably a different controller.

Work Disk 

HiDRO requires a temporary work disk that can be used as a staging area for files restored to the virtual reader of a user.
You need to specify three pieces of information about this work disk:

• A unit address. The default address is 292.
• The device type of the unit where the work disk will reside as TDISK. Because you may use either an FBA or CKD

device, specify any one of the following:

 FBA Devices  CKD Devices 

FB-512 3380

9336 3390

• The size of the work disk, which should be large enough to hold the maximum amount of data that will be restored to a
reader. Even though entire minidisks are not often restored, you should set the size of the work disk to accommodate
the minidisks of most users at your installation.
You may specify any number from 1 to 999999. If you have specified a CKD device, the number will be considered as
a number of cylinders. If you have specified an FBA device, the number will be a number of blocks.

The temporary work disk will be defined with the specified size whenever the HIDRO service machine is logged on. If
there is not enough temporary disk space available on your system, HiDRO will not initialize. Therefore, if temporary disk
space is limited in your shop, you might prefer to define a permanent minidisk in the CP directory at the specified WORK
DISK virtual address. If you use a permanent minidisk, its size and device type must match the WORK DISK specification,
or HiDRO will not initialize.

Other Options
Three additional screens allow you to change other options.

The default settings for these options should be accepted except in unusual circumstances. Therefore, this document will
not cover the options beyond describing the screens in general terms. For more detailed information, see the HELP (PF1)
for each option. In particular, note the current default for USERCLASS.
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Message, Printer, and Tape Options

Set the default values for various message, log, printer, and tape options in screen INS03. If you do not have the INS
screens open, go to the HiDRO Setup Menu and press PF4 Set Defaults. Screen INS01 opens. Scroll forward with F8.

 S Y B G E N  Installation Function ============>  Message, Log, and Tape  INS03 

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |   CONSOLE CLASS ..: ILPDOWECQTRS Message classes directed to console        |

 |   INTERCOM .......: ON           Interactive console communication          |

 |   IOE LOG ........: ON           Log I/O errors ?                           |

 |   MESSAGE TYPE ...: MSGNOH       CP message command type                    |

 |   SYSPRT - PUNIT .:              Message destination: virt. printer address |

 |            SUMMARY: YES          Produce message summary report?            |

 |            CONSOLE: CONSOLE      Message destination: console               |

 |            SYSFILE:                       Message destination: CMS LOG file |

 |   PRTDEST ........: DEIKI01      Printer destination                        |

 |   USER CLASS .....: PWEC         Message classes directed to CMS LOG file   |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |   ATTUNIT ........: 0350         Starting tape unit address for attach req. |

 |   IDRC ...........: NO           Use IDRC facility if tape drive equipped?  |

 |   COMPACT ........: NO           Use 3590 hardware compaction mode?         |

 |   LABEL ..........: SL           Tape label type - standard or non-labelled |

 |   RLF ............: ON           Use Reduced Label Format for backups?      |

 |   PROTECT ........: OFF          Secure Backup tapes against other systems? |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

   PF1 : Help  PF2 : Submit Changes   PF3 : Quit           PF4 :

   PF5 :       PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Backward   PF8 : Scr Forward

Some settings on this screen correspond to global and local options. Both global and local options override the settings in
this screen, and local options override global options. The following settings are matched by corresponding options:

Setting Option Scope (Global, local in specific
operations)

CONSOLE CLASS CONCLASS Global only

IOE LOG IOELOG, NOIOELOG Global only

SYSPRT SYSPRINT Global only

PRTDEST PRTDEST Global only

USER CLASS USERCLASS Global only

IDRC ITAPE, OTAPE Backup, Restore, Copy, Duplicate, Verify

COMPACT ITAPE, OTAPE Backup, Restore, Copy, Duplicate, Verify

LABEL ITAPE, OTAPE Backup, Restore, Copy, Duplicate, Verify

RLF ITAPE, OTAPE (set ON with SL operand) Backup, Restore, Copy, Duplicate, Verify

NOTE
For more information about global options and options that are local to specific operations, see the  Command
Reference .
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Task and Job-Related Options

Set the default for various task and job-related options in screen INS04. If you do not have the INS screens open, go to
the HiDRO Setup Menu and press PF4 Set Defaults. Screen INS01 opens. Scroll forward with F8.

 S Y B G E N  Installation Function ============>  Task and Job            INS04

 

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |   CASE ...........: MIXED        Case for commands                         |

  |   CATNAME ........: SYBCAT       Default HiDRO catalog filename            |

  |   CHECKPOINT .....: ON           Enable checkpoint facility ?              |

  |   DASD MOUNT .....: NO           Prompt if DASD volume not online ?        |

  |   FILE SELECTION -                                                         |

  |      FILEMODE 0 ..: YES          Process Filemode 0 files on R/O disks?    |

  |      FM6SQL ......: YES          Include FM 6 SQL-like files during incr.? |

  |      NON CMS .....: YES          Backup non-CMS disk during incrementals ? |

  |   FILL ...........: 40           Fill character for data compaction        |

  |   GRACE PERIOD ...: 24           Maximum scheduled Event delay, in hours   |

  |   OPCORE .........: 4194304      Virtual storage limit per HiDRO task      |

  |   PRIORITY .......: EVENT        Monitor priority for events and jobs      |

  |   RESUBMIT .......: LU           Error classes for task resubmit           |

  |   SEARCH LIMIT ...: 035          Catalog Search limit - Number of Days     |

  |   SEQUENCE .......: OFF          Sequence minidisk Backups on tape         |

  |   VMCORE .........: MAX          Total HiDRO virtual storage limit         |

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

   PF1 : Help  PF2 : Submit Changes   PF3 : Quit           PF4 :

   PF5 :       PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Backward   PF8 : Scr Forward

Some settings on this screen correspond to global and local options. Both global and local options override the settings in
this screen, and local options override global options. The following settings are matched by corresponding options:

Setting Option Scope (Global, local in specific
operations

CATNAME CATNAME Global only

OPCORE OPCORE (global), CORE (local) Global (OPCORE), All operations (CORE).
Catalog functions have CORE MAX set by
default.

VMCORE VMCORE Global only

NOTE
For more information about global options and options that are local to specific operations, see the  Command
Reference . 

Miscellaneous Options

Screen INS05 sets various miscellaneous options. If you do not have the INS screens open, go to the HiDRO Setup Menu
and press PF4 Set Defaults. Screen INS01 opens. Scroll forward with F8.

 S Y B G E N  Installation Function ============>  Miscellaneous           INS05
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  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  |   ACCOUNT ........: OFF          User chargeback account option            |

  |   DATEFORM .......: U            Date format: U=USA, E=European, I=ISO     |

  |   EPOCH ..........: 0            TOD clock EPOCH skew                      |

  |   ESM ............: NO           External Security Manager ?               |

  |   ETB ............: YES          Elapsed Time Boost ?                      |

  |   IPL ............: CMS          Saved system to IPL                       |

  |   IUCV ...........: OFF          Set IUCV OFF/ON or on for SMSG, MSG only  |

  |   MAX ABEND ......: 5            Maximum number of abends in a job         |

  |   RPS ............: YES          Rotational position sensing ?             |

  |   RUNIT ..........: 000C         Virtual READER/RDR unit address           |

  |   SPOOLTYPE ......: NOCONT       Spool files CONT / NOCONT                 |

  |   TAPECTL ........: NO           Override automatic tape verification      |

  |   TAPEDRV ........: RR           Tape drive allocation RR/NORR             |

  |   TIMEDIF ........: 0            Time difference from GMT, in hours        |

  |   TIMEZON ........: EST          Time zone (GMT, EST, etc.)                |

  |                                                                            |

  |   DIAG (reserved) : Option is for Tech Support                             |

  +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

   PF1 : Help  PF2 : Submit Changes   PF3 : Quit           PF4 :

   PF5 :       PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Backward   PF8 :

Tape Management
HiDRO provides two mechanisms for managing tapes:

The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager
Allows you to associate tape pools with regularly scheduled backups. Protects and recycles tapes. Press PF6 at
the HiDRO Setup Menu to bring up the Tape Pool Manager screen. For more information, see The HiDRO Tape
Pool Manager.

The HiDRO tape management interface system
Provides exit points for users who run with an external tape management system. Press PF9 at the HiDRO Setup
Menu to bring up the Tape Manager Interface screen, where you select from a list of common tape management
systems that run under the VM operating system. For more information about the tape management interfaces,
see the section Tape Manager Interfaces.
You can also interface with your own REXX tape exit. To do so, choose Other on the Tape Manager Interface
screen. For more information about user-written tape exits, see the section Tape Management Exits.

The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager is often used in conjunction with an external tape manager. To define HiDRO backups
with well-regulated retention periods, you must use the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager. An external tape manager facilitates
other functions. For more information on how the Tape Pool Manager works with external tape managers, see The
Interfaces and the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager.

Superuser Definition
To display screen USR01, which lets you define superusers, press PF2 Add Superusers at the HiDRO Setup Menu.

 S Y B G E N  Authorization Manager  ========>  Super Userid Definition   USR01

 

   +----------  List all privileged users on your system below:  -----------+

   |                                                                        |

   |  KENCL01     FIN001     MAINT       TURAL05     ........    ........  |
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   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   |  ........    ........    ........    ........    ........    ........  |

   +------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

        PF1 : Help        PF2  : Submit Changes       PF3  : Quit

        PF4 :             PF5  :                      PF6  :

 

This sample screen shows user IDs for four superusers. SUPERUSERS are users who have access to all HiDRO facilities
and all other users’ data. Superusers may perform backup, restore, verify, format, copy, and duplicate operations using
HiDRO.

The superusers also may perform all operator functions.

You can enter user IDs for up to 90 superusers. The system administrator (SYSUSER) should not be included in this list
because the system administrator is a superuser by default.

All class S messages are sent to the superusers.

NOTE
You can get a list of superusers from a running HIDRO machine while logged on a user. See Determining
Current Product Defaults.

SFS File Pool Definition
To define SFS filepools, press PF5 at the HiDRO Setup Menu. This brings up the SFS File Pool Definition screen
(SFS01):

  S Y B G E N  SFS File Pool Manager  ===========>  File Pool Definition   SFS01

 

             Specify if you want SFS data to be backed up (Y/N):  Y

 

 +---------- List the names of all File Pools on your system below: ----------+

 |                                                                            |

 | VMSYSU:..    FPOOL001:    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |
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 | .........    .........    .........    .........    .........    ......... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

        PF1 : Help        PF2  : Submit Changes       PF3  : Quit

        PF4 :             PF5  :                      PF6  :

 

 Command ====>

 

To enable HiDRO to back up SFS data, respond Y, then list the names of all filepools on your system. This sample screen
shows two filepool names, VMSYSU and FPOOL001.

WARNING
When you enter the filepool name on the panel, you must append a colon (:) to correctly identify it for use by
HiDRO.

NOTE

• The three HiDRO service machines must be enrolled as ADMINISTRATORS for each filepool listed.
• To get a list of filepools to be processed during backups while logged on as a user, use the SYBDEF EXEC.

For more information, see Determining Current Product Defaults.

Catalog Definition
Pressing PF7 Catalog on the HiDRO Setup Menu brings up the Catalog Definitions screen:

   S Y B G E N    Catalog Manager =========> Catalog Definitions       CTG00

To add a new catalog press PF6.

To change or empty a catalog, position cursor and press PF4 or PF9.

To delete a catalog, position cursor and press PF5.

-------- Catalog ------ Catalog ------ Catalog ----

          Name           Type           Level

.        SYBCAT          FULL           NAME

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF1: Help   PF2:              PF3: Quit           PF4: Change  PF5:  Delete

PF6: Add    PF7: Scroll Back  PF8: Scroll Forward PF9: Empty   PF10: 

Command===>...

This screen allows you to create, change, or delete HiDRO user catalogs. Note that catalog definition requires three kinds
of specification:
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• Catalog name
• Catalog type
• Catalog level

Catalog type and level determine the information recorded in the catalog. The Catalog Definition specifications are
described in the following sections.

NOTE
To get information about catalogs while you are logged on a user, use the SYBDEF EXEC. For more
information, see Determining Current Product Defaults.

Setting Catalog Name

You may specify different catalog names for different purposes. The default catalog is SYBCAT. Only one catalog can be
active at any time; therefore, if you use more than one catalog, it important to know which catalog records the data you
want to browse or restore.

For both the backups and restores, the active catalog is always the one specified by the CATNAME installation default
option (screen INS04) unless you specify alternate catalogs for specific backup and browse/restore jobs.

The CATNAME installation default option also identifies the catalog that will be condensed by the CONDENSE event. If
you have multiple catalogs, you may want to set up a CONDENSE event for each catalog, with the appropriate catalog
specified as a parameter for each event.

Setting Catalog Type

Catalog type determines which catalog files are maintained. A full catalog for CMS minidisk environments comprises the
following files:

• The INDEX file contains information about the specific unit, user IDs, volumes, and dates of each backup.
• The FNAMES file contains information about backed up CMS files. Depending on the level of cataloging, the FNAMES

file records filenames, dates, and file attributes.

In SFS environments, the DNAMES file saves SFS directory names.

Catalog Definition functions allow you to define the type of information in the catalog. You can choose to record INDEX file
information or both INDEX and FNAMES information.

You specify one of the following to set the catalog type:

OFF
HiDRO keeps no records of Backup activity.

BRIEF
Only the INDEX file is maintained (plus the DNAMES file for SFS). The FNAMES file is not maintained. The
INDEX file contains only minidisk and filespace information, not CMS file-level information; thus, CMS files backed
up with the BRIEF parameter will not appear on a Restore facility (SYBLIST) browse screen. The CMS files can
only be restored if you know the file ids.

FULL
This is the default. HiDRO will maintain the INDEX and FNAMES files (plus the DNAMES file for SFS). CMS file-
level information is maintained. In this case, you can also define the level of FNAMES cataloging.

For pooled backups, the standard method, HiDRO will not use a catalog type of OFF specified here. Instead, HiDRO uses
BRIEF to record sufficient information for tape control.

Catalog type specified on the Catalog Definition screen is overridden by the local option CATALOG specified in a
CMDCTL, SFSCTL or alternate command file. These control files have precedence even for pooled backups; therefore,
CAT OFF specified in these files will result in pooled backups with no catalog records.
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The following table indicates disk space requirements for the three files:

File Disk Space Records

INDEX 256 bytes per record One record for each minidisk or filespace
(plus extra record if backup file spans
tapes)

FNAMES 16, 22, or 32 bytes per record, depending
on catalog level

One record for each CMS file

DNAMES 32 bytes per record One record for each SFS directory

Setting the Level of Information in the FNAMES File

If the catalog type is set to FULL, you can further define catalog information by setting the level of information recorded in
the FNAMES file. The following list describes the three possible FNAMES levels:

NAME
Save filename and filetype. NAME is the delivered default type for SYBCAT, which has a default level of FULL.
The logical record length of the FNAMES file is 16.

DATE
Save date and time in addition to filename and filetype. The logical record length of the FNAMES file is 22.

ATTR
Save filemode number, record format, logical record length, and number of items, in addition to filename, filetype,
and date. The logical record length of the FNAMES file is 32.

When you change the catalog level, the catalog size will change, expanding to accommodate a higher level or contracting
for a lower level.

When you change to a higher level of cataloging (from DATE to ATTR or from NAME to DATE or ATTR) the disk space
requirement will increase. Specifically, if catalog level is changed upward from NAME to DATE, the size of the existing
FNAMES records and thus the size of the file, will increase by 38 percent. If the catalog is changed another level upward
from DATE to ATTR, the FNAMES file will increase by another 45 percent.

NOTE
If you are backing up extremely large minidisks with many files, you may need to increase the OPCORE setting.

When you change to a lower level, the logical record length is reduced, the record is truncated, the higher level
information is lost, and the disk space is reclaimed. For example, if you change from ATTR to DATE, you will lose the
information exclusive to the ATTR level (filemode, record format, logical record length, and number of items). Similarly, if
you change the level downward from DATE to NAME, you will lose the additional information in the DATE level (date and
time stamp).

If the catalog type is not FULL, the FNAMES file will not be maintained. If the cataloging type is OFF or BRIEF, existing
information in the FNAMES file will remain, but new data will not be added.

Deleting and Emptying Catalogs

To delete a catalog (except the default catalog SYBCAT, which cannot be deleted), use the PF5 Delete key.

Alternatively, you can use the PF9 Empty key to delete catalog information but retain the catalog characteristics. You
might want to empty a catalog if you don’t need the backup information and want to reclaim disk space.

To empty a catalog, press PF9 Empty, then press PF9 again to confirm. This will delete all the cataloging information in
the INDEX and FNAMES files (plus DNAMES file for SFS) and will reclaim the disk space occupied by that information.
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If you want the emptied catalog to be inactive, with its characteristics retained, set the catalog type to OFF. If you set the
catalog type to BRIEF or FULL, the catalog will be active and will record backups that use the catalog.

SYBCAT

If type and level are not specified, they default to the setting for the SYBCAT catalog, which is delivered with type = FULL
and level = NAME. The SYBCAT type and level, which can be changed, are always the catalog defaults, regardless of the
catalog specified on the CATNAME installation option.

Note that HiDRO does not permit deletion of SYBCAT because HiDRO uses SYBCAT if a global CATALOG option is not
defined. HiDRO also uses SYBCAT type and level settings as defaults for other catalogs.

Although you can’t delete SYBCAT, you can use the PF9 Empty key to empty it as described for non-SYBCAT catalogs in
the previous section.

Restarting the HIDRO Machine
After you have set up your system options and Tape Pool Manager, restart the HIDRO machine by returning to the HiDRO
Machine Main Menu and pressing PF2.

Additional Default Features
Several operational features and settings are available for use in HiDRO but you must manually edit the HIDRO
CONTROL file and add the appropriate records. The following sections discuss these features and settings.

HIDRO CONTROL File Location
The HIDRO CONTROL file can be found on one of two minidisks:

• If you have modified this file, it may be located on the HIDRO 191 (local) or 201 (code) minidisk.
• If you have not modified this file, it is located on the HIDRO 201 (code) minidisk.

See the sample HIDRO CONTROL file loaded to the product staging area user ID for an example of some of records
discussed in the following sections. For information about the staging area user ID, see Installing Product Materials.

Restoring SFS Files to RDR
To implement restoring SFS files to a user RDR, follow these steps:

1. Create a filespace for your HIDRO machine, allocating the number of blocks you determine to be the largest file that
will be restored.

2. Using XEDIT, edit the HIDRO CONTROL file to add the WORKSFS record:

WORKSFS filepool filespace blksize

In this record, filepool is the name of the filepool in which HiDRO is enrolled, filespace is the name of the filespace you
created for the HIDRO machine, and blksize is the number of blocks that you allocated for the HiDRO filespace.

3. Save the HIDRO CONTROL file on the HIDRO 191 (local) minidisk

Using STK Pools with the STK Tape Management Interface
To use STK pools with the STK Tape Management Interface, define the pools to STK and follow these steps:

1. Using XEDIT, edit the HIDRO CONTROL file to add the ACSPOOL record:
2. After locating the file, use the XEDIT command to add this record:
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ACSPOOL poolid

In this record, poolid is the name of the pool that you have defined on STK.
3. Save the HIDRO CONTROL file on the HIDRO 191 (local) minidisk.

NOTE
For more information about the STK Tape Management Interface, see The STK Interface.

Defining Multiple Operators
You can define multiple HiDRO operators that will receive all HiDRO operator messages, and from which HiDRO will
accept replies while HiDRO is running a job. (HiDRO will only accept replies from these users while a job is running.

To define multiple HiDRO operators follow these steps:

1. Using XEDIT, edit the HIDRO CONTROL file to add an OPER record:

OPER userid

In this record, userid is the user ID of a HiDRO operator. A maximum of 15 OPER records can be specified. These
records are only in force when a job is running and therefore cannot submit jobs.

2. Save the HIDRO CONTROL file on the HIDRO 191 (local) minidisk.

Configurable Flashing LED on Tape Drive Display
This function enables HiDRO jobs to emulate  Dynam/T LED Display interaction by flashing alternating VOLSER
and UserID; or VOLSER and JobName in the LED display of 3480/3490/3590 Tape Drives. This functionality is not
implemented if HiDRO is running in Stand Alone Restore mode.

This functionality is enabled by manually adding a FLASHLED record, with the desired parameter, to the HIDRO
CONTROL file. The FLASHLED record should start in column 1 and the suggested location is in the top section of the file,
just before the "Catalog Definitions" section.

To add the FLASHLED record follow these steps:

1. Using XEDIT, edit the HIDRO CONTROL file to add the FLASHLED record with the desired parameter:
– Specify the USERID parameter to cause the Tape Drive Display to alternately display the VOLSER and USERID

when HiDRO is using the device for a backup or restore:

FLASHLED USERID

OR
– Specify the JOBNAME parameter to cause the Tape Drive Display to alternately display the VOLSER and

JOBNAME when HiDRO is using the device for a backup or restore:

FLASHLED JOBNAME

2. Save the HIDRO CONTROL file on the HIDRO 191 (local) minidisk.

Restoring SFS Files and Authorizations with an External Security Manager
In a plain SFS environment, SFS maintains its file authorizations to control user access. When an External Security
Manger (ESM) product is implemented SFS defers to the ESM, and the ESM ignores the SFS authorizations and uses its
own authorizations. This affects HiDRO restore jobs for SFS files that may have existing SFS-implemented authorizations
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by not allowing HiDRO to restore the files and their authorizations. During HiDRO restore jobs for SFS files, if an ESM is
active, the restore job terminates and the following message is returned:

SYBSFS565E RC=08 FROM CSL FUNCTION DMSGRANT:REASON =44300

To allow the HiDRO restore job to complete successfully, you can add an ESMSFSER IGNORE record to the HIDRO
CONTROL file. This record enables the administrator to consciously ignore the error message by forcing the return code
to RC=4.

With the ESMSFSER record, the message is still returned, but the HiDRO restore job will continue. This allows the
restore job to complete "successfully", but also supplies a warning to inform the user that the data was restored but the
associated authorizations could not be restored because the ESM interface was active. In response, the user can either
ignore the errors, or deactivate the ESM and re-run the restore job to ensure that the authorizations are restored.

Note: If you choose to ignore the error and restore the data only, these SFS authorizations will be permanently lost.

If you require the authorizations to be restored, you must deactivate the ESM for this SFS server and re-run the restore
job.

To add the ESMSFSER record:

1. Using XEDIT, edit the HIDRO CONTROL file to add the ESMSFSER record:

ESMSFSER IGNORE

2. Save the HIDRO CONTROL file on the HIDRO 191 (local) minidisk.

The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager
The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager allows you to associate tape pools with regularly scheduled backups. The Tape Pool
Manager also controls, protects, and recycles tapes.

To access the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager, press PF6 Tape Pool Manager from the HiDRO Setup Menu. This brings up a
screen that contains information about the current setup of the Tape Pool Manager.

This section contains general information about the structure of the Tape Pool Manager and specific information about
using the Tape Pool Manager to set up and maintain tape pools.

NOTE

• If you have your own tape pool manager (for example, VM:Tape), see the section Tape Manager Interfaces.
• For a description of user-written tape management exits, see the section Tape Management Exits.
• If you are logged on to a user, you can find out about current tape pools by running the SYBDEF EXEC on

the HIDRO machine. For more information, see Determining Current Product Defaults.

The Structure of the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager
Contents

The Tape Pool Manager consists of two types of tape pools:

• Physical pools, which hold tapes available for use or in use by HiDRO.
• Logical pools, which hold tapes with current data previously backed up by HiDRO.

You can have as many physical and logical pools as you want.

Physical Pools

Pools of available tapes are called "physical" because they refer to the physical tape.
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The most common reason for multiple pools is to store tapes offsite and to run VMIMAGE.

Write Once Read Many (WORM) Tape Considerations With Physical Pools

WORM support allows organizations to create immutable backup tapes that can be used for compliance and legal
purposes. To effectively use WORM-type tapes for your HiDRO backup jobs:

• HiDRO must be interfaced with VM:Tape. Refer to the VM:Tape Interface article and the related articles for information.
• The VM:Backup HiDRO physical pool name must have a VM:Tape scratch pool that is defined with

the DATACLAS=WORM attribute on the VM:Tape scratch pool definition file. For more information refer to the Scratch
Pool Definition File article in the VM:Tape documentation.

Logical Pools

Tapes are entered into a logical pool when a backup by the same name is run. A logical pool must be defined for every
backup that will be defined on the SYBMON machine.

You must define both the physical and logical pools (if you do not use the default pools) and specify the relationships
among them for HiDRO.

Pool Setup Examples

HiDRO is delivered with one predefined physical pool named SCRATCH and three predefined logical pools (DAILY,
WEEKLY, and MONTHLY). These logical pools all draw tapes from the SCRATCH pool. You may use this setup or create
your own system with the interactive interface.

The following diagram illustrates the physical/logical pool relationship as it is delivered:

However, you can easily set up a system with one physical pool for each logical pool:

Or you might want to set up your tape pool facility with two physical pools and three logical pools:
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HiDRO will allow you to set up any combination of logical and physical pools.

Tape Handling
Once the Tape Pool Manager has been set up, HiDRO is designed to run with a minimum amount of maintenance.

Backups are always associated with logical pools, and HiDRO prompts your operator for tapes that are available in the
physical pools associated with them.

For example, if you have created a MONTHLY logical pool that draws tapes from the OFFSITE physical pool, HiDRO will
search the OFFSITE physical pool for a tape that is available for use. It will then prompt your operator for that tape. Once
data is put on the tape, it will be added to the logical pool and marked "in use" in the physical pool.

How Tapes Are Protected
Each "in use" tape is assigned an expiration date, which is calculated by using the retention period which you have
assigned to a particular logical pool. ("In use" means the tape is unexpired in the HiDRO catalog and tape pool.)

As long as a tape is "in use," HiDRO will not attempt to use it for another backup. This protects your backup tapes from
being accidentally overwritten.

How Tapes Are Recycled
Tapes are recycled by the following events:

CONDENSE
The CONDENSE event launches a CATALOG operation with the CONDENSE function. CONDENSE scans
catalogs for expired tapes. CONDENSE removes expired tapes from the catalog and the logical pool and marks
them as free in the SCRATCH physical pool. CONDENSE also removes all out-of-date records from the catalog.
The CONDENSE event is predefined and delivered as part of the HiDRO Event Scheduler.
When the Tape Pool Manager is used, all backups are recorded in the HiDRO catalog. HiDRO uses the
information in its catalog to track tapes so that they are protected while "in use," then made available when their
retention period is passed.
Note: HiDRO cannot use the catalog to track tapes if CAT OFF is specified as a local option in a command
control file. For more information, see the CATALOG Option (Verify operation) or CATALOG Option (Backup
operation) in the Command Reference.

RECYCLE
To prevent the SCRATCH pool from growing too large when SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS and new tapes are
continually being requested, schedule the RECYCLE event with the DELETE parameter to run on the SYBMON
machine. This utility removes all free tapes from all physical pools.
Note: If you have only one physical tape pool, you can schedule RECYCLE DELETE to run daily. However,
if multiple HiDRO physical pools are defined (for example,VMIMAGE1 and SCRATCH), you must run the
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RECYCLE event with the DELETE parameter before every backup job. Otherwise, HiDRO rejects mounted tapes
if the tape belongs to a physical pool that is not being used by the current backup.

POOLCHK
The POOLCHK event frees expired "orphan" tapes - tapes that are marked "in use" in a logical pool but are not in
a backup catalog. POOLCHK follows this procedure:

1. POOLCHK validates the contents of the logical pool against the catalogs.
2. If a tape is in use in a logical pool but it is not in a catalog, POOLCHK checks the tape expiration date that is

recorded in the PPOOL file.
3. If the expiration date has passed, POOLCHK frees the tape by removing it from the logical pool and marking it

"free" in the SCRATCH physical pool.
4. POOLCHK sends a report listing the logical pools that it verified and the orphan tapes that it freed. The report

is named POOLCHK LOG and is sent to the SYSUSER virtual reader.

POOLCHK is necessary because CONDENSE affects only tapes that are in a catalog.
Example: An error caused a tape to be dismounted during a backup operation. That tape is not in the backup
catalog. However, the tape is "in use" in the logical and physical pools. CONDENSE cannot free that tape. After
that tape expires, the next POOLCHK frees it.
Example: POOLCHK freed several expired orphan tapes in the DAILY and WEEKLY logical pools. POOLCHK
sends the following POOLCHK LOG report:
--------  HIDRO Pool File Verification --------
SYBPLS: Verifying pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4138 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4102 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4253 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4114 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2318 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2012 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2203 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2084 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool MONTHLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool SYSPACKS
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTBASE
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTINCR
--------  End of Job: 18 Apr 2014 14:39:24 --------

Note: By default, POOLCHK runs once a month.

Setting Up and Maintaining Tape Pools
Contents

To set up or maintain tape pools, open the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the HIDRO machine and open the Main Menu.
2. Press PF5: Set Defaults and Tape Pools. The Setup Menu opens.
3. Press PF6: Tape Pool Manager. The Tape Pool Manager screen opens.

The Tape Pool Manager contains two screens that display its current status:

• A screen that displays information about all the logical pools (Gen03)
• A screen that displays information about all the physical pools (Gen11).
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Here is how Gen03 (Logical Pools) looks immediately after HiDRO is installed for the first time:

         H I D R O TAPE POOL MANAGER =========> Logical Pools Gen03

         Position cursor at Pool Id and select function with PF key

-- Logical -- Backup -- Incr -- Retention ---- Number -- IO Err -- Physical --

     Pool       Type    Type      Period      of Tapes    Limit      Pool

.    DAILY      INCR    (B)         0014       30          05       SCRATCH

.    WEEKLY     BASE                0030       18          05       SCRATCH

.    MONTHLY    BASE                0030       12          05       SCRATCH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PF1: Help        PF2:  List Tapes        PF3:  Quit        PF4:  Preview

PF5: Del Tapes   PF6:  Add Tapes         PF7:  Scr Back    PF8:  Scr Forward

PF9: Del Pool    PF10: Add Pool          PF11: Change      PF12: List Phy Pools

Command===>...........

The following information is displayed:

LOGICAL POOL
Name of a currently-defined logical pool.

BACKUP TYPE
Value may be BASE or INCR. In a base backup (BASE), all CMS and non-CMS data is backed up. In an
incremental backup (INCR), CMS files and SFS files (if defined) that were changed or created after a certain date/
time and all non-CMS files will be backed up.

INCREMENTAL TYPE
If the BACKUP TYPE is BASE, the Incr field must be blank. If the BACKUP TYPE is INCR, this value tells HiDRO
how to obtain the proper date/time for the incremental backup. You may specify any of the following values to
indicate which CMS files to process for backups:
(B)

Backs up files created or changed on a minidisk or filespace since the most recent BASE backup of that
minidisk/filespace recorded in the catalog.

(I)
Backs up files created or changed on a minidisk or filespace since the most recent INCREMENTAL
backup of that minidisk/filespace recorded in the catalog.

(C)
Backs up files based on the FNAMES information level recorded in the catalog during the last BASE
backup.

Additional values (backup-name and days) are rarely used. For information about these, use HELP (PF1) on the Logical
Pools screen.
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Note: The amount of cataloging information is determined by the catalog definition settings. For more information, see
Catalog Definition.

RETENTION PERIOD
Number of days that each tape will be held in the logical pool and protected from overwriting. Any decimal number
between 0001 and 9998 may be specified. After the retention period, tapes will be recycled into the appropriate
physical pool. A retention period of 9999 will cause a tape to be protected permanently.

NUMBER OF TAPES
Number of tapes currently held in the logical pool.

IO ERR LIMIT
Acceptable number of permanent I/O errors for a tape. If the number is exceeded, the tape will be recycled
into the correct physical pool when its retention period expires, but it will never be requested again for use in a
backup.

PHYSICAL POOL
The name of the physical pool that is the source of free tapes for the logical pool.

Different information is displayed about each physical pool. Here is how Gen11 (Physical Pools) looks immediately after
HiDRO is installed for the first time:

 S Y B G E N  TAPE POOL MANAGER  =====================>  Physical Pools   Gen11

 

           Position cursor at Pool Id and select function with PF key

 

 +---- Physical --- Number of --- Total Number --- Number of -- Threshold --+

 |      Pool      Logical pools     of Tapes       Free Tapes     Level     |

 | .    SCRATCH     7                0               0            0025      |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1 : Help       PF2  : List Tapes  PF3  : Quit       PF4  : Preview

 PF5 : Del Tapes  PF6  : Add Tapes   PF7  : Scr Back   PF8  : Scr Forward

 PF9 : Del Pool   PF10 : Add Pool    PF11 : Change     PF12 : List Log Pools

 

 Command ====>

The following information is displayed:

PHYSICAL POOL
The name of a currently-defined physical pool.

NUMBER OF LOGICAL POOLS
Number of logical pools drawing tapes from the physical pool.

TOTAL NUMBER OF TAPES
Total number of tapes in the physical pool.
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NUMBER OF FREE TAPES
Total number of unused (free) tapes in the physical pool.

THRESHOLD LEVEL
Minimum number of unused (free) tapes that should be in the physical pool at all times. If the number of free
tapes drops below the specified threshold, a warning message is written to the log during a catalog CONDENSE.

Changing Pool Attributes

You may change any of the following logical pool attributes:

• Backup Type
• Incremental Type
• Retention Period
• Number of Tapes
• IO Error Limit

To change one of these attributes, place the cursor on the dot in front of the name of the logical pool whose attribute(s)
you wish to change and press PF11.

You may not change the logical pool name nor the name of the physical pool with which it is associated. To change either
of these two names, you must delete the logical pool (PF9) and add a new one (PF10).

You may only change the threshold level attribute for a physical pool. To do this, place your cursor on the dot in front of
the name of the physical pool whose threshold level you wish to change and press PF11.

Changing the retention period only affects future backups.

Adding Pools

To add a logical pool, press PF10 while displaying the Logical Pools (Gen03) screen. The following screen will then
appear:

 S Y B G E N  TAPE POOL MANAGER  ============> Logical Pool Definition    GEN06

 

       Define new pools by entering poolids and corresponding attributes

 

    +--  Poolid --- Backup ---- Incr. ---- Retention -- I/O Err -- Physical--+

    |                Type       Type         Period       Limit      Pool    |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    |    ........    ....      ........       ....         ..      ........  |

    +------------------------------------------------------------------------+
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           PF1 : Help     PF2 : Submit Definitions      PF3 : Quit

Enter the definition of the new pool and press PF2.

You can add a new physical pool by following the same procedure while displaying the Physical Pools (Gen11) screen.

If you need to create both a new logical and a new physical pool and the logical pool will draw tapes from the physical
pool, you must create the physical pool first.

Adding Tapes

Tapes for HiDRO may only be added to tape pools through the interface for the Tape Pool Manager. To do this, use the
following procedure:

1. At the HiDRO Main Menu, press PF5, then press PF6 at the Set Up Menu to display the Logical Pools screen
(Gen03). PF12 toggles between the Logical Pools screen and the Physical Pools screen (Gen11).

2. Place the cursor on the dot in front of the pool to which you wish to add tapes. If you choose a logical pool, the tapes
will be added to the physical pool associated with it. If you choose a physical pool, the tapes will be added to it directly.

3. Press PF6 to display the Add Tapes (GEN07) screen.

The Add Tapes screen (GEN07) allows you to add tapes to a physical pool. You can add tapes by specifying individual
volsers or by specifying a starting volser and a number of tapes. If you add a sequence of tapes, SYBGEN will generate
the correct number of volsers and add them to the correct physical pool.

You may add separate volsers or a sequence at the same time, as in this example:

 S Y B G E N  TAPE POOL MANAGER  =========================>  Add Tapes    GEN07

 

       Add new tapes to the SCRATCH  physical pool by generating

       0    volsers starting with ...... or entering the volser names below

 

 

            +------- Tape ----------- Tape ----------- Tape -------+

            |       Volser           Volser           Volser       |

            |       SYS146           SYS601           SYS754       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            |       ......           ......           ......       |

            +------------------------------------------------------+

 

         PF1 : Help           PF2 : Submit Additions        PF3 : Quit

If you add the volsers of labeled tapes, you only need to mount the correct tapes when HiDRO prompts for them. If you
have added volsers of unlabeled (NL) tapes and the NL TAPES system default option is set to ACCEPT, you may mount
uninitialized tapes when HiDRO asks for a specific volser, and HiDRO will initialize the tape for you.

To minimize errors, put exterior labels on tapes only after HiDRO unloads the tapes.
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Tapes that are in use may not be deleted; however you can delete free tapes. At the HiDRO Setup Menu, press PF6 Tape
Pool Manager, then display the Physical Pools screen (Gen11). Press PF2 to list a physical pool. Press PF9 to delete
tapes.

Other Features
The Tape Pool Manager allows you to perform a variety of other functions by using PF keys:

1. You can ask for a preview list of the next tapes to be requested by HiDRO so that your operator can locate tapes
before HiDRO prompts for them.

2. You can display a list of all the tapes currently in any logical or physical pool.
3. You can browse the HiDRO catalog for information about any tapes currently held in a particular logical pool, unless

SFS is a part of your environment.
4. You can delete free tapes from any physical pool.
5. You can free tapes by using the HiDRO CATALOG command to delete all catalog entries referring to the tapes. For

more information, see the CATALOG Operation in the Command Reference.

Defining and Scheduling Backups
Defining and scheduling of backups are done on the HiDRO monitor machine (SYBMON) via full-screen interactive
interfaces.

NOTE
Normally, SYBMON is the user ID of the HiDRO monitor machine, and that user ID will be used throughout this
section. If you changed the user ID at installation, you must use the new user ID when working with the monitor
machine.

Invoking the Backup Definition and Event Scheduler Facilities

Use the following procedure to invoke either the Backup Definition or Event Scheduler facility:

1. Log on to SYBMON.
2. If the machine is logged off, you must press ENTER to access the main menu. If the machine is being

RECONNECTED, you must:
a. Press ENTER several times until the "Machine Running" screen appears.
b. Press PF3 to gain access to the main menu.

3. At the main menu, you may choose either of the following:
a. "PF5: Define/Change BACKUPS" to invoke the Backup Definition facility
b. "PF6: Add/Change Schedule" to invoke the Event Scheduler.

Defining Backups

Selecting a Backup

The first screen you see when you enter the Backup Definition facility contains information about the tape pools that you
have defined. Each logical tape pool is considered as a separate type of backup:

  S Y B K D E F Define Backup  ====================>  Select Backup Name   Def01

 

               Position the cursor and hit PF2 to select backup name

 

                +-- Backup ---- Backup ----- Incr. ----- Physical +

                |    Name        Type        Type         Pool    |

                | .  DAILY       INCR       (B)          SCRATCH  |
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                | .  WEEKLY      BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  MONTHLY     BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  SYSPACKS    BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  TESTBASE    BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  TESTINCR    INCR       (B)          SCRATCH  |

                | .  TESTBK      BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                +-------------------------------------------------+

  PF1 : Help      PF2 : Define/Change    PF3 : Quit        PF4 :

  PF5 :           PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Back    PF8 : Scr Forward

  PF9 :           PF10:                  PF11:             PF12:

 

The following information is displayed:

BACKUP NAME
Name is taken from a logical pool that is currently-defined. If you want to add backup names to this list, you must
logon to the HIDRO machine and use the Add Pools function of the Tape Pool Manager. When you return to the
SYBMON machine and this screen, you will see the added backup names.

BACKUP TYPE
Backup may be base (BASE) or incremental (INCR). If the BACKUP TYPE is BASE, the Incr field must be blank.

INCREMENTAL TYPE
If the BACKUP TYPE is INCR, this value tells HiDRO how to obtain the proper date/time for the incremental
backup. Values are (B), (I), or (C). See "Setting Up and Maintaining Tape Pools" for details on defining
incremental backups.

PHYSICAL POOL
Name of physical pool from which free tapes for this type of backup are taken.

To select a backup, place your cursor on the dot before a name on the list and press PF2. A display appears of the files
that you can generate and/or edit. You can generate and edit the following types of files, as displayed in the following
screen:

• Command control files
• Select files
• SYSIN files

  S Y B K D E F Define Backup  ========================>  Define Backup    Def02

 

                               Backup Name : WEEKLY

 

  Backup type : BASE   Incremental Type :            Physical Pool : SCRATCH

 

   +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

   |                                                                      |

   | .  WEEKLY CMDCTL A      controls how the disks are backed up.        |

   | .  WEEKLY SFSCTL A      controls how the SFS objects are backed up.  |

   |                                                                      |

   | .  WEEKLY SELECT A      controls which disks and SFS objects are     |
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   |                         backed up.                                   |

   |                                                                      |

   | Hit PF4 to generate a sample jobstream based on the control files    |

   |                                                                      |

   | .  WEEKLY SYSIN A       the sample jobstream generated.              |

   |                                                                      |

   +----------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

  PF1 : Help      PF2 :                  PF3 : Quit        PF4 : Generate

  PF5 :           PF6 :                  PF7 :             PF8 :

  PF9 :           PF10:                  PF11: Xedit       PF12:

 

Setting Up Command Control Files

Each command control file (filetype of CMDCTL for CMS minidisk environments, filetype of SFSCTL for SFS
environments) contains a model backup command that HiDRO uses as a basis for creating the actual commands that are
needed to run a backup. In effect, the command in the command control file tells HiDRO how to do a backup.

NOTE
The last line of the CMDCTL or SFSCTL file must contain at least three blanks at the end of the line.

Here is the standard command control file for CMS minidisk environments:

 THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: mm/dd/yy 00:00:00 mm/dd/yy 00:00:00

 

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE (PACK   

 

• The first record in this file is the date/time record. Do not change this record; it is maintained internally by HiDRO.
The first date and time will be the date and time of the last backup using this file. The second date and time will be the
date and time of the backup previous to the last backup.

• The second record contains the actual model command. HiDRO will fill in <UNIT>, <USERID>, and <PASSWD> when
creating the actual commands for the backup.

NOTE
For more information about the syntax of the model backup command, see the Backup Operations section of
the Command Reference Guide.

Here is the standard command control file for SFS data:

 THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: mm/dd/yy 00:00:00 mm/dd/yy 00:00:00

 

B FPOOL <FPOOLID> FSPACE <FSPACE> TO TAPE (PACK   

 

• The first record in this file is the date/time record and is identical to the record for non-SFS data. This record is
maintained internally by HiDRO.

• The second record contains the actual model command. HiDRO will fill in <FPOOLID>, <SGROUP>, and <FSPACE>
when creating the actual commands for the backup.

NOTE
Normally, you do not have to edit either the minidisk or the SFS model backup command. The following cases
are the most likely circumstances in which you would edit these commands:
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• Some external tape managers require an additional parameter, OSF, in the model command. OSF sets the tape
dataset name. For information about specifying dataset names in command files, see the section Tape Manager
Interfaces.

• Changing the PACK option. Model backup commands are delivered with the PACK option so that data takes up
less space, thus reducing overall tape use. Data is automatically unpacked when restored. Changing this option to
NOPACK can reduce CPU usage and possibly backup time.

• Specifying other options. For more information, see Backup Operation in the Command Reference.

NOTE
The CHANGE local option cannot be specified in any CMDCTL, SFSCTL, or alternative command file.
Alternative command files are described in the next section, Setting Up Select Files, under CMDFILE.

Setting Up Select Files

Each select file (filetype of SELECT) contains criteria which HiDRO will use to choose the data that will be processed
during a particular backup. A separate backup command based on the model in the command control file will be created
for each minidisk or file space selected.

The standard select file, which is delivered with HiDRO, contains system information in comment lines marked with
asterisks (*) in the first column to help you write your own select files. The file cannot be used as it is delivered because
it excludes all minidisks and volumes on the system (E * * * *) and all SFS objects (E: * * *). Note that a colon after the E
distinguishes the SFS from the CMS command.

The following shows the standard select file:

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------

*   To include selected minidisks:

*   I <USERID> <UNIT> <VOLUME> <ACCTNO> <CMDFILE>

*

*   To exclude selected minidisks:

*   E <USERID> <UNIT> <VOLUME> <ACCTNO>

*

*   To include selected fspaces:

*   I: <FPOOLID> <SGROUP> <FSPACE> <CMDFILE>

*

*   To exclude selected fspaces:

*   E: <FPOOLID> <SGROUP> <FSPACE>

*

*   Where: <USERID>   =   Owner of a minidisk

*          <UNIT>     =   Minidisk address

*          <VOLUME>   =   CP DASD volume label

*          <ACCTNO>   =   Account number of minidisk’s owner

*          <FPOOLID>  =   SFS Filepool

*          <SGROUP>   =   SFS Storage group

*          <FSPACE>   =   SFS File Space

*          <CMDFILE>  =   Name of alternate cmdctl file (filetype=COMMAND)

*   Asterisk (*) is a wildcard character that means all.

*   All I/E/I:/E: statements must be in UPPER CASE.

*

*----------------------------------------------------------------------

E   *     *    *     *

E:  *     *    *
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A select file consists of a set of 80-byte records, and each record includes or excludes one or more minidisks or file
spaces from a backup.

Records that include minidisks have the following format:

 I <USERID> <UNIT> <VOLUME> <ACCTNO> <CMDFILE>

 

Records that exclude minidisks start with E.

 E <USERID> <UNIT> <VOLUME> <ACCTNO>

 

For SFS data, records that include file spaces have the following format:

 I: <FPOOLID> <SGROUP> <FSPACE> <CMDFILE>

 

Records that exclude file spaces have the following format:

 E: <FPOOLID> <SGROUP> <FSPACE>

 

NOTE
The CMDFILE option is not used in exclude records.

The order of the selection file does not affect which minidisks or file spaces are chosen or the order in which they are
backed up. Minidisk/file space selection is determined by the statements themselves, with more specific statements
overriding less specific.

The backup order depends on the whether the SEQUENCE installation option is active. With SEQUENCE, the backup
order is the DASD order. Without SEQUENCE (the delivered default), the backup order is the CP directory order.

The standard wildcard symbols (* and %) may be used. The asterisk (*), which matches zero or more characters, may be
used in the leading or trailing position. The percent sign (%) matches single characters in the percent-sign position. There
are three exceptions to these general wildcard rules:

• <FPOOLID> and <SGROUP> accept only trailing asterisks. Asterisks in other positions and percent signs are not
accepted.

• <CMDFILE> accepts only a one substitution, a single asterisk, which is equivalent to a blank field and indicates no
alternate command control file. The standard command control files (poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL) will be used.

• For <USERID>, a quote sign (") is used to match an asterisk (*) in the actual user ID; for example, XYZ".A matches
XYZ*.A.

The following illustrates an include record with wildcards:

 I %%AA* *91 * 12345

 

This record will include minidisk data that meets the following characteristics: the user ID has AA as the third and fourth
characters, the ccuu ends in 91, the minidisk can be on any volume, and the account number is 12345.

Here is an explanation of the items in the format statements:

I or E
I means include. E means exclude. If only I or E is specified, you will be including or excluding all minidisks.

I: or E:
This applies to SFS data. I: means include. E: means exclude. If only I: or E: is specified, you will be including or
excluding all file spaces.
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<USERID>
You may specify a user ID. HiDRO will then include or exclude all the minidisks owned by this user ID. The
following shows an exclude record with a user ID with a trailing wildcard:
E OP*

This exclude record will exclude all minidisks owned by user IDs that begin with OP.
<UNIT>

You may specify a minidisk address. For example, specifying the following will include all unit 0191 minidisks for
all user IDs:
I * 191

Specifying the following will include all user IDs for units that begin with 019:
I * 019*

<VOLUME>
You may specify a CP DASD volume label, that is, the real volume serial number of a physical disk pack.
Specifying the following will exclude all minidisks on volume VMPK35:
E * * VMPK35

<ACCTNO>
You may specify an account number for a user ID. For example, specifying the following will include all the
minidisks of account number TECH031:
* * * TECH031

<FPOOLID>
This pertains to SFS data. You may specify a file pool id. HiDRO will then include or exclude all the file spaces for
this file pool id. A trailing wildcard symbol (*) may be used to include or exclude a group of file pools. For example,
specifying the following will exclude all file spaces in file pool VMSYSU:
E: VMSYSU

<SGROUP>
This pertains to SFS data. You may specify a storage group. For example, specifying the following will include all
storage group 2 file spaces for all file pools:
I: * 2

<FSPACE>
This pertains to SFS data. Specifying the following will include all file spaces XYZTEST for all filepools:
I: * * XYZTEST

<CMDFILE>
When including minidisks or file spaces, you may specify special processing by adding the name of an
alternate command control file to an include (I) record. This special command control file must have a filetype of
COMMAND instead of CMDCTL or SFSCTL and must contain only a model command with no date record. Here
is an example include command with an alternate command file:
I USER025 191 * * ALTCMD

This command will tell HiDRO to use the model command in the file ALTCMD COMMAND instead of the model
command in the normal command control file for the backup of this specific minidisk.
The following example shows a similar command for SFS environments:
I: VMTEST 2 * ALTCMD2

The single entry NOLOG may also be specified instead of an I or E statement. A NOLOG entry will exclude all the user
IDs or file spaces having the password NOLOG. If any other selection criteria are specified in the record with NOLOG,
they are ignored.

For examples of select files, see Control Files Example for CMS Environments or Control Files Example for SFS
Environments.
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NOTE
HiDRO always excludes V-disks.

Generating SYSIN Files

After you have generated and edited your command control and select files, you may generate a sample jobstream in a
SYSIN file to confirm that your backup definition is correct.

HiDRO uses the information in both the command control and select files to create the SYSIN file. One sample HIDRO
command is generated for each minidisk or file space selected.

The sample SYSIN file is automatically erased when you exit the Backup Definition facility.

Control Files Example for CMS Environments
The following description applies to CMS minidisk environments.

This example consists of three sample files for a weekly backup:

• A command control file called WEEKLY CMDCTL A
• A select file called WEEKLY SELECT A
• A sysin file called WEEKLY SYSIN A

Here is the sample command control file WEEKLY CMDCTL A:

THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 02/16/97 06:06:40 02/09/97 06:04:10

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE (PACK

This command control file contains the dates and times of the two most recent backups and a model backup command
with the PACK option. The dates and times of the two most recent backups in which the file was used are in the first
record of the file, and the model command is in the second record.

Here is the sample select file WEEKLY SELECT A:

E:

E

E FIN001 191

I * 191

I FIN*

I OPE006 193

The select file consists of a series of records containing criteria for selecting minidisks to be processed during the weekly
backup:

• The first record (E:) appears in the select file but it is not necessary for CMS environments. The record excludes file
spaces.

• The second record (E) excludes all minidisks. This ensures that only the minidisks selected will be included.
• The third record (E FIN001 191) excludes the 191 minidisk of user ID FIN001.
• The fourth record (I * 191) includes the unit 191 minidisks of all user IDs on the system.
• The fifth record (I FIN*) includes all minidisks for all user IDs that begin with FIN.
• The sixth record (I OPE006 193) includes the unit 193 minidisk of user ID OPE006.

Here is the sample jobstream generated in WEEKLY SYSIN A by combining the information in the sample command
control and select files:
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JOB SYSADMIN

GLOBAL CATN SYBCAT POOLID WEEKLY

B U 0191 USER (WILSON RR RWILS ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (ABNER  RR RABNE ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (STEIN  RR RSTEI ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (EVANS  RR REVAN ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (GREEN  RR RGREE ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (LUDWIG RR RLUDW ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (WOLFE  RR RWOLF ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (CARSON RR RCARS ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0193 USER (OPE006 RR ROPE6 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN001 RR RFIN1 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN002 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0495 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0493 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0492 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0491 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0494 USER (FIN004 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN004 RR RFIN4 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN006 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (HIDRO RR) TO TAPE (OTAPE FSN * PACK GROUP !-

CHA(-9999)

CATALOG UPDATE ( GROUP !

DUP U 191 USER ( HIDRO RR) -F(* CHKPT CHKPT *) -

TO U 0291 USER ( HIDRO M) (GROUP ! ERA OLD

The sample jobstream in the SYSIN file contains one command for each minidisk that has been selected for backup. Note
that the order of the commands in the SYSIN file is not determined by the order of the records in the select file but by the
CP directory (assuming the SEQUENCE installation option is set to OFF, the delivered default).

Three additional commands at the end back up the original HIDRO 191-disk, condense and update the catalog, and
duplicate the HIDRO 191 disk to the twin disk (291). The duplicate command (DUP) was generated because the
installation option TWIN DISK was set.

The following describes the commands in the jobstream:

• The first two commands are job control statements that were automatically generated.

JOB SYSADMIN 

GLOBAL CATN SYBCAT POOLID WEEKLY

• The next eight commands are generated by the fourth selection record (I * 191) in the WEEKLY SELECT file:

B U 0191 USER (WILSON RR RWILS ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (ABNER RR RABNE  ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (STEIN RR RSTEI  ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (EVANS RR REVAN  ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (GREEN RR RGREE  ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (LUDWIG RR RLUDW ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (WOLFE RR RWOLF  ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (CARSON RR RCARS ) TO TAPE (PACK

• The eleventh command is generated by the sixth selection record (I OPE006 193) in the WEEKLY SELECT file:
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B U 0193 USER (OPE006  RR ROPE6  ) TO TAPE (PACK

• The twelfth to twenty-first commands are generated by the fifth selection record (I FIN*) in the WEEKLY SELECT file:

B U 0291 USER (FIN001 RR RFIN1 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN002 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0495 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0493 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0492 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0491 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN003 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0494 USER (FIN004 RR RFIN3 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN004 RR RFIN4 ) TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (FIN006 RR RFIN2 ) TO TAPE (PACK

Note that the fifth statement in the WEEKLY SELECT file (I FIN*) includes FIN001, but the third statement (E FIN001
191), which is more explicit, has excluded FIN001 191.

• The last three commands complete the backup job:

B U 0191 USER (HIDRO RR) TO TAPE (OTAPE FSN * PACK GROUP ! -

CHA(–9999)

CATALOG UPDATE ( GROUP !

DUP U 0191 USER ( HIDRO RR) -F(* CHKPT CHKPT *) -

TO U 0291 USER ( HIDRO M) (GROUP ! ERA OLD

– The BACKUP command (B) backs up the HIDRO A-disk. Note that the command continues to a second line as
indicated by the continuation character (-).

– The CATALOG UPDATE command updates the catalog used by the backup (in this case SYBCAT, which was
specified in the second line).

– The last command, DUP (DUPLICATE), duplicates the HIDRO 191-disk to the twin disk (291). The DUP command
was generated by the installation option TWIN DISK. A continuation character (-) continues the DUP command to a
second line.

Control Files Example for SFS Environments
This section describes an example set of control files for SFS environments.

The example consists of three sample files for a weekly backup:

• A command control file called WEEKLY SFSCTL A
• A select file called WEEKLY SELECT A
• A sysin file called WEEKLY SYSIN A

Here is the sample command control file WEEKLY SFSCTL A:

THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 02/16/97 06:03:40 02/09/93 06:04:10

B FPOOL<FPOOLID> SGROUP<SGROUP> FSPACE<FSPACE> TO TAPE (PACK

This command control file contains the dates and times of the two most recent backups and a model backup command
with the PACK option. The dates and times of the two most recent backups in which the file was used are in the first
record of the file, and the model command is in the second record.

Here is the sample select file WEEKLY SELECT A:
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E *

E:

I: * * XYZTEST

I: VMSYS * *

I: VMTEST 2 *

I SAL*

The select file consists of a series of records containing criteria for selecting file spaces to be processed during the weekly
backup:

• The first record (E *) excludes minidisks.
• The second record (E:) excludes all file spaces. This ensures that only the file spaces selected will be included.
• The third record (I: * * XYZTEST) includes all file spaces on the system called XYZTEST.
• The fourth record (I: VMSYS * *) includes all file spaces in file pool VMSYS.
• The fifth record (I: VMTEST 2 *) includes all storage group 2 file spaces in file pool VMTEST.
• The sixth record (I SAL*) includes all minidisks for all user IDs that begin with SAL.

Here is the sample jobstream generated in WEEKLY SYSIN A by combining the information in the sample command
control and select files:

JOB SYSADMIN

GLOBAL CATN SYBCAT      POOLID WEEKLY     SFS

B U 0291 USER (SAL01 RR RSAL1 )         TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0291 USER (SAL02 RR RSAL2 )         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  SOMEPOOL  FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYSU    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS1    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS2    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS3    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS4    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS5    FSP XYZTEST            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS     FSP MAINT             TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMSYS     FSP OPER              TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZMXT            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZWDH            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZJAL            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZAAC            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZPAL            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZXYZ            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZDES            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZYDD            TO TAPE (PACK

B FP  VMTEST    FSP XYZPQR            TO TAPE (PACK

B U 0191 USER (HIDRO RR) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK GROUP ! -

CHA(-9999)

CATALOG UPDATE ( GROUP !

DUP U 191 USER ( HIDRO RR) -F(* CHKPT CHKPT *) -

TO U 0291 USER ( HIDRO M) (GROUP ! ERA OLD
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The sample jobstream in the SYSIN file contains one command for each minidisk or file space that has been selected for
backup. Three additional commands at the end back up the original HIDRO 191-disk, condense and update the catalog,
and duplicate the HIDRO 191 disk to the twin disk (291). The duplicate command (DUP) was generated because the
installation option TWIN DISK was set.

The following describes the lines in the sample jobstream:

• The first two commands are job control statements that were automatically generated.

JOB SYSADMIN

GLOBAL CATN SYBCAT POOLID WEEKLY SFS

• The next two commands are generated by the sixth selection record (SAL*) in the WEEKLY SELECT file. These
commands back up minidisk data:

B U  0291  USER (SAL01  RR RSAL1   ) TO TAPE (PACK 

B U  0291  USER (SAL02  RR RSAL2   ) TO TAPE (PACK

• The next eight commands are generated by the third selection record (I: * * XYZTEST) in the WEEKLY SELECT file:

*

B FP SOMEPOOL  FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYSU    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS1    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS2    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS3    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS4    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS5    FSP XYZTEST         TO TAPE (PACK

• The thirteenth and fourteenth commands are generated by the fourth selection record (I: VMSYS * *) in the WEEKLY
SELECT file:

B FP VMSYS     FSP MAINT         TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMSYS     FSP OPER          TO TAPE (PACK

• The fifteenth to twenty-second commands are generated by the fifth selection record (I: VMTEST 2 *) in the WEEKLY
SELECT file:

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZWDH        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZJAL        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZAAC        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZPAL        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZXYZ        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZDES        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZYDD        TO TAPE (PACK

B FP VMTEST    FSP XYZPQR        TO TAPE (PACK

• The last three commands complete the backup job:

B U 0191 USER (HIDRO RR) TO TAPE (OTAPE FSN * PACK GROUP ! -

CHA(-9999)CATALOG UPDATE ( GROUP !

DUP U 0191 USER ( HIDRO RR) -F(* CHKPT CHKPT *) -

TO U 0291 USER ( HIDRO M) (GROUP ! ERA OLD
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– The BACKUP command (B) backs up the HIDRO A-disk. Note that the command continues to a second line as
indicated by the continuation character (-).

– The CATALOG UPDATE command updates the catalog used by the backup (in this case SYBCAT, which was
specified in the second line).

– The last command, DUP (DUPLICATE), duplicates the HIDRO 191-disk to the twin disk (291). The DUP command
was generated by the installation option TWIN DISK. A continuation character (-) continues the DUP command to a
second line.

The Event Scheduler
The Event Scheduler allows you to define backups and other HiDRO operations as "events" that are automatically
invoked at preset times.

You can also specify dates when your regularly-scheduled backups should not be run, such as Christmas and New Year's
Day, when your data center is closed.

An interactive facility allows you to set up your Event Scheduler.

Displaying Currently-Defined Events
The Event Scheduler contains one screen, Event Definition (SCH11), that displays all currently-defined events. The
following shows the Event Definition screen immediately after HiDRO is installed:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Definitions     SCH11

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 | . CONDENSE Invoke  EVERY DAY AT 06:00                                      |

 |                                                                            |

 | . FORMATQ  Invoke  EVERY DAY AT 07:00                                      |

 |                                                                            |

 | . POOLCHK  Invoke  THE FIRST MONDAY OF THE MONTH AT 06:30                  |

 |                                                                            |

 | . PRTLOG   Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 08:00                                  |

 |                                                                            |

 | . REFRESH  Parms   ALL                                                     |

 |            Invoke  EVERY DAY AT 00:15                                      |

 |                                                                            |

 | . IOELOG   Parms   PRINT                                                   |

 |            Invoke  THE FIRST WEEKDAY OF THE MONTH AT 00:30                 |

 |                                                                            |

 | . CHECKMEM Invoke  THE FIRST MONDAY OF THE MONTH AT 00:45                  |

 |                                                                            |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  PF1: Help         PF2: Display Schedule   PF3: Quit         PF5 : Change Event

  PF7: Scroll Back  PF8: Scroll Forward     PF9: Del Event    PF10: Add Event

Note that seven events have been predefined and prescheduled. The EXECs for these events are supplied on the
installation tape:

CONDENSE
Recycles expired tapes in the Tape Pool Manager and removes expired records from the HiDRO catalog. For
more information, see How Tapes Are Recycled.
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FORMATQ
Reformats the monitor machine (SYBMON) job queue.

POOLCHK
Checks the integrity of all pool and tape records. For more information, see How Tapes Are Recycled.

PRTLOG
Sends a copy of all the HiDRO service machine logs to the system administrator. The filename is the user ID of
each machine, and the filetype is LOG.

REFRESH
Reinitializes all the system default option settings on all of the HiDRO service machines. These settings are
defined through SYBGEN.

IOELOG
Processes the IOERROR LOG file. HiDRO writes information to this file whenever a disk or tape I/O error occurs
during a HiDRO job if the IOELOG installation option is set to YES, the default. The information in the IOERROR
LOG file is in internal binary format and may be printed or displayed after it is decoded. The file may also be
erased. Here is the syntax for the IOELOG command:
IOELOG {[DISPLAY][PRINT]} ( [ERASE] [NOERASE]

DISPLAY ERASE is the default. The following list describes the IOELOG parameters and options.
DISPLAY

Displays the report at the terminal of the user
PRINT

Send the report to the reader of the user
ERASE

Erases the IOERROR LOG file on the HIDRO 191 minidisk
NOERASE

Leaves the IOERROR LOG on the HIDRO 191 minidisk
The Event Definition screen above shows the delivered default: IOELOG is delivered as an event scheduled to
run the first weekday of the month at half past midnight with the parameter PRINT. If your hardware generates
many I/O errors (including correctable errors) or if IOEROR LOG is taking too much space on the HIDRO 191
minidisk, you may want to schedule IOELOG to run more often.

CHECKMEM
Sends to the SYSUSER a list of segments loaded in the HIDRO virtual machine. This information can indicate
fragmented storage limiting the number of tasks HiDRO can run. You could then respond by relocating or deleting
segments or by increasing virtual storage.

These events are essential to your HiDRO system and must not be deleted. However, you are free to schedule them
whenever you wish during the day.

Additional Predefined Event Execs
In addition to the required events, the following predefined EXECs are also delivered with HiDRO:

HOLD
Holds the job queue for jobs that are submitted through SYBLIST or a SYSIN file sent from a user ID.

RECYCLE
The RECYCLE utility with the DELETE parameter removes all free tapes from all physical pools. Doing so
prevents the SCRATCH tape pool from growing too large when SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS and the tape
manager is continually mounting new tapes.
By default, RECYCLE is not scheduled. If you have one physical pool, you can schedule RECYCLE to run daily.
However, if multiple HiDRO physical pools are defined (such as VMIMAGE1 and SCRATCH), RECYCLE DELETE
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must be run before every backup job. Otherwise, HiDRO rejects tapes mounted by the tape manager because
the tape belongs to a physical pool that the current backup does not use.
For more information, see How Tapes Are Recycled.

RELSE
Releases the job queue for execution.

FNPURGE
Removes the details about filenames for backups before a specified date from the HiDRO catalog.

To use these EXECs, add them as events in the Event Scheduler. (See Adding Events.)

HOLD and RELSE may be used to hold the HiDRO job queue and release it at any time you wish. Data centers often use
these EXECs to minimize tape mount requests during busy times.

NOTE
Even if the queue is being held, a system administrator, superuser, or operator can release an urgent job
for execution. For more information, see the special monitor machine commands described in the section
Controlling the HiDRO Servers.

FNPURGE allows you to remove the file names recorded in the HiDRO catalog for any backup before a particular date by
specifying the date (mmddyy) or a number of days (nnn).

Here is the syntax for FNPURGE:

FNPURGE date [poolname] [GLOBAL option...]

date
Specifies the date from which older filenames are purged. The date can be relative or absolute. A relative date
such as 100, means purge filenames older than 100 days. An absolute date such as 1/3/02, means purge
filenames older than 1/3/02.

poolname
Means purge only old filenames associated with this pool. The default is all pools.

GLOBAL
option
Specifies one or more HiDRO global options. Options not allowed are: DISC, CONC, UPLOW, MIX, ATTEXIT,
TEXIT, and SYSPRINT

FNPURGE reduces the size of the catalog without erasing any vital information about unexpired backup tapes. Adding
FNPURGE to a schedule is described in Event Scheduler Example.

Setting Up EXEC Files
EXEC files for the predefined events are delivered with HiDRO. EXEC files for other events are added in two ways:

• When you set up the logical tape pool and command control and select files for a backup, an EXEC file is generated
automatically. HiDRO will invoke the correct EXEC when you schedule the backup in the Event Scheduler.

• If you have written an EXEC of your own, you must give the event that schedules it the same name as the EXEC.

An operator or superuser may also run any EXEC from the command line on your virtual machine with the following
command:

SMSG SYBMON CMD execname
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Adding Events

Event Definition Screen

To add an event, display the Event Definition screen (SCH11) and press PF10. The Event Change/Add screen (SCH12)
appears:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Change/Add      SCH12

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 |   ........ Parms   ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |                                                                            |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1: Help    PF2: Save Definition    PF3: Quit    PF4: Preview    PF11: Edit

The following information must be supplied:

EVENT ID
The name of the event to be invoked. If you have written your own EXEC, use the EXEC filename as the event id.
Your EXEC must be on a disk to which the HiDRO monitor machine (SYBMON) has access.

PARMS
Any parameters that you wish to pass. If you are adding a backup for which you have defined a logical pool, you
do not need to specify any parameters. However, the MAXTAPE option is often specified to control the number of
tape drives used for each backup.

NOTE
If an event is run more than once a day, it must be invoked each time on that day with the same
parameters.

INVOKE/EXCEPT
Clauses which specify when the event should be invoked. These clauses are written according to rules described
in the next section.

When you have filled in all the information needed, press PF2 to save the event definition as part of the Event Scheduler.

Writing INVOKE Clauses

You can specify when an event should be invoked in one of two ways:
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• As an exact date and time
• As a general day and time or a series of days and times

Here is the format for specifying an exact date and time:

mm/dd/yy     AT hh:mm:ss

             AT hh:mm

Here is the format for specifying a general day and time or a series of days and times:

THE       LAST       DAY           OF THE MONTH          AT hh:mm:SS

EVERY     FIRST      WEEKDAY       OF THE QUARTER        AT hh:mm

          SECOND     WEEKEND       OF THE YEAR

          THIRD      MONDAY        OF JANUARY

          FOURTH     TUESDAY       OF FEBRUARY

          FIFTH      WEDNESDAY     OF MARCH

                     THURSDAY      OF APRIL

                     FRIDAY        OF MAY

                     SATURDAY      OF JUNE

                     SUNDAY        OF JULY

                                   OF AUGUST

                                   OF SEPTEMBER

                                   OF OCTOBER

                                   OF NOVEMBER

                                   OF DECEMBER

You can combine the elements in the format for the general date/time clause in any way you wish to express the time/date
combination that you need. See Event Scheduler Example.

Here are some things to remember when writing date/time clauses:

• An event may be scheduled to execute more than once on a single day; however, you must use the same parameters
for each execution.

• LAST, FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, and the entire "Term" definition (OF THE WEEK, etc.) are optional
in the general date/time format.

• Time may range from 00:00:00 to 23:59:59 in 24-hour notation.
• The following definitions are important:
• WEEKDAY

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
• WEEKEND

Saturday and Sunday
• QUARTER

January through March is first quarter; April through June is second quarter; July through September is third quarter;
and October through December is fourth quarter.

Writing EXCEPT Clauses

EXCEPT clauses have exactly the same formats as INVOKE clauses except that time may not be specified in EXCEPT
clauses.
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Previewing the Event Schedule
Whenever you have defined a new event or changed an old one, you should always press PF4 from screen SCH12 to
preview the new schedule. In this way, you can check that the new date/time clauses have produced the correct results.

Because the new or changed event is always added at the bottom of the schedule, you should press PF7 to see the entire
schedule.

Event Scheduler Example
This example sets up an Event Scheduler to run daily, weekly, and monthly backups and the FNPURGE EXEC once a
month.

Here is how you might tell HiDRO to schedule a daily backup event:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Change/Add      SCH12

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 |   DAILY... Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 1....................................... |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 06:00:00.............................. |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 18:00:00.............................. |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |                                                                            |

 |            Except  LAST DAY OF THE MONTH.................................. |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1: Help    PF2: Save Definition    PF3: Quit    PF4: Preview    PF11: Edit

This definition invokes a backup called DAILY every weekday (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday) at 6
a.m. and 6 p.m. except on the last day of the month

If you asked to preview this schedule, part of it would look like this:

DAILY    executes on FRIDAY    06/02/02 at 06:00:00

DAILY    executes on FRIDAY    06/02/02 at 18:00:00

DAILY    executes on MONDAY    06/05/02 at 06:00:00

DAILY    executes on MONDAY    06/05/02 at 18:00:00

DAILY    executes on TUESDAY   06/06/02 at 06:00:00

DAILY    executes on TUESDAY   06/06/02 at 18:00:00

Press PF2 once to save the new event. Press PF2 a second time to confirm that you want to save the new event. You
return to the Event Definitions screen, with the new event displayed.
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 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Definitions     SCH11

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 | . DAILY    Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 1                                        |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 06:00:00                               |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 18:00:00                               |

 |            Except  LAST DAY OF THE MONTH                                   |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 |                                                                            |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  PF1: Help         PF2: Display Schedule   PF3: Quit         PF5 : Change Event

  PF7: Scroll Back  PF8: Scroll Forward     PF9: Del Event    PF10: Add Event

 M218 Today's HIDRO  SCHEDULE re-generated according to new definitions set

Press PF10 to add another event. The following screen creates a weekly backup event:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Change/Add      SCH12

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 |   WEEKLY.. Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 4....................................... |

 |            Invoke  EVERY SATURDAY AT 17:01:00............................. |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |                                                                            |

 |            Except  LAST DAY OF THE MONTH.................................. |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1: Help    PF2: Save Definition    PF3: Quit    PF4: Preview    PF11: Edit
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This definition invokes a backup called WEEKLY every Saturday at 5 p.m. except on the last day of the month.

If you asked to preview this schedule, part of it would look like this:

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  06/03/02 at 17:00:00

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  06/10/02 at 17:00:00

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  06/17/02 at 17:00:00

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  06/24/02 at 17:00:00

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  07/01/02 at 17:00:00

WEEKLY   executes on SATURDAY  07/08/02 at 17:00:00

The following screen schedules a monthly backup event:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Change/Add      SCH12

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 |   MONTHLY. Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 4....................................... |

 |            Invoke  THE LAST DAY OF THE MONTH AT 17:01:00.................. |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |                                                                            |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1: Help    PF2: Save Definition    PF3: Quit    PF4: Preview    PF11: Edit

This definition invokes a backup called MONTHLY on the last day of every month at 5:01 p.m. and pass GLOBAL
MAXTAPE 4 as the parameter.

If you asked to preview this schedule, part of it would look like this:

MONTHLY  executes on THURSDAY  05/31/02 at 17:01:00

MONTHLY  executes on FRIDAY    06/30/02 at 17:01:00

MONTHLY  executes on MONDAY    07/31/02 at 17:01:00

The following screen schedules the FNPURGE EXEC once a month:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Change/Add      SCH12

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 |   FNPURGE. Parms   100.................................................... |
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 |            Invoke  THE FIRST SATURDAY OF THE MONTH AT 12:00:00............ |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |            Invoke  ....................................................... |

 |                                                                            |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 |            Except  ....................................................... |

 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1: Help    PF2: Save Definition    PF3: Quit    PF4: Preview    PF11: Edit

This definition invokes an event called FNPURGE (the same name as the EXEC) the first Saturday of every month at
noon.

Note that a parameter is passed in this case. It is a number of days, and it tells HiDRO to purge all filenames from its
catalog that are older than 100 days.

If you asked to preview this schedule, part of it would look like this:

FNPURGE  executes on SATURDAY  05/06/02 at 12:00:00

FNPURGE  executes on SATURDAY  06/03/02 at 12:00:00

FNPURGE  executes on SATURDAY  07/01/02 at 12:00:00

FNPURGE  executes on SATURDAY  08/05/02 at 12:00:00

After you have set up the schedule for all these events, your final schedule would look like this:

 H i D R O    SCHEDULER  ========================>  Event Definitions     SCH11

 +-- Event Id ------- Event Definition ---------------------------------------+

 |                                                                            |

 | . DAILY    Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 1                                        |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 06:00:00                               |

 |            Invoke  EVERY WEEKDAY AT 18:00:00                               |

 |            Except  LAST DAY OF THE MONTH                                   |

 |                                                                            |

 | . WEEKLY   Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 4                                        |

 |            Invoke  EVERY SATURDAY AT 17:01:00                              |

 |            Except  LAST DAY OF THE MONTH                                   |

 |                                                                            |

 | . MONTHLY  Parms   GLOBAL MAXTAPE 4                                        |

 |            Invoke  THE LAST DAY OF THE MONTH AT 17:01:00                   |

 |                                                                            |

 | . FNPURGE  Parms   100                                                     |

 |            Invoke  THE FIRST SATURDAY OF THE MONTH AT 12:00:00             |

 |                                                                            |
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 +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

  PF1: Help         PF2: Display Schedule   PF3: Quit         PF5 : Change Event

  PF7: Scroll Back  PF8: Scroll Forward     PF9: Del Event    PF10: Add Event

Changing an Event Definition
To change your schedule, follow these steps:

1. Display screen SCH11 (Event Definitions).
2. Place your cursor on the dot before the name of the event whose definition you wish to change.
3. Press PF5. The Event Change/Add screen (SCH12) will be displayed with the current schedule for that event.
4. Make any changes by typing over the current definition clauses or adding clauses.
5. Press PF2 to save the newly-defined schedule.

The event will next be run according to the new schedule.

NOTE
You can also reschedule an event with the $RE command. For more information, see Rescheduling an Event.

Deleting an Event
To delete an event, follow these steps:

1. Display screen SCH11 (Event Definitions).
2. Place your cursor on the dot before the name of the event that you wish to delete.
3. Press PF9. The Event Scheduler will ask you to press PF9 again for confirmation.

The event will not be run again.

NOTE
You can also delete an event with the $DE command. See Deleting an Event ($DE).

Starting the SYBMON Machine
After you have set up your command control and select files and the Event Scheduler, start the SYBMON machine.
Return to the first screen in the interactive interface, which is marked "SYBMON Machine Main Menu," and press PF2.

Running Restores
This section describes the HiDRO Restore facility (SYBLIST). The section covers two major topics:

• The SYBLIST interface
• The SYBLIST command

Additional information includes activity during a restore, output from a restore, and immediate commands.

Ensuring On-Time Restores With a Dedicated Server

With a standard 3-server setup of HiDRO, large backup jobs can delay scheduled restore jobs. While a backup job is
running on the HIDRO server, restore jobs are enqueued until the backup is complete.

To avoid this problem, create a dedicated service virtual machine for running restores. By default, this server is named
SYBRST. To create this server, uncomment the SYBRST product tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file. You can uncomment
this tag during HiDRO installation or later, using the VMSERVER command while logged in as VMANAGER.
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NOTE

• For more information on HiDRO product tags for SYBRST, see Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File in
the Installation Guide.
For more information on HiDRO product tags for SYBRST, see Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File.

• For more information, see VMSERVER Command.

The Restore Facility
Contents 

  

System administrators can use the Restore facility in either of two ways:

• With the complete interactive Restore interface. The description of this method begins immediately below.
• From the command line. This method displays a subset of the interface screens or submits restores directly from CMS,

without interface screens. The description of this method begins with The SYBLIST Command.

NOTE
General users see a subset of the Restore interface. If you accept the installation default options PRIVILEGE
and RESTORE, your general users will be able to browse their catalog backup information, select items
to restore, and indicate a restore destination. Ensure that your general users have access to Restoring for
General Users.

The SYBLIST interface screens provide fields for restoring both CMS and SFS data. If you have a CMS minidisk
environment (no SFS data), you can ignore the description of SFS-related fields.

Restore Interface Screens

The restore interface for superusers consists of the following:

•  Restore Main Menu (SLST00)
• Four function screens

– Restore/Browse Selection (SLST06)
– Restore Destination Selection (SLST07)
– DASD Volume Restore (SLST05)
– SFS Filepool Restore (SLST08)

• Two catalog listing screens:
– Catalog Browse and Restore (SLST01)
– Review Catalog Restore Selections (SLST02)

Invoking the Interactive Restore Facility

To invoke the interactive restore facility, issue the following command from a user machine:

SYBLIST

This brings up the Restore Main Menu (SLST00):

 H i D R O                     Restore Main Menu                         SLST00

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +------------------------ Review the Defaults --------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |   Profile file name : HIDRO PROFILE                                   |  |
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 |  |   HIDRO  machine ID : HIDRO                Catalog Name : SYBCAT      |  |

 |  |   SYBCOM machine ID : SYBCOM                                          |  |

 |  |   SYBMON machine ID : SYBMON                                          |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |                                                                             |

 |  Use PF keys to perform the following tasks ->                              |

 |                                                                             |

 |      PF2  - Restore data for a Userid/Filespace, or                         |

 |             Browse the Catalog information                                  |

 |      PF5  - Restore a DASD Volume                                           |

 |      PF6  - Restore a SFS File Pool                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Restore  3= Quit      4=           5= DVR       6= FPR

 7=        8=          9=          10=          11=          12=

On the left side of the box at the top half of the screen are listed the default names for the HiDRO Profile file name and
the three service machines. If you want to access a different set of machines, you can use the machine id fields to
specify the machines in the set. It is preferable, however, to have an alternate profile that specifies the alternate set of
machines; then you only need to change the profile name on this screen.

The Profile filename field specifies the name of the file that contains all defaults for execution of the interactive restore
facility. For example, the service machine user IDs on this screen are controlled by the profile. If you enter a different
profile name, any service machine ids or catalog name in the profile will be immediately reflected on this screen.

NOTE
The file HIDRO PROFILE is customized during the installation of HiDRO and copied in STEP 10, along with
other public files, to a public disk. If you run multiple sets of the three HiDRO servers, you may want to rename
the HIDRO PROFILE on the HIDRO 191 disk before copying it to a public disk. Choose a profile name that
corresponds to a triple. The filetype of the profile must be PROFILE. When SYBLIST is run, specify the profile
name. This will direct the catalog browses and restores to the corresponding set of HiDRO servers. For
information about creating multiple sets of the three HiDRO servers, contact Broadcom Support.

On the right side of the box at the top of the screen is the Catalog Name field. The default catalog is SYBCAT. If you have
multiple catalogs and the data you want to restore is not in the default catalog, you can specify an alternate catalog in this
field.

At the bottom of the screen are descriptions of PF keys used to access restore functions. Press PF2 for a normal restore/
browse.

Selecting Data to Restore

Pressing PF2 on the Restore Main Menu (SLST00) brings up the Restore/Browse Selection screen (SLST06):

 H i D R O                 Restore / Browse Selection                    SLST06

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +----------------------- Select data source(s) -------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  Mdisk Data ->>   UserID    : KENCL01      Unit     : 0191            |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  SFS   Data ->>   Filespace : KENCL01      Filepool : VMA:            |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |              Hit PF4 to Browse, or PF8 to continue with Restore             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |
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 |   Backup Date   : LATEST                                                    |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Files         :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |   SFS Directory :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Uppercase Filenames : Y       Show Files: Y       Show Directories: Y     |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2=          3= Quit      4= Browse    5= DVR       6= FPR

 7=        8= Continue 9=          10=          11=          12= See Log

This screen specifies criteria used to select CMS minidisk data, SFS data, or both.

In the box in the top half of the screen, are two lines. The first line specifies minidisk (Mdisk) data by UserID and Unit. The
second line specifies SFS data by Filespace and Filepool.

The data is further defined by three fields below the box, Backup Date, Files, and SFS Directory:

• In the Backup Date field, LATEST is supplied by default. For minidisks, LATEST means the last base backup plus
subsequent incrementals. For files, LATEST means the most recent backup, either base or incremental. You can also
indicate a specific date, by specifying ONLY date. For example, specifying ONLY 10/30/97 would restore only data
backed up on that date. The delivered default for date format is mm/dd/yy. You may specify a start or end date with
FROM or TO, and you may combine these to specify a date range. A Backup Date field that specifies a date range is
shown on the next sample screen. For more details on this field, see the date-related options in SYBLIST Options.

• In the Files field, you can enter the filename and filetype of files to restore. Do not specify filemode. Separate file IDs
with a blank space.

• For SFS environments, you can enter a directory name in the SFS Directory field. Enter one directory name.

You can use wildcards in all three fields. For example, a wildcard (*) in the Backup Date field would select backups
regardless of date. You can use trailing wildcards with filename and filetype; for example, REP* FIN* would select file IDs
with a filename beginning with REP and filetype beginning with FIN.

At the bottom of the screen, are three additional fields:

Uppercase Filenames
controls whether HiDRO will respect mixed case for file IDs. The default Y means case is ignored; HiDRO will
translate all filenames to uppercase.

Show Files
controls whether HiDRO will display individual files for minidisks or file spaces included in the restore selection.
The default Y means that HiDRO will list all files. This option is useful when you are not sure what files you want
to restore. In such cases, leave the Files field and/or SFS Directory field blank and leave the Show Files field as
Y. This will give you a listing of all files on the minidisk or file space. You can then browse the list and select files to
restore.

Show Directories
, the third field along the bottom, applies to SFS environments. This field controls whether HiDRO will display
individual directories in file spaces included in the restore selection. The default Y means that HiDRO will list
all directories in a file space. This option is analogous to Show Files and is useful when you are not sure what
directories you want to restore. If you leave the SFS Directory field blank and leave the Show Directories field
as Y, you will get a listing of all directories in the file space.

Note the PF keys. PF4 Browse generates a catalog listing based on your selection criteria. PF5 DVR and PF6 FPR are
used to access the DASD Volume Restore and SFS Filepool Restore screens. PF12 See Log, which is available if errors
have occurred, displays any error messages. If you don’t need to browse and are ready to restore, press PF8 Continue.
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The following example shows how you can use the Restore/Browse Selection screen to restore/browse data belonging to
other user IDs:

 H i D R O                 Restore / Browse Selection                    SLST06

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +----------------------- Select data source(s) -------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  Mdisk Data ->>   UserID    : *            Unit     : 0191            |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  SFS   Data ->>   Filespace :              Filepool :                 |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |              Hit PF4 to Browse, or PF8 to continue with Restore             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Backup Date   : FROM 01/01/14 TO 01/31/14                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Files         : * COBOL * ASSEMBLE *                                      |

 |                                                                             |

 |   SFS Directory :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Uppercase Filenames : Y       Show Files: Y       Show Directories: Y     |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2=          3= Quit      4= Browse    5= DVR       6= FPR

 7=        8= Continue 9=          10=          11=          12= See Log

The wildcard for UserID selects all 191 units on the system. Note that a wildcard in this field is only valid for browses, not
restores. The specification for Backup Date selects backups for January 2014. FROM lists backups of the specified date
and later. TO lists backups of the specified date and earlier. FROM and TO may be used together, as in this example.

In the Files field, the wildcards for filename select all files with a filetype of COBOL or ASSEMBLE.

If you do not need to browse and are ready to restore, press PF8 Continue. To browse the catalog, press PF4. PF12= See
Log, which is available if errors have occurred, displays any error messages.

Browsing the HiDRO Catalog

To browse the catalog listing based on the criteria you have specified, press PF4 on the Restore/Browse Selection screen
(SLST06). This brings up the Catalog Browse and Restore screen (SLST01). The following screen shows a sample listing:

       H I D R O            Catalog Browse and Restore                  SLST01

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Name   Type     Unit  Date    Time  Blk  Typ  Fmt  Lrecl  Records  Owner

     $DEV   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   V    103      104  XYZBXR

     AGN    ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80       98  XYZBXR

     ATR21  ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80     1052  XYZBXR

     ATR23  ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80       70  XYZBXR

     CTR21  COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80      677  XYZBXR

     CTR22  COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80       65  XYZBXR

     GEN1   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80      122  XYZBXR

     GEN2   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80      122  XYZBXR

     RPTJUL COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B   F     80     8436  XYZBXR
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 = Help  2 = Refresh  3 = Quit    4 = Sort (type) 5 = Sort (date) 6 = Describe

7 = Back  8 = Continue 9 = Select 10 = Sel MD/SFS 11 = Review     12 = Restore

Command===>

The following list describes the column headings:

Cmd
A prefix command column, where items can be selected. On the sample screen above, R has been entered to
restore four items. The prefix commands are described in detail under The SYBLIST Prefix Commands.

Name, Type
Two columns that display filename and filetype, if that information is available. For undefined data, these columns
will contain hyphens (-). For SFS data, the directory name is shown.

Unit
The minidisk (or directory-level for SFS) where the data was created.

Date, Time
Two columns that display file creation date and time. If file-level information is not relevant or available, the date
and time shown are the date and time of the backup.

Blk
The blocksize of the file in bytes.

Typ
The type of backup. The format of the Typ entries depends on whether the entry is file-level or not. The following
table list and describes the possible Typ indications.

Backup Level Typ indications Description 
File-level C:B

C:I
C:P

CMS base, incremental, and partial backup
of a file

 S:B
S:I
S:P

SFS base, incremental, and partial backup
of a file

Non-file-level CMS:BASE
CMS:INCR
CMS:PART

CMS base, incremental, and partial backup

 SFS:BASE
SFS:INCR
SFS:PART

SFS base, incremental, and partial backup

 UND:BASE
UND:INCR

Undefined (physical) base and incremental
backup

 NULL:BASE Minidisk empty when backed up. Cannot be
used for restore.
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Fmt, Lrecl, Records
If file-level information is available, these columns indicate record format (F or V), logical record length, and
number of records in the file. If the information is unavailable or not relevant, as for data other than file-level, these
columns are blank.

Owner
The user ID of the user who created the files.

NOTE
The information on the Catalog Browse and Restore screen depends on the catalog definition. For example, if
catalog type is BRIEF, no file-level information is displayed, and the displayed date is the backup date. If catalog
type is set to FULL and catalog level is set to NAME, the Date column will indicate the date of the backup, and
the Fmt, Lrecl, and Records columns will contain a period (.). If catalog type is set to FULL and catalog level is
set to ATTR, complete file-level information will be displayed. See Catalog Definition for a full description of the
catalog settings.

The following sample Catalog Browse and Restore screen illustrates a listing for different types of data:

       H I D R O            Catalog Browse and Restore                  SLST01

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Name     Type   Unit  Date    Time  Blk  Typ Fmt  Lrecl  Records  Owner

     XYZXXW          Dir0 07/26/97 08:36 4096 SFS:BASE                 MAINT

     XYZXXW          Dir0 07/27/97 08:35 4096 SFS:INCR                 MAINT

     EXTERNAL OBJ1   --   07/26/97 18:20 4096 S:I  .     .          .  MAINT

     XYZXXW          Dir0 07/28/97 08:17 4096 SFS:INCR                 MAINT

     EXTERNAL OBJ1   --   07/27/97 13:16 4096 S:I  .     .          .  MAINT

     XYZXXW          Dir0 07/29/97 09:00 4096 SFS:INCR                 MAINT

     EXTERNAL OBJ1   --   07/29/97 08:50 4096 S:I  .     .          .  MAINT

     A        EXEC   0191 07/22/97 14:19 1024 C:B  .     .          .  MAINT

     EXPLAIN1 ALL    0191 07/28/97 18:26 4096 C:I  F   500          1  MAINT

     EXPLAIN1 EXEC   0191 07/28/97 18:19 4096 C:I  V    80         56  MAINT

     --       --     0503 07/28/97 18:41   20 UND:BASE                 MAINT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 = Help  2 = Refresh  3 = Quit    4 = Sort (type) 5 = Sort (date) 6 = Describe

7 = Back  8 = Forward  9 = Select 10 = Sel MD/SFS 11 = Review     12 = Restore

Command===>

Selecting Data From the Catalog to Restore

To select items to restore, enter R (upper or lower case) in the command column to the left of a line, as in the following
sample screen:

       H I D R O            Catalog Browse and Restore                  SLST01

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Name    Type     Unit  Date    Time  Blk  Typ Fmt  Lrecl  Records  Owner

r    $DEV    ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  V    103      104  DEVECP

     AGN     ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80       98  DEVECP
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     ATR21   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80     1052  DEVECP

     ATR23   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80       70  DEVECP

     CTR21   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80      677  DEVECP

r    CTR22   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80       65  DEVECP

r    GEN1    COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80      122  DEVECP

     GEN2    COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80      122  DEVECP

r    RPTJUL  COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80     8436  DEVECP

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 = Help  2 = Refresh  3 = Quit    4 = Sort (type) 5 = Sort (date) 6 = Describe

7 = Back  8 = Forward  9 = Select 10 = Sel MD/SFS 11 = Review     12 = Restore

Command===>

You can also move the cursor to the line and press PF9 Select. To select minidisks, enter RM in the command column or
move the cursor to either a file or minidisk line and press PF10 Select All.

NOTE
If a backup has been cataloged as BRIEF, which means that no filename detail has been saved, no filenames
will be displayed. Such an entry will appear with dashes under the Name and Type columns. If you enter the
R prefix on such a line, it will act like RM, restoring the entire minidisk. If you want to restore individual files on
the minidisk, enter the R prefix followed by a filename specification (for example, R * EXEC). For a complete
description of the prefix commands, see The SYBLIST Prefix Commands.

You must select data before pressing PF12 to restore.

You can sort the listing by using PF keys: PF4 sorts by filetype, PF5 by date.

PF6: Describe produces a message that states the tape volser and file sequence number where the backup is located, for
the entry on the line where the cursor is.

On the command line at the bottom of the screen you can enter a set of commands:

• Enter /string to locate a string; for example, /GEN locates the string GEN.
• Enter TOP and BOT to go to the beginning or end of the list.
• Enter a SORT command to sort the catalog list; for example, SORT USERID sorts by the Owner column. You can also

sort by NAME, TYPE, CUU, DATE, TIME, and FSPACE.

To review your selections before restoring, press PF11 Review. For the sample listing, where four items were selected for
restore, the following Review Catalog Restore Selections screen is displayed:

       H I D R O         Review Catalog Restore Selections            SLST02

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd  Name    Type     Unit  Date    Time  Blk  Typ Fmt  Lrecl  Records  Owner

* r  $DEV    ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  V    103      104  DEVECP

* r  CTR22   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80       65  DEVECP

* r  GEN1    COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80      122  DEVECP

* r  RPTJUL  COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40 4096 C:B  F     80     8436  DEVECP

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1 = Help  2 = Refresh  3 = Quit    4 = Sort (type) 5 = Sort (date) 6 = Describe

7 = Back  8 = Forward  9 = Select 10 = Sel MD/SFS 11 = Review     12 = Restore

Command===>

To delete an item on this screen, place the cursor at the item and press PF9 Delete. To restore the listed data, press PF12
Restore.

Restore Source Tape Unit

When restoring from a backup tape, SYBLIST uses a specific virtual tape unit for each volume that is needed in the
restore job. This requirement prevents multiple tasks that require the same input tape from requesting the tape to be
mounted on different tape drives.

Restore jobs can use up to 16 tape units. SYBLIST-generated restore jobs first use virtual tape unit 180. The tape units
are 180-187 and 288-28F.

This behavior is due to the SYBLIST-generated RESTORE command using the TAPn operand. For more information,
see Input from Tape (Restore operation).

Specifying Restore Destination

To display the Restore Destination Selection screen (SLST07), press PF8 Continue from the Restore/Browse
Selection screen (SLST06), or press PF12 Restore from either of the listing screens (SLST01 and SLST02).

 H I D R O                  Restore Destination Selection                SLST07 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

+--------------------- Select data target (s) ---------------------+

|   Mdisk Data ->>   UserID     : SYSUSER       Unit     : RDR     |

|                    Link Mode  :               Password :         |

|                                                                  |

|   SFS   Data ->>   Filespace  :               Filepool :         |

|                                                                  |

+------------------------------------------------------------------+

                      Hit PF2 to complete the Restore

 

 Format Mdisk?: N     Clean SFS  : N     Restore Authorization : Y

 Mdisk Options:

 SFS   Options: CORE MAX

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

1 = Help  2 = Restore  3 = Quit    4 =       5 =      6 = 

7 = Back  8 =          9 =        10 =      11 =     12 = 

In the box in the top half of the screen, the first two lines specify minidisk (Mdisk) data, and the third line specifies SFS
data:
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• For minidisk data, the default restore target (Unit) is the reader of the user specified in the Userid field. To restore
CMS data to a destination other than the reader, such as unit 191, the Mode field should specify M (Multi). Use
the Password field if needed for authorization. Minidisk data cannot be restored to a file space.

• For SFS data, specify the Filespace and Filepool of the restore destination. The default restore destination is the
original file space. SFS data cannot be restored to a CMS minidisk or a directory that is different from the directory
containing the file at the time of backup. You can also restore files from SFS to a reader. To do so, specify the user ID
whose reader to restore the files to in the Filespace field, and specify RDR in the Filepool field.

At the bottom of the screen, just above the PF keys, are fields on three lines. The first of the lines contains three fields

Format Mdisk
. Specify Y to format the minidisk before restoring data to it. The default is N.
FORMAT only applies to CMS minidisks (logical backups). FORMAT will not format undefined minidisks (physical
backup) because the physical restore itself will affect the entire minidisk.

WARNING
Formatting minidisks destroys all data currently on the destination units. Therefore, use formatting only
when creating a new disk or when the old file structure is destroyed.

Clean SFS
. Specify Y to remove the directory structure of a file space and erase all the files in that file space. The default is
N.

Restore Authorizations
. Specify Y to restore all access privileges associated with the files and directories being restored. Y is the default.

On the last two lines are two fields where you can specify minidisk or SFS options. These fields are usually not needed;
however, the following options may be useful:

• Options for both minidisk and SFS data:
FLIST

Lists all restored files in the user log.
REPLACE

REPLACE applies in cases where the restore destination contains a file with the same file ID as the file being
restored. With the REPLACE option, HiDRO restores the backup file, then erases the existing file. REPLACE
applies both to CMS and SFS data, but not to undefined data. Specifying this option overrides the ERASE option,
which is default for SYBLIST.

ERASE
This option is similar to REPLACE. The difference is that ERASE causes HiDRO to erase the existing
file before restoring. This saves space compared to REPLACE, which temporarily requires space for both the
existing and the restored file. ERASE should be used with caution, however, because in the event the restore job
fails, the existing file will be lost. ERASE is default for SYBLIST restores.

• An option for minidisk data only:
NEWLABEL

Can be used to label or relabel the output disk with a specified volser during the restore. This is applicable only
when FORMAT MDISK = Y.
The following shows the format for the NEWLABEL option:
NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURRent}

• Options for SFS data only:
ENROLL

If a file space destination is not currently enrolled, HiDRO will enroll it. This option is reserved for privileged users.
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CORE MAX
Restoring SFS data can require more virtual storage than would be set for an individual task. CORE MAX causes
only one task at a time to be run, using all available storage on HiDRO. If this default is not desired, either blank
out the option or change MAX to a specific amount of storage.

NOTE
For additional minidisk and SFS options, see Restore Operation in the Command Reference.

To restore, press PF2. Your restore job will be submitted for processing.

Restoring Encrypted Backups

When restoring an encrypted backup, you are prompted for the CIPHER and KEY during the restore process. The prompt
comes on the final restore panel (SLST07) when you press PF2 to SUBMIT the RESTORE. At this point, all the selection
processing has been done. For more information, see Responding to HiDRO Prompts.

To determine if a backup is encrypted, select a backup in the Catalog Browse panel and use the PF6 (Describe) function.
If the backup is encrypted the “Describe” information indicates that with “Enc”:

H i D R O                Catalog Browse and Restore                     SLST01

Cmd    Name     Type     Unit   Date   Time  Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

       CPUSE    VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       DRO30    TXTLIB   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       EDITDEF  VMTBIN   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       NUCSL48  CSLLIB   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       NUC48    TXTLIB   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       QREPLY   VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       SERVEXEC VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       TAPEINIT VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VANINFO  VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMNUC    MESSAGES 0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMSES    PARTCAT  0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTAPE   MESSAGES 0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTBUILD MAP      0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTBUILD MODULE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTCON   MODULE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTCONST VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

       VMTLISTN VMTAPE   0210 12/17/14 10:33 4096 C:B  .     .       . ZVMT020A

1= Help    2= Refresh  3= Quit    4= Sort(type)   5= Sort(date)   6= Describe

7= Back    8= Forward  9= Select 10= Sel MD/SFS  11= Review      12= Restore

====>

ENCRYPT  CMS BASE Enc Backup to tape CA0034 fsn 0050  on 12/17/14 10:33

Restoring an Entire Volume
The system administrator and all superusers may restore all minidisks residing on a DASD volume.

This is done from the DASD Volume Restore screen (SLST05), which is accessed from the Restore Main Menu (SLST00)
by pressing PF5 DVR. Here is the default DASD Volume Restore screen:

      H I D R O             DASD Volume Restore                     SLST05

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

+--Source DASD Volser -- Target DASD Volser --- Target Device Type --+
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|      ......              ......                    ......          |

|      ......              ......                    ......          |

|      ......              ......                    ......          |

|      ......              ......                    ......          |

|      ......              ......                    ......          |

|      ......              ......                    ......          |

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+

   Exclude unwanted minidisks and press PF2 to complete Restore  

 

Backup Date   : LATEST                       Show Missing Mini’s  : Y 

Format output : Y                                   Allow Overlap : Y

RESTORE EXCLUDE A     - Hit PF11 to exclude selected minidisk definitions

RESTORE JOB A         - Hit PF4 to Generate a sample job stream (optional)

 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

1 = Help  2 = Restore  3 = Quit    4 = Generate     5 = Submit      6  = 

7 =       8 =          9 = Erase  10 =             11 = Xedit       12 = See LOG 

Command===>

The following list describes each field on the screen:

Source DASD Volser
Enter the real volume serial numbers of volumes to restore. For example, entering VMPK33 VM6RES would
select those two volumes to restore.

Target DASD Volser
If restoring to another DASD, enter the volser. In this case, enter the real volume serial numbers of the target
volumes, as for the source volser.
If restoring to the same DASD, leave this field blank.

Backup Date
LATEST is supplied by default. For minidisks, LATEST means the last base backup plus subsequent
incrementals. For files, LATEST means the most recent backup, either base or incremental. You can also indicate
a specific date, by specifying ONLY date. For example, specifying ONLY 10/30/14 would restore only data backed
up on that date. The delivered default for date format is mm/dd/yy. You may specify a start or end date with FROM
or TO, and you may combine these to specify a date range. A Backup Date field that specifies a date range is
shown on the next sample screen. For more details on this field, see the date-related options in SYBLIST Options.

Format Output
The default is Y, which reformats destination units to the blocksize of the original unit. Specify N if you do not want
to format the minidisk before restoring to it.

WARNING
Formatting minidisks destroys all data currently on the destination units. Therefore, use formatting only
when creating a new disk or when the old file structure is destroyed. Also, be aware that every minidisk
on the pack will be reformatted, whether or not a backup exists for that minidisk.

Show Missing Minis
This field indicates whether or not you want an optional report sent to your reader. Specify Y or N. The default is
Y, which shows all minidisks that are currently on the full pack, but were not part of the backup. These minidisks
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will not be restored because no catalog entries were found for them. A file called MINIS REPORT that contains
this information is sent to the requesting user. This is the default setting.

Allow Overlap
This field indicates what action HiDRO should take if it finds minidisks that overlap each other on a volume. This
includes any full-volume minidisk definitions, which would always overlap all others on that volume. To insure
that this does not occur, make sure you have indicated all such units in the EXCLUDE file. For example, always
exclude the MAINT 123 unit.
The valid settings for this field are either N or Y. N, the default and recommended setting, means that if HiDRO
detects an overlap in the minidisks to be restored, it will not proceed. Instead, HiDRO sends to the reader of the
user a file (USER LOG) that indicates all the overlaps. Y means that HiDRO should go ahead with the restore job
even if overlaps are detected.

RESTORE EXCLUDE A
This is an exclusion file. An exclusion file is a select file that only contains exclude (E) statements. To write an
exclusion file, place the cursor on this field and press PF11 Xedit. For a description of command control and
select files, see Defining Backups.
It is important to exclude minidisks whenever you are restoring a DASD volume. Most installations have defined
each physical volume not only as an independent volume containing a number of smaller user minidisks but also
as a single virtual unit belonging to a systems maintenance user ID. Therefore, you should exclude all the system
maintenance volume backups for the physical volume so that the physical volume is not restored more than once
under different definitions. Failure to exclude system maintenance volume backups may significantly increase
restore time and may produce incorrect results.
Suppose MAINT, SYSDUMP1, VMIMAGE, and SYNCDIR all have full pack definitions for VMPK33. The exclusion
file should contain the following:
E SYSDUMP1

E MAINT

E SYNCDIR

E VMIMAGE

The exclusion file guarantees that VMPK33 will be restored only once as VMPK33 (the most up-to-date version of
the volume).

RESTORE JOB A
This is the SYSIN file. HiDRO automatically generates a restore command for each minidisk on the volume and
then puts them in an order that minimizes the number of tape mounts necessary to restore the volume.

To check the job stream before submitting, press PF4 Generate, then place the cursor in the field and press PF11.
Generating with PF4 is not required for a HiDRO job, and it can take several minutes, so do it only when you have a
need to check the job stream. If you want to submit this job stream, press PF5 Submit. To erase it, press PF9 Erase.
Note that any changes you make to the jobstream while in XEDIT are not permanently saved. To change the jobstream
permanently, you must change the DASD Volume Restore screen itself.

When you press PF2 Restore, a job stream is automatically generated and submitted. This occurs even if you had
previously press PF4 Generate to create a job stream for checking. Usually, you would submit a job with PF2 Restore, not
PF5 Submit.

Restoring a SFS Filepool or Storage Group
This section applies to SFS environments. Pressing PF6 FPR at the Restore Main Menu (SLST00) brings up the SFS
Filepool Restore screen (SLST08):

 H I D R O                     SFS Filepool Restore                      SLST08 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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+------------------ Select SFS Data to Restore -----------------------+

|                                                                     |

|  Filepool Name  :                                                   |

|                                                                     |

|  Storage Groups  :                                                  |

|                                                                     |

+---------------------------------------------------------------------+

                    Hit PF2 to complete Restore

  

Backup Date   : LATEST                                        Clean : Y 

Restore Scope : CURRENT       Authorizations : Y              Enroll: Y

RESTORE EXCLUDE A - Press PF11 to create exclusions from Restore

RESTORE JOB A  - Press PF4 to Generate a sample job stream (optional)

   

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

1 = Help  2 = Restore  3 = Quit    4 = Generate     5 = Submit      6  = 

7 =       8 =          9 = Erase  10 =             11 = Xedit       12 =  

In the box at the top of the screen, specify the data to restore by Filepool Name and Storage Group. The Filepool Name
must be specified explicitly, but the Storage Group field will accept a single wildcard (*).

Below the box are seven fields:

Backup Date
This field is identical to the date field on the Restore/Browse Selection screen (SLST03). The default is LATEST.
The default date format is mm/dd/yy. You may indicate a beginning date (FROM), an ending date (TO), or you
may combine these to specify a range. You may also specify a specific date by entering ONLY date. You may use
single or trailing wildcards.

Clean
The default is Y, which erases the entire directory and file content of the target file space before restoring any
data. All current data is destroyed, and any file/directory authorizations are lost. The restore operation will rebuild
the structure from the backup image.

Restore Scope
This field controls which file spaces in the selected storage groups will be restored and/or deleted. Choose one of
the following values:
CURRENT

This is the default. Restores only file spaces that currently exist in the selected storage groups. If a file
space existed at the time of the backup but was since deleted, it will not be restored.

EXACT
Restores all the selected storage groups to their exact status at the time of the backup. This means all the
file spaces that existed in those storage groups at the time of the backup will be restored. It also means
that file spaces added to those storage groups after the last backup will be deleted.

MERGE
Restores all file spaces that belonged to the selected storage groups at the time of the backup. If file
spaces were added since the backup, they are left as is.

SKIP
Restores only those file spaces deleted since the backup.
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Authorization
Specify Y or N. The default is Y, which restores SFS authorizations associated with the data when it was backed
up.

Enroll
Specify Y or N. The default is Y, which causes the destination file space to be enrolled if it does not exist.

RESTORE EXCLUDE A
This is an exclusion file. An exclusion file is a select file that contains only exclude (E) statements. (See "Defining
Backups" for a description of command control and select files.) An exclusion file is optional for filepool restores.
The default exclusion file is empty. To write an exclusion file, place the cursor on this field and press PF11 Xedit.
To use an existing exclusion file, overtype the default file ID.

RESTORE JOB A
This is the SYSIN file. HiDRO automatically generates a restore command for each file space in the storage
group and then puts them in an order that minimizes the number of tape mounts. To check the job stream
before submitting, press PF4 Generate then place the cursor in the field and press PF11 to view the job stream.
Generating with PF4 is not required for a HiDRO job, and it can take several minutes, so do it only when you have
a need to check the job stream. If you want to submit this job stream, press PF5 Submit. To erase it, press PF9
Erase.

When you press PF2 Restore, a job stream is automatically generated and submitted. This occurs even if you had
previously press PF4 Generate to create a job stream for checking. Usually, you would submit a job with PF2 Restore, not
PF5 Submit.

The SYBLIST Command
Contents

The SYBLIST command can function like the CMS FILELIST command to display a listing of backups in the HiDRO
catalog. You can then browse the catalog listing (screens SLST01 and SLST02) and use prefix commands to select items
to restore. Options on the SYBLIST command can be used to tailor the listing or to restore directly from CMS, without
interface screens.

To obtain online HELP for the SYBLIST command, enter

HELP SYBLIST

This section describes the SYBLIST command for superusers. For a description of the SYBLIST command for general
users, see the section Restoring for General Users.

SYBLIST Format

Here is the format of the SYBLIST command:

SYBLIST [filename [filetype]]  [( options...]

This command may be entered at the CMS ready prompt or on the command line at the bottom of a catalog listing screen.
The filename and filetype parameters accept single or trailing wildcards (*).

NOTE
Filename or filetype must be cataloged to be listed. If you don’t specify filename or filetype, the default lists all
files and minidisks; if filenames are not cataloged, HiDRO will list only minidisks.

The SYBLIST command displays the Restore Main Menu (SLST00) unless you use the QUIET option, which submits
restores directly, or the BROWSE option, which displays a catalog listing. The BROWSE option is particularly useful
because it enables SYBLIST to function like the CMS FILELIST command. For example, to list the files with a filetype of
COBOL, enter:
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syblist * cobol (browse

This command brings up a catalog listing screen that lists only your latest backed up files with a filetype of COBOL.

SYBLIST Options

The SYBLIST options allow you to define restores without using the full interactive interface.

The following table summarizes the SYBLIST options available to superusers. The options are grouped by general
function.

Function Option Description
Go directly to a restore screen BROWSE Displays Catalog Browse and Restore

screen.
Go directly to a restore screen DVR Displays DASD Volume Restore screen.

(Reserved for superusers.)
Go directly to a restore screen FPOOLR Displays SFS Filepool Restore screen.

(Reserved for superusers.)
Go directly to a restore screen RESTORE Displays Restore/Browse Selection screen.

(Reserved for superusers.)
Specify an alternate HiDRO catalog or
profile

CATNAME Specifies a HiDRO catalog.

Specify an alternate HiDRO catalog or
profile

PROFILE Specifies a HiDRO profile.

Specify backups by date and time ALL Selects backups regardless of date.
Specify backups by date and time date Selects backups up to and including

specified date and time.
Specify backups by date and time FROM Lists backups of the specified date and

later.
Specify backups by date and time LATEST Selects most recent backup.
Specify backups by date and time ONLY Selects backup only for the specified date

and time.
Specify backups by date and time TO Selects backups of the specified date and

earlier.
Specify backup sources FPOOL Selects data backed up from specified

filepool.
Specify backup sources FSPACE Selects data backed up from specified file

space. (Reserved for superusers.)
Specify backup sources USER Selects data backed up from specified user

ID. (Reserved for superusers.)
Specify backup sources UNIT Selects data backed up from specified unit.
Specify restore destination TOFPOOL Restores data to specified filepool.
Specify restore destination TOFSPACE Restores data to specified file space.

(Reserved for superusers.)
Specify restore destination TORDR Restores data to reader.
Specify restore destination TOUNIT Restores data to specified unit.
Specify restore destination TOUSER Restores data to specified user ID.

(Reserved for superusers.)
Send the catalog listing to a destination DISK Sends catalog listing to report file.
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Send the catalog listing to a destination PRINTER Prints catalog listing.
Send the catalog listing to a destination TERMINAL Displays catalog listing at terminal.
Suppress file listing NODIRS Eliminates files and directories from catalog

listing.
Send the catalog listing to a destination NOFILES Eliminates files from catalog listing.
Additional Options CASEM Makes file ID case sensitive.
Additional Options QUIET Restores without interface screens.
Additional Options NOSFS Eliminates SFS data from listing
Additional Options NOMDISK Eliminates minidisk data listing.

Most of the SYBLIST options duplicate functions on screens in the interactive Restore facility. However, the following
options perform functions unique to the SYBLIST command:

• Options that allow superusers to go directly to a restore screen (BROWSE, DVR, etc.)
• Options that suppress the catalog listing (DISK, PRINTER, and TERMINAL).
• The QUIET option, which completely bypasses full screen mode.

The following sections describe each of the SYBLIST options. They are presented in the same order as in the table
above. The options may be used together except for obvious illogical combinations, such as specifying two restore
destinations.

Go Directly to a Restore Screen

These options allow superusers to bypass screens in the interactive Restore facility and go directly to the screen they
need.

BROWSE
Goes directly to the Catalog Browse and Restore screen (SLST01). To browse listings of their own files with a
filetype of SCRIPT, superusers would enter:
syblist * script (browse

DVR
Brings up the DASD Volume Restore screen (SLST05).

FPOOLR
Brings up the SFS Filepool Restore screen (SLST08).

RESTORE
Brings up the Restore/Browse Selection screen (SLST06).

Back to Table of Options

Specify an Alternate HiDRO Catalog or Profile

These two options are useful when the default HiDRO profile or catalog is not suitable for a specific restore.

CATNAME filename
Specifies a HiDRO catalog other than the default.

PROFILE filename
Specifies a PROFILE other than the default. Do not enter a filetype. The required filetype is PROFILE, and this is
the default.

Back to Table of Options
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Specify Backups by Date

This set of options is used to specify the date or date range of backups to restore.

ALL
Selects all specified backups, regardless of date. ALL is equivalent to a wildcard (*) in a Date field in the full-
screen facility.

date [time]
Selects the most recent backup up to and including the specified date and time.

FROM date [time]
Lists backups of this date and later.

LATEST
For files, selects the most recent backup, either base or incremental. For minidisks, file spaces, and directories,
selects the most recent base backup plus subsequent incrementals.

ONLY date [time]
Selects only backups for the specified date and time.

TO date [time]
Selects backups of this date and earlier.

Back to Table of Options

Specify Backup Sources

These options may be used singly or in combination to select data based on the backup source.

FPOOL filepool
Selects data backed up from the specified filepool.

FSPACE filespace
Selects data backed up from the specified filespace. This option is for superusers only. If the FSPACE option is
not used, the default selects data backed up from the superuser’s filespace.

USER userid
Selects data backed up from the specified user ID. This option is for superusers only. If the USER option is not
used, the default selects data backed up from the superuser’s user ID.

UNIT ccuu
Selects data backed up from the specified unit.

NOTE

• When a backup source is not specified, the default selects data backed up for the current user ID from the
default unit set by the system administrator. This unit is typically 191.

• FPOOL and FSPACE apply to SFS data; USER and UNIT apply to all other data. The four options may be
used in combination.

Back to Table of Options

Specify Restore Destination

This set of options controls where HiDRO sends the restored data.

TOFPOOL filepool
Restores data to the specified filepool

TOFSPACE filespace
Restores data to the specified filespace. This option is reserved for superusers.
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TORDR
Restores data to a reader. By default, data is restored to the reader of the user.

TOUNIT ccuu
Restores data to the specified unit. TOUNIT and TORDR may not be used together.

TOUSER userid
Restores data to the specified user ID. This option is reserved for superusers.

Back to Table of Options

Send the Catalog Listing to a Destination

These options suppress the catalog listing screen. Instead, a listing is sent to the specified target.

NOTE
These options are mutually exclusive. If none are used, the default shows the catalog listing screen.

DISK [APPEND]
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, HiDRO saves the catalog listing in a file called SYBLIST
CATREPT. The APPEND parameter may be used to append the listing to the existing file SYBLIST CATREPT.

PRINTER
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, HiDRO prints the catalog listing as a file called SYBLIST
CATREPT.

TERMINAL
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, SYBLIST types a catalog listing on the terminal.

Back to Table of Options

Suppress File Listing

By default, HiDRO lists files. For example, if you request a listing of minidisks, HiDRO will list the files for each minidisk.
These two options can be used to suppress the listing of files and directories.

NOTE
If NODIR and NOFILES are not used, the default lists filenames and minidisks for CMS data. The default lists
filenames, file spaces, and directories for SFS data.

NODIRS
Eliminates files and directories from the catalog listing. For CMS data, only minidisks are displayed. For SFS data,
only file spaces are displayed.

NOFILES
Eliminates files from the catalog listing. For CMS data, only minidisks are displayed. For SFS data, both file
spaces and directories are displayed.

Back to Table of Options

Additional Options

The following are some useful additional options:

CASEM
Allows mixed case. Usually CMS files are in uppercase, but some utilities create files with mixed case names.
This option retains the mixed case filenames, thus HiDRO would distinguish between filenames Aa and AA.
Note: CASEM can only be used if the installation option CASE (on screen INS04) is left at MIXED, the default
setting.
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QUIET
Bypasses all restore screens. HiDRO submits the restore directly from CMS. The QUIET option is useful for
developing EXECs to automate restore procedures.

NOSFS
Eliminates SFS data from browses and restores.

NOMDISK
Eliminates minidisk data from browses and restores.

Back to Table of Options

Example SYBLIST Commands

The following examples show how to use the SYBLIST command to specify browse/restores. A brief explanation follows
each example.

syblist (browse

The SYBLIST command with the BROWSE option lists all files for your 191 unit, from the last base backup and later.

syblist tom* * (browse

The wildcards list all files whose name starts with TOM, from the last base backup and later.

syblist * prog* (browse from 01/01/14 to 01/31/14

This displays all backed up files for January 2014 with a filetype beginning with PROG.

syblist (browse user * unit 192 all

This lists all files on the 192 disk of all users for all backup dates.

The SYBLIST Prefix Commands

Overview

On the catalog listing screens, commands in the prefix column on the left are used to select data to restore. The following
table describes these commands. For clarity, the commands are shown in uppercase though they are usually entered in
lowercase.

Command Abbrev. Description PF Key CMS/SFS

RESTORE R Selects files PF9 CMS/SFS

RDIR RD Selects directories PF10 SFS

RMDISK RM Selects minidisks for own
user ID

PF10 CMS

RFSPACE RF Selects file spaces PF10 SFS

RUSER RU Selects all minidisks of
user listed on the line.
This option is reserved
for superusers.

 CMS
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Notes:

1. Using RD, RM, RF, or PF10 at a listed file will restore the entire directory, minidisk, or filespace on which the file
resides.

2. To restore a single file from a listed minidisk, enter R filename filetype on the minidisk line.
3. Enter a slash (/) on a line is equivalent to R.
4. Moving the cursor to a line and using a PF key is an alternative to the prefix commands.

Prefix Command Options

Options may be used with the prefix commands. The options are preceded with a slash. Here is the form of a prefix
command with options:

command /option

There must be a space between the command and the slash (/).

The following table lists the prefix command options and indicates the commands with which they are used:

Function Option Description

R or RM /R Restores the file or minidisk to the reader of
the user ID on the line. This is the default.

 /U Restore the file or minidisk to the original
unit.

 /ccuu Restore the file or minidisk to unit ccuu.

R /N Restore all files with the filename on this
line.

 * /T Restore all files with the filetype on this line.

Example:

The following catalog listing screen shows some sample prefix commands with options:

       H I D R O           Catalog Browse and Restore           SLST01

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 Cmd   Name    Type     Unit   Date   Time   Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

 r */t $DEV    ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  V   103    104  XYZBXR

       AGN     ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     98  XYZBXR

       ATR21   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   1052  XYZBXR

       ATR23   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     70  XYZBXR

       CTR21   COBOL    0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    677  XYZBXR

 rm/192CTR22   COBOL    0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     65  XYZBXR

       GEN1    COBOL    0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r /u  GEN2    COBOL    0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r     RPTJUL  COBOL    0191 07/24/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   8436  XYZBXR
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 

1=Help    2=Refresh    3=Quit     4=Sort (type)    5=Sort (date)  6=Describe

7=Back    8=Forward    9=select  10=Sel MD/SFS    11=Review      12=Restore 

Command===>

The preceding screen displays the following commands:

• The first prefix command (r * /t) will restore the four files with a filetype of ASSEMBLE. The files will be restored to the
default destination, the reader of user XYZBXR

• The second prefix command (rm /192) will restore the minidisk on that line (191) to the 192 unit of user XYZBXR.
• The third prefix command (r /u) will restore GEN2 COBOL to the original unit (191) of user XYZBXR.
• The command on the last line (r) will restore RPTJUL COBOL to the default destination, the reader of user XYZBXR.

Standalone Restores
Standalone restores are normally used only when you have lost critical volumes on your system. In such restores, you use
a special IPLable version of HiDRO to restore your system.

Standalone restores cannot be performed through the interactive Restore facility. In addition, you need to create the
IPLable version of HiDRO on tape beforehand. See the section Remote Site Recovery from Full-Shop Disasters for
complete details.

Activity During a Restore
When a restore job is submitted, HiDRO automatically prompts the operator for the tapes it needs. These mount requests
are similar to those used for a backup.

NOTE
Some of the material in this section and the next two sections, Output from a Restore and Immediate
Commands, is repeated in the section Restore Information for General Users. The material in the section is
provided for the general user.

When the restore job begins, you receive messages similar to the following:

Job sent to SYBMON Disconnected machine

Ready; 

SYBMON: MON111 JOB00111 SYBRES SYSIN queued

HIDRO: SHL216I HIDRO Job USER1 Started

When the SYBMON machine receives the restore job, message MON111 will be issued.

This message contains information such as the number of the job (in this case, JOB00111) and the name of the SYSIN file
(in this case, SYBRES SYSIN) that contains the restore command.

When the restore job is actually being processed, SHL216I will be issued. During the restore, you may continue to use
your terminal normally.

If restoring to one of your own minidisks to which you are linked in R/W mode or to any minidisk to which HiDRO is unable
to obtain a write link, you will receive a warning to detach the minidisk within one minute, as in the following sample
message:

HIDRO: 1 SYB440WTOQ DETACH unit 0191 within 1 minute(s
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HIDRO:   or "CP SMSG HIDRO 1 REJECT" to refuse:

You can respond in any of three ways:

• Detach the minidisk.
• Log off (effectively detaching the minidisk).
• Reject the request, which causes the backup to fail.

If none of these actions is taken, the task fails when the one-minute period has elapsed. Note that the message includes a
sample SMSG you can issue to REJECT the task.

Output from a Restore
Contents

When the restore operation is complete, you receive messages similar to the following:

RDR FILE 7606 TRANSFERRED FROM HIDRO 

PUN FILE 7628 FROM HIDRO COPY 001 NOHOLD

PRT FILE 7629 FROM HIDRO COPY 001 NOHOLD 

HIDRO: SHL218I HIDRO Job Ended - Return Code=0

Along with the restored data, HiDRO sends two other files:

A log file
The file ID format is hidro-machine-id LGmmddyy unless the restore destination is a reader belonging to another
user, in which case the filename is the destination user ID.

A task summary file
The file ID format is hidro-machine-id SMmmddyy unless the restore destination is a reader belonging to another
user, in which case the filename is the destination user ID.

In addition, if any commands have failed to complete, HiDRO provides a failed commands file. The file ID format is hidro-
machine-id FCmmddyy unless the restore destination is a reader belonging to another user, in which case the filename is
the destination user ID.

If the data could not be restored, the reasons why the restore was unsuccessful appear in messages in these files. The
failed commands file contains the actual command that HiDRO used to try to restore the data.

For sample output files, see Output from a Backup.

Destination of Output Files

The failed commands file is always sent to the owner of the job. The destination of the log and summary files depends on
the PRTDEST installation option. If PRTDEST is not specified, the log and summary files go to the owner of the job. The
owner of a scheduled job is the system administrator (SYSUSER). The owner of a job started with SMSG is the userid
from which SMSG is issued. The owner of a restore job (from SYBLIST) is the userid running SYBLIST.

If PRTDEST is specified (either as an installation default or as a GLOBAL option for a job), the log file and summary files
are sent to the destination specified by PRTDEST, which can be a userid or SYSTEM (the system printer).

Immediate Commands for Restores
Superusers can issue various immediate commands to query job execution and the status of HiDRO service machines.
These commands are also available to general users.
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Querying Restore Job Status ($QJ)
If you issue the $QJ command, you will be shown the status of all jobs that you have submitted but that are not yet being
processed by the HIDRO machine. Such jobs are held in a job queue on the monitor (SYBMON) machine.

Here is the format for the command:

SMSG SYBMON $QJ

SYBMON is the user ID for the HiDRO monitor machine. It holds the information that you are seeking.

The reply to your command, if successful, looks like this:

SYBMON: MON142 0001 JOB00014 SYBRES SYSIN WILSON 08/08/14 11:30:11 HOLD

SYBMON: MON199 REQUEST COMPLETED

In this case, the reply lists:

• Queue position for the job if it is not active (0001)
• Job number (JOB00014)
• Command file name and filetype (SYBRES SYSIN)
• Your user ID (WILSON)
• Date and time queued (08/08/14 11:30:11)
• If job is on hold, status (HOLD)

Deleting Restore Jobs ($DJ)
To delete any of the restore jobs that are currently on the queue, issue the Delete Job ($DJ) command. Here is the format
for the command:

SMSG SYBMON $DJ nnnnn

nnnnn
Specifies the number of the job that you want to delete. Only the numeric part of the job number is required (omit
the letters JOB), and you can drop any leading zeros if you wish.
If you do not know the number of the job that you want to delete, you can issue the Query Jobs ($QJ) command.
See the preceding section.

Tape Manager Interfaces
This section describes the HiDRO-supplied tape manager interfaces.

HiDRO tape manager interfaces are special exits that allow you to tell HiDRO to draw tapes from an external tape
manager installed at your shop while still using the HiDRO tape pool manager to protect your backup tapes.

NOTE
We recommend reading the general information under Overview of Tape Manager Interfaces before reading the
documentation for a specific tape management system.

Overview of Tape Manager Interfaces
A tape manager interface is a REXX EXEC that performs housekeeping functions and sends to your tape manager any
attach, mount, and catalog requests specified by the EXEC options. In turn, the tape manager may prompt the operator
(or communicate with other software, in the case of an automated facility). The EXECs, one for each tape manager
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HiDRO supports, are delivered as part of the HiDRO product. During installation (or later), you can select from a menu to
activate an interface on the HIDRO service machine.

HiDRO supplies interfaces for the most common tape management systems run under the VM operating system. You
can also write your own REXX tape manager EXECs. See the section Tape Management Exits for information about this
alternative.

The following table indicates the tape managers HiDRO supports, the corresponding EXEC, and the associated options:

Tape Management System EXEC Default Options Permitted Options
VM:Tape SYBVMTAP SCAMIX SCAMIXV
Dynam/T SYBDYNAM SAMIX SAMIX
DFSMS/RMS SYBDFSMS SCAMIX SCAMIXV
STK ACS SYBSTK SAMIX SCAMIX
CA 1 SYBUCC * FX SCFVX
none SYBATTX * * SAX SAX
* The EXEC for CA 1 can be modified for other VSE and MVS tape managers.
* * SYBATTX eliminates the need for operators to attach drives manually in shops that do not have a tape management system.

 

Activating a Tape Manager Interface

The full-screen menus on the HIDRO server are used to activate a tape manager interface. Use the following procedures:

1. If you are installing HiDRO for the first time, proceed through the installation process until the Tape Management
Interface screen, IST035, appears. Skip to Step 5.

2. If HiDRO is already installed, log on to the HIDRO server.

NOTE
If the server is logged off, press ENTER. This action displays the HiDRO Machine Main Menu. If the server is
being reconnected, press ENTER several times until the Machine Running screen appears. Then press PF3
to display the HiDRO Machine Main Menu.

3. When the HiDRO Machine Main Menu appears, press PF5 (Set Defaults and Tape Pools) to display the HiDRO Setup
Menu.

4. At the HiDRO Setup Menu, press PF9 (Tape Management System) to display the Tape Management Interface screen
(IST035):

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |
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 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: ____________     |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

5. Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its name, then press ENTER.
6. The appropriate options will appear in the Options field, unless you choose Other. Options are different for each

interface. Options are specified by first letter as a string without blanks or commas, for example SCAMIX.
For the supplied option strings, you can add characters and delete the added characters, but you cannot delete any
part of the supplied string.
The following list is a complete set of tape manager options:

M
Mount and unload tapes.

F
Verify file labels.

E
Record permanent I/O errors.

C
Delete recycled (free) tapes after a HiDRO catalog condense.

R
Load one copy of the exit routine into memory and reuse it each time the exit is called. (Automatic for REXX
exits.)

I
Calls exit to associate a message to a taskid.

S
Calls exit for setup and cleanup.

X
Exit is written in REXX, not assembler.

V
Verify tape volumes.

A
Attach and Detach tape units.

7. When you enter an X at an interface name and press ENTER, an appropriate set of parameter names appears in the
box at the bottom of the screen. Enter the parameters on the next line in the same order as the parameter names, and
leave at least one space between parameters. The parameters do not have to be aligned with the headings.
Example: The following screen shows a set of parameter names and sample user-supplied parameters for the
VM:Tape interface:

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |
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 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    X                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SCAMIXV          |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | Drive Type   VMTAPE machine id   POOL option                                |

 | 3490E        VMTAPE              NO                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

8. To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the HIDRO
server.

The Interfaces and the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager

The HiDRO tape pool manager works with external tape managers via the interfaces. You should be aware of the
following general considerations regarding the relation between the HiDRO tape manager and the external tape manager:

• To define HiDRO backups with well-regulated retention periods, you must define HiDRO logical tape pools and at least
one HiDRO physical pool. For more information, see The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager.

• Although the details of implementation depend on the interface, all the interfaces facilitate the following functions:
– Allocating tape volsers for use by HiDRO
– Handling tape expiration and scratching
– Communications between the HiDRO tape manager and the external tape management system

These functions are described in the following sections as they apply to the specific tape managers.

Modifying an Interface EXEC

An interface EXEC (for example, SYBVMTAP EXEC) is accompanied by a file of the same filename and the filetype
$EXEC$ (for example, SYBVMTAP $EXEC$). Create local modifications with XEDIT. Use Mainframe VM Product
Manager to update the VMSES/E Product Inventory with the modified version.

For more information, see the Local Services section of the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Memory Management with a Tape Management Exit

If a tape management exit is in use and VMCORE, either as an installation default or GLOBAL option, is set to MAX,
HiDRO releases 400K of memory to CMS for each tape drive. The total amount released is MAXTAPE multiplied by 400K.
(If SFS is also active, additional memory is released to CMS.)

If 400K is not sufficient memory for a REXX EXEC on the release of VM you are running, set VMCORE to MAX nK. If you
are uncertain about REXX EXEC memory requirements, begin by setting VMCORE to MAX and only adjust this value if
you encounter problems.

If VMCORE is set to a value other than MAX, the VMCORE value is respected and additional storage is not dynamically
released to CMS by HiDRO.
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Contacting Broadcom Support

If an error occurs while running with a tape manager interface, contact Technical Support. Be sure to first save the log file
(poolid LGmmddyy) and the log from the tape manager service machine. For more information, contact Broadcom.

The VM:Tape Interface
The interface provided for VM:Tape is the SYBVMTAP EXEC, which resides on the HiDRO program disk. The description
of the vmtape interface covers topics such as setting options and parameters, general settings, requesting tapes,
processing mounted tapes, and controlling tape expirations.

VM:Tape supports 3590 tape drives in both native mode and 3490E emulation mode (with 3590 cartridges). For detailed
information about setting up VM:Tape to accommodate 3490E emulation mode, refer to the VM:Tape Allocation Control
and Customization for the IBM 3590 Tape Subsystem supplement included with the VM:Tape documentation.

Setting Options and Parameters for VM:Tape
Learn how to set tape management options for VM:Tape through the Tape Management Interface screen in VM:Backup
HiDRO.

When you select the VM:Tape option on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management
options are automatically set and appear on the Options line as the string SCAMIX. You cannot delete any of the preset
options, but you can append the V option. The following list describes the options.

S
Calls the interface at the beginning and end of each job.

C
Calls the interface during CATALOG condenses when tapes are removed from the HiDRO catalog. VM:Tape is
instructed to delete the tapes from its catalog.

A
All tape drive ATTACH requests are sent to VM:Tape.

M
Sends all tape MOUNT requests to VM:Tape.

I
Calls the interface to VM:Tape when a message from VM:Tape arrives to IDENTIFY which backup or restore
task is awaiting a response from VM:Tape. HiDRO can then determine an appropriate action in response to the
message.

X
Specifies that the interface to VM:Tape is written in REXX.

V (optional)
Recatalogs a newly mounted backup tape with the dataset name ("verifies" the volume). This option
communicates with VM:Tape at the beginning of each tape volume after it is mounted.
If you specify V, consider also creating a dataset name for the backup. For more information, see Processing
Mounted Backup Tapes with VM:Tape.

In the Parameters box at the bottom of the screen, enter parameters on the line under the parameter names. Separate
parameters with at least one space. The following screen shows sample parameters:

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |
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 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    X                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SCAMIXV          |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | Drive Type   VMTAPE machine id   POOL option                                |

 | 3490E        VMTAPE              NO                                         |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

Drive type
Default device type for mounts.

VM:Tape machine id
Name of the  VM:Tape service virtual machine.

Pool option
Controls whether the POOL option is used on mounts. To include the option, specify the type of pool to use. Also
define the pool names to  VM:Tape. The pool names must match the physical pool or the logical pool as defined
to HiDRO.

• To have HiDRO include the physical pool associated with the job on the mount request, specify PHYSICAL.
• To have HiDRO include the logical pool associated with the job on the mount request, specify LOGICAL.
• If you do not want to use pools on mounts, specify NO. This is the default.

If your organization uses write once read many (WORM) type tapes for backup jobs, you must specify a
PHYSICAL or LOGICAL tape pool, defined in VM:Tape, that includes DATACLAS=WORM on the VM:Tape
scratch pool definition. For more information refer to the Scratch Pool Definition File article in the VM:Tape
documentation.

To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start
the HIDRO machine.

WORM Tape Backup Considerations

When you run a backup job with a WORM tape,  VM:Backup HiDRO applies additional restrictions:

• If, during a BACKUP, a task must be restarted,  VM:Backup HiDRO does not reposition the tapes back to the last
completed task. Instead, the next task backup starts on the next block of the current tape. The task that starts next is
not necessarily the same task that was just re-queued for restart.

• If you use catalogs, the catalog records only the successfully completed task backups.

HiDRO General Settings for VM:Tape
The VM:Tape interface requires certain HiDRO installation general settings. For more information about the general
settings, see the section Setting Options.
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The following table describes the relevant HiDRO general settings for VM:Tape:

HiDRO General Setting Setting for VM:Tape Comment
IUCV ON Automatically set. Enables messages

(rather than just SMSGs) from the VM:Tape
virtual machine to be intercepted and
processed by the VM:Tape interface.

SCRATCH ALWAYS Recommended
EXPDT TMS Recommended
STATUS DETACH Required
Repeat Count 1 Recommended.
Wait Time Depends on VM:Tape default option

REMINDER.
Recommended. (See paragraph
immediately below this table.)

REMINDER is one of the options in the VM:Tape file VMTAPE CONFIG on the 191 minidisk of the VM:Tape service virtual
machine. REMINDER has the following format:

REMINDER remind-secs maximum-secs allocation-secs

Set Wait Time, which is measured in minutes, to equal the period indicated by maximum-secs, which is measured in
seconds. Thus, if maximum-secs is 120, you would set Wait Time to 2.

If you expect to set permanent retention periods for HiDRO tapes, include the following line in the VMTAPE CONFIG file:

AUTHORIZE NOMAXRET hidro-machine-id

Requesting Tapes from VM:Tape During Backups and Restores
VM:Tape is contacted for all tape and tape drive requests. This behavior is set automatically when the VM:Tape interface
is chosen, through the mandatory A (ATTACH) and M (Mount) options. A tape and drive are always requested together
with a VMTAPE MOUNT command.

A VMTAPE MOUNT command is built using the expiration date specified when the HiDRO logical tape pool was defined.

Usually, it is preferable for HiDRO to request a SCRATCH tape be mounted, allowing VM:Tape to choose the particular
volser. The interface always requests a SCRATCH tape if the HiDRO installation default option SCRATCH is set to
ALWAYS.

NOTE
When SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS, tape volsers should not be entered into HiDRO physical pools.

The MOUNT command is issued to VM:Tape the number of times specified in the HiDRO general system option Repeat
Count. The interval between repetitions of the command is determined by the general system option Wait Time. Multiple
requests are not usually needed by VM:Tape. Setting Repeat Count and Wait Time as described above (Repeat Count
= 1, Wait Time = REMINDER maximum-secs in minutes) prevents additional requests from appearing in the VM:Tape
message log.

Setting the HiDRO "time-out" period (Wait Time multiplied by Repeat Count) to coincide with the time-out period for
VM:Tape prevents a tape from being mounted for a task which has already timed out. It also prevents a task from timing
out unnecessarily. If a mount is rejected by VM:Tape or is timed out, the HiDRO backup job may run with fewer drives than
expected. If VM:Tape times out, it sends a message to the HIDRO machine.

NOTE
For more information about the Repeat Count and Wait Time general settings, see General System Settings.
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After a mount request has been issued, the VM:Tape interface will intercept messages coming from VM:Tape, using the
IDENTIFY call (DOIDENT routine) to match incoming messages with tasks awaiting tape mounts. When a message
indicates that a tape has been mounted, control is returned to HiDRO.

WARNING
It is critical that a secondary user (SECUSER) not be set for the HIDRO machine. If a secondary user is
set, messages from VM:Tape will not be intercepted by the VM:Tape interface. This will seriously degrade
performance of all HiDRO jobs.

Processing Mounted Backup Tapes with VM:Tape
Processing of a newly mounted backup tape depends on the tape management option V. If the option V (Volume Verify) is
specified, the VM:Tape interface is called at the beginning of the volume to re-catalog the tape with a dataset name.

Dataset names are created in one of the following ways:

• HiDRO constructs a default value, contrived from what is being backed up.
• You create the dataset name of your choice. This value overrides the default value that HiDRO creates.

To create the dataset name of your choice, add the OSFILE parameter and the dataset name to the model commands
in the CMDCTL, SFSCTL, and alternate command files. Also directly code the OSFILE parameter in all manually
generated backup SYSIN files. For information about these files, see Defining Backups. For information about the OSFILE
parameter, see the Command Reference. OSFILE is described in the relevant Input and Output Specifications for specific
operations.

NOTE
By default, when a scratch tape is mounted for HiDRO, the tape is cataloged in the VM:Tape TMC as owned
by HiDRO with the date it was created and expiration date only. The V option has the interface also send a
VM:Tape CATALOG command. This command adds the dataset name to the TMC record for the volser just
mounted. If you create a dataset name, that name is sent; otherwise, the default name constructed by HiDRO is
sent.

After optionally making a volume verify (V) call to the VM:Tape interface, HiDRO checks all newly mounted tapes to
answer the following questions:

• Are the tapes currently in use as backup tapes? (In other words, are the tapes active in the HiDRO tape pools?)
• Has the expiration date written on the tape itself passed?

If the tape is currently in use as a backup tape, the tape is unloaded and another volser is requested. If the tape is not in
use but the expiration date has not been reached, action is taken depending on the setting of the general system setting
EXPDT, as follows:

• If EXPDT is set to NO, the tape is unloaded and another tape is requested.
• If EXPDT is set to YES, the operator is consulted before overwriting the tape.
• If EXPDT is set to TMS, HiDRO uses the tape regardless of its expiration date. The external tape manager is

responsible for checking expiration dates.

NOTE

• The general system setting STATUS must be set to DETACH so that no drives remain attached to HiDRO at
the end of a job.

• For more information about the EXPDT and STATUS general system settings, see Changing the Default
Settings.

Example:

The following CMDCTL file includes a backup command that uses OSFILE:
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THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 01/01/02 00:00:00 01/01/02 00:00:00

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE -

OSFILE HIDRO.WEEKLY ( OTAPE FSN * PACK

Controlling Tape Expiration with VM:Tape
Expiration of backup tapes is controlled by using the Event Scheduler to schedule three jobs: CONDENSE, RECYCLE,
and POOLCHK:

• CONDENSE

The CONDENSE job launches a CATALOG operation with the CONDENSE function. CONDENSE scans catalogs for
expired tapes. CONDENSE removes expired tapes from the catalog and the logical pool and marks them as free in the
SCRATCH physical pool.

For each tape that is being condensed from the HiDRO catalog and tape pools, a CATALOG command is sent to
VM:Tape that specifies a tape expiration date of 0. This behavior is specified when the VM:Tape interface is chosen,
through the mandatory CATALOG (C) option.

Notes:

• A CONDENSE event is scheduled to run daily by default. To run a condense immediately, initiate the CONDENSE
job with SMSG:

SMSG SYBMON CMD CONDENSE

• To free tapes that are not expired, run a CATALOG DELETE operation. This operation marks tapes for deletion
from the catalog, but they are not actually freed until CATALOG CONDENSE is run. For more information about
the CATALOG operation DELETE and CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see
the Command Reference.CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see the Command
Reference.

• RECYCLE
To prevent the SCRATCH pool from growing too large when SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS and the tape manager is
continually mounting new tapes, run RECYCLE with the DELETE parameter. Use the Event Scheduler to schedule a
RECYCLE event with the DELETE parm. This utility removes all free tapes from all physical pools.
If you have one physical pool, you can schedule RECYCLE to run daily. However, if multiple HiDRO physical pools are
defined (such as VMIMAGE1 and SCRATCH), you must run RECYCLE DELETE before every backup job. Otherwise,
HiDRO rejects mounted tapes if the tape belongs to a physical pool that the current backup does not use.

• POOLCHK

The POOLCHK event frees expired "orphan" tapes - tapes that are marked "in use" in a logical pool but are not in a
backup catalog. POOLCHK follows this procedure:

1. POOLCHK validates the contents of the logical pool against the catalogs.
2. If a tape is in use in a logical pool but it is not in a catalog, POOLCHK checks the tape expiration date that is

recorded in the PPOOL file.
3. If the expiration date has passed, POOLCHK frees the tape by removing it from the logical pool and marking it

"free" in the SCRATCH physical pool.
4. POOLCHK sends a report listing the logical pools that it verified and the orphan tapes that it freed. The report is

named POOLCHK LOG and is sent to the SYSUSER virtual reader.

POOLCHK is necessary because CONDENSE affects only tapes that are in a catalog.

Example: An error caused a tape to be dismounted during a backup operation. That tape is not in the backup catalog.
However, the tape is "in use" in the logical and physical pools. CONDENSE cannot free that tape. After that tape
expires, the next POOLCHK frees it.
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Example: POOLCHK freed several expired orphan tapes in the DAILY and WEEKLY logical pools. POOLCHK sends
the following POOLCHK LOG report:

--------  HIDRO Pool File Verification --------
SYBPLS: Verifying pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4138 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4102 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4253 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4114 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2318 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2012 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2203 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2084 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool MONTHLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool SYSPACKS
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTBASE
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTINCR
--------  End of Job: 18 Apr 2014 14:39:24 --------

Note: By default, POOLCHK runs once a month.

MOUNT Requests and User Exit Stub SYBVMTXX

HiDRO provides a user exit stub that can be used to specify DENSITY, MEDIA, and UNIT information on VM:Tape
MOUNT requests. This information is based on Job Name, mode (R/W or R/O), Backup Type (BASE or INCR), or Job
DSN.

The sample user exit is named SYBVMTXX EXECSAMP. After you modify this stub for your needs, rename it to
SYBVMTXX EXEC and place on the HiDRO A disk.

SYBVMTAP processing has been changed to check for the presence of the SYBVMTXX EXEC. If found, the SYBVMTXX
EXEC is called and passed the following parameters:

tapestat.1 jobname bkuptype dsn

tapestat.1
Specifies the mode of the tape mount, "R/W" vs. "R/O".

jobname
Defines the name of the submitted job, such as DAILY or WEEKLY.

bkuptype
Defines the type of backup, "BASE" or "INCR".

dsn
Specifies the dataset name for the submitted job.

Within the user exit stub, the following parameters can be modified (default values are shown here):
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• drive = '3480'
• media = 'CART'
• density = 'XF'
• vmtpool = 'SCRATCH'
• anytape = 'NO' (Must be YES or NO)
• modified = 'NO' (Must be YES or NO)

The value of "modified" determines whether the exit stub changes the mount request. A value of "NO" results in the
mount request being constructed just as it would be if the exit stub was not called. A value of "YES" results in the mount
command including the following information:

• "drive" (UNIT)
• MEDIA
• DEN density
• POOL pool_name (If "NONE" is specified, POOL is omitted from the MOUNT command.)
• ANYTAPE (if appropriate)

The Dynam/T Tape Management Interface
The interface provided for Dynam/T is the SYBDYNAM EXEC, which resides on the HiDRO code minidisk. The
description of the Dynam/T interface covers topics such as setting options and parameters, general settings, modifying
control files, requesting tapes, processing mounted tapes, controlling tape expirations, and vaulting versions of dataset
names.

Setting Options and Parameters for Dynam/T
When DYNAM/T is chosen on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management options are
automatically set and appear on the Options line as the string SAMIX. The following describes the options:

S
Dynam/T is called at the beginning and end of each job.

A
All tape drive attach/detach messages are sent to Dynam/T.

M
All mount/unload requests are sent to Dynam/T.

I
This exit routine/point is called when a message from Dynam/T arrives to IDENTIFY which backup or restore task
is awaiting a response from the DYNAM/T service machine.

X
Tells HiDRO the interface is written in REXX.
In the Parameters box at the bottom of the screen, enter the Dynam/T machine id on the line under the parameter
name. The following screen shows the NOQUEUE option set to YES, which instructs HiDRO to include the
NOQUEUE option on the Dynam/T DYNOPEN command for MOUNT messages. (To omit the NOQUEUE option
from the command, specify NO.)

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |
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 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    X                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SAMIX            |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | DYNAM/T machine id   NOQUEUE option                                         |

 | DYNAMCMS             YES                                                    |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the HIDRO
machine.

HiDRO General Settings for Dynam/T
The Dynam/T interface requires certain HiDRO installation general settings. For more information about general settings,
see the section Setting Options.

The following table describes the relevant HiDRO general settings for Dynam/T:

HiDRO General Setting Setting for Dynam/T Comment
IUCV ON Automatically set. Enables messages

(rather than just SMSGs) from the Dynam/
T virtual machine to be intercepted and
processed by the Dynam/T interface.

SCRATCH ALWAYS Recommended
EXPDT TMS Recommended
STATUS DETACH Required
Repeat count 1 Recommended
Wait time Depends on Dynam/T default option

MAXWAIT.
Recommended. (See paragraph
immediately below this table.)

MAXWAIT is one of the options in the CADYNAMT SYSPROF file on the 191 minidisk of the DYNAM/T service machine.
MAXWAIT has the following format:

MAXWAIT nnn units

where nnn is a number and units is a time unit, either MIN (minutes) or HRS (hours). Set wait time, which is measured in
minutes, equal to the MAXWAIT period.

Modifying HiDRO Control Files
The HiDRO control files for each backup job must be set up properly for Dynam/T:
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• Log on to SYBMON and choose "Define/Change Backups."
• In all CMDCTL and SFSCTL files, add OSFile dataset_name after the word TAPE. The dataset name is the dataset

used for DYNAM/T cataloging. In the following example, the OSFILE dataset name is HIDRO.WEEKLY:

THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 01/01/02 00:00:00 01/01/02 00:00:00

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE -

OSF HIDRO.WEEKLY ( OTAPE FSN * PACK

Dynam/T will use the dataset HIDRO.WEEKLY to catalog tapes in its catalog.

Requesting Tapes from Dynam/T During Backups and Restores
Because the A(ttach) and M(ount) options are automatically set when DYNAM/T is chosen, the DYNAM/T service
machine is contacted for all tape and tape drive requests. On the initial DYNOPEN (attach request) a tape and tape drive
are always requested together. Once the tape is attached by the DYNAM/T service machine, subsequent DYNOPENS
(mount requests) will request Dynam/T to detach the tape drive so the mount can complete.

Usually, it is preferable for HiDRO to request a SCRATCH tape be mounted, allowing Dynam/T to choose the particular
volser. The interface always requests a SCRATCH tape if the HiDRO general setting SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS.

NOTE
When SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS, tape volsers should not be entered into HiDRO’s physical pools.

The MOUNT command is issued to Dynam/T the number of times specified in the HiDRO general setting Repeat Count.
The interval between repetitions of the command is determined by the general setting Wait Time. Multiple requests are
not usually needed by Dynam/T. Setting Repeat Count and Wait Time as described in the table above (Repeat Count = 1,
Wait Time = MAXWAIT period) prevents additional requests from appearing in the Dynam/T message log.

Setting the "time-out" value for HiDRO (Wait Time multiplied by Repeat Count) to coincide with the time-out period for
Dynam/T prevents a tape from being mounted for a task that has already been cancelled because of a time out. When a
mount is rejected by Dynam/T or a mount request times out, the HiDRO backup job may run with fewer drives.

After the mount request is processed, the SYBDYNAM EXEC will trap messages coming from Dynam/T, using the
IDENTIFY call. The IDENTIFY call matches incoming messages from Dynam/T with tasks waiting for tape mounts. After
the tape is successfully mounted, control is returned to HiDRO.

Processing Mounted Tapes with Dynam/T

• Once a tape is mounted,

HiDRO checks all newly mounted tapes to answer the following questions:

• Are the tapes currently in use as backup tapes? (In other words, are the tapes active in the HiDRO tape pools?)
• Has the expiration date written on the tape itself passed?

If the tape is currently in use as a backup tape, the tape is unloaded and another volser is requested. If the tape is not
in use but the expiration date has not been reached, action is taken depending on the setting of the general system
setting EXPDT, as follows:

• If EXPDT is set to NO, the tape is unloaded and another tape is requested.
• If EXPDT is set to YES, the operator is consulted before overwriting the tape.
• If EXPDT is set to TMS, HiDRO uses the tape regardless of its expiration date. The external tape manager is

responsible for checking expiration dates.
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NOTE

• The general system setting STATUS must be set to DETACH so that no drives remain attached to HiDRO
at the end of a job.

• For more information about the EXPDT and STATUS general system settings, see Changing the Default
Settings.

Controlling Tape Expirations with Dynam/T
Expiration of backup tapes is controlled by using the Event Scheduler to schedule three jobs: CONDENSE, RECYCLE,
and POOLCHK:

• CONDENSE

The CONDENSE job launches a CATALOG operation with the CONDENSE function. CONDENSE scans catalogs for
expired tapes. CONDENSE removes expired tapes from the catalog and the logical pool and marks them as free in the
SCRATCH physical pool.

Notes:

• A CONDENSE event is scheduled to run daily by default. To run a condense immediately, initiate the CONDENSE
job with SMSG:

SMSG SYBMON CMD CONDENSE

• To free tapes that are not expired, run a CATALOG DELETE operation. This operation marks tapes for deletion
from the catalog, but they are not actually freed until CATALOG CONDENSE is run. For more information about
the CATALOG operation DELETE and CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see
the Command Reference.CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see the Command
Reference.

• RECYCLE

To prevent the SCRATCH pool from growing too large when SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS and the tape manager is
continually mounting new tapes, run RECYCLE with the DELETE parameter. Use the Event Scheduler to schedule a
RECYCLE event with the DELETE parm. This utility removes all free tapes from all physical pools.

If you have one physical pool, you can schedule RECYCLE to run daily. However, if multiple HiDRO physical pools are
defined (such as VMIMAGE1 and SCRATCH), you must run RECYCLE DELETE before every backup job. Otherwise,
HiDRO rejects mounted tapes if the tape belongs to a physical pool that the current backup does not use.

• POOLCHK

The POOLCHK event frees expired "orphan" tapes - tapes that are marked "in use" in a logical pool but are not in a
backup catalog. POOLCHK follows this procedure:

1. POOLCHK validates the contents of the logical pool against the catalogs.
2. If a tape is in use in a logical pool but it is not in a catalog, POOLCHK checks the tape expiration date that is

recorded in the PPOOL file.
3. If the expiration date has passed, POOLCHK frees the tape by removing it from the logical pool and marking it

"free" in the SCRATCH physical pool.
4. POOLCHK sends a report listing the logical pools that it verified and the orphan tapes that it freed. The report is

named POOLCHK LOG and is sent to the SYSUSER virtual reader.

POOLCHK is necessary because CONDENSE affects only tapes that are in a catalog.
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Example: An error caused a tape to be dismounted during a backup operation. That tape is not in the backup catalog.
However, the tape is "in use" in the logical and physical pools. CONDENSE cannot free that tape. After that tape
expires, the next POOLCHK frees it.

Example: POOLCHK freed several expired orphan tapes in the DAILY and WEEKLY logical pools. POOLCHK sends
the following POOLCHK LOG report:

--------  HIDRO Pool File Verification --------
SYBPLS: Verifying pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4138 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4102 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4253 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4114 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2318 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2012 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2203 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2084 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool MONTHLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool SYSPACKS
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTBASE
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTINCR
--------  End of Job: 18 Apr 2014 14:39:24 --------

Note: By default, POOLCHK runs once a month.

Vaulting Versions of Dataset Names
HiDRO uses retention period to control tape expiration. If you use the Dynam/T vaulting function, set the number of
versions of a dataset name to be retained as follows: the value of the HiDRO MAXTAPE option multiplied by the number
of generations of the backup you wish to retain.

For example, if MAXTAPE is set to 3 for the WEEKLY backup and you want to retain two generations of that backup, set
the number of versions of a dataset name to be retained to 6. (The dataset name is the name used for cataloging the
weekly backup tapes in the Dynam/T catalog.) These setting are necessary because tapes mounted on different drives
belong to different versions of a dataset.

The DFSMS/RMS Interface
Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem/Virtual Machine (DFSMS/VM) is an optional IBM z/VM storage
management feature. DFSMS includes the Removable Media Services (RMS) feature, which supports the IBM 3494 and
3495 Tape Library Data servers.

NOTE
For more information about the DFSMS Removable Media Services, see the IBM Data Facility Storage
Management System for VM guide for your version of z/VM.

HiDRO provides the SYBDFSMS EXEC interface for DFSMS/RMS. This interface resides on the HiDRO program
disk. The description of the DFSMS interface covers topics such as setting options and parameters, general settings,
requesting tapes, processing mounted tapes, and controlling tape expirations.
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Setting Options and Parameters for DFSMS RMS
When DFSMS RMS is chosen on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management options are
automatically set. These options appear on the Options line as the string SCAMIX. You cannot delete any of the preset
options, but you can append the V option. The following list describes the options.

S
Calls the interface at the beginning and end of each job.

C
Calls the interface during CATALOG condenses when tapes are removed from the HiDRO catalog. DFSMS RMS
is instructed to set the tape volume category to an RMS scratch category.

A
All tape drive ATTACH requests are sent to DFSMS RMS.

M
Sends all tape MOUNT requests to DFSMS RMS.

I
Calls the interface when a message from DFSMS RMS arrives to IDENTIFY which backup or restore task is
awaiting a response from DFSMS RMS. HiDRO can then determine an appropriate action in response to the
message.

X
Specifies that the interface to DFSMS RMS is written in REXX.

V (optional)
Changes the RMS Volume Category for a newly mounted backup tape to VOLSPECIFIC or "saved" in the IBM
Tape Library ("verifies" the volume). This option communicates with DFSMS RMS at the beginning of each tape
volume after it is mounted.
Specifying V helps prevent other backup jobs and applications from receiving a selected tape that is already in
use by HiDRO. This issue is less likely to occur because the RMS Volume Category for those tapes is no longer
an RMS Scratch Category. For more information, see Processing Mounted Backup Tapes with DFSMS RMS.

Currently there are no parameter options associated with this tape management interface. The following screen shows
default options and an empty Parameters box:

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  X                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SCAMIX           |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |
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 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the HIDRO
machine.

HiDRO General Settings for DFSMS RMS
The DFSMS/RMS interface requires certain HiDRO installation general settings. For more information about the general
settings, see the section Setting Options.

The following table describes the relevant HiDRO general settings for DFSMS RMS:

HiDRO General Setting Setting for DFSMS RMS Comment
IUCV OFF Automatically set. The DFSMSRM

command is used to communicate with
DFSMS/RMS (RMSMASTR).

SCRATCH YES/ALWAYS Recommended
EXPDT NO Recommended
STATUS DETACH Required
Repeat count 1 Recommended.
Wait time 20 Suggested. (See paragraph immediately

below this table.)

Set Wait Time, which is measured in minutes, to equal the amount of time you want HiDRO to wait for DFSMS RMS to
complete a tape mount request. If the mount request has not been completed within Wait Time, HiDRO cancels the mount
request and the task associated with it.

Requesting Tapes from DFSMS RMS During Backups and Restores
DFSMS RMS is contacted for all tape and tape drive requests. This behavior is set automatically when the DFSMS RMS
interface is chosen, through the mandatory A (ATTACH) and M (Mount) options. A tape and drive are always requested
together with a DFSMS RMS MOUNT command.

A DFSMS RMS MOUNT command is built to request a tape in the following modes:

• READWRITE mode, for a backup operation
• READONLY mode, for a restore operation

For backup operations, it may be preferable for HiDRO to request a SCRATCH tape to be mounted. Mounting a
SCRATCH tape allows DFSMS RMS to choose the particular volser. The interface always requests a SCRATCH tape if
the HiDRO general setting SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS.

NOTE
When SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS, do not enter tape volsers into HiDRO physical pools.

The MOUNT command is issued to DFSMS RMS the number of times that are specified in the HiDRO general system
option Repeat Count. The interval between repetitions of the command is determined by the general setting Wait
Time. Multiple requests are not usually needed by DFSMS RMS. Setting Repeat Count = 1 as recommended prevents
additional requests from appearing in the DFSMS RMS message log.

NOTE
For more information about the Repeat Count and Wait Time general system options, see General System
Settings.
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After a mount request has been issued, the DFSMS RMS interface will intercept messages coming from DFSMS RMS,
using the IDENTIFY call (DOIDENT routine) to match incoming messages with tasks awaiting tape mounts. When a
message indicates that a tape has been mounted, control is returned to HiDRO.

WARNING
It is critical that a secondary user (SECUSER) not be set for the HIDRO machine. If a secondary user is set,
messages from DFSMS RMS will not be intercepted by the DFSMS RMS interface. This will seriously degrade
performance of all HiDRO jobs.

Processing Mounted Backup Tapes with DFSMS RMS
Processing of a newly mounted backup tape depends on the tape management option V. If the option V (Volume Verify)
is specified, the DFSMS RMS interface is called at the beginning of the volume. The interface sends DFSMS RMS a SET
VOLCAT command that sets the RMS Volume Category to VOLSPECIFIC ("saved") in the IBM Tape Library.

• After optionally making a volume verify (V) call to the DFSMS RMS interface,

HiDRO checks all newly mounted tapes to answer the following questions:

• Are the tapes currently in use as backup tapes? (In other words, are the tapes active in the HiDRO tape pools?)
• Has the expiration date written on the tape itself passed?

If the tape is currently in use as a backup tape, the tape is unloaded and another volser is requested. If the tape is not
in use but the expiration date has not been reached, action is taken depending on the setting of the general system
setting EXPDT, as follows:

• If EXPDT is set to NO, the tape is unloaded and another tape is requested.
• If EXPDT is set to YES, the operator is consulted before overwriting the tape.
• If EXPDT is set to TMS, HiDRO uses the tape regardless of its expiration date. The external tape manager is

responsible for checking expiration dates.

NOTE

• The general system setting STATUS must be set to DETACH so that no drives remain attached to HiDRO
at the end of a job.

• For more information about the EXPDT and STATUS general system settings, see Changing the Default
Settings.

Controlling Tape Expiration with DFSMS RMS
Expiration of backup tapes is controlled by using the Event Scheduler to schedule three jobs: CONDENSE, RECYCLE,
and POOLCHK:

CONDENSE

The CONDENSE job launches a CATALOG operation with the CONDENSE function. CONDENSE scans catalogs for
expired tapes. CONDENSE removes expired tapes from the catalog and the logical pool and marks them as free in the
SCRATCH physical pool.

If the RMS category for that tape volume is set to VOLSPECIFIC in the IBM tape library, the category is changed to an
RMS scratch category. HiDRO instructs DFSMS RMS to change the volume category by sending DFSMS RMS a SET
VOLCAT command, as specified by the mandatory CATALOG (C) option.

Notes:

• A CONDENSE event is scheduled to run daily by default. To run a condense immediately, initiate the CONDENSE job
with SMSG:
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SMSG SYBMON CMD CONDENSE

• To free tapes that are not expired, run a CATALOG DELETE operation. This operation marks tapes for deletion
from the catalog, but they are not actually freed until CATALOG CONDENSE is run. For more information about
the CATALOG operation DELETE and CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see
the Command Reference.CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see the Command
Reference.

• A HiDRO tape volume is assigned the RMS category VOLSPECIFIC only if the V option is set on the DFSMS/RMS
interface. For more information, see Processing Mounted Backup Tapes with DFSMS RMS.

• RECYCLE

To prevent the SCRATCH pool from growing too large when SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS and the tape manager is
continually mounting new tapes, run RECYCLE with the DELETE parameter. Use the Event Scheduler to schedule a
RECYCLE event with the DELETE parm. This utility removes all free tapes from all physical pools.

If you have one physical pool, you can schedule RECYCLE to run daily. However, if multiple HiDRO physical pools are
defined (such as VMIMAGE1 and SCRATCH), you must run RECYCLE DELETE before every backup job. Otherwise,
HiDRO rejects mounted tapes if the tape belongs to a physical pool that the current backup does not use.

• POOLCHK

The POOLCHK event frees expired "orphan" tapes - tapes that are marked "in use" in a logical pool but are not in a
backup catalog. POOLCHK follows this procedure:

1. POOLCHK validates the contents of the logical pool against the catalogs.
2. If a tape is in use in a logical pool but it is not in a catalog, POOLCHK checks the tape expiration date that is

recorded in the PPOOL file.
3. If the expiration date has passed, POOLCHK frees the tape by removing it from the logical pool and marking it

"free" in the SCRATCH physical pool.
4. POOLCHK sends a report listing the logical pools that it verified and the orphan tapes that it freed. The report is

named POOLCHK LOG and is sent to the SYSUSER virtual reader.

POOLCHK is necessary because CONDENSE affects only tapes that are in a catalog.

Example: An error caused a tape to be dismounted during a backup operation. That tape is not in the backup catalog.
However, the tape is "in use" in the logical and physical pools. CONDENSE cannot free that tape. After that tape
expires, the next POOLCHK frees it.

Example: POOLCHK freed several expired orphan tapes in the DAILY and WEEKLY logical pools. POOLCHK sends
the following POOLCHK LOG report:

--------  HIDRO Pool File Verification --------
SYBPLS: Verifying pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4138 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4102 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4253 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4114 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2318 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2012 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2203 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2084 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool MONTHLY
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SYBPLS: Verifying pool SYSPACKS
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTBASE
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTINCR
--------  End of Job: 18 Apr 2014 14:39:24 --------

Note: By default, POOLCHK runs once a month.

Note: POOLCHK does not issue a DFSMS SET VOLCAT command for orphaned expired tapes that it resets to "free"
status in the physical pool. To determine which tapes you may need to change the RMS Volume Category for, review
the POOLCHK LOG file. Change the category of those tapes in the IBM Tape Library.

The STK Interface
The interface provided for STK ACS (Automated Cartridge System), the tape management system from Storage
Technology Corp., is the SYBSTK EXEC, which resides on the HiDRO program minidisk.

SYBSTK interfaces with STK VM HSC (Host Software Component), which resides on a VM service machine. Although the
following discussion refers to SYBSTK as the STK interface, it should be understood that SYBSTK actually interfaces with
the VM HSC service machine.

The description of the STK interface covers topics such as setting options and parameters, general settings, editing the
SYSPROF file, requesting tapes, processing mounted tapes, and controlling tape expirations,.

Setting Options and Parameters for STK
When STK is chosen on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management options are
automatically set and appear on the Options line as the string SCAMIX.

The following list describes the tape management options:

S
The STK interface is called at the beginning and end of each job.

C
The STK interface is called during CATALOG condenses to free any tapes in the silo system. Option C is optional.

A
All tape drive ATTACH requests are sent to the HSC service machine.

M
All tape MOUNT requests are sent to the HSC service machine

I
The STK interface is called when a message from the HSC service machine arrives to IDENTIFY which backup or
restore task is awaiting a response from the HSC machine.

X
The STK interface is written in REXX.

In the Parameters box at the bottom of the screen, enter parameters on the line under the parameter names. Separate
parameters with at least one space. The following screen shows sample parameters entered:

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |
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 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    X                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SAMIX            |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | ACS machine id   msg prefix   restore mixture msgcmd(MSG | SMSG)            |

 | SYBSTK                        N               MSG                           |

 | Tape unit list                                                              |

 |   380  381  382                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

ACS machine id
The service machine to which HiDRO sends mount requests. This is the service machine on which HSC resides.

msg prefix
A site-specific prefix character for message ids. The character, which is usually a period (.), should correspond to
the character specified on the LIBPREFIX option in the ACS SYSPROF file on the HSC service machine.

restore mixture
Controls whether both library and non-library tapes are allowed to be mounted during restores. The default is ’N’
for NO.

msgcmd (MSG | SMSG)
Specifies the type of message you should use when communicating with the VM HSC service virtual machine.

Tape unit list
The real device addresses of tape drives defined as part of the tape library system. To enable the MIM interface,
place the MIA Tape Sharing service virtual machine name in the tape unit list. Contact Technical Support for more
information about using MIM/MIA with SYBSTK.
To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the
HIDRO machine.

HiDRO General Settings for STK
The STK interface requires certain HiDRO installation general settings. For more information about the procedure for
accessing the general settings screens, see the section Setting Options.

The following table describes the relevant HiDRO general settings for STK:

HiDRO General Setting Setting for STK Comment
IUCV ON Automatically set. Enables messages

(rather than just SMSGs) from the HSC
virtual machine to be intercepted and
processed by the STK interface.

EXPDT NO Recommended
STATUS DETACH Recommended
Repeat count 1 Recommended.
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Wait time 20 Recommended.

Editing the SYSPROF File
Edit the ACS SYSPROF file on the HSC service machine. Add the HIDRO service machine ID to the user ID list in the
CMDS and MSGS AUTHORIZE records.

Example:

AUTHORIZE userid1 ... HIDRO ... useridn (CMDS 

AUTHORIZE userid1 ... HIDRO ... useridn (MSGS

Requesting Tapes from STK During Backups and Restores
Because the A (ATTACH) and M (Mount) options are set automatically when the STK interface is chosen, the HSC service
machine is contacted for all tape and tape drive requests. A tape and drive are always requested together with a HSC
MOUNT command.

The mount request is sent to the HSC service machine after the interface attaches a free tape drive to HiDRO from the list
of tape drives specified when the STK interface was installed. Because the HSC service machine does not save expiration
date information in its catalog, HiDRO will check expiration dates. For this reason, HiDRO will use its pool system to
tell the silo which free tapes are to be mounted. It is important that the STK silo physically contain all tapes contained in
The HiDRO tape pool system. If tapes are permanently removed from the tape library system, then they should also be
removed from the HiDRO pool system.

If HSC rejects a mount request because a tape is not in the tape library system, HiDRO will request that the next free tape
in HiDRO physical pool be mounted. If there are no free tapes available in that pool, then HiDRO will respond according to
the setting of the general setting SCRATCH:

• If SCRATCH is set to YES, HiDRO will ask the tape library system for a SCRATCH tape.
• If SCRATCH is set to NO, then the job in progress will be aborted when the specified physical pool is empty.
• If SCRATCH is set to ALWAYS, then HiDRO will always ask the tape library system for a SCRATCH tape.

The MOUNT command is issued to STK the number of times specified in the HiDRO general setting Repeat Count. The
interval between repetitions of the command is determined by the general setting Wait Time. Multiple requests are not
usually needed by HSC. Setting Repeat Count and Wait Time as described above (Repeat Count = 1, Wait Time = 20)
prevents additional requests from appearing in the HSC message log.

After a mount request has been issued, the STK interface intercepts messages coming from HSC, using the IDENTIFY
call (DOIDENT) routine to match incoming messages with tasks awaiting tape mounts. When a message indicates that a
tape has been mounted, control is returned to HiDRO.

WARNING
Do not set a secondary user (SECUSER) for the HIDRO machine. If you set a secondary user, messages from
STK will not be intercepted by the STK interface. This will seriously degrade performance of all HiDRO jobs.

Processing Mounted Backup Tapes with STK
HiDRO checks all newly mounted tapes to answer the following questions:

• Are the tapes currently in use as backup tapes? (In other words, are the tapes active in the HiDRO tape pools?)
• Has the expiration date written on the tape itself passed?
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If the tape is currently in use as a backup tape, the tape is unloaded and another volser is requested. If the tape is not in
use but the expiration date has not been reached, action is taken depending on the setting of the general system setting
EXPDT, as follows:

• If EXPDT is set to NO, the tape is unloaded and another tape is requested.
• If EXPDT is set to YES, the operator is consulted before overwriting the tape.

NOTE

• EXPDT set to TMS is not acceptable with the STK interface
• The general system setting STATUS must be set to DETACH so that no drives remain attached to HiDRO at

the end of a job.
• For more information about the EXPDT and STATUS general system settings, see Changing the Default

Settings.

Controlling Tape Expiration with STK
Expiration of backup tapes is controlled by using the Event Scheduler to schedule two jobs, CONDENSE and POOLCHK:

• CONDENSE

The CONDENSE job launches a CATALOG operation with the CONDENSE function. CONDENSE scans catalogs for
expired tapes. CONDENSE removes expired tapes from the catalog and the logical pool and marks them as free in the
SCRATCH physical pool.

Because the Catalog (C) option is specified when the STK interface is chosen, the STK interface will send a job to
the reader of the HSC service machine. This job will instruct HSC to mark all tapes free that HiDRO has just marked
available.
Notes:
– A CONDENSE event is scheduled to run daily by default. To run a condense immediately, initiate the CONDENSE

job with SMSG:

SMSG SYBMON CMD CONDENSE

– To free tapes that are not expired, run a CATALOG DELETE operation. This operation marks tapes for deletion
from the catalog, but they are not actually freed until CATALOG CONDENSE is run. For more information about
the CATALOG operation DELETE and CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see
the Command Reference.CONDENSE functions, including how to run both functions in one job, see the Command
Reference.

 
• POOLCHK

The POOLCHK event frees expired "orphan" tapes - tapes that are marked "in use" in a logical pool but are not in a
backup catalog. POOLCHK follows this procedure:

1. POOLCHK validates the contents of the logical pool against the catalogs.
2. If a tape is in use in a logical pool but it is not in a catalog, POOLCHK checks the tape expiration date that is

recorded in the PPOOL file.
3. If the expiration date has passed, POOLCHK frees the tape by removing it from the logical pool and marking it

"free" in the SCRATCH physical pool.
4. POOLCHK sends a report listing the logical pools that it verified and the orphan tapes that it freed. The report is

named POOLCHK LOG and is sent to the SYSUSER virtual reader.

POOLCHK is necessary because CONDENSE affects only tapes that are in a catalog.
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Example: An error caused a tape to be dismounted during a backup operation. That tape is not in the backup catalog.
However, the tape is "in use" in the logical and physical pools. CONDENSE cannot free that tape. After that tape
expires, the next POOLCHK frees it.

Example: POOLCHK freed several expired orphan tapes in the DAILY and WEEKLY logical pools. POOLCHK sends
the following POOLCHK LOG report:

--------  HIDRO Pool File Verification --------
SYBPLS: Verifying pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4138 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4102 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4253 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Volser CA4114 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool DAILY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2318 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2012 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2203 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Volser CA2084 was  not recorded in Catalog for pool WEEKLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool MONTHLY
SYBPLS: Verifying pool SYSPACKS
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTBASE
SYBPLS: Verifying pool TESTINCR
--------  End of Job: 18 Apr 2014 14:39:24 --------

Note: By default, POOLCHK runs once a month.

The CA 1 Interface
The CA 1 interface provides for communication between HiDRO and CA 1 running on an MVS host. After each tape is
mounted by the operator, the interface sends a jobstream to MVS through a JES/RSCS connection.

The interface is comprised of two components:

SYBUCC EXEC.
The HiDRO CA 1 tape exit EXEC.

SYBUCC CONTROL.
This file contains MVS JCL.

Once the interface is enabled, it sends a jobstream to MVS CA 1 for each tape mounted. The jobstream contains CA 1
control statements that update the catalog with tape information such as dataset name (DSN) and expiration date.

Setting Options and Parameters for CA 1
When CA1 is chosen on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management options are
automatically set and appear on the Options line as the string VX. The following describes the options:

X
The interface to CA 1 is written in REXX.
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V
Verify tape volumes at the beginning of each tape file. (For files other than the first file on a tape, the SYBUCC
EXEC immediately returns control to HiDRO.)

In the Parameters box at the bottom of the screen, enter parameters on the line under the parameter names. Separate
parameters with at least one space. The following screen shows sample parameters entered:

 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        X                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     _                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: VX               |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | CA1 machine id   CA1 release   CP tag info                                  |

 | CA1AAID          5             MVSJES                                       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

CA1 machineid
The virtual machine to which HiDRO sends the output job stream. The id is usually the RSCS virtual machine.

CA1 release
This parameter is optional. You may include version number; for example, 3.1. If you leave this field blank, release
4 is assumed.

CP tag info
This parameter is optional. It provides information used by the CP TAG command. RSCS uses the tag information
to determine the correct RSCS link.

To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the HIDRO
machine.

Checking JCL
After setting the CA 1 interface options, QUIT to CMS and XEDIT the SYBUCC CONTROL file (on the HiDRO code
minidisk). Verify that all the MVS JCL is correct. There is no need to change the VOL and REP records; the HiDRO tape
exit (SYBUCC EXEC) will fill in this information. FILE any changes.
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Processing Mounted Volumes with CA 1
Processing of a newly mounted backup tape depends on the tape management option V. If the option V (Volume Verify) is
specified, the CA 1 interface is called at the beginning of the volume to re-catalog the tape with a dataset name.

Dataset names are created in one of the following ways:

• HiDRO constructs a default value, contrived from what is being backed up.
• You create the dataset name of your choice. This value overrides the default value that HiDRO creates.

To create the dataset name of your choice, add the OSFILE parameter and the dataset name to the model commands
in the CMDCTL, SFSCTL, and alternate command files. Also directly code the OSFILE parameter in all manually
generated backup SYSIN files. For information about these files, see Defining Backups. For information about the OSFILE
parameter, see the Command Reference. The parameter is described in the input and output specifications for specific
operations.

Example:

The following CMDCTL file includes a backup command that uses OSFILE:

THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 06/02/02 16:54:09 06/02/02 16:50:42

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE -

OSFILE HIDRO.WEEKLY ( OTAPE FSN * PACK

Modifying the CA 1 Interface for other MVS and VSE Tape Managers
After a tape is mounted, the interface sends JCL from a control file (SYBUCC CONTROL for CA 1). The JCL is preset for
CA 1; however, you can use SYBUCC CONTROL as a model and modify it for other MVS or VSE tape managers. For
procedures to implement the interface for Dynam/T, contact Technical Support.

The ATTACH Interface
The ATTACH interface does not communicate with any tape management system. It is a REXX exit (SYBATTX EXEC)
intended for shops that do not have an external tape manager. Its function is to allow HiDRO to ATTACH its own tape
drives without operator intervention. This is useful for unattended backup operations.

SYBATTX issues a QUERY TAPES FREE to determine which tape drives are available. If HiDRO is to be allowed to
ATTACH any free tape unit, no further specification is necessary. However, if you wish to restrict the product to a specific
set of tape units, you may specify a list of REAL unit addresses, separated by spaces, as the parameter for this exit.

Note that this exit will ATTACH and DETACH tape drives only. It will not handle tape MOUNTS.

When ATTACH is chosen on the Tape Management Interface screen, the appropriate tape management options are
automatically set and appear on the Options line as the string SAX. The following list describes the options:

S
SYBATTX is called at the beginning and end of each job.

A
All tape drive ATTACH requests are sent to SYBATTX.

X
SYBATTX is written in REXX.

In the Parameters box at the bottom of the screen, you can optionally enter tape drive addresses on the line under the
heading "Optional Tape Drive ATTACH list (REAL unit addresses)." Separate addresses with at least one space. The
following screen shows sample tape drives entered:
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 H i D R O                   Tape Management Interface                  IST035

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |  Choose a tape manager interface from the list by placing an X after its    |

 |  name. If you use a tape management system that is not on the list,         |

 |  you will need to write a REXX EXEC that interfaces with it and enter       |

 |  its filename as Other. See Help for the proper Options. Press ENTER to     |

 |  select an interface. After setting any parameters, press PF2 Set up.       |

 |                                                                             |

 |                           1) VM:Tape    _                                   |

 |                           2) DYNAM/T    _                                   |

 |                           3) DFSMS/RMS  _                                   |

 |                           4) STK ACS    _                                   |

 |                           5) CA1        _                                   |

 |                           6) ATTACH     X                                   |

 |                           7) Other:     ________  Options: SAX              |

 |Parameters:                                                                  |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 | Optional Tape Drive ATTACH list (REAL unit addresses)                       |

 | 380 381 382                                                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Set up   3= Quit

Restricting HiDRO to specific tape units could be necessary if your shop has different types of tape drives, such as
3490Es and 3590s. HiDRO requires all tape drives used in a job to be of the same device type. For this reason, consider
specifying a list of tape drives of the same type.

To submit changes to HiDRO, press PF2. Use PF3 to quit to the HiDRO Main Menu, and press PF2 to start the HIDRO
machine.

 

Remote Site Recovery from Full-Shop Disasters
This section describes how to use HiDRO for remote site recovery from loss of any critical system components.

Goals of a Disaster Recovery Plan
HiDRO is a powerful disaster recovery tool. However, successful disaster recovery depends on a well thought out,
completely documented, carefully tested, and accurately executed disaster recovery plan.

The disaster recovery procedures in this section will help you achieve the goals of an effective contingency plan:

• To restore the entire data center with or without a VM system at the remote site.
• To minimize the amount of manual intervention at the time of the disaster.
• To automatically cycle disaster recovery tapes to and from the tape storage vault.

To meet these goals, the recovery involves the following general steps:

1. Make HiDRO available at the remote site. This may involve either IPLing HiDRO on the available hardware or TAPE
LOADing a copy of HiDRO under VM.

2. Restore a minimal VM system by manually entering restore commands.
3. IPL the VM system.
4. Restore the remainder of the data center from physical backups, making use of CP and CMS services and utilities

saved on the minimal VM system.
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5. Optionally perform incremental restores and do other housekeeping tasks (activation of security managers, etc.)

Successful recovery depends on proper preparation, which requires the following general steps:

• Make sure the IPLable copy of HiDRO is current
• Make sure you have a CP nucleus that will run at the remote recovery site.
• Bring current cycle of disaster recovery tapes on site.
• Back up all packs except the minimal VM system.
• Create restore commands and other helpful utilities. Store them on the minimal VM system.
• Back up the minimal VM system
• Save sufficient information on paper to facilitate entry of manual restore commands for system packs during the

recovery, and ship current cycle of disaster recovery tapes off site along with necessary hardcopy information.
• Optionally, run incremental disaster recovery backups (run VMINCR) for greater currency of data at the time of the

recovery. If such backups are run, routines must be instituted to ensure that the incremental backups are available at
the recovery site and the restores from such tapes can be implemented easily and efficiently.

The HiDRO Disaster Recovery Utilities
The heart of the HiDRO disaster recovery system is the VMIMAGE utility, which makes special disaster recovery
backups. For remote site backups, VMIMAGE is run twice, once to back up non-system packs and then again to back
up system packs. For this reason, VMIMAGE can be conveniently considered as two utilities: VMIMAGE BACKUP and
VMIMAGE SYSTEM. With VMIMAGE viewed in this way, there are four utilities in the disaster recovery system. They are
summarized in the following table:

Disaster Recovery Backup Utilities are:

SYBGENI
Creates IPLable image of HiDRO. -

VMIMAGE BACKUP
Creates image of non-system packs.

VMIMAGE SYSTEM
Creates restore commands for non-system packs. Creates image of system packs.

VMINCR
Makes incremental backups to supplement VMIMAGE BACKUP. Not necessary if VMIMAGE BACKUP frequency
is satisfactory.

This section describes how to use these utilities and describes procedures for the actual recovery at the remote site,
either with a VM system (warm site) or without a VM system (cold site). The information is presented in this sequence:

1. Preparing for remote site recovery
2. Restoring at the remote site
3. Incremental remote site recovery

Because computer installations differ, the procedures in this section should be used as a flexible guide. Steps may have to
be modified, skipped, or added to tailor the procedures for your system.

NOTE
The steps for the actual remote site restore assume that your HiDRO catalog and/or your VM system are
unavailable. Thus, the normal HiDRO restore facility, SYBLIST, will also be unavailable. For more information
about SYBLIST restores, see The Restore Facility.

Preparing for Remote Site Recovery
Contents
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Some steps need only be performed when the disaster recovery plan is first implemented and when the system changes.
(System changes include added packs, changed system packs, hardware changes, or maintenance applied to HiDRO.)
Other steps are performed routinely, whenever you make disaster recovery backups. The steps are presented with setup
steps first, followed by routine steps:

• Setup Steps
– Ensuring the IPLable copy of HiDRO is current
– Backing up a CP nucleus to use at a remote site
– Creating the VMIMAGE userid
– Defining cycles of offsite tapes
– Identifying system packs
– Defining the VMIMAGE backups
– Updating VMIMAGE definitions
– Increasing the number of VMIMAGE pools

• Routine Steps
– Running the VMIMAGE BACKUP step
– Running the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step
– Tape dumping VMIMAGE for warm recovery (optional)
– Checking the VMIMAGE restore checklist

Making Sure the IPLable Copy of HiDRO is Current

The SYBGENI utility makes an IPLable copy of HiDRO. This copy should be refreshed when HiDRO changes. SYBGENI
is supplied as a step in installation and maintenance procedures. SYBGENI should also be run for minor HiDRO changes,
such as fixes or enhancements. It is essential that your IPLable copy of HiDRO be an image of the HiDRO product
that is currently in use on your system.

Store the HiDRO IPLable tapes in a secure, easily accessible place along with copies of the Command Reference and the
documentation for administrators. If you use an unlabeled tape, mark it clearly with a paper label.

Store the HiDRO IPLable tapes in a secure, easily accessible place along with copies of the Command Reference and the
Administrators Guide. If you use an unlabeled tape, mark it clearly with a paper label.

WARNING
HiDRO IPLable tapes cannot be obtained by duplicating. They must be made with SYBGENI.

The plan for obtaining HiDRO IPLable tapes varies from shop to shop. The following are three possible ways to obtain
sufficient copies:

• Run SYBGENI whenever you apply maintenance.
• Run SYBGENI each time you run disaster recovery backups (VMIMAGE).
• Make multiple copies by running SYBGENI multiple times. This will give you a supply of HiDRO IPLable tapes. The

supply is good until the next modification to HiDRO or the next HiDRO release.

You must always have at least one HiDRO IPLable tape of the version of HiDRO currently on your system. It is
recommended to keep two current HiDRO IPLable tapes:

• One for remote site disaster recovery. This HiDRO IPLable tape should be included with every package of disaster
recovery tapes sent to the remote site.

• Another for home site use in case a restore of a system pack is needed when the system is not available. For more
information, see Home Site Recovery from Loss of System Components.

Use the following procedure to make a HiDRO IPLable tape:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. Press PF3 and quit to CMS.
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3. Attach a tape drive as unit 181 with the following command:

ATTACH ccuu TO * AS 181

4. Mount a scratch tape. This tape must not be specified in any of the pools in the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager.
5. Issue the following command:

SYBGENI [SLTAPE]

SYBGENI will write two HiDRO IPLable images to the tape, separated by a tape mark. The first image contains an
IPLable copy of the current version of the HIDRO module. The second image contains an IPLable copy of the HIDRO
module at the time of the most recent maintenance release. The second image is followed by two tape marks.
If you mount a standard-label tape, specify the SLTAPE operand. This operand instructs HiDRO to forward space past
the first existing file on the tape before writing the IPLable images. It is assumed that this file is a valid standard label.
SYBGENI does not validate this label.

6. The SYBGENI command brings up the SYBGENI Generate Stand Alone IPL Module screen (IPL001):

 S Y B G E N I  Generate Stand Alone IPL Module =================> Menu  IPL001

 

 

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

     |                                                                   |

     |     Generate IPLable copy of HIDRO for      : TAPE                |

     |                                                                   |

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

     |                                                                   |

     |     Address of printer to use for HiDRO log : ....                |

     |                                                                   |

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

     |                                                                   |

     |      List of addresses HIDRO will test for the system console     |

     |                                                                   |

     |        1 ....     2 ....     3 ....     4 ....      5 ....        |

     |                                                                   |

     |        6 ....     7 ....     8 ....     9 ....     10 ....        |

     |                                                                   |

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

 

  1= Help      2= Generate  3= Quit      4=           5=           6=

  7=           8=           9=          10=          11=          12=

Use this screen to generate the IPLable tape. The screen is divided into three sections:

• In the first section, there is one field, which specifies that the IPLable copy will be created for TAPE (or SLTAPE, if
you specified that option). An IPLable copy of HiDRO can then be used to IPL your system on native hardware during
standalone testing. This field cannot be changed.

• In the middle section, you can specify a real printer address to generate a hardcopy of the HiDRO log during
standalone processing. Specifying a printer address is optional, but it is recommended, because HiDRO logs are
useful for documentation purposes. If you leave this field blank at the default setting (0000), the log will not be
generated. If you plan to IPL HiDRO without a VM system, this address should be set to the hardware address of a
system printer. If you plan to IPL HiDRO under VM (second level), this address should be set to the address of the
virtual printer on the virtual machine on which HiDRO is IPLed. A real printer address may be specified at run time as
well as with the SYSPRINT immediate command.

• In the bottom section of the screen, you can specify up to ten console addresses that HiDRO will test for the system
console when you IPL. Use only valid console addresses, not addresses of other devices, such as DASD. Use of
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DASD addresses or other invalid console addresses may cause HiDRO to wait for unsuccessful I/O to complete. This
could cause a standalone IPL to hang.
When you IPL, if HiDRO cannot find a console address among those listed on this screen, HiDRO will pause. If that
occurs, press the REQUEST key on your real system console to allow HiDRO to determine the console address. If you
are IPLing from a 3279, press ALT and SYSREQ simultaneously to generate an interrupt.

WARNING
If you attempt to IPL from a console such as a PS/2, which lacks a REQUEST key, you will not be able to IPL
unless you have supplied a correct console address on this screen.

NOTE
If you prefer not to IPL HiDRO at the remote site, you can tape dump the VMIMAGE 191 disk to a special
tape. This must be done after each execution of VMIMAGE SYSTEM.

Creating the VMIMAGE User ID

The disaster recovery backups to be performed are full-pack physical backups. In addition, certain packs must be
distinguished for either of the following reasons:

• They contain the VM operating system and system areas.
• They contain utilities and files which will facilitate the restore of non-system data once VM is running.

To easily control the full-pack definitions to be used for the disaster recovery backups, the VMIMAGE utility requires that
you create a user ID called VMIMAGE which owns all the data in the shop. You may want to use the directory entry for
SYSDUMP1 as a model for the directory entry for VMIMAGE.

VMIMAGE must have all of the following characteristics:

• The VMIMAGE CP directory entry must contain a MDISK entry for each full VM pack on your system.
• The VMIMAGE 191 minidisk must reside on one of your system packs. The VMIMAGE 191 minidisk will contain all

HiDRO code as well as generated restore commands and utility EXECs to be used at the remote site. The size of the
VMIMAGE 191 minidisk must be sufficient to contain all of this.

• Restores at the remote site will be run on the VMIMAGE virtual machine.
• The restore process is simplified if the unit addresses in the VMIMAGE directory entry are identical to the real

addresses on your system. For more information, see Automating ATTACHes.

Here is a sample VMIMAGE CP directory entry:

*--------------------------------------------------------------

* Sample directory entry for VMIMAGE machine setup.

*

* Please, replace all place holders with installation--dependent

* information and insert the entries into the source directory.

*--------------------------------------------------------------

*

*--------------------------------------------------------*

* VMIMAGE USERID *

*--------------------------------------------------------*

USER VMIMAGE VMIMAGE 128M 512M BG

*

MACHINE ESA 

IUCV ANY 

IUCV ALLOW 

OPTION MAXCONN 256

OPTION LNKNOPAS
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*

IPL CMS

*

CONSOLE 009 3215 M OPERATOR

SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *

SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH X

SPOOL 00E 3202 M

*

LINK MAINT 190 190 RR

LINK MAINT 190 19D RR

LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR

**

LINK VMANAGER 1FF 1FF RR

*

MDISK 191 3380 ...... 0030 VMSRES MR RIMAGE WIMAGE MIMAGE

*

* Substitute the real pack addresses in the following statements.

* Make sure to include the system packs.

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 VMSRES MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

MDISK .... 3380 000 885 ...... MR

A copy of this sample VMIMAGE CP directory entry called VMIMAGE DIRECT is located on the HiDRO program minidisk.

Identifying System Packs

Identify and record the VMIMAGE minidisks that are system packs. These addresses will be needed later in Defining the
VMIMAGE Backups, where you will be prompted to enter the addresses.

System packs are the full-pack minidisks which contain the VM operating system. Usually, the system packs include
all packs which are CP owned. In the context of disaster recovery with HiDRO, "system packs" also includes the pack
containing the VMIMAGE 191 minidisk. (It is not necessary to include the pack containing HIDRO 191.)

Note: For IPLing your VM operating system, the system volumes must have sufficient space allocated for VM areas
(page, spool, temporary disk, etc.)

Defining Cycles of Offsite Tapes

To facilitate cycling of tapes off site, the VMIMAGE utility requires that pairs of physical and logical tape pools are defined
for disaster recovery backups. These pairs must have the names VMIMAGEn.

Example:

You wish to have three "generations" of disaster recovery backups. To accomplish this, you follow this procedure:

1. You create physical pools VMIMAGE1, VMIMAGE2, and VMIMAGE3.
2. You create logical pool VMIMAGE1, which draws tapes from the physical pool VMIMAGE1.
3. You create logical pool VMIMAGE2, which draws tapes from the physical pool VMIMAGE2.
4. You create logical pool VMIMAGE3, which draws tapes from the physical pool VMIMAGE3.
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Each physical pool VMIMAGEn must contain sufficient tapes to back up your entire shop.

The retention period on each logical pool VMIMAGEn should be long enough so that you always have at least one set of
unexpired VMIMAGEn tapes. (Ordinarily, each VMIMAGEn pool has the same retention period.)

To create the special HiDRO tape pools to be used only for disaster recovery backups, follow these steps:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. At the HiDRO Machine Main Menu, press PF5 then PF6 to access the Tape Pool Manager.
3. If you are using an external tape manager to select tapes to be mounted, and wish to only send tapes which were

actually used offsite, go to the next step. If you are not using an external tape manager, perform the following
substeps.
a. Create at least two sets of physical and logical pools. These physical and logical pools within a set must have

matching names. The first set must be VMIMAGE1; the second must be VMIMAGE2. You may create as many
sets as you wish but the numbering scheme must begin with 1 and subsequent numbers must be consecutive.
Specify BASE as the Backup Type. The table below shows a sample pool setup with two sets of pools:

Physical Pools Logical Pools Backup Type Incremental Type
VMIMAGE1 VMIMAGE1 BASE -
VMIMAGE2 VMIMAGE2 BASE -

Add enough tapes to each physical pool to perform a complete backup of your system. VMIMAGE will automatically rotate
sets of tape pools for you. If you have two sets of pools, HiDRO will first call for the free tapes in the VMIMAGE1 physical
pool and place them in the VMIMAGE1 logical pool when they are used in the VMIMAGE1 backup. During the second
VMIMAGE backup, HiDRO will prompt for the tapes in the VMIMAGE2 physical pool and use tapes from the VMIMAGE2
physical pool. VMIMAGE1 will be used during the third backup, and so forth.

We recommend that you plan to send ALL tapes in the VMIMAGEn PHYSICAL pool offsite after a VMIMAGEn backup.
This eliminates the need to determine which tapes were actually used each time VMIMAGEn is run. The need for operator
intervention and the possibility of missing tapes is then minimized.

If you are using an external tape manager and have set the installation default SCRATCH to ALWAYS, you need to do the
following: Create one physical and one logical pool, name them both VMIMAGE1, and specify BASE as the Backup Type:

 

Physical Pools Logical Pools Backup Type Incremental Type
VMIMAGE1 VMIMAGE1 BASE -

1. At this point, you can exit the tape pool manager. Usually you will want the HIDRO server to continue running. To do
this, quit to the Main Menu and press PF2 (Start HiDRO Machine) or press PF4 (Start All Machines).

2. If you are running with an external tape manager, make sure the RECYCLE event is scheduled to run before every
backup, not just VMIMAGE. (At the SYBMON Machine Main Menu, press PF6 to access the scheduler.)

Defining the VMIMAGE Backups (VMIMAGE SETUP)

The VMIMAGE backups are defined on the SYBMON server by running the VMIMAGE EXEC with the SETUP parameter.
VMIMAGE SETUP checks that all VMIMAGE pools have been defined and allows you to identify the VMIMAGE minidisks
considered system disks.

To run VMIMAGE SETUP, follow these steps:

1. Logon to the SYBMON server, and press ENTER
2. Press PF3 twice to quit to CMS.
3. Invoke the VMIMAGE EXEC with the following command:
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VMIMAGE SETUP

4. This EXEC is interactive and will prompt you for the VMIMAGE minidisk addresses of your system volume(s). Your
response depends on whether a starter system is present:
a. If you are recovering under a starter system (warm site), don’t enter unit addresses. In response to the unit address

prompt, just press ENTER.
b. If you are not recovering under a starter system (cold site), enter the minidisk addresses, which were determined

in Identifying System Packs.

After you complete the setup procedure, you are ready to back up your system in preparation for disaster recovery.

WARNING
Do not try to define the VMIMAGE backups as you would ordinary backups, using the Define/Change Backups
function on the SYBMON Machine Main Menu. This will cause HiDRO to run an incorrect version of the
VMIMAGE EXEC.

It is only necessary to define the VMIMAGE backups once, unless your system changes. If minidisk addresses or
VMIMAGE pool definitions change, you will need to redefine the VMIMAGE backups. The following two sections are for
future reference. The first section provides steps for updating VMIMAGE definitions; the second section provide steps for
increasing the number of VMIMAGE pools.

If you have just completed your VMIMAGE definitions, you have completed the setup procedures and can skip to Running
the Backups.

Updating the VMIMAGE Definitions

If you add any new DASD to your system, define a full-pack minidisk on VMIMAGE for each volume added.

If the new DASD are not necessary to IPL your VM system, no further change is needed. However, if the number of packs
needed to IPL VM increases, update the VMIMAGE SELECT and VMIMAGE SELSYSRS files. Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that all packs are defined as full-pack minidisks on the VMIMAGE userid.
2. Modify the VMIMAGE control files as follows:

a. Logon to the SYBMON machine and quit to CMS.
b. XEDIT VMIMAGE SELSYSRS. For each additional pack required to IPL your system, add the line:

I VMIMAGE ccuu

c. XEDIT VMIMAGE SELECT. For each additional pack required to IPL VM, add the line

E VMIMAGE ccuu

Increasing the Number of VMIMAGE Pools

To accommodate more rotations of tapes offsite, you can define additional VMIMAGE pools before a VMIMAGE1 backup
is run. To add VMIMAGE pools, use the following procedure:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server. At the Main Menu, press PF5, then PF6 to access the Tape Pool Manager.
2. Define the pools.
3. Activate the pools as follows:

a. Note the VMIMAGE virtual addresses of system volumes.
b. Log on to the SYBMON server.
c. Enter the command VMIMAGE SETUP. You are prompted for the system volumes. (Each time VMIMAGE SETUP

is run, the next execution of VMIMAGE BACKUP requests tapes from the physical pool VMIMAGE1.)
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NOTE
Running VMIMAGE SETUP to modify the initial VMIMAGE configuration resets the defaults for the date and
time information of the last backup run for each VMIMAGE backup cycle. If you also run VMINCR to create
INCRMENTAL CMS backups that are based on the date of your last VMINAGE backup, this can cause a backup
of all of your CMS data. To prevent this backup, run a VMIMAGE backup before you next run VMINCR. This
backup establishes a current base backup date for VMIMAGE after the configuration change.

Running the Backups

The VMIMAGE backup consists of two parts:

The BACKUP step
This step backs up all packs not identified as "system" packs in Identifying System Packs.

The SYSTEM step
This step performs the following functions:

• Creates restore commands for the non-system packs backed up during the BACKUP step. The file of restore
commands is named VMIMAGE RESTCMDS.

• Copies VMIMAGE RESTCMDS to the VMIMAGE 191 disk
• Backs up all system packs and the VMIMAGE 191 disk.
• Backs up the HIDRO 191 disk.
• Produces a report of the all backups of system packs.

VMIMAGE BACKUP and VMIMAGE SYSTEM are always run as a pair, with VMIMAGE BACKUP run first. The VMIMAGE
steps are described in the following two sections.

Running the VMIMAGE BACKUP Step

The VMIMAGE BACKUP step must be run before the SYSTEM step because the SYSTEM step uses information
generated by the BACKUP step.

You can run the VMIMAGE BACKUP step in either of two ways:

• By using the HiDRO Event Scheduler, adding the event VMIMAGE with the parameter BACKUP to the schedule of
events. For more information, see the section Defining and Scheduling Backups.

• By initiating the VMIMAGE BACKUP step with SMSG:

SMSG SYBMON CMD VMIMAGE BACKUP

The backup job generates two or three output files: a log file, a failed commands file if any tasks failed to complete
successfully, and a summary file. These files are crucial to the disaster recovery process. Perform the following steps
related to the output files:

1. Carefully check the log file (VMIMAGEn LGmmddyy) to ensure that all tasks completed successfully. If all of the
backup tasks did not complete successfully, it will not be possible to restore the entire system later.

2. If you receive failed commands from the BACKUP step, send the FAILED COMMANDS file to the SYBMON
server, which submits them to the HIDRO server for processing. Do not run the BACKUP step twice. Verify that the
commands run successfully before initiating the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step. It is essential that the full set of backups for
the non-system packs complete successfully.

3. Print the summary file (VMIMAGEn SMmmddyy) and any summary files from submission of failed commands. Include
these printouts in the package of backup tapes sent to the remote site.

NOTE
For more information about the log, failed commands, and summary files, see Output from a Backup.
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Each time the VMIMAGE BACKUP step is run, the physical pool of tapes to be used for the job is incremented. Thus, if
you run with three pools (VMIMAGE1, VMIMAGE2 and VMIMAGE3) and the most recent VMIMAGE BACKUP step used
tapes from VMIMAGE3, the next VMIMAGE BACKUP will use tapes from VMIMAGE1.

WARNING
Do not run VMIMAGE BACKUP more than once before VMIMAGE SYSTEM is run. Doing so may cause
incorrect restore commands to be generated, or incorrect tape volsers to be requested on the VMIMAGE
SYSTEM step.

WARNING
The correct response to failed commands is to send the FAILED COMMANDS file to the SYBMON server. The
only time you run VMIMAGE BACKUP twice is if the FAILED COMMANDS file is misplaced. In this case, run
VMIMAGE SYSTEM, cancel it, and then run VMIMAGE BACKUP.

Running the VMIMAGE SYSTEM Step

After the VMIMAGE BACKUP step completes successfully, initiate the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step with SMSG:

SMSG SYBMON CMD VMIMAGE SYSTEM

WARNING
It is imperative that the backup step complete before the system step is run. Otherwise, the generated restore
commands in the file VMIMAGE RESTCMDS will not reflect the most recent VMIMAGE backup step. Checking
the log and failed commands file, as described in Running the VMIMAGE BACKUP Step, will determine whether
the VMIMAGE BACKUP step completed successfully.

Scheduling the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step is not recommended because it is critical that the VMIMAGE BACKUP step
complete successfully before the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step begins. If you do want to schedule the VMIMAGE SYSTEM
step, keep in mind these points:

• The event (VMIMAGE with the parameter SYSTEM) should be scheduled for the day after the VMIMAGE BACKUP
step.

• If you want to schedule VMIMAGE SYSTEM on the same day as the BACKUP step, you must be certain that
VMIMAGE BACKUP will have completed successfully before VMIMAGE SYSTEM is run. Assuming such certainty, you
can use the following procedure to schedule VMIMAGE SYSTEM:
a. Create an EXEC called VMIMSYS to invoke VMIMAGE SYSTEM. The EXEC should contain the following

command:

EXEC VMIMAGE SYSTEM

b. Schedule an event called VMIMSYS to run after VMIMAGE BACKUP.

These steps for same-day scheduling of VMIMAGE SYSTEM are necessary because HiDRO does not allow scheduling
the same event twice in one day with different parameters.

After completion of the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step, check the output files:

1. Check the log file (VMIMAGEn LGmmddyy) to ensure that the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step completed successfully.
2. If tasks failed, send the FAILED COMMANDS file to the SYBMON server for resubmission.
3. Print and save copies of the log file and the summary file (VMIMAGEn SMmmddyy), as well as log and summary files

from any failed commands you submitted as a result of failed tasks. The summary file contains a report of the volsers
of the tapes containing backups of your system volumes, restore commands, and the HIDRO A-disk.

4. Save hard copies of the log and summary files and keep them with your backup tapes for delivery to your remote site.
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Tape Dumping VMIMAGE for Warm Recovery

The backup plan described in this section may be used whether you plan to recover your system at a site which only
contains hardware (cold site) or whether you plan to recover your system at a site which contains a running VM system
(warm site). In either case, you need a copy of the IPLable HiDRO tape to begin your recovery.

If you prefer not to IPL HiDRO at the recovery site, you can TAPE DUMP the VMIMAGE 191 disk to a special tape clearly
marked with a paper label. Do so immediately after each successful execution of the VMIMAGE SYSTEM step. This tape
should then be included with the backup tapes and taken to the recovery site.

The HiDRO IPL tape need only be remade when you apply maintenance to HiDRO. However, if you decide to TAPE
LOAD VMIMAGE 191 onto an available ID at the remote site, you need to TAPE DUMP VMIMAGE 191 after each
VMIMAGE SYSTEM execution. Because TAPE DUMP creates an unlabeled tape, pooled VMIMAGE tapes should
probably not be used for this process.

Backing Up a CP Nucleus to Use at the Remote Site

If the hardware configuration at the remote site does not match your home site configuration and you are not planning to
run your system as a second level VM system, you may need to restore a CP nucleus at the remote site.

NOTE
If you need to back up a CP nucleus, read this section. Usually such backups are not necessary, and you can
skip to The VMIMAGE Restore Checklist.

If the hardware configuration at the remote site is known, the nucleus should be generated at the home site, backed up (or
generated on tape) and sent off site to be used at the recovery site.

The nucleus is generated using techniques appropriate to the level of VM you are running. One alternative is to generate
the nucleus on a DASD volume, back it up with HiDRO, and plan to restore it at the remote site. If you choose this
method, note that the remote site nucleus must be the same size as the nucleus you use at your home site.

Suppose the extents occupied by the remote site nucleus are defined to be $HOTNUC$ 100. The following command
can be used to back up the remote site nucleus to a standard labeled tape with volser REMOTE and retention period 100
days:

BACKUP UNIT 100 USER ($HOTNUC$ RR ) TO TAPE (OVOL REMOTE -

OTAPE ( FSN 1 UNLOAD RETPD 100)

The tape REMOTE should then be saved with the backup tapes and sent to the recovery site. The REMOTE tape should
be remade whenever the hardware configuration at the remote site changes.

Be sure you have available at the remote site the size and location of the CP nucleus.

Note: You may want to automate the backup of the CP nucleus by defining a minidisk to VMIMAGE which coincides
with the $HOTNUC$ extents. This minidisk should be designated as a “system pack” when you run VMIMAGE SETUP.
The minidisk will then be automatically backed up with your system volumes, and information on the tape containing the
nucleus will be recorded in the log from the system step, which is stored offsite.

The VMIMAGE Restore Checklist

After you have completed the BACKUP and SYSTEM steps, assemble the VMIMAGE restore package. The package
should include the following items:
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• At least one tape containing a HiDRO IPL image.
• A tape containing a copy of the special CP nucleus tailored for your remote site hardware configuration. This tape is

not necessary if you are running as a second-level guest at the remote site.
• The disk volser of your CP nucleus and its exact location and extents.
• A hardcopy of your CP directory and a DISK MAP of your system.
• Optionally, if you plan to run as a second-level guest at the remote site, you can include a TAPE DUMP of the

VMIMAGE 191 disk done after the most recently run SYSTEM step.
• The tapes from the BACKUP step and from the SYSTEM step. Each set of tapes should be marked and held

separately.
To avoid inadvertently omitting a necessary tape, include all of the tapes in the physical pool for the backup even if
they have not been used and are not in the logical pool. If you are using an external tape manager, it may be more
convenient to have the tape manager produce a list of only the volsers used for the most recent VMIMAGE BACKUP.

• A hardcopy of the log file from the SYSTEM step (VMIMAGEn LGmmddyy) as well as any logs from submissions of
failed commands from the SYSTEMstep.

• A hardcopy of the summary file from the SYSTEM step (VMIMAGEn SMmmddyy) as well as any summaries from
submissions of failed commands from the SYSTEM step.

• A hardcopy of the summary file VMIMAGEn SMmmddyy from the VMIMAGE BACKUP step.
• Optionally, a summary from the BACKUP step or a printed copy of the generated restore commands (VMIMAGE

RESTCMDS). This allows you to rack the tapes at the remote site in DASD order.

Normally, a disaster recovery plan would call for this information to be stored offsite.

Restoring at the Remote Recovery Site
The procedure for restoring an entire system at a remote site can be simplified if you are restoring to a system where VM
is already running (warm site). This section discusses different procedures for restoring.

Restoring Without a Starter System (Cold Site)
The specific steps described below will accomplish a cold site restore. The procedure has four phases:

• Using the IPL tape
• Typing in restore commands
• IPLing VM
• Running DRESTORE

During this restore procedure, you will use HiDRO in its standalone mode to restore your system residence volumes. The
following procedure can normally be used to restore your entire system once you have used the VMIMAGE procedure to
back up your system:

1. Mount the tape containing the HiDRO IPL image.
2. IPL from that tape.

NOTE
If you put the IPL image on a standard-labeled tape, you may have to execute the IPL command multiple
times to skip past the label information.

3. HiDRO automatically uses the system console whose unit address was specified when you were running SYBGENI. If
this was not specified or was specified incorrectly, depress the REQUEST or ENTER key. HiDRO then determines the
address of the system console and issues prompts to that device. If your Time-Of-Day (TOD) clock needs to be reset,
HiDRO prompts you for that information. The following message will then be displayed:

0 SYBCTL095I AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE:
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4. Locate the tape(s) containing the backup of your system volumes and note their volser(s). These tape(s) were created
during the SYSTEM step, and their volsers are listed at the end of the SYSTEM step VMIMAGE log file, as well as in
the summary file from the SYSTEM step.

5. Enter the following command for each system volume you are restoring:

R U tcuu TO U dcuu (IVOL (volser1 volser2...) ITAPE (UNL)

The following describes the variables in the command:
tcuu

The real unit address of the tape drive on which you intend to mount the tape(s) holding the special backup for a
particular system volume.

dcuu
The real unit address of the DASD unit on which the system volume is to be restored.

volser
The volsers (volser 1 volser2...) of the tapes containing the special backup of the system volume. You may specify
as many volsers as necessary, but be sure to specify them in the order in which they were used during the original
backup. HiDRO will prompt for and restore from the tapes in the exact order that you specify, and that order must
be the exact order of the original backup of each volume.

NOTE
Unlike DDR, HiDRO can support many restores simultaneously in standalone mode. Thus, you can
restore all your system packs simultaneously, significantly reducing the time required to IPL the system. In
standalone mode, HiDRO uses up to 128 MB of real storage.

6. If the hardware configuration at your remote site is different from the hardware configuration at your data center, you
must replace the restored CP nucleus with the special CP nucleus that you have prepared for your remote site and
backed up to tape. Mount the tape containing the new CP nucleus and issue the following command:

R U tcuu TO U dcuu (IVOL volser ITAPE (UNL) OEXT CYL ((0 cyl loc))

The command has the following variables:
tcuu

The real unit address of the tape drive on which you intend to mount the tape holding the special backup of the
remote site CP nucleus.

dcuu
The real unit address of the DASD unit on which the system volume containing your system’s nucleus resides.

volser
The volser of the tape containing the special backup of the remote site CP nucleus.

cyl
The size of the CP nucleus minus one.

loc
The starting cylinder of the CP nucleus on the system volume.

NOTE
If your CP nucleus resides on an FBA pack, the OEXT option in the restore command above must be
modified to specify blocks rather than cylinders. See the Command Reference for information about the
OEXTENTS option on the restore command.

7. IPL the operating system which you have just restored. The system should be IPLed in the simplest state possible: No
service machines should be autologged, and the security system should not be activated, because all DASD volumes
will be ATTACHed to the VMIMAGE id in the next step.

8. Log on to VMIMAGE and ATTACH all the DASD to the VMIMAGE ID. Each volume must be attached to the ID as
the address of the VMIMAGE minidisk which is to be restored to it. For example, if addresses A00 through A04 are
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available at the remote site, and are to be restored to VMIMAGE minidisk addresses 100 through 104 (which normally
correspond to hardware addresses 100 through 104 at your home site) the ATTACH commands issued would be:

ATTACH A00 * 100 

ATTACH A01 * 101

ATTACH A02 * 102

ATTACH A03 * 103

ATTACH A04 * 104

Attach the number of tape drives you wish to use. For ways to streamline this process, see Automating ATTACHes.
9. Attach tape drives to the VMIMAGE id at the requested addresses: 180, 181, etc. The number of packs that you can

restore concurrently depends on the virtual machine size of the VMIMAGE id. The suggested default virtual machine
storage for the VMIMAGE id is 128M. If necessary, you can increase the default virtual machine storage up to 2GB.

10. Issue the DRESTORE command. The command has the following syntax:

DRESTORE [GLOBAL option1 [optionn]...]

Any global options may be specified except SYSPRINT, USERCLASS, and CONCLASS. For more information, see
HELP DRESTORE or the Command Reference.

Two options are commonly used with DRESTORE: OPERATOR and MAXTAPE:

• Specify the OPERATOR global option if the user ID functioning as an operator at the remote site differs from the
user ID specified as OPERATOR in your HiDRO installation defaults. The syntax is OPERATOR operator-id.

• Specify the MAXTAPE global option if you wish to run with more tape drives than you have specified as the
MAXTAPE installation default. The syntax is MAXTAPE n, where n is the maximum number of tape drives to use.

The DRESTORE EXEC facilitates use of the VMIMAGE RESTCMDS file, the file of HiDRO restore commands created
during the VMIMAGE SYSTEM backup. DRESTORE maintains a checkpoint restart file and manages any failed
commands produced during the recovery. If the VM operating system or the server running the restores crashes during
the restore, DRESTORE ensures a smooth recovery of the restore process.

When the DRESTORE command above is executed, you receive the following prompt:

Select from the HIGHLIGHTED files and ENTER selection
       NUMBER of file to USE or Q to QUIT

   1 VMIMAGE RESTCMDS A      Restore from the beginning
                                (First time)

   2 CHKPT   SYSIN    A      To restart an interrupted job
                                (System Restart)

   3 FAILED  COMMANDS A      Retry failed restores;
                                                                

   4 FAILED  DRESTORE A      To use the ACCUMULATED failed jobs;
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   Q to QUIT DRESTORE        To exit to CMS

User Globals:

The first time you start DRESTORE, enter 1. If any failures occurred, enter 2, 3, or 4 for subsequent executions. The
number selected determines the files used as input to HiDRO:

1. Input file is VMIMAGE RESTCMDS
2. Input file is CHKPT SYSIN
3. Input files are FAILED COMMANDS and CHKPT SYSIN.
4. Input files are FAILED DRESTORE, which contains all FAILED COMMANDS starts, FAILED COMMANDS, and

CHKPT SYSIN.

While DRESTORE is running, mount requests will be issued to the operator id specified as an installation default or on
the DRESTORE command.

If desired, the summary file from the VMIMAGE BACKUP step can be used to pre-sort the backup tapes in volume
order. If auto-loaders are available, all tape volumes needed to restore a given DASD volume can be mounted when
the first one is requested.

Restoring With a Starter System (Warm Site)
A warm site restore has two general phases:

• TAPE LOADing VMIMAGE
• Running DRESTORE

The following steps will accomplish a warm site restore:

1. Log on to a user ID (for example, MAINT) on the starter system. Ensure that the user ID has the following
characteristics:
– The id must have class B privileges to run the required ATTACHes.
– The virtual machine size must be large enough to support the number of tape drives you wish to use. OPCORE, the

default memory needed to run a single restore task, is 1392K, but this installation default may have been changed
at your shop.

– Make sure the id has a permanent disk with at least 30 cylinders to accommodate the VMIMAGE 191 minidisk. It
is possible to use a temporary disk, but this is not recommended because checkpoint capability would be lost if CP
crashes.

In addition, make sure there is another user ID that can be used as an OPERATOR id.
2. TAPE LOAD VMIMAGE 191 to the permanent disk from the tape identified in Tape Dumping VMIMAGE for Warm Site

Recovery.
3. ATTACH all the DASD to the privileged user ID. Each volume must be attached to the id as the address of the

VMIMAGE minidisk which is to be restored to it. For example, if addresses A00 through A04 are available at the
remote site, and are to be restored to VMIMAGE minidisk addresses 100 through 104 (which normally correspond to
hardware addresses 100 through 104 at your home site) the ATTACH commands issued would be:
ATTACH A00 * 100

ATTACH A01 * 101

ATTACH A02 * 102

ATTACH A03 * 103

ATTACH A04 * 104
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Attach the number of tape drives you wish to use. (For ways to streamline this process, see Automating ATTACHes.)
4. Issue the DRESTORE command. The command has the following syntax:

DRESTORE [GLOBAL option1 [optionn]...]

Any global options may be specified except SYSPRINT, USERCLASS, and CONCLASS. For more information, see
HELP DRESTORE or the Command Reference.

Two options are commonly used with DRESTORE: OPERATOR and MAXTAPE:

• Specify the OPERATOR global option if the user ID functioning as an operator at the remote site differs from the
user ID specified as OPERATOR in your HiDRO installation defaults. The syntax is OPERATOR operator-id.

• Specify the MAXTAPE global option if you wish to run with more tape drives than you have specified as the
MAXTAPE installation default. The syntax is MAXTAPE n, where n is the maximum number of tape drives to use.

The DRESTORE EXEC facilitates use of the VMIMAGE RESTCMDS file, the file of HiDRO restore commands created
during the VMIMAGE SYSTEM backup. DRESTORE maintains a checkpoint restart file and manages any failed
commands produced during the recovery. If the VM operating system or the server running the restores crashes during
the restore, DRESTORE ensures a smooth recovery of the restore process.

When the DRESTORE command above is executed, you receive the following prompt:

Select from the HIGHLIGHTED files and ENTER selection
       NUMBER of file to USE or Q to QUIT

   1 VMIMAGE RESTCMDS A      Restore from the beginning
                                (First time)

   2 CHKPT   SYSIN    A      To restart an interrupted job
                                (System Restart)

   3 FAILED  COMMANDS A      Retry failed restores;
                                                                

   4 FAILED  DRESTORE A      To use the ACCUMULATED failed jobs;
                                                                

   Q to QUIT DRESTORE        To exit to CMS

User Globals:

The first time you start DRESTORE, enter 1. If any failures occurred, enter 2, 3, or 4 for subsequent executions. The
number selected determines the files used as input to HiDRO:

1. Input file is VMIMAGE RESTCMDS
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2. Input file is CHKPT SYSIN
3. Input files are FAILED COMMANDS and CHKPT SYSIN.
4. Input files are FAILED DRESTORE, which contains all FAILED COMMANDS starts, FAILED COMMANDS, and

CHKPT SYSIN.

While DRESTORE is running, mount requests will be issued to the operator id specified as an installation default or on
the DRESTORE command.

If desired, the summary file from the VMIMAGE BACKUP step can be used to pre-sort the backup tapes in volume
order. If auto-loaders are available, all tape volumes needed to restore a given DASD volume can be mounted when
the first one is requested.

5. This step is optional. It replaces the restored CP nucleus with the special CP nucleus you may have prepared for your
remote site and backed up to tape. See Backing Up CP Nucleus to Use at the Remote Site.
a. Type HIDRO. You will see the following message:

0 SYBCTL095I AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE:

b. Mount the tape containing the new CP nucleus and issue the following RESTORE command:
R TAPE TO U dcuu (IVOL volser ITAPE (UNL) OEXT CYL ((0 cyl loc))

The RESTORE command has the following variables:
dcuu

The unit address of the DASD unit containing the system volume containing the CP nucleus. (This DASD volume
has been ATTACHED to the user ID on which you are running by one of the ATTACH commands issued in the
step above.)

volser
The volser of the tape containing the special backup of the remote site CP nucleus.

cyl
The ending cylinder of the CP nucleus ( = the size of the nucleus minus one)

loc
The exact location of the CP nucleus on the system volume. (The first cylinder on a DASD volume is cylinder 0.)

NOTE
If your CP nucleus resides on an FBA pack, the OEXTents option in the restore command above must be
modified to specify blocks rather than cylinders. For information about the OEXTENTS option on the restore
command, see the Command Reference.

Automating ATTACHes
This section provides information to facilitate ATTACHes. In both the “warm site” and “cold site” scenarios described
above, you will need to ATTACH multiple volumes to the user ID on which you are running HiDRO restores. In the “warm
site” case, this is done after TAPE LOADING VMIMAGE 191. In the “cold site” case, it is done after system packs are
restored and you have logged onto VMIMAGE.

In either case, you can write an EXEC which will issue all the ATTACH commands. The EXEC will contain DASD
ATTACHES such as:

‘CP ATTACH A00 * 100’

In each ATTACH command, the first address is the address available at the remote site.

The second address is the address of the minidisk on VMIMAGE which was backed up at the home site. (This is
necessary because the second address is used in the pre-generated restore commands in VMIMAGE RESTCMDS on the
VMIMAGE 191 disk.) If the addresses at the remote site are known, the first address in each ATTACH command can be
filled in. If not, the EXEC can be edited at the remote site to insert the first address in each ATTACH command.
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In addition to DASD ATTACHes, you may want to include TAPE DRIVE ATTACHes in the EXEC, such as:

‘CP ATTACH 500 * 181’

The first address should be the address of the tape drive at the remote site. The second address is the virtual address by
which HiDRO will write to the tape. HiDRO will accept any virtual address.

The EXEC should reside on the HiDRO code minidisk. VMIMAGE will move it to VMIMAGE 191 during the SYSTEM step.

WARNING
WARNING: Do not create the EXEC on VMIMAGE 191. That disk is reformatted whenever VMIMAGE SYSTEM
is run.

Incremental Remote Site Recovery
The incremental recovery procedures described in this section assume that you have completed the preparation and
recovery procedures described thus far.

When the VMIMAGE restore is complete, your system will be restored exactly as it was on the date that the VMIMAGE
backup was done. However, because full system VMIMAGE backups are usually not run more often than once a week or
even once a month, parts of your restored system may not be completely up-to-date.

If it is important that some or all of the data on your restored system be more current than your most recent VMIMAGE
backup, you can perform cumulative incremental (VMINCR) backups as often as you wish and store them offsite also.

These incremental backups are usually backups of CMS minidisks, including the files which have changed since the date
of the most recent VMIMAGE backup However, the disaster recovery incrementals can also be backups of full (physical)
non-CMS disks (including reserved and re-comped disks).

 Note: The minidisks included in incremental disaster backups are, in general, not the same minidisks included in
VMIMAGE backups. Rather, the minidisks included in disaster recovery incrementals are user minidisks residing on packs
whose full-pack minidisk definition is included in VMIMAGE.

The procedure for defining and running disaster recovery incrementals and for restoring from them is described below. Set
up VMINCR tape pools and define the backups only the first time you create a disaster recovery incremental backup or
when the system changes. The remaining sections cover the actual backup and restore procedures.

  

VMINCR Tape Pools

VMINCR is the default name for the incremental tape pools and other components of the incremental disaster recovery
backup and restore procedures.

The number of VMINCR pools you define need not coincide with the number of VMIMAGE pools you are using.

 Note: With the procedure described below, the VMINCR backups will always back up all files on CMS disks with a
date later than the date of the most recent VMIMAGE backup, regardless of the cycle of VMIMAGE (VMIMAGE1,
VMIMAGE2,..) which was run most recently.

The number of VMINCR physical pools you use depends on the number of offsite rotations of incremental disaster backup
tapes you wish to maintain, the retention period you use, and whether you send an entire physical VMINCR pool offsite
after an incremental backup. Sending the entire VMINCR pool offsite eliminates the need to determine which tapes were
actually used during each backup, but increases the number of physical pools needed.

For example, consider the following scenario: A shop runs VMIMAGE1 and VMIMAGE2. VMIMAGE backups are run
every week on Saturday and are retained for eight days. The incremental backups, VMINCR, are run Monday through
Friday. VMINCR1, VMINCR2, VMINCR3, VMINCR4, and VMINCR5 physical pools may be defined with retention periods
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of 6 days. On Monday, the VMINCR1 tapes are brought to the home site, VMINCR1 is run, and the entire VMINCR1
physical pool is sent back offsite. On Tuesday, the VMINCR2 tapes are brought to the home site, and the process is
repeated.

On the other hand, if only the tapes actually used are sent offsite, you may choose to define only VMINCR1. Used tapes
can be sent offsite and brought back to the home site as they expire.

If an external tape manager is used to select tapes to be mounted and the tape manager can produce a list of tapes which
must be sent offsite, it may be easier to use a single VMINCR pool.

Setting Up VMINCR Tape Pools with the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager

Before running VMINCR backups, you must create special tape pools to be used only for these disaster recovery
incremental backup tapes. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. At the HiDRO Machine Main Menu, press PF5, then PF6 to enter the Tape Pool Manager.
3. Create a set of two pools, a logical pool called VMIMAGE and a physical pool called VMIMAGE. No tapes should be

placed in the VMIMAGE physical pool, and the threshold for the pool must be zero. Defining this “dummy” VMIMAGE
pool enables HiDRO to track the date of the last VMIMAGE backup, regardless of whether it was VMIMAGE1,
VMIMAGE2, etc.

4. Create pairs of logical and physical pools named VMINCR1, VMINCR2, etc. for the VMINCR backups. For information
about determining the number of pairs needed, see VMINCR Tape Pools.

5. Specify INCR (incremental) as the Backup Type and VMIMAGE as the Incremental Type in all VMINCRn logical tape
pool definitions. Specifying VMIMAGE as the Incremental Type ensures that all files with dates more recent than the
most recent VMIMAGE backup are backed up in the VMINCRn backup.
The following table shows a sample incremental tape pool setup:

 Physical Pools  Logical Pools  Backup Type  Incremental Type 

VMINCR1 VMINCR1 INCR VMIMAGE

VMINCR2 VMINCR2 INCR VMIMAGE

VMIMAGE VMIMAGE BASE -
6. Fill each physical pool with enough tapes to hold all the data that will be backed up in the incremental backups

between your VMIMAGE base backups. Remember that because you are using a VMIMAGE pool as a related pool,
the incremental backups will be cumulative.

7. Log off the HIDRO server.

Setting Up VMINCR Tape Pools with an External Tape Manager

Before running VMINCR backups, create special tape pools to be used only for these disaster recovery incremental
backup tapes. Follow this procedure:

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. At the HiDRO Machine Main Menu, press PF5 then PF6 to enter the Tape Pool Manager.
3. Create a logical pool called VMIMAGE. Specify BASE as the Backup Type. Specify VMIMAGE1 as the related physical

pool. Defining this “dummy” VMIMAGE pool enables HiDRO to track the date of the last VMIMAGE backup, regardless
of whether it was VMIMAGE1, VMIMAGE2, etc.

4. Create a logical pool called VMINCR for the VMINCR backups. Specify INCR (incremental) as the Backup Type
and VMIMAGE as the Incremental Type in the VMINCR logical tape pool definition. Specifying VMIMAGE as the
Incremental Type ensures that all files with dates more recent than the most recent VMIMAGE backup are backed up
in the VMINCRn backup. Specify VMIMAGE1 as the related physical pool.
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The following table shows the tape pool setup:

 Physical Pools  Logical Pools  Backup Type  Incremental Type 

VMIMAGE1 VMIMAGE1 BASE -

VMIMAGE1 VMIMAGE BASE -

VMIMAGE1 VMINCR INCR VMIMAGE
5. Log off the HIDRO server.

Defining the VMINCR Backups

After you set up your VMIMAGE and VMINCR tape pools, define your VMINCR backups. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the SYBMON server.
2. At the SYBMON Machine Main Menu, press PF5 to go to the Select Backup Name screen. Press PF2 to select

VMINCR backups.
3. Edit (PF11) all of the command control files for the VMINCR backups. Add the CAT OFF option to the model

commands. Here is an example of a model command with CAT OFF added:
THE DATE OF THE LAST BACKUP IS: 01/01/90 00:00:00 01/01/90 00:00:00

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE (PACK CAT OFF

Adding CAT OFF prevents the VMINCR backups from being cataloged. It is not necessary to catalog the VMINCR
backups because the VMINCR EXEC will generate a special set of restore commands. Not cataloging the VMINCR
backups prevents offsite tapes from being requested for minidisk restores during daily (non-disaster recovery)
operations.

4. Set up a select file for each VMINCR backup. You can include only the minidisks that must be current when you
recover from the loss of your entire system and exclude all others. For more information, see Setting Up Select Files.

5. After you have defined the VMINCR backups, you may check them by generating sample control streams.
6. You can run the backups either by scheduling or via SMSG. For more information about scheduling, see The Event

Scheduler.
Note: Whether the scheduler or SMSG is used, the actual poolname (VMINCR1, VMINCR2, etc) is the name of the
job to be executed, not the generic name VMINCR.

7. Log off the SYBMON server.

Generating the VMINCR Restore Commands with INCRGEN

INCRGEN is a utility that processes summary files from an incremental backup to create the disaster recovery restore
file; for example, VMINCR RESTCMDS A. For scheduled backups, the summary file is sent to the SYSUSER. For
unscheduled backups, the summary file goes to the reader of the user who submitted the backup job. However, this
destination can be overridden with the global PRTDEST option. For more information, see Destination of Output Files.

The summary file must be RECEIVEd in order for INCRGEN to process it.

After the VMINCR backup is complete and the summary file is received, run the INCRGEN EXEC with the following
command to generate restore commands:

INCRGEN label VMINCRn SMmmddyy A fn ft fm

This command contains the following variables:

label
The type of label on the tape that is used for the VMINCR backup. It may be SL (standard label tape) or NL
(unlabeled tape). Normally, the tape label type is the same type specified for your system at installation. SL is the
delivered default.
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n
The n in VMINCRn is the specific number of the VMINCR backup.

mmddyy
The date on which the particular VMINCRn backup was run and the task summary file was generated.

fn ft fm
The filename filetype and filemode of the file that will contain the commands for restoring the VMINCR backup,
such as VMINCR RESTCMDS A.

When the INCRGEN EXEC has completed successfully, dump the restore commands file to tape. Label this tape clearly
and ship it offsite.

NOTE

INCRGEN EXEC begins restores with tapes mounted on device 180. INCRGEN can use up to 16 drives,
numbered 180-187 and 288-28F.

The VMINCR Restore Checklist

Include the following items in the VMINCR restore package, ready to be shipped to the remote site:

1. All of the tapes in the VMINCR physical pool used for the backup. If an external tape manager is used to select tapes
to be mounted, consider sending only those tapes which were used.)

2. A tape dump of the VMINCR RESTCMDS A file generated from the task summary file for the VMINCR backup by the
INCRGEN EXEC.

3. A hardcopy of the task summary file from the backup (VMINCRn SMmmddyy) that was used to generate the VMINCR
RESTCMDS file.

4. A copy of changes made to your CP directory between the most recent VMIMAGE backup and the VMINCR backup
(including new user IDs, and new, moved and enlarged minidisks). If you have an external security manager, you may
want to include sufficient information to update both the security manager and the CP directory before the incremental
restores are run.

Restoring from the VMINCR Package

The following procedure can be used to restore from a VMINCR package and bring your restored system up-to-date:

1. After the VMIMAGE restores, the CP directory as well as all data packs will be in the state they were in at the time of
the VMIMAGE backup. For this reason, consider performing the following two preparatory steps before running the
incremental restores:
a. Activate your external security manager and repeat any changes made to the security manager between the times

of the VMIMAGE and VMINCR backups.
b. If you have added user IDs or moved or enlarged minidisks on the home system between the times of the

VMIMAGE and VINCR backups, consider repeating these changes on the system restored by VMIMAGE.
2. LOGON to the HIDRO server. At the HiDRO Machine Main Menu, QUIT to CMS. Erase the files CHKPT SYSIN and

HIDRO CHKPT from the HIDRO 191 (A) disk.
3. Issue PROFILE to return to the main menu. If you usually use an external tape manager at your home site but do not

wish to use one at the remote site, disable the tape manager interface (PF6 at HiDRO Machine Main Menu, then PF9,
then delete any tape manager name). In particular, if DYNAM/T is ordinarily used, it should be disabled at the remote
site.

4. Check that the user ID specified as OPERATOR in the installation defaults is logged on.
5. Issue PROFILE and start all servers (PF4).
6. LOGON to a superuser, and TAPE LOAD VMINCR RESTCMDS from the tape of generated incremental restore

commands.
7. Send the file VMINCR RESTCMDS to the SYBMON server.
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HiDRO first executes scheduled events. When the scheduled events complete, the incremental restore commands are
run.

When the VMINCR restore job has completed, your system is current as of the date of the VMINCR backup.

Home Site Recovery from Loss of System Components
In addition to a plan for restoring your entire system at a remote site, you need a method for home site recovery. This
section describes preparation and recovery at your home site from loss of two types of data: system data and HiDRO
data.

Normally, restores are initiated by the full-screen interface SYBLIST. The recovery procedures in this section assume that
the HiDRO catalog or VM system is unavailable. Under such conditions SYBLIST is also unavailable.

NOTE
For more information about SYBLIST restores, see The Restore Facility.

Preparing for Loss of HiDRO Data
Preserving the HiDRO task summary log is the only preparation required to restore HiDRO data.

A task summary file is produced at the end of each HiDRO job unless you have disabled the SYSPRINT -SUMMARY
system default option. For scheduled jobs, the summary log is sent to the system administrator. For jobs initiated with
SMSG, the summary file is sent by default to the issuer of the SMSG command. The destination of the summary file can
be overridden by PRTDEST, which is both an installation default and a GLOBAL option. For information about PRTDEST,
see Destination of Output Files. For information about global options, see Global Options in the Command Reference.

The name of the summary file is the name of the backup (in this case SYSPACKS), and the filetype is SMmmddyy, with
mmddyy the date on which the job was run.

After each full-shop backup, make a hardcopy of the summary file so that the most recent version is easily accessible.

Note: The summary file is important because it contains information crucial to restoring critical minidisks and volumes in
case there is no catalog available.

Recovering from Loss of HiDRO Data
Contents

The procedures for recovering HiDRO data are described under three headings:

• Restoring the HIDRO A-Disk (191) or Code Minidisk from a Twin Disk
• Restoring the HIDRO A-Disk (191) or Code Minidisk without a Twin Disk
• Restoring the Volume Containing HiDRO

The procedure for restoring HiDRO main minidisks depends on the TWIN DISK system default option. The first method
described assumes that TWIN DISK is enabled.

NOTE
Usually the 201 minidisk is Code, accessed as file mode D. The "local" and "runtime" tags in the VMSERVER
NAMES file for HiDRO define which minidisks are A and Code, respectively. For more information about the
VMSERVER NAMES file, see the  Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference Guide.

Restoring the HIDRO A-Disk (191) or Code Minidisk From a Twin Disk

If you are creating a "twin" of the HIDRO virtual machine A-disk during each backup, you can restore the A-disk or the
Code minidisk with the following procedure:

1. Log on the HIDRO server.
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2. At the VM READ prompt, issue the following command to access the twin disk as "A":

ACCESS tcuu A (NOPROF

tcuu is the unit address of the twin disk. The default is 291.
3. Use the RECOVER EXEC to help you rebuild the HIDRO A disk or Code minidisk. RECOVER copies the required files

from the twin disk to the specified disks and re-accesses them.
Use the following command to recover from a twin minidisk:

RECOVER {A | C | BOTH}

RECOVER formats the minidisk before copying the files. The minidisk is formatted because HiDRO assumes that the
minidisk being recovered has been destroyed.

WARNING
RECOVER performs reformatting automatically. Therefore, never use the RECOVER command unless you
have actually lost the data on the disk.

The EXEC takes from several seconds to several minutes to complete, depending on the amount of data that must be
copied. Typically, this is a function of the size of the catalog and tape pool files.

Restoring the HIDRO A-Disk (191) or Code Minidisk Without a Twin Disk

If no twin disk is available, you can restore the A-disk or the Code minidisk with the following procedure:

1. Log on the HIDRO machine.
2. At the VM READ prompt, issue the following command:

ACCESS (NOPROF

3. Attach a tape drive as 181.
4. Mount the HiDRO IPL tape on unit 181.
5. Issue the following command:

CP IPL 181

6. Choose either a HiDRO catalog report or the summary report from your last base backup, depending on which report
is more recent. Then note the volser and file number of the HIDRO 191 minidisk, code, or config minidisks on the
report, depending on which one you want to restore.

7. Issue one of the following commands (or both if necessary):

RESTORE UNIT tcuu TO UNIT 191 (IVOL volser ITAPE FSN n FORMAT (NOP

RESTORE UNIT tcuu TO UNIT vaddr (IVOL volser ITAPE FSN n FORMAT (NOP

The variable tcuu is the address of a tape drive attached to HiDRO. The variable vaddr is the virtual address of the
HiDRO code minidisk. The volser and file number (n) were determined by examining the catalog or summary report as
described in the previous step. It is likely that the latest backups of both minidisks are not on the same tape.
If you restore to unit 191, perform the following additional steps:
a. Wait for the restore(s) to complete. At the prompt "AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE", enter:

END

You then get the message "CP DISABLED WAIT". Enter:

IPL CMS

b. At the "VM READ" prompt, issue the following commands:

ACCESS (NOPROF 
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ERASE HIDRO CHKPT A

ERASE CHKPT SYSIN A

Restoring the Volume Containing HiDRO

To restore the volume containing HiDRO, follow these steps:

1. Restore the HIDRO 191 and code minidisks as previously described.
2. Use the Restore facility DASD Volume Restore function to restore the rest of the volume. To avoid restoring these

areas twice, use the exclusion file to exclude all full-pack minidisks and the HIDRO A (191) and Code minidisks.
(Usually 201 is Code.)

Preparing for Loss of System Data
If you do not have redundant system packs and it is not feasible to obtain the remote site disaster recovery tapes, you will
need to periodically prepare backup tapes for home site restore of critical system components.

HiDRO is delivered with a logical pool named SYSPACKS to facilitate creation of such system backups. SYSPACKS
draws tapes from the SCRATCH physical pool.

This section provides information for setting up a SYSPACKS backup. The summary and log files from this backup should
be printed and kept in an easily accessible place.

The information is covered under the following headings:

• Ensuring the IPLable Copy of HiDRO is Current
• Defining the Special System Backup (SYSPACKS)
• Preserving the HiDRO Task Summary

NOTE
If remote site (VMIMAGE) tapes are accessible, they can be used for home site recovery and you will not need
the information in this section on preparation and recovery of system data. If you plan to use the remote site
tapes, no special preparation for home site recovery is needed beyond making sure that the printed documents
(summary, log, and failed commands files) are also available. For more information, see Preparing for Remote
Site Recovery and Restoring at the Remote Recovery Site.

Ensuring the IPLable COPY of HiDRO is Current

Preparing for remote site recovery, as described in the previous section, includes using SYBGENI to make at least two
copies of the HiDRO IPLable tape, one for the remote site and one for the home site. Thus, normal disaster recovery
preparation will provide a copy of the HiDRO IPLable image to use at your home site. For general information about the
HiDRO IPLable tape and for specific instructions for running SYBGENI, see Making Sure the IPLable Copy of HiDRO is
Current.

The HiDRO IPLable tape at the home site should be clearly labeled, and it should be stored in an easily accessible place.

Defining the Special System Backup (SYSPACKS)

Use the following procedure to define backups of system packs:

1. LOGON to the HIDRO machine. At HiDRO Machine Main Menu, press PF5. The options menu opens. Then press
PF6 to enter the Tape Pool Manager:

 S Y B G E N  TAPE POOL MANAGER  =====================>  Logical Pools    Gen03

           Position cursor at Pool Id and select function with PF key
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 +-- Logical - Backup -- Incr. -- Retention -- Number -- IO Err - Physical -+

 |    Pool      Type     Type      Period     of Tapes    Limit     Pool    |

 | .  DAILY     INCR     (B)         0014      6           02      SCRATCH  |

 | .  WEEKLY    BASE                 0030      26          02      SCRATCH  |

 | .  MONTHLY   BASE                 0030      0           02      SCRATCH  |

 | .  SYSPACKS  BASE                 0030      0           02      SCRATCH  |

 | .  TESTBASE  BASE                 0004      0           02      SCRATCH  |

 | .  TESTINCR  INCR     (B)         0002      0           02      SCRATCH  |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 |                                                                          |

 +--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 PF1 : Help       PF2  : List Tapes  PF3  : Quit       PF4  : Preview

 PF5 : Del Tapes  PF6  : Add Tapes   PF7  : Scr Back   PF8  : Scr Forward

 PF9 : Del Pool   PF10 : Add Pool    PF11 : Change     PF12 : List Phy Pools

 

 Command ====>

2. The logical tape pool SYSPACKS is predefined for this backup and draws tapes from the SCRATCH physical pool.
You may change any of the attributes of the SYSPACKS logical pool except for its type, which must be BASE. In
addition, any physical pool from which SYSPACKS draws tapes should contain enough tapes for three or four backup
cycles.

3. When you are satisfied that the SYSPACKS tape pool is configured correctly, QUIT to the main menu and start the
HIDRO machine.

4. LOGON the SYBMON Monitor service machine. At the Monitor Machine Main Menu, press PF5 to display the Select
Backup Name screen:

 S Y B K D E F Define Backup  ====================>  Select Backup Name   Def01

 

               Position the cursor and hit PF2 to select backup name

 

                +-- Backup ---- Backup ----- Incr. ----- Physical +

                |    Name        Type        Type         Pool    |

                | .  DAILY       INCR       (B)          SCRATCH  |

                | .  WEEKLY      BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  MONTHLY     BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  SYSPACKS    BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  TESTBASE    BASE                    SCRATCH  |

                | .  TESTINCR    INCR       (B)          SCRATCH  |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                |                                                 |

                +-------------------------------------------------+

  PF1 : Help      PF2 : Define/Change    PF3 : Quit        PF4 :

  PF5 :           PF6 :                  PF7 : Scr Back    PF8 : Scr Forward

  PF9 :           PF10:                  PF11:             PF12:

5. Select SYSPACKS and press PF2 to create CMDCTL and SELECT files.
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6. Edit (PF11) the select file so that it contains all the volumes necessary for a working VM operating system.
The minidisks chosen for SYSPACKS should be the same as those for VMIMAGE SYSTEM, except that the pack
containing VMIMAGE 191 need not be included in the SYSPACKS select file.
Here is a sample select file for a SYSPACKS backup:

E

E

I MAINT 123

I MAINT 124

I MAINT 125

The list of packs containing the operating system is specific to your shop. You need to determine which packs are
needed. If you do not run with a HiDRO twin disk, you may also want to include in the SYSPACKS backup a backup of
the pack containing the HiDRO code minidisk. For information about the TWIN DISK option, see TWIN DISK.

7. Edit the CMDCTL file and add the local option OTAPE UNLOAD to the end of the command. The option OTAPE
UNLOAD will ensure that the backup of each pack begins at the beginning of a tape. If necessary, a hyphen (-) can be
used to continue the command onto the next line.
Notes:
– If you plan to run the backup with an external tape manager, you may also want to add the OSFile parameter, which

specifies a dataset name for the backup to use, such as OSF HIDRO.WEEKLY. For the syntax of the OSFILE
parameter, see Output Specifications (Backup operation) in the Command Reference. For more information about
running with a tape manager, see the section Tape Manager Interfaces.

– To ensure that you have chosen the correct minidisks, consider generating a sample job stream (PF4).

NOTE
Run the SYSPACKS backup at least once a week and whenever system maintenance has been applied. You
can schedule SYSPACKS or initiate it with SMSG.

Preserving the HiDRO Task Summary

A task summary file is produced at the end of each HiDRO job unless you have disabled the SYSPRINT -SUMMARY
system default option. For scheduled jobs, the summary log is sent to the system administrator. For jobs initiated with
SMSG, the summary file is sent by default to the issuer of the SMSG command. The destination of the summary file can
be overridden by PRTDEST, which is both an installation default and a GLOBAL option. For information about PRTDEST,
see Destination of Output Files. For information about global options, see Global Options in the Command Reference.

The name of the summary file is the name of the backup (in this case SYSPACKS), and the filetype is SMmmddyy, with
mmddyy the date on which the job was run.

After each full-shop backup, make a hardcopy of the summary file so that the most recent version is easily accessible.
The summary file is important because it contains information crucial to restoring critical minidisks and volumes in case
there is no catalog available.

Recovering from Loss of System Data
Restoring a DASD volume or minidisk without VM involves the following tasks:

• IPLing HiDRO from the HiDRO IPL tape.
• Identify the tapes containing your VM packs. This information is in the printed summary file (SMmmddyy) or log file

(LGmmddyy).
• Identifying from the DISKMAP of your system the extents on a full pack containing any minidisks (not DASD volume)

you are restoring.
• Entering restore commands at the VM console.
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The procedure for recovering from loss of system data depends on whether you are recovering a volume or a minidisk.
The procedures are therefore described under two headings:

• Restoring a Critical System Volume
• Restoring a Critical System Minidisk

Restoring A Critical System Volume

Hardware errors may cause a system pack to become unavailable. A lost system volume means a lost operating system.
For this reason, you need to IPL HiDRO standalone so that HiDRO can restore the operating system for you. To IPL
HiDRO standalone, you need the following tapes:

• The HiDRO IPLable tape, which you created with SYBGENI. For more information, see Making Sure the IPLable Copy
of HiDRO is Current.

• The tape(s) from the special backup you performed of your system volume(s). These tapes are listed in the summary
file which was printed when either the >SYSPACKS job (home site tapes) or the VMIMAGE SYSTEM job (remote site
tapes) was run.

To restore a system volume, follow these steps:

1. Locate the tape(s) containing the backup of the system volume(s) that you lost. These tape(s) were created during the
special system volume backup that you performed beforehand, and listed in the printed summary files.

2. Mount the tape containing the HiDRO IPL image, which allows you to IPL the HiDRO product without an operating
system. This is known as running HiDRO in standalone mode.

3. IPL from the tape.
4. HiDRO will automatically sign onto the system console whose unit address was specified when you were running

SYBGENI. If the system console was not specified, depress the REQUEST or equivalent key, and HiDRO will
determine the address of the system console and sign on. The message SYB095I will then be displayed: 0 SYB095I
AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE:. If your Time-Of-Day (TOD) clock needs to be reset at any time, HiDRO will
prompt you for the information.

5. Enter the following command:
RESTORE UNIT tcuu TO UNIT dcuu (IVOL (volser1 volser2...) -

ITAP FSN fn

The hyphen (-) is used to continue the command. The command contains the following variables:
tcuu

The real unit address of the tape drive on which you intend to mount the tape(s) holding the special backup of a
system volume.

dcuu
The real unit address of the DASD unit to which the system volume is to be restored.

volser
The volsers (volser 1 volser2...) of the tapes containing the special backup of the system volume.

fn
The file number on the first tape whose volser is specified.

WARNING
You may specify as many volsers as necessary, but be sure to specify them in the order in which they
were used during the backup because HiDRO will prompt for the tapes in the exact order you specify.

6. If more than one DASD volume must be restored, issue a RESTORE command for each one.
7. When HiDRO has restored from all the tapes specified, type END to terminate HiDRO.
8. IPL the operating system.

After VM is up, check to see that the pack containing HiDRO is available. If not, you will have to recover HiDRO. For more
information, see Recovering from Loss of HiDRO Data.
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If HiDRO is available, use SYBLIST, the normal restore facility, to restore any system minidisks that might be out of date. If
the directory is out of date, regenerate it from your source directory.

If there are user minidisks on the system pack, use the SYBLIST Restore facility DASD Volume Restore function to
restore them. Be sure to use the EXCLUDE function to exclude full-pack minidisks and the HIDRO 191 and code
minidisks to avoid restoring these areas twice. For more information, see The Restore Facility.

Restoring a Critical System Minidisk

The procedure for restoring a system minidisk depends on the status of the system:

• If VM is up, log on a superuser user ID and use SYBLIST, the normal restore facility, to restore the minidisk.
• If VM will not come up without the minidisk, you can restore the pack containing the minidisk, as described in Restoring

A Critical System Volume.
• If you have a printed DISKMAP indicating the exact location of the minidisk, you can restore just the extents containing

the minidisk from the full pack backup of the pack containing the minidisk.

To restore the minidisk extents from the full pack backup, follow these steps:

1. Find the volser(s) of the tape(s) and the file number for the most recent backup of the full pack containing the lost
minidisk. The printed summary report from the SYSPACKS (home site tapes) or VMIMAGE SYSTEM (offsite tapes)
contains the list of tape volsers. The file number is usually one; however this information is also in the summary file.

2. Find the location of the minidisk on a printed DISKMAP of your system.
3. Mount the tape containing the HiDRO IPL image, which allows you to IPL the HiDRO product without an operating

system. This is running HiDRO in "standalone" mode. For more information, see Ensuring the IPLable COPY of
HiDRO is Current.

4. IPL from the tape.
5. HiDRO automatically signs on to the system console whose unit address was specified when you were running

SYBGENI. If the system console was not specified, depress the REQUEST or equivalent key, and HiDRO will
determine the address of the system console and sign on. The message SYB095I will then be displayed: 0 SYB095I
AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE. If your Time-Of-Day (TOD) clock needs to be reset, HiDRO prompts you for the
information.

6. Issue the following command:
RESTORE UNIT tcuu TO UNIT dcuu (OEXT CYL (bcyl ecyl) IVOL -

volser ITAP FSN fn

The hyphen (-) is a continuation character
This command contains the following variables:

tcuu
The real unit address of the tape drive on which you intend to mount the tape holding the backup of the minidisk.

dcuu
The real unit address of the disk to which the minidisk is to be restored.

bcyl
The cylinder address where the minidisk begins,

ecyl
The last cylinder that the minidisk occupies.

volser
The tape that holds the backup of the full pack containing the lost minidisk.

fn
The file sequence number of the backup on the tape. The file sequence number is usually one, but it can be
obtained from the printed summary file.
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NOTE
If your CP nucleus resides on an FBA pack, the OEXT option in the restore command above must be
modified to specify blocks rather than cylinders. For information about the OEXT option, see OEXTENTS
Option  (Restore operation) in the Command Reference.

7. When HiDRO has restored from the tape specified, type END to terminate HiDRO.
8. IPL the operating system.

Disk to Disk Incremental Backups
Contents 

Some installations decide to store their daily incremental backups on disk to cut down on tape usage and the operator
time needed to satisfy attach and mount requests. HiDRO is delivered with two files (DISKINCR EXEC and DISKINCR
CMDCTL) that allow you to make this change easily.

Procedure for Setting Up Disk to Disk Backups

To send your daily incremental backups to disk instead of to tape, follow the procedure described below. If you do not wish
to use the name DAILY for your daily incremental backups, substitute the name you are using wherever the name DAILY
appears in the procedure below.

1. Log on to the HIDRO server.
2. If the server is logged off, you must press Enter to access the main menu. If the server is being RECONNECTED, you

must:
a. Press Enter several times until the "Machine Running" screen appears.
b. Press PF3 to gain access to the main menu.

3. Enter the SYBGEN facility and make sure that the logical pool you use for daily incremental backups (DAILY) has
a retention period of seven days. The DAILY logical pool must be associated with a physical pool even though no
backups will be written to tape.

4. Define five permanent disks on the HIDRO server with the following numbers: 491, 492, 493, 494, and 495. Each disk
should be large enough to hold one daily incremental backup.

5. Log off the HIDRO server and log on the SYBMON server.
6. Copy the DISKINCR EXEC B as DAILY EXEC A. If you already have a DAILY EXEC, replace it.
7. Copy the DISKINCR CMDCTL B as DAILY CMDCTL A. If you already have a DAILY CMDCTL, replace it.
8. Copy the DISKINCR SFSCTL B as DAILY SFSCTL A. If you already have a DAILY SFSCTL, replace it.
9. If you have already set up a DAILY SELECT file for your daily incremental backups, you probably can use it without

change. If you do not have a DAILY SELECT file, copy the SYBSAMPL SELECT B file as DAILY SELECT A and set it
up according to the guidelines described in  Setting Up Select Files.

10. Schedule the DAILY backup as an event. For more information, see The Event Scheduler.
11. Log off the SYBMON server.

After you have completed this procedure, HiDRO uses the disks 491, 492, 493, 494, and 495 in turn to store DAILY
incremental backups. HiDRO formats each disk as it is used. 

Tape Management Exits
The HiDRO tape management facility manages tapes allocated to HiDRO use. However, many installations have a
systemwide tape management facility. To smoothly integrate HiDRO into such an environment, HiDRO provides an
interface in the form of exits that can automatically call an external program for various tape functions.

Overview of Tape Management Exits
HiDRO supports two languages for tape exits:
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•  REXX 
•  Assembler 

In general, REXX exits are more flexible and easier to write.

The TEXIT option activates a tape management exit.

Note that HiDRO provides REXX exits for the common tape managers: VM:Tape, Dynam/T, DFSMS, and CA 1. These
HiDRO-supplied exits are described in the section Tape Manager Interfaces.

To facilitate communication between assembler exits and the HiDRO virtual machines, HiDRO provides a communication
interface. If this interface is not used, the exit will be able to send messages but not receive them. Information about the
communication interface follows the description of assembler exits.

Specifying a TEXIT Function
Contents

Tape management exits are activated by the TEXIT option. TEXIT overrides the tape management system chosen during
installation.

Both global and local TEXIT options are provided. However, use the TEXIT global option instead of a TEXIT local option
whenever possible. The TEXIT local option is only supplied for compatibility with previous releases and is supported
for Assembler exits only. The TEXIT global option must be used for exits written in REXX, including all supplied tape
management exits. In addition, the global TEXIT option allows you to specify the processing option A (ATTACH), which
makes it unnecessary to pre-attach tapes when using a tape exit. For more information about the TEXIT option, see the
Command Reference Guide.

To tell HiDRO when the exit should be called and what functions it will then perform, specify TEXIT processing options
from the following table:

Processing option Function
A Attach and detach
M Mount and unload tapes
V Verify tape volumes
F Verify tape files
C TMC update after a CATalog CONdense
E Record permanent I/O Errors
X Written in REXX
I Call to identify message
S Startup and cleanup calls
R Reusable/Reentrant Exit

An R specifies that the exit is Reusable; that is, only one copy of the exit is to be loaded into memory, and that copy
should be used every time the exit is called. If this is the case, the exit must at least be serially reusable, initializing itself
each time it is called. If multitasking is to take place, the exit must also be reentrant, not modifying itself as it runs. The R
specification defaults when TEXIT is specified as a Global Option, in which case the exit must be reentrant.

NOTE
Because the TEXIT global option is likely to be used in a multitasking situation where it would be called from
different operations concurrently, exits written in Assembler should be serially reusable and reentrant. This
implies that the exit must not modify itself in any way and must not store data within its own area. All data areas
must be dynamically obtained through either a CMS DMSFREE or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.
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The following sections describe the TEXIT functions:

The Attach/Detach Function (ATTACH/DETACH for REXX)

If specified, the exit will be called each time that a tape drive unit must be attached or detached during HiDRO processing.

If sufficient tape drives to accomplish all tasks were attached before HiDRO was invoked, the exit will not be called to
attach more tape drives; however, the exit may be called to detach the drives upon completion of the job. In addition, once
HiDRO has reached MAXTAPE, or if the exit rejects an attach request, HiDRO will not call the exit again during that job.
HiDRO will interpret a return code of 16 as a rejection. HiDRO will cancel tasks requiring a tape drive only if no drives are
attached when a rejection occurs.

The Mount/Unload Function (MOUNT/UNLOAD for REXX)

The default for both Local and Global Options is TEXIT (exitname M) which indicates simply that the exit will be called
whenever a tape should be mounted or unloaded, and that each time another copy of the exit will be loaded into memory.
The exit will not be called to perform a mount if a tape is already mounted at the start of a task, although it will be called to
unload the tape at the end of the task, if required.

The Tape Volume Verification Function (VERVOLSER for REXX)

HiDRO may also be instructed to call the exit to verify the tape volume (Specification V) after it has itself performed
volume recognition. The exit will be called to perform this task once per volume.

Note: If HiDRO is to process a tape which is already mounted, but is not positioned to the first file, it will not call the TEXIT
to verify the volume. If the HiDRO automatic volume recognition rejects a tape, the TEXIT will not be called.

The Tape File Verification Function (VERFILE for REXX)

HiDRO may be instructed to call the exit to perform file verification (Specification F) each time that a tape file is opened
and closed. The exit will be called first to verify the Header labels, and again to verify the Trailer labels. HiDRO then
calls the exit and shows it the List, and the exit verifies the file labels. If a file is continued onto another tape volume, the
exit will again be called to verify the Header and Trailer labels on that volume. The exit will be able to identify the label’s
type -- and, in the case of a Trailer, determine whether the file is continued -- from standard label information. (If a file is
continued onto another volume, the exit will be called to verify the new tape volume if the V attribute is present.) This is
another excellent opportunity to interface with a cataloging routine.

The TMC Update Function (CATUPD for REXX)

When the HiDRO Tape Management Facility is in use, a CATalog CONdense operation will purge from the Catalog
all Backup records pertaining to expired Backup tapes. These expired tapes are then recycled back to the Tape Pool
Management Facility’s SCRATCH pool for eventual reuse. When this operation is performed, HiDRO creates a file called
SCRATCH LIST A1, containing a series of six-byte records -- each the volume serial number of an expired Backup tape.
The TEXIT may be used to call a tape management system to read this file by entering the function code C. The file
SCRATCH LIST A1 will be erased before every CATalog CONdense operation. The exit will not be called to read the file
until the CONdense and recycle operation has successfully concluded.

The I/O Error Recording Function (IOERROR for REXX)

HiDRO can be instructed to call the exit after a permanent tape I/O error is encountered. Word 4 of the Parameter List for
assembler exits or the IOERROR variable for REXX will contain the address of the Tape I/O Error Information Area. The
exit then records the information contained in this area as part of an Error Log.
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Writing Tape Management Exits in REXX
The REXX interface requires an exit written in REXX to handle tape related requests from HiDRO. REXX exits must have
the filetype EXEC and must reside on an accessible disk.

The exit is invoked by HiDRO for specific functions. These functions are indicated by the attributes of the exit, which are
provided to HiDRO along with the exit name.

The HiDRO global option TEXIT defines an exit and specifies the attributes. The following shows the format of the HiDRO
global option.

TEXIT (name attribute-letters)

Tape Management Functions
When the exit is invoked, it is passed a minimum of two token argument strings. The first token is the taskid, and the
second token is the function name. Additional tokens may follow.

Typically, the exit would use the following REXX statement to obtain the function name:

parse arg . func .

The functions listed below are those for which exits are most commonly called:

Function Purpose Attribute
ATTACH Attach a tape drive A
DETACH Detach a tape drive A
CATUPD Allows exit to catalog as free recycled

tapes. The list of recycled tapes is in the file
SCRATCH LIST.

C

IOERROR Record tape I/O errors. E
VERFILE Verify file label exit. F

IDENTIFY Obtains the taskID for a message. This
allows the exit to examine replies from
the tape manager before HiDRO and then
inform HiDRO of the task to which the reply
should be passed. HiDRO can currently
handle replies sent using the MSG or
SMSG facility.

I

MOUNT Mount a tape R/W or R/O M
UNLOAD Unload a tape M

CLEANUP Allows exit to perform startup initializations,
final cleanups, or run onetime routines.

S

INITIALIZE Allows exit to initialize itself. S
VERVOLSER Verify volser label exit. V

Exit is written in REXX X
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The Subcommand Environment
The subcommand environment is a special feature of the HiDRO REXX interface. The subcommand environment adds
considerable flexibility. It enables the exit to:

• Communicate with users
• Examine current settings for many HiDRO variables that could be relevant to the exit
• Change the values of certain variables
• Examine replies from users to associate them with the relevant task if not in the HiDRO standard format

The exit subcommand environment, "HIDRO", allows the exit to use the functions. The "address" command environment
allows the REXX exec to use all the subcommands by setting the REXX environment to "HIDRO". This is done with the
following command:

"ADDRESS HIDRO"

This environment is the default environment when the exec is first called.

If the exec uses a provided subcommand (for example, ‘SLEEP 10’), then the REXX exit constructs an extended PLIST
and passes control to the HiDRO-provided subcommand environment, which then processes the subcommand and takes
relevant actions.

Note: REXX exits are subject to the following constraints and recommendations:

• The subcommand interface does not currently support nested execs. In other words, only the called exit may use the
subcommand interface. If an exec invoked by the exit exec tries to use the HiDRO subcommand environment, it will
receive a return code of 32, or the nested exit may return information to the original exit.

• It is strongly recommended to use the "wait-for-a-reply" feature of the extended *MSG functions and the SLEEP
function rather than the CP SLEEP or CMS WAKEUP facility. The subcommand functions allow HiDRO to continue
with other tasks, whereas the CMS facility, CP facility, and drones of Broadcom products like VM:Tape do not. CP
SLEEP or CMS WAKEUP could add 60 minutes to a 60-tape job if HiDRO has to wait one minute for a mount request
to be satisfied.

• Generous use of the "PRINT" function is recommended. This eases tracking down of errors in the exit. All replies and
messages received by the exit for identification should be echoed, even if the exit decides to ignore the reply.

• The exit may be called in a special case to handle job cancellations and abends. All exits must be prepared to handle
this call, which appears to the exit as identical to the CMS immediate command HI (Halt Interpreter). To handle this
call, the exit must contain the instruction "signal on HALT" and a label "HALT:". Typically, the exit would at this point do
necessary cleanup and terminate. The following shows a fragment of suitable REXX code:

signal on HALT                   /* Catch interpreter halts */

HALT:

   'EXTRACT /UNIT'

   x = remid(UNIT.1)             /* Remove it from GLOBALS  */

     haltCmd = globals.tapemgr 'CANCEL' UNIT.1

     address command 'EXECIO * CP (SKIP STRING SMSG' haltCmd

     ret=rc

     if globals.debug='ON' then

        x = PRINTD('W',,'SMSG' haltCmd ';RC='ret)
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   EXIT(16)

• No communications functions can be used during an "IDENTIFY" call. This includes the HiDRO communications
subcommands (MSG, SMSGR, and so on) and any program that uses VMCF or IUCF (for example, drones of other
Broadcom products like VM:Tape).

• There are more attributes associated with the TEXIT command than are listed above. Most of these additional
attributes (for example, "R" to indicate serially reusable assembly exits) have no meaning for a REXX exit.

• On return, the exit is expected to set a return code. For all calls, the return codes have the meanings given below:

Code Meaning
0 Function performed successfully
4 Choose next tape (for MOUNT only)
8 Reserved (not used)
12 Reserved (not used)
16 Abnormal termination of task
24 Abnormal termination of jobstream

The Subcommands
The subcommands fall into the following major classes:

Utility Functions
Simplify writing the exit by providing functions, such as SMSGR and WAITR, that are not available in REXX or
functions that allow HiDRO to multitask while performing a function for the exit; for example, SLEEP.

Data Replacement
Allows the exit to replace some variables with new values (for example, DSNAME).

Data Extraction
Allows the exit to get values of various HiDRO variables; for example, operator id or pool information. HiDRO
uses the EXECCOMM and shared variable interfaces in REXX to return values to the calling EXEC.
When the subcommand processor finishes, it restores the REXX interpreter state and returns.

The following table lists the subcommands by group:

Group Subcommand Description
Utility MSG Send a message to the user.
 MSGNOH Send a message using CP MSGNOH

command.
 MSGNOHR Same as MSGNOH and then wait for reply.
 MSGR Send message to user and wait for reply.
 PRINT Print a message using the HiDRO facility.
 SLEEP Put exit on hold for specified time.
 SMSG Send a message using the CP SMSG

command.
 SMSGR Same as SMSG and then wait for a reply.
 TAPE Perform tape function (e.g., Rewind

UNload)
 WAITR Simply wait for reply.
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Replacement DSNAME Change the DSNAME. Same as REPLACE
DSNAME.

 MESSAGE Replace message with new one.
 MSGID Associate a message with a task.
 REPLACE Change the value of a HiDRO variable.
 SET Synonym for REPLACE
 VOLSER Change the VOLSER. Same as REPLACE

VOLSER.
Extraction EXTRACT Get values of HiDRO variables

Common return codes from the functions are described in the following table:

Return Code Description
1 Argument not valid in this call
2 Bad argument for REPLACE
3 Function not allowed for this call
5 Bad argument for EXTRACT, TAPE, REPLACE, or MESSAGE
6 Invalid time interval for SLEEP
17 Bad SUSPEND parameter (unit not valid)
18 Bad RESUME parameters (unit not valid)
32 Not called from the exit exec, or interface failed to locate

EXECCOMM interface to the calling exec

Utility Commands

Utility commands can be further divided into the following categories:

• Direct Tape Handling Functions
• Communication Functions
• General Utility Functions

Direct Tape Handling Subcommands (TAPE)

TAPE is the only direct tape handling subcommand. TAPE provides tape functions. The tape functions are valid only
during the MOUNT/UNLOAD function.

TAPE {SUSPEND | RESUME | RUN}

SUSPEND
Suspend any unit associated with this exit invocation.

RESUME
Resume a suspended unit associated with this exit invocation.

RUN
Rewind and unload a tape associated with this exit invocation.
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Communication Subcommands

These subcommands simplify communications with the tape manager and user IDs. Note that some of the functions
are analogous to the corresponding CP command. All the message functions expecting a reply are the preferred way
of sending requests that require responses. These functions allow HiDRO to multitask while communicating with other
machines, such as VM:Tape. You can also use drones of other Broadcom products, but not during an identify call.
Broadcom drones also do not allow multitasking.

Usage: All the subcommands are called as:

subcommand userid [arguments]

For example,

smsgr vmtape mount scratch 350 (label sl write unit 3490e

If a reply is expected and is received in time, then the special REXX variable RESULT has its value set to the reply. A
nonzero return code indicates a time out or other failure. The reply and the user ID sending the reply can also be obtained
using the EXTRACT subcommand to extract REPLY or MESSAGE.

SMSGR
Send a message via SMSG and get a reply.

SMSG
Send a message via SMSG with no reply.

MSG
Send a message via MSG with no reply.

MSGR
Send a message via MSG and get a reply.

MSGNOHR
Send a message via MSGNOH and get a reply.

MSGNOH
Send a message via MSGNOH with no reply.

WAITR
Simply wait for a reply

Additional return codes:

12 = Target user ID not logged on
16 = Target user ID not authorized to receive messages
20 = Reply timed out
24 = Diagnose X’08’ instruction failed.
28 = Unknown return code from CP.

General Utility Subcommands

The following general utility subcommands are provided to improve the functionality and reliability of the exit:

PRINT
Writes a message to the console, the user and/or the log as requested. Where the message is written depends on
the message class requested and on the setting for the CONCLASS and USERCLASS global variables. PRINT is
valid during all exit calls.
PRINT x message
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x
Specifies the message class. The allowed message classes are C, T, E, W, O, P, L, or I. For a description
of the message classes, see HiDRO Messages in the Message Reference.

message
Specifies the message to be printed out.

SLEEP
Puts a task on hold by HiDRO and wakes it up after a given amount of time. This is recommended over using the
CP SLEEP command. The subcommand allows other HiDRO tasks to continue, whereas the CP SLEEP function
puts the entire virtual machine on hold. SLEEP is valid during all exit calls.
SLEEP x

x
Specifies the number of seconds to sleep.

Replacement Commands

Replacement functions examine and change HiDRO variables.

SET
Synonym for REPLACE.

REPLACE
Replaces the value of certain allowed variables with the user supplied value.
[REPLACE] variable [argument]

The following are the variables supported for replacement:

• DSNAME
• VOLSER
• MSGID
• MESSAGE

Note: The replacement can be done by using the variable name as the subcommand directly, omitting the
keyword REPLACE.

VOLSER
Set a new VOLSER name. VOLSER is valid only during verify volume exit call for output tapes.

MSGID
Associate a message with a task ID. This is valid during the IDENTIFY call only. The valid taskid values are:

Valid Values Description
0 or positive The task id
-1 Ignore this message (HiDRO will discard it).
Other negative Exit did not recognize this message. Parse it as a regular HiDRO

command.

MESSAGE
Replace the message to be identified with a new one. This is valid for the IDENTIFY call only. The replacement
text may not exceed 112 characters.

DSNAME
Change the DSNAME. This is valid during verify volume and verify files calls for output tapes. The replacement
DSNAME may not exceed 44 characters.
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Extraction Commands

The only extraction command is EXTRACT. It has the following format:

EXTRACT /variable1/variable2 ...

The ‘/’ is optional; the names may be separated instead by blanks. More than one variable may be extracted. Due to
storage considerations, more than eight variables should not be extracted The following example EXTRACT subcommand
extracts the variables UNIT and COMMAND:

extract /unit/command

The EXTRACT command extracts the values of various variables and gives them to the caller EXEC. The variables
whose settings can be "extracted" are:

COMMAND 

DSNAME 

FSN 

IOERROR 

JOBSTAT 

LABELS 

MESSAGE

OLDDSN 

OPERATOR 

REPLY 

TAPESTAT 

TASKSTAT 

UNIT 

VOLSER

Details of these variables are given below:

COMMAND
EXTRACT the HiDRO operation being performed. EXTRACT is valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT,
UNLOAD, CATUPD, VERVOLSER, VERFILE and IOERROR calls.
COMMAND.0 = 1 

COMMAND.1 = The operation associated with the task.

Valid operations are:

Operation Description
BACKUP Backup of user tape
RESTORE Restore of backed-up data
CATUPD Catalog update
VERIFY Verification of backup image
COPY Copy
DUPLICATE Duplication

DSNAME
EXTRACT the dataset name. Valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT UNLOAD, CATUPD, VERVOLSER,
VERFILE and IOERROR calls.
DSNAME.0 = 1 
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DSNAME.1 = Dataset name used by HiDRO.

FSN
EXTRACT the File Sequence Number. Valid during VERFILE and IOERROR calls.
FSN.0 = 1 

FSN.1 = File Sequence Number

IOERROR
EXTRACT the I/O error information. Valid during IOERROR call.
IOERROR.0 = 3 

IOERROR.1 = ECB (Relevant to Broadcom Support) 

IOERROR.2 = Channel Status Word (CSW) for I/O operation 

IOERROR.3 = Sense

JOBSTAT
EXTRACT the JOB information. Valid for all calls.
JOBSTAT.0 = 3 

JOBSTAT.1 = Disconnected userid, or VM userid if local operation 

JOBSTAT.2 = Logical pool name 

JOBSTAT.3 = Physical pool name

LABELS
EXTRACT the labels. Valid for VERFILE and VERVOLSER calls only. The VOL1 label is received during
VERVOLSER calls.
LABELS.0 = 2 / 1 

LABELS.1 = 80 byte HDR1 / EOF1 / EOV1 label / VOL1 label 

LABELS.2 = 80 byte HDR2 / EOF2 / EOV2 label

MESSAGE
EXTRACT the message to be identified. Valid for the IDENTIFY call at all times. Valid for other functions if a
communication function, such as SMSGR, was used and received a reply.
MESSAGE.0 = 2 

MESSAGE.1 = Userid message received from (usually the tape mgr). 

MESSAGE.2 = Text of the message.

OLDDSN
EXTRACT the current DSNAME. Valid for VERVOLSER call only.
OLDDSN.0 = 1 

OLDDSN.1 = Dataset name on currently mounted tape.

OPERATOR
EXTRACT the OPERATOR userid. Valid for all calls.
OPERATOR.0 = 1 

OPERATOR.1 = The operator user id.

REPLY
Synonym for MESSAGE. See MESSAGE.

TAPESTAT
EXTRACT the tape status information. Valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT, UNLOAD, VERVOLSER,
VERFILE, and IOERROR calls.
TAPESTAT.0 = 3 

TAPESTAT.1 = R/W or R/O 

TAPESTAT.2 = Tape label type. 

           Possible values are: 

             ????   Tape label type unknown 

             CMS    CMS labels 
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             SUL    Standard user labels 

             BLP    Bypass label processing 

             NSL    Non-standard labels 

             NL     No labels 

             SL     Standard labels

TAPESTAT.3 = Tape expiration date (Julian date format) 

TAPESTAT.4 = XF: drive with IDRC; NOXF: drive without IDRC

TASKSTAT
EXTRACT the current task ID. Valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT, UNLOAD, CATUPD, VERVOLSER,
VERFILE, and IOERROR calls.
TASKSTAT.0 = 4 

TASKSTAT.1 = Task ID 

TASKSTAT.2 = Data owner userid 

TASKSTAT.3 = Data unit 

TASKSTAT.4 = Logical pool associated with the task.

UNIT
EXTRACT the current unit number. Valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT, UNLOAD, VERVOLSER, VERFILE
and IOERROR calls.
UNIT.0 = 4 

UNIT.1 = Virtual unit number 

UNIT.2 = Real unit number (if available) 

UNIT.3 = Drive type. Possible values are: 

         ???? Unknown drive 

         3480 

         3490 

         3590

UNIT.4 = Drive density (max). Possible values are: 

         ???????? Unknown density 

            38000 

           128TRK

VOLSER
EXTRACT the VOLSER information. Valid during ATTACH, DETACH, MOUNT, UNLOAD, CATUPD,
VERVOLSER, VERFILE, and IOERROR calls.
VOLSER.0 =  1 

VOLSER.1 =  Tape volume serial label (6-character volser, 

            SCRATCH or blanks)

Writing Tape Management Exits in Assembler
All exits must reside on an accessible disk as TEXT files or as members of a TXTLIB.

The Tape Management Exit may be specified as a parameter of either a global or local option. Both options are called
TEXIT. If a TEXIT is specified using the global option, the local option will be ignored. The TEXIT may be used to
mount and unload tapes, to verify tape volumes and files, to record permanent I/O errors, and to interface with a tape
management system.

Register Conventions
HiDRO employs certain conventions for each of the user exits. Registers 1, 13, 14 and 15 contain the following
information upon entry to the exit:
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Register 1
Address of a parameter list (starting on a full word boundary (See The Parameter List.)

Register 13
Address of a 20-word save area.

Register 14
Return address (location in the HiDRO program to which control returns after the exit routine is finished).

Register 15
Entry address of the exit routine.

The Parameter List
HiDRO communicates with exit routines by means of a Parameter List. The format of a tape exit parameter list is shown in
the following table:

 BYTE 1  BYTE 2  BYTE 3  BYTE 4 
 Word 1  Exit return code (filled in by user exit routine)
 Word 2  Address of 6-byte volume serial number
 Word 3 Flag RESERVED Unit number
 Word 4  Address of verify file, tape, or I/O error information
 Word 5  Address of user exit communication interface (UXCI) routine
 Word 6  Message id (in binary)
 Word 7  Originating user ID of job
 Word 8  Originating user ID of job
 Word 9  Address of tape dataset name
 Word 10  Reserved
 Word 11  User word (saved across calls)
 Word 12  Extended function code 

The HiDRO file TXIPLST MACRO contains a DSECT named TXIPLST, which maps the parameter list.

Use of the Parameter List is discussed below under Using Assembler Tape Management Exits (TEXIT Functions).

If "E" has been specified for the TEXIT global option or as a local option for a HiDRO operation, the following Tape I/O
Error Information will be used by a Tape Management Exit. "E" stipulates the recording of permanent I/O errors.

The following table describes the function codes (Word 12):

 Code  Meaning 
0 Attach R/W
1 Attach R/W
2 Detach unit
3 Mount tape R/O
4 Mount tape R/W
5 Unload tape
6 Verify input file
7 Verify input volser
8 Record I/O error data on input
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9 Catalog update function
10 Exit should identify message
11 Initialization exit
12 Cleanup exit
13 Verify output file
14 Verify output volser
15 Record I/O error data on output

The following table describes the tape I/O information area:

 BYTE 1  BYTE 2  BYTE 3  BYTE 4 
0 ECBCC  RESERVED
4
8

 Channel Status Word

12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

 32 bytes
of sense information

44 RESERVED  Real unit address

Exit Return Codes
Upon return to HiDRO from the exit routine, the first word of the Parameter List must contain a valid return code indicating
the action of the exit routine.

Code Meaning
0 Function performed successfully
4 Choose next tape (during MOUNT only)
8 Reserved (not used)
12 Reserved (not used)
16 Abnormal termination of task
24 Abnormal termination of jobstream

Using Assembler Tape Management Exits (TEXIT Functions)
Tape management exits may be used as an interface to tape management software used in your shop, and will perform
such functions as:
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• Attaching and detaching drives
• Mounting and unloading tapes
• Verifying tape volumes
• Verifying tape files
• Updating any TMC after expired tapes in HiDRO’s Tape Pool Management Facility are recycled
• Recording permanent I/O errors
• Startup and end of initialization calls.

The TEXIT Parameter List

When the TEXIT is called, Register 1 points to a 12-word Parameter List passed to the exit.

Word 1 of the Parameter List must be filled with an appropriate Return Code by the exit before it returns control to the
HiDRO program.

Word 2 of the Parameter List will contain the address of the volser of the tape to be processed. If one or more volsers
were specified as input or output in the HiDRO operation command, HiDRO will place the address of the appropriate
volser in Word 2. If a scratch tape was specified as output, HiDRO will show the exit a blank volser. (A scratch tape may
not be specified as input.)

If a standard labeled tape is then used, HiDRO will place the address of the volser of the mounted tape in Word 2 after
reading the tape labels. That volser may then be shown to the TEXIT during the unload call. If a scratch tape is specified,
but a non-labeled tape is mounted, the TEXIT may label the tape by placing a volser at the address provided in Word 2
before returning control to HiDRO. (The TEXIT should not cause the tape to move from its current position.)

The TEXIT should be constructed so as to use whatever volser or unit number is provided in performing its functions.

Word 3 of the Parameter List contains a Flag Byte (now obsolete), a reserved byte, and the two-byte unit number of the
tape drive to be used by the exit. HiDRO will place in this position the unit number of either a tape drive specified in the
HIDRO command, or, if none is specified, of an available drive.

Word 4 of the Parameter List contains error information or the address of a label area used during Verify functions (see
below).

Word 5 contains the address of the User-Exit Communication Interface routine, placed in the parameter list by HiDRO.

Word 6 contains a messageid number in binary. This messageid is the Task Id number which HiDRO assigned to the
task under which the exit is running. HiDRO assigns this messageid number to all messages sent by the exit during this
invocation of the exit, no matter how many times the exit calls the interface routine. Replies to these messages must
contain this messageid number, so that HiDRO can identify them and pass them to the interface routine (see Message
and Reply Format). This means that each message/reply task must be concluded before another can be initiated, for
HiDRO will have no way to distinguish among replies having the same messageid.

Words 7 and 8 contain the originating user ID for the job.

Word 9 contains the address of the dataset name available during Volume Verify, File Verify, and I/O error recording. The
dataset name is allowed to change during volume verification calls. The first 2 bytes of the dataset name contain the
length in binary of the dataset name. The maximum length is 17 bytes.

Word 10 is reserved.

Word 11 contains the Userword saved across calls.

Word 12 contains the extended function code, which specifies the function to perform. See the table of function codes
in The Parameter List.
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The Communication Interface for Assembler Exits
Contents

The HiDRO User-Exit Communication Interface (UXCI) is a subroutine which allows a user-written assembler exit to
communicate with other virtual machines by sending and receiving messages via CP message commands.

If this interface is not used, the exit will be able to send messages but not receive them.

How the Interface Works

The communication interface routine UXCI may be called by any exit.

The address of the interface routine is provided in the eight-word parameter list that HiDRO passes to every exit it calls.
This parameter list also contains a messageid number which HiDRO uses to identify replies received by the exit during
this call.

The user exit must create and pass to the interface an eight-word parameter list providing information identifying the
message destination and an area reserved for a reply (if desired). This parameter list also contains a function code
indicating the message type (MSG, MSGNOH, or SMSG) and whether a reply is expected.

When its function is completed, the interface routine returns control to the exit program, and places a return code
indicating the task status in register 15 (not the return code destination used by the exit itself). If a reply was received, the
userid of the sender will be in registers 7 and 8.

The interface routine will send only one message per call.

In addition to parameter lists, the interface routine uses certain register conventions, function codes, and return codes.
Each of these requirements is discussed in the following sections.

The Eight-Word Parameter List

The user-written exit must create an eight-word parameter list to pass to the interface routine. The format of this list, which
must be located in a full word boundary, is shown below:

BYTE 1 BYTE 2 BYTE 3 BYTE 4

Word 1

Word 2

Target user ID of the virtual machine authorized
to send and receive messages

Word 3 Address of message text

Word 4 Function code UNUSED Message text length

Word 5 Address of reserved reply area

Word 6 Length of reserved reply area

Word 7

Word 8

Originating user ID of reply

Words 1 and 2 of the parameter list must contain the user ID of the virtual machine authorized to receive and respond to
the message. HiDRO will not accept replies from any user ID other than this.

Word 3 must contain the address of the message text to be sent; the third and fourth bytes of Word 4 must contain its
length. The length of the message should not exceed 130 bytes. If it is longer, it will be truncated.

The first byte of Word 4 should contain a valid function code, describing the function to be performed by the interface
routine. (See "Interface Routine Function Codes," below, for a description of the possible functions and their codes.)

Word 5 should contain the address of an area reserved for a reply to the message (if desired).
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Word 6 should contain the length of the area reserved for a reply. The reply shown to the user exit will be limited to this
specified length, which must not exceed 130 bytes. Longer replies will be truncated.

Words 7 and 8 contain the user ID from which any replies originated.

HiDRO provides the file UXCIPLST MACRO, which includes a DSECT named UXCIPLST that maps the parameter list.

Interface Routine Function Codes

The User-Exit Communication Interface will perform the functions listed in the following table. The interface routine is
instructed to perform the desired function by placing the appropriate function code in the first byte of Word 4 of the eight-
word parameter list created by the user-written exit.

Code Function

X’40’ Send MSG

X’20’ Send MSGNOH

X’10’ Send SMSG

X’C0’ Send MSG and reply requested

X’A0’ Send MSGNOH and reply requested

X’90’ Send SMSG and reply requested

As indicated by this table, the interface routine may be called simply to send a message, or to send a message and
receive a reply.

Interface Routine Register Conventions

Before calling the interface routine to send a message, the user-written exit must insert specific information into registers
1, 14, and 15. All registers are saved and restored by the UXCI interface.

Register 1
must contain the address of the eight-word parameter list created by the exit to be passed to the interface routine.

Register 14
must contain the address of the location in the exit program to which control returns after execution of the
interface routine.

Register 15
must contain the entry address of the interface routine. This address is found in Word 5 of the eight-word
parameter list created by HiDRO and passed to the user-written exit when called.

Message and Reply Format

The text of messages sent by the interface may take any format; however, if a reply is requested, the message must
inform the recipient of the messageid number to be used in the reply. This number, as stated previously, is found (in
binary) in Word 6 of the ten-word parameter list passed to the exit by HiDRO.

Replies must take one of the following forms:

REPLY messageid# replytext

or

messageid# replytext
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As discussed in The Eight-Word Exit Parameter List, messages and replies are limited to the length of the area reserved
for them, and may not in any case exceed 130 bytes. Longer messages and replies will be truncated.

Interface Routine Return Codes

Upon returning control to the exit program the interface routine will place a return code in register 15 indicating the status
of the requested function. The return codes are summarized in the following table:

Code Meaning

0 Function performed successfully

4 Register 13 corrupted

8 Invalid function code provided

12 Target userid not logged on

16 Target userid not authorized to receive messages

20 Reply exceeded HiDRO’s WAITTIME/REPEAT limit

24 DIAGNOSE instruction failed - no message issued

28 Unknown return code received from CP - no message issued

If the interface routine returns the code 28 to register 15, indicating an unknown return code, it will place the unknown
code in the first word of the eight-word parameter list which HiDRO passes to the exit. It is up to the exit program to
interpret the code and take appropriate action.

HiDRO Reserved Words
When writing utilities, avoid using the names of HiDRO utilities supplied by VM:Backup HiDRO. Below is a current list of
those names:

BKUP REFRESH SYBGETFX SYBSEQ
CATGEN RELSE SYBGIPL SYBSHELL
CATRPT SCHEDULR SYBIPL SYBSTK
CONDENSE SFSGEN SYBIPLT SYBTRAP
DEBUGOFF SORTCAT SYBIUCV SYBUCC
DEBUGON SPAN SYBJOB SYBUPDT
DISKINCR HIDRO SYBKDEF SYBUTRAP
DRESTORE SYBACT SYBLEVEL SYBVMTAP
FNPURGE SYBATTX SYBLINK SYBXEDIT
FORMATQ SYBCAM SYBLIST SYBZAP
GENZAP SYBCAT SYBOPER SYBZPLUS
HOLD SYBDATE SYBPLAN TAIL
INCRGEN SYBDEF SYBPLS TAPEQ
INSTALL SYBDEFLT SYBQMGR TAPERPT
IOELOG SYBDIREX SYBRAM TMSGEN
IPLBASE SYBDYNAM SYBREXX USRGEN
MAPM SYBEPIC SYBRQST VERGEN
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POOLCHK SYBFSB SYBSAMPL VMIMAGE
PRTLOG SYBGEN SYBSCM  
RECYCLE SYBGENI SYBSCR  
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Operators
 

This section of the documentation is written for HiDRO operators, and explains information relevant to the day-to-day
operation of HiDRO. This documentation assumes operators have experience with VM and CMS systems.

The Role of the Operator

When HiDRO is being used in a shop, the operator will be called upon to perform such activities as:

• Attaching tape drives
• Mounting tapes
• Responding to HiDRO prompts and messages
• Displaying the status of HiDRO jobs as they are queued for execution
• Postponing and cancelling HiDRO jobs because system resources are not presently available 
• Helping to restore information that has been lost because of a system crash
• Performing backups of the entire shop’s data

The Operator Guide section explains how to perform each of these tasks.

The Operator as HiDRO User

Those tasks outlined above are essential operator activities in most shops where HiDRO is being used.

In addition, the operator may be designated as a HiDRO privileged user. This means that the operator might be
responsible for restoring user data.

The Automated Event Scheduler

HiDRO contains a facility that allows automatic execution of predefined, regularly-scheduled HiDRO operations (e.g., shop
wide backups). When this facility is in use, the operator is not actively involved in initiating shop wide backups.

Virtual Units and Real Units

HiDRO recognizes tape drives by their virtual unit number. For SCRATCH tapes for BACKUP requests, HiDRO typically
requests tape units to be attached beginning with the virtual unit specified by your HiDRO Administrator. The default
virtual unit is 350, but any virtual unit is acceptable. For RESTORE requests, usually generated by SYBLIST, HiDRO
typically requests tape units to be attached beginning with virtual unit 180. This behavior is due to the SYBLIST-generated
RESTORE request using the TAPn operand. For more information, see Input from Tape (Restore operation)Input from
Disk (Restore operation).

HiDRO Tasks and Jobs

HiDRO users may submit commands to HiDRO as individual tasks or as multitask jobs. A HiDRO task refers to
only one command that has been submitted to HiDRO by a particular user. A HiDRO job consists of more than one
command. These commands are submitted in the form of a command file.

Correcting Errors

The complete list of messages generated by HiDRO is contained in the Messages guide. You can consult that document
to determine the meaning of each message and to obtain guidance concerning corrective actions.
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HiDRO also provides an online message HELP facility to further clarify problems. To use this facility, type HELP, followed
by the six-character message number. For example, to get HELP for the message MON199, you would enter:

help mon199

Message ids from the HIDRO module (prefix SYB) are longer than six characters, but you should enter the six-character
form for HELP. For example, to get HELP for the message SYBTPL062O, enter:

help syb062

Omit TPL, which is a source designation useful for Broadcom Support, and omit the suffix O, which indicates an operator
message.

You can use the CMS HELP facility to obtain online information about system messages.

The Event Scheduler and the Job Queue
The HiDRO Event Scheduler Facility automates the performance of regularly scheduled backup operations.

The operator is prompted to attach a tape drive and mount tapes as needed for each shop-wide backup operation.

If this facility has been set up and activated, you do not have to initiate any backups manually. The Event Scheduler will
automatically initiate backups at their designated times, sending the appropriate commands to the disconnected HIDRO
server.

Interacting with the Event Scheduler Facility
You can change or query the current day’s schedule of backup events by issuing certain commands, called Monitor
commands. These commands are sent to the SYBMON monitor server through the SMSG facility. The format for sending
Monitor commands is as follows:

SMSG SYBMON command-specification

All Monitor command specifications start with a dollar sign ($).

NOTE
The above command format assumes that the user ID of the disconnected Monitor server has not been changed
from SYBMON. If this user ID has been changed at your shop, substitute the new name in place of SYBMON in
the command.

Obtaining Information about the Schedule of Events ($QS)
The QUERY SCHEDULE Monitor command will send you today’s schedule of HiDRO events (including backups) as a
series of one-line messages. Each message will show an event which has run, or will run today.

A QUERY SCHEDULE Monitor command is shown below:

SMSG SYBMON $QS 

Below is an example of the response from the QUERY SCHEDULE Monitor command:

SYBMON:

CONDENSE  08/06/14 06:00:00 06:00:00 RC=0

FORMATQ   08/06/14 07:00:00 07:00:35 RC=0

HOLD      08/06/14 09:00:00 09:00:11 RC=0
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RELSE     08/06/14 19:00:00 ,

DAILY     08/06/14 18:31:00 ,

SYBMON: MON199 Request completed.

For each event, the following items of information will be displayed:

• The event name
• The date and time the event was scheduled to run

If the event has not yet run, the line will end with a comma. If the event has run, the display will include:

• The time the event actually ran
• A return code, indicating whether the event ran successfully

The example above shows that the CONDENSE event ran successfully at 6 AM on August 6th. The FORMATQ event ran
successfully at 7:00 AM. The user job queue was then put on HOLD at 9:00 AM, and will not be RELEASED until 7:00
PM. The DAILY Incremental backup is scheduled to run at 6:31 PM.

Deleting an Event ($DE)
The DELETE EVENT ($DE) command deletes a scheduled event from the schedule of the current day only.

SMSG SYBMON $DE eventid [AT hh:mm:ss]

eventid
Specifies the event to be deleted.

AT hh:mm:ss
Deletes the event if it is scheduled AT the specified time. If the event is not scheduled for the specified time, a
message is issued, and the schedule is not affected.
If no AT time is specified, the command deletes the event for the current day regardless of the time it was
scheduled. If the event has already run, there is no effect on the schedule.

Rescheduling an Event ($RE)
The RESCHEDULE EVENT ($RE) command reschedules an event that is scheduled for the current day if the event has
not yet been executed.

SMSG SYBMON $RE eventid [AT hh:mm:ss] TO hh:mm:ss

eventid
Specifies the event to be rescheduled.

AT hh:mm:ss
Reschedules the event if it is scheduled AT the specified time. If the event is not scheduled for the specified time,
a message is issued, and the schedule is not affected.
If no AT time is specified, the command reschedules the event regardless of the time it was scheduled.
Note: The AT hh:mm:ss operand is useful if an event is scheduled to run more than once during the day.

TO hh:mm:ss
Specifies the new time at which the event will be scheduled.
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If the new time has already passed on the current date, the event executes immediately. However, if the grace period is
exceeded, the event does not run. The grace period is set in the GRACE PERIOD system default option and is normally
24 hours.

Querying Job Status ($QJ)
To query the status of jobs, use the QUERY JOBS ($QJ) command.

SMSG SYBMON $QJ [userid | *]

userid
All jobs belonging to this user ID are queried.
If no user ID is specified or the standard wildcard symbol * is used, all jobs belonging to all users are queried.

Example:

The command below displays all jobs that have been currently submitted by all users.

smsg sybmon $qj *

The reply you receive from this command would look like this:

SYBMON: 
MON142      JOB00092 SYBRES SYSIN MAINT    08/14/13 12:90:45 ACTIVE
MON142 0001 JOB00093 SYBRES SYSIN SALES    08/14/13 12:30:04 HOLD
MON142 0002 JOB00094 COPY   SYSIN ACCOUNTS 08/14/13 13:31:23
SYBMON:MON199 Request Completed

The reply lists the following:

• Message number
• Queue position for all jobs that are not active
• Job number
• Command filename and filetype
• Submitting user ID
• Date and time queued
• Status (no status means that the job is waiting to execute.)

NOTE
The QUERY JOB command is useful for retrieving job numbers for use with other commands. Use the job
number without the JOB prefix when referring to a specific job.
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Holding the Job Queue ($HQ)
The HOLD QUEUE ($HQ) command holds the entire HiDRO job queue until you release it with the Release Queue ($RQ)
command or a RELSE event. This is the format of the command:

SMSG SYBMON $HQ

While the queue is being held, you can release specific jobs with the RELEASE JOB ($RJ) command.

The job queue can also be held by scheduling the HOLD event.

Releasing the User Job Queue ($RQ)
The RELEASE QUEUE ($RQ) Monitor command will release all of the user jobs in the Job Queue. RELEASE QUEUE
has the following format:

SMSG SYBMON $RQ

Releasing a Specific User Job ($RJ)
The RELEASE JOB ($RJ) command releases a specific job if the rest of the queue is being held. This is the format of the
command:

SMSG SYBMON $RJ nnnnn

nnnnn
Specifies the job number. Obtain this number by issuing the QUERY JOB ($QJ) command. Only the numeric part
of the job number is required. Omit the prefix JOB.

HiDRO Server Control
Server commands allow you to control a HiDRO server when it is available for work and no job is active. These
commands cannot be issued to the HIDRO server when a backup or restore is in progress. The server commands are
described in this section.

Issue commands to the various HiDRO servers by prefixing them with the SMSG command token followed by the user ID
of the HiDRO server. Use the following format:

SMSG userid command_text

Server Commands
Server commands allow you to control a HiDRO service virtual machine when it is available for work and no job (backup,
restore, catalog browse) is active. In all cases, a server ID must be included in the command. This server ID may be the
user ID of any HiDRO server if that server is logged on.
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Asking for Help With Server Commands
The $HELP command allows you to ask for information about one or more of the server commands. The format of the
command is:

SMSG userid {$HELP | HELP | ?} [keyword | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO service machine for whose commands you want help.

keyword
If you specify a keyword, HiDRO displays all the machine commands that are related to that keyword. For
example, if you specify "job," all the commands related to HiDRO jobs are displayed.
To see a list of all the commands on the specified machine, omit the keyword.

Example:

Entering the following command would display a list of commands available on the SYBMON machine:

smsg sybmon ?

Starting HiDRO Servers with AUTOLOG
If you have Class B privileges on your user ID, you can use the CP AUTOLOG command to start all HiDRO servers with
one command. The format of this command is:

AUTOLOG userid password ALL [FOR userid]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server you want to start.

password
Specifies the password for the server.

FOR userid
Specifies the user ID that is to receive verification of the startup(s).

When this command is given, the specified server is logged on, and then it logs on the other servers.

Starting HiDRO Servers From a Logged On HiDRO Server
To check for a running server or start other servers from that server, use the $LOGON command. The format of the
command is:

SMSG userid {$LOGIN | $LOGON} [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server.

* | ALL
Instructs the specified server to start the other HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you are only told
whether the specified server is started.
Note: You can start servers only from servers that are already started.
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Reloading HiDRO Default Settings
To reinitialize the settings of the system default options on one or all HiDRO servers, use the $REFRESH command. The
format of the command is:

SMSG userid $REFresh [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server on which you want to reinitialize default settings.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to reinitialize the system default options on all HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you
reinitialize the system default options on only the specified server.

Previewing Tapes
To display the volsers to be used in backup and restore jobs, use the $TAPE command.

SMSG SYBMON $TAPE {PREVIEW pool | JOBQ} [RDR]

PREVIEW pool
Displays the volsers of the tapes that HiDRO will request next from the logical tape pool (pool). The number of
volsers that can be displayed is limited only by available memory.

RDR
Sends a file containing the volsers to your reader instead of displaying them. The reader file is named HIDRO
TAPE.

JOBQ
Displays the volsers of the tapes that HiDRO will request for all the restore jobs that are currently in the job queue.

Event Scheduler Commands
Privileged users (the system administrator, a superuser, or the operator) may query or change the current day’s schedule
with special commands. These commands are sent to the monitor machine via the SMSG facility.

Normally, the monitor machine has the user ID SYBMON. If you have changed this user ID at installation, substitute it in
the commands that follow.

Querying the Schedule

The QUERY SCHEDULE ($QS) command sends the schedule for the current day to you as a series of one-line
messages. The messages show each event that was run, or will run, today along with its status.

This is the format of the command:

SMSG SYBMON $QS

Deleting an Event

The DELETE EVENT ($DE) command deletes a scheduled event from the schedule of the current day only.

SMSG SYBMON $DE eventid [AT hh:mm:ss]
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eventid
Specifies the event to be deleted.

AT hh:mm:ss
Deletes the event if it is scheduled AT the specified time. If the event is not scheduled for the specified time, a
message is issued, and the schedule is not affected.
If no AT time is specified, the command deletes the event for the current day regardless of the time it was
scheduled. If the event has already run, there is no effect on the schedule.

Rescheduling an Event

The RESCHEDULE EVENT ($RE) command reschedules an event that is scheduled for the current day if the event has
not yet been executed.

SMSG SYBMON $RE eventid [AT hh:mm:ss] TO hh:mm:ss

eventid
Specifies the event to be rescheduled.

AT hh:mm:ss
Reschedules the event if it is scheduled AT the specified time. If the event is not scheduled for the specified time,
a message is issued, and the schedule is not affected.
If no AT time is specified, the command reschedules the event regardless of the time it was scheduled.
Note: The AT hh:mm:ss operand is useful if an event is scheduled to run more than once during the day.

TO hh:mm:ss
Specifies the new time at which the event will be scheduled.

If the new time has already passed on the current date, the event executes immediately. However, if the grace period is
exceeded, the event does not run. The grace period is set in the GRACE PERIOD system default option and is normally
24 hours.

Job Queue Commands
Privileged users (the system administrator, a superuser, or the operator) may use special monitor machine commands to
query and control the HiDRO job queue at any time.

This section discusses Job querying commands to find job status, delete jobs, holding job queues, and releasing jobs.

Querying Job Status
To query the status of jobs, use the QUERY JOBS ($QJ) command.

SMSG SYBMON $QJ [userid | *]

userid
All jobs belonging to this user ID are queried.
If no user ID is specified or the standard wildcard symbol * is used, all jobs belonging to all users are queried.

Example:

The command below displays all jobs that have been currently submitted by all users.
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smsg sybmon $qj *

The reply you receive from this command would look like this:

SYBMON: 
MON142      JOB00092 SYBRES SYSIN MAINT    08/14/13 12:90:45 ACTIVE
MON142 0001 JOB00093 SYBRES SYSIN SALES    08/14/13 12:30:04 HOLD
MON142 0002 JOB00094 COPY   SYSIN ACCOUNTS 08/14/13 13:31:23
SYBMON:MON199 Request Completed

The reply lists the following:

• Message number
• Queue position for all jobs that are not active
• Job number
• Command filename and filetype
• Submitting user ID
• Date and time queued
• Status (no status means that the job is waiting to execute.)

NOTE
The QUERY JOB command is useful for retrieving job numbers for use with other commands. Use the job
number without the JOB prefix when referring to a specific job.

 

 

Deleting Jobs
The DELETE JOB ($DJ) command deletes either a specific job (identified by job number) or all jobs currently on the
queue.

SMSG SYBMON $DJ [nnnnn | *]

nnnnn
Specifies a job number. Obtain this number by issuing the  $QJ command. Only the numeric part of the job
number is required. Omit the prefix JOB.

If no job number is specified or the * wildcard is used, all current jobs are deleted.

Holding the HiDRO Job Queue
The HOLD QUEUE ($HQ) command holds the entire HiDRO job queue until you release it with the Release Queue ($RQ)
command or a RELSE event. This is the format of the command:

SMSG SYBMON $HQ
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While the queue is being held, you can release specific jobs with the RELEASE JOB ($RJ) command.

The job queue can also be held by scheduling the HOLD event.

Releasing a Specific Job
The RELEASE JOB ($RJ) command releases a specific job if the rest of the queue is being held. This is the format of the
command:

SMSG SYBMON $RJ nnnnn

nnnnn
Specifies the job number. Obtain this number by issuing the QUERY JOB ($QJ) command. Only the numeric part
of the job number is required. Omit the prefix JOB.

Releasing the HiDRO Job Queue
The RELEASE QUEUE ($RQ) command releases the entire HiDRO job queue. This is the format of the command:

SMSG SYBMON $RQ

The job queue can also be released by scheduling the RELSE event.

Immediate Commands for HiDRO Servers
The immediate commands allow you to control HiDRO when a job is active on the HIDRO machine.

Canceling Active Tasks
To cancel one or more tasks, use the CANCEL command. The format of the command is:

SMSG HIDRO CANcel {n | ALL} [PURGE] [DUMP]

n | ALL
To cancel one currently-active task, specify its task id number (n). To find the task id number, issue the QUERY
ACTIVE command.
To cancel all active tasks and remove all waiting tasks from the wait queue, specify ALL. The cancelled tasks are
placed in the failed commands file. The CANCEL ALL command is useful when an entire HiDRO jobstream must
be aborted.

PURGE
Causes HiDRO to stop writing to a FAILED COMMANDS file. If the PURGE option is not used, HiDRO writes to a
FAILED COMMANDS file all tasks which have not completed.

NOTE
For large jobs, writing to the FAILED COMMANDS file may take a few minutes. Be patient. Do not
repeat the CAN ALL command or FORCE the HIDRO machine.

DUMP
Produces a printed dump of the job.
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Entering CMS Commands
The CMS immediate command allows CMS commands to be entered directly while HiDRO is active. Its format is:

SMSG HIDRO CMS command-text

The entire command (prefix plus command-text) must not exceed seven tokens or 72 characters.

Entering CP Commands
The CP immediate command allows CP commands to be entered directly while HiDRO is active. Its format is:

SMSG HIDRO CP command-text

HiDRO does not scan the entered CP command text. HiDRO only passes it along to CP. The CP response is sent back to
your console.

Detaching a Tape Unit
The DETACH command instructs HiDRO to prepare a tape drive for detaching.

SMSG HIDRO DETach {ccuu | ALL}

ccuu
Specifies the virtual address of a specific idle tape unit to detach.

ALL
Detaches all idle tape units.

When you issue the DETACH command, HiDRO allows any active task to finish using the tape.

NOTE
You can also use the DRAIN command. DETACH and DRAIN are synonymous.

DETACH ALL instructs HiDRO to complete all active tasks using tape drives but not to begin any new tasks that require
a tape drive. After all active tasks have completed, HiDRO detaches the drives. Because HiDRO then has no available
drives for any assigned tasks, it issues an ATTACH prompt when a tape unit is needed.

WARNING
Never use the CP DETACH command to remove a tape drive that is known to the HiDRO system. The
immediate command DETACH is similar to the CP DETACH command. However, the immediate command,
unlike the CP command, never detaches a tape unit which is in use by HiDRO. For this reason, use the
immediate command instead of CP DETACH.

Asking for Help With Immediate Commands
The HELP command displays online information about the immediate commands that an operator can use: CANCEL,
DETACH, DRAIN, HELP, PURGE, and QUERY.

SMSG HIDRO {$HELP | ?} [keyword | ALL]
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keyword | ALL
If you specify a keyword, only the commands whose command words match the keyword or whose explanations
contain the keyword are displayed. If you do not specify a keyword, help is displayed for all commands.

Removing Tasks from the Wait Queue
The PURGE command instructs HiDRO to remove one or all tasks from the wait queue.

SMSG HIDRO PURge [taskid | ALL]

taskid
Specifies the task ID number of the task to remove from the wait queue. If you do not specify a task ID number or
you specify ALL, HiDRO removes all tasks from the wait queue.

Purged tasks are not placed in the failed commands file.

Querying for Information
The QUERY command instructs HiDRO to display the status of a specified task or resource. You can request information
about the following things:

• The three major HiDRO queues: Active Tasks, Waiting Tasks, and Outstanding Requests
• Active tasks only
• Outstanding requests to the operator only
• Current tape units

QUERY {"Parms"}

Parms:

  Active

| Job

| Queue

| Requests

| Tapes

| Memory

| Waiting

Active
Requests information about all currently active HiDRO tasks. In response, HiDRO displays an abbreviated form of
the operation command for each task, prefaced by its task id number.

Job
Requests general progress of the current job. In response, HiDRO displays the jobname, owner, elapsed time,
and current command number within the total number.

Queue
Instructs HiDRO to display the status of the three major HiDRO queues: Active Tasks, Waiting Tasks, and
Outstanding Requests. In response, HiDRO displays the number of items in each queue. In addition, HiDRO
displays the same information as for Query Job.

Requests
Instructs HiDRO to display all the outstanding requests that it has made to the operator. If HiDRO is using an
external tape manager, requests to that tape manager are also displayed. When the command is issued, HiDRO
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displays all such messages prefaced by the appropriate task id number. Generally, such requests are tape-related
prompts, such as attach and mount.

Tapes
Requests information about all the tape units currently known to HiDRO. In response, HiDRO displays the virtual
and real unit address of each drive, and the volser of any tape mounted on it. The virtual unit address is displayed
in parentheses, prefaced by the letter V. If no tape volser is shown, either no tape is currently mounted, or an
unlabeled tape, which has not yet been processed, is mounted. HiDRO also indicates whether the drive is IN USE
or IDLE.

Memory
Requests information about available memory and its relationship to running tasks. Query Memory displays the
amount of memory available, the maximum number of concurrent active tasks, and the largest single memory
area (CORE MAX).

Waiting
Requests information about all waiting tasks. You should not use this query if there are many waiting tasks.

Examples:

• The following command queries the HIDRO machine about active tasks.

smsg hidro query active

HiDRO responds with the following report:

 HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM112S ------------   A C T I V E   T A S K S   --------------

 HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM111S Task 1: BACKUP MAINT    019D to 07AF @ CYL 118

 HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM278S -------------------------------------------------------

In this report, the only active task is task ID 1. This task is a backup job. The job backs up physical volume 019D,
which belongs to user ID MAINT, to physical volume 07AF at cylinder 118.

• The following command queries the HIDRO machine about active tasks, waiting tasks, and outstanding requests:

smsg hidro query queue

HiDRO responds with the following report:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM576S Job TESTBASE  Owner IMLST01   Etime 0:00:15

HIDRO:                At 6 of 56 commands

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM042S No Outstanding Requests

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM139S 1 Task(s) ACTIVE

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM147S 50 Task(s) WAITING

• The following command queries the HIDRO machine about tape units:

smsg hidro query tapes

HiDRO responds with the following report:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM153S ---------------  Tape Unit Status  --------------------

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 07A4 (v0350) is  IN USE  for tape: CA3379

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM278S -------------------------------------------------------

According to this report, one tape unit is in use. The physical address of the unit is 07A4 and the virtual address is
0350. The volser of the tape currently being used is CA3379.

Asking for Help
The $HELP command allows you to ask for additional information about one or more of the server commands.
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SMSG userid {$Help | ?} [keyword | ALL]

If you specify a keyword, HiDRO will display all the server commands related to that keyword. For example, if you specify
job, all the commands related to controlling and querying HiDRO jobs will be displayed.

Keywords that may be used include all the $ commands included in this section. When the request for help is sent to the
monitor (SYBMON) server, the keywords may also be any $ command included in the previous section.

If you specify ALL, all the server commands will be displayed.

Starting HiDRO Servers
To check for a running server or start other servers from that server, use the $LOGON command. The format of the
command is:

SMSG userid {$LOGIN | $LOGON} [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server.

* | ALL
Instructs the specified server to start the other HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you are only told
whether the specified server is started.
Note: You can start servers only from servers that are already started.

Stopping HiDRO Servers
To log off one or all of the HiDRO servers, use the $LOGOFF command. The format of the command is:

SMSG userid {$LOGOFF | $LOGOUT | $EXIT} [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server you want to log off.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to log off all servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you log off only the server named in the
command.

 

Running Backups
 Contents 

  

To run a backup, use the following command:

SMSG SYBMON CMD backup-name

 Example: 

To run a backup named WEEKLY, enter the following command:

smsg sybmon cmd weekly
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Initiating Backups

You can initiate backups in one of two ways:

• Through the Event Scheduler
• Through the SMSG facility

Event Scheduler

After you have set up the Event Scheduler, HiDRO will automatically initiate your backups at the times you have specified.
You do not need to issue any commands.

Initiating Backups with SMSG

To initiate a backup through the SMSG facility, issue the following command:

SMSG SYBMON CMD backupname

backupname
Specifies the name of the backup (DAILY, WEEKLY, etc.) you are invoking.

SYBMON is the standard user ID for the HiDRO monitor machine. If you have changed the user ID of the monitor
machine during installation, you must use the new user ID in the command in place of SYBMON.

Activity During a Backup

This section contains a sample of HiDRO activity at the operator console during backup called WEEKLY.

Once HiDRO has received a job and acknowledged it, an attach request similar to the following is issued:

HIDRO: 17:05:40 SHL216I HIDRO Job WEEKLY Started

HIDRO: 0 SYBWTO170O 17:05:41 ATTACH tape 210005 R/W as unit 350

         Reply A for attached W for wait, or R to reject:

Here the operator is being asked to attach a tape drive to HiDRO as unit 350 and mount tape 210005. The task ID, which
always appears before the message code number (here SYBWTO170O), is 0.

After the tape drive is attached, the operator must reply:

SMSG HIDRO 0 A

Here HiDRO is told that the tape drive for task ID (0) has been attached (A).

HiDRO acknowledges the message and asks for a tape to be mounted on the drive if no tape has previously been
mounted:

HIDRO: 0 SYBCIP435O 17:17:49 (From OPER001 ) Reply 0: A

HIDRO: 2 SYBWTO043 17:17:49 Mount tape 210005 on unit 0480 (V0350) R/W

         Ready tape drive or reply C to cancel task:

Here HiDRO asks for tape 210005 to be mounted on unit 0480. Unit 0350 real unit address is 0480. No reply from the
operator is necessary. However, busy operators often want to check to see if there are any requests from HiDRO that
have been missed. The operator would then issue the following command:

SMSG HIDRO Q R

This is the Query Requests immediate command. Because HiDRO now has no further needs, the following reply is given:

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM042O No Outstanding Requests
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If the correctly labeled tape is mounted, HiDRO will begin the backup. However, in this example, the tape mounted was
not labeled 210005. It was a new scratch tape without a volume label. If the SCRATCH system default option is set to
ACCEPT, HiDRO issues the following prompt:

HIDRO: 2 SYBTPL041O NL tape on unit 0480 is incorrect: SL required

HIDRO: 2 SYBWTO062O Reply I to initialize tape 210005 on unit 0480 as SL,

HIDRO:   or R to Reject Tape:

To allow HiDRO to initialize the tape and label it, the operator replies:

SMSG HIDRO 2 I

The operator reply contains the task ID (2) and I, the signal to initialize. HiDRO confirms as follows:

HIDRO: 0 SYB4CIP35O 17:18:42 (From OPER001 ) Reply 2: I

After the initialization is complete, HiDRO issues the following message:

HIDRO: 2 SYBTPL025O 17:19:32 SL tape 210005 mounted on unit 0480 (V0350)

HiDRO now begins the backup job. To check on the job status, the operator can issue the Query Active immediate
command:

SMSG HIDRO Q A

In this case, the HiDRO reply is:

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM112O --------  A C T I V E   T A S K S  ------------

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM111O Task 5: BACKUP HARRIS 0197 to 0350 @ CYL 0025

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM278O -----------------------------------------------

The operator can also check on the status of the tape units HiDRO is using by issuing the Query Tape immediate
command:

SMSG HIDRO Q T

In this case, HiDRO replies:

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM153O ------------ Tape Unit Status -------------------

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM154O Tape unit 0480 (V0350) is IN USE for tape: 210005

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM278O -------------------------------------------------

During a backup, HiDRO normally asks for several tape mounts. When all processing is complete, HiDRO issues the
following message:

HIDRO: SYBVMT299O HiDRO version Release 02.8 JOB ENDED with RC = 0

If the return code is 0, the job has run successfully. If the return code is not 0, then some tasks may have failed to
complete. For more information, see Failed Commands File.

Output from a Backup
Contents

Aside from the backup image on tape, HiDRO always provides two files after a backup job:

A log file
For pooled backups, the file ID format is poolid LGmmddyy; for all other HiDRO jobs, the format is hidro-machine-
id LGmmddyy.
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A task summary file
For pooled backups, the file ID format is poolid SMmmddyy; for all other HiDRO jobs, the format is hidro-machine-
id SMmmddyy.

In addition, if any commands have failed to complete, HiDRO provides a failed commands file. (For pooled backups, the
file ID format is poolid FCmmddyy; for all other HiDRO jobs, the format is hidro-machine-id FCmmddyy.)

Destination of Output Files

The failed commands file is always sent to the owner of the job. The destination of the log and summary files depends on
the PRTDEST installation option.

If PRTDEST is not specified, the log and summary files go to the owner of the job. The owner of a scheduled job is the
system administrator (SYSUSER). The owner of a job started with SMSG is the userid from which SMSG is issued. The
owner of a restore job (from SYBLIST) is the userid running SYBLIST.

If PRTDEST is specified (either as an installation default or as a GLOBAL option for a job), the log file and summary files
are sent to the destination specified by PRTDEST, which can be a userid or SYSTEM (the system printer).

Log File

A log file supplies a history of a backup job. A sample file is reproduced below. Any line beginning with an asterisk (*) is an
explanatory line that does not appear in the original log file.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FILE: WEEKLYX LG022414 B1         z/VM CMS  -  Production System

  0 SYBVMT001I CA VM:BACKUP (TM) HIDRO FEATURE VERSION 02.8

  0 SYBVMT800I COPYRIGHT (C) 2011 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

  0 SYBCIP014L GLOBAL: DISC VMANAGER NOINTERCOM CONCLASS WE UPLOW TEXIT ( -

  0 SYBCIP014L GLOBAL: SYBVMTAP S C A M I X V ) IOELOG SYSPRINT ( TERM SUM -

  0 SYBCIP014L GLOBAL: SYSFILE USER LOG B ) POOLID TESTBASE /

  0 SYBVMT101P MEMORY: VMCORE=116364K  MODULE=456K  AVAIL=115908K  FREE=800K

  0 SYBVMT002P DATE: 02/24/14, MONDAY   TIME: 11:38 AM EST

  0 SYBCTI651I CPU    INFO- TYPE: 2827  SERIAL: E5A510  XA-MODE

  0 SYBCTI665P 27 ACTIVE TASKS OF 4096K POSSIBLE; CORE MAX=101664K MAXTAPE=1

* 

* Cmd 0 submits the SYSIN file containing HiDRO commands

* 

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 0: SYSIN USER SYSIN B1

* 

* Cmd 15 fails due to link failure and will be resubmitted

* 

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 15: B U 0305 USER ( FPU111 RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK -

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 15: STREAM 4

  15 SYBOPE003L 8:26:53.99 - TASK 15 STARTED

  15 SYBOPE011L BACKUP FPU111   0305 TO 0352

  15 SYBLNK208W LINK TO FPU111    305 AS 502 RR

  15 SYBLNK209E RETURN CODE=108, FPU111 0305 NOT LINKED; VOLID ZVMRS3 NOT MOUNTED

  15 SYBDEV008E OPERATION ENDED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR OR WARNING

   0 SYBAUD507W TASK 15 WILL BE RE-SUBMITTED

* 

* Operator Queries the job

* 
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   0 SYBCIP433I 8:29:18  (FROM OP2     ) CMD 0: Q Q

   0 SYBIMM576O JOB WEEKLYX   OWNER VMANAGER  ETIME 0:02:34

     AT 33 OF 951 COMMANDS

   0 SYBIMM042O NO OUTSTANDING REQUESTS

   0 SYBIMM139O 3 TASK(S) ACTIVE

   0 SYBIMM147O 918 TASK(S) WAITING

* 

* Task 726 begins and ends successfully

* 

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 726: B U 0291 USER ( WWCBKB RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK -

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 726: STREAM 29

 726 SYBOPE003L 9:05:20.64 - TASK 726 STARTED

 726 SYBOPE011L BACKUP WWCBKB   0291 TO 0351

 726 SYBTLP568T AT FILE 18, TAPE DV1092, UNIT 0482 (V0351)

 726 SYBOPX290L 9:05:23.63 - TASK 726 ENDED     TASK ELAP TIME=2.99

* 

* Task 15 is resubmitted and fails again 

* 

   0 SYBCIP508I TASK 15 IS A RE-SUBMITTED TASK

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 15: B U 0305 USER ( FPU111 RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK -

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 15: STREAM 4 (

  15 SYBOPE003L 9:12:56.10 - TASK 15 STARTED 

  15 SYBOPE011L BACKUP FPU111   0305 TO 0351 

  15 SYBLNK208W LINK TO FPU111    305 AS 501 RR 

  15 SYBLNK209E RETURN CODE=108, FPU111 0305 NOT LINKED; VOLID ZVMRS3 NOT MOUNTED

  15 SYBDEV008E OPERATION ENDED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR OR WARNING 

   0 SYBCTL291W 9:12:56.14 - TASK 15 ENDED ABNORMALLY  CODE=16 

* 

* Backup of HIDRO’s 191 disk is successful

* 

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 932: B U 0191 USER ( SYBDEV6 RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK -

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 932: GROUP ! CHA ( -9999 )

 932 SYBOPE003L 9:13:39.93 - TASK 932 STARTED

 932 SYBOPE011L BACKUP SYBDEV6  0191 TO 0352

 932 SYBTLP568T AT FILE 99, TAPE DV1093, UNIT 0483 (V0352)

 932 SYBOPX290L 9:13:50.22 - TASK 932 ENDED     TASK ELAP TIME=10.28

*

* Duplicate of HIDRO’s 191 disk is successful

* 

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 934: DUP U 191 USER (SYBDEV6 RR) -F ( * CHKPT CHKPT * ) TO U -

   0 SYBCIP015I CMD 934: 0291 USER ( SYBDEV6 M ) ( GROUP ! ERA OLD

 934 SYBOPE003L 9:14:01.12 - TASK 934 STARTED 

 934 SYBOPE011L DUPLICATE SYBDEV6  0191 TO SYBDEV6  0291 

 934 SYBOPX290L 9:14:05.34 - TASK 726 ENDED     TASK ELAP TIME=2.99

* 

* Summary information

* 

   0 SYBCTL509I OF 13 TASKS RE-SUBMITTED: 0 SUCCEEDED

   0 SYBCTL295I ALL OPERATIONS COMPLETED   HIGHEST RETURN CODE=16 

   0 SYBVMT131P VTIME=5:47.53   TTIME=9:15.02   ELAP TIME=47:20.46 

   0 SYBVMT132P DISK/TAPE IO=37122  PRT/RDR IO=1096  CMS IO=14482  DIAG=0  BUSY=0

   0 SYBVMT133L I/O ERRORS=32  RETRIES: SIOF/SSCH=19  DIAG=0 

   0 SYBVMT002P DATE: 02/24/14, MONDAY   TIME: 11:41 AM EST
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   0 SYBVMT299O HIDRO JOB ENDED WITH RC=16

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Task Summary File

The task summary file supplied by HiDRO after a backup job contains a list of all the tasks submitted. This summary file
has been edited so that only entries appearing in the log file above are included.

H I D R O     02.8   T A S K   S U M M A R Y   ON 09/20/15 AT 08:26:43    FOR USER XYZBRX    PAGE 1 

TASKID  OPERATION + ---------------- INPUT ------------------+  +--- OUTPUT ------------+ STATUS

                  USER/TP  UNIT/FSN TYPE      BLKSIZE     SIZE  USER/TP  UNIT/FSN BLK-ID              

                  FILEPOOL:FILESPACE                            FILEPOOL:FILESPACE              

*

* Task 726 succeeded

*

  726   BACKUP    WWCBKB   0291     CMS 3380     4096      208  T351:DV1092   18 24000BCC RC=   0

*

* Failed tasks are resubmitted after all successful tasks

*

   15   BACKUP    FPS111   0191     * * *     DASD VOLUME NOT MOUNTED     * * *           RC=  16

*

* Final tasks

*

  932   BACKUP    SYBDEV6  0191     CMS 3380     4096     1895  T352:DV1093   99          RC=   0

  934   DUPL      SYBDEV6  0191     CMS 3380     4096     1895  SYBDEV6  0291             RC=   0

* * *   JOB'S VTIME=5.47   TTIME=9:14   ETIME=47:20   DISK/TAPE IO=37122   CMS IO=14481  * * *

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

H I D R O     02.8   T A S K   S U M M A R Y   ON 09/20/15 AT 09:14:04    FOR USER XYZBRX   PAGE 2

THE FOLLOWING   7 TAPES(S) WERE USED:

TAPE    # OF   TAPE    # OF   TAPE    # OF   TAPE    # OF  TAPE    # OF  TAPE    # OF

VOLSER  FILES  VOLSER  FILES  VOLSER  FILES  VOLSER  FILES VOLSER  FILES VOLSER  FILES

------- -----  ------- -----  ------- -----  ------- ----- ------- ----- ------- -----

DV1083     16  DV1084    139  DV1086    189  DV1086    185 DV1086     95 DV1086     99  

DV1094     95 

Failed Commands File

If any commands fail during a backup job, they are resubmitted at the end of the job, just before the HIDRO A-disk and
twin disk are backed up. The failed commands are placed in a file that can be resubmitted as is by sending the file to the
HiDRO monitor machine.

The following shows a sample failed commands file for task 15 above.

*------------------------------- Failed Commands File ----------------------------*

JOBCLASS NODEBUG
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GLOBAL POOLID WEEKLYX NOSTREAM CATN CAT2

* CMD: 00015

B U 0305 USER ( FPU111 RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK STREAM 4

*   0  SYBCIP508I TASK 15 IS A RE--SUBMITTED TASK

*   0  SYBCIP015I CMD 15: B U 0305 USER ( FPU111 RR ) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * PACK -

*   0  SYBCIP015I CMD 15: STREAM 4 (

*  15  SYBOPE003L 9:12:56.10 -- TASK 15 STARTED

*  15  SYBOPE011L BACKUP FPU111 0305 TO 0351

*  15  SYBLNK208W LINK TO FPU111 305 AS 501 RR

*  15  SYBLNK209E RETURN CODE=108, FPU111 0305 NOT LINKED; VOLID ESARS3 NOT MOUNTED

*  15  SYBDEV008E OPERATION ENDED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR OR WARNING

*   0  SYBCTL291W 9:12:56.14 -- TASK 15 ENDED ABNORMALLY CODE=16

To resubmit the tasks in the failed commands file, receive the file from your reader and then use the following command to
send it to the HiDRO monitor machine:

SENDFILE filename filetype filemode TO SYBMON

The filename, filetype, and filemode identify the failed commands file that you are resubmitting. The SYBMON machine
automatically sends the file to the HIDRO machine, which executes the commands.

Reloading the HiDRO Default Settings
To reinitialize the settings of the system default options on one or all HiDRO servers, use the $REFRESH command. The
format of the command is:

SMSG userid $REFresh [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server on which you want to reinitialize default settings.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to reinitialize the system default options on all HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you
reinitialize the system default options on only the specified server.

Suspending HiDRO Activity
To suspend the activity on one or all HiDRO servers, use the $SUSPEND or $EXIT command.

SMSG userid {$SUSpend | $EXIT} [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server you want to suspend.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to suspend the activity of all HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you suspend
activities only on the server named in the command. If you also specify * or ALL, the activities of all HiDRO
servers will be suspended.
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On a suspended server, you can issue only the $RESUME, $LOGOUT, and $STATUS commands. Once you resume
activity, you can issue any server command as before. As with all $ commands, $SUSPEND is ignored when a backup job
is running.

NOTE

• The $SUSPEND command has no effect on any currently active job.
• $SUSPEND does not halt the execution of jobs already in the job queue. To hold such jobs, use the $HQ

command.
• For more information, see Holding the Job Queue ($HQ).

Resuming Activity after a Suspension
To resume the activity that has been suspended (by $SUSPEND) on one or all HiDRO servers, use the $RESUME
command. The format of the command is:

SMSG userid $RESume [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server whose activity you want to resume.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to resume activity on all suspended servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, you resume the
activities on the server named in the command.

 

Displaying Information about HiDRO
To display information about the current environment and system default options for a HiDRO server, use the $SHOW
command. The format of the command is:

SMSG userid $SHOw {"Parms"} [RDR | MSG]

 

Parms:

  ALL

| INI

| ENV

| VAR string

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server whose information you want to see.

ALL
Displays both the current environment and the system default options.

ENV
Displays information about the environment only.

INI
Displays information about the initial system default option settings only.

VAR string
Displays information about a particular aspect of the environment or a particular system default option. Specify the
name of the option or aspect of the environment as a string.
Example: To find the subscripts of the ini stems, issue the following command:
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smsg hidro $show var ini

RDR | MSG
Specifies that the information be sent to your reader (RDR) or to your terminal (MSG). MSG is the default.

Finding the Status of the HiDRO Servers
To find the status of one or all of the HiDRO servers, use the $STATUS command.

SMSG userid $STatus [* | ALL]

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server whose status you want to discover.

* | ALL
Instructs HiDRO to display the status of all HiDRO servers. If you do not specify * or ALL, only the status of the
server named in the command is displayed.

Servers have one of the following statuses:

• Suspended
• Waiting for work
• Busy

 

Executing Commands through HiDRO
To execute a CP or CMS command or run an EXEC, use the CMD command.

SMSG userid CMD command

userid
Specifies the name of the HiDRO server on which you are executing the command or EXEC.

command
Specifies the CP or CMS command or the name of the EXEC to be executed on the server named in the
command.

NOTE
To run a backup outside the Event Scheduler, run a CMD command where the user ID is the name of the
monitor machine (usually SYBMON) and the command name is the name of the backup.

Example:

The following command will use the PRTLOG EXEC to print all the HiDRO server log files:

smsg sybmon cmd prtlog

NOTE
As the operator, you are permitted to run an EXEC using the CMD command without being a superuser.

Operator Functions During Backup/Restore Jobs
This section describes the various tasks which the operator might be called on to perform while HiDRO is being used. The
tasks follow, in alphabetical order:
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• Adding Tapes During Backups
• Adding Tapes to the System
• Attaching Tape Drives
• Cancelling a HiDRO Job
• Cancelling a HiDRO Task
• Detaching Tape Drives
• Handling Incorrect Tape Mounts
• Handling Unexpired Tapes
• Mounting and Initializing Tapes
• Performing Backups with the Event Scheduler
• Performing Backups with the SMSG Facility
• Previewing Tapes for a Backup Operation
• Previewing Tapes for Restore Jobs
• Purging Waiting Tasks
• Querying Active Tasks
• Querying Outstanding Requests
• Querying the Status of Entire Jobs
• Querying the Status of HiDRO Queues
• Querying the Status of Tape Drives
• Responding to HiDRO Prompts
• Running a Full-Shop Backup
• Sending Replies and Commands to HiDRO

Responding to HiDRO Prompts
HiDRO issues a variety of messages which require a response from the operator. The message will indicate possible
responses.

Example:

1 SYBWTO019O 19:08:12 MOUNT TAPE 835671 ON UNIT 0380 (V0350) R/O 

             READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL TASK:

This message is prompting you to mount tape 835671 on real unit 380, attached as virtual unit 350 for input. You must
either mount the specified tape or reply with a C if you want to cancel task #1.

NOTE
All HiDRO messages and prompts begin with a task number. You must precede your reply with this number.
Messages that are meant for the operator contain the letter O immediately following the message number.

Use this format when responding to a HiDRO prompt:

SMSG userid task-id-number reply-specification

Using this format, you would reply with the following to cancel the task:

smsg hidro 1 c
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NOTE
This reply assumes that the user ID of the HiDRO server is HIDRO. If it is not, substitute the correct user ID in
place of HIDRO.

As part of the installation process, the system administrator has specified a wait time (in minutes) for responding to
HiDRO prompts. Also in effect is a repeat count. This means that the prompt will be repeated the specified number of
times at the wait time interval before the task is terminated. You should obtain both the wait time and repeat count from
the system administrator.

Attaching Tape Drives
If a tape has not yet been attached in preparation for a tape mount, HiDRO will issue an ATTACH and MOUNT request.

Below is a typical message of this kind:

0 SYBWTO170O 19:13:02 ATTACH TAPE 543876 R/W AS UNIT 0350

             REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, OR R TO REJECT:

Here, you are asked to attach any tape drive as virtual unit 350, and then mount tape 543876. You are asked to mount the
tape write-enabled (R/W) because output is involved.

If a specific type of IBM tape cartridge is required, you receive a message such as the following:

0 SYBWTO656O 20:22:06 ATTACH CART 123456 R/W AS UNIT 0350 3490E

             REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, OR R TO REJECT

Here, you are asked to attach an IBM 3490E tape drive. You are asked to attach the drive as virtual unit 0350 and then to
mount tape 123456 write-enabled (R/W).

Issue one of three possible replies:

A
Indicates that you have attached a drive.

W
Causes HiDRO to wait one wait interval, then begin a new wait sequence (for example, 5 repetitions of a 1-minute
wait interval), depending on your system setup.

R
Rejects this request outright.

To attach a drive for this HiDRO operation (task #0), issue a CP ATTACH command. Then issue an SMSG command to
respond to the HiDRO ATTACH request, as follows:

attach 380 to hidro as 350

smsg hidro 0 a

The above ATTACH and SMSG commands assume that HIDRO is the user ID of the HiDRO server. If it is not, substitute
the correct user ID.
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NOTE

• For more information on how to issue replies, see Responding to HiDRO Prompts.
• If you are requested to attach a specific type of IBM tape drive, you can attach another tape drive that

emulates the requested drive. For example, if you are requested to attach a 3490E, you can attach an STK
9940 in 3490E emulation mode.

• If you are requested to attach a 3480-XF, this refers to an IBM 3480 drive with IDRC enabled. In some shops,
such drives are referred to as 3490 (no 'E').

Mounting and Initializing Tapes
HiDRO issues a MOUNT prompt whenever a requested tape is not already mounted on an available drive. The request
either specifies the tape volser or asks for a nonspecific scratch tape. A scratch tape is any free tape. The tape may be
known to HiDRO as free or may be outside the HiDRO pool system.

After you mount the tape, HiDRO prompts you depending on the tape label and volser, as follows:

• If the mounted tape is standard-labeled, HiDRO automatically records its volser and uses it.
• If the tape is unlabeled and the MOUNT prompt specified the volser, HiDRO prompts you to confirm that the tape will

be labeled and initialized.
• If the tape was unlabeled and the MOUNT prompt requested a scratch tape, HiDRO prompts for the volser.

Examples:

• The following is a typical MOUNT message:

1 SYBWTO019O 18:32:42 MOUNT TAPE 834165 ON UNIT 0380 (V0350) R/O

             READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL TASK:

This message is prompting you to mount tape 834165 on real unit 380, which is attached as virtual unit 350. You are
asked to mount the tape read-only (R/O) because input is involved.
Mount the tape and ready the drive. HiDRO then starts processing.

• The SCRATCH-PROMPT method is in effect and a SCRATCH tape is needed to do a backup. HiDRO issues a prompt
like the one below:

2 SYBWTO043O 21:38:24 MOUNT SCRATCH TAPE ON UNIT 0380 (V0350) R/W

             READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL TASK:

HiDRO will use the tape you mount in response to this message for backup task #2. This tape will be mounted on real
unit 380, attached as virtual unit 350.
Each scratch tape that you mount in response to message SYBWTO0430 will be treated in the above way, so that
tapes can be added to the system as backup operations are being carried out.

• Standard label tapes are your shop standard and you have mounted a non-labeled tape in response to the SCRATCH
tape request above. HiDRO asks for a volser to record on the tape:

1 SYBWTO227O ENTER VOLSER FOR OUTPUT TAPE ON UNIT 0380:

Reply with the volser of the tape, which has been mounted on real unit 380, attached as virtual unit 350. For example:

smsg hidro 1 381496

• In response to a request for a tape with volser 835671, you have mounted an unlabeled tape. HiDRO prompts you for
the label:

1 SYBWTO062O REPLY I TO INITIALIZE TAPE 835671 ON UNIT 0380

             AS STANDARD LABELED, OR R TO REJECT TAPE:
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Reply with an I for HiDRO to initialize the tape as standard labeled. If you reply with an R, HiDRO unloads the tape and
repeats the original MOUNT request.

NOTE
For more information on issuing replies, see Responding to HiDRO Prompts.

Running a Full-Shop Backup
One of the main functions of the HiDRO system is to backup data on a regularly scheduled basis. Depending upon how
the product has been set up in your shop, you may be called upon to initiate shop wide backups.

This page discusses activities you might be called upon to perform in conjunction with a backup operation.

Previewing Tapes for a Backup Operation

A list of all free SCRATCH tapes can be viewed by entering the following command. The tapes are listed in the order that
they will be requested for mount during the next shop-wide backup operation.

SMSG SYBMON $TAPE PREVIEW pool [RDR]

pool
Specifies the backup job (logical tape pool).

The following screen is displayed in response:

The following tapes will be requested next:

------------------------------------------>

357726 694366 478052 775937 837625 447592 219344 731443

108522 532668 945236 115782

The $TAPE PREVIEW command allows you to gather a number of the specified volsers and store them in a convenient
location. The tapes can then be quickly mounted (perhaps on various drives) in preparation for the next backup job of that
name.

In addition, any tape that appears in a previewed pool can be mounted in response to any mount request for the backup
job using the physical tape pool.

Previewing Tapes for Restore Jobs

A list of all required tapes in the order in which they will be requested by queued restore jobs can be viewed by entering
one of the following from the command line:

SMSG SYBMON $TAPE JOBQ

SMSG SYBMON $TAPE JOBQ RDR

Performing Backups with the SMSG Facility

To run a backup with the SMSG facility, use the following format:

SMSG SYBMON CMD backup-name

To run a backup named WEEKLY, you would enter the following command:

smsg sybmon cmd weekly
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Performing Backups with the Event Scheduler Facility

If the Event Scheduler Facility has been activated, shop wide backups are automatically initiated at predetermined times.
Thus, the operator will not be involved in actively initiating any backup operations. All you have to do is attach tape drives
and mount tapes as requested by HiDRO.

NOTE

For more information related to scheduling backups, consult the following sections:

• Attaching Tape Drives
• Mounting and Initializing Tapes
• Obtaining Information about the Schedule of Events ($QS)
• Deleting an Event ($DE)
• Rescheduling an Event ($RE)

Adding Tapes to the Backup System
Tapes can be added to the backup system only by adding them to a physical pool. Tapes can never be directly added to a
logical pool.

Tapes can be added to the backup system in either of two ways:

• During a backup, by using the SCRATCH-PROMPT method.
• Between backups, by using the SYBGEN Add Tapes screen. See Setting Up and Maintaining Tape Pools in the

documentation for administrators.

The SCRATCH-PROMPT method is described below.

The tapes can be labeled before the backup using the CMS TAPE command. Unlabeled tapes can also be labeled during
a backup. If you mount an unlabeled SCRATCH tape during a backup, a HiDRO message will prompt you to enter the
volser. The HiDRO message and a sample response are shown at the end of this section.

Adding Tapes During Backups

When the SCRATCH-PROMPT method is in effect, HiDRO requests scratch tapes if no free tapes are available in the
physical pool for a backup operation. In this way, tapes can be added to the backup system during a backup.

When you mount a scratch tape in response to a SCRATCH tape request, Its volser is permanently added to the physical
pool used by the backup.

When the tape is unloaded, it is not reusable until its retention period expires. (The retention period is based on the type of
backup being performed.)

Eventually, the expiration date for the tape will be reached. It will then automatically be made available in the physical pool
for reuse in another backup operation.

NOTE

• The system administrator must configure HiDRO at installation time to enable the SCRATCH PROMPT
method. Find out if this is the case at your shop.

• For more information about scratch tapes and examples of SCRATCH mount requests and follow-on
prompts, see Mounting and Initializing Tapes.

Handling Incorrect Tape Mounts
It might happen occasionally that you mount the wrong tape to accomplish a particular task.
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HiDRO always reads the tape volume label and verifies that the tape is the one that should be used. If the volume label
information does not match, you receive the following type of message.

2 SYBTPL0400 TAPE 123456 ON UNIT 0380 IS INCORRECT VOLUME 

2 SYBWTO3900 REPLY I TO INIT AS 351677, U TO USE, M TO MOUNT

             CORRECT TAPE, OR C TO CANCEL MOUNT (AND TASK) 

             FOR TAPE ON UNIT 0380

Note that the SYBWTO0400 message always precedes the SYBWTO3900 message.

These messages inform you that tape 123456 is not correct. HiDRO is expecting tape 351677. You have mounted the
tape on real unit 380, attached as virtual unit 350.

You can respond to this prompt in one of several ways:

M
Indicates that you intend to mount the correct tape. Allow HiDRO to unload the tape. Get the tape that is asked for
(volser 351677) and mount it.

I
Indicates that you want HiDRO to relabel the mounted tape so that it conforms to the specification in the message
(in this case, volser 351677).

U
Indicates that you want HiDRO to use the mounted tape for task #2, even though it is "incorrect." You can use this
option only if the system administrator authorizes it.

C
Indicates that you want to cancel task #2.

Handling Unexpired Tapes
Depending on how the system administrator has configured the system, you may or may not be able to mount and use an
unexpired tape which is referenced by the backup system.

In the HiDRO system, an unexpired tape is one that has an expiration date written in the tape label for a file on the tape
that has not been reached. Normally, this file is protected so that it cannot be overwritten.

If you are not allowed to overwrite an unexpired tape, the tape is unloaded and the following message is issued:

1 SYBTLP692O UNEXPIRED EXPIRATION DATE ON OUTPUT TAPE 637218 ON UNIT 0380

HiDRO unloads the tape and requests another tape be mounted on 0380.

If you are allowed to overwrite an unexpired tape, you receive the same type of message, with more reply options.

1 SYBWTO221O UNEXPIRED EXPIRATION DATE ON OUTPUT TAPE 452664

             ON UNIT 0380. REPLY U to USE CURRENT TAPE, C TO

             CANCEL MOUNT (AND TASK), OR R TO REJECT TAPE

You can reply to this message in one of three ways:

U
Indicates that you intend to use the mounted tape even though its expiration date has not been reached.

C
Cancels task #1.
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R
Rejects the tape. It will be automatically unloaded, and HiDRO will prompt you to mount another tape to
accomplish task #1.

Sending Replies and Commands to HiDRO
Certain situations can arise when you want HiDRO to give you information about the status of tasks and jobs that are
queued for execution.

You might also, at times, want to cancel a user task, or even terminate an entire multitask job because the required
resources are not available.

In addition, there will be times when you need to detach tape drives to run other priority jobs.

To accomplish these functions, issue commands directly to HiDRO. To send replies to HiDRO, use this format:

SMSG userid task-id-number reply-specification

To send commands to HiDRO, use this format:

SMSG userid command-specification

Querying Outstanding Requests
The QUERY REQUESTS command displays all outstanding HiDRO prompts at your console. Each listed message will
contain a HiDRO task number.

Use this command to find out if there are any outstanding HiDRO requests that require action on your part. It may be that
messages and prompts have been cleared or scrolled off your console.

The QUERY REQUESTS command has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO Query Requests

Below is an example of a response to a QUERY REQUESTS command.

2 SYBWTO019O 19:25:17 MOUNT TAPE 835671 ON UNIT 0380 (V0350) R/O 

             READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL TASK: 

3 SYBWTO170O 19:25:18 ATTACH TAPE 210008 R/W AS UNIT 0351 

             REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, OR R TO REJECT:

A message preceded by a line beginning with "(To userid)..." is directed to a specific user, usually not the operator. Unless
the specified user ID is your own, there is no need to pay attention to the message. This special prefix only applies to the
message below it.

If there are no outstanding messages and prompts for you to act upon, the following message will be displayed:

0 SYBIMM042O NO OUTSTANDING REQUESTS
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Querying Active Tasks
The QUERY ACTIVE command requests information about all currently active HiDRO tasks. You can issue this command
to obtain task numbers to use when issuing other commands (e.g., CANcel).

The QUERY ACTIVE command has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO Query Active

In response, HiDRO displays an abbreviated form of the operation command for each task, prefaced by its task number.
The following is a sample response to a Query Active command:

----------------- ACTIVE TASKS ------------------

Task 1: BACKUP 0191 to 0350 @ CYL 0026

Task 2: COPY 0192 to 0292 @ CYL 0063

NOTE
The cylinder (or block) numbers shown are expressed in decimal.

If no tasks are currently executing, HiDRO displays:

0 SYBIMM212O NO ACTIVE TASKS

Cancelling a HiDRO Task
You can use the CANCEL command to abort a task that has been submitted to HiDRO. Usually this is done when the
necessary resources will not be available to execute the task.

The command to cancel a task has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO CANcel taskid

Example:

smsg hidro can 2

Task #2 is cancelled, and HiDRO responds with the following message:

0 SYBIMM2930 CANCEL FOR TASK 2 ACCEPTED

If task #2 cannot be found in the active jobs queue, the following message will be displayed:

0 SYBIMM2920 TASK 2 NOT ACTIVE

NOTE
HiDRO may have to reposition a tape as a result of this command. For this reason, there may be a delay before
HiDRO responds.
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Cancelling a HiDRO Job
You can cancel an entire HiDRO job, or abort any portion of the uncompleted multitask job of a user, by issuing the
following command:

SMSG HIDRO CANcel ALL [PURGE] [DUMP]

This command performs the following actions:

1. It terminates all active tasks in a HiDRO job run.
2. It removes all pending tasks from the wait queue.
3. It returns control to SYBSHELL on the HIDRO server or CMS on a user virtual machine.

The DUMP option produces a VMDUMP of the virtual machine running the job.

The PURGE option causes HiDRO to stop writing to a FAILED COMMANDS file. If the PURGE option is not used, HiDRO
writes to a FAILED COMMANDS file all tasks which have not completed.

NOTE
For large jobs, writing to the FAILED COMMANDS file may take a few minutes. Be patient. Do not repeat the
CAN ALL command or FORCE the HIDRO server.

Purging Waiting Tasks
The PURGE command instructs HiDRO to remove all tasks that have not yet begun. All active tasks, however, will be
allowed to complete.

Generally, you would use this command to cut short a job execution because a higher priority job must run.

A PURGE command has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO PURge ALL

WARNING
The PURGE ALL command suppresses production of a FAILED COMMANDS file. Check with your system
administrator to find out whether this command can be used at your shop.

Querying the STATUS of HiDRO Queues
The QUERY QUEUE command instructs HiDRO to display the status of the following job queues:

• Job status
• Active tasks
• Waiting tasks
• Outstanding requests

A QUERY QUEUE command has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO Query Queue

In response to this command specification, HiDRO displays the following type of messages:

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM576Q Job DAILY Owner SYSADMIN Etime 2.67 

                    At 1 of 1200 commands

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM164Q 1 Outstanding Request(s)
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HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM212Q No ACTIVE tasks 

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM147Q 1199 task(s) WAITING

Querying the Status of Entire Jobs
The QUERY JOB command instructs HiDRO to display the running status of the current job. A QUERY JOB command
has the following format:

SMSG HIDRO Query Job

In response to this command specification, HiDRO displays the following message:

HIDRO: 0 SYBIMM576Q Job DAILY  Owner SYSADMIN Etime 2.67 

                    At 3 of 1200 commands

Querying the Status of Tape Drives
Use the QUERY TAPES command to request information about all tape drives currently known to HiDRO. HiDRO will
display the real and virtual address of each drive, and the volser of any tape mounted on it. HiDRO will also indicate
whether the drive is:

• Being used for a HiDRO operation
• Idle
• Draining
• In mount

You may request that HiDRO supply such information by issuing the following command specification:

SMSG HIDRO Query Tapes

The following screen is an example of a HiDRO response to the QUERY TAPES command:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM153S ----------------- TAPE UNIT STATUS ---------------------

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 0380 (V0350) is   IN USE for Tape: 123456

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 0381 (V0351) is    IDLE  for Tape:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 0382 (V0352) is DRAINING for Tape: 234567

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 0383 (V0353) is    IDLE  for Tape:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM154S Tape unit 0384 (V0354) is IN MOUNT for Tape: 967654

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM278S --------------------------------------------------------

The virtual unit address is prefaced by the letter V and enclosed within parentheses. If a tape volser is not shown, this
means either that (1) a tape is not currently mounted on that drive, or (2) an unlabeled tape has been mounted and has
not yet been used.

If no tape units are presently known to HiDRO, the following message is displayed:

HIDRO:   0 SYBIMM222O NO TAPE UNITS ATTACHED

Detaching Tape Drives
The DETACH command instructs HiDRO to prepare a tape drive for detaching. If you issue this command, HiDRO will
allow an active task to finish using the tape.
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NOTE
You may also use the DRAIN command. DETACH and DRAIN are synonymous.

You can detach a specific unit by specifying its virtual unit number, as follows:

smsg hidro detach 350

This command specification will cause the real drive attached as virtual unit 350 to be detached when it becomes idle.

You can detach all active units by issuing the following command:

smsg hidro det all

This command instructs HiDRO to complete all active tasks using tape drives but not to any new tasks that require a tape
drive. After all active tasks have completed, HiDRO will detach the drives. Because HiDRO will then have no available
drives for any assigned tasks, an ATTACH prompt will be issued when a tape unit is needed.

WARNING
Never use the CP DETACH command to remove a tape drive known to the HiDRO system.

Summary of Operator Commands and Replies
This section provides a convenient summary of the commands and replies in this document. You might want to copy the
table of operator commands and keep it for reference near the terminal used for HiDRO operations.

Operator Commands
All the commands in the following table must be preceded by the CP command SMSG (special message), which enables
communication between the operator id and HiDRO.

The commands have the following format:

SMSG userid command-specification

Using as an example CANCEL task, the first command in the table, you would issue the following command to cancel task
#2 (assuming the HiDRO server has the id HIDRO):

SMSG HIDRO CAN 2

The following table lists alphabetically the most commonly used operator commands. The table indicates the server to
which the command is issued, a typical form of the command and the effect of the command. The common command
forms all link to the detailed documentation of the command.

The command expressions in the second column follow these conventions:

• The uppercase letters in a word ending with lowercase letters indicate permissible abbreviations. Thus, CANcel may
be entered as CANCEL or CAN.

• Lowercase words indicate variables. Substitute an appropriate numerical or text value for each variable. (Italics are not
used because link text cannot be italicized.)

Server Common Command Form Effect 
HIDRO  CANcel task-number Cancels specified task. CAN ALL cancels

all tasks.
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SYBMON  CMD backup-name Starts a Backup job
Any  CMD command Issues a CP, CMS, or EXEC command from

any server
HIDRO  DETach ccuu Detaches tape drive from its server. DET

ALL detaches all tape units. (DETach will
start when the tape drive becomes idle.)

HIDRO  PURge ALL Removes all tasks from the wait queue.
PURGE ALL removes all tasks.

HIDRO  Query Active Displays status of active tasks.
HIDRO  Query Job Displays job progress statistics
HIDRO  Query Requests Displays outstanding requests
HIDRO  Query Queue Displays the status of the three major user

queues: active tasks, waiting tasks, and
outstanding requests.

HIDRO  Query Tapes Displays the status of the current tape units.
SYBMON  $DE event Deletes specified event from the schedule

for the current day.
Any  $HELP keyword Displays HELP for commands containing

the specified keyword.
SYBMON  $HQ Hold Queue: holds the user job queue.

Prevents SYBMON from releasing work to
HiDRO.

Any  $LOGON Checks if the server is logged on. $LOGON
ALL initializes all other HiDRO servers from
a logged on server.

Any  $LOGOFF Virtual machine issues a CP LOGOFF.
$LOGOFF ALL logs off all HiDRO service
machines.

SYBMON  $QJ userid Query Job: displays the status of jobs
belonging to the specified user ID.
$QJ * displays the status of all jobs.

SYBMON  $QS Query Schedule: Displays the schedule of
the current day.

SYBMON  $REFresh Server reinitializes its default system
settings. $REFRESH ALL does the same
for all the HiDRO servers.

Depends on $SUSPEND  $RESume The server resumes normal processing
after having been quiesced by a
$SUSPEND command. $RESUME ALL
does the same for all the servers.

SYBMON  $RE event TO hh:mm Reschedule Event: SYBMON reschedules
the specified event to the specified time.

SYBMON  $RJ job-number Releases the specified job to HiDRO for
execution.

SYBMON  $RQ Release Queue: Releases the entire
user job queue from the effect of an $HQ
command. $RQ userid releases the job of a
specific user.
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Any  $SHOw ALL Displays information about the initial system
default settings and the environment.
$SHOW ALL RDR sends the information to
the reader.

Any  $STatus Displays general activity status of the
specified HiDRO server. $STATUS ALL
displays this information for all the HiDRO
servers.

Any  $SUSpend Quiesces activities of the specified
HiDRO server, which then waits for either
a $RESUME or LOGOFF command.
$SUSPEND ALL does this for all the
servers.

SYBMON  $TAPE PREVIEW pool Displays the tape volume serial numbers
in the order that HiDRO will request them
for a Backup for the specified logical pool.
$TAPE PREVIEW pool RDR sends the
information to the reader.

SYBMON  $TAPE JOBQ Displays tape volume serial numbers in the
order that HiDRO will request them for all
Restore jobs on the job queue.

Operator Replies
Replies to HiDRO must be preceded by the SMSG command. Use the following format:

SMSG userid task-id-number reply-specification

For example, you might reply as follows to a HiDRO message regarding task #0 to attach a tape:

smsg sybmon 0 A

The following table lists operator replies to messages from HiDRO. Usually the message will prompt you for the valid
replies.

Reply Description
A Attach
C Cancel the task
I Initialize
M Mount a DASD unit (VARY it online)
U Use current tape
R Reject
W Wait
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Command Reference
The VM:Backup HiDRO Command Reference contains the syntax for all HiDRO commands and options, including those
for the verify, format, copy, duplicate, and catalog operations.

Executing HiDRO Commands
There are two basic methods or "modes" for executing HiDRO commands: disconnected and local. Disconnected mode
is the recommended way of running most HiDRO jobs. However, some jobs must be run in local mode, and systems on
which HiDRO is configured to run in disconnected mode may also run jobs in local mode when necessary.

Disconnected Mode
 

In disconnected mode, HiDRO is configured with three disconnected service machines, normally called HIDRO,
SYBCOM, and SYBMON. When disconnected mode is used, HiDRO commands are normally executed through the
monitor machine (SYBMON).

The following jobs are normally initiated in disconnected mode:

• Backups using the HiDRO Scheduler
• Backups through the SMSG facility
• Restores from SYBLIST
• Operations where a SYSIN file is sent to the monitor (SYBMON) machine.

In the first three types of jobs, commands are generated and submitted automatically. For details, see Defining and
Scheduling Backups. The fourth type of job is explained below.

SYSIN File to SYBMON

When HiDRO is normally run in disconnected mode, the SYSIN file that is sent to the SYBMON machine is usually a
Failed Commands File submitted after the commands in the file have been revised. However, the SYSIN file may also
contain a set of manually written commands.

NOTE

 For more information about the Failed Commands File, see Handling a Failed Restore Command.

If you are using the SYSIN file to send a set of manually written commands, the following rules apply:

• Global options may be specified in the first line of the file following the keyword GLOBAL.
• Each command must begin with an operation keyword: BACKUP, RESTORE, CATALOG, COPY, DUPLICATE,

FORMAT, or VERIFY.
• Commands may be continued by using the continuation characters plus (+) or hyphen (-). For more information,

see Continuing a Command.

Here is an example of a SYSIN file containing a set of commands.

GLOBAL CATNAME OFFSITE

CATALOG REPORT OWNER * UNIT * VOLUME * DATE mm/dd/yy

CATALOG REPORT FPOOL * FSPACE * VOLUME * DATE mm/dd/yy

The commands in the SYSIN file in this example report on all entries in the OFFSITE catalog that were created on the
specified date.
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Local Mode
 

In local mode, access is only required to the HIDRO module and, for catalog functions, to the HiDRO catalog and
SYBCAT module. When local mode is used, commands may be executed from any virtual machine although, at times, the
ability to LINK minidisks or the privileges of an SFS administrator are required.

Operations may be initiated in local mode in the following ways:

• From the CMS command line
• From an EXEC
• Interactively
• Standalone
• With a HIDRO command and a SYSIN file

CMS Command Line

The most common commands executed from the command line in local mode initiate format, copy, and duplicate
operations. Such commands must be run on a virtual machine with access to the HIDRO module, and they must be
preceded by the keyword HIDRO.

For more information about the format of the HIDRO command, see HIDRO Command Format.

EXEC

HiDRO commands embedded in an EXEC have the same format as commands executed from the command line. The
virtual machine on which the EXEC is run must have access to the HIDRO module.

NOTE

• For more information about the format of the HIDRO command, see HIDRO Command Format
• When you are writing an EXEC for HiDRO, do not use any HiDRO reserved words as the EXEC name. See

HiDRO Reserved Words.

Example:

Here is a portion of an EXEC that calls HIDRO. In this example, a "skeleton" 191 disk is duplicated to the 191 disk of new
users. A collection of new user IDs has been queued.

Do while queued()<>0

Pull userid

‘HIDRO DUPLICATE UNIT 191 USERID (SKELETON) TO UNIT 191’,

‘USERID (’ userid ‘) (FORMAT (NOP)’

End

A blocksize does not have to be specified on the FORMAT local option because HiDRO will automatically use the
blocksize of the input skeleton disk.

Interactive

To begin an interactive session, enter the command keyword HIDRO and any global options that you wish to use, and
you will receive the message “Awaiting console response:”. One or more commands beginning with keywords such as
BACKUP or COPY may then be entered individually.

The interactive session must be initiated at the virtual console of a machine with access to the HIDRO module.
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HiDRO may also be initiated interactively from an EXEC. For example, you could modify the example in the previous
section (see EXEC) to use a variable “list” of user IDs instead of a list of users on the stack. You could then execute
HIDRO to copy the skeleton disks to the disks of new users with code similar to the following.

Parse var list newuser list

Do until newuser=’’

Queue ‘DUPLICATE UNIT 191 USERID (SKELETON) TO -’,

Queue ‘UNIT 191 USERID (’ userid ‘) (FORMAT (NOP)’

Parse var list newuser list

End

Queue ‘End’

‘HIDRO’

Because this EXEC invokes HIDRO a single time, it is more efficient than the EXEC shown in the previous section, which
invokes HIDRO once for each new user.

 

Standalone

Executing HiDRO with commands entered after an IPLable copy of HiDRO has been IPLed is normally called running
HiDRO "standalone."

After HiDRO is IPLed, the message "Awaiting console response:" is issued. You would then enter commands in the same
way as you would during an interactive session.

HIDRO Command in SYSIN File

Instead of entering HiDRO commands on the command line or specifying them in an EXEC, you can write them in a CMS
file, called a SYSIN file. To access and read the SYSIN file, use the following syntax:

HIDRO [global... /] SYSIN fileid

global...
Any global options that you wish to specify.

SYSIN
Keyword pointing to the CMS file that contains the HiDRO commands (the SYSIN file).

fileid
The file ID of the SYSIN file.

If you are initiating HiDRO with global options on the command line, you may not also place global options within the
SYSIN file.

If no global options are specified on the command line, omit the slash (/).

This method of running HiDRO is particularly useful for running special jobs. For example, when systems programmers
are preparing to apply maintenance to MAINT 123 and MAINT 190, they may prefer to logon to MAINT and, while logged
on, make an "ad hoc" backup of the minidisks to be updated.

In such a situation, systems programmers create a SYSIN file containing commands similar to the following.

BACKUP UNIT 123 TO TAPE (OVOLUMES -

(RES001 RES002 RES003) -

OTAPE (RETPD 7 UNLOAD)

*
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BACKUP UNIT 190 TO TAPE (OVOLUMES -

(CMS001 CMS002 CMS003) -

OTAPE (RETPD 7 UNLOAD)

*

The hyphens (-) are used to continue the commands. The asterisks (*) are treated as comments by HiDRO. They are
included to enhance readability.

If the SYSIN file is named MAINT SYSIN A, the systems programmer then issues a command similar to the following.

hidro conclass * userclass * sysprint (terminal sysfile -
keep log a) / sysin maint sysin a

The global option CONCLASS ensures that all messages are written to the console, and the global option USERCLASS
ensures that all messages are written to the user log. The global option SYSPRINT TERMINAL ensures that all messages
written to the console actually appear on the virtual console of the MAINT machine, and SYSFILE KEEP LOG A ensures
that all log messages are written to the file KEEP LOG A on MAINT A disk.

HIDRO Command Format
HIDRO commands have the following syntax:

HIDRO [global... /] "Operation keyword" input TO output [( local...]

 

Operation keyword:

  Backup

| Restore

| VERify

| Copy

| DUPlicate

| FORmat

| CATALOG

Seven components may be included in a command that initiates a HiDRO job. Each component is explained below.

NOTE
For more information about the methods of running HiDRO and about submitting commands, see Executing
HIDRO.

HIDRO
Executes the HiDRO program and begins a HiDRO jobstream.

global
Specifies one or more global options. These options affect all the tasks in a single HIDRO execution, and they are
used to change the values of installation default options or to add special option values.
If one or more global options are specified, they must be followed by a space and a forward (/) or backward (\)
slash.

NOTE
For more information, see Global Options.

operation
Specifies an operation keyword: BACKUP, RESTORE, VERIFY, COPY, DUPLICATE, FORMAT, or CATALOG.
The abbreviations for these operations are B, R, VER, C, DUP, and FOR. An operation with its input and output
specifications and local options is called a task.
If one or more global options followed by a slash have been specified, there must be a space between the slash
and the operation keyword.
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Multiple operations may be specified in a single HiDRO job. When multiple operations are specified, the command
for each operation must begin on a separate line. No continuation characters should be specified between
commands.

input
Specifies input for a particular HiDRO operation.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for a particular operation.

output
Specifies output for a particular HiDRO operation.

local
Specifies one or more local options for each HiDRO operation. These options affect only a single task and may
vary for each task specified within a job.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis. A
close (right) parenthesis is optional.

Command Example

hidro idrc / backup unit 123 userid (tech rr rtech) to tape -

(pack core max

In this example, the HiDRO jobstream that is executed contains one backup operation or task. The hyphen (-) is a
continuation character.

HIDRO
Begins a HiDRO jobstream. It calls the HiDRO program.

IDRC /
Specifies one global option, IDRC. The global option is followed by a space and a forward slash (/).

BACKUP
Signifies that a backup operation will be performed.

UNIT 123 USERID (TECH RR RTECH)
Fully specifies the input. In this case, user ID TECH 123 disk will be backed up. Link mode is RR and the read
password is RTECH.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for the backup operation.

TAPE
Specifies that the backup operation output goes to a tape device.

(PACK CORE MAX
Specifies two local options (PACK and CORE MAX) for the backup operation. An open parenthesis precedes the
first option.

Continuing a Command

You may continue a command for a particular HiDRO task on more than one line by using a hyphen (-) or a plus sign (+).
Hyphens are used to break a command at a space. Plus signs are used to break a command in the middle of a name or a
keyword. The plus sign is normally only used to continue very long directory names in a restore command.

When you continue a HIDRO command with a hyphen, the following rules apply:

• A HIDRO command may be continued wherever a space appears in a command.
• Every continued line must end first with a space and then with a hyphen.
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Here is the command example above continued on several lines.

HIDRO IDRC / -

BACKUP UNIT 123 -

USERID (TECH RR RTECH) -

TO TAPE -

(PACK CORE MAX

When you continue a HIDRO command with a plus sign, the following rules apply:

• At least one character from the name or keyword must appear on the line that is being continued.
• You must first place a space and then a plus sign at the end of any line where a name or keyword is continued.
• The remaining part of the name or keyword must be placed at the beginning of the line after the plus sign.
• HiDRO will concatenate the part of the name or keyword that appears before and after the plus sign. No spaces will be

inserted.

Here is a command example that contains both a hyphen and a plus sign continuation.

HIDRO CATALOG RESTORE FPOOL VMSYSU: - 

FSPACE SALES.NEW.FEBRUARY.AREA3.SECTI + 

ON10 FILES(NEW PROSPECTS)

NOTE
Continuation characters may only be used within the commands for individual tasks that begin with an operation
keyword such as BACKUP or RESTORE. A continuation character may not be used immediately after the
keyword HIDRO or within the global options section of the command. When multiple operation commands are
specified, the command for each operation must begin on a separate line. No continuation characters can be
specified between commands.

Order of Command Specifications

The order of the values within each component of the HIDRO command is arbitrary. For example, input specification could
be specified as follows.

UNIT 123 USERID (TECH RR RTECH)

or

USERID (TECH RR RTECH) UNIT 123

The local options could be specified in the following order.

(PACK CORE MAX

or

(CORE MAX PACK

However, the order of the components within the HIDRO command itself must be identical to the order shown in the
format statements.

Abbreviations

Most keywords in the HIDRO command can be abbreviated. For example, here is the sample command given above with
abbreviations.
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HIDRO IDRC / B U 123 USE (TECH RR RTECH) TO TAPE (PACK CORE MAX

In this manual, abbreviations are not shown in the text or command examples for the sake of clarity. However, the
abbreviations are provided when the command syntax is discussed. For a table containing global option abbreviations,
see Global Options. Abbreviations for catalog functions are given in Catalog Operation. Abbreviations for local options are
given in the table in the Local Options page for each operation, such as Local Options for Backup Operations.

Uppercase letters in a keyword signify its abbreviation. These letters must be specified. Lowercase letters are optional.
You may specify one or more of these letters in addition to the basic abbreviation. For example, you may specify USER or
USERI for the keyword USERID instead of its basic abbreviation USE.

Global Options
Global options apply to all operations within a single execution of HiDRO, and they are often used to override installation
defaults. When a global option overrides an installation default, the default is noted.

NOTE
For more information about HiDRO installation defaults, consult the online HELP facility that is accessed from
the machine interface on the HIDRO machine. Also see Invoking the HIDRO Server Interface.

Global options consist of a keyword, which may or may not take arguments. The options may be specified in any order.
For more information, see Specifying Global Options.

The following table contains all the global options currently available. Uppercase letters in a keyword may be used as an
abbreviation for that keyword.

Option (link) Description
ATTexit Specifies use of a user tape unit ATTACH/DETACH exit. (Use

TEXIT instead of ATTexit.)
CATName Alters the default filename used for the HiDRO catalog files with

the filetypes INDEX, DNAMES, and FNAMES.
COMM Disables all HiDRO operations except certain catalog operations.
COMPACT and NOCOMPACT Sets default for whether HiDRO is to use the hardware data

compaction feature of 3590 tape drives when writing data to 3590
tapes

CONClass Controls the classes of messages that print on the local console.
CORE See OPCORE Option
DEBug Forces HiDRO to produce a dump whenever a critical error is

encountered.
DISC Specifies the owner of a HiDRO job.
DUmp and NODUMP Controls production of memory dumps when abends occur.
ETB and NOETB Options Controls use of Elapsed Time Boost (ETB) I/O techniques.
IDRC and NOIDrc Controls use of Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC) for

tape I/O processing.
INTercom and NOINTercom Controls HiDRO’s monitoring of the console stack for input.
IOELog and NOIOELog Controls HiDRO’s recording of I/O errors.
IUCV and NOIUCV Controls HiDRO’s use of Inter-User Communication Vehicle

(IUCV) and Virtual Machine Communication Facility (VMCF)..
MAXTAPe Sets the maximum number of tape drives HiDRO will use.
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MAXTASk Sets the maximum number of concurrent tasks that can be
executed during a HiDRO job.

NOAUDit Disables production of Failed Commands File.
NODETach Disables automatic tape drive DETACH at end of job.
NOECKd Disables use of Extended Count Key Data (ECKD) channel

programs.
NOEOT Instructs HiDRO to ignore double tape marks.
NOSTReam Disables use of STREAM local option.
NOVMCF Option Disables VMCF communication.
OPCore Specifies the amount of virtual memory to be used by each HiDRO

task.
OPerator Specifies the virtual machine that receives operator messages.
PDUmp and NOPDUmp Controls whether HiDRO code should be included in abend

dumps.
POOLid Specifies the logical tape pool in which tapes are recorded.
PRTDest Specifies destination of log and summary files.
RDR and RUNIT Option Specifies whether all input comes from the standard virtual reader

or from a specific reader unit.
RLF and NORLF Controls production of Reduced Label Format (RLF) tapes.
RPS and NORPS Controls use of Rotational Position Sensing (RPS).
RR and NORR Controls "round robin" allocation of tape drives.
SEQ Option Sets the number of streams in a HiDRO job.
SFS and NOSFS Controls whether Shared Files are to be backed up.
STOP Controls abnormal termination of HiDRO.
SYSPrint Controls destination of USERClass messages and creation of

HiDRO task summary.
TEXit Specifies use of a tape management exit.
UPLow Suppresses uppercase translation of input commands.
USERClass Controls the classes of messages in the HiDRO job log.
VMCore Controls maximum amount of virtual memory used by HiDRO.
WARning and NOWarning Tells HiDRO whether to warn a user that a backup is beginning.
XF and NOXF Functionally equivalent to IDRC/NOIDRC option.

..

Specifying Global Options
Global options may be specified in several different ways: through the HiDRO Event Scheduler, with SMSG, from the
command line, and from a SYSIN file.

HiDRO Event Scheduler

To specify global options through the HiDRO Event Scheduler, place the options in the "Parms" field on the screen where
you define an event. The options must be preceded by the keyword GLOBAL, as shown in the following example.

In this example, the global options MAXTAPE and IDRC are set through the "Parms" field on the Event Scheduler "Event
Definition" facility.
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NOTE

For more information, see The Event Scheduler, in the documentation for administrators.

        H I D R O SCHEDULER ==============>     Event Change/Add       SCH12

-- Event Id -------------- Event Definition -----------------------

   DAILY... Parms  GLOBAL MAXTAPE 2 IDRC............................

            Invoke EVERY WEEKDAY AT 06:00:00........................

            Invoke EVERY WEEKDAY AT 18:00:00........................

            Invoke .................................................

            Invoke .................................................

            Invoke .................................................

            Invoke .................................................

            Invoke .................................................

            Except LAST DAY OF THE MONTH............................

            Except .................................................

            Except .................................................

            Except .................................................

            Except .................................................

            Except .................................................

            Except .................................................

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PF1: Help   PF2: Save Definition   PF3: Quit   PF4: Preview    PF9: Edit

Command===>...

SMSG

The SMSG command is sent to SYBMON, the HiDRO monitor machine, and not to the HIDRO machine.

To specify global options for a job initiated with SMSG, enter the following command:

SMSG SYBMON CMD jobname GLOBAL option...

The jobname is placed after the keyword CMD. The global option(s) are placed after the keyword GLOBAL.

Example:

smsg sybmon cmd daily global maxtape 2 idrc

In this example, the global options MAXTAPE and IDRC are passed through the SMSG facility to the HiDRO SYBMON
machine for the backup named DAILY. The options appear after the keyword GLOBAL.

Command Line

To specify global options for a HiDRO job initiated from the command line, use the following format.

HIDRO option... / operation

The global option(s) must be specified after the HIDRO keyword and before the slash (/). After the slash, a HiDRO
operation is defined with its input and output specifications and any appropriate local options. A blank space should be
placed both before and after the slash. For more information about the HiDRO operations, see the individual sections that
describe the operations elsewhere in this manual.

Example:
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hidro vmcore max / format unit 191 (noprompt

In this example, the global option VMCORE is set to MAX for the FORMAT operation defined after the slash.

NOTE
If you specify the HIDRO keyword and one or more global options without an operation, you will be prompted for
further input.

SYSIN File

HiDRO may be executed from a SYSIN file in both disconnected and local mode.

NOTE
For more information about the placement of global options when you are using a SYSIN file and disconnected
mode, see SYSIN File to SYBMON. If you are using a SYSIN file and local mode, see HIDRO Command in
SYSIN File.

ATTEXIT Option
The ATTEXIT option specifies the use of a user-written tape unit ATTACH/DETACH exit.

ATTexit filename

WARNING
 The ATTEXIT option is supported for Assembler exits only. Use the TEXIT option for exits written in REXX.

The exit must exist as a TEXT file or TXTLIB member on a disk accessible to HiDRO, and the exit must be serially
reusable. Only its filename is specified.

NOTE

• Use the TEXIT option instead of the ATTEXIT option whenever possible. For an example of how to run
HiDRO with tape manager exits, see TEXIT Option.

• For more information about the functions of an ATTACH/DETACH exit and the parameter list passed to such
an exit, see the documentation for administrators. 

CATNAME Option
The CATNAME option determines the filename for the catalog files with the filetypes of INDEX, FNAMES, and DNAMES
used in a particular job. Backups are cataloged in these files.

CATName {filename | SYSCAT}

When the name of an alternative catalog is given, the catalog should be defined before it is used in the interface on the
HIDRO machine where the type and amount of information held in the catalog is set.

Example:

The following SMSG command specifies the CATNAME global option:

smsg sybmon cmd sqldstst global catname database

In this example, HiDRO is instructed to execute the SQLDSTST backup and catalog information about the backup in the
DATABASE catalog, which consists of the files DATABASE INDEX, DATABASE FNAMES, and DATABASE DNAMES.
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NOTE
For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

COMM Option
The COMM option disables all HiDRO operations except certain catalog operations.

COMM

WARNING
The COMM option is provided for informational purposes only and should be set only by HiDRO.

COMPACT and NOCOMPACT Options
The COMPACT and NOCOMPACT options set the default for whether backup, copy, and duplicate operations use
hardware data compaction when using 3590 tape drives to write data to tape.

{COMPACT | NOCOMPACT}

Specify COMPACT to use the 3590 data compaction feature; specify NOCOMPACT to not use it. You can override a
default of NOCOMPACT for a particular operation by specifying COMPACT on the ITAPE or OPTAPE local option. You
cannot override a default of COMPACT using local options.

CONCLASS Option
The CONCLASS option controls the types of messages that print on the local console during a HiDRO operation.

CONClass {"ParmA" | "ParmB" | "ParmC"}

ParmA:

[¬ | -]ILPODWECQRTS

ParmB:

*

ParmC:

IOWECQRP

The CONCLASS option is only valid if the delivered default of the SYSPrint option (TERMinal) is in effect. The
CONCLASS option overrides the installation default CONCLASS.

Twelve classes of messages can be specified:

Class Description
I Informational
L Log
P Performance
O Operator
D Debugging
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W Warning
E Error
C Catalog
Q Query response
R Reply to prompt
S Superuser
T Tape information

Specifying an asterisk (*) directs all messages to the local console.

Classes may be specified in one of two ways:

• To include classes, specify their letters.
• To exclude classes, specify a not-sign (¬) or a minus sign (-) before their letters.

Class letters may be specified in any order.

To send messages in classes specified in the CONCLASS option to the virtual console, you must include the parameter
TERMinal in the SYSPrint global option or have specified CONSOLE for the SYSPRINT -TERMINAL option as an
installation default.

CONCLASS is overridden for backups submitted through SYBMON. For these backups, CONCLASS is forced to WE
(Warnings/Errors). However, if you are running HiDRO locally on your own virtual machine, you may use CONCLASS to
control the information displayed on the virtual console.

Examples:

• Issue the following command to see all messages when formatting unit 295.

hidro conclass * / format unit 295

• Issue the following command to suppress all but the warning (W) and error (E) messages.

hidro conclass we / format unit 295

• To see all messages except the performance (P) and debugging (D) messages, issue the following command.

hidro conclass -pd / format unit 295

NOTE
For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and with SMSG, see Specifying
Global Options.

CORE Option
For more information about the CORE option, see OPCore Option.

DEBug Option
The DEBUG option forces HiDRO to produce a dump and cancel the job whenever a critical error occurs.
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DEBug

Dumps produced by the DEBug option have a filetype of DUMPE001. They are sent to the user ID of the system
administrator. The job terminates even if the critical error only affects a single task.

If DEBUG is not specified, only critical error messages are issued.

Example:

Here is an example of a backup that is initiated with the DEBUG option using SMSG.

smsg sybmon cmd daily global debug

In this example, the backup initiated is called DAILY, and the DEBUG option is specified after the keyword GLOBAL.

Note: For more examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

DISC Option
The DISC option provides the user ID of the owner of a HiDRO job.

DISC userid

WARNING
The DISC option is provided for informational purposes only. Do not set this option; let HiDRO set it.

DUMP and NODUMP Options
The DUMP and NODUMP options control the production of a memory dump when an abend occurs.

{DUmp | NODUMP}

If you want HiDRO to produce a dump, specify DUMP. If you do not want HiDRO to produce a dump, specify NODUMP.
DUMP is the default.

Dumps produced by the DUMP option are sent to the system administrator. A dump produced because of this option will
not automatically cause a job to terminate.

HiDRO dumps have a filename of HIDRO and filetype of DUMPEnnn, where nnn is a 3-digit abend code.

ETB and NOETB Options
The ETB and NOETB options control the type of channel programs that HiDRO uses for non-CMS disk input and reserved
CMS disks. ETB (Elapsed Time Boost) channel programs reduce SSCHs (SIOs) and elapsed time.

{ETB | NOETB}

The ETB and NOETB options are related to the installation default ETB. If the installation default is set to YES and the
global option is not specified, HiDRO uses ETB channel programs for the following sources of non-CMS input:
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• A 3990 attached CKD (Count Key Data) device.
• A 9345.
• A CKD device with output to a cartridge drive or disk.

Regardless of the installation default value, specifying the global options ETB and NOETB explicitly has the following
effects:

• If the GLOBAL option ETB is specified, ETB is used whenever the non-CMS input is from a CKD device, regardless of
the output device.

• If NOETB is specified, ETB channel programs are not used. In some cases, this will reduce CPU time.

IDRC and NOIDRC Options
The IDRC and NOIDRC options control the use of hardware data compression on tape output.

{IDRC | NOIDrc}

IDRC (Improved Data Recording Capability) activates hardware compression if a tape drive in use supports it. If the drive
does not support it, the option is ignored.

NOIDRC disables the use of hardware compression.

INTERCOM and NOINTERCOM Options
The INTERCOM and NOINTERCOM options control input from the console of the virtual machine on which HiDRO is
running.

{INTercom | NOINTercom}

NOINTERCOM is the default for all HiDRO jobs that are submitted to the SYBMON machine for disconnected processing.
This includes all backup jobs defined with the backup definition menu on the monitor machine and all restore jobs
submitted through SYBLIST.

Because NOINTERCOM disables input from the console, any command entered by someone who logs on to the HIDRO
machine while a job is running will be ignored and will not affect the final return code of the HiDRO job.

Examples:

• To use the INTERCOM option during a format operation, a user enters the following command.

hidro intercom / format u 100

HiDRO then issues the following prompt.

1 SYB167W FORMAT of unit 0100 will erase all files, ok? (YES or NO):

To continue the format operation, the following command is sufficient.

1 yes

• If the NOINTERCOM option is to be used in the same format operation, the following command must be entered.
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hidro nointercom / format unit 100

The HiDRO prompt is identical.

1 SYB167W FORMAT of unit 0100 will erase all files, ok? (YES or NO):

However, to continue the format operation, the reply must be a CP SMSG command because HiDRO will not accept
messages from the console. The #CP SMSG allows the command to be passed directly to the HIDRO machine.

#cp smsg * 1 yes

When HiDRO is run interactively, the console is automatically monitored until an END command is encountered. After the
END command, console monitoring is controlled by the INTERCOM or NOINTERCOM option entered previously.

Example:

A REXX EXEC containing the following code is entered.

Queue ‘CP DEFINE T3380 100 20’

Queue ‘HIDRO NOINTERCOM’

Queue ‘FORMAT U 100 (CORE MAX NOP’

Queue ‘END’

Queue ‘ACCESS 100 T’

Queue ‘XEDIT TEST FILE T’

Exit

Because the NOINTERCOM option is specified after the HIDRO keyword and before the END command, HiDRO does not
read the ACCESS and XEDIT commands and no HiDRO messages are issued.

However, if INTERCOM is specified instead of NOINTERCOM, the following HiDRO messages appear on the console:

SYB250E Unidentified operation "ACCESS"

SYB250E Unidentified operation "XEDIT"

These messages point out that these commands were not executed.

IOELOG and NOIOELOG Options
The IOELOG and NOIOELOG options control the recording of information about I/O errors in a log file. These options
override the default set at installation.

{IOELog | NOIOELog}

If IOELOG is specified, HiDRO records information about all I/O errors, whether recoverable or not, in a log called
IOERROR LOG on the HIDRO 191 disk. The information is in binary form, but an EXEC is supplied with HiDRO to format,
print (or display), and erase the log.

NOTE
For more information, see "IOELOG EXEC" in EXEC Messages .
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IUCV and NOIUCV Options
The IUCV and NOIUCV options control the method of communication between HiDRO and other virtual machines while
HiDRO jobs are running. These options override the installation default NOIUCV.

IUCV {MSG | SMSG | (MSG SMSG)} NOIUCV

IUCV MSG instructs HiDRO to use IUCV to intercept messages only. VMCF will be used to intercept SMSGs.

IUCV SMSG instructs HiDRO to use IUCV to intercept SMSGs only. Messages will not be processed.

Specifying IUCV or IUCV (MSG SMSG) instructs HiDRO to use IUCV to intercept both messages and special messages
from other virtual machines using IUCV.

NOIUCV disables the use of IUCV. VMCF will be used for intercepting SMSGs, and messages will not be recognized.

NOTE
 Some tape manager interfaces require a particular IUCV setting. For more information, see TEXIT Option.

MAXTAPE Option
The MAXTAPE option controls the maximum number (nn) of tape drives that HiDRO may use during a job, and overrides
the installation default MAXTAPE.

MAXTAPe nn

The maximum number of tape drives (nn) may be any decimal number between 1 and 99.

HiDRO may not simultaneously use the maximum number of drives that you have specified if one of the following
situations applies:

• Insufficient memory is available.
• The number of tasks specified in the MAXTASK global option is less than the number of tape drives specified in

MAXTAPE.

Example:

The following backup is initiated with the MAXTAPE option using SMSG:

smsg sybmon cmd weekly global maxtape 5

In this example, the backup initiated is called WEEKLY, and the MAXTAPE option is specified after the keyword GLOBAL
to allow up to five tape drives to be attached.

NOTE

• For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

• When CMS is not present, MAXTAPE is automatically set to maximum value. This allows use of all available tape
drives for disaster recovery.

MAXTASK Option
The MAXTASK option sets the maximum number of concurrent tasks that can be executed during a HiDRO job.
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MAXTASk nn

The maximum number (nn) may be any number between 1 and 99, and the delivered default is 32. The actual number of
tasks will be dynamically determined by HiDRO at run time, depending on the amount of memory available. However, the
maximum number will not exceed the value set for MAXTASK.

NOAUDIT Option
The NOAUDIT option suppresses the production of a HiDRO Failed Commands File.

NOAUDit

The Failed Commands File contains the commands for the tasks that did not complete successfully during a HiDRO job.
The file also includes all error messages for the failed tasks as comments. After resolving the problems that caused the
failure, you can resubmit the failed commands by using SENDFILE to send the file to the SYBMON machine.

NOTE
For more information about the Failed Commands File, see the Administrators Guide.

For more information, see the Failed Commands File.

NODETACH Option
The NODETACH option overrides the tape drive DETACH option that is set in the STATUS installation default.

NODETach

When the NODETACH option is specified, tape drives are not detached at the end of a HiDRO job, regardless of the
setting of STATUS. However, all tapes will be unloaded.

The NODETACH option is used primarily for debugging.

NOECKD Option
The NOECKD option controls the type of channel programs HiDRO uses. It prevents HiDRO from using Extended Count
Key Data channel programs for those devices that support the ECKD command set.

NOECKd

NOTE
Use NOECKD only for debugging.

NOEOT Option
The NOEOT option tells HiDRO to ignore double tape marks when reading a tape.

NOEOT

Use NOEOT only when it is absolutely necessary to attempt to restore data from a damaged tape or a tape that is partially
overwritten. Normally, such tapes cannot be read, and you should always try to restore data from undamaged tapes, if
available.
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NOSTREAM Option
The NOSTREAM option is normally generated in a Failed Commands File to force HiDRO to ignore the local option
STREAM and run with the number of drives assigned to the job generated when the Failed Commands file is submitted.

NOSTReam

The NOSTREAM option is provided for informational purposes only and should be set only by HiDRO.

NOVMCF Option
The NOVMCF option disables the use of VMCF communication.

NOVMCf

If the IUCV communication is enabled by the IUCV installation or global option, HiDRO uses IUCV instead of VMCF
communication. If IUCV communication is disabled, VMCF communication is used. If IUCV communication is disabled
and NOVMCF is specified, no communication with other virtual machines is allowed.

Specifying both NOVMCF and NOIUCV is desirable for invocations of HiDRO from other programs.

OPCORE Option
The OPCORE option tells HiDRO how much memory each individual operation in a HiDRO job can use.

{OPCore | CORE} {4M| n | MAX | nK |nM}

NOTE

• CORE may be used in place of the keyword OPCORE.
• For information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the amount

of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations, see
VMCORE Option.

The amount of memory specified for OPCORE must take the amount of memory specified for VMCORE into account.
OPCORE must be no larger than (VMCORE - 2M) because HiDRO needs about 2 megabytes of memory for its load
module and fixed overhead memory areas.

If the amount of memory specified in the OPCORE option is not available for a particular task and other tasks are running,
the HiDRO operation will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will
terminate.

The OPCORE global option overrides the installation option OPCORE. The local option CORE for an individual operation
overrides all installation or global OPCORE settings for the operation for which it is specified. However, the global
OPCORE setting will affect the memory calculations that set MAXTASK while the local option CORE does not.

Normally, you would use the default settings except under special conditions.

The OPCORE value may be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify OPCORE MAX,
HiDRO will use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to
complete each task in a HiDRO job.

If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, OPCORE
MAX can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify OPCORE MAX.
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Example:

The following SMSG command initiates a backup with OPCORE:

smsg sybmon cmd weekly global opcore 2m vmcore max

In this example, the backup initiated from the SYBMON machine is called WEEKLY, and the OPCORE option with the
argument 2M is specified after the keyword GLOBAL. 2M tells HiDRO to use two megabytes of memory for each task
in the WEEKLY backup after the memory needed for HiDRO load module and fixed overhead memory areas has been
allocated.

NOTE
For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

OPERATOR Option
The OPERATOR option specifies the user ID whose virtual machine will receive operator messages.

OPerator {userid | * | OPERATOR}

All tape attach and mount requests are directed to the user ID that this option specifies. The OPERATOR option overrides
the installation option OPERATOR, whose delivered default is OPERATOR.

If OPERATOR * is specified, the user ID will be that of the local machine on which HiDRO is running.

Example:

Here is a backup that is initiated with the OPERATOR option using SMSG.

smsg sybmon cmd sqlback global operator sqloper

In this example, the backup initiated is called SQLBACK, and the OPERATOR option is specified after the keyword
GLOBAL and with the user ID SQLOPER.

NOTE

• For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line,
see Specifying Global Options.

• In some cases, it is desirable to have tape mounts and other operator messages filtered through a service
machine and, possibly, passed on to another operating system by the service machine. This may be the case
even if the HiDRO Event Scheduler is being used. HiDRO accepts responses to OPERATOR prompts from
any superuser. For more information about the communication between HiDRO and the OPERATOR, see
Operators

PDUMP and NOPDUMP Options
The PDUMP and NOPDUMP options control whether HiDRO object code is included in ABEND dumps.

{PDUmp | NOPDUmp}
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Because PDUMP, which includes the HiDRO code, is used primarily for debugging, it is the delivered default. NOPDUMP
excludes HiDRO code from ABEND dumps.

POOLID Option
The POOLID option instructs HiDRO to use its Tape Pool Management facility for all backup operations,

POOLid poolname

NOTE
Specify the POOLid option only in special circumstances. Never specify POOLID for backups run through the
HiDRO Event Scheduler or those initiated with SMSG.

POOLID is automatically set for the following backups:

• Backups defined with the POOL DEFINITION panels on the HIDRO machine and the BACKUP DEFINITION panels on
the SYBMON machine

• All VMIMAGE backups

Backups that use HiDRO tape pools update pool files that reside on the HIDRO 191 disk. For this reason, backups that
use HiDRO tape pools should only be run on the HIDRO machine.

When specifying the POOLID option, poolname must be the name of a logical tape pool defined in the HiDRO Tape Pool
Management facility.

NOTE
Do not specify the local option OVOLUMES when you are using the POOLID option. OTAPE may be used if
none of its parameters conflicts with parameters specified in the HiDRO Tape Pool Management facility, such as,
for example, the expiration date parameter.

PRTDEST Option
The PRTDEST option routes the HiDRO log and task summary files to the specified user ID.

PRTDest userid

The log routed by PRTDEST has a filetype that begins with LG, followed by the date on which the operation was run. The
summary file has a filetype that begins with SM, also followed by the date on which the operation was run.

The destination of the failed commands file is not affected by the PRTDEST option.

If SYSTEM is specified as a user ID, the log and summary files are sent to the default printer on the system.

If the PRTDEST option is not specified, the log and summary files for restore jobs and backup jobs initiated with SMSG
are sent to the user ID that initiated the job. For jobs submitted with the HiDRO Event Scheduler, the system administrator
receives the log and summary files.

Example:

The following command specifies the PRTDEST global option with SMSG.

smsg sybmon cmd sqlback global prtdest sqladmin
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In this example, the log and summary files for the SQLBACK backup are routed to the SQLADMIN user ID.

For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see Specifying
Global Options.

RDR and RUNIT Option
The RDR/RUNIT option instructs HiDRO to accept input only from the virtual machine reader and not from any other
source.

{RDR | RUnit ccuu}

If RDR is specified, the standard virtual reader is used. Specifying RUNIT ccuu instructs HiDRO to read input from the
indicated alternative reader unit (ccuu). All unit numbers are expressed as 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal values ranging from
0001 to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual
machine running HiDRO.

Commands input to HiDRO in this way must exist as the first file of the reader because HiDRO will only read the first file.
When end-of-file is reached, HiDRO will process all the commands in the file and terminate.

Because all commands must come from the reader when this option is specified, no command may be specified on the
command line after the global options.

Example:

The following command instructs HiDRO to accept input only from virtual reader unit 02C:

hidro runit 02c

Other global options may be specified, but no other input or output specifications may appear.

NOTE
When IPLing HiDRO from a card reader in standalone mode, RDR defaults to the RUNIT ccuu in the IPLable
copy of HiDRO. The real unit number of the intended IPL device should, therefore, be set as RUNIT ccuu during
the installation process before you run SYBGENI to create the IPLable image.

RLF and NORLF Options
The RLF and NORLF options control the format of backup tapes and override the installation default RLF.

{RLF | NORLF}

The use of Reduced Label Format (RLF) tapes reduces tape usage and elapsed time on backups. The reduction is
especially significant for backups of small minidisks and for incremental backups. In addition, the elapsed time required for
restores is significantly reduced for RLF-formatted cartridges, particularly if there are many files on a cartridge.

Specifying NORLF produces MVS-compatible standard label tapes.

RPS and NORPS Options
The RPS and NORPS options control the use of Rotational Position Sensing (RPS) and override the installation default
RPS.
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RPS | NORPS

RPS relinquishes the channel during I/0 operations when the head is a significant distance from the sector of data that
must be read from disk. This normally improves system throughput.

If NORPS is specified, RPS will not be used.

RR and NORR Options
The RR and NORR options control the selection of tape drives for backup tasks. The default is RR (round robin).

RR | NORR

RR instructs HiDRO to fill all tapes on all drives concurrently, reducing elapsed time.

NORR instructs HiDRO to fill one tape before beginning to write to another. This option reduces tape usage and is useful
for unattended backups because it ensures that continuation tapes are available for backup images that span tape
volumes.

NORR also forces HiDRO to run tasks sequentially.

SEQ Option
The SEQ option sets the number of streams in a HiDRO job.

SEQ nn

WARNING
The SEQ option is provided for informational purposes only and should be set only by HiDRO.

SYBMON calculates SEQ automatically for the jobs that SYBMON generates. Whether SEQ appears and its value
depend on the installation option SEQUENCE.

SFS and NOSFS Options
The SFS option tells HiDRO that an operation involving the Shared File System is to be performed. NOSFS tells HiDRO
that the operation does not involve the Shared File System.

SFS | NOSFS

The SFS and NOSFS options override the SFS installation default set on the special SFS options menu.

The use of the option or installation default SFS is required when you are processing SFS files.

STOP Option
The STOP option controls the abnormal termination of HiDRO.

STOP {NO | ABEND | RC16 | RC8 | RC4 | ANY}
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STOP NO
HiDRO terminates only if a job-level abend occurs. This is the default.

STOP ABEND
HiDRO terminates if a task-level abend occurs.

STOP RC16
HiDRO terminates if any task receives a return code greater than or equal to 16.

STOP RC8
HiDRO terminates if any task receives a return code greater than or equal to 8.

STOP RC4
HiDRO terminates if any task receives a return code greater than or equal to 4. Four signals a warning message,
not a critical error.

STOP ANY
HiDRO terminates if any task receives a nonzero return code.
Note: Because a task normally involves only a single file or minidisk, the STOP option is not often reset. However,
you may want to reset it for critical jobs or during testing.

Example:

The following command initiates a backup with the STOP option using SMSG.

smsg sybmon cmd sybktst global stop rc16

In this example, the backup initiated is called SYBKTST, and the STOP option is specified after the keyword GLOBAL
RC16 tells HiDRO to terminate if any task in SYBKTST receives a return code greater than or equal to 16.

Note: For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

SYSPRINT Option
The SYSPRINT option directs HiDRO messages to any combination of three possible destinations: printer, local console,
and/or CMS log file.

SYSPrint {"Parms"}

Parms:

  [PUnit ccuu | PRT]

| [TERMinal | CONsole]

| [SYSFile fn ft fm]

| [SUMmary]

| ( "Options")

Options:

[PUnit ccuu | PRT]

[TERMinal | CONsole]

[SYSFile fn ft fm]

[SUMmary]

PUnit ccuu
Any three or four digit hexadecimal unit address.

PRT
The default printer unit at hexadecimal address 00E.
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TERMinal
Keyword for console.

CONsole
Alternative keyword for console.

SYSFilefn ft fm
Any CMS file, specified with a filename (fn), filetype (ft), and filemode (fm).

You may also specify the SUMMARY argument, which tells HiDRO to send a task summary file to the printer unit at the
dynamically defined hexadecimal address 01E.

NOTE
For more information, see Task Summary File in the documentation for operators.

The SYSPRINT option overrides the installation default SYSPRINT. On delivery, the installation default is set to send
messages to the console and to generate a task summary file if you are running in either local or disconnected mode and,
in addition, to write messages to the file named in the SYSFILE parameter if you are running in disconnected mode. The
default name of the SYSFILE file is USER LOG A, and it is returned to the user ID that owns the HiDRO job with one of
the following names:

poolid LGmmddyy
Name given if the job uses a HiDRO tape pool. poolid is the name of the tape pool and mmddyy is the date of the
job.

HiDRO LGmmddyy
Name given if the job does not use a HiDRO tape pool. mmddyy is the date of the job.

If only a single parameter is specified, parentheses are not needed.

HiDRO operator messages go both to the destination specified in the SYSPRINT option and to the virtual machine of the
user ID designated as OPERATOR at installation or through the OPERATOR global option.

The types of messages sent to the local console and the SYSFILE file may be restricted by using the CONCLASS and
USERCLASS global options. Messages sent to the printer with PRT or PUNIT cannot be restricted.

If TERMINAL is not included in the SYSPRINT destinations, no messages will print at the console, regardless of the
settings specified for the CONCLASS option.

Example:

The following command initiates a backup with the SYSPRINT option:

hidro sysprint (terminal sysfile listing file a summary) / - 

backup minidisk a to tape

In this example, HiDRO messages will be sent to the console and to a CMS log file called LISTING FILE A. A task
summary file will also be created.

NOTE
For more examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and with SMSG,
see Specifying Global Options.

TEXIT Option
The TEXIT option activates a user-written or Broadcom-supplied tape management exit. The exit may be a REXX EXEC,
a TEXT file, or a member of a TXTLIB.

TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}
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Processing Options:

 

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [A] [S] [X] [E] [I]

NOTE
The global option TEXIT cannot be used unless you have previously set the tape manager virtual machine name
through the HiDRO installation EXEC. Any virtual machine running HiDRO and using the TEXIT option must
access the HIDRO 201 disk.

The following processing options are available:

Processing Option Description
M Mount/unload tapes
R Reusable exit supplied
V Verify tape volume labels
F Verify file header/trailer labels
C Record recycled (free) tapes after a catalog condense
A ATTACH and DETACH tape units
S Perform initialize/cleanup required by exit
X Exit is written in REXX
E Record permanent I/O errors
I Identify taskid that relates to a tape manager message

A number of tape management exits are supplied with the HiDRO product. For each exit, a set of TEXIT options is
supported, and other global options may have to be specified. Information for each exit is listed below. IUCV settings are
given for the IUCV global option. The global option setting IUCV is the same as the global setting IUCV (MSG SMSG) and
the installation setting IUCV ON.

Tape Manager Interface Name TEXIT Options Other Options
VM:Tape SYBVMTAP MCASXI IUCV
Dynam/T SYBDYNAM MASIX  
DFSMS SYBDFSMS MCASXI IUCV
CA 1 SYBUCC FX  
STK ACS SYBSTK MCASXI IUCV
HiDRO SYBATTX ASX  

The HiDRO tape exit allows HiDRO to ATTACH its own tape units.

Exits may also be used to interface with user-written tape manager systems.

Because the TEXIT global option is likely to be used in a multitasking situation where it would be called from different
operations concurrently, exits written in Assembler should be serially reusable and reentrant. This implies that the exit
must not modify itself in any way and must not store data within its own area. All data areas must be dynamically obtained
through either an OS GETMAIN, a CMS DMSFREE, or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.

The tape exit specified in the TEXIT option is used by any operation that involves tape and by the catalog condense
function if the C option is specified. If a TEXIT exitname is specified with both local and global TEXIT options in the same
execution of HiDRO, the local option will be ignored.

The TEXIT option letters may be specified in any order and in any combination. If no letters are specified, HiDRO will
assume M R and call the exit each time that a tape must be mounted or unloaded.
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NOTE
For more information, see Tape Management Exits in the documentation for administrators.

Example:

The following command specifies the TEXIT global option with SMSG:

smsg sybmon cmd condense global texit (sybvmtap m c a s x i) iucv

In this example, HiDRO is instructed to condense its catalog and call the SYBVMTAP interface to VM:Tape with the
options required when using VM:Tape. These are the TEXIT options signified by the letters M, C, A, S, X, and I. The IUCV
option is specified to ensure that the correct setting of IUCV will be used.

UPLOW Option
The UPLOW option tells HiDRO not to change mixed case command input to uppercase format.

UPLow

If you specify UPLOW, you must remember to input all parts of the HIDRO command other than fileids in uppercase.

If the UPLOW option is not explicitly specified, HiDRO uses the installation option CASE, which can be set to MIXED or
UPPER. The delivered default is MIXED.

USERCLASS Option
USERCLASS controls the classes of messages that will be placed in the CMS log file.

USERClass {* | PWEC | [¬ | -]ILPODWECQRTS}

USERCLASS is valid only if "SYSFILE fn ft fm" has been specified as one of the destinations of the SYSPRINT option.

Classes of messages may be included by specifying their class letter. Classes may be excluded by placing a not-sign (¬)
or a minus sign (-) before their class letter. Class letters may be specified in any order.

The message class letters are interpreted as follows.

Class Description
I Informational
L Log
P Performance
O Operator
D Debugging
W Warning
E Error
C Catalog
Q Query response
R Reply to prompt
S Superuser
T Tape information
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The wildcard (*) directs all messages to the console.

Example:

The following command initiates a format task with the USERCLass option:

hidro userclass we / format unit 295 (core max nop

In this example, only Warning (W) and Error (E) messages will be recorded in the log file specified in the SYSPRINT
option.

Note: For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and with SMSG, see Specifying Global
Options.

VMCORE Option
The VMCORE option controls the maximum amount of virtual memory HiDRO will use during a single job.

VMCore {MAX | MAX-nK | MAX-nM | nK | nM}

Because the memory is shared by all tasks (operations) within the HiDRO execution and by the HIDRO module itself, the
VMCORE option setting has an important impact on HiDRO performance and on the total number of concurrent tasks that
can be run in a single execution.

The setting MAX instructs HiDRO to use all available memory. MAX-nK instructs HiDRO to use all available memory
after freeing a specified number of kilobytes (nK). MAX-nM instructs HiDRO to use all available memory after freeing a
specified number of megabytes (nM).

The settings nK and nM forces HiDRO to limit itself to a specific number of kilobytes or megabytes, regardless of the
actual size of the virtual machine. If the amount of memory specified is greater than the amount actually available, HiDRO
will use the amount actually available.

WARNING
Do not set VMCORE lower than 3M because HiDRO requires about 2M for its load module and fixed overhead
memory areas. Additional memory must be allocated to run an operation. The local option CORE and the global
option OPCORE/CORE control the amount of additional memory set for each task. However, HiDRO normally
runs more efficiently when VMCORE and CORE are set higher than the minimum amount of memory needed.

When VMCORE is set to MAX, HiDRO automatically releases the following:

• 256K below the 16 megabyte line
• An additional 300K if the Shared File System is enabled as a HiDRO system default
• An additional 400K multiplied by the setting for MAXTAPE if a TEXIT is used

Example:

The following command initiates a backup with the VMCORE option using SMSG:

smsg sybmon cmd weekly global vmcore max-400k

In this example, the backup initiated from the SYBMON machine is called WEEKLY, and the VMCORE option with the
argument MAX-400K is specified after the keyword GLOBAL. VMCORE MAX-400K tells HiDRO to use all available
memory after freeing 400K for user exits and other overhead.
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NOTE
For examples of how to specify global options through the HiDRO scheduler and from the command line, see
Specifying Global Options.

WARNING and NOWARNING Options
The WARNING/NOWARNING options control whether the owners of minidisks are sent a warning message when their
minidisks are about to be backed-up.

WARning | NOWarning

If WARNING is specified, that is, a warning message is issued, the MSG facility is used and not the CP command
WARNING.

Issuing a warning message alerts minidisk owners that a backup of their disks is in progress, allowing them to avoid
changing or adding data to their disks before the backup of their disk is complete.

If data is added or changed during the backup of a minidisk, the backup will fail and will be retried. If the retry also fails
and U is not specified for the installation option RESUBMIT (the delivered defaults are L and U), the backup command will
be added to the Failed Commands File.

If the retry fails and U is specified for RESUBMIT, HiDRO will retry the task a second time at the end of the entire job. If
the second retry fails, a third attempt will be made. If this third retry also fails, the command will be included in the Failed
Commands File.

If NOWARNING is specified, no warning message will be issued, and minidisk owners will be unaware that their disks are
being backed up.

NOTE
The WARNING/NOWARNING options override the installation default WARN.

XF and NOXF Options
The XF and NOXF options control the use of hardware data compression on tape output.

{XF | NOXF}

XF activates IDRC (Improved Data Recording Capability) hardware compression if a tape drive in use supports it. If the
drive does not support it, the option is ignored.

NOXF disables the use of IDRC hardware compression.

Backup Operation
A backup operation copies data from a disk to a sequential file on tape or another disk. In addition, HiDRO generates
control information so that the data that is backed up can be restored.

NOTE

• For more information about organizing a schedule of full "base" backups, normally run weekly, and partial
"incremental" backups, normally run daily, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.
For more information about organizing a schedule of full "base" backups, normally run weekly, and partial
"incremental" backups, normally run daily, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

• For more Information about the various methods of running HiDRO and the ways of submitting the
commands described in this section, see About VM:Backup HiDRO Option) Component.
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For more Information about the various methods of running HiDRO and the ways of submitting the
commands described in this section, see About VM:Backup HiDRO Option) Component in the Introduction.

BACKUP Command Format

Backup input TO output [ ( local... ]

There are five components in a HiDRO backup command. Each is explained below.

Backup
Signifies that the task to be performed is a backup operation. The Backup keyword may be abbreviated as B.

input
Signifies the placement of all input specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Input is the data to be backed
up and this data must reside on a direct access storage device (DASD).
The following may be backed up:

• A disk volume.
• A minidisk (CMS or other format).
• A filespace.
• Selected files from a CMS minidisk or filespace.

NOTE
Absolute DASD areas may also be backed up without regard to their logical organization, but this is not
done through an input specification but through the local option IEXTENTS. For more information, see
IEXTENTS Option.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for a particular operation. TO is a required keyword.

output
Signifies the placement of all output specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Output is the destination of
the data that is backed up and may be a tape file or a CMS disk file.

local
Signifies that one or more local options may be specified for each HiDRO operation. These options affect only a
single operation.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.

Example
The following command backs up a user minidisk to tape:

backup unit 123 userid (tech rr rtech) to tape (pack otape fsn *

backup
Signifies that a backup will be performed.

unit 123 userid (tech rr rtech)
Specifies the input. In this case, TECH unit 123 will be backed up.

to
Separates the input and output specifications for the backup operation.

tape
Specifies the output. In this case, the backup will be to a tape device.

(pack otape fsn *
Specifies two local options (PACK and OTAPE) for the backup operation.
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Input Specifications (Backup operation)
Contents

Input to a backup operation may be any one of the following:

• An entire DASD volume.
• A minidisk (CMS or other format).
• A filespace.
• Selected files from a CMS minidisk or filespace.

The input specification must always include a unit, a filespace, or a minidisk designation. It may also include a file
specification for CMS disks.

If the input disk is non-CMS, a file specification is meaningless because the logical structure of the disk is not processed
by HiDRO and individual files cannot be restored from such a backup.

Only one virtual minidisk, physical disk, or filespace may be backed up in a single operation or task. However, multiple
tasks can be performed during a HiDRO job.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, FPOOL, FSPACE, and FILES parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the input
section of the backup command.

NOTE
Input to the backup operation may also be specified as absolute DASD areas, without regard to logical
organization, using the local option IEXTENTS. For more information, see IEXTENTS Option.

Data held on tape cannot be input to a backup operation.

Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the virtual address of the DASD where the data to be backed up resides.

Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

User Parms:

userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu|500}]

Linkmode:

  R

| SM

| SR

| SW

| W

| M

| RR

| WR

| MR

| ER

| EW

| MW
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The ccuu operand is the virtual address and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF.
The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:

• If the backup command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the backup command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which exists on the virtual
machine that is executing the command. If the user ID of the virtual machine running the backup command does not
own the input disk or is not linked to it, the USERID subparameter must be specified.

When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the input disk.

Example:

backup unit 191 to unit 201 files ceo191 bckup

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up the data on disk unit 191 to disk unit 201. Because no user ID is specified,
HiDRO will use a default based on the way HiDRO is executed. The CMS file CEO191 BCKUP will contain the backup
image.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter always consists of the USERID keyword and the user ID of the input disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You may also specify the type of link HiDRO should use for the unit.

HiDRO supports the following link modes for input:

R
Primary read-only access

RR
Primary or alternative read-only access

W
Primary write access

WR
Primary write access or alternative read-only access

M
Primary multiple access

MR
Primary multiple access or alternative read-only access

MW
Primary multiple access or alternative write access

SM
Stable multiple access

SR
Stable read access
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SW
Stable write access

ER
Exclusive read access

EW
Exclusive write access

To use the link modes SM, SR, SW, ER, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP
Directory entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization
option. Using ER or EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW, because it allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally corrupt
the data on a disk.

If no link mode is specified, RR is assumed.

Password Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the unit password is ALL or the machine
executing the backup command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the backup command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone referencing his or her own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the backup will fail if
HiDRO is being used in local mode.

In a normal production situation in which HiDRO is running as a disconnected service machine, the password is usually
omitted.

Here is an example of a command in which a password is specified.

backup unit 191 userid (vsetst rr rvse) to tape

In this example, the input for the backup is held on disk unit 191. The user ID for the disk is VSETST, the link mode is RR,
and the password is RVSE.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command. The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify a particular address.

LUnit {ccuu | 500}

If you specify an address, HiDRO attempts to use it. If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If
HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of one, and attempts to link again. That is, HiDRO will attempt to link at 501
if the default is used, or, for example, at 401 if the LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an
increment of 1 until it links successfully.
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NOTE
If the password subparameter is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be
placed before the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the LUNIT as a password.

Example:

The following backup command uses LUNIT.

backup unit 200 userid (vsetst rr rvse lunit 400) to tape

In this example, user ID VSETST unit 191 will be backed up to tape. HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 200 as unit 400. If
the password is omitted, the following command should be issued.

backup unit 200 userid (vsetst lunit 400 rr) to tape

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as input.

Minidisk m

m
The minidisk filemode letter

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk to be backed up is currently accessed by the local virtual
machine that is executing the backup command.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for input.

Example:

The following command backs up a minidisk:

backup minidisk a to tape

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up the minidisk on the local machine with filemode A to tape.

Specifying a Filespace

The FPOOL and FSPACE parameters allows you to specify a filespace as input to a backup.

FPool filepool FSpace filespace [SGRoup n]

To back up the data, include both the name of a filepool and the name of a filespace.

NOTE
Filepool backups may only be executed from a virtual machine which is an ADMINISTRATOR to the filepools
containing the filespaces.

The FPOOL keyword must be followed by a filepool name (filepool). The colon normally following a filepool name is
optional.

The FSPACE subparameter must contain a filespace name (filespace). The name must not be followed by a period
because such notation indicates the root directory of the filespace rather than the filespace itself. Directory names may not
be specified as input to a backup.
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The storage group may also be included by specifying the keyword SGROUP and the storage group number (n), but a
storage group is not required. If an incorrect storage group number is included, the backup of the filespace will fail.

You may specify a storage group number from 2 to 32767.

Example:

The following command backs up data in a filespace:

backup fpool invntry: fspace itms to tape

In this case, the filepool name is INVNTRY and the filespace is ITMS.

Specifying Individual Files

The FILES parameter allows you to include individual CMS or shared files in a backup. The -FILES parameter allows you
to exclude individual CMS or shared files from a backup.

{Files | -Files} fileid.[fileid]...

NOTE
You can use ¬FILES as a keyword instead of -FILES.

Each file is identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and filetype.

All files designated as included or excluded in a single backup command must reside on the same minidisk or belong to
the same filespace.

You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype)
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype.

NOTE
You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype for a group of files.

• A list of files
• A list of groups of files

You may never specify the FILES parameter alone. You must always specify either a UNIT, MINIDISK, or FPOOL
parameter along with the FILES parameter.

Examples:

• The following backup command includes one file (REPORT SCRIPT) on a CMS disk.

backup unit 191 userid (mngr rr) files (report script) to tape

• In the following backup command, the file REPORT SCRIPT is excluded.

backup unit 191 userid (mngr rr) -

-files (report script) to tape

• The following backup command includes all SCRIPT files in a filespace.

backup fpool docu: fspace mngr files (* script) to tape

• The following backup command excludes two files (RPT1 DATA and RPT2 DATA).

backup unit 191 userid (mngr rr) -files (rpt1 data rpt2 data) -
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to tape

• Note that a list of files must be enclosed in parentheses and that you may include more than one group in a single
subcommand by using a wildcard. Here is an example.

backup unit 191 userid (mngr rr) files (rpt* data * script) to -

tape

In this example, all files whose filename begins with the three characters RPT and whose filetype is DATA and all files
with a filetype of SCRIPT are included.

Output Specifications (Backup operation)
Output data from a backup may go to any of the following destinations:

• A tape file
• A CMS disk file

The output specification must include a tape unit, a disk unit, or a minidisk. If the output device is tape, an OSFILE dataset
name and tape volume may also be included. If the output device is a disk, specification of an output fileid is required.

A sequential output file for a backup must not be copied or reblocked, or HiDRO may not be able to restore it to its original
form.

Output to Tape (Backup operation)
When you want HiDRO to back up data to tape, you can specify one of the following:

• Any available tape drive (TAPE)
• A virtual tape unit (TAPn)
• A virtual unit number for a tape drive (UNIT ccuu)

When HiDRO writes a backup image to tape, it normally writes to the first file position on the tape. If you wish to change
this default, use the local option OTAPE. For more information, see OTAPE Option.

Whenever possible, it is best to use the TAPE parameter when backing up data to tape.

Specifying TAPE

The TAPE parameter tells HiDRO to back up data to any available tape unit.

TAPE

TAPE is the recommended output parameter because it allows HiDRO to choose free tape drives for a backup regardless
of how many tapes are needed. This automates the backup process and eliminates operator intervention, especially if
scratch tapes are mounted on two or more tape drives when a backup operation begins.

Here is an example of a backup operation using the TAPE parameter.

backup unit 191 userid (tech) to tape

In this example, HiDRO is asked to back up the data on user ID TECH unit 191 to a tape mounted on any available tape
unit.

Specifying TAPn

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn
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Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187. For
example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F. For
example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

NOTE
TAPE may not be used

to represent a specific tape drive.

If you specify TAPn and the HiDRO Tape Pool Management facility is active, HiDRO will request that a tape from the pool
you are using be mounted on the unit you have specified. If the Tape Pool Management facility is not active, HiDRO will
request a scratch tape be mounted on the unit you have specified unless the local option OVOLUMES is included. For
more information, see OVOLUMES Option.

 Note: You can tell HiDRO to place the backed up data in a specific file on a tape by using the OTAPE local option. For
more information, see OTAPE Option.

 Example: 

The following backup operation uses the TAPn parameter:

backup unit 191 userid (tech rr) to tap6

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up the data from user ID TECH unit 191 to the tape mounted on unit 186 (TAP6).

Specifying a Unit

NOTE
The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the specific address of a tape drive to be used in a backup operation.

Unit ccuu

 ccuu is the address and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The range of
addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running HiDRO.

If HiDRO is running standalone, HiDRO will use ccuu as a hardware address. Otherwise, HiDRO will consider the address
to be a virtual address on the virtual machine running HiDRO.

NOTE
 The following information is important if you are considering using the UNIT parameter for tape output.

• If the UNIT parameter is specified for tape output, the local option OVOLUMES must also be specified.
• The UNIT parameter must never be specified for tape output if the HiDRO Tape Pool Management facility is in use

during a backup.
• The UNIT parameter should not be used for tape output if you are using a disconnected machine. You should only use

it if you are using a local machine. For information about disconnected and local mode, see Executing HIDRO.

 Example: 

The following backup command includes a UNIT parameter specified for output.

backup unit 150 to unit 181 (ovolumes 123456

In this command, HiDRO is told to back up the data on disk unit 150 to the first file on a tape with a volser of 123456,
which is mounted on unit 181.
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Specifying OSFILE

When HiDRO backs up data to tape, it creates a sequential output file. This file can be given a standard OS tape dataset
name (dsname) of up to 17 characters with the OSFILE parameter.

OSFile dsname

If no OSFILE parameter is specified, HiDRO assigns the default name "SYB.userid.unit" for CMS minidisks, and
"SYB.filespace.SFS" for filespaces. For the backup of a minidisk, userid and unit are the user ID and unit of the minidisk
that is being backed up. For the backup of a filespace, filespace is the name of the filespace that is being backed up.

If you are using standard label tapes, the name specified in the OSFILE parameter (dsname) or the default name are
placed in the standard HDR1 label of the tape file. On Reduced Label Format tapes (RLF), the dataset name is placed
in HDR1 of the first file on the tape. The dataset name is passed to an external tape manager if HiDRO was set up at
installation to use such a tape manager.

The OSFILE parameter may never be specified alone. The TAPE, TAPn, or UNIT parameter must be included with it.

 Examples: 

• The following skeleton command in a command control (CMDCTL) file is for a backup where the OSFILE parameter
has been inserted.
b u <unit> user(<userid>) to tape -

osfile hidro.weekly (otape fsn * pack

In this example, the OSFILE parameter has been inserted into a standard HIDRO command control (CMDCTL) file
used by the HiDRO tape pool management facility.

NOTE
 For more information about the CMDCTL file and how the tape pool manager uses it, see Defining
Backups in the documentation for administrators.

• In the CMDCTL files used, any of the keywords can be specified as part of the OSFILE dataset name. For example,
the following command in a CMDCTL file uses the keywords DATE, VOLSER, and UNIT:
osfile daily.<date>.<volser>.<unit>

When backing up data on August 3, 2015 from volser VMPK02 on unit 199, this creates an output file named
DAILY.080315.VMPK02.199.

Output to Disk (Backup operation)
Contents

If you want HiDRO to back up data to a CMS disk instead of to tape, you must specify one of the following:

A DASD volume (UNIT).

• A minidisk (MINIDISK).

In addition, you must always specify a FILES parameter.

The input to a backup to disk does not have to be CMS data, and the blocksizes of the input and output disks do not have
to be the same. HiDRO does not support output to disk with 800-byte (CDF) or 512-byte blocksizes.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a CMS disk where HiDRO is to place the backed up data.

Unit ccuu [USErid ("User Parms")]

User Parms:
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userid ["Linkmode"] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu|500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| SM

| SW

| M

| EW

| MW

The ccuu operand is the virtual address. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The
range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:

• If the backup command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the backup command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HiDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which exists on the virtual
machine that is executing the command. If the user ID of the virtual machine running the backup command does not
own the output disk or is not linked to it, the USERID subparameter must be specified.

When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the output disk.

Example:

backup unit 191 to unit 401 files back191 daily

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up the data on disk unit 191 to disk unit 401. BACK191 DAILY will be the name of
the file containing the backed up data.

Because no user ID is specified, HiDRO will use a default based on the way HiDRO is executed.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.
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PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the backup command
has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the backup command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone referencing his or her own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the backup will fail if
HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Here is an example in which a password is specified.

backup unit 191 userid (vsetst rr rvse) to unit 301 -

userid (tst ew wtst) files vsetst back191

In this example, the input for the backup is user ID VSETST unit 191, and the output is to be placed on user ID TST unit
301. The link mode for output is EW (exclusive write) and the write password is WTST.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command. The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify an address.

Lunit {ccuu | 500}

If an address is specified, HiDRO attempts to use it. If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If
HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of 1, and attempts to link again. For example, HiDRO attempts to link at 501
if the default is used, or at 401 if the LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 to
the value until it links successfully.

NOTE
If the password is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be placed before
the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

The following backup command includes LUNIT:

backup minidisk a to unit 200 userid (vsetst ew wvse lunit 400) -

files vsetst backup

In this example, minidisk A will be backed up to user ID VSETST unit 200, and HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 200 as
unit 400. If the password is omitted, issue the following command:

backup minidisk a to userid (vsetst lunit 400 ew) -

files vsetst backup

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as output.
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Minidisk m

m
The minidisk filemode letter.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk to be backed up is currently accessed by the virtual machine
that is executing the backup command. The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same
command.

Backing up to a minidisk is useful if you need to "save" a minidisk temporarily, during maintenance for example.

Example:

The following command backs up a minidisk:

backup unit 191 userid (maint rr rmaint) to minidisk b - 

files maint backup

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up user ID MAINT unit 191 to a minidisk with filemode B. The output file will be
called MAINT BACKUP.

Specifying a Fileid

Whenever a backup to a CMS disk is performed, the FILES parameter must be used to assign a file ID to the sequential
output file.

Files fileid

The file ID consists of a filename and filetype. HiDRO determines the filemode from the UNIT or MINIDISK parameter.

Example:

The following backup command includes the Files parameter.

backup minidisk a to minidisk b files adisk backup

In this example, the CMS output file from the backup of minidisk A to minidisk B will be ADISK BACKUP.

Local Options for Backup Operations
All the local options that can be specified for a backup operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical
order. The abbreviations for the options are given in the heading and text, but no abbreviations are used in the examples
for the sake of clarity.

Option Description
CATalog Controls the recording of backup activity in the HiDRO catalog,

which consists of three files.
CHAnged Tells HiDRO to back up only those files that have changed after a

certain date and time. Such a backup is called incremental.
COMPRess Tells HiDRO to compress the backup image using the Huffman

Encoding technique.
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CORE Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can
use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

CPVol Tells HiDRO to back up only the permanent space on a CP
volume.

ENCrypt Specifies that the backup image will be encrypted.
ERASE and REPLACE Options (Backup Operation) Set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists

with the same file ID as a file that HiDRO is writing during an
operation.

FIALLoc, BALLoc, and COMPLete Tell HiDRO which components of a CMS disk to back up.
FLIST Option (Backup operation) Tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS or shared file backed

up in a class L message.
FORMAT Option (Backup operation) Tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any backup

data on it.
GROUP Option (Backup operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the

same time as another HiDRO operation.
HOLD AND NOHOLD Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands

entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

IEXTENTS Option (Backup operation) Allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without
regard to its logical organization to back up the data within it.

IVORG Option (Backup operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS,
DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

NEWLABEL Option (Backup operation) Provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.
NOREDO Appended by HiDRO to resubmitted tasks so that the tasks are

resubmitted only once.
NOTCHANGED Option (Backup operation) Tells HiDRO to back up only those files that have not changed

since a certain date and time.
OATTRIBUTE Option (Backup operation) Allows you to define the block size in bytes for an output tape file.

The block size must be a multiple of 4K.
OTAPE Option (Backup operation) Specifies output tape volume characteristics.
OVOLUMES Option (Backup operation) Designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape

operation.
OVORG Option (Backup operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an output tape volume:

OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.
PACK and NOPACK Options (Backup operation) PACK tells HiDRO to compact the data that is being backed up

by eliminating repeating character strings and replacing them
with a flag byte, a repeat count, and a character indicating which
character repeats. NOPACK tells HiDRO not to pack the data.

REPLACE See ERASE and REPLACE.
STREAM Option (Backup operation) Provided for informational purposes only and should be set only

by HiDRO.
TEXIT Option - Backup operation The TEXIT option activates a user-written tape management

exit and overrides the tape management system chosen during
HiDRO installation.

CATALOG Option (Backup operation)
The CATALOG option controls the recording of backup activity in the HiDRO catalog, which consists of three files.
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{CATalog | CATlg} {FULL | BRIEF | OFF}

The default filename of these three files is set at installation and may be overridden by the CATNAME global option. The
delivered default value is SYBCAT. The filetypes of the three files are INDEX, DNAMES, and FNAMES.

• The INDEX file contains a 256-byte record for each backup performed, and identifies the backup image and its
location. This is sufficient information to restore a tape file through the catalog. A tape file normally contains a minidisk
or filespace.

• The DNAMES file contains a 32-byte record for each shared file directory that is backed up.
• The FNAMES file contains one record for each CMS and shared file that HiDRO backs up. The record length depends

on the level of the record being recorded in the catalog and may vary from 16 to 32 bytes.

CATALOG FULL tells HiDRO to record full catalog information in all files: INDEX, FNAMES, and DNAMES. This setting is
only valid when the FIALLOC option is in effect.

CATALOG FULL allows you to browse the catalog later and locate the names of individual files that have been backed up.

CATALOG BRIEF tells HiDRO to record catalog information only in the INDEX and DNAMES files. When this option is
specified, CMS and shared files cannot be located individually when you browse the catalog. However, such files can still
be restored individually if you know their user IDs.

CATALOG OFF tells HiDRO to keep no records of backup activity. If you specify CATALOG OFF and you later wish to add
catalog information, you may do it by performing a verify operation with the CATALOG FULL or CATALOG BRIEF setting.
CATALOG FULL requires that the FIALLOC option be specified for the original backup.

NOTE

• For more information about performing verify operations, see Verify Operation.
• For more information about the HiDRO catalog, see Catalog Operation.

If the CATALOG option is not specified, the amount of information included is controlled by the CATALOG installation
option whose delivered default is FULL.

Example:

The following backup command includes the CATALOG option:

backup unit 191 userid (sales) to tape (catalog brief

This command tells HiDRO to back up the files on unit 191 of the SALES minidisk. A record of the backup is added to the
INDEX file, but none to the FNAMES file for each CMS file backed up. The catalog cannot be browsed for the names of
individual CMS files, but files can be restored individually if you know their file IDs.

CHANGED Option
The CHANGED option tells HiDRO to back up only those files that have changed after a certain date and time. Such a
backup is called incremental.

CHAnged ["Change Options"]

 

Change Options:

  (date [00:00|hh:mm])

| (-nnn)
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| (*)

| (B)

| (I)

| (C [catname]

When the HiDRO tape pool management facility is used, HiDRO automatically decides which files are to be backed
up. This decision is based on the backup type set in the tape pool manager for specific backups. For this reason, the
CHANGED option should never be specified in a CMDCTL or SFSCTL file when the tape pool manager is being used.

NOTE
For more information, see Defining and Scheduling Backups and The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager in the
documentation for administrators.

HiDRO uses the date and time in the FST (File Status Table) to decide whether to back up CMS and SFS files. Disks
with non-CMS data are always backed up physically, that is, completely, and no logical structures are processed. If the
CHANGED option is specified for the backup of such a disk, it is ignored.

NOTE
If files have been copied or duplicated using the OLDDATE option, the FST dates will not indicate the true date
the file appeared on a particular minidisk. For this reason, a file that has been added to a given disk may appear
older than it is and will not be included in an incremental backup. However, if you are using the HiDRO tape pool
management facility and you specify the incremental backup type (C), any file that does not appear in the most
recent base backup will be backed up regardless of its date in the FST.

The CHANGED option can be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters).
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm).
• A number of days (-nnn).
• Based on the date of the last incremental backup (I).
• Based on the date of the last base backup (B or *).
• Based on catalog information (FNAMES) about the specified backup (C [catname] ). If [catname] is not specified, the

last base backup is used by default.

Specifying CHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to back up any files changed or created on the current date.

Specifying CHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to back up any files changed or created since that
date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a particular hour if
a colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying CHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to back up files changed or created a number of days (nnn)
before the current date. For example, (-10) specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to back up any file changed or created
since August 10.

Specifying CHANGED (I) tells HiDRO to back up any files whose FST date is more recent than the date of the last
cataloged incremental backup of the minidisk or filespace.

Specifying CHANGED (B) or CHANGED (*) tells HiDRO to back up any files whose FST date is more recent than the date
of the last cataloged base backup of the minidisk or filespace.

Specifying CHANGED (C) tells HiDRO to back up all files changed or created since the last base backup of the minidisk
or filespace to the specified catalog. HiDRO uses the FNAMES information stored in the specified catalog to determine
which files have changed.

Example:

backup unit 291 userid (ceo) to tape (changed (c)
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In this example, only the files changed or created since the last base backup of user ID CEO unit 291 will be backed up
because CHANGED (C) is specified.

COMPRESS Option (Backup operation)
The COMPRESS option tells HiDRO to compress the backup image using the Huffman Encoding technique.

COMPRess

NOTE
HiDRO automatically packs the data before compressing it. For more information about packing data, see PACK
and NOPACK Options.

Huffman Encoding reduces the data that is backed up by translating each character into a binary tree path represented by
a stream of bits. The bit stream for a character is based on the number of times the character occurs.

Compression reduces the amount of data backed up by 40% to 55%. However, compressing the data adds CPU time
because additional processing is required.

Example:

The following backup command includes the COMPRESS option.

backup userid (sales) unit 5ff to tape (compress

In this example, the 5FF disk owned by the user ID SALES will be backed up to tape. The data backed up will be both
packed and compressed because COMPRESS is specified.

CORE Option (Backup operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.

CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}

NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.
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If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

Example:

backup unit 191 userid (cmsuser) to tape (core 2m

In this example, CMSUSER unit 191 will be backed up to tape with two megabytes of memory available for use by this
particular operation.

CPVOL Option
Contents

The CPVOL option tells HiDRO to back up only the permanent space on a CP volume.

CPVol

If the CPVOL option is not specified, HiDRO backs up both permanent and temporary space as undefined data.

Example:

The following backup task has CPVOL specified:

backup unit 295 user (maint) to tape (cpvol

In this example, HiDRO will back up to tape only the permanent space on the CP volume user ID MAINT unit 295.

ENCRYPT Option
The ENCRYPT option specifies that the backup image will be encrypted.

ENCrypt Cipher {“Cipher Name”} Key hexstring

 

Cipher Name:

  TDES-192

| AES-128

| AES-192

| AES-256

The CIPHER and the KEY operands are required when the ENCRYPT option is specified. When the ENCRYPT option is
not specified, a standard backup is produced.

The CIPHER operand specifies which algorithm will be used to encrypt the backup image. Supported ciphers are:

• TDES-192
• AES-128
• AES-192
• AES-256
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The KEY operand defines a series of characters that are valid hexadecimal values (0-9 A-F). Both CIPHER and KEY must
be specified on any RESTORE, CATALOG, or VERIFY commands to access data from an encrypted backup image.

WARNING
This means if you lose this key, no-one will be able to retrieve the data from your backup image!

The length of the key string is dependent on the cipher specified. This length can be easily computed from the number in
the name of the cipher algorithm by dividing it by four. That implies:

Cipher name Length of the key string
TDES-192 48
AES-128 32
AES-192 48
AES-256 64

Example:

The following backup operation includes the ENCRYPToption:

backup userid (sales) unit 191 to tape (encrypt - 

(cipher aes-192 key - 

b95d1a60f096b105ada797c157ad78c866a967ee8c1381cb

In this example, the 191 disk owned by the user ID SALES will be backed up to tape. The data backed up will be both
packed (default for tapes) and encrypted with the AES 192 algorithm and the 192 bit key, which is 48 characters in length.

ERASE and REPLACE Options (Backup Operation)
The ERASE and REPLACE options set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists with the same file ID
as a file that HiDRO is writing during an operation.

[ERAse | REPlace]

• If neither ERASE nor REPLACE is specified (the default), the file is skipped and the original file on the output disk
remains unchanged.

• If ERASE is specified, HiDRO erases the original file on the output disk before writing the new file.
• If REPLACE is specified, HiDRO writes the file to unused space on the output disk and then erases the original file

from the disk directory.

The differences between ERASE and REPLACE lead to the following practical considerations when deciding which option
to use:
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• REPLACE requires enough free space on the output disk to hold both the original copy of the file and the new copy of
the file (which may or may not be the same size).

• ERASE requires only enough free space on the output disk to hold the new copy of the file after the original file is
erased.

• If an operation that follows ERASE logic fails, both the new and the original file with the same file ID are lost.
• If an operation that follows REPLACE logic fails, the original file remains on the output disk.

You cannot specify both the ERASE option and the REPLACE option. If neither the ERASE nor the REPLACE option is
specified and duplicate file IDs are detected, the task will terminate abnormally with an error message and the original file
will remain on the output disk.

Example: ERASE Option

backup unit 391 userid (ceo) to minidisk b -

files ceo391 backup (erase

In this example, HiDRO backs up user ID CEO unit 391 to a disk file named CEO391 BACKUP on minidisk B. If the file
CEO391 BACKUP already exists on minidisk B, HiDRO will first erase the file on minidisk B and then replace it with a new
file named CEO391 BACKUP, which contains the current backup image.

Example: REPLACE Option

backup unit 391 userid (ceo) to minidisk b file ceo391 backup -

(replace

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up user ID CEO unit 391 to a disk file named CEO391 BACKUP on minidisk B with
the REPLACE option. If the file CEO391 BACKUP already exists on minidisk B, HiDRO will write the backup image on
unused space on minidisk B to a file with a temporary name. HiDRO will then erase the original backup file and rename
the file holding the current backup image to CEO391 BACKUP.

FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE Options (Backup operation)
Contents

{FIAlloc | BALLoc | COMPLete}

A CMS disk has four components which may or may not be processed and/or included in a backup operation:

• Directory
• Bit allocation map
• Space used for files
• Unused, free space

These components may or may not be processed and/or backed up, depending on whether the FIALLOC, BALLOC, or
COMPLETE option is specified.

RESERVED disks are backed up with IVORG UNDEFINED by default unless FIALLOC, BALLOC, or COMPLETE is
specified. Disks containing non-CMS data are always backed up with the option IVORG UNDEFINED even if you specify
FIALLOC, BALLOC, or COMPLETE.

Base backups of RECOMPED disks are always processed with the option IVORG UNDEFINED unless you specify
the local option FIALLOC. Incremental backups of RECOMPED disks are processed with the option FIALLOC. For
an example of a technique that allows you to use the FIALLOC option during a base backup to process the parts of a
RECOMPED disk that are CMS-formatted, see Backing Up a RECOMPED Disk as CMS Data.
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NOTE
For information about how to restore disks backed up with the IVORG UNDEFINED option to CMS formatted
disks, see Restoring an Undefined Backup to a CMS Disk.

FIALLOC

The FIALLOC option tells HiDRO to process the directory and bit allocation map, and back up the directory, allocation
map, and all space used for files. This is the default for disks containing CMS data that are not RESERVED or
RECOMPED.

FIALLOC is the only option that allows files on CMS disks to be restored individually because it is the only option that tells
HiDRO to process the logical structure of the directory.

If a FIALLOC backup of a minidisk fails due to a logical error in the CMS structure of the disk such as conflicting
information presented by the directory and allocation map, HiDRO will retry the backup with the BALLOC option.

Example:

The following backup includes the FIALLOC option:

backup unit 191 userid (mrktng) to tape (fialloc

This command tells HiDRO to back up user ID MRKTNG 191 disk to tape. HiDRO will process the directory and allocation
map, and back up the directory, allocation map, and all files. Unused space will not be backed up.

After the backup, individual files may be restored.

BALLOC

The BALLOC option tells HiDRO to process the allocation map and back up the space used for files.

A backup run with the BALLOC option is faster than one processed with the FIALLOC option because processing time is
reduced. However, individual files cannot be restored from a backup where BALLOC is specified. In addition, CMS disks
backed up with the BALLOC option cannot be restored to a device of a different device type.

If a disk has been damaged and contains errors in its logical structures (caused, for example, by updates with MW
links), a BALLOC backup may be explicitly requested. However, it is preferable to repair the minidisks which contain the
structural errors.

Example:

The following backup includes the BALLoc option:

backup unit 191 userid (mrktng) to tape (balloc

This command tells HiDRO to back up user ID MRKTNG 191 disk to tape with the BALLOC option. HiDRO will process
the bit allocation map and back up the space used for files. Unused space will not be backed up.

NOTE
After a backup with the BALLOC option, files cannot be restored individually.

COMPLETE

The COMPLETE option tells HiDRO to back up all four components of a disk but not process any logical structures.

The COMPLETE option backs up every CKD track or FBA block allocated to a minidisk, but processes neither the
directory nor the bit allocation map.
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Normally, you should not specify COMPLETE for the backup of a pack with CMS data because performance will be
degraded. It is better to specify IVORG UNDEFINED instead if a logical backup is not feasible. However, if you do specify
COMPLETE for the backup of a disk with CMS data, the following rules apply:

• If the minidisk is logically damaged (for example, the directory or allocation map is damaged), the backup will be
successful.

• If the backup fails because the minidisk does not have true CMS format physically (for example, if each track on a
3380 does not contain ten 4K blocks), you must specify IVORG UNDEFINED instead of COMPLETE.

Example:

The following backup has the COMPLETE option specified:

backup unit 191 userid (mrktng) to tape (complete

This command tells HiDRO to back up user ID MRKTNG 191 disk to tape. HiDRO will back up all the components of the
disk but will not process any logical structures.

NOTE
After the backup, individual files may not be restored.

FLIST Option (Backup operation)
The FLIST option tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS or shared file backed up in a class L message.

FLIst

NOTE
The FLIST option is valid only when the FIALLOC option is specified or is the default. For more information, see
FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE Options.

Example:

backup unit 191 userid (cmsuser1) to tape (flist

In this example, CMSUSER1 191 disk will be backed up to tape, and the name of each file backed up will appear in a
class L message. This command assumes that FIALLOC is in effect.

FORMAT Option (Backup operation)
The FORMAT option tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any backup data on it.

FORmat [( {BLK | CMS} {"Block size"} [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]

Block size:

  1K

| 2K

| 4K

| 512

| 1024

| 2048
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| 4096

Specifying the FORMAT option eliminates the need to run the CMS FORMAT program before running HiDRO if your
output disk is unformatted.

If the output disk is not formatted as a CMS minidisk and this option is not specified, no backup operation can be
performed.

If FORMAT alone is specified, HiDRO will format the output disk at the blocksize appropriate for the output device,
normally 4K.

If FORMAT and either CMS or BLK is specified with a blocksize, HiDRO will format the output disk at the blocksize
specified.

Example:

In the following backup, the output disk is to be formatted.

backup minidisk a to unit 194 file adisk backup (format (cms 2k

In this example, minidisk A will be backed up to the file ADISK BACKUP on unit 194. The disk will be formatted with 2K
blocks before the backup begins.

If HiDRO is told to format a disk while running on a local machine, the user will be prompted for permission to format the
disk to avoid an inadvertent loss of data because a formatting operation erases all the data on a disk. Because the prompt
will halt processing until it is answered, NOPROMPT should be specified if no prompt is desired.

If HiDRO is running on a disconnected machine, HiDRO always uses the default NOPROMPT.

CLEAR is only specified when FBA disks are being formatted.

When formatting FBA disks, HiDRO zeroes out only the blocks at the beginning of the disk that contain the directory
system areas. This prevents access to the data on the disk, but does not clear it. If the rest of the disk must be cleared
(perhaps for security reasons), the CLEAR option must be specified.

The CLEAR option is ignored when CKD disks are being formatted because CKD disks are cleared automatically.

GROUP Option (Backup operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}

After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

The following file of commands has various GROUP option settings:
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backup minidisk a to tape (group g1

backup minidisk b to tape (group g2

backup minidisk c to tape (group g2

backup minidisk d to tape (group !

backup minidisk e to tape (group *

backup minidisk f to tape (group g1

backup minidisk g to tape (group *

backup minidisk h to tape (group !

In this example, the following rules apply:

• The backup of minidisk A cannot run at the same time as any other backup except for the backups of minidisks B and
C, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the backups of minidisk A and F cannot run at the same time.
• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the backups of minidisks E and G cannot run at the same time as any other

operation.
• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the backups of minidisks D and H must be run separately after all other

operations are complete.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Backup operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

{HOLD | NOHOLD}

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want them all to be checked for syntactic correctness before any
are executed, specify the HOLD option on each command. No commands will be executed until you enter the immediate
command END.

IEXTENTS Option (Backup operation)
The IEXTENTS option allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without regard to its logical organization
to back up the data within it.

IEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} ({low high}[low high]...)

To back up the data within the extent, you must specify an extent type (CYLINDERS, TRACKS, BLOCKS, or CCHH), a
lower boundary for the data (low) and an upper boundary for the data (high).

You must specify boundaries in units appropriate for the physical DASD area you are backing up.

CYLINDERS
Decimal cylinder number

TRACKS
Decimal track number
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BLOCKS
Decimal block number

CCHH
Hexadecimal cylinder/head number

CYLINDERS, TRACKS, and CCHH extents can be specified for CKD (Count-Key-Data) devices with OS, DOS, CP, and
UNDEFINED organizations. The first cylinder or track on a CKD device is numbered 0.

BLOCKS are used for FBA devices with OS, DOS, CP, and UNDEFINED organization. The first block on an FBA device is
always block 0, and each block is 512 bytes long. When specifying FBA blocks, it is important to remember that FBA block
numbers are not the same as CMS block numbers. They refer to physical FBA blocks and not to a logical organization.

When the CCHH descriptor is used, the head number (HH) must not exceed the number of tracks per cylinder on the
actual device. For example, because the number of tracks per cylinder on a 3380 disk is 15, the maximum head (HH)
number must be 14 (hexadecimal 000E) because track numbers begin at 0.

If you are backing up a nucleus, you must back up cylinder 0 in addition to the cylinders that actually contain the nucleus
unless the nucleus is to be restored to its original location.

NOTE
If more than one extent is specified, the extents must not overlap.

Examples:

• In the following command, HiDRO is told to back up track 0 through 100 and track 200 through 300 on unit 193.

backup unit 193 to tape (iextents tracks (0 100 200 300)

• Extent pairs are also separated with spaces when you are specifying cylinders or blocks. However, cylinders and head
numbers (CChh) must be concatenated. Here is an example:

backup unit 123 userid (maint) to tape - 

(iextents cchh (00000000 00ff0003)

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up cylinder 0000, head 0000 to cylinder 00FF, head 0003 of unit 193 to tape.
• In the following backup command, an extent is specified in BLOCKS.

backup minidisk a to tape (iextents blocks (0 1000 1500 2000)

In this example, HiDRO is told to back up the FBA blocks numbered 0 through 1000 and 1500 through 2000 on
minidisk A to tape.

IVORG Option (Backup operation)
The IVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UnDefined}

If IVORG is not specified, information in the disk label is used to determine the input volume organization.

HiDRO will treat all specifications for IVORG other than CMS as UNDEFINED.

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the IVORG option is only used in special circumstances.
For example, if full pack CMS minidisks are to be restored to non-CMS formatted DASD devices at a disaster recovery
site, specifying IVORG UNDEFINED during their backup operation eliminates the need to specify the FORMAT option on
the restore and to label the pack before the restore operation is run.

RESERVED disks are backed up with IVORG UNDEFINED by default unless FIALLOC, BALLOC, or COMPLETE is
specified.
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RECOMPED disks are backed up with IVORG UNDEFINED on the base backup and incrementals. The CMS files are
backed up in CMS format.

Example:

backup unit 200 userid (disaster) to tape (ivorg undefined

In this example, the unit 200 disk with the user ID DISASTER will be backed up to tape with an undefined organization.

NEWLABEL Option (Backup operation)
The NEWLABEL option provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.

NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}

Normally, HiDRO determines the volume label for the output disk dynamically. If the NEWLABEL option is specified, the
FORMAT option must also be specified.

The NEWLABEL option allows you to tell HiDRO to use any of the following:

• A new volser with the keyword NEW and a volser
• The volser of the input disk with the keyword ORIGINAL
• The current volser with the keyword CURRENT

Using the volser of the input disk is not recommended for a backup operation.

If you do not specify the NEWLABEL option, HiDRO will attempt to read the volume label currently on the output disk. If a
label exists, it will be retained. If a label does not exist or it is unreadable, HiDRO will construct a volser consisting of the
last three characters of the user ID requesting the backup and the three-digit unit address of the output disk. For example,
if HiDRO was told to write a backup to unit 194 by user ID NEWPROD but the label for the output disk was unreadable
and the NEWLABEL option was not specified, HiDRO would use the volser ROD194.

If HiDRO must construct a label from a four digit unit address, the first digit will be ignored and the final three digits will be
used. If the unit number had been 1234 in the previous example, HiDRO would use volser ROD234.

Example:

In the following backup operation a new volume serial number is assigned to an output disk with the NEWLABEL option.

backup minidisk a to unit 194 file adisk backup - 

(format(noprompt) newlabel (volser new tgi194

In this example, minidisk A will be backed up to the output file ADISK BACKUP on virtual unit 194 of the requesting user
ID. HiDRO will label unit 194 with the volser TGI194. Note that the FORMAT option is also specified as required.

NOREDO Option
The NOREDO option is appended by HiDRO to resubmitted tasks so that the tasks are resubmitted only once.

(NOREDO n
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n
The number of the resubmitted task.

WARNING
The NOREDO option is provided for informational purposes only and should be set only by HiDRO.

NOREDO is always the last option in the backup command, and it must be directly preceded by an open (left)
parenthesis.

NOTCHANGED Option (Backup operation)
The NOTCHANGED option tells HiDRO to back up only those files that have not changed since a certain date and time.

NOTchanged ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  (date [00:00 | hh:mm])

| (-nnn)

| (*)

| (B)

| (I)

| (C)

NOTE

For more information, see Defining and Scheduling Backups and The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager in the
documentation for administrators.

When the HiDRO tape pool management facility is used, HiDRO automatically decides which files are to be backed
up. This decision is based on the backup type set in the tape pool manager for specific backups. For this reason, the
NOTCHANGED option should never be specified in a CMDCTL or SFSCTL file when the tape pool manager is being
used.

HiDRO uses the date and time in the FST (File Status Table) to decide whether to back up CMS and SFS files. Disks
with non-CMS data are always backed up physically, that is, completely, and no logical structures are processed. If the
NOTCHANGED option is specified for the backup of such a disk, it is ignored.

The NOTCHANGED option may be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters).
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm).
• A number of days (-nnn).
• Based on the date of the last incremental backup (I).
• Based on the date of the last base backup (B or *).
• Based on catalog information about the last base backup (C).

Specifying NOTCHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to back up any files not changed or created on the current
date.

Specifying NOTCHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to back up any files not changed or created
since that date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a
particular hour if the colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying NOTCHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to back up files not changed or created since a date an
nnn number of days before the current date. For example, -10 specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to back up any file
not changed or created since August 10.
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Specifying NOTCHANGED (I) tells HiDRO to back up any files whose FST date is not more recent than the date of the
last cataloged incremental backup of the minidisk or filespace.

Specifying NOTCHANGED (B) or NOTCHANGED (*) tells HiDRO to back up any files whose FST date is not more recent
than the date of the last cataloged base backup of the minidisk or filespace.

Specifying NOTCHANGED (C) tells HiDRO to back up all files not changed or created since the last cataloged base
backup of the minidisk or filespace.

Example:

backup minidisk a to tape (notchanged mm/dd/yy

In this example, only the files not changed or created since the specified date will be backed up.

OATTRIBUTE Option (Backup operation)
The OATTRIBUTE option allows you to define the block size in bytes for an output tape file. The block size must be a
multiple of 4K.

OATtribute [Block b]

If OATTRIBUTE is not specified, HiDRO will define the block size in a range from 4K to 64K, depending on the memory
available.

Example:

The following skeleton command in a command control (CMDCTL) file for a backup has the OATTRIBUTE option
inserted.

b u <unit> user(<userid> rr <passwd>) to tape (pack -

oattribute block 32512

In this example, the OATTRIBUTE option has been inserted into a standard HiDRO command control (CMDCTL) file used
by the HiDRO tape pool management facility.

NOTE

• For more information about the CMDCTL file and how the tape pool manager uses it, see the documentation
for administrators.

• Specifying a large block size may require that you add memory for the operation by increasing the CORE
option value as needed. Restoring from a backup operation with a large block size also requires additional
memory.

OTAPE Option (Backup operation)
Contents
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Overview

The OTAPE option specifies output tape volume characteristics.

OTape [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]
[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]
[LTM | NOLTM]
[EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]
[D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

Typically, accept the default settings and only specify the OTAPE option in special circumstances. However, you may
specify any or all of the OTAPE option parameters, and you may specify them in any order. Even though parentheses are
shown in the OTAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one parameter is specified.

File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the format statement allows you to set the position on the output tape volume where HiDRO
will begin writing the output from a backup. The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999.
• To the current tape file (*).
• After the last file currently on a tape (END).

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to write to that file. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will write output as the
fifth tape file.

NOTE
Writing a specific tape file automatically makes all pre-existing files with higher file sequence numbers on a tape
unreadable.

Specifying an asterisk (*) tells HiDRO to begin writing output at the current file position. This is the specification to use if
you are writing a series of output files to a single tape because it allows HiDRO to write tape files sequentially, avoiding
any problems with tape marks.

NOTE
The FSN for backups that use the HiDRO tape pool manager is *. If the HiDRO tape pool manager is not being
used, the default value is 1. Because of this, it is important to specify OTAPE FSN * to avoid writing the output
from several successive backup operations to the same tape file 1.

Specifying END tells HiDRO to position itself at the point where it finds a double tape mark. This is normally after the
last file written to the tape. HiDRO will begin writing output after the first tape mark, changing the mark between files to a
single tape mark. This allows HiDRO to continue through to the new double tape mark when it reads the tape later.

When writing successive backup files to a single tape, FSN * is preferable and more efficient than FSN END.
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Example:

The following backup command uses the OTAPE option.

backup minidisk a to tape (otape fsn *

In this example HiDRO backs up minidisk A to tape and places the output file at the current position on the tape. No
parentheses are used because only one OTAPE parameter is specified.

Tape Labels

HiDRO supports the following tape label settings:

SL
Standard label

NL
No label

SUL exitname
Standard and user label

NSL
Non-standard label

BLP
Bypass label processing

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO may prompt the operator to initialize the tape according to specification or
reject it. The ability of an operator to accept or reject a tape is given through default options at installation.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for and writes standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the
setting of the OVORG option. Normally, the OVORG option is set to OS.

If NL is specified, HiDRO will expect to use unlabeled tapes. If the tape is labelled, HiDRO will reject it or allow the
operator to use it, according to the default chosen at installation.

NOTE
Although the use of unlabeled tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads or writes standard labels and then writes the label generated by the
specified exit. For more information, see Tape Management Exits in the documentation for administrators.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.
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Leading Tape Mark

The leading tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading
tape mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will write a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not write a leading tape mark.

Expiration Date

The EXPDT and RETPD parameters instruct HiDRO to write an expiration date in the tape file label. HiDRO handles tape
expiration dates according to the EXPDT general system setting, as follows:

NO (default)
HiDRO does not write to the tape until the expiration date has passed.

YES
HiDRO asks the operator for permission to overwrite a tape whose expiration date has not been reached.

TMS
If an external tape management system is active, the expiration date is ignored.

NOTE
For more information about the EXPDT general system setting, see General System Settings in the
documentation for administrators.

An expiration date (EXPDT) can be expressed directly in the Julian form yyddd, where yy represents the last two digits of
the year, and ddd represents the day of the year (001-366). For example, 16100 is the 100th day of 2016.

Alternatively, the user can specify a retention period (RETPD) from 1 to 999 days. If RETPD is set, HiDRO calculates an
expiration date based on the retention period and writes this date to the tape label.

To make sure that a tape will never be overwritten, specify EXPDT 99999 or EXPDT 99366, unless you are using the CA
1 interface (SYBUCC). Because CA 1 uses 99999 to expire a tape immediately, use EXPDT 99366 if you are using CA 1.

NOTE
The HiDRO tape pool management facility has a retention period assigned to every Logical Tape Pool. If you
are using the HiDRO tape pool management facility, setting EXPDT or RETPD on an operation overrides the
Retention Period that was assigned to the Logical Tape Pool. For more information about the HiDRO tape pool
management facility, see The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

Century Indicator

The expiration date and create date in the HDR1, HDR2 in internal HiDRO labels contains a full 6-byte date value. Byte 1
serves as the century indicator.

For both expiration and create dates, the date is shown in the format:

cyyddd

c
Indicates the century (blank=19, 0=20, 1=21, etc.)
A century code is used that indicates the first two digits of the year, not the actual century. For example, specifying
a blank translates into 19, and indicates a year in the 1900s -- not in the nineteenth century.

yy
Indicates the year (00-99)

ddd
Indicates the day (000-365)
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Tape Density

HiDRO can write at several tape densities. Density is set when HiDRO first writes to a fresh tape.

HiDRO can write at four different tape densities (800, 1600, 6250, or 38K) and two recording formats (36TRK or 128TRK).
Specifying a density is only meaningful when you are writing the first file on a tape. If HiDRO is instructed to write to a tape
file other than the first, it will write at the tape existing density or recording format.

If no density or recording format is specified when HiDRO writes to the first position on a tape, HiDRO will automatically
write at the highest density or recording format supported by that tape drive.

D38K is automatically chosen for 3480 tape units, and need not be specified. If a specified density or recording format is
not supported by a tape drive, an error message is issued and the operation fails.

If 36TRK or D36TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3490E tape drive in its ATTACH message. If a tape
drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, 36TRK and D36TRK will be ignored.

If 128TRK or D128TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3590 tape drive in its ATTACH message. 3590
tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only. If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a
HiDRO job, 128TRK and D128TRK will be ignored.

IDRC Tape Drive

If you want HiDRO to use Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC), you must specify IDRC or XF in the local option
OTAPE or the IDRC global option. However, if the global and/or local option is specified and no IDRC-capable tape drive
is supplied, HiDRO will ignore the option.

Data Compaction

If you want HiDRO to use data compaction when using 3590 tape drives, specify COMPACT on the OTAPE local option. If
you do not specify COMPACT here, HiDRO uses the default specified on the {COMPACT | NOCOMPACT} global option.
3590 tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only.

OVOLUMES Option (Backup operation)
The OVOLUMES option designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape operation.

OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}

You can specify one of the following:

• A specific volser
• A list of specific volsers
• An asterisk (*) for up to 30 non-specific tapes
• A list of specific volsers followed by an asterisk

HiDRO assumes an asterisk and uses scratch tapes in the following situations:

• If OVOLUMES is not specified.
• If OVOLUMES is specified but not enough volsers are given.

A list of specific volsers must be enclosed in parentheses, and HiDRO will prompt for the tape volumes in the order
specified. If an incorrect tape is mounted, HiDRO will unload the tape and prompt for the correct volume.

Using OVOLUMES * will generate 30 mount requests. HiDRO will automatically end the mount requests when the input
tape file is completely copied.
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If a list of volsers is specified followed by an asterisk, you must make sure that tapes with the specified volsers are not
mounted when a scratch tape is requested. This is particularly important when multiple tasks are running concurrently. If
the same tape is used more than once during an operation, data will be lost.

HiDRO will always begin writing output to the first file on an output tape. If you wish HiDRO to begin writing on a file other
than the first, specify the local option OTAPE FSN.

OVOLUMES is required when UNIT ccuu is used to specify an output tape device.

NOTE

If the HiDRO tape pool manager is used and you specify OVOLUMES with specific volsers, these volsers will be
handled according to the setting of the SCRATCH general option. If this option is set to NO, scratch tapes that
are unknown to HiDRO are disallowed. For more information, see General System Settings  and The HiDRO
Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

Example:

backup fpool vmsysu: fspace accounts to tape (ovolumes 123456

In this example, the filespace ACCOUNTS in filepool VMSYSU: is backed up to the first file of the tape volume with the
volser 123456. If more than one tape volser is specified, the volsers must be enclosed in parentheses.

OVORG Option (Backup operation)
The OVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an output tape volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

If CP or UNDEFINED is specified as an organization for OVORG, HiDRO will ignore them. HiDRO will also treat the DOS
and CMS organizations as equivalent.

OVORG should not be specified for output disks, whose organization should always be CMS.

Use of the setting OVORG DOS suppresses creation of HDR2 labels.

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the OVORG option is only used in special circumstances.
For example, if you wish output tapes to have an organization other than OS, specify OVORG and the appropriate
organization.

Example:

In the following backup, the output tape will have a DOS organization:

backup unit 240 userid (vsetest) to tape (ovorg dos

In this example, user ID VSETEST unit 240 will be backed up to tape with a DOS organization instead of the standard OS
organization.

PACK and NOPACK Options (Backup operation)
The PACK option tells HiDRO to compact the data that is being backed up by eliminating repeating character strings and
replacing them with a flag byte, a repeat count, and a character indicating which character repeats. NOPACK tells HiDRO
not to pack the data.
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{PACK | NOPACk}

Packing the data increases the CPU time for a backup, but decreases the amount of data transferred along a channel to a
backup target device and elapsed time.

Example:

backup userid (market) unit b00 to tape (pack

In this case, HiDRO will back up user ID MARKET B00 unit to tape and pack the data.

REPLACE Option (Backup operation)
See ERASE and REPLACE Options (backup).

STREAM Option (Backup operation)
The STREAM option is provided for informational purposes only and should be set only by HiDRO.

STReam nn

The STREAM option indicates the number of the stream containing a particular task during a HiDRO job. Tasks with
identical stream numbers all use the same virtual tape drive and cannot run concurrently.

STREAM will not be appended if the installation option SEQUENCE is set to OFF.

TEXIT Option (Backup operation)
The TEXIT option activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the tape management system chosen
during HiDRO installation.

TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}

 

Processing Options:

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E]

To use the local TEXIT option, the exit must exist as a TEXT file or TXTLIB member on a disk accessible to HiDRO, and it
must be serially reusable.

The TEXIT option cannot be used unless you have previously set the tape manager virtual machine name through the
HiDRO installation EXEC. Any virtual machine running HiDRO and using the TEXIT option must access the HIDRO 201
disk.

The following processing options are available:

M
Mount/unload tapes

R
Reusable exit supplied
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V
Verify tape volume labels

F
Verify file header/trailer labels

C
Record recycled (free) tapes after a catalog condense

E
Record permanent I/O errors

The TEXIT option letters may be specified in any order and in any combination. If no letters are specified, HiDRO will
assume M R and call the exit each time that a tape must be mounted or unloaded.

Because the TEXIT option is likely to be used in a multi-tasking situation where it would be called from different operations
concurrently, exits should be serially reusable and reentrant. This implies that the exit must not modify itself in any way
and must not store data within its own area. All data areas must be dynamically obtained through either an OS GETMAIN,
a CMS DMSFREE, or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.

The tape exit specified in the TEXIT option is used by any operation that involves tape and by the catalog condense
function if the C option is specified. If an exitname is specified with both local and global TEXIT options in the same
execution of HiDRO, the local option will be ignored.

NOTE

• Use the TEXIT global option instead of the TEXIT local option whenever possible. The TEXIT local option is
only supplied for compatibility with previous releases and is supported for Assembler exits only. The TEXIT
global option must be used for exits written in REXX, including all Broadcom-supplied tape management
exits. In addition, the global option allows you to specify the option A (ATTACH), which makes it unnecessary
to pre-attach tapes when using a tape exit. For more information, see the TEXIT global option.

• For more information about tape management exits, see the documentation for administrators.

Restore Operation
The restore operation reads a sequential tape or CMS disk file containing a backup image created by HiDRO and writes
data from that backup image to disk in its original form.

There are three methods for restoring data:

• With a restore command generated manually. The components of such a command are described in this section.
• By restore commands generated automatically through the HiDRO catalog restore function. This method is described

in Catalog Operation.
• Through the SYBLIST interface.

This method is described in the Administrators Guide.

Using either catalog restore commands or the SYBLIST interface is usually easier than using the restore command
without the catalog. The restore commands in this section should be used only when the catalog is not available.

To restore all the data from a single backup job, use the INCRGEN EXEC, which is delivered with HiDRO. This EXEC
creates a file of restore commands from any summary file generated during a backup job. Such an EXEC is particularly
useful for restoring all the data from incremental disaster recovery backups; that is, from VMINCR backups during a
disaster recovery restore operation. For more information about INCRGEN EXEC, see Restoring All Data from a Single
Backup Job.
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NOTE

• The use of INCRGEN EXEC is considered an advanced procedure. Familiarize yourself thoroughly with the
restore operation before you attempt to use INCRGEN EXEC.

• For more information about the various methods of running HiDRO and submitting commands, see Executing
HiDRO Commands.

RESTORE Command Format
The RESTORE command has the following format:

Restore input TO output [( local...]

The HiDRO restore command has five components. Each is explained below.

RESTORE
Signifies that the task to be performed is a restore operation. The Restore keyword may be abbreviated as R.

input
Signifies the placement of all input specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Input is the data to be restored
and this data must reside on a sequential tape or CMS disk file.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for a particular operation.

output
Signifies the placement of all output specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Output is the destination of
the data that is restored and must be one of the following:

• DASD address
• Minidisk
• Filespace
• Virtual reader

The following may be restored from a backup image:

• An entire disk volume.
• A minidisk (CMS or other format).
• A filespace or a selected directory of a filespace.
• Selected files from a CMS minidisk or filespace

Absolute DASD areas may also be restored by using the local option OEXTENTS.
local

Specifies one or more local options. These options affect only a single operation.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.

Example
In the following example, data is restored from the backup image on a tape to a user minidisk.

restore tape to unit 191 userid (tech m) ( ivolumes sy0014 - 

itape fsn 203

restore
Signifies that a restore will be performed.

tape
Specifies the input media. In this case, the restore will be from tape.
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to
Separates the input and output specifications for the restore operation.

unit 191 userid (tech m)
Specifies that the data is to be restored to user ID TECH unit 191 minidisk.

( ivolumes sy0014 itape fsn 203
Specifies two local options, IVOLUMES and ITAPE, for the restore operation. They both give specific information
about the location of the backup image on the input tape.

Input Specifications (Restore operation)
Input to a restore operation must be a tape or CMS disk file that contains a backup image originally created by HiDRO.
Only CMS formatted data may be restored to CMS minidisks, and only shared files may be restored to the shared file
system.

The input specification must always include a unit, minidisk, or tape device parameter. If tape is used, the volser of the
tape or tapes containing the backup image must be specified in the local option IVOLUMES. The dataset name of the file
containing the backup image may also be specified in an OSFILE parameter.

If a disk device is used, the file ID of the file containing the backup image must be specified.

Input from Tape (Restore operation)
To restore data from tape, you can specify one of the following tape units:

• Any available tape drive (TAPE)
• A virtual tape unit (TAPn)
• A virtual unit number for a tape drive (UNIT ccuu)

When HiDRO restores a backup image from tape, by default it restores from the first file position on the tape. If you want
to change this default, use the local option ITAPE. For more information, see ITAPE Option.

Whenever possible, use the TAPE parameter when restoring data from tape. However, do not use TAPE when you are
restoring standalone; that is, without the CP operating system present.

Specifying TAPE

The TAPE parameter tells HiDRO to restore data from any available tape unit.

TAPE

TAPE is the recommended input parameter because it allows HiDRO to search attached tape drives for the correct tapes
that are needed for a restore operation. This parameter automates the restore operation and eliminates unnecessary
operator intervention.

NOTE
TAPE cannot be used when the CP operating system is not available during a restore operation.

HiDRO uses the following rules when TAPE is specified:
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• If tape units are currently attached to the user ID executing the restore operation, HiDRO searches the units for the
tape volume that contains the backup image to be restored. Normally, the user ID executing the command is the
HIDRO virtual machine.

• If no tapes are mounted, HiDRO requests the correct tape to be mounted on the attached tape drive with the lowest
virtual address.

• If no tape drives are attached, HiDRO prompts the operator to attach a tape drive and mount the correct tape.
• If all attached tape drives are in use but enough resources are available to begin the restore operation, HiDRO

prompts the operator to attach an additional tape drive and mount the correct volser.
• If not enough resources are available, HiDRO waits for a task to complete and a tape drive to become available.
• If a tape input file spans several volumes, HiDRO checks to see if subsequent volsers are mounted on pre-attached

drives. If the correct volsers are not found, HiDRO prompts for them.

Example:

restore tape to unit 193 userid (sales m) (ivolumes sy0057

In this example, HiDRO is asked to restore data from the tape SY0057 to user ID SALES unit 193. Because a file
sequence number is not specified with an OTAPE local option, the data is restored from the first file on tape SY0057.

Specifying TAPn

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187. For
example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F. For
example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

WARNING

Warning! TAPE cannot be used to represent a specific tape drive.

Specify tape units with TAPn to prevent two or more separate tasks that require the same input tape from requesting the
tape to be mounted on multiple tape drives. In the latter case, the tape is repeatedly unloaded and mounted on the drives.
SYBLIST-generated RESTORE commands use TAPn for this reason.

The TAPn option is typically used when restore commands should be "streamed" in a particular way. For example, the
INCRGEN EXEC, which is supplied with the HiDRO product, uses TAPn to restore a set of backup images with the same
number of drives and the same sequence of minidisks as the original backup job.

When the TAPn parameter is used as input to a restore operation, the specified tape drive must be attached as the
corresponding virtual address. For example, if TAP0 is specified for input, the correct tape must be mounted on a drive
that is attached as 180. If necessary, HiDRO prompts the operator to attach the tape units and mount the correct tapes on
the specified drives.

NOTE
TAPn cannot be used when the CP operating system is not available during a restore operation.

Example:

restore tap6 to unit 193 userid (sales m) (ivolumes sy0057
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In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image from a tape with volser SY0057 that is mounted on unit 186 to
user ID SALES unit 193. The data from the first file on the tape (the default) is used because the FSN subparameter of the
ITAPE local option is not specified.

Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the specific address of a tape drive to be used in a restore operation.

Unit ccuu

ccuu
Specifies the address. Is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The range of
addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO.

NOTE
The UNIT parameter cannot be used for tape input if you are using a disconnected machine. You can only use
it if you are using a local machine. For information about disconnected and local mode, see Executing HIDRO
Commands.

When the UNIT parameter is specified, HiDRO read only from a device that is attached at the ccuu address. If necessary,
HiDRO prompts for the correct tape volume to be mounted on the specified tape unit.

Typically, you use the TAPE and TAPn parameters when you are using a disconnected machine. However, the UNIT
parameter must be used for standalone restores when CP is not available.

If HiDRO is running standalone, HiDRO uses ccuu  as a hardware address. Otherwise, HiDRO considers the address to
be an existing virtual address on the virtual machine running HiDRO. In this case, the release of VM that is running must
support this address.

Example:

restore unit 381 to unit 150 (ivolumes (sysrs1 sysrs2)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore data from tapes with the volsers SYSRS1 and SYSRS2 to unit 150. The tapes
must be mounted on unit 381. If this command is issued when HiDRO is executing standalone, units 381 and 150 are
treated as hardware addresses.

Because no file sequence number is specified with the local option ITAPE, data is restored from the first file on SYSRS1,
which is continued on SYSRS2. HiDRO automatically prompts the operator to mount SYSRS1 and SYSRS2 in the order
that is specified on unit 381.

Specifying OSFILE

The OSFILE parameter allows you to specify the data set name of the tape file containing the backup image to be
restored.

OSFile dsname

The data set name (dsname) can consist of up to 17 characters, including embedded periods.

If the input tape is standard label, the data set name that is specified on the restore command is compared with the data
set name recorded in the HDR1 label on the tape. If the data set names do not match, an error message is issued and the
restore fails.

The data set name is passed to an external tape manager if the correct tape manager interface options are supplied and
the tape exit supports the passing of data set names.
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NOTE

• For information about using an external tape manager, see Tape Manager Interfaces in the documentation for
administrators.

• The OSFILE parameter can never be specified alone. The TAPE, TAPn, or UNIT parameter must be included
with it.

Example:

restore tape osfile hidro.weekly to unit 191 userid (tech m ) -

(ivolumes sy0056 itape fsn 47

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore data from file 47 on tape SY0056 to user ID TECH 191 disk. The name of the
input file containing the backup image is HIDRO.WEEKLY.

Input from Disk (Restore operation)
 Contents 

  

To restore data from a CMS disk file, you must specify the unit or filemode for a minidisk and a FILES parameter.

 Example: 

restore user (hidro) unit 0495 files vmttest 0191 to -

unit 0191 user (emler01 m) files (vmtape config)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore data from the backup image (file) VMTTEST 0191 located on user ID HIDRO
0495 minidisk. From that backup image, the individual file VMTAPE CONFIG is to be restored to user ID EMLER01 0191
minidisk.

Specifying Unit for a Minidisk

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify a DASD volume as the location for the file containing the backup image to be
restored.

Unit ccuu [USErid (“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

Linkmode:

  R

| SM

| SR

| SW

| W

| M

| RR

| WR

| ER

| EW

| MR

| MW
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Within a UNIT parameter, ccuu is the virtual address of the unit and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal
number from 0001 to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of
the virtual machine running HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:

• If the restore command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the restore command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing and CP is present, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine that is executing the HiDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which
exists on that machine.

• If CP is not present, a user ID is unnecessary because ccuu refers to a real hardware device address.

When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the input disk.

 Example: 

restore unit 201 file adisk backup to unit 191

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the file ADISK BACKUP on disk unit 201 to disk unit 191. Because no user ID is
specified, HiDRO will use a default based on the method of execution and whether CP is present.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter always consists of the USERID keyword and the user ID of the input disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You may also specify the type of link HiDRO should use for the unit.

HiDRO supports the following link modes for input:

R
Primary read-only access

RR
Primary or alternative read-only access

W
Primary write access

WR
Primary write access or alternative read-only access

M
Primary multiple access

MR
Primary multiple access or alternative read-only access

MW
Primary multiple access or alternative write access

SM
Stable multiple access

SR
Stable read access

SW
Stable write access
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ER
Exclusive read access

EW
Exclusive write access

To use the link modes SM, SR, SW, ER, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP
Directory entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization
option. Using ER or EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW, because it allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally corrupt
the data on a disk.

If no link mode is specified, RR is assumed.

Password Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password. If a password is specified, the link mode must be
explicitly stated between the user ID and the password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the restore command
has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the restore command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser, or the user ID sending the job

owns the data being restored.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the restore operation will
fail if HiDRO is being used in local mode.

 Example: 

restore unit 201 userid (diskback rr rdisk) file tech191 -

backup to unit 191 userid (tech m)

In this example, the input for the restore is the backup image in the disk file TECH191 BACKUP, which resides on user
ID DISKBACK unit 201. The link mode for input is RR and the password is RDISK. The data is to be restored to user ID
TECH 191 disk.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify an address. If an address is specified, HiDRO attempts to use it. If
no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of 1,
and attempts to link again. For example, HiDRO attempts to link at 501 if the default is used or at 401 if the LUNIT
subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 to the value until it links successfully.

NOTE
 If the password is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be placed before
the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

 Example: 

restore unit 203 userid (diskback rr rdisk lunit 400) - 

file sales191 backup to unit 191 userid (sales m)
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In this example, the backup image in the file SALES191 BACKUP residing on user ID DISKBACK unit 203 is to be
restored. HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 203 as unit 400. If the password is omitted, the following command should be
issued:

restore unit 203 userid (diskback lunit 400 rr) file sales191 -

backup to unit 191 userid (sales m)

Specifying the Filemode For a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as the location for the file containing the backup image to
be restored.

Minidisk m

m
The minidisk filemode letter.

NOTE

• The FILES parameter must also be specified.
• The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk is currently accessed by the local virtual machine

that is executing the backup command.
• The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command.

 Example: 

restore minidisk e files oldnuc backup to unit 200

In this command, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the file OLDNUC BACKUP, which resides on minidisk E of
the local machine, to the current user unit 200.

Specifying a File
Files fileid

Whenever a restore from a CMS disk is performed, the FILES parameter must be used to specify the file ID of the
sequential input file containing the backup image. The file ID consists of a filename and filetype. The filemode of the disk
containing the file with the backup image will be determined by HiDRO from the UNIT or MINIDISK parameter.

 Example: 

restore minidisk b files adisk backup to minidisk a

In this example, the CMS disk file containing the backup image to be restored is ADISK BACKUP. The file resides on
minidisk B and will be restored to minidisk A.

Output Specifications for Restore Operations
Contents

The type of output that may result from a restore operation depends on two factors.

• The organization of the data that was originally backed up. The following organizations are supported:
– CMS disk
– Non-CMS disk
– Shared File System filespace

• The technique used to back up the data. These techniques are specified as the following local options on the backup
command:
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– FIALLOC
– BALLOC
– COMPLETE
– IVORG UNDEFINED

Filespaces are always backed up with the FIALLOC local option. Filespaces can only be restored to filespaces.

Data in CMS minidisks may be backed up using the FIALLOC, BALLOC, COMPLETE, or IVORG UNDEFINED options.
Data in non-CMS minidisks may be backed up only with the IVORG UNDEFINED local option, which is always the default
for non-CMS minidisks.

FIALLOC

The FIALLOC option is normally used for all backups of CMS formatted minidisks except for RESERVED disks and the
base backups of RECOMPED disks. Backups with the FIALLOC option may be restored in the following ways:

• The entire minidisk or particular CMS files may be restored to a CMS formatted minidisk with the same blocksize as
the original minidisk. The device type where the minidisk or files are restored need not be the same type as the device
that originally held them. When restoring to non-CMS formatted minidisks or CMS formatted minidisks with a different
blocksize than the original minidisk, the FORMAT local option must be included on the restore command to change the
blocksize of the target minidisk to that of the original. For more information, see The FORmat Option.

• The minidisk may be restored to the virtual reader belonging to a particular user ID if HiDRO is running on a
disconnected machine.

BALLOC and COMPLETE

The BALLOC and COMPLETE options are normally used for backups of CMS minidisks whose logical structure is
damaged. Such backups may be restored in the following ways:

• The entire minidisk may be restored to a minidisk on the same type of physical DASD. The DASD must have CMS
format and the same blocksize as the original DASD, or the FORMAT option must be used.

• The minidisk may be restored to the virtual reader belonging to a particular user ID if the HiDRO staging disk (typically
at address 292) is the same physical device type as the minidisk that was originally backed up. However, sending
individual files from the staging disk to the virtual reader may not be possible if the damage to the logical structure of
the original disk was significant.

IVORG UNDEFINED

When the IVORG UNDEFINED option is used for backups of CMS minidisks, the backups may be restored in the
following ways:

• The entire minidisk may be restored to a non-CMS formatted minidisk on the same physical device type. If you specify
the local option OVORG UNDEFINED on the restore command, you can restore the IVORG UNDEFINED backup to a
CMS formatted disk. For more information, see OVORG Option.

• The CMS files on the minidisk can be restored to the virtual reader belonging to a particular user ID. To restore to the
virtual reader, the HiDRO staging disk (typically at address 292) must be the same physical device type as the minidisk
that was originally backed up.

The IVORG UNDEFINED option is the default for all backups of RESERVED disks and for base backups of RECOMPED
disks.

When the IVORG UNDEFINED option is used for backups of non-CMS minidisks, the entire minidisk that was backed
up may be restored to a non-CMS formatted minidisk on the same physical device type. If you specify the local option
OVORG UNDEFINED on the restore command, you can restore the non-CMS formatted minidisk to a CMS formatted
disk. For more information, see OVORG Option.

Backups of non-CMS formatted minidisks may not be restored to the virtual reader.
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Output to Disk (Restore operation)
 Contents 

  

Output of a restore operation may be any one of the following:

• DASD volume
• Minidisk (CMS or other format)
• Filespace or directory
• Virtual reader

The FILES parameter allows selected CMS or shared files to be restored instead of all the data in the backup image.

Absolute DASD areas may be restored without regard to their logical organization by using the local option OEXTENTS.
This is useful for restoring physical extents that are part of a non-CMS minidisk.

CMS files are always restored using the OLDDATE option so that they retain their original FST date. If a file to be restored
has the same file ID as a file already on disk, you can use the ERASE and REPLACE local options to choose between
two methods that allow existing files to be erased.

Only one volume, minidisk, filespace, or set of files may be restored in a single operation or task. However, multiple tasks
may be performed during a HiDRO job.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, FPOOL, FILES, and READER parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the output
section of the restore command.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a CMS disk where HiDRO is to place the restored data.

Unit ccuu [USErid(“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu| 500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| SM

| SW

| M

| EW

| MW

The ccuu operand is the virtual address of the CMS disk. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001
to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine
running HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules.

• If the restore command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the restore command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which exists on the virtual
machine that is executing the command.
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If the unit does not exist on the virtual machine running the restore command and the command has not been submitted
to the SYBMON machine, the USERID subparameter must be specified. When the USERID subparameter is present,
HiDRO automatically links to the output disk.

 Example: 

restore tape to unit 201 (ivolume 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the first file on tape 123456 to unit 201 of the virtual machine from which the
command is executed. The first file is restored because the ITAPE FSN parameter is not specified.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.

PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the restore command
has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the restore command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser, or the user ID sending the job

owns the data being restored.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the restore operation will
fail if HiDRO is being used in local mode.

 Example: 

restore tape to unit 193 userid (tech m mtech) (ivolume - 

123456 itape fsn 4

In this command, HiDRO is told to restore the fourth file on tape 123456 to user ID TECH unit 193, whose multiple mode
(M) password is MTECH. The entire minidisk will be restored.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify an address. If an address is specified, HiDRO attempts to use it. If
no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of 1,
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and attempts to link again. For example, HiDRO attempts to link at 501 if the default is used or at 401 if the LUNIT
subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 to the value until it links successfully.

NOTE
 If the password is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be placed before
the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

 Example: 

restore tape to unit 193 userid (sales m msale lunit 400) - 

(ivolume 123456

In this example, unit 193 will be linked as unit 400. If the password is omitted, the following command is issued instead.

restore tape to unit 193 userid (sales lunit 400 m) -

(ivolume 123456

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as output.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter. The filemode number may also be specified, but it will be ignored by
HiDRO.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk to be restored is currently accessed by the virtual machine that
is executing the restore command.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for output.

 Example: 

restore tape to minidisk b (ivolume 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the first file on tape 123456 to the B disk of the virtual machine that is executing
the restore command. The entire disk will be restored. The first file on the tape will be used for the restore operation
because no other file sequence number is specified with an ITAPE FSN option.

Specifying a Filespace

The FPOOL parameter allows you to specify a filespace as output from a restore.

FPool filepool FSpace {userid | dirname} [SGRoup n]

You must include both the name of a filepool and information about a filespace in the FSPACE subparameter.

NOTE
 Filepool restores may only be executed from a virtual machine which is an ADMINISTRATOR to the filepools
containing the filespaces.

The FPOOL keyword must be followed by a filepool name (filepool). The colon normally following a filepool name is
optional.

The FSPACE subparameter must contain either a filespace name (user ID) or a fully qualified directory name.

The storage group may also be included by specifying the keyword SGROUP and the storage group number (n), but a
storage group is not required. If the filespace is currently enrolled in a storage group other than the one specified, the
restore of the filespace will fail.
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NOTE
 You may specify a storage group number from 2 to 32767 or any storage group within a filepool with an asterisk
(*).

Shared files may be restored to filepools and filespaces other than those from which they were backed up. However, files
from root directories must be restored to root directories, and files from other directories must be restored to a directory of
the same name. Subdirectories will not be restored when a directory is restored.

NOTE
 If a filespace to be restored is not currently enrolled in a filepool, you must specify the local option ENROLL. For
more information, see ENROLL Option.

If a storage group is not specified and the filespace is not currently enrolled but the option ENROLL is specified, the
restored filespace will be enrolled in the storage group from which it was backed up. If a storage group is specified, the
filespace will be enrolled in the specified group.

If a filespace to be restored contained aliases when it was backed up, HiDRO uses CSL calls to CREATE ALIAS to
restore the aliases. If HiDRO is unable to restore an alias, it will try again at the end of the entire HiDRO job.

NOTE
 The restoration of authorizations is controlled by the local option AUTHORIZE. For more information,
see AUTHORIZE Option.

 Example: 

restore tape to fpool vmsysu: fspace test (ivolumes 123456 - 

itape fsn 3

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the third file on tape 123456. The entire filespace TEST will
be restored to filepool VMSYSU. In the following example, only the directory TEST.DOCUMENT is restored.

restore tape to fpool vmsysu: fspace test.document - 

(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 3

Specifying a Virtual Reader

The RDR/READER parameter allows you to restore a CMS minidisk or selected CMS or SFS files to a virtual reader.

{RDR | READer} [USErid (userid)]

NOTE
 The RDR/READER parameter may only be used if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and you
send the restore command to the HiDRO SYBMON machine. You may also restore files to a virtual reader when
you use the HiDRO SYBLIST utility.

If the keyword RDR or READER alone is specified, the restored file or files will be sent to the virtual reader of the user
ID that submitted the restore to SYBMON. If a USERID subparameter is included, the files will be returned to the virtual
reader of the specified user ID.

Restored files are sent to a virtual reader in one of two forms, depending on the setting of the installation option
SPOOLTYPE. If SPOOLTYPE is set to NOCONT, each file is sent to the reader as a separate file. This is the default
setting. If SPOOLTYPE is set to CONT, the restored files are sent to the reader as a single reader file named USER
RESTORE.

NOTE
 A restore to a virtual reader may fail if there is insufficient space on the HiDRO staging disk. The HiDRO staging
disk is normally unit 292. The system administrator can enlarge the staging disk to accommodate a larger
amount of restored data.

 Examples: 
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• The following restore command sends a selected CMS file to a virtual reader:
restore tape to reader userid (audit) files (sales data) - 

(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 99

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the file SALES DATA from file 99 on tape 123456 to the virtual reader of user
ID AUDIT.

• The following restore command sends a selected SFS file to a virtual reader:
restore tape to reader fpool sfsvm200 fspace (vmhidjr.) -

files (dbmap data) (erase core max itape (fsn 155 SL) -

ivolumes (vw4935)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the file DBMAP DATA from file 155 on tape VW4935. The data will be
restored to the virtual reader of the user ID who submitted the restore job. For more information about how to set up
HiDRO to restore SFS files to a reader, see Specifying Restore Destination in the documentation for administrators.

Specifying Individual Files

The FILES parameter allows you to restore individual CMS or shared files. The -FILES parameter (also specified as
¬FILES) allows you to exclude individual CMS or shared files from a restore.

{Files |-Files} {fileid | [(fileid] ...) | ("Filepair" ...)}

FilePair:

(Oldfileid newfileid)

You may never specify the FILES parameter or -FILES parameter alone. You must always specify either a UNIT,
MINIDISK, FPOOL, or READER parameter along with a FILES or -FILES parameter.

Each file to be restored or excluded from a restore must be identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and
filetype. Restored files may also be renamed.

You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype).
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype

for a group of files.

NOTE
 You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype.

• A list of files or a group of such lists.
• An individual file or group of files to be renamed by giving its original filename and filetype and a changed filename

and/or filetype.

If you specify a list of individual files to be restored, the list must be surrounded by parentheses.

If you specify an original file ID and a changed file ID, the set of file IDs must also be enclosed by parentheses. If you
are specifying a list which contains one or more sets of renamed files and/or individual files, you must include inner
parentheses around each pair of original/changed file IDs and surround the entire list with another set of parentheses.

All files designated as included or excluded in a single restore command must reside on the same minidisk or belong
to the same filespace. If a single file is specified and a directory is specified, the file must have resided in the specified
directory when the file was originally backed up.

 Examples: 

• In this command, one file (REPORT DATA) is restored to user ID MNGR disk.
restore tape to unit 191 userid (mngr) files (report data) -
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(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 44

• The following command restores a list of files to the user ID NEWMGR 291 disk, and the filetypes of a group of
restored files is changed in the same command.
restore tape to unit 291 userid (newmgr m) - 

files ((* script * oldmgr) final report) (ivolumes 123456 - 

itape fsn 100

In this example, all the files with a filetype of SCRIPT will be restored and their filetype will be changed to OLDMGR. In
addition, the file named FINAL REPORT will be restored.

Local Options for Restore Operations
All the local options that can be specified for a restore operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical
order. The abbreviations for the options are given in the syntax diagrams, but no abbreviations are used in the examples
for the sake of clarity.

Option (link) Description
AUTHorize Instructs HiDRO to restore all authorizations to the files restored to

a filespace.
CLEAN Option Tells HiDRO to delete files, directories, authorizations, and aliases

in the shared file system.
CORE Option (Restore operation) Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can

use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

DECOMpress Instructs HiDRO to restore data compressed with the Huffmann
Encoding technique during backup to its original form.

DECrypt Required to restore data from an encrypted backup image.
ENRoll Tells HiDRO to ENROLL a filespace in the specified filepool if it

does not already exist.
ERAse and REPlace Set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists

with the same file ID as a file that HiDRO is writing during an
operation.

FLIst Tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS or shared file restored
in a class L message.

FORmat Tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any restored
data on it

GROUP Option (Restore operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the
same time as another HiDRO operation.

HOLD and NOHOLD Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands
entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

ITAPE Option (Restore operation) Sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.
IVOLumes Designates the input tape volume or volumes for a restore.
IVORG Option (Restore operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS,

DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.
NEWLABEL Option (Restore operation) Provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.
NOEOT Option (Restore operation) Causes HiDRO to ignore double tape marks during a restore

operation. Use when it is necessary to attempt to restore data
from damaged or partially overwritten tapes.
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OEXTents Allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without
regard to its logical organization.

OVORG Option (Restore operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an output volume: OS,
DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

POOLID Option (Restore operation) Allows you to specify the name of the tape pool in which the tape
or tapes are held which contain the backup image to be restored.

RECON Option Tells HiDRO to perform a reconstructive restore, a type of restore
which "reconstructs" an entire minidisk or DASD volume up to the
date of the latest backup or incremental backup.

RECZERO Option Tells HiDRO to restore the KEY and DATA fields of record 0 on
each track restored on a CKD (count-key-data) device.

REPLACE ERAse and REPlace.
TEXIT Option (Restore operation) Activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the

tape management system chosen during HiDRO installation.
UNPACK Option (Restore operation) Instructs HiDRO to restore data that was packed during a backup

operation in its original, unpacked form.

AUTHORIZE Option
The AUTHORIZE option instructs HiDRO to restore all authorizations to the files restored to a filespace.

AUTHorize

Example:

restore tape to fpool vmsysu: fspace accounts - 

(itape fsn 30 ivolumes 123456 authorize

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore all the files to the ACCOUNTS filespace and to restore their authorizations. This
means that any user ID that had read or write access to a file in the ACCOUNTS filespace at the time of the backup will
have the same access after the files in the filespace are restored.

CLEAN Option
The CLEAN option tells HiDRO to delete files, directories, authorizations, and aliases in the shared file system.

CLEAN

If the CLEAN option is specified for the restore of a shared file system directory, all files, authorizations, and aliases in the
directory are deleted before the restore. Subdirectories are not affected. If the CLEAN option is specified for the restore of
a filespace, all files, authorizations, aliases, and directories are deleted before the restore. CLEAN is accepted but ignored
if specified for a minidisk restore.

CORE Option (Restore operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.
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CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}

NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.

If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

Specifying CORE MAX can be particularly useful when you are restoring very large filespaces or filespaces with many
directories. However, if you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.

Example:

restore tape to fpool vmsysu: fspace reports (ivolumes -

123456 itape fsn 30 core max

In this example, HiDRO is instructed to use the 30th file on tape 123456 to restore the filespace REPORTS.

DECOMpress Option (Restore operation)
The DECOMPRESS option instructs HiDRO to restore data compressed with the Huffmann Encoding technique during
backup to its original form.

DECOMpress

You do not need to specify this option except for documentation purposes because HiDRO always automatically
decompresses data compressed during backup.

DECRYPT Option (Restore operation)
The DECRYPT option is required to restore data from an encrypted backup image.

DECrypt Cipher {"Cipher Name"} Key hexstring

Cipher Name:

  TDES-192

| AES-128

| AES-192

| AES-256
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If the backup image is encrypted and the DECRYPT option is omitted, the task will terminate abnormally with an error
message. If the backup is not encrypted this option is ignored. The Cipher and Key sub-parameters are defined the same
as for the ENCRYPT option of the BACKUP operation.

If you want to restore data from an encrypted backup image, you must specify exactly the same cipher and the key you
used for the BACKUP operation when the backup was created. Otherwise you won’t be able to access the backup image
and the RESTORE operation will terminate abnormally with an error message.

 Example: 

restore tape to minidisk b (ivolume 123456 decrypt -

(cipher aes-128 key b95d1a60f096b105ada797c157ad78c8

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the first file on tape 123456 to the B disk of the virtual machine that is executing
the restore command. The entire disk will be restored. The first file on the tape will be used for the restore operation
because no file sequence number is specified with an ITAPE FSN option. If the backup is encrypted, HiDRO will try to
decrypt the backup with AES-128 algorithm and specified 128 bit key which is 32 characters long.

ENROLL Option
The ENROLL option tells HiDRO to ENROLL a filespace in the specified filepool if it does not already exist.

ENRoll

The ENROLL option is only valid when it is executed on a virtual machine which is an administrator to the shared file
server for the filepool to which the filespace belongs.

If a storage group is specified, the filespace is enrolled in that storage group. If no storage group is specified, the filespace
is enrolled in the storage group from which it was backed up. If a storage group is specified and the filespace is already
enrolled in a different storage group than the one specified, the restore will fail.

Example:

restore tape to fpool vmsysu: fspace accts (itape fsn 31 -

ivolumes 123456 enroll

In this example, the filespace ACCTS will be restored to the filepool VMSYSU: from file 31 on tape 123456. If the filespace
ACCTS is not currently enrolled in VMSYSU:, it will be enrolled at the time of the restore in the storage group from which it
was originally backed up.

ERASE and REPLACE Options (Restore operation)
The ERASE and REPLACE options set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists with the same file ID
as a file that HiDRO is writing during an operation.

[ERAse | REPlace]
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• If neither ERASE nor REPLACE is specified (the default), the file is skipped and the original file on the output disk
remains unchanged.

• If ERASE is specified, HiDRO erases the original file on the output disk before writing the new file.
• If REPLACE is specified, HiDRO writes the file to unused space on the output disk and then erases the original file

from the disk directory.

The differences between ERASE and REPLACE lead to the following practical considerations when deciding which option
to use:

• REPLACE requires enough free space on the output disk to hold both the original copy of the file and the new copy of
the file (which may or may not be the same size).

• ERASE requires only enough free space on the output disk to hold the new copy of the file after the original file is
erased.

• If an operation that follows ERASE logic fails, both the new and the original file with the same file ID are lost.
• If an operation that follows REPLACE logic fails, the original file remains on the output disk.

You cannot specify both the ERASE option and the REPLACE option. If neither the ERASE nor the REPLACE option is
specified and duplicate file IDs are detected, the task will terminate abnormally with an error message and the original file
will remain on the output disk.

Example: ERASE Option

restore tape to unit 202 userid (test m) files (sample data) - 

(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 30 erase

In this example HiDRO is told to restore the file SAMPLE DATA to user ID TEST 202 disk. If the file SAMPLE DATA
already exists, it will be erased before the restore is attempted.

Example: REPLACE Option

restore tape to unit 202 userid (ceo m) file (stats data) -

(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 30 replace

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the file STATS DATA to user ID CEO unit 202 from file 30 on tape 123456.
Because the REPLACE option is specified, HiDRO will write the file to unused space on unit 202 with a temporary name.
HiDRO will then erase the original file on unit 202 and rename the temporarily-named file STATS DATA.

FLIST Option (Restore operation)
The FLIST option tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS or shared file restored in a class L message.

FLIst

The FLIST option is only valid if the FIALLOC option was specified when the files were originally backed up or if it was the
default.

Example:

restore tape to minidisk a (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 40 flist
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In this example, HiDRO is told to restore all CMS files in the backup image on tape file 40 of tape volume 123456 to the
current user ID A disk. The restored files will be listed as class L messages. The messages will appear either on the
console or in the HiDRO log file, depending on the settings of the global options USERCLASS and CONCLASS.

FORMAT Option (Restore operation)
The FORMAT option tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any restored data on it.

FORmat [ ( [ NOPrompt ] [ CLEar ] ) ]

Specifying the FORMAT option eliminates the need to run the CMS FORMAT program before running HiDRO if your
output disk is unformatted. However, the FORmat option is invalid when shared files are restored.

NOTE
Specifying the FORMAT option deletes any data already existing on a disk.

The FORMAT option must be specified under the following conditions:

• If a disk is not formatted as a CMS minidisk.
• If the blocksize of the disk that is to receive the restored data and the blocksize of the data that was originally backed

up are not the same.

If FORMAT is not specified in these cases, no restore operation can be performed.

When FORMAT is specified, HiDRO will use the blocksize of the minidisk that was originally backed up.

Example:

restore tape to unit 191 userid (sales w) (format (noprompt)

In this example, user ID SALES 191 disk will be formatted before any data is restored to it. HiDRO will use the blocksize
of the data contained in the backup image.

If HiDRO is told to format a disk while running on a local machine, the user will be prompted for permission to format the
disk. The prompt helps avoid an inadvertent loss of data because a formatting operation erases all the data on a disk.
Because the prompt will halt processing until the prompt is answered, NOPROMPT should be specified if no prompt is
desired.

If HiDRO is running on a disconnected machine, HiDRO always uses the default NOPROMPT.

CLEAR is only specified when FBA disks are being formatted.

When formatting FBA disks, HiDRO zeroes out only the blocks at the beginning of the disk, which contain the directory
system areas. This prevents access to the data on the disk, but does not clear it. If the rest of the disk must be cleared
(perhaps for security reasons), the CLEAR option must be specified.

The CLEAR option is ignored when CKD disks are being formatted because CKD disks are cleared automatically.

GROUP Option (Restore operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}
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After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

restore tape to minidisk a (ivolumes 111111 itape fsn 3 group g1

restore tape to minidisk b (ivolumes 222222 itape fsn 8 group g2

restore tape to minidisk c (ivolumes 333333 itape fsn 2 group g2

restore tape to minidisk d (ivolumes 444444 itape fsn 7 group !

restore tape to minidisk e (ivolumes 555555 itape fsn 5 group *

restore tape to minidisk f (ivolumes 666666 itape fsn 3 group g1

restore tape to minidisk g (ivolumes 777777 itape fsn 4 group *

restore tape to minidisk h (ivolumes 888888 itape fsn 9 group !

In this example of a file of commands, the following rules apply:

• The restore of minidisk A cannot run at the same time as any other restore except for the restores of minidisks B and
C, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the restores of minidisk A and F cannot run at the same time.
• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the restores of minidisks E and G cannot run at the same time as any other

operation.
• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the restores of minidisks D and H must be run separately after all other

operations are complete.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Restore operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want each one to be checked for syntactic correctness before
any are executed, specify the HOLD local option on each command. No commands will then be executed until you enter
the immediate command END.
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ITAPE Option (Restore operation)

Overview

The ITAPE option sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.

ITAPe [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | *}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

[LTM | NOLTM]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

[36TRK | 128TRK]

[BID xxxxxxxx]

The ITAPE option allows you to set the following for an input tape volume:

• File sequence number (FSN)
• Tape label
• Final tape disposition
• Tape mark
• Request for IDRC tape drive
• Request for 3490E tape drive
• Request for 3590 tape drive
• Block ID (BID) for 3480, 3490, and 3590 cartridges

If you are restoring a backup image from any file other than the first, you must specify the FSN or BID parameters to tell
HiDRO the position of the tape file containing the backup image.

When both a block ID (BID) and file sequence number (FSN) are specified and you are using a cartridge drive, HiDRO will
attempt to use the BID first. If the tape positioning fails, HiDRO will use the FSN to position the tape.

NOTE
Even though parentheses are shown in the ITAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than
one subparameter of ITAPE is specified.

File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the ITAPE format statement allows you to set the position on the input tape volume where
HiDRO will read input for the restore.
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The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999.
• To the current tape file (*).

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin reading at that position. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will read
the fifth tape file.

Example:

restore tape to reader userid (finance) (ivolumes 123456 - 

itape fsn 5

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the fifth tape file on tape 123456 to user ID FINANCE virtual reader. Because
only one parameter of the ITAPE option is present, no enclosing parentheses are needed.

Tape Labels

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO will reject the tape.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the setting of the
IVORG option. Normally, the IVORG option is set to OS.

NOTE
Although the use of unlabeled (NL) tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads the standard labels and then the exit is called to process the user-
written tape labels. HiDRO provides the user-written tape labels to the exit.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will expect a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not expect a leading tape
mark.

Request for Tape Drive

If IDRC or XF is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a tape drive that is capable of processing Improved
Data Recording Capability (IDRC) tapes.

If 36TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3490E tape drive.
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If 128TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3590 tape drive.

If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, HiDRO will attempt to use the drive that is attached.

BLOCKID

The BLOCKID (BID) parameter specifies the location (xxxxxxxx) on a 3480, 3490, or 3590 cartridge where the backup
image is held.

If both the BID and FSN parameter are specified, HiDRO will first try to use the BID parameter to find the backup image
and will only use the FSN parameter if the BID block specification cannot be located on the cartridge.

NOTE
Block IDs are generated during catalog restore operations. They are not normally intended for manual use. For
more information, see Catalog Operation.

IVOLUMES Option (Restore operation)
The IVOLUMES option designates the input tape volume or volumes for a restore.

IVOLumes {volser| (volser...)}

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of a tape volume.

The IVOLUMES option is always required when you restore a backup image from tape. If the backup image spans several
tape volumes, all tape volsers must be specified in the correct order and must be enclosed in parentheses.

If you wish HiDRO to restore from a file other than the first, you must specify either the local option ITAPE FSN or ITAPE
BID. Otherwise, HiDRO will always restore data from the first file on an input tape.

Examples:

• The following restore command uses IVOLUMES:

restore tape to reader userid (sales) (ivolumes 123456

In this example, the backup image in the first file on tape 123456 will be restored to user ID SALES virtual reader.
• The following restore command specifies multiple input tapes:

restore tape to unit 291 userid (maint m) -

(ivolumes (tape01 tape75 tape37)

In this example, the first file from TAPE01, which is continued on TAPE75 and TAPE37, will be restored to user ID
MAINT 291 disk.

IVORG Option (Restore operation)
The IVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the IVORG option is only used in special circumstances
to tell HiDRO to expect an input tape label other than OS, the default value. For example, if a DOS standard label tape is
input to a restore operation, specifying IVORG DOS tells HiDRO to expect a HDR1 but not a HDR2 label. If IVORG DOS
is not specified, HiDRO would check for an OS label, and, not finding it, would reject the tape.

The CP and UNDEFINED specifications will be ignored for tape input. IVORG CMS will be treated as IVORG DOS.
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Example:

restore tape to unit 300 userid (vsetst m) (ivolumes 123456 - 

itape fsn 5 ivorg dos

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the fifth file position on tape 123456 to user ID VSETST 300
disk. HiDRO will expect tape 123456 to have a DOS standard label.

NEWLABEL Option (Restore operation)
The NEWLABEL option provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.

NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}

The NEWLABEL option allows you to tell HiDRO to use any of the following:

• A new volser by using the keyword NEW and a volser.
• The volser of the input disk on which the data to be restored originally resided by using the keyword ORIGINAL.
• The current volser of the output disk by using the keyword CURRENT.

Specifying NEWLABEL ORIGINAL is useful when you are completely recreating a disk during a restore operation and you
want the recreated disk to have the same volser as the original disk.

If you do not specify the NEWLABEL option when you are restoring CMS data, HiDRO will attempt to read the volume
label currently on the output disk. If a label exists, it will be retained. If a label does not exist or it is unreadable, HiDRO will
construct a volser consisting of the last three characters of the user ID requesting the restore and the 3-digit unit address
of the output disk. For example, if HiDRO was told to restore data to unit 194 by user ID NEWPROD but the label for the
output disk was unreadable and the NEWLABEL option was not specified, HiDRO would use the volser ROD194.

If HiDRO must construct a label from a 4-digit unit address, the first digit will be ignored and the final three digits will be
used. If the unit number had been 1234 in the previous example, HiDRO would use volser ROD234.

Example:

restore tape to unit 194 (newlabel (volser new dsk194) - 

ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 2 format(noprompt)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the second file position on tape 123456 to unit 194 of the
user ID that submitted the HiDRO job. Unit 194 will be given the new volser DSK194. HiDRO will also format the output
disk before placing any restored data on it without prompting for verification.

NOEOT Option (Restore operation)
The NOEOT option can be used when it is necessary to attempt to restore data from damaged or partially overwritten
tapes.

NOEOT
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Ordinarily, damaged and partially overwritten tapes cannot be read, and restore operations should be performed from
other, undamaged, tapes. However, when restoring data from a damaged tape is of critical importance, the option NOEOT
may help. It will cause HiDRO to ignore double tape marks during a restore operation.

OEXTENTS Option (Restore operation)

Overview

The OEXTENTS option allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without regard to its logical
organization.

OEXTents { Cylinders |Tracks | Blocks | CChh} {"Bounds"}

 

Bounds:

([lower upper]... ([lower upper relocationlower]...)

OEXTENTS allows you to do the following:

• Restore data
• Relocate restored data

To restore data, you must specify an extent type (CYLINDERS, TRACKS, BLOCKS, or CCHH) and a lower boundary for
the data, lower, and an upper boundary for the data, upper. To relocate data, specify an extent type, a lower and upper
boundary, and a relocation lower boundary, relocationlower.

When extents are relocated, HiDRO supplies new COUNT fields on the output DASD to reflect the new position of the
data.

You must specify boundaries in units appropriate for the physical DASD area you are restoring or relocating:

CYLINDERS
Decimal cylinder number

TRACKS
Decimal track number

BLOCKS
Decimal block number

CCHH
Hexadecimal cylinder/head number

CYLINDERS, TRACKS, and CCHH extents can be specified for backups of undefined (non CMS) data on CKD (Count-
Key-Data) devices. The first cylinder or track on a CKD device is numbered 0.

BLOCKS are used for FBA devices with OS, DOS, CP, and UNDEFINED organization. The first block on an FBA device is
always block 0, and each block is 512 bytes long. When specifying FBA blocks, it is important to remember that FBA block
numbers are not the same as CMS block numbers. They refer to physical FBA blocks and not to a logical organization.

When the CCHH descriptor is used, the head number (HH) must not exceed the number of tracks per cylinder on the
actual device. For example, because the number of tracks per cylinder on a 3380 disk is 15, the maximum head (HH)
number must be 14 (hexadecimal 000E) because track numbers begin at 0.

NOTE

• If more than one extent is specified, the extents must not overlap.
• The OEXTENTS parameter is useful when you are restoring a CP nucleus. For an example, see Backing Up

and Restoring a CP Nucleus.
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Examples

• The following restore operation has extents expressed in cylinders.

restore tape to unit 500 userid (maint m) (ivolumes 123456 - 

oextents cylinder (0 100)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the first file position on tape 123456 to
cylinders 0 through 100 on user ID MAINT 500 disk.

• In the following restore command, two extents are restored as tracks.

restore tape to unit 193 (oextents tracks (0 100 200 300) - 

ivolumes 123456

In this command, HiDRO is told to restore two extents from the backup image in the first file on tape
123456 to unit 193 of the user ID that submitted the HiDRO job. The extents are tracks 0 through 100 and
200 through 300, and they are restored to their original locations.

• The following command restores a CCHH extent.

restore tape to unit 195 (oextents cchh (00000000 00ff000e) - 

ivolumes 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the first file position on tape 123456 to the
currently attached unit 195. The extent begins at cylinder 0000, head 0000, and extends through cylinder
00FF, head 000E.

• The following command restores a FBA block.

restore tape to unit 300 (oextents blocks (0 1000 1500 2000) -

ivolume 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the extents in the backup image in the first file position on tape
123456 to the unit 300 of the user ID that submitted the job. The extents are block 0 through 1000 and
1500 through 2000.

• In the following restore operation, one extent is restored and another is relocated.

restore tape to unit 400 (oextents cylinder (0 10 (50 90 200)) - 

ivolume 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in the first file position on tape 123456 to
the 400 disk of the user ID that submitted the HiDRO job. Cylinders 0 through 10 will be restored to their
original position. Cylinders 50 through 90 will be relocated, and the relocation will begin in cylinder 200.
Note that the upper boundary of the relocation is omitted.

• For another example of the use of the OEXTENTS local option during a restore operation, see Backing Up
and Restoring a CP Nucleus.

OVORG Option (Restore operation)
The OVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an output volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

Specify OVORG UNDEFINED if data is to be restored to a CMS-formatted disk and the data was originally backed up with
the option IVORG UNDEFINED or from a non-CMS disk, a RESERVED disk, or a RECOMPED disk (base backup only).

Example:
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restore tape to unit 300 userid (sqltst m) (ivolumes 123456 -

itape fsn 5 ovorg undefined

In this sample command, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in tape file 5 on volume 123456 to user ID SQLTST
unit 300. Specifying OVORG UNDEFINED tells HiDRO to ignore the existing structure on the output disk.

POOLID Option (Restore operation)
The POOLID option allows you to specify the name of the tape pool (poolname) in which the tape or tapes are held which
contain the backup image to be restored. Specifying the poolname allows it to be passed to an external tape manager.

POOLid poolname

Although the poolname must be the name of a tape pool in the HiDRO tape pool management facility, HiDRO does not
verify that the poolname is correct. Error messages will only be generated by the external tape pool manager.

The POOLID option is automatically generated during a catalog restore operation.

RECON Option
The RECON option tells HiDRO to perform a reconstructive restore, a type of restore which "reconstructs" an entire
minidisk or DASD volume up to the date of the latest backup or incremental backup.

RECON

NOTE
The RECON option is generally not specified, but it is always added to the restore command generated
automatically by a catalog restore function.

Ideally, a disk from which all data has been erased by reformatting should be used for a reconstructive restore. If a disk
containing data is reconstructed, some data may be lost. If you are in doubt about the version of a file that you need, you
should do one of the following:

• Perform an incremental backup on the disk before beginning the reconstructive restore.
• Copy the important files with a date later than the latest base or incremental files on your output disk before beginning

the restore.
• Restore all files to your reader.

RECZERO Option
The RECZERO option tells HiDRO to restore the KEY and DATA fields of record 0 on each track restored on a CKD
(count-key-data) device.

RECZero

The RECZERO option can only be used during a standalone restore operation because VM will not allow this record to be
written when it is present. However, HiDRO always backs up record 0.
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REPLACE Option (Restore operation)
See ERASE and REPLACE Options (restore).

TEXIT Option (Restore operation)
The TEXIT option activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the tape management system chosen
during HiDRO installation.

TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}

 

Processing Options:

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E]

To use the local TEXIT option, the exit must exist as a TEXT file or TXTLIB member on a disk accessible to HiDRO, and it
must be serially reusable.

The TEXIT option cannot be used unless you have previously set the tape manager virtual machine name through the
HiDRO installation EXEC. Any virtual machine running HiDRO and using the TEXIT option must access the HIDRO 201
disk.

The following processing options are available:

M
Mount/unload tapes

R
Reusable exit supplied

V
Verify tape volume labels

F
Verify file header/trailer labels

C
Record recycled (free) tapes after a catalog condense

E
Record permanent I/O errors

The TEXIT option letters may be specified in any order and in any combination. If no letters are specified, HiDRO will
assume M R and call the exit each time that a tape must be mounted or unloaded.

Because the TEXIT option is likely to be used in a multi-tasking situation where it would be called from different operations
concurrently, exits should be serially reusable and reentrant. This implies that the exit must not modify itself in any way
and must not store data within its own area. All data areas must be dynamically obtained through either an OS GETMAIN,
a CMS DMSFREE, or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.

The tape exit specified in the TEXIT option is used by any operation that involves tape and by the catalog condense
function if the C option is specified. If an exitname is specified with both local and global TEXIT options in the same
execution of HiDRO, the local option will be ignored.
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NOTE

• Use the TEXIT global option instead of the TEXIT local option whenever possible. The TEXIT local option is
only supplied for compatibility with previous releases and is supported for Assembler exits only. The TEXIT
global option must be used for exits written in REXX, including all Broadcom-supplied tape management
exits. In addition, the global option allows you to specify the option A (ATTACH), which makes it unnecessary
to pre-attach tapes when using a tape exit. For more information, see the TEXIT global option.

• For more information about tape management exits, see the documentation for administrators.

UNPACK Option (Restore operation)
The UNPACK option instructs HiDRO to restore data that was packed during a backup operation in its original, unpacked
form.

UNPack

You do not need to specify this option except for documentation purposes because HiDRO always automatically unpacks
data packed during backup.

Copy Operation
The copy operation copies files on tape or CMS minidisk in logical, sequential order. The copy operation also provides
a facility that copies CMS files from disk to disk using a syntax similar to that of the CMS command COPYFILE. In this
facility, input and output disks are accessed by filemode letter.

Shared files cannot be copied with HiDRO.

NOTE
The copy operation should never be used to make a copy of a backup tape. Use the duplicate operation instead.
For more information, see Duplicate Operation.

When a variable length CMS file is copied to tape, the file is converted to standard OS variable length format. HiDRO
creates four-byte Record Descriptor and Block Descriptor words in the file. When an OS variable length format tape file is
copied to disk, it is converted to CMS variable length format. Spanned records are not supported.

When a multiple file disk to disk copy operation is performed, HiDRO updates the output minidisk directory after each
file is successfully copied. If the operation should fail, all files copied up to the time at which the failure occurred will
be correct. This is different from a duplicate operation where the minidisk directory is only updated after all files are
duplicated.

The copy operation will allow you to copy CMS files between disks with different blocksizes. In all other HiDRO
operations, the blocksizes of the input and output disks must be the same.

Variable length spanned (VBS) files and variable length sparse files are not supported by the copy operation.

COPY Command Format

Overview

Copy input TO output [( local...]

There are five components in a HiDRO copy command. Each is explained below.

COPY
Specifies that the task to be performed is a copy operation. The COPY keyword may be abbreviated as C.
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input
Signifies the placement of all input specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Input is the data to be copied,
and the data may reside on a CMS formatted minidisk or a tape.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for a particular operation.

output
Signifies the placement of all output specifications for a particular HiDRO operation. Output is the destination of
the data that is copied and may be a tape file or a CMS disk file. If input is multiple CMS minidisk files, output may
be multiple CMS minidisk files or tape files.

local
Specifies one or more local options for each HiDRO operation. These options affect only a single operation. Local
options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.

Copy Operation and Local Mode

Because copy operations are usually run in local mode, the keyword HiDRO would normally precede all the commands
shown as examples in this section. For more information, see Local Mode.

Example

copy unit 191 userid (contracts rr rcon) files (customer list) -

to tap1 (pack core max

The task in this example is to copy the file CUSTOMER LIST from CONTRACTS 191 disk to a tape mounted
on drive 181.

copy
Specifies that a copy will be performed.

unit 191 userid (contracts rr rcon) files customer list
Specifies the input. In this case, the file CUSTOMER LIST from CONTRACTS 191 disk will be copied.

to
Separates the input and output specifications for the copy operation.

tap1
Specifies the output. In this case, output will be to a tape mounted on the drive whose virtual address is 181.

(pack core max
Specifies two local options (PACK and CORE).

COPYFILE Syntax
HiDRO supports a special copy syntax that allows the HiDRO copy operation to be used as a CMS COPYFILE
replacement. Only one input and one output file ID may be specified, but multiple files may be copied in a single operation
using the wildcard asterisk (*) character.

Format

COPYFile fileidin fileidout [( local...]

There are four components in a HiDRO COPYFile command. Each is explained below.

COPYFILE
Specifies that the task to be performed is a copy operation using the copyfile syntax. The COPYFile keyword may
be abbreviated as COPYF or CF.
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NOTE
To run a copyfile operation from the CMS command line, you must precede the keyword COPYFILE
with the keyword HIDRO. For more information about ways to initiate HiDRO commands, see Executing
HiDRO Commands.

fileidin
Specifies the input file ID (filename filetype filemode) for a HiDRO copyfile operation. The input filename or
filetype may be a wildcard asterisk (*), or may end in a wildcard. The input file must reside on a CMS formatted
minidisk that is currently accessed with the filemode specified.

fileidout
Specifies the output file ID (filename filetype filemode). An equal sign (=) may be used to indicate that the
filename and/or filetype are to be the same as in the input file ID.
The output file(s) must be placed on a CMS minidisk currently accessed on the virtual machine running HiDRO
with the filemode specified.

local
Specifies one or more local options for each HiDRO operation. These options affect only a single operation.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.

Example

copyfile current customers a june customers a

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the input file CURRENT CUSTOMERS A to the output file JUNE
CUSTOMERS A. Here is an example of the use of the wildcard asterisk in a HiDRO copyfile command.

copyfile * assemble a = = b

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy all files with the filetype of ASSEMBLE on the current A disk to the
current B disk. The equal signs signify that the input filenames and filetypes should be used for the output
files.

NOTE
Because copy operations are usually run in local mode, the keyword HiDRO would
normally precede all the COPYFile commands shown as examples in this section. For more
information, see Local Mode.

Input Specification (Copy operation)
Input to a copy operation may be any of the following:

• One or more CMS files
• An entire CMS minidisk
• A tape file

When a copy operation involves tape input, both input and output must be in a single file. When data is copied from one
minidisk to another or from minidisk to tape, multiple files may be copied.

If either the input or output medium is a CMS disk, you must include a FILES parameter in either the input or output
specification. If both the input and output media are CMS disks and you are renaming files, the FILES parameter must be
included in the output specification. In all other cases, the FILES parameter is optional.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, and FILES parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the input section of the copy
command.
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Input from Tape (Copy operation)
When copying data from tape, you can only specify one tape file in each copy command. However, multiple copy
commands may be submitted.

The volser of the tape or tapes containing the data to be copied must be specified in the local option IVOLUMES.

NOTE

• When HiDRO copies data from tape, it normally copies from the first file position on the tape. If you wish to
change this default, use the local option ITAPE.

• The dataset name of the file containing the data to be copied may also be specified in an OSFILE parameter.

Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the address of a tape device as the input medium to a copy operation.

Unit ccuu

ccuu
Specifies the tape device address. Is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The
range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine
running HiDRO.

When only UNIT ccuu is specified, HiDRO first searches for a tape device. If no tape device with address ccuu exists,
HiDRO will use ccuu to search for a DASD address.

When the UNIT parameter is specified for tape input, HiDRO will only read from the device attached at the ccuu address.
If necessary, HiDRO will prompt for the correct tape volume to be mounted there. The input volume must be specified in
the IVOLUMES local option.

If CP is present and you are using UNIT ccuu, the tape drive must be attached to HiDRO before the copy operation
begins.

If CP is not present, the tape drive whose address is ccuu must exist on the hardware running HiDRO.

NOTE
UNIT ccuu should never be specified for tape input on copy commands submitted to the SYBMON machine
because HiDRO will consider ccuu to be a minidisk address.

Example:

copy unit 381 to unit 191 files test assemble (ivolumes 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy data from tape 123456 mounted on unit 381.

HiDRO will automatically prompt the operator to mount the tape 123456 on the unit 381.

NOTE
The data will be copied from the first file on the tape by default. For information about changing the default, see
ITAPE Option.

Specifying TAPn

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn
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Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187. For
example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F. For
example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

NOTE
TAPE may not be used

TAPn requires that input tape volumes be identified with an IVOLUMES local option.

When the TAPn parameter is used as input to a copy operation, the specified tape drive must be attached as the
corresponding virtual address. For example, if TAP1 is specified for input, the correct tape must be mounted on a drive
attached as 181. If necessary, HiDRO will prompt the operator to attach the tape units and mount the correct tapes on the
specified drives.

Note: TAPn cannot be used when the VM operating system is not available.

Example:

copy tap6 to unit 191 files acct data (ivolumes 123456

In this command, HiDRO is told to copy data from tape 123456, mounted on unit 186.

NOTE
The data will be copied from the first file on the tape by default. To change the default value, see ITAPE Option.

Specifying OSFILE

The OSFILE parameter allows you to specify the dataset name of the tape file containing the data to be copied.

OSFile dsname

The dataset name (dsname) may consist of up to 17 characters, including embedded periods.

If the input tape is standard label, the dataset name specified on the copy command is compared to the dataset name
recorded in the HDR1 label on the tape. If the dataset names do not match, an error message is issued and the copy
operation will fail.

The OSFILE parameter may never be specified alone. The TAPn or UNIT parameter must be included with it.

Example:

copy tap2 osfile myfile.cobol to minidisk a - 

files myfile cobol (ivolumes sy0056 itape fsn 47

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy data from file 47 on tape SY0056 named MYFILE.COBOL to the minidisk A of the
user ID executing the copy command. The name of the CMS file on minidisk A containing the copied data will be called
MYFILE COBOL as specified in the FILES parameter.

Input from DASD (Copy operation)
Contents

When copying data from a CMS minidisk, you can specify one of the following:
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• An entire CMS minidisk
• A CMS file or files

Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the virtual address of a DASD volume as the input media for a copy operation.

Unit ccuu [USErid (“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

Linkmode:

  R

| RR

| SM

| SR

| SW

| W

| WR

| M

| MR

| MW

| ER

| EW

Within a UNIT parameter, ccuu is the virtual address of the unit and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal
number from 0001 to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of
the virtual machine running HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If Unit is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:

• If the copy command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID
of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command as
either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the copy command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address that exists on that
machine.

If the user ID of the virtual machine running the copy command does not own the input disk or is not linked to it, the
USERID subparameter must be specified. When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the
input disk.

Example:

copy unit 191 files source script to minidisk b

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the data in the file SOURCE SCRIPT on unit 191. Because no user ID is specified,
HiDRO will use a default based on the way HIDRO is executed. If SOURCE SCRIPT already exists on minidisk B, the
operation will fail, and no data will be copied. To prevent such a failure, you may use the ERASE or REPLACE local
options.
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USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter always consists of the USERID keyword and the user ID of the input disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You may also specify the type of link HiDRO should use for the unit.

HiDRO supports the following link modes for input:

R
Primary read-only access

RR
Primary or alternative read-only access

W
Primary write access

WR
Primary write access or alternative read-only access

M
Primary multiple access

MR
Primary multiple access or alternative read-only access

MW
Primary multiple access or alternative write access

SM
Stable multiple access

SR
Stable read access

SW
Stable write access

ER
Exclusive read access

EW
Exclusive write access

To use the link modes SM, SR, SW, ER, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP
Directory entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization
option. Using ER or EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW, because it allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally corrupt
the data on a disk.

If no link mode is specified, RR is assumed.

Password Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the copy command has
LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:
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• The machine executing the copy command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone referencing his or her own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the copy operation will fail if
HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Example:

copy unit 191 userid (sybmon rr rsyb) files vmimage -

restcmds to unit 191 userid (vmimage m) (replace

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file VMIMAGE RESTCMDS from SYBMON 191 disk to VMIMAGE 191 disk.
Because the REPLACE option is specified, the new copy will be written before the old copy is deleted. The USERID
option is used to specify the user IDs for the 191 disk owners.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify a particular address. If you specify an address, HiDRO attempts to use it.
If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of one,
and attempts to link again. That is, HiDRO will attempt to link at 501 if the default is used or, for example, at 401 if the
LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 until it links successfully.

NOTE
If the password subparameter is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be
placed before the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

copy unit 191 userid (sales rr rsales lunit 650) - 

files january accounts to minidisk b

In this example, the file JANUARY ACCOUNTS on user ID SALES 191 disk is copied to minidisk B of the local virtual
machine that is executing the copy command. If the password is omitted, the following command should be issued with
the LUNIT specification placed before the link mode.

copy unit 191 userid (sales lunit 650 rr) - 

files january accounts to minidisk b

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as input.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk containing the data to be copied is currently accessed by the
local virtual machine that is executing the copy command.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for input.
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Example:

copy minidisk a files (* exec) to minidisk b

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy all files with the filetype of EXEC from minidisk A to minidisk B of the user ID that is
currently running the HiDRO copy command.

NOTE
The filemode number may also be specified, but it will be ignored by HiDRO.

Specifying Individual Files

The FILES parameter identifies the file or files that are to be copied during a HiDRO copy operation from a particular
minidisk.

Files {fileid | (fileid...)}

Each file is identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and filetype.

You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype).
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype if

the input and output media are both CMS formatted disks.

NOTE
You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype for a group of files.

• A list of files. A wildcard asterisk (*) may be used in the components of the file IDs if the input and output media are
both CMS formatted disks.

• A list of groups of files.

NOTE

• Never specify the FILES parameter alone. You must always specify a UNIT ccuu along with the FILES parameter.
• If output is to a CMS minidisk and files are to be renamed, the FILES parameter must be specified on the output

specification.

Examples:

• The following copy command uses a FILES parameter.

copy minidisk a files listfile text to minidisk b

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file LISTFILE TEXT from minidisk A to minidisk B of the user ID that is
currently running the HiDRO copy command.

• Here is an example in which several files are copied.

copy minidisk a files (onefile text twofile text - 

lastfile text) to minidisk b

Note that a list of files must be enclosed in parentheses.

Output Specification (Copy operation)
Output from a copy operation may be any of the following:
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• One or more CMS files
• A CMS minidisk
• One or more tape files

When a copy operation involves tape input, both input and output must be in a single file. When data is copied from one
minidisk to another or from minidisk to tape, multiple files may be copied.

If either the input or output medium is a CMS disk, you must include a FILES parameter in either the input or output
specification. If both the input and output media are CMS disks and you are renaming files, the FILES parameter must be
included in the output specification. In all other cases, the FILES parameter is optional.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, and FILES parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the output section of the copy
command.

Output to Tape (Copy operation)
When copying from tape, you can only specify one tape file for output. However, if you are copying from disk, you can
specify multiple output tape files.

When HiDRO copies data to tape, it normally copies to the first file position on the tape. If you wish to change this default,
use the local OTAPE option.

NOTE

• If multiple disk files are copied to tape, OTAPE FSN * must be specified as a local option, and you must use
LEAVE, the default for final tape disposition. If these specifications are not used, overwriting of files will occur.

• Whenever OTAPE FSN * is used to copy multiple disk files, each input file becomes a separate OS-format
tape file, which is unblocked by default. If the multiple disk files written to tape are unblocked, processing
may be very inefficient. In such cases, you should use the OATTRIBUTE local option to block the files or
specify a large value for the CORE local option.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the address of a tape device as the output medium in a copy operation.

Unit ccuu

The ccuu operand is the virtual address. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The
range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO.

When only UNIT ccuu is specified, HiDRO first searches for a tape device. If no tape device with address ccuu exists,
HiDRO will use ccuu to search for a DASD address.

When the UNIT parameter is specified for tape output, HiDRO will only write to the device attached at the ccuu address.
If necessary, HiDRO will prompt for the correct tape volume to be mounted there. The output volume must be specified in
the OVOLUMES local option.

If CP is present, the tape drive must be attached to HiDRO before the copy operation begins. If CP is not present, the tape
drive whose address is ccuu must exist on the hardware running HiDRO.

Example:

copy minidisk a files profile exec to unit 181 (ovolumes 789012

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file PROFILE EXEC to tape volume 789012, mounted on unit 181
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Specifying TAPn

NOTE

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187.
For example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F.
For example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

NOTE
TAPE may not be used

.

TAPn requires the OVOLUMES local option. If you wish to use scratch tapes instead of specific tape volumes, use
OVOLUMES *, which is the default. For more information, see OVOLumes Option.

When the TAPn parameter is used, the specified tape drive must be attached as the corresponding virtual address. For
example, if TAP1 is specified for output, the correct tape must be mounted on a drive attached as 181. If necessary,
HiDRO will prompt the operator to attach the tape units and mount the correct tapes on the specified drives.

NOTE
TAPn cannot be used when the CMS operating system is not available.

Example:

copy unit 191 file secret data to tap7 (ovolumes 123456 - 

otape fsn 5

In this command, HiDRO is told to copy the file SECRET DATA to the fifth file on tape 123456, mounted on unit 187.

Specifying OSFILE

The OSFILE parameter allows you to specify the dataset name of the tape file to which data should be copied.

OSFile dsname

The dataset name (dsname) may consist of up to 17 characters, including imbedded periods.

If a CMS disk file is being copied to standard label tape, specifying OSFILE is optional. HiDRO will construct a data set
name from the filename and filetype of the input file in the format filename.filetype.

NOTE
The OSFILE parameter may never be specified alone. The TAPn or UNIT parameter must be included with it.

Example:

copy minidisk a file health plan1 to tap1 - 

osfile benefits.health (ovolumes 123456
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In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file HEALTH PLAN to tape 123456, mounted on unit 181, and name the tape
file BENEFITS.HEALTH.

Output to DASD (Copy operation)
Contents

When copying data to DASD, you can specify one of the following:

• One or more CMS files
• A CMS minidisk

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a DASD as the output medium to a copy operation.

Unit ccuu [USErid(“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu| 500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| M

| MW

| SM

| SW

| EW

The ccuu operand is the virtual address of the DASD. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001
to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine
running HiDRO.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules.

• If the copy command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID
of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command as
either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the copy command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HiDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which exists on the virtual
machine that is executing the command.

If the user ID of the virtual machine running the copy command does not own the output disk or is not linked to it, the
USERID subparameter must be specified. When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the
output disk.

Example:

copy minidisk a files salesrpt data to unit 201

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the CMS files from minidisk A of the machine running HiDRO to unit 201. Because
no user ID is specified, HiDRO will use a default based on the way HIDRO is executed.
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If unit 201 is not CMS-formatted, the copy operation will fail. The operation will also fail if any file IDs on unit 201 are
identical to file IDs on minidisk A. To prevent the operation from failing, you may use the FORMAT, ERASE, or REPLACE
local options.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.

PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the copy command has
LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the copy command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone referencing his or her own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the copy operation will fail if
HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Example:

copy tap1 to unit 193 userid (admin m madmin) - 

file holiday script (ivolumes 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy data from the first tape file on tape 123456 to user ID ADMIN 193 disk. The "multi"
password (M) of the output disk is MADMIN, and the link mode is M. The output file will be named HOLIDAY SCRIPT.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify a particular address. If you specify an address, HiDRO attempts to use it.
If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of one,
and attempts to link again. That is, HiDRO will attempt to link at 501 if the default is used, or, for example, at 401 if the
LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 until it links successfully.
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NOTE
If the password subparameter is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be
placed before the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

copy minidisk a file dental plan to unit 193 -

userid (admin w wadmin lunit 650)

In this example, the file DENTAL PLAN on minidisk A is copied to ADMIN 193 disk. HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 193
as unit 650. If the password is omitted, the following command should be issued with the LUNIT specification placed
before the link mode:

copy minidisk a file dental plan to unit 193 - 

userid (admin lunit 650 w)

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as output.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk, which is the target of the copy operation, is currently accessed
by the local virtual machine that is executing the copy command.

NOTE
The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for output.

Example:

copy tap3 to minidisk b files sales data (ivolumes 123456

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy from file 1 of tape 123456, mounted on unit 183, to minidisk B on the local machine
running HiDRO. The output file will be named SALES DATA.

The filemode number may also be specified, but it will be ignored by HiDRO.

Specifying Individual Files

Files {fileid | (fileid...) | "File pair"}

File pair:

(oldfileid newfileid)

The FILES parameter allows you to copy data to individual CMS files.

You may never specify the FILES parameter alone. You must always specify either a UNIT or MINIDISK parameter along
with a FILES parameter.

If the input file is on tape and the output file is on a CMS formatted disk, you must specify the FILES parameter for output.

Each output file must be identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and filetype. Copied files may also be
renamed.
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You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype).
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype.

NOTE
You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype for a group of files.

• A list of files. The file ID components may contain wildcard asterisks (*).
• An individual file or group of files to be renamed by giving its original filename and filetype and a changed filename

and/or filetype (oldfileid newfileid). The file ID components may contain wildcard asterisks (*).

If you are copying from disk to disk, specify an equal sign (=) to tell HiDRO that the output file(s) should have the same
filename(s) and/or filetype(s) as the original input file(s).

If you specify a list of individual output files, the list must be surrounded by parentheses.

If you specify an original file ID and a changed file ID, the set of file IDs must also be enclosed by parentheses. If you are
specifying a list that contains one or more sets of renamed files and/or individual files, you must include inner parentheses
around each pair of original/changed file IDs and surround the entire list with another set of parentheses.

When one or more files are renamed, the FILES parameter must appear as an output specification only.

All files copied in a single copy command must be output to the same minidisk.

Examples:

• The following command uses the FILES parameter for output:

copy tap2 to minidisk a file salesrpt data (ivolumes 123456 -

itape fsn 4

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy data from the fourth file on tape 123456 to minidisk A of the local machine
running HiDRO. The output file will be named SALESRPT DATA. The Files parameter is required because the input is
from tape.

• Here is another example where a file is copied and renamed.

copy minidisk z file salesrpt data to minidisk a - 

files monthly report

In this command, HiDRO is told to copy the file SALESRPT DATA from minidisk Z to minidisk A and to name the
copied file on A-disk MONTHLY REPORT.

• Here is an example where groups of files are copied.

copy unit 191 userid (sales1 rr) to unit 292 userid -

(salesmgr m) files ((* leads = leads1) (* contrct = contrct1))

In this example, files on user ID SALES1 191 disk will be copied to user ID SALESMGR 292 disk. Names of files with a
filetype of LEADS will change to a filetype of LEADS1, and names of files with a filetype of CONTRCT will change to a
filetype of CONTRCT1.

Local Options for Copy Operations
All the local options that can be specified for a copy operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical order.
The abbreviations for the options are given in the heading and text, but no abbreviations are used in the examples for the
sake of clarity.
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All the local options for the copy operation may be used on both the COPY and COPYFILE commands.

Option (link) Description
CHAnged Tells HiDRO to back up or copy only those files that have changed

after a certain date and time.
COMPRESS Option (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO to compress the copied data using the Huffman

Encoding technique.
CORE Option (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can

use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

DECOMPRESS Option (Copy operation) Instructs HiDRO to decompress the data in files compressed with
the Huffmann Encoding technique.

ERAse and REPlace Set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists
with the same file ID as a file that HiDRO is writing during an
operation.

FLIST Option (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO to list the name of each copied file in a class L
message.

FORMAT Option (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any copied
data on it.

GROUP Option (Copy operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the
same time as another HiDRO operation.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Copy operation) Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands
entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

IATTRIBUTE Option (Copy operation) Specifies the block size of the input file.
ITAPE Option (Copy operation) Sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.
IVOLUMES Option (Copy operation) Identifies an input volume or volumes containing the input tape file

for a copy operation.
IVORG Option (Copy operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS,

DOS, or CMS.
NEWDATE and OLDDATE Options (Copy operation) Control the date recorded in the File Status Table (FST) for each

CMS file that is copied.
NEWLABEL Option (Copy operation) Provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.
NOTCHANGED Option (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO to copy only those files that have not changed since a

certain date and time.
OATTRIBUTE Option (Copy operation) Allows you to identify the blocksize in bytes, the logical record or

LRECL (l), and the record format (RECFM) of the output file.
OTAPE Option - Copy operation Specifies output tape volume characteristics.
OVOLUMES Option - Copy operation Designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape

operation.
OVORG Option (Copy operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an output tape volume:

OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.
PACK and NOPACK Options (Copy operation) Tells HiDRO to compact the data that is being copied by

eliminating repeating character strings and replacing them with
a flag byte, a repeat count, and a character indicating which
character repeats

REPLACE See ERAse and REPlace.
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TEXIT Option (Copy operation) Activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the
tape management system chosen during HiDRO installation.

UNPACK Option (Copy operation) Instructs HiDRO to unpack the data in the files that it is copying if
the data is packed.

CHANGED Option (Copy operation)
The CHANGED option tells HiDRO to back up or copy only those files that have changed after a certain date and time.

CHAnged [(date [00:00|hh:mm]) | (-nnn)]

HiDRO uses the date and time in the FST (File Status Table) to decide whether to back up or copy CMS files. If the
CHANGED option is specified for non-CMS files, it is ignored.

The CHANGED option may be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters)
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm)
• A number of days (-nnn)

Specifying CHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to back up or copy any files changed or created on the current
date.

Specifying CHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to back up or copy any files changed or created
since that date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a
particular hour if a colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying CHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to back up or copy files changed or created a number of days
(nnn) before the current date. For example, -10 specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to back up or copy any file changed
or created since August 10.

Example:

copy minidisk a to minidisk b (changed

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy files on the current user ID A-disk to the current user ID B-disk. The files that will be
copied are those that were created or altered on the current date according to the Files Status Table (FST).

COMPRESS Option (Copy operation)
The COMPRESS option tells HiDRO to compress the copied data using the Huffman Encoding technique.

COMPRess

Note: HiDRO automatically packs the data before compressing it. For more information about packing data, see PACK
and NOPACK Options.

Huffman Encoding reduces the data that is copied by translating each character into a binary tree path represented by a
stream of bits. The bit stream for a character is based on the number of times the character occurs.

Compression reduces the amount of data copied by 40% to 55%. However, compressing the data adds CPU time
because additional processing is required.
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NOTE
Files that have been compressed by HiDRO must be decompressed by HiDRO before they can be edited. For
more information, see DECOMPRESS Option.

Example:

copy minidisk a files (large inactive) to minidisk b (compress

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file LARGE INACTIVE from the current user ID A disk to the current user ID B
disk. The data copied will be both packed and compressed because COMPRESS is specified.

CORE Option (Copy operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.

CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}

NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.

If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

When multiple disk files are written to tape as unblocked records, a large amount of memory is needed. Specify a large
CORE value or use the OATTRIBUTE local option to block the output files.

Example:

copy minidisk a files (* notebook) to minidisk b (core max

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy all files with the filetype NOTEBOOK from the current user ID minidisk A to the
current user ID minidisk B and use the largest contiguous piece of memory available for the operation.

DECOMPRESS Option (Copy operation)

DECOMpress
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The DECOMPRESS option instructs HiDRO to decompress the data in files compressed with the Huffmann Encoding
technique. If DECOMPRESS is not specified when you are copying compressed files, HiDRO will copy the files in their
compressed form. If you specify DECOMPRESS when the data to be copied is not compressed, the operation will fail.

Example:

copyfile data archive c = = b (decompress

In this example, the file DATA ARCHIVE will be copied from the current user ID A disk to the current user ID B disk. The
data will be decompressed as it is copied.

ERASE and REPLACE Options (Copy operation)
The ERASE and REPLACE options set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists with the same file ID
as a file that HiDRO is writing during an operation.

[ERAse | REPlace]

• If neither ERASE nor REPLACE is specified (the default), the file is skipped and the original file on the output disk
remains unchanged.

• If ERASE is specified, HiDRO erases the original file on the output disk before writing the new file.
• If REPLACE is specified, HiDRO writes the file to unused space on the output disk and then erases the original file

from the disk directory.

The differences between ERASE and REPLACE lead to the following practical considerations when deciding which option
to use:

• REPLACE requires enough free space on the output disk to hold both the original copy of the file and the new copy of
the file (which may or may not be the same size).

• ERASE requires only enough free space on the output disk to hold the new copy of the file after the original file is
erased.

• If an operation that follows ERASE logic fails, both the new and the original file with the same file ID are lost.
• If an operation that follows REPLACE logic fails, the original file remains on the output disk.

You cannot specify both the ERASE option and the REPLACE option. If neither the ERASE nor the REPLACE option is
specified and duplicate file IDs are detected, the task will terminate abnormally with an error message and the original file
will remain on the output disk.

Example: ERASE Option

copy minidisk b to minidisk a file report script (erase

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file REPORT SCRIPT from the current user ID B-disk to A-disk. If REPORT
SCRIPT already exists on the A-disk, HiDRO will erase it before the duplication is attempted.

In the following command, the COPYFILE syntax is used to specify the same instructions as above:

copyfile report script b = = a (erase

Example: REPLACE Option
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copy minidisk b to minidisk a file report script (replace

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file REPORT SCRIPT on the current user ID B disk to the A disk. If a file with
the name REPORT SCRIPT already exists on the A disk, HiDRO copies the file to unused space on the A disk with
a temporary name. HiDRO will then erase the original file on the B disk and rename the temporarily-named copy file
REPORT SCRIPT. If the copy operation is unsuccessful for any reason, including insufficient space on the A disk, the
operation will terminate abnormally, but leave the original file intact.

FLIST Option (Copy operation)

FLIst

The FLIST option tells HiDRO to list the name of each copied file in a class L message. The messages will appear either
on the console or in the HiDRO log file, depending on the settings of the global options USERCLASS and CONCLASS.

Example:

copy minidisk a files * text to minidisk b (flist

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy all CMS files with the filetype of TEXT on minidisk A to minidisk B. The restored
files will be listed as class L messages.

FORMAT Option (Copy operation)
The FORMAT option tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any copied data on it.

FORmat [( {BLK | CMS} {"Block size"} [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]

Block size:

  1K

| 2K

| 4K

| 512

| 1024

| 2048

| 4096

Specifying the FORMAT option eliminates the need to run the CMS FORMAT program before running HiDRO if your
output disk is unformatted.

If the output disk is not formatted as a CMS minidisk and this option is not specified, no copy operation can be performed.

If FORMAT alone is specified, HiDRO will format the output disk at the blocksize appropriate for the output device,
normally 4K.

If FORMAT and either CMS or BLK is specified with a blocksize, HiDRO will format the output disk at the blocksize
specified.

NOTE
Specifying the FORMAT option deletes any data already existing on an output disk.
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Example:

copy minidisk p to minidisk b files ipfmac maclib (format

In this example, the file IPFMAC MACLIB will be copied from minidisk P to minidisk B. The disk will be formatted with the
blocksize appropriate for the device on which the minidisk resides.

If HiDRO is told to format a disk while running on a local machine, the user will be prompted for permission to format the
disk to avoid an inadvertent loss of data because a formatting operation erases all the data on a disk. Because the prompt
will halt processing until the prompt is answered, NOPROMPT should be specified if no prompt is desired.

If HiDRO is running on a disconnected machine, HiDRO always uses the default NOPROMPT.

CLEAR is only specified when FBA disks are being formatted.

When formatting FBA disks, HiDRO zeroes out only the blocks at the beginning of the disk that contains the directory
system areas. This prevents access to the data on the disk, but does not clear it. If the rest of the disk must be cleared
(perhaps for security reasons), the CLEAR option must be specified.

The CLEAR option is ignored when CKD disks are being formatted because CKD disks are cleared automatically.

GROUP Option (Copy operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}

After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

copy minidisk a to minidisk z files * * (group g1

copy minidisk b to minidisk x files * * (group g2

copy minidisk c to minidisk w files * * (group g2

copy minidisk d to minidisk v files * * (group !

copy minidisk e to minidisk u files * * (group *

copy minidisk f to minidisk t files * * (group g1

copy minidisk g to minidisk r files * * (group *

copy minidisk h to minidisk q files * * (group !

In this example of a file of commands, the following rules apply:
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• The copying of files from minidisk A cannot run at the same time as any other copy operation except for the copy
operations involving minidisks B and C, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the copying of files from minidisk A and F cannot run at the same time.
• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the copying of files from minidisks E and G cannot run at the same time as

any other operation.
• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the copying of files from minidisks D and H must be run separately after all

other operations are complete.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Copy operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want each one to be checked for syntactic correctness before
any are executed, specify the HOLD local option on each command. No commands will then be executed until you enter
the immediate command END.

IATTRIBUTE Option (Copy operation)
The IATTRIBUTE option specifies the block size of the input file.

IATtribute ( [Block b] [LRECL l] [RECFM {V | VB | F | FB | U}]

The IATTRIBUTE option allows you to identify the blocksize in bytes (b), logical record length or LRECL (l), and record
format (RECFM) of the input file. The record format may be variable (V), variable block (VB), fixed (F), fixed block (FB), or
undefined (U).

The IATTRIBUTE option is required when input is an unlabeled tape file.

Example:

copy tap1 to minidisk a file mailing labels (ivolumes 1234576 -

itape nl iattribute (block 8000 lrecl 80 recfm fb

In this example, the first file of unlabeled input tape 123456 is copied to minidisk A as the file MAILING LABELS. The
blocksize of the input tape is 8000, the logical record length (LRECL) is 80 and the record format is fixed block (FB).

ITAPE Option (Copy operation)

ITAPe [( "Options"]
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Options:

[FSN {1 | n | *}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

[LTM | NOLTM]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

[36TRK | 128TRK]

[BID xxxxxxxx]

The ITAPE option allows you to set the following for an input tape volume:

• File sequence number (FSN)
• Tape label
• Final tape disposition
• Tape mark
• Request for IDRC tape drive
• Request for 3490E tape drive
• Request for 3590 tape drive
• Block ID (BID) for 3480, 3490, and 3590 cartridges

If you are copying from any file other than the first, you must specify the FSN or BID parameters to tell HiDRO the position
of the tape file containing the data to be copied.

When both a block ID (BID) and file sequence number (FSN) are specified and you are using a cartridge drive, HiDRO will
attempt to use the BID first. If the tape positioning fails, HiDRO will use the FSN to position the tape.

Even though parentheses are shown in the ITAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one
parameter of ITAPE is specified.

File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the ITAPE format statement allows you to set the position on the input tape volume where
HiDRO will begin reading for the copy operation.

The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999
• To the current tape file (*)

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin reading at that position. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will read
the fifth tape file.

Example:
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copy tap1 to minidisk a files january report - 

(ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 5

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the fifth file on tape 123456 to the file JANUARY REPORT on minidisk A.

Tape Labels

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO will reject the tape.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the setting of the
IVORG option. Normally, the IVORG option is set to OS.

Although the use of unlabeled (NL) tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads the standard labels and then the exit is called to process the user-
written tape labels. HiDRO provides the user-written tape labels to the exit. For more information, see Tape Management
Exits in the documentation for administrators.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels. The file sequence number (FSN) refers to the absolute tape
file number. When NSL or BLP is specified, the first file containing the volser and headers on an SL or RLF tape is
referred to as FSN 1. The first data file is FSN 2, etc.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will expect a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not expect a leading tape
mark.

Request for Tape Drive

If IDRC or XF is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a tape drive that is capable of processing Improved
Data Recording Capability (IDRC) tapes.

If 36TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3490E tape drive.

If 128TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3590 tape drive.

If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, HiDRO will attempt to use the drive that is attached.

Block ID

The block ID (BID) parameter specifies the location (xxxxxxxx) on a 3480, 3490, or 3590 cartridge where the data to be
copied is held. HiDRO supplies the specified block to the tape hardware to aid in positioning the tape correctly.
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If cartridges are being used and both the BID and FSN parameter are specified, HiDRO will first try to use the BID
parameter to find the input data and will only use the FSN parameter if the BID block specification cannot be located on
the cartridge.

NOTE
Block IDs are generated during catalog restore operations. For more information, see Catalog Operation.

IVOLUMES Option (Copy operation)
The IVOLUMES option identifies an input volume or volumes containing the input tape file for a copy operation.

IVOLumes {volser | (volser...)}

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of a tape volume.

You may specify one of the following:

• A specific volser
• A list of specific volsers

The IVOLUMES option is always required when you copy data from tape. If a tape file to be copied spans several tape
volumes, all tape volsers should be specified in the correct order and enclosed in parentheses. HiDRO will then prompt
for the tape volumes in the order specified. If an incorrect tape is mounted, HiDRO will unload the tape and prompt for the
correct volume.

If you wish HiDRO to copy from a file other than the first on a tape, you must specify either the local option ITAPE FSN or
ITAPE BID (cartridges only). Otherwise, HiDRO will always copy data from the first file on an input tape.

Example:

copy tap1 to minidisk a (ivolumes (123456 789012)

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the first tape file contained on tape volume 123456 and continued on 789012,
mounted on unit 181. When HiDRO reaches the end of tape 123456, it issues a mount request for volume 789012 and
continues copying from tape 789012 until it reaches the end of the file.

IVORG Option (Copy operation)
The IVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS, DOS, or CMS.

IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS}

Because the copy operation supports only CMS-formatted minidisks, the IVORG option is invalid for disk input.

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the IVORG option is only used in special circumstances.

NEWDATE and OLDDATE Options (Copy operation)
The NEWDATE and OLDDATE options control the date recorded in the File Status Table (FST) for each CMS file that is
copied.

{NEWdate | OLDdate}
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The NEWDATE option tells HiDRO to record the date on which the file was copied. The OLDDATE option tells HiDRO
to record the same date as the original file. Both of these options can only be used when files are copied from one CMS
minidisk to another.

Example:

copy unit 191 userid (prsnnel rr) file (applicnt data) to - 

minidisk a (olddate

In this example, the file APPLICNT DATA is copied from user ID PRSNNEL 191 disk to the current user ID A disk. Both
the input file and the output file copy will have the same date in the FST table.

NEWLABEL Option (Copy operation)
The NEWLABEL option provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label.

NEWLABel (VOLser { NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}

Normally, HiDRO determines the volume label for the output disk dynamically. If the NEWLABEL option is specified, the
FORMAT option must also be specified.

The NEWLABEL option allows you to tell HiDRO to use any of the following:

• A new volser with the keyword NEW and a volser.
• The volser of the input disk with the keyword ORIGINAL.
• The current volser with the keyword CURRENT.

NOTE
Using the volser of the input disk is not recommended for a copy operation.

If you do not specify the NEWLABEL option, HiDRO will attempt to read the volume label currently on the output disk. If
a label exists, it will be retained. If a label does not exist or it is unreadable, HiDRO will construct a volser consisting of
the last three characters of the user ID requesting the copy and the 3-digit unit address of the output disk. For example, if
HiDRO was told to copy a file to unit 194 by user ID NEWPROD but the label for the output disk was unreadable and the
NEWLABEL option was not specified, HiDRO would use the volser ROD194.

If HiDRO must construct a label from a 3-digit unit address, the first digit will be ignored and the final three digits will be
used. If the unit number had been 1234 in the previous example, HiDRO would use volser ROD234.

Example:

copy unit 319 userid (xamaint rr) files crucial info - 

to unit 319 userid (esamaint m) (newlabel (volser new esa319)-

format

In this example, HiDRO is told to copy the file CRUCIAL INFO from XAMAINT 319 disk to ESAMAINT 319 disk.
ESAMAINT 319 disk will be formatted to the blocksize of XAMAINT 319, and will have the label ESA319.
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NOTCHANGED Option (Copy operation)
The NOTCHANGED option tells HiDRO to copy only those files that have not changed since a certain date and time.

NOTchanged ["Parms"]

Parms:

  (date [00:00 | hh:mm])

| (-nnn)

| (*)

| (B)

| (I)

| (C)

The date and time in the FST (File Status Table) is used to decide whether to copy CMS files.

The NOTCHANGED option may be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters)
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm)
• A number of days (-nnn)

Specifying NOTCHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to copy any files not changed or created on the current
date.

Specifying NOTCHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to copy any files not changed or created
since that date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a
particular hour if the colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying NOTCHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to copy files not changed or created since a date an nnn
number of days before the current date. For example, -10 specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to copy any file not
changed or created since August 10.

Example:

copy unit 400 userid (timerpt rr) to unit 300 - 

userid (olddata m) unit 300 (notchanged (mm/dd/yy)

In this example, only the files not changed or created since the specified date on TIMERPT 400 disk will be copied.

OATTRIBUTE Option (Copy operation)

OATtribute [Block b] [LRECL l] [RECFM {V | VB | F | FB | U}]

The OATTRIBUTE option allows you to identify the blocksize in bytes, the logical record or LRECL (l), and the record
format (RECFM) of the output file. The record format may be variable (V), variable block (VB), fixed (F), fixed block (FB),
or undefined (U). When fixed length records are copied, the blocksize must be a multiple of the record length.

The OATTRIBUTE option is required when a CMS file is copied to tape and the output is blocked.

When multiple unblocked CMS files are copied to tape, a large amount of memory is needed. To reduce the memory
needed, use the OATTRIBUTE option to block the output file.
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When a CMS file is copied to tape, the data will be unblocked unless the OATTRIBUTE option is specified. Tape will be
used more efficiently if the file is blocked. If the input file is fixed length, the blocksize specified must be a multiple of the
record length.

NOTE
Specification of a large blocksize may require additional memory for the operation. If so, the CORE value should
be increased accordingly.

Example:

copy minidisk a file pgm src to tap1 (oattribute block 8000

In this example, the copied file PGM SRC A will be copied to the first file position on a scratch tape mounted on unit 181.
The output tape file will have an 8000-byte blocksize.

OTAPE Option (Copy operation)
The OTAPE option specifies output tape volume characteristics.

OTape [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]
[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]
[LTM | NOLTM]
[EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]
[D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

Typically, accept the default settings and only specify the OTAPE option in special circumstances. However, you may
specify any or all of the OTAPE option parameters, and you may specify them in any order. Even though parentheses are
shown in the OTAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one parameter is specified.

File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the format statement allows you to set the position on the output tape volume where HiDRO
will begin writing the output from a copy operation. The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following
ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999
• To the current tape file (*)
• After the last file currently on a tape (END)
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Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin writing with that number. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will
begin writing output as the fifth tape file.

NOTE
Writing a specific tape file automatically makes all pre-existing files with higher file sequence numbers on a tape
unreadable.

Specifying an asterisk (*) tells HiDRO to begin writing output at the current file position. This is the specification to use if
you are writing a series of output files to a single tape because it allows HiDRO to write tape files sequentially, avoiding
any problems with tape marks.

Specifying END tells HiDRO to position itself at the point where it finds a double tape mark. This is normally after the
last file written to the tape. HiDRO will begin writing output after the first tape mark, changing the mark between files to a
single tape mark. This allows HiDRO to continue through to the new double tape mark when it reads the tape later.

When writing successive copied files to a single tape, FSN * is preferable and more efficient than FSN END.

Example:

copy unit 319 userid (maint rr) files (osmacro maclib) to tap1 -

(ovolumes * otape fsn end

In this example, the file OSMACRO MACLIB residing on MAINT 319 disk is copied to a scratch tape mounted on unit 181.
The file is written after the last file on the tape. If the scratch tape does not contain enough space for the copied data,
HiDRO will prompt for another scratch tape and continue the copy operation.

Tape Labels

HiDRO supports the following tape label settings:

SL
Standard label

NL
No label

SUL exitname
Standard and user label

NSL
Non-standard label

BLP
Bypass label processing

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO may prompt the operator to initialize the tape according to specification or
reject it. The ability of an operator to accept or reject a tape is given through default options at installation.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for and writes standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the
setting of the OVORG option. Normally, the OVORG option is set to OS.

If NL is specified, HiDRO will expect to use unlabeled tapes. If the tape is labelled, HiDRO will reject it and may allow the
operator to use the tape, according to the default chosen at installation.

Although the use of unlabeled tapes is supported, it is not recommended. If you use an unlabeled tape during a copy
operation, you must also specify the OATTRIBUTE local option.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads or writes standard labels and then writes the label generated by the
specified exit.
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If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will write a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not write a leading tape mark.

Expiration Date (Copy operation)

The EXPDT and RETPD parameters instruct HiDRO to write an expiration date in the tape file label. HiDRO handles tape
expiration dates according to the EXPDT general system setting, as follows:

NO (default)
HiDRO does not write to the tape until the expiration date has passed.

YES
HiDRO asks the operator for permission to overwrite a tape whose expiration date has not been reached.

TMS
If an external tape management system is active, the expiration date is ignored.

NOTE
For more information about the EXPDT general system setting, see General System Settings in the
documentation for administrators.

An expiration date (EXPDT) can be expressed directly in the Julian form yyddd, where yy represents the last two digits of
the year, and ddd represents the day of the year (001-366). For example, 16100 is the 100th day of 2016.

Alternatively, the user can specify a retention period (RETPD) from 1 to 999 days. If RETPD is set, HiDRO calculates an
expiration date based on the retention period and writes this date to the tape label.

To make sure that a tape will never be overwritten, specify EXPDT 99999 or EXPDT 99366, unless you are using the CA
1 interface (SYBUCC). Because CA 1 uses 99999 to expire a tape immediately, use EXPDT 99366 if you are using CA 1.

NOTE
The HiDRO tape pool management facility has a retention period assigned to every Logical Tape Pool. If you
are using the HiDRO tape pool management facility, setting EXPDT or RETPD on an operation overrides the
Retention Period that was assigned to the Logical Tape Pool. For more information about the HiDRO tape pool
management facility, see The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

Tape Density

HiDRO can write at several tape densities. Density is set when HiDRO first writes to a fresh tape.
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HiDRO can write at four different tape densities (800, 1600, 6250, or 38K) and two recording formats (36TRK or 128TRK).
Specifying a density is only meaningful when you are writing the first file on a tape. If HiDRO is instructed to write to a tape
file other than the first, it will write at the tape existing density or recording format.

If no density or recording format is specified when HiDRO writes to the first position on a tape, HiDRO will automatically
write at the highest density or recording format supported by that tape drive.

D38K is automatically chosen for 3480 tape units, and need not be specified. If a specified density or recording format is
not supported by a tape drive, an error message is issued and the operation fails.

If 36TRK or D36TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3490E tape drive in its ATTACH message. If a tape
drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, 36TRK and D36TRK will be ignored.

If 128TRK or D128TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3590 tape drive in its ATTACH message. 3590
tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only. If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a
HiDRO job, 128TRK and D128TRK will be ignored.

IDRC Tape Drive

If you want HiDRO to use Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC), you must specify IDRC or XF in the local option
OTAPE or the IDRC global option. However, if the global and/or local option is specified and no IDRC-capable tape drive
is supplied, HiDRO will ignore the option.

Data Compaction

If you want HiDRO to use data compaction when using 3590 tape drives, specify COMPACT on the OTAPE local option. If
you do not specify COMPACT here, HiDRO uses the default specified on the {COMPACT | NOCOMPACT} global option.
3590 tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only.

 

OVOLUMES Option (Copy operation)
The OVOLUMES option designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape operation.

OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}

You can specify one of the following:

• A specific volser
• A list of specific volsers
• An asterisk (*) for up to 30 non-specific tapes
• A list of specific volsers followed by an asterisk

HiDRO assumes an asterisk and uses scratch tapes in the following situations:

• If OVOLUMES is not specified.
• If OVOLUMES is specified but not enough volsers are given.

A list of specific volsers must be enclosed in parentheses, and HiDRO will prompt for the tape volumes in the order
specified. If an incorrect tape is mounted, HiDRO will unload the tape and prompt for the correct volume.

Using OVOLUMES * will generate 30 mount requests. HiDRO will automatically end the mount requests when the input
tape file is completely copied.
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If a list of volsers is specified followed by an asterisk, you must make sure that tapes with the specified volsers are not
mounted when a scratch tape is requested. This is particularly important when multiple tasks are running concurrently. If
the same tape is used more than once during an operation, data will be lost.

HiDRO will always begin writing output to the first file on an output tape. If you wish HiDRO to begin writing on a file other
than the first, specify the local option OTAPE FSN.

OVOLUMES is required when UNIT ccuu is used to specify an output tape device.

NOTE

If the HiDRO tape pool manager is used and you specify OVOLUMES with specific volsers, these volsers will be
handled according to the setting of the SCRATCH general option. If this option is set to NO, scratch tapes that
are unknown to HiDRO are disallowed. For more information, see General System Settings  and The HiDRO
Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

Example:

copy minidisk s file mvsxa maclib to tap1 -

(ovolumes (mac001 mac002)

In this example, the file MVSXA MACLIB is copied from the S disk to tape MAC001. If EOV is reached before EOF for the
input disk file, HiDRO will request that tape MAC002 be mounted. If EOV is again reached before EOF, HiDRO will issue
a request for a scratch tape and will continue to do so until the input tape file is completely copied to a maximum of 30
scratch tapes.

OVORG Option (Copy operation)
The OVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an output tape volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

NOTE

• Because the copy operation supports only CMS-formatted minidisks, the OVORG option is invalid for disk
output.

• Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the OVORG option is usually only used in
special circumstances.

PACK and NOPACK Options (Copy operation)
The PACK option tells HiDRO to compact the data that is being copied by eliminating repeating character strings and
replacing them with a flag byte, a repeat count, and a character indicating which character repeats. Specifying NOPACK
tells HiDRO not to pack the data during the copy.

{PACK | NOPACk}

Packing the data increases the CPU time for a copy, but decreases the amount of data transferred along a channel to a
target device and, possibly, elapsed time.

If you specify the keyword PACK alone, HiDRO will use blank as the repeating character (X’40’).

If you are copying data in which the blank character is not the character that repeats most often, you can save further
space by identifying this character for HiDRO with the FILL parameter. The repeating character may be specified in the
FILL parameter as a 2-digit hexadecimal EBCDIC code (xx) or the character itself (c), or in the installation option FILL.
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If the PACK option is used for disk to disk copy operations with the fill character X’40’, the result is compatible with CMS
pack: Files that are packed in a HiDRO copy function can be read by XEDIT and other CMS utilities. However, just as
with CMS pack, files that are packed twice need to be unpacked twice to unpack them completely. XEDIT and other CMS
utilities can only handle singly packed files.

Example:

copyfile binary data b = = a (pack (fill 00)

In this example, the file BINARY DATA is copied from the current user ID B disk to the current user ID A disk. The data is
packed, using binary zeroes as the fill character.

REPLACE Option (Copy operation)
See ERASE and REPLACE Options (copy).

TEXIT Option (Copy operation)
The TEXIT option activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the tape management system chosen
during HiDRO installation.

TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}

 

Processing Options:

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E]

To use the local TEXIT option, the exit must exist as a TEXT file or TXTLIB member on a disk accessible to HiDRO, and it
must be serially reusable.

The TEXIT option cannot be used unless you have previously set the tape manager virtual machine name through the
HiDRO installation EXEC. Any virtual machine running HiDRO and using the TEXIT option must access the HIDRO 201
disk.

The following processing options are available:

M
Mount/unload tapes

R
Reusable exit supplied

V
Verify tape volume labels

F
Verify file header/trailer labels

C
Record recycled (free) tapes after a catalog condense
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E
Record permanent I/O errors

The TEXIT option letters may be specified in any order and in any combination. If no letters are specified, HiDRO will
assume M R and call the exit each time that a tape must be mounted or unloaded.

Because the TEXIT option is likely to be used in a multi-tasking situation where it would be called from different operations
concurrently, exits should be serially reusable and reentrant. This implies that the exit must not modify itself in any way
and must not store data within its own area. All data areas must be dynamically obtained through either an OS GETMAIN,
a CMS DMSFREE, or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.

The tape exit specified in the TEXIT option is used by any operation that involves tape and by the catalog condense
function if the C option is specified. If an exitname is specified with both local and global TEXIT options in the same
execution of HiDRO, the local option will be ignored.

NOTE

• Use the TEXIT global option instead of the TEXIT local option whenever possible. The TEXIT local option is
only supplied for compatibility with previous releases and is supported for Assembler exits only. The TEXIT
global option must be used for exits written in REXX, including all Broadcom-supplied tape management
exits. In addition, the global option allows you to specify the option A (ATTACH), which makes it unnecessary
to pre-attach tapes when using a tape exit. For more information, see the TEXIT global option.

• For more information about tape management exits, see the documentation for administrators.

UNPACK Option (Copy operation)
The UNPACK option instructs HiDRO to unpack the data in the files that it is copying if the data is packed.

UNPack

If the UNPACK option is not specified, HiDRO will copy packed files in their packed form. If UNPACK is specified and the
input files are not packed, the copy operation will fail.

The UNPACK option will allow you to unpack a file packed by either HiDRO or CMS when you use the HiDRO copyfile
syntax. Just as with CMS pack, files that are packed twice need to be unpacked twice to unpack them completely. XEDIT
and other CMS utilities can only handle singly packed files.

Example:

copyfile * exec z = = a (unpack

In this example, all the files with the filetype EXEC are copied from the current user ID Z disk to the current user ID A disk.
If the files with the filetype EXEC on the Z disk are packed, they will be unpacked. If the files are not packed, the operation
will fail.

Duplicate Operation
The duplicate operation makes an exact copy of data from DASD to DASD or from tape to tape. Shared files cannot be
duplicated with HiDRO.

The duplicate and copy operations are similar and often perform the same functions. If you can choose between using a
duplicate or copy operation for a task, the duplicate operation is normally preferred because it is faster and involves less
processing.
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Note: For more Information about the various modes in which you can run HiDRO and the ways of submitting commands,
see Executing HiDRO Commands.

Types of Duplication

You can duplicate in three ways with HiDRO:

• CMS data from DASD to DASD
• Non-CMS data from DASD to DASD
• All types of data from tape to tape

DASD-to-DASD duplicate operations provide a convenient way to copy data from one disk to another. These operations
are particularly useful for data migration.

Files, minidisks, or an entire disk volume of CMS data can be duplicated. Non-CMS data can only be duplicated at the
minidisk or physical volume level. Absolute DASD areas may be duplicated without regard to their logical organization.

CMS data may be duplicated between like and unlike devices, including CKD and FBA devices, as long as the blocksize
on the input and output devices is identical. If you wish to change the blocksize, you must use the HiDRO copy operation.

Non-CMS data can only be duplicated when the input and output devices are of exactly the same type. For example, non-
CMS data cannot be duplicated between a 3380 and a 3390 device unless the 3390 device is in 3380 emulation mode.

The tape-to-tape duplicate operation makes an exact copy of data from a tape file, a tape volume, or multiple tape
volumes. This operation is particularly useful for copying a tape containing a HiDRO backup image, from which data
cannot be restored if file characteristics, such as blocksize, have been changed.

DUPLICATE Command Format

Overview

DUPlicate input TO output [ ( local...]

There are five components in a HiDRO duplicate command. Each is explained below.

DUPlicate
Specifies that the task to be performed is a duplicate operation. The DUPlicate keyword may be abbreviated as
DUP.

input
Specifies all data to be duplicated. This data must reside on a direct access storage device (DASD) or a tape.

NOTE
Absolute DASD areas can be duplicated without regard to their logical organization through the local
option IEXTENTS.

TO
Separates the input and output specifications for a particular operation.

output
Specifies the destination of the data that is duplicated. The input and output media must be the same; data can
only be duplicated from tape to tape and from DASD to DASD.

local
Specifies one or more local options. These options affect only a single operation.
Local options can be specified in any order. The first option specified must be preceded by an open (left)
parenthesis.
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Example
The task in this example is the duplication of a minidisk.

duplicate unit 400 userid (maint) to unit 600 userid (newmaint) -

(ivorg undefined ovorg undefined

duplicate
Specifies that a duplication will be performed.

unit 400 userid (maint)
Specifies the input. In this case, MAINT unit 400 will be duplicated.

to
Separates the input and output specifications for the duplicate operation.

unit 600 userid (newmaint)
Specifies the output. In this case, MAINT UNIT 400 is duplicated to NEWMAINT UNIT 600.
The hyphen (-) is a continuation character. It signifies that a command is continued on another line.

(ivorg undefined ovorg undefined
In this example, two local options (IVORG and OVORG) are specified for the duplicate operation.

Input Specification (Duplicate operation)
Input to a duplicate operation may be any of the following:

• DASD volume
• Minidisk (CMS or other format)
• Selected files from a CMS minidisk
• One or more tape volumes
• Tape file

If the input disk is non-CMS, specifying files is meaningless because the logical structure of the disk is not processed by
HiDRO.

Only one virtual minidisk or physical disk may be duplicated in a single operation or task. However, multiple tasks can be
performed during a HiDRO job.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, and FILES parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the input section of the duplicate
command.

NOTE
Input to the duplicate operation may also be specified as absolute DASD areas, without regard to logical
organization, using the IEXTENTS.

Input from Tape (Duplicate operation)
When duplicating data from tape to tape, you can specify one of the following.

• One or more tape volumes
• A tape file

If tape is used, the volser of the tape or tapes containing the data to be duplicated must be specified in the local option
IVOLUMES.

NOTE
When HiDRO duplicates data from tape, it normally duplicates from the first file position on the tape. If you wish
to change this default, use the local option ITAPE.
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Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the address of a tape device as the input medium to a duplicate operation.

Unit ccuu

The ccuu operand is the tape device address. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF.
The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO.

When the UNIT parameter is specified for tape input, HiDRO will only read from the device attached at the ccuu address.
If necessary, HiDRO will prompt for the correct tape volume to be mounted there. The input volume must be specified in
the IVOLUMES local option.

If CP is present and you are using UNIT ccuu, the tape drive must be attached to HiDRO before the duplicate operation
begins.

If CP is not present, the tape drive whose address is ccuu must exist on the hardware running HiDRO.

Example:

duplicate unit 381 to unit 450 (ivolumes (sysrs1 sysrs2) -

ovolumes (sysrsa sysrsb)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate data from tapes mounted on unit 381 with the volsers SYSRS1 and SYSRS2 to
tapes with volsers SYSRSA and SYSRSB mounted on unit 450.

HiDRO will automatically prompt the operator to mount the specified tapes on the correct drives.

Specifying TAPn

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187. For
example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F. For
example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

NOTE
TAPE may not be used

TAPn requires that input tape volumes be identified with an IVOLUMES local option.

When the TAPn parameter is used as input to a duplicate operation, the specified tape drive must be attached as the
corresponding virtual address. For example, if TAP1 is specified for input, the correct tape must be mounted on a drive
attached as 181. If necessary, HiDRO will prompt the operator to attach the tape units and mount the correct tapes on the
specified drives.

NOTE
TAPn cannot be used when the CP operating system is not available.

Example:
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duplicate tap1 to tap8 (ivolume 123456 ovolume 987654

In this command, HiDRO is told to duplicate tape 123456, mounted on unit 181, to tape 987654, mounted on UNIT 288.
Because the default values for the ITAPE option during a duplicate operation are FSN (file sequence number) 1 and EOT
(end of tape), HiDRO will duplicate the entire tape beginning with the first file. If the last file on the tape is continued on
another volume, only the portion on volume 123456 will be duplicated.

NOTE
For more information, see ITAPE Option.

Input from DASD (Duplicate operation)
Contents

When duplicating data from DASD to DASD, you can specify one of the following:

• A DASD volume
• A minidisk (CMS or other format)
• One or more CMS files

Specifying a Unit

The UNIT parameter allows you to specify the virtual address of a DASD as the input medium to a duplicate operation.

Unit ccuu [USErid (“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu | 500}]

Linkmode:

  R

| SM

| SR

| SW

| W

| M

| RR

| WR

| ER

| EW

| MR

| MW

Within a UNIT parameter, ccuu is the virtual address of the unit and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal
number from 0001 to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of
the virtual machine running HiDRO.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:
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• If the duplicate command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses
the user ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the
command as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the duplicate command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address that exists on that
machine. If the user ID of the virtual machine running the duplicate command does not own the input disk or is not
linked to it, the USERID subparameter must be specified.

When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the input disk.

Example:

duplicate unit 191 to unit 291

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the data on disk unit 191 to disk unit 291. Because no user ID is specified,
HiDRO will use a default based on the way HIDRO is executed.

Both the 191 and 291 disks must be either CMS or non-CMS because no FORMAT or OVORG local option is specified.
If both disks are CMS and any file ID exists on both the 191 and 291 disks, the operation will fail, and no data will be
duplicated.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter always consists of the USERID keyword and the user ID of the input disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You may also specify the type of link HiDRO should use for the unit.

HiDRO supports the following link modes for input:

R
Primary read-only access

RR
Primary or alternative read-only access

W
Primary write access

WR
Primary write access or alternative read-only access

M
Primary multiple access

MR
Primary multiple access or alternative read-only access

MW
Primary multiple access or alternative write access

SM
Stable multiple access

SR
Stable read access

SW
Stable write access

ER
Exclusive read access
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EW
Exclusive write access

To use the link modes SM, SR, SW, ER, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP
Directory entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization
option. Using ER or EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW, because it allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally corrupt
the data on a disk.

If no link mode is specified, RR is assumed.

Password Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine the machine executing the duplicate command has
LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the duplicate command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone duplicating their own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the duplicate operation will
fail if HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Example:

duplicate unit 300 userid (sysdump1 rr rvse) to unit 400

In this example, the input for the duplicate operation is held on disk unit 191. The user ID for the disk is SYSDUMP1, the
link mode is RR, and the password is RVSE.

LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify a particular address. If you specify an address, HiDRO attempts to use it.
If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of one,
and attempts to link again. That is, HiDRO will attempt to link at 501 if the default is used or, for example, at 401 if the
LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 until it links successfully.

NOTE
If the password subparameter is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be
placed before the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

duplicate unit 4a0 userid (service rr rpass lunit 800) to - 

unit 291

In this example, user ID SERVICE unit 4A0 is duplicated to unit 291. HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 4A0 as unit 800.

If the password is omitted, the following command should be issued with the LUNIT specification placed before the link
mode.
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duplicate unit 4a0 userid (service lunit 800 rr) to unit 291

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as input.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk to be duplicated is currently accessed by the local virtual
machine that is executing the duplicate command.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for input.

Example:

duplicate minidisk a to unit 300 userid (save m)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the minidisk with filemode A on the local machine running HiDRO to the 300
disk of user ID SAVE. A multi-link (M) is specified.

NOTE
The filemode number may also be specified, but it will be ignored by HiDRO.

Specifying Individual Files

The FILES parameter allows you to duplicate individual CMS files. The -FILES parameter allows you to duplicate all files
except individual CMS files.

Files {fileid | (fileid...)}

NOTE
You may use ¬FILES as a keyword instead of -FILES.

Each file is identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and filetype.

All files designated as included or excluded in a single duplicate command must reside on the same CMS minidisk.

You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype)
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype.

NOTE
You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype for a group of files.

• A list of files. Wildcard asterisks may be used in the components of the file IDs

You may never specify the FILES parameter alone. You must always specify a UNIT or MINIDISK along with the FILES
parameter.

Examples:

• The following command tells HiDRO to duplicate all files on a CMS disk with filenames that begin with PROD and have
filetypes of ASSEMBLE.
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duplicate unit 200 userid (dev rr) files (prod* assemble) to -

unit 200 userid (newdev m)

• The following command duplicates all files on minidisk A except those with filetypes of LISTING and SCRIPT.

duplicate minidisk a -file (* listing * script) to minidisk b

Note that a list of files must be enclosed in parentheses and that you may include more than one group in a single
subcommand by using a wildcard.

Output Specification (Duplicate operation)
Output from a duplicate operation may be any of the following:

• DASD volume
• Minidisk (CMS or other format)
• Selected files from a CMS minidisk
• One or more tape volumes
• Tape file

However, if the input medium is tape, the output medium must be tape. Likewise, if the input medium is DASD, the output
medium must be DASD.

When CMS data is duplicated, the output disk must have the same CMS blocksize as the input disk. If the duplicated data
is non-CMS, the output disk must be the same device type as the input disk. Newly-defined minidisks may be used as
output by specifying the local option FORMAT, which will format the output disk using the blocksize of the input disk.

The UNIT, MINIDISK, and FILES parameters may be placed in any order you wish within the output section of the
duplicate command.

NOTE
Output from the duplicate operation may also be specified as absolute DASD areas, without regard to logical
organization, using the local option OEXTENTS.

Output to Tape (Duplicate operation)
Contents 

When duplicating data from tape to tape, you can specify one of the following:

• One or more tape volumes
• A tape file

If tape is used, the volser of the tape or tapes that are to contain the duplicated data must be specified in the local option
OVOLUMES.

NOTE
When HiDRO duplicates data from tape, it normally duplicates to the first file position on the tape. If you wish to
change this default, use the local option OTAPE.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the address of a tape device as the output medium in a tape to tape duplicate operation.

Unit ccuu
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The ccuu operand is the virtual address. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF. The
range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO.

When the UNIT parameter is specified for tape output, HiDRO will only write to the device attached at the ccuu address.
If necessary, HiDRO will prompt for the correct tape volume to be mounted there. The output volume must be specified in
the OVOLUMES local option.

If CP is present, the tape drive must be attached to HiDRO before the duplicate operation begins. If CP is not present, the
tape drive whose address is ccuu must exist on the hardware running HiDRO.

 Example: 

duplicate unit 381 to unit 450 (ivolumes (sysrs1 sysrs2) - 

ovolumes (sysrsa sysrsb)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate data from tapes mounted on unit 381 with the volsers SYSRS1 and SYSRS2
to tapes with volsers SYSRSA and SYSRSB mounted on unit 450. HiDRO will automatically prompt the operator to mount
the specified tapes on the correct drives.

Specifying TAPn

NOTE

The TAPn parameter allows you to use the standard VM synonyms for tape units during an operation.

TAPn

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 0 through 7 tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 180 through 187.
For example, TAP2 tells HiDRO to use unit 182.

Replacing n with a hexadecimal number from 8 through F tells HiDRO to use virtual tape units 288 through 28F.
For example, TAPA tells HiDRO to use unit 28A.

NOTE
TAPE may not be used

.

TAPn requires that input to the duplicate operation be tape and that the output tape volumes be identified with an
OVOLUMES local option.

When the TAPn parameter is used, the specified tape drive must be attached as the corresponding virtual address. For
example, if TAP1 is specified for output, the correct tape must be mounted on a drive attached as 181. If necessary,
HiDRO will prompt the operator to attach the tape units and mount the correct tapes on the specified drives.

NOTE
TAPn cannot be used when the CP operating system is not available.

 Example: 

duplicate tap1 to tap8 (ivolumes 123456 ovolumes

In this command, HiDRO is told to duplicate tape 123456, mounted on unit 181, to a scratch tape, mounted on UNIT
288. Because the default values for the ITAPE option during a duplicate operation are FSN (file sequence number) 1 and
EOT (end of tape), HiDRO duplicate the entire tape beginning with the first file. If the last file on the tape is continued
on another volume, only the portion on volume 123456 will be duplicated because only the volume 123456 has been
specified.
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NOTE
For more information, see ITAPE Option.

Output to DASD (Duplicate operation)
Contents

When duplicating data from DASD to DASD, you can specify one of the following:

• DASD volume
• Minidisk (CMS or other format)
• One or more CMS files

If the input data to the duplicate operation is CMS formatted, the output data must be CMS formatted or the FORmat
option must be specified.

If the input data to the duplicate operation is not CMS formatted, the output data must be non-CMS formatted or the option
OVORG UNDEFINED must be specified.

When a multiple file disk to disk duplicate operation is performed, HiDRO updates the output minidisk directory only after
all files are successfully duplicated. If the operation should fail, no files will be duplicated. This is different from a copy
operation where the minidisk directory is updated after each file is successfully copied.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a DASD as the output medium to a duplicate operation when the
input is also on a DASD device.

Unit ccuu [USErid(“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu| 500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| SM

| SW

| M

| EW

| MW

The ccuu operand is the virtual address of the CMS disk. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001
to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine
running HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules.

• If the duplicate command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses
the user ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the
command as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the duplicate command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address that exists on that
machine.
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If the user ID of the virtual machine running the duplicate command does not own the output disk or is not linked to it, the
USERID subparameter must be specified. When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the
output disk.

Example:

duplicate minidisk a to unit 295

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the CMS files from minidisk A of the machine running HiDRO to unit 295.
Because no user ID is specified, HiDRO will use a default based on the way HIDRO is executed.

If unit 295 is not CMS-formatted, the duplicate operation will fail. The operation will also fail if any file IDs on unit 295 are
identical to file IDs on minidisk A.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.

PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the duplicate command
has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the duplicate command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone duplicating their own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the duplicate operation will
fail if HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Example:

duplicate unit 3a0 userid (sysdump1 rr) to unit 6a0 - 

userid (vmguest1 m multipas)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate SYSDUMP1 3A0 disk to VMGUEST1 6A0 disk. The link mode of the output
disk is M, and the password is MULTIPAS.
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LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify a particular address. If you specify an address, HiDRO attempts to use it.
If no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of one,
and attempts to link again. That is, HiDRO will attempt to link at 501 if the default is used or, for example, at 401 if the
LUNIT subparameter was initially 400. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 until it links successfully.

NOTE
If the password subparameter is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be
placed before the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

duplicate unit 150 userid (vmimage rr) to unit 250 - 

userid (guestvse m multivse lunit 800)

In this example, user ID VMIMAGE unit 150 is duplicated to unit GUESTVSE unit 250. HiDRO will attempt to link to unit
250 as unit 800. If the password is omitted, the following command should be issued with the LUNIT specification placed
before the link mode.

duplicate unit 150 userid (vmimage rr) to unit 250 -

userid (guestvse lunit 800 m)

Specifying a Minidisk

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk as output.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter.

NOTE
The filemode number may also be specified, but it will be ignored by HiDRO.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk containing the data to be duplicated is currently accessed by
the local virtual machine that is executing the duplicate command.

Because the CMS filemode letter is used to identify the disks in the duplicate operation, both disks must be CMS-
formatted and currently accessed by the virtual machine on which the duplicate command is issued.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command for output.

Example:

duplicate minidisk a to minidisk b

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the minidisk with filemode A to the minidisk with filemode B on the local
machine running HiDRO.

Specifying Individual Files

The FILES parameter allows you to duplicate individual CMS files.
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Files {fileid | (fileid...) | "File pair"}

File pair:

(oldfileid newfileid)

You may never specify the FILES parameter alone. You must always specify either a UNIT or MINIDISK parameter along
with a FILES parameter.

Each file to be duplicated must be identified by a file ID, which consists of its filename and filetype. Duplicated files may
also be renamed.

You may specify any of the following:

• An individual file. Give its file ID (filename and filetype)
• A group of files. Use a wildcard asterisk (*) as an entire filename or filetype or the trailing part of a filename or filetype.

NOTE
You cannot use a wildcard asterisk as the beginning part of a filename or filetype for a group of files.

• A list of files.
• An individual file or a group of files to be renamed by giving its original filename and filetype and a changed filename

and/or filetype.

For the duplicate output files to have the same filenames and/or filetypes as the original input files, specify an equal sign
(=).

If you specify a list of individual files to be restored, the list must be surrounded by parentheses.

If you specify an original file ID and a changed file ID, the set of file IDs must also be enclosed by parentheses. If you are
specifying a list that contains one or more sets of renamed files and/or individual files, you must include inner parentheses
around each pair of original/changed file IDs and surround the entire list with another set of parentheses.

All files duplicated in a single duplicate command must reside on the same minidisk.

NOTE
Specify the FILES parameter as part of the input specification or the output specification but not both. If you wish
to rename files, you must place the FILES parameter on the output specification.

Examples:

• The following command duplicates individual files.

duplicate unit 19d userid (maint rr) to unit 19d - 

userid (savesp m) files sptape *

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate all files with the filename SPTAPE from MAINT 19D disk to SAVESP 19D
disk.

• The following command both duplicates and renames files.

duplicate unit 19d userid (maint rr) to unit 19d - 

userid (savesp m) files ((sptape * sptapesp = ))

In this command, HiDRO is told to duplicate all files with the filename SPTAPE from MAINT 19D disk to SAVESP 19D
disk. HiDRO is also told to change the filename from SPTAPE to SPTAPESP on the duplicated files but to maintain the
same filetype.
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Local Options for Duplicate Operations
All the local options that can be specified for a duplicate operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical
order. The abbreviations for the options are given in the syntax diagrams, but no abbreviations are used in the text bodies
or examples for the sake of clarity.

Option (link) Description
CHAnged Tells HiDRO to back up or copy only those files that have changed

after a certain date and time.
CORE Option (Duplicate operation) Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can

use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

ERAse and REPlace Set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists
with the same file ID as a file that HiDRO is writing during an
operation.

FIAlloc, BALLoc, and COMPLete Specify which CMS disk components are to be processed in a
duplicate operation.

FLIST Option (Duplicate operation) Tells HiDRO to list the name of each file duplicated in a class L
(LOG) message.

FORMAT Option (Duplicate operation) Tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any
duplicated data on it.

GROUP Option (Duplicate operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the
same time as another HiDRO operation.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Duplicate operation) Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands
entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

IEXTents Allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without
regard to its logical organization.

ITAPE Option (Duplicate operation) Sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.
IVOLUMES Option (Duplicate operation) Identifies the input tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape

duplicate operation.
IVORG Option (Duplicate operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS,

DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.
NEWDATE and OLDDATE Options (Duplicate operation) Control the date recorded in the File Status Table (FST) for each

file that is duplicated.
NEWLABel Option (Duplicate operation) Provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label. Normally,

HiDRO determines the volume label for the output disk
dynamically.

NOTCHANGED Option (Duplicate operation) Tells HiDRO to duplicate only those files that have not changed
since a certain date and time.

OEXTENTS Option (Duplicate operation) Allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without
regard to its logical organization.

OTAPE Option -Duplicate operation Specifies output tape volume characteristics.
OVOLUMES Option (Duplicate operation) Designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape

operation.
OVORG Option (Duplicate operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an output volume: OS,

DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.
REPLACE See ERAse and REPlace.
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TEXIT Option (Duplicate operation) Activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the
tape management system chosen during HiDRO installation.

CHANGED Option (Duplicate operation)
The CHANGED option tells HiDRO to back up or copy only those files that have changed after a certain date and time.

CHAnged [(date [00:00|hh:mm]) | (-nnn)]

HiDRO uses the date and time in the FST (File Status Table) to decide whether to back up or copy CMS files. If the
CHANGED option is specified for non-CMS files, it is ignored.

The CHANGED option may be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters)
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm)
• A number of days (-nnn)

Specifying CHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to back up or copy any files changed or created on the current
date.

Specifying CHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to back up or copy any files changed or created
since that date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a
particular hour if a colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying CHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to back up or copy files changed or created a number of days
(nnn) before the current date. For example, -10 specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to back up or copy any file changed
or created since August 10.

Examples:

• The following command uses the CHANGED option.

duplicate minidisk a to minidisk b (changed (mm/dd/yy 13:00)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate files on the current user ID A-disk to the current user ID B disk. The files
that will be duplicated are those that were created or altered on or after 1 p.m. on July 1, 1993 according to the FST
(File Status Table) for the disk.

• The following command duplicates files between the minidisks of a specified user.

duplicate unit 291 userid (accounts rr) to userid (active m) -

unit 191 (changed (-7)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate files on ACCOUNT 291 disk to ACTIVE 191 disk. The files duplicated will
be those created or altered within seven days of the date when the duplicate command is executed.

CORE Option (Duplicate operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.

CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}
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NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.

If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

Example:

duplicate unit 194 userid (sqlsrvr rr) to unit 194 - 

userid (newsql m) (ivorg undefined ovorg undefined core max

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate SQLSRVR 194 disk to NEWSQL 194 disk and to run in the largest contiguous
piece of memory available.

ERASE and REPLACE Options (Duplicate operation)
The ERASE and REPLACE options set what HiDRO will do if on the output disk, a file already exists with the same file ID
as a file that HiDRO is writing during an operation.

[ERAse | REPlace]

• If neither ERASE nor REPLACE is specified (the default), the file is skipped and the original file on the output disk
remains unchanged.

• If ERASE is specified, HiDRO erases the original file on the output disk before writing the new file.
• If REPLACE is specified, HiDRO writes the file to unused space on the output disk and then erases the original file

from the disk directory.

The differences between ERASE and REPLACE lead to the following practical considerations when deciding which option
to use:

• REPLACE requires enough free space on the output disk to hold both the original copy of the file and the new copy of
the file (which may or may not be the same size).

• ERASE requires only enough free space on the output disk to hold the new copy of the file after the original file is
erased.

• If an operation that follows ERASE logic fails, both the new and the original file with the same file ID are lost.
• If an operation that follows REPLACE logic fails, the original file remains on the output disk.

You cannot specify both the ERASE option and the REPLACE option. If neither the ERASE nor the REPLACE option is
specified and duplicate file IDs are detected, the task will terminate abnormally with an error message and the original file
will remain on the output disk.

Example: ERASE Option
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duplicate minidisk b to minidisk a file report script (erase

In this example HiDRO is told to duplicate the file REPORT SCRIPT from the current user ID B-disk to A-disk. If REPORT
SCRIPT already exists on the A-disk, HiDRO will erase it before the duplication is attempted.

Example: REPLACE Option

duplicate minidisk b to minidisk a file report script (replace

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the file REPORT SCRIPT on the current user ID B-disk to the A-disk. If a file
with the name REPORT SCRIPT already exists on the A-disk, HiDRO will write the duplicate file to unused space on the
A-disk with a temporary name. HiDRO will then erase the original file on the B-disk and rename the temporarily-named
duplicate file REPORT SCRIPT. If the duplicate operation is unsuccessful for any reason, including insufficient space on
the A-disk, the operation will terminate abnormally, but leave the original file intact.

FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE Options (Duplicate operation)
Contents

The FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE options specify which CMS disk components are to be processed in a duplicate
operation.

{FIAlloc | BALLoc | COMPLete}

A CMS disk has four components that may or may not be processed and/or included in a duplicate operation:

• Directory
• Bit allocation map
• Space used for files
• Unused, free space

These components may or may not be processed and/or duplicated, depending on whether the FIALLOC, BALLOC, or
COMPLETE option is specified.

RESERVED disks are duplicated with IVORG UNDEFINED by default unless FIALLOC, BALLOC, or COMPLETE is
specified.

Disks containing non-CMS data are always duplicated with the option IVORG UNDEFINED even if you specify FIALLOC,
BALLOC, or COMPLETE.

FIALLOC

The FIALLOC option tells HiDRO to process the directory and bit allocation map, and duplicate the directory, allocation
map, and all space used for files. This is the default for disks that contain CMS data which are not RESERVED or
RECOMPED.

If a FIALLOC duplicate of a minidisk fails due to a logical error in the CMS structure, HiDRO will issue a message and the
duplicate operation will fail.

If an input disk is logically damaged and a FIALLOC duplicate is not possible, a duplicate operation with the BALLOC
option may be attempted. Alternatively, the HiDRO copy operation may be used to copy the files that are not logically
damaged.

BALLOC

The BALLOC option tells HiDRO to process the allocation map and duplicate the space used for files.
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A duplicate run with the BALLOC option is faster than one processed with the FIALLOC option because processing time is
reduced.

If a CMS disk is duplicated with the BALLOC option, the output disk must be the same device type as the input disk, and
the output disk will only have the same number of CMS formatted cylinders as the input disk. To enlarge a CMS formatted
disk, a FIALLOC duplication must be performed.

If a disk has been damaged and contains errors in its logical structures (for example, by updates with MW links), a
BALLOC duplication may be explicitly requested. However, it is preferable to repair the minidisks that contain the
structural errors.

COMPLETE

The COMPLETE option tells HiDRO to duplicate all four components of a disk but not process any logical structures.

The COMPLETE option duplicates every CKD track or FBA block allocated to a minidisk, but processes neither the
directory nor the bit allocation map. If a CMS disk is duplicated with the COMPLETE option, the output disk must be the
same device type and size as the input disk. To enlarge a CMS formatted disk, a FIALLOC duplication must be performed.

Normally, you should not specify COMPLETE for the duplication of a pack with CMS data because performance will be
degraded. It is better to specify IVORG UNDEFINED instead. However, if you do specify COMPLETE for the duplication of
a disk with CMS data, the following rules apply:

• If the disk is logically damaged (for example, the directory or allocation map is damaged), the duplication will be
successful.

• If the duplication fails because the pack does not have true CMS format physically (for example, if each track on a
3380 does not contain ten 4K blocks), you must specify IVORG UNDEFINED instead of COMPLETE.

RECOMPED Disks

RECOMPED disks contain both CMS and non-CMS data. MAINT 190 disk, normally accessed as S on CMS user IDs, is
an example because it usually contains files and an IPL-able copy of CMS in non-CMS format.

If you are duplicating a RECOMPED disk with the FIALLOC option, all CMS files on the disk will be duplicated, but HiDRO
will not process the non-CMS portion of the disk. If the FIALLOC option is not specified, the entire disk, which includes
both CMS and non-CMS areas, will be duplicated.

FLIST Option (Duplicate operation)
The FLIST option tells HiDRO to list the name of each file duplicated in a class L (LOG) message.

FLIst

Class L messages may appear in the log or on the console of the virtual machine running HiDRO, depending on the
settings of the installation and global options CONCLASS and USERCLASS.

The FLIST option is only valid when the FIALLOC option is specified or is the default. For more information about the
FIALLOC option, see FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE Options.

Example:

duplicate unit 201 files (* script) to unit a02 (flist
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In this example, all SCRIPT files on unit 201 are duplicated on unit A02, and the name of each file duplicated will appear
in a class L message. This command assumes that FIALLOC is in effect.

FORMAT Option (Duplicate operation)

Overview

The FORMAT option tells HiDRO to format the output disk before placing any duplicated data on it.

FORmat [( [NOPrompt] [CLEar] )]

Specifying the FORMAT option eliminates the need to run the CMS FORMAT program before running HiDRO if your
output disk is unformatted.

NOTE
Specifying the FORMAT option deletes any data already existing on a disk.

When CMS data is duplicated, the CMS blocksize of the output disk must be the same as that of the input disk. When
FORMAT is specified, HiDRO automatically formats the output disk with the correct blocksize.

If a disk is not formatted as a CMS minidisk and FORMAT is not specified, no duplication of CMS data can take place.

If both the following conditions are true, the FORMAT option must be specified:

• A full pack CMS-formatted minidisk is to be duplicated to a non-CMS volume or full pack minidisk.
• IVORG UNDEFINED is not specified.

NOTE

• IVORG UNDEFINED processing is faster than formatting the output disk. For more information, see IVORG
Option.

• The FORMAT option is useful for duplicating minidisks that have been physically moved to a new location or
that have increased in size.

The following rules are important if you are using the FORMAT option during a duplicate operation:

• If FORMAT is specified, HiDRO will format the output disk at the same blocksize as the CMS data on the input disk. If
you wish to change the blocksize, you must use the HiDRO copy operation.

• A FORMAT option is ignored if both FORMAT and the local option OVORG UNDEFINED are specified.
• If FORMAT is specified, OVORG UNDEFINED is not, and a non-CMS formatted minidisk is to be duplicated, the

duplicate operation will fail and HiDRO will issue an error message.
• Because RECOMPED disks contain non-CMS areas, FORMAT should not be specified for the duplication of

RECOMPED disks.

NOTE
For more information on OVORG UNDEFINED, see OVORG Option

Example:

duplicate unit 202 userid (fullcms rr) to unit 202 - 

userid (cmstest m) (format

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate FULLCMS 202 disk to CMSTEST 202 disk. HiDRO will also format CMSTEST
202 disk at the same blocksize as FULLCMS 202 disk before any data is duplicated to it. Any data existing on the output
disk will be erased.
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NOPROMPT

If HiDRO is told to format a disk while running on a local machine, the user will be prompted for permission to format the
disk to avoid an inadvertent loss of data because a formatting operation erases all the data on a disk. Because the prompt
will halt processing until it is answered, specify NOPROMPT if no prompt is desired.

If HiDRO is running on a disconnected machine, HiDRO always uses the default NOPROMPT.

CLEAR

CLEAR is only specified when FBA disks are being formatted.

When formatting FBA disks, HiDRO zeroes out only the blocks at the beginning of the disk that contain the directory
system areas. This prevents access to the data on the disk, but does not clear it. If the rest of the disk must be cleared
(perhaps for security reasons), the CLEAR option must be specified.

CLEAR is ignored when CKD disks are formatted because CKD disks are always cleared automatically.

GROUP Option (Duplicate operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}

After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

duplicate minidisk a to minidisk i (group g1

duplicate minidisk b to minidisk j (group g2

duplicate minidisk c to minidisk k (group g2

duplicate minidisk d to minidisk l (group !

duplicate minidisk e to minidisk m (group *

duplicate minidisk f to minidisk n (group g1

duplicate minidisk g to minidisk o (group *

duplicate minidisk h to minidisk q (group !

In this example file of commands, the following rules apply:

• The duplication of minidisk A cannot run at the same time as any other duplication except for the duplications of
minidisks B and C, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the duplications of minidisk A and F cannot run at the same time.
• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the duplications of minidisks E and G cannot run at the same time as any

other operation.
• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the duplications of minidisks D and H must be run separately after all other

operations are complete.
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HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Duplicate operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want each one to be checked for syntactic correctness before
any are executed, specify the HOLD local option on each command. No commands will then be executed until you enter
the immediate command END.

IEXTENTS Option (Duplicate operation)
The IEXTENTS option allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without regard to its logical organization.

IEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks CChh} ({low high}[low high]...)

The IEXTENTS and OEXTENTS options cannot both be specified in the same duplicate command. Relocation can only
be performed with the OEXTENTS options.

To duplicate the data within an extent, you must specify an extent type (CYLINDERS, TRACKS, BLOCKS, or CCHH) and
a lower boundary for the data (low) and an upper boundary for the data (high).

You must specify boundaries in units appropriate for the physical DASD area you are duplicating.

CYLINDERS
Decimal cylinder number

TRACKS
Decimal track number

BLOCKS
Decimal block number

CCHH
Hexadecimal cylinder/head number

CYLINDERS, TRACKS, and CCHH extents can be specified for CKD (Count-Key-Data) devices with OS, DOS, CP, and
UNDEFINED organizations. A CYLINDERS or TRACKS extent on a CKD device always begins with cylinder or track 0.

Blocks are used for FBA devices with OS, DOS, CP, and UNDEFINED organization. The upper boundary is always block
0, and each block is 512 bytes long. When specifying FBA blocks, it is important to remember that FBA block numbers are
not the same as CMS block numbers. They refer to physical FBA blocks and not to a logical organization.

When the CCHH descriptor is used, the head number (HH) must not exceed the number of tracks per cylinder on the
actual device. For example, because the number of tracks per cylinder on a 3380 disk is 15, the maximum head (HH)
number must be 14 (hexadecimal 000E) because track numbers begin at 0.

If you are duplicating a nucleus, you may need to duplicate cylinder 0 in addition to the cylinders that actually contain the
nucleus.
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Blocks extents are used for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices, including OS, DOS, CP, and UNDEFINED FBA disks.
On an FBA disk, the first block is numbered zero and the block is 512 bytes in length.

NOTE
If more than one extent is specified, the extents must not overlap.

Example:

duplicate unit 123 userid (maint rr) to unit 123 userid - 

(tstmaint m) (iextents cylinders (500 503)

In this command, HiDRO is told to duplicate cylinders 500 through 503 from MAINT 123 disk to TSTMAINT 123 disk.

ITAPE Option (Duplicate operation)

Overview

The ITAPE option sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.

ITAPe [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | *}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

[LTM | NOLTM]

[EOF | CONT | EOT]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

[36TRK | 128TRK]

[BID xxxxxxxx]

The ITAPE option allows you to set the following for an input tape volume:

• File sequence number (FSN)
• Tape label
• Final tape disposition
• Tape mark
• End processing (EOF, CONT, EOT)
• Request for IDRC tape drive
• Request for 3490E tape drive
• Request for 3590 tape drive
• Block ID (BID) for 3480, 3490, and 3590 cartridges

If you are duplicating from any file other than the first, you must specify the FSN or BID subparameters to tell HiDRO the
position of the tape file containing the data to be duplicated.

When both a block ID (BID) and file sequence number (FSN) are specified and you are using a cartridge drive, HiDRO will
attempt to use the BID first. If the tape positioning fails, HiDRO will use the FSN to position the tape.

Even though parentheses are shown in the ITAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one
parameter of ITAPE is specified.
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File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the ITAPE format statement allows you to set the position on the input tape volume where
HiDRO will begin reading for the duplicate operation.

The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999.
• To the current tape file (*).

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin reading at that position. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will read
the fifth tape file.

Example:

duplicate tap1 to tap2 (ivolume 123456 itape fsn 2 -

otape fsn end

In this example, HiDRO is told to begin duplicating data from the second tape file on tap 123456.

Tape Labels

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO will reject the tape.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the setting of the
IVORG option. Normally, the IVORG option is set to OS.

Although the use of unlabeled (NL) tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads the standard labels and then the exit is called to process the user-
written tape labels. HiDRO provides the user-written tape labels to the exit. For more information, see Tape Management
Exits in the documentation for administrators.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will expect a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not expect a leading tape
mark.
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End Processing (EOF, CONT, EOT)

The EOF, CONT, and EOT parameters provide ways of handling the end of an input tape file or input tape volume (EOV).

EOF
tells HiDRO to end the duplicate operation when it reaches end of file.
If EOF is specified and end of volume is encountered on the input tape before end of file, HiDRO will request that
another input tape be mounted so that it can continue duplicating the file. The output tape will not be unloaded
in response to end of volume on the input tape. HiDRO will continue to write to the output tape from the newly-
loaded input tape.
If EOF is specified and end of volume occurs on the output tape, HiDRO performs its output end of tape volume
processing and requests that another output tape be mounted. HiDRO then continues writing the file to the newly-
mounted tape volume.
HiDRO output end of tape volume processing consists of writing trailer labels if the tape is standard label (SL),
writing two tape marks, and unloading the tape.

EOT
tells HiDRO to end the duplicate operation when all input tape volumes have been processed up to a maximum of
thirty.
Input tape volumes are identified in the IVOLUMES local option. You may specify one or more tape volsers and/or
an asterisk (*), which tells HiDRO to continue reading input tapes until the maximum of thirty is reached. You may
end the duplicate operation at any time before the maximum number of input tapes is reached by responding "E"
to any input mount request.
If EOT is specified and end of tape volume is encountered on an input tape, HiDRO performs its output end of
tape volume processing and issues mount requests for both another input and another output volume.
If EOT is specified and end of tape volume occurs on an output tape, HiDRO performs its output end of tape
volume processing, requests that a new output tape volume be mounted, and continues the duplicate operation.
The HiDRO output end of tape volume processing consists of writing trailer labels if the tape is standard label
(SL), writing two tape marks, and unloading the tape.

CONT
Processing with is similar to processing when EOT is specified with one exception: When end of volume is
encountered on an input tape, HiDRO will only request that a new input tape be mounted and not both an input
and an output tape. HiDRO will continue to write output to the current tape until end of volume is detected on the
output volume.
When EOT or CONT is specified and the last tape specified in an IVOLUMES option does not end with a double
tape mark to indicate end of tape file, HiDRO will issue a warning message that the last file on the duplicated tape
is incomplete and will perform its own end of tape volume processing to ensure that the duplicated data is correct.
If IVOLUMES * was used to specify input tape volumes, HiDRO will issue the same warning but allow the operator
to mount a tape on which it can continue writing the incomplete file.

NOTE
Careful tape monitoring is important during a duplicate operation. The use of the parameters CONT or
EOF may result in multiple input volumes being used to create a single output volume. In such cases it
is important to make sure that the input tapes are mounted in the correct chronological order during the
duplicate operation. The best way to fix the order of the input volumes is to explicitly state them in an
IVOLUMES local option. The asterisk value (*) should be used with great care when CONT or EOF are
specified.

Likewise, HiDRO will process a maximum of thirty input volumes and thirty output volumes during a duplicate operation,
and it is important to stay within those limits. Because using the EOT or CONT parameters may cause two output tape
volumes to be written for each input tape volume, you should monitor the number of output tape volumes used to ensure
that the maximum of thirty output tapes is not exceeded.
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Request for Tape Drive

If IDRC or XF is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a tape drive that is capable of processing Improved
Data Recording Capability (IDRC) tapes.

If 36TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3490E tape drive.

If 128TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3590 tape drive.

If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, HiDRO will attempt to use the drive that is attached.

Block ID

The block ID (BID) parameter specifies the location (xxxxxxxx) on a 3480, 3490, or 3590 cartridge where the data to be
duplicated is held.

If cartridges are being used and both the BID and FSN parameter are specified, HiDRO will first try to use the BID
parameter to find the input data and will only use the FSN parameter if the BID block specification cannot be located on
the cartridge.

NOTE
Block IDs are generated during catalog restore operations. For more information, see Catalog Operation.

IVOLUMES Option (Duplicate operation)
The IVOLUMES option identifies the input tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape duplicate operation.

IVOLumes {volser | * | (volser...) [*]}

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of a tape volume.

You may specify one of the following:

• A specific volser
• A list of specific volsers
• An asterisk (*) for up to 30 non-specific tapes
• A list of specific volsers followed by an asterisk

The IVOLUMES option is always required when you duplicate data from tape to tape. If a tape file to be duplicated spans
several tape volumes, all tape volsers should be specified in the correct order and enclosed in parentheses. HiDRO will
then prompt for the tape volumes in the order specified. If an incorrect tape is mounted, HiDRO will unload the tape and
prompt for the correct volume.

If you use IVOLUMES *, you must be careful to mount tapes in the correct order manually because HiDRO will not prompt
for the correct volser. To avoid writing fragments from different multivolume files on the same tape, be sure the EOT
parameter of the ITAPE option is taken as a default or specified directly.

Using IVOLUMES * will generate 30 mount requests. If you wish to duplicate fewer than 30 tapes, answer E (END) to the
first mount request issued after all tapes have been duplicated.

If you wish HiDRO to duplicate from a file other than the first on a tape, you must specify either the local option ITAPE
FSN or ITAPE BID (cartridges only). Otherwise, HiDRO will always duplicate data from the first file on an input tape.

Example:

duplicate tap1 to tap2 (ivolumes 123456 789012 *)
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In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate tape volumes 123456 and 789012. HiDRO will prompt for both these tapes
in the order in which they are specified. After these tapes are duplicated, HiDRO will prompt for 30 scratch tapes to be
duplicated. If 123456 or 789012 is too long to be duplicated on one output tape, HiDRO will prompt for a new tape to
complete the duplication of the volume.

IVORG Option (Duplicate operation)
The IVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

IVORG UNDEFINED tells HiDRO to read the input data without any logical processing, regardless of the current format of
the input volume. HiDRO will treat all specifications for IVORG other than CMS as UNDEFINED.

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the IVORG option is only used in special circumstances.
Specifying IVORG UNDEFINED during a duplicate operation eliminates the need to specify the FORMAT option and to
label the pack before the duplicate operation is run.

RESERVED disks are duplicated with IVORG UNDEFINED by default unless FIALLOC, BALLOC, or COMPLETE is
specified.

Example:

duplicate unit 202 userid (slqds rr) to unit 202 - 

user (sqldstst m) (ivorg undefined ovorg undefined

In this example, HiDRO is told to treat the duplication of SQLDS 202 disk to SQLDSTST 202 disk as a duplication of non-
CMS data, regardless of the current formatting on the disks.

NEWDATE and OLDDATE Options (Duplicate operation)
The NEWDATE and OLDDATE options control the date recorded in the File Status Table (FST) for each file that is
duplicated.

{NEWdate | OLDdate}

The NEWDATE option tells HiDRO to record the date on which the file was duplicated. The OLDDATE option tells HiDRO
to record the same date as the original file.

Example:

duplicate unit 191 userid (maint) to unit 191 - 

userid (savemnt) (olddate

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate all the files on the MAINT 191 disk to SAVEMNT 191 disk and to record the
same dates for the duplicated files that appear for the original files in the FST.
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NEWLABel Option (Duplicate operation)
The NEWLABEL option provides HiDRO with an output disk volume label. Normally, HiDRO determines the volume label
for the output disk dynamically.

NEWLABel (VOLser { NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURRent}

The NEWLABEL option allows you to tell HiDRO to use any of the following:

• A new volser with the keyword NEW and a volser
• The volser of the input disk with the keyword ORIGinal
• The current volser with the keyword CURRent

Using the volser of the input disk is not recommended for a duplicate operation.

If you do not specify the NEWLABEL option, HiDRO will attempt to read the volume label currently on the output disk. If a
label exists, it will be retained. If a label does not exist or it is unreadable, HiDRO will construct a volser consisting of the
last three characters of the user ID requesting the duplicate and the 3-digit unit address of the output disk. For example,
if HiDRO was told to write a duplicate to unit 194 by user ID NEWPROD but the label for the output disk was unreadable
and the NEWLABEL option was not specified, HiDRO would use the volser ROD194.

If HiDRO must construct a label from a 4-digit unit address, the first digit will be ignored and the final three digits will be
used. If the unit number had been 1234 in the previous example, HiDRO would use volser ROD234.

Example:

In the following duplicate operation, a new volume serial number is assigned to an output disk with the NEWLABEL
option.

duplicate unit 319 userid (xamaint rr) to unit 319 - 

userid (esamaint m) (newlabel (volser new esa319) format

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate XAMAINT 319 disk to ESAMAINT 319 disk. ESAMAINT 319 disk will be
formatted to the blocksize of XAMAINT 319, and will have the label ESA319.

NOTCHANGED Option (Duplicate operation)
The NOTCHANGED option tells HiDRO to duplicate only those files that have not changed since a certain date and time.

NOTchanged [(date [00:00 | hh:mm]) | (-nnn)]

HiDRO uses the date and time in the FST (File Status Table) to decide whether to back up CMS files. Disks with non-CMS
data are always duplicated physically, that is, completely, and no logical structures are processed. If the NOTCHANGED
option is specified for the duplication of such a disk, it is ignored.

The NOTCHANGED option may be specified in the following ways:

• The current date (without parameters)
• A specific date (mm/dd/yy hh:mm)
• A number of days (-nnn)

Specifying NOTCHANGED without any parameters tells HiDRO to duplicate any files not changed or created on the
current date.
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Specifying NOTCHANGED followed by a specific date and time tells HiDRO to duplicate any files not changed or created
since that date and time. If only a date is specified, the time defaults to 00:00. The time may be specified as only a
particular hour if the colon followed by the minutes value is omitted.

Specifying NOTCHANGED and a negative integer tells HiDRO to duplicate files not changed or created since a date nnn
days before the current date. For example, -10 specified on August 20 will tell HiDRO to duplicate any file not changed or
created since August 10.

Example:

duplicate unit 400 userid (timerpt m) to unit 300 -

userid (olddata m) (notchanged (mm/dd/yy)

In this example, only the files not changed or created since the date specified on TIMERPT 400 disk will be duplicated.

OEXTENTS Option (Duplicate operation)

Overview

The OEXTENTS option allows you to reference an area as a physical DASD area without regard to its logical
organization.

OEXTents {Cylinders | Tracks | Blocks | CChh} {"Bounds"}

 

Bounds:

([lower upper]... ([lower upper relocationlower] ...)

OEXTENTS allows you to do the following:

• Duplicate data
• Relocate duplicated data

NOTE
The IEXTENTS and OEXTENTS options cannot both be specified in the same duplicate command.

To duplicate data, you must specify the following parameters:

• An extent type (CYLINDERS, TRACKS, BLOCKS, or CCHH)
• A lower boundary for the data (low)
• An upper boundary for the data (high).
• To relocate data, also specify a relocation lower boundary (relocationlower).

When CKD extents are relocated, HiDRO supplies new COUNT fields on the output DASD to reflect the new position of
the data.

You must specify boundaries in units appropriate for the physical DASD area you are duplicating or relocating.

CYLINDERS
Decimal cylinder number

TRACKS
Decimal track number
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BLOCKS
Decimal block number

CCHH
Hexadecimal cylinder/head number

CYLINDERS, TRACKS, and CCHH extents can be specified for duplication of undefined (non CMS) data on CKD (Count-
Key-Data) devices. The first cylinder or track on a CKD device is numbered 0.

BLOCKS are used for FBA devices with OS, DOS, CP, and UNDEFINED organization. The first block on an FBA device is
always block 0, and each block is 512 bytes long. When specifying FBA blocks, it is important to remember that FBA block
numbers are not the same as CMS block numbers. They refer to physical FBA blocks and not to a logical organization.

When the CCHH descriptor is used, the head number (HH) must not exceed the number of tracks per cylinder on the
actual device. For example, because the number of tracks per cylinder on a 3380 disk is 15, the maximum head (HH)
number must be 14 (hexadecimal 000E) because track numbers begin at 0.

NOTE

• If more than one extent is specified, the extents must not overlap.
• The OEXTENTS parameter is useful when you are restoring a CP nucleus. For an example, see Backing Up

and Restoring a CP Nucleus.

Example

duplicate unit 200 userid (maint rr) to unit a00 -

userid (esamaint m) (oext cyl ((200 210 300)) -

ivorg undefined ovorg undefined

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate and relocate cylinders 200 through 210 of MAINT 200 disk to
cylinders 300 through 310 of ESAMAINT A00 disk.

OTAPE Option (Duplicate operation)
The OTAPE option specifies output tape volume characteristics.

OTape [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | * | END}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

[LTM | NOLTM]

[EXPdt {00000 | yyddd} | RETpd {nnn | 000}]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

[D800 | D1600 | D6250 | D38K | D36TRK | 36TRK | D128TRK | 128TRK]

Normally, you would accept the default settings and only specify the OTAPE option in special circumstances. However,
you may specify any or all of the OTAPE option parameters, and you may specify them in any order. Even though
parentheses are shown in the OTAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one parameter is
specified.
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File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the format statement allows you to set the position on the output tape volume where HiDRO
will begin writing the output from a duplicate operation. The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the
following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999
• To the current tape file (*)
• After the last file currently on a tape (END)

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin writing with that number. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will
begin writing output as the fifth tape file.

NOTE
Writing a specific tape file automatically makes all pre-existing files with higher file sequence numbers on a tape
unreadable.

Specifying an asterisk (*) tells HiDRO to begin writing output at the current file position. This is the specification to use if
you are writing a series of output files to a single tape because it allows HiDRO to write tape files sequentially, avoiding
any problems with tape marks.

Specifying END tells HiDRO to position itself at the point where it finds a double tape mark. This is normally after the
last file written to the tape. HiDRO will begin writing output after the first tape mark, changing the mark between files to a
single tape mark. This allows HiDRO to continue through to the new double tape mark when it reads the tape later.

NOTE
When writing successive duplicated files to a single tape, FSN * is preferable and more efficient than FSN END.

Example:

duplicate tap1 to tap2 (ivolume 123456 itape (fsn 3 eof) - 

otape fsn end

In this example, HiDRO is told to read data from the third tape file on tape 123456 and write it after the last file on a
scratch tape. If the scratch tape does not contain enough space for the duplicated data, HiDRO will prompt for another
scratch tape and continue the duplicate operation.

Tape Labels

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO prompts the operator to initialize the tape according to specification or reject
it. The ability of an operator to accept or reject a tape is given through default options at installation.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for and writes standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the
setting of the OVORG option. Normally, the OVORG option is set to OS.

If NL is specified, HiDRO will expect to use unlabeled tapes. If the tape is labelled, HiDRO will reject it and may allow the
operator to use the tape, according to the default chosen at installation.

NOTE
Although the use of unlabeled tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads or writes standard labels and then writes the label generated by the
specified exit.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.
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Final Tape Disposition 

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will write a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not write a leading tape mark.

Expiration Date

The EXPDT and RETPD parameters instruct HiDRO to write an expiration date in the tape file label. HiDRO handles tape
expiration dates according to the EXPDT general system setting, as follows:

NO (default)
HiDRO does not write to the tape until the expiration date has passed.

YES
HiDRO asks the operator for permission to overwrite a tape whose expiration date has not been reached.

TMS
If an external tape management system is active, the expiration date is ignored.

NOTE
For more information about the EXPDT general system setting, see General System Settings in the
documentation for administrators.

An expiration date (EXPDT) can be expressed directly in the Julian form yyddd, where yy represents the last two digits of
the year, and ddd represents the day of the year (001-366). For example, 16100 is the 100th day of 2016.

Alternatively, the user can specify a retention period (RETPD) from 1 to 999 days. If RETPD is set, HiDRO calculates an
expiration date based on the retention period and writes this date to the tape label.

To make sure that a tape will never be overwritten, specify EXPDT 99999 or EXPDT 99366, unless you are using the CA
1 interface (SYBUCC). Because CA 1 uses 99999 to expire a tape immediately, use EXPDT 99366 if you are using CA 1.

NOTE
The HiDRO tape pool management facility has a retention period assigned to every Logical Tape Pool. If you
are using the HiDRO tape pool management facility, setting EXPDT or RETPD on an operation overrides the
Retention Period that was assigned to the Logical Tape Pool. For more information about the HiDRO tape pool
management facility, see The HiDRO Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

 Tape Density

HiDRO can write at several tape densities. Density is set when HiDRO first writes to a fresh tape.

HiDRO can write at four different tape densities (800, 1600, 6250, or 38K) and two recording formats (36TRK or 128TRK).
Specifying a density is only meaningful when you are writing the first file on a tape. If HiDRO is instructed to write to a tape
file other than the first, it will write at the tape existing density or recording format.
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If no density or recording format is specified when HiDRO writes to the first position on a tape, HiDRO will automatically
write at the highest density or recording format supported by that tape drive.

D38K is automatically chosen for 3480 tape units, and need not be specified. If a specified density or recording format is
not supported by a tape drive, an error message is issued and the operation fails.

If 36TRK or D36TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3490E tape drive in its ATTACH message. If a tape
drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, 36TRK and D36TRK will be ignored.

If 128TRK or D128TRK is specified, HiDRO will request but not require a 3590 tape drive in its ATTACH message. 3590
tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only. If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a
HiDRO job, 128TRK and D128TRK will be ignored.

IDRC Tape Drive

If you want HiDRO to use Improved Data Recording Capability (IDRC), you must specify IDRC or XF in the local option
OTAPE or the IDRC global option. However, if the global and/or local option is specified and no IDRC-capable tape drive
is supplied, HiDRO will ignore the option.

Data Compaction

If you want HiDRO to use data compaction when using 3590 tape drives, specify COMPACT on the OTAPE local option. If
you do not specify COMPACT here, HiDRO uses the default specified on the {COMPACT | NOCOMPACT} global option.
3590 tape drives are supported for IVORG UNDEFINED backups only.

 

OVOLUMES Option (Duplicate operation)
The OVOLUMES option designates the output tape volume or volumes for a tape to tape operation.

OVOLumes {* | volser | (volser [volser]...[*])}

You can specify one of the following:

• A specific volser
• A list of specific volsers
• An asterisk (*) for up to 30 non-specific tapes
• A list of specific volsers followed by an asterisk

HiDRO assumes an asterisk and uses scratch tapes in the following situations:

• If OVOLUMES is not specified.
• If OVOLUMES is specified but not enough volsers are given.

A list of specific volsers must be enclosed in parentheses, and HiDRO will prompt for the tape volumes in the order
specified. If an incorrect tape is mounted, HiDRO will unload the tape and prompt for the correct volume.

Using OVOLUMES * will generate 30 mount requests. HiDRO will automatically end the mount requests when the input
tape file is completely copied.

If a list of volsers is specified followed by an asterisk, you must make sure that tapes with the specified volsers are not
mounted when a scratch tape is requested. This is particularly important when multiple tasks are running concurrently. If
the same tape is used more than once during an operation, data will be lost.

HiDRO will always begin writing output to the first file on an output tape. If you wish HiDRO to begin writing on a file other
than the first, specify the local option OTAPE FSN.
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OVOLUMES is required when UNIT ccuu is used to specify an output tape device.

NOTE

If the HiDRO tape pool manager is used and you specify OVOLUMES with specific volsers, these volsers will be
handled according to the setting of the SCRATCH general option. If this option is set to NO, scratch tapes that
are unknown to HiDRO are disallowed. For more information, see General System Settings  and The HiDRO
Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

Example:

duplicate tap1 to tap2 (ivolumes 123456 789012) - 

ovolumes (d12345 d78901)

In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate tape volumes 123456 and 789012 to tapes D12345 and D78901. HiDRO will
prompt for both the input and output tapes in the order in which they are specified.

If the data on tape 123456 is too long to fit on tape D12345, HiDRO will request tape D78901 and continue by writing to it.
When HiDRO is ready to process tape 789012, HiDRO will prompt for a scratch tape.

OVORG Option (Duplicate operation)
The OVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an output volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

OVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

OVORG UNDEFINED tells HiDRO to write the output data without any logical processing, regardless of the current format
of the output volume.

Specify OVORG UNDEFINED if data duplicated from a non-CMS formatted disk is to be duplicated to a disk that is CMS
formatted.

Example:

duplicate unit 202 userid (slqds rr) to unit 202 -

userid (sqldstst m) (ivorg undefined ovorg undefined

In this example, HiDRO is told to treat the duplication of SQLDS 202 disk to SQLDSTST 202 disk as a duplication of non-
CMS data, regardless of the current formatting on the disks.

REPlace Option (Duplicate operation)
See ERASE and REPLACE Options (Duplicate operation)

TEXIT Option (Duplicate operation)
The TEXIT option activates a user-written tape management exit and overrides the tape management system chosen
during HiDRO installation.

TEXit {exitname | (exitname "Processing Options")}
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Processing Options:

[M] [R] [V] [F] [C] [E]

To use the local TEXIT option, the exit must exist as a TEXT file or TXTLIB member on a disk accessible to HiDRO, and it
must be serially reusable.

The TEXIT option cannot be used unless you have previously set the tape manager virtual machine name through the
HiDRO installation EXEC. Any virtual machine running HiDRO and using the TEXIT option must access the HIDRO 201
disk.

The following processing options are available:

M
Mount/unload tapes

R
Reusable exit supplied

V
Verify tape volume labels

F
Verify file header/trailer labels

C
Record recycled (free) tapes after a catalog condense

E
Record permanent I/O errors

The TEXIT option letters may be specified in any order and in any combination. If no letters are specified, HiDRO will
assume M R and call the exit each time that a tape must be mounted or unloaded.

Because the TEXIT option is likely to be used in a multi-tasking situation where it would be called from different operations
concurrently, exits should be serially reusable and reentrant. This implies that the exit must not modify itself in any way
and must not store data within its own area. All data areas must be dynamically obtained through either an OS GETMAIN,
a CMS DMSFREE, or a CMSSTOR OBTAIN.

The tape exit specified in the TEXIT option is used by any operation that involves tape and by the catalog condense
function if the C option is specified. If an exitname is specified with both local and global TEXIT options in the same
execution of HiDRO, the local option will be ignored.

NOTE

• Use the TEXIT global option instead of the TEXIT local option whenever possible. The TEXIT local option is
only supplied for compatibility with previous releases and is supported for Assembler exits only. The TEXIT
global option must be used for exits written in REXX, including all Broadcom-supplied tape management
exits. In addition, the global option allows you to specify the option A (ATTACH), which makes it unnecessary
to pre-attach tapes when using a tape exit. For more information, see the TEXIT global option.

• For more information about tape management exits, see the documentation for administrators.

Format Operation
You can use the HiDRO CMS formatting ability in one of two ways:
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• As a local option for output disks
• As an independent operation

NOTE

• This section provides details on using the HiDRO format operation as an independent command. For
information about using the local option FORMAT, see the sections on the backup, restore, copy, and
duplicate operations.

• For information about the various methods of running HiDRO and the ways of submitting commands, see
Executing HiDRO Commands.

Format Operation and Local Mode

Because format operations are usually run in local mode, the keyword HiDRO would normally precede all the commands
shown as examples in this section.

NOTE
For more information, see Local Mode.

FORMAT Command Format
A HiDRO FORMAT command has three components. Each component is explained below.

FORmat diskid [( local...]

FORMAT
FORmat signifies that the task to be performed is a format operation.

diskid
Specifies the CMS disk that is to be formatted.
The following disks may be formatted:

• An entire disk volume that is to be formatted as a CMS minidisk
• A minidisk

local
Specifies one or more local options for each HiDRO format task. These options affect only a single task.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.
Options that may also be specified as parameters on the FORMAT local option may have to be enclosed in an
additional set of parentheses. For more information, see Common Options.

Example
The following command starts a format operation on a minidisk.

format minidisk t (blk 2k

format
Specifies that a disk format will be performed.

minidisk t
Specifies that a minidisk with the filemode letter T will be formatted. It must already be accessed.

blk 2k
Specifies one local option (BLK) for the format operation.

Specifying the Disk To Format
Contents
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You may designate either a minidisk by filemode letter or a disk unit to be formatted.

MINIDISK

The MINIDISK parameter allows you to specify a CMS minidisk to be formatted.

Minidisk m

m
Specifies the minidisk filemode letter. If the filemode number is specified, it will be ignored.

The MINIDISK parameter can only be used if the minidisk to be formatted is currently accessed by the local virtual
machine that is executing the format command.

The MINIDISK parameter and the UNIT parameter cannot be used in the same command.

Example:

format minidisk t

In this example, HiDRO is instructed to format the minidisk on the local machine with filemode T.

Disk Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a CMS disk to be formatted.

Unit ccuu [USErid(“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu| 500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| SM

| SW

| M

| EW

| MW

The operand ccuu is the virtual address and may be expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001 to FFFF.
The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine running
HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

HiDRO accepts all unit addresses that are accepted by the CMS FORMAT command on the level of the CMS operating
system that you are running.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules:
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• If the format command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the format command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing and CP is present, HiDRO uses the user ID
of the virtual machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address that exists on
that machine.

• If CP is not present, a user ID is unnecessary because ccuu refers to a real hardware device address.

When the USERID subparameter is present, HiDRO automatically links to the input disk.

Example:

format unit 191

In this example, HiDRO is told to format disk unit 191. Because no user ID is specified, HiDRO will use a default based on
the method of execution and whether CP is present.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.

You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.

PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the format command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

owns the disk being formatted.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the format will fail if HiDRO
is being used in local mode.

Example:

format unit 291 userid (cmstst m mcms)

In this example, the disk to be formatted is user ID CMSTST unit 291. The link mode is M and the password is MCMS.
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LUNIT Subparameter

HiDRO always links to a device with a unique unit address by using an address not currently active within the virtual
machine executing the command.

The LUNIT subparameter allows you to specify an address. If an address is specified, HiDRO attempts to use it. If
no address is specified, HiDRO uses the default address 500. If HiDRO is unable to link, it adds an increment of 1,
and attempts to link again. For example, HiDRO attempts to link at 501 if the default is used or at 351 if the LUNIT
subparameter was initially 350. HiDRO continues to add an increment of 1 to the value until it links successfully.

NOTE
If the password is omitted and the LUNIT subparameter is not, the LUNIT subparameter must be placed before
the link mode so that HiDRO does not read the link mode as a password.

Example:

format unit 200 userid (cmstst ew wcms lunit 400)

In this example, user ID CMSTST disk unit 200 will be formatted, and HiDRO will attempt to link to unit 200 as unit 400. If
the password is omitted, the following command should be issued.

format unit 200 userid (cmstst lunit 400 ew)

Common Options
HiDRO contains both a format operation, which is described in this section, and a FORMAT local option that can be used
on the backup, restore, copy, and duplicate commands and on the catalog restore command.

In some cases, local options for the format operation and parameters for the FORMAT local option are identical: BLK/
CMS, CLEAR/NOCLEAR, and PROMPT/NOPROMPT.

If you are using any of the common options listed above along with other local options on a format operation command,
you must enclose the common options in parentheses. For example, if you are using both the CORE option and the
NOPROMPT option, you would use a command similar to the following.

format minidisk t (core max (noprompt)

In this example, the common option NOPROMPT is enclosed in its own set of parentheses.

To avoid confusion, it is recommended that common options always be enclosed in parentheses, and these options are
shown in parentheses in their format statements. However, if only common options are specified or all common options
are specified at the end of the list of options in a command, no additional parentheses are needed.

Local Options for Format Operations
All the local options that can be specified for a format operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical
order. The abbreviations for the options are given in the syntax diagrams but no abbreviations are used in the text or
examples for the sake of clarity.

Option (link) Description
BLK Option Instructs HiDRO to format a minidisk at the specified CMS block

size. You may use the keyword CMS instead of the keyword BLK.
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CLEAR and NOCLEAR Options Tell HiDRO to zero out all the blocks on an FBA disk. NOCLEAR,
the default, tells HiDRO to zero out only the blocks at the
beginning of a minidisk that contain the directory and system
areas.

CMS See BLK option.
CORE Option (Format operation) Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can

use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

GROUP Option (Format operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the
same time as another HiDRO operation.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Format operation) Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands
entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

PROMPT and NOPROMPT Options Tell HiDRO to issue a request to confirm a formatting operation
before actually performing the format. NOPROMPT tells HiDRO to
format a disk without prompting for confirmation.

NEWLABEL Option (Format operation) Provides HiDRO with the volume label of a disk to be formatted.
Normally, HiDRO determines the volume label for the output disk
dynamically.

BLK Option
The BLK option instructs HiDRO to format a minidisk at the specified CMS block size. You may use the keyword CMS
instead of the keyword BLK.

({BLK | CMS} {1K | 2K | 4K | 512 | 800 | 1024 | 2048 | 4096}

CLEAR and NOCLEAR Options
The CLEAR option tells HiDRO to zero out all the blocks on an FBA disk. NOCLEAR, the default, tells HiDRO to zero out
only the blocks at the beginning of a minidisk that contain the directory and system areas.

[CLEAR | NOClear]

Specifying NOCLEAR prevents access to the data on a disk, but the data itself is not erased. If the disk must be cleared
completely (for example, for security reasons), specify CLEAR.

NOTE
CLEAR is ignored for CKD disks because CKD disks are cleared automatically.

CMS Option
See BLK Option.

CORE Option (Format operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.

CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}
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NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.

If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

Example:

format unit 191 userid (cmsuser m mcms) (core 1m

In this example, CMSUSER unit 191 will be formatted with one megabyte (1M) of memory available for use by the format
task.

GROUP Option (Format operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}

After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

format minidisk a (group g1

format minidisk b (group g2

format minidisk c (group g2

format minidisk d (group !

format minidisk e (group *

format minidisk f (group g1

format minidisk g (group *

format minidisk h (group !

In this example file of commands, the following rules apply:
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• The formatting of minidisk A cannot run at the same time as any other formatting operation except for the formatting of
minidisks B or C, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the formatting of minidisk A and F cannot run at the same time.
• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the formatting of minidisks E and G cannot run at the same time as any

other operation.
• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the formatting of minidisks D and H must be run separately after all other

operations are complete. Because both operations are marked with GROUP !, they will run serially with the formatting
of minidisk H following the formatting of minidisk D.

HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Format operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want each one to be checked for syntactic correctness before
any are executed, specify the HOLD local option on each command. No commands will then be executed until you enter
the immediate command END.

PROMPT and NOPROMPT Options
The PROMPT option tells HiDRO to issue a request to confirm a formatting operation before actually performing the
format. NOPROMPT tells HiDRO to format a disk without prompting for confirmation.

[PROMPT | NOPrompt]

PROMPT is the default when HiDRO is running in local mode, and NOPROMPT is the default when HiDRO is run in
disconnected machine mode.

NEWLABEL Option (Format operation)
The NEWLABEL option provides HiDRO with the volume label of a disk to be formatted. Normally, HiDRO determines the
volume label for the output disk dynamically.

NEWLABel (VOLser {NEW volser | ORIGinal | CURrent}

The NEWLABEL option allows you to tell HiDRO to use any of the following:

• A new volser with the keyword NEW and a volser.
• The volser of the input disk with the keyword ORIGINAL.
• The current volser with the keyword CURRENT.

If you do not specify the NEWLABEL option, HiDRO will attempt to read the volume label currently on the output disk. If a
label exists, it will be retained. If a label does not exist or it is unreadable, HiDRO will construct a volser consisting of the
last three characters of the user ID requesting the formatting and the 3-digit unit address of the output disk. For example,
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if HiDRO was told to format unit 194 owned by user ID NEWPROD but the label for the output disk was unreadable and
the NEWLABEL option was not specified, HiDRO would use the volser ROD194.

If HiDRO must construct a label from a 4-digit unit address, the first digit will be ignored and the final three digits will be
used. If the unit number had been 1234 in the previous example, HiDRO would use volser ROD234.

Examples:

• In the following format operation, a new volume serial number is assigned to an output disk with the NEWLABEL
option.

format unit 194 (newlabel (volser new tgi194)

In this example, unit 194 will be formatted. HiDRO will label unit 194 with the volser TGI194. The user will be prompted
to confirm the format operation should be performed.

• In the following format operation, an output disk is specifically formatted.

format unit 333 (blk 4k noprompt) (newlabel (volser new mpowell)

In this example, unit 333 will be formatted with a block size of 4K. HiDRO will label unit 333 with the volser MPOWELL.
The NOPROMPT option instructs HiDRO to suppress the user prompt to confirm that the format operation should be
performed.

Verify Operation
The verify operation has two functions.

• It checks that backed up data can be restored.
• It optionally records additional catalog information about a backup.

Every verify operation performs the first function, and is, in effect, a restore operation without output except for messages
that may be generated.

The output from a verify operation that performs the second function is a set of records written to the HiDRO catalog. To
perform this function, the local option CATALOG must be specified.

There are two methods for verifying data:

• With verify commands generated manually. The components of such commands are described in this section.
• By verify commands generated automatically through the HiDRO catalog verify function. This method is described in

Catalog Operation.

Using catalog verify commands is usually easier than using verify commands without the catalog. The verify commands
described in this section should normally only be used when the catalog is not available.

To verify all the data from a single backup job, use the VERGEN EXEC, which is delivered with HiDRO. This EXEC
creates a file of verify commands from any summary file generated during a backup job. This verification is important
when you are migrating data. For more information, see Verifying All Data from a Single Backup Job.

NOTE

• The use of VERGEN EXEC is considered an advanced procedure. Familiarize yourself thoroughly with the
verify operation before you attempt to use VERGEN EXEC.

• For more Information about the various methods of running HiDRO and how to submit commands, see
Executing HIDRO Commands.
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VERIFY Command Format
The VERIFY command has three components. Each is explained below.

VERify input [( local...]

VERIFY
Specifies that the task to be performed is a verify operation.

input
Specifies the same input parameters and local options pertaining to input as a restore command. For example,
the IVOLUMES local option is required for a VERIFY operation from tape just as it is for a restore. Information
about an output destination is unnecessary. However, if syntactically correct output parameters and local options
pertaining to output are specified, they are normally accepted and ignored unless they would have a direct impact
on the verify operation.

NOTE
For information about specifying input parameters and local options pertaining to input for a restore, see
Restore Operation.

Example: Both the restore and VERIFY commands that follow are syntactically correct and will be processed by
HiDRO.
restore tape to minidisk a (ivolume 123456

verify tape to minidisk a (ivolume 123456

The first file on tape 123456 will be restored or verified. If the restore command is issued, data will be output to
the currently attached minidisk with filemode A. If the VERIFY command is issued, the data will only be read to
ensure that it could be restored, but no data will be output. Because no output destination is needed, the following
command would have been sufficient for a VERIFY operation.
verify tape (ivolume 1234563

local
Several local options are useful when specifying a VERIFY operation. These are described below.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.
The IVOLUMES option is required when you are verifying a backup image on tape.

Local Options for Verify Operations
The local options useful during a verify operation are described in the following sections in alphabetical order. The
abbreviations for the options are given in the syntax diagram, but no abbreviations are used in the text or examples for the
sake of clarity.

Option (link) Description
CATALOG Option (Verify operation) Controls the recording of information about backup activity in the

HiDRO catalog.
CORE Option (Duplicate operation) Tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can

use after memory has been freed for operating system and other
overhead.

DECRYPT Option (Verify operation) Specifies that a backup must be decrypted.
FLIST Option (Verify operation) Tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS file present in the

backup image that is being verified as a class L message.
GROUP Option (Verify operation) Allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the

same time as another HiDRO operation.
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HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Verify operation) Tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands
entered from a console or through a SYSIN file if one or more of
the commands contain syntax errors.

ITAPE Option (Verify operation) Sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.
IVOLUMES Option (Verify operation) Designates the input tape volume or volumes for a verify

operation.
IVORG Option (Verify operation) Allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS,

DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

 

controls the recording of information about backup activity in the HiDRO catalog.

CATALOG Option (Verify operation)
The CATALOG option controls the recording of information about backup activity in the HiDRO catalog.

{CATalog | CATlg} {FULL | BRIEF| OFF}

If HiDRO originally backed up data with the option CATALOG OFF and the local option default FIALLOC, a verify
operation can be used to add catalog information by placing the option CATALOG BRIEF or CATALOG FULL on the verify
command. Adding information allows you to browse the HiDRO catalog and to restore data more easily.

NOTE

The date and expiration of verified backups depends on whether you have applied PTF RO83568.

With PTF RO83568 applied
By default, the catalog information added during a verify operation carries the original  date and expiration of
the backup operation. That is, the verified backup maintains the same backup date and expiration details during
catalog browse and restore operations. Only the volser information is different.

If the tapes being verified were created by the duplicate operation, the expiration date may have been changed
during that operation. In either case, the expiration date of the input to the verify operation is maintained.

With PTF RO83568 not applied
The catalog information added during a verify operation carries the date of the verify operation and not of the
original backup. That is, the verified backup becomes the LATEST (most recent) backup in the catalog. The
verified backup will be considered the most recent backup during catalog browse and restore operations.

The HiDRO catalog consists of three files. The filename of these three files is set during installation, and the delivered
catalog is SYBCAT. The name of the catalog used may be set at run time with the global option CATNAME, but it is best to
define a new catalog before using it with the Catalog Manager on the HIDRO machine. The filetypes of the three catalog
files are INDEX, DNAMES, and FNAMES.

• The INDEX file contains a 256-byte record for each backup performed, and identifies the backup image and its
location. This is sufficient information to restore a tape file through the catalog. A tape file normally contains a minidisk
or filespace.

• The DNAMES file contains a 32-byte record for each shared file directory that is backed up.
• The FNAMES file contains a record for each CMS and shared file that HiDRO backs up. The record may contain

16, 22, or 32 bytes, depending on the amount of information you choose to record.

CATALOG FULL tells HiDRO to record full catalog information in all files: INDEX, FNAMES, and DNAMES. This setting is
only valid when the FIALLOC option is in effect.

CATALOG FULL allows you to browse the catalog and locate the names of individual files that have been verified.
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CATALOG BRIEF tells HiDRO to record catalog information only in the INDEX and DNAMES files. When this option is
specified, CMS and shared files cannot be located individually when you browse the catalog. However, such files can still
be restored individually if you know their file IDs.

NOTE

More information:

• Catalog Operation
• The SYBLIST Command

Example:

The following verify operation uses the CATALOG FULL option.

 verify tape (ivolumes 123456 catalog full 

This command verifies that the data in the first file on a tape can be restored and adds a record to the FNAMES catalog
file for each CMS file included in the backed up data. This record will contain 16, 22, or 32 bytes, depending on the
amount of catalog information you have chosen to record at installation or later in the interface where HiDRO product
defaults are set. A 256-byte record is added to the INDEX file for the backup in general. After this operation, any file in the
backup can be restored or displayed simply by specifying its name.

NOTE
The CATALOG option and the ITAPE FSN ALL option cannot be specified in the same verify command. If you
wish to catalog the information about all the tape files on a backup tape, you must issue a command for each
tape file. For example, the following commands catalog the backup information in the three files on a backup
tape.

 verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 1 catalog full  verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 2 catalog

 full verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 3 catalog full 

In this example, the information from tape files 1, 2, and 3 will be cataloged during a verify operation. The ITAPE FSN ALL
option cannot be used when information is being cataloged during a verify operation.

CORE Option (Verify operation)
The CORE option tells HiDRO how much memory a single HiDRO operation can use after memory has been freed for
operating system and other overhead.

CORE {1393K | n | MAX | nK | nM}

NOTE
For more information about how to specify the total amount of memory to be used by a HiDRO job and the
amount of memory automatically freed for overhead before the memory is shared by all individual operations,
see VMCORE Option.

If the amount of memory specified in the CORE option is not available and other tasks are running, the HiDRO operation
will wait. If not enough memory is available and no tasks are running, the HiDRO operation will terminate.

The CORE option overrides the installation option and the global option OPCORE. Normally, you would use the default
setting except under special conditions.

The CORE value can be expressed in bytes (n), kilobytes (nK), or megabytes (nM). If you specify CORE MAX, HiDRO will
use the largest area of contiguous memory available after memory has been released for overhead to complete the task
for which CORE MAX is specified. If you want HiDRO to use multitasking, do not specify CORE MAX.
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If less memory than the HiDRO system default OPCORE is available in the virtual machine running HiDRO, CORE MAX
can be used to enable HiDRO to run in a smaller amount of memory.

Example:

verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 30 core max

In this example, HiDRO is instructed to verify the 30th file on tape 123456.

DECRYPT Option (Verify operation)
The DECRYPT option specifies that a backup must be decrypted.

 DECrypt Cipher {"Cipher Name"} Key hexstring 

 

 Cipher Name:

   TDES-192

 | AES-128

 | AES-192

 | AES-256

 

If the backup image is encrypted and the DECRYPT option is omitted, the task will terminate abnormally with an error
message. If the backup is not encrypted this option is ignored. The CIPHER and KEY sub-parameters are defined the
same as for the ENCRYPT option of the BACKUP operation.

If you want to verify an encrypted backup image, you must specify the same cipher and the key you used for the BACKUP
operation when the backup was created. Otherwise you will not be able to verify the backup image and the VERIFY
operation will terminate abnormally with an error message.

NOTE
The VERGEN exec can generate verify commands that use the DECRYPT option. When VERGEN runs with the
DECRYPT operand, it prompts the user for a cipher name and key. This cipher name and key are used for all
the verify commands that VERGEN generates in that job. For more information, see VERGEN EXEC.

Example

 verify tape (ivolume 123456 decrypt (cipher aes-128 key  - 

 b95d1a60f096b105ada797c157ad78c8

 

In this example, HiDRO is told to verify the first file on tape 123456. The first file on the tape will be used for the verify
operation because no file sequence number is specified with an ITAPE FSN option. If the backup is encrypted, HiDRO will
try to decrypt the backup with AES-128 algorithm and specified 128 bit key, which is 32 characters long.

FLIST Option (Verify operation)
The FLIST option tells HiDRO to list the name of each CMS file present in the backup image that is being verified as a
class L message.

 FLIst

 

This option allows you to identify the files included in a backup image without actually restoring the data even if no catalog
information was recorded. However, the FLIST option is only effective if the FIALLOC option was specified or was the
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default during the backup. For more information about the FIALLOC option, see FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE
Options.

Example:

  verify tape (ivolumes 123456 flist 

 

In this example, HiDRO is told to verify the first file on tape volume 123456. The name of each file in the backup image
will appear in a class L message. The option FIALLOC is assumed to have been in effect during the original backup
operation.

GROUP Option (Verify operation)
The GROUP option allows you to control whether a HiDRO operation can run at the same time as another HiDRO
operation.

GROUP {groupid | * | !}

After the keyword GROUP, you can specify a group ID, an asterisk (*), or an exclamation point (!).

If you specify two or more operations with the same group ID, you will prevent these operations from executing at the
same time. A group ID may contain up to eight alphanumeric characters in any combination you choose.

If you specify an operation with GROUP *, the operation will run separately from all other HiDRO operations.

If you specify an operation with GROUP !, the operation will run separately and after all other HiDRO operations are
complete.

Example:

verify tape (ivolumes 111111 itape fsn 3 group g1

verify tape (ivolumes 222222 itape fsn 8 group g2

verify tape (ivolumes 333333 itape fsn 2 group g2

verify tape (ivolumes 444444 itape fsn 7 group !

verify tape (ivolumes 555555 itape fsn 5 group *

verify tape (ivolumes 666666 itape fsn 3 group g1

verify tape (ivolumes 777777 itape fsn 4 group *

verify tape (ivolumes 888888 itape fsn 9 group !

In this example file of commands, the following rules apply:

• The verify operation for volume 111111 cannot run at the same time as any other verify operation except for the
verification of volumes 222222 or 333333, which are part of a separate group (G2).

• Because they are part of the same group (G1), the verify operations for volumes 111111 and 666666 cannot run at the
same time.

• Because they are specified with GROUP *, the verify operation for volumes 555555 and 777777. cannot run at the
same time as any other operation.

• Because they are specified with GROUP !, the verify operations for volumes 444444 and 888888 must be run
separately after all other operations are complete.
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HOLD and NOHOLD Options (Verify operation)
The HOLD and NOHOLD options tell HiDRO whether to hold the execution of a set of commands entered from a console
or through a SYSIN file if one or more of the commands contain syntax errors.

[HOLD | NOHOLD]

If HOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will not execute any operations. This is the default
for commands input from a SYSIN file.

If NOHOLD is specified and one or more syntax errors are found, HiDRO will only execute the syntactically correct
commands. This is the default for commands input from the console.

If you are entering commands from the console and you want each one to be checked for syntactic correctness before
any are executed, specify the HOLD local option on each command. No commands will then be executed until you enter
the immediate command END.

ITAPE Option (Verify operation)

Overview

The ITAPE option sets the characteristics of an input tape volume.

ITAPe [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[FSN {1 | n | *}]

[SL | NL | SUL exitname | NSL | BLP]

[REWind | LEAve | UNLoad]

[LTM | NOLTM]

[IDRC | XF | COMPACT]

[36TRK | 128TRK]

[BID xxxxxxxx]

The ITAPE option allows you to set the following for an input tape volume:
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• File sequence number (FSN)
• Tape label
• Final tape disposition
• Tape mark
• Request for IDRC tape drive
• Request for 3490E tape drive
• Request for 3590 tape drive
• Block ID (BID) for 3480, 3490, and 3590 cartridges

If you are verifying a backup image from any file other than the first, you must specify the FSN or BID parameters to tell
HiDRO the position of the tape file containing the backup image.

When both a block ID (BID) and file sequence number (FSN) are specified and you are using a cartridge drive, HiDRO will
attempt to use the BID first. If the tape positioning fails, HiDRO will use the FSN to position the tape.

Even though parentheses are shown in the ITAPE format statement, they are only mandatory when more than one
subparameter of ITAPE is specified.

File Sequence Number (FSN)

The first parameter shown in the ITAPE format statement allows you to set the position on the input tape volume where
HiDRO will read input for the verify.

The position or file sequence number (FSN) can be set in the following ways:

• As a specific tape file number (n) from 1 to 9999
• To the current tape file (*)
• To the entire tape (ALL)

Specifying a specific number tells HiDRO to begin reading at that position. For example, if you specify 5, HiDRO will read
the fifth tape file.

FSN ALL can only be used in a verify operation. It allows you to verify an entire tape.

NOTE

• You cannot use the special ITAPE subparameter FSN ALL if you are using the CATALOG local option.
• ITAPE FSN ALL will cause a verify operation to fail if a tape is positioned at its beginning and the first file on

the tape is a file continued from another tape. If more than one tape was used during the backup operation
you wish to verify, you must include all the backup tapes in order for the verify operation to be successful.

Examples:

• The following verify command uses the ITAPE option with FSN to give a specific tape file position.

verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 5

In this example, HiDRO is told to verify the fifth file on tape 123456. Because only one parameter of the ITAPE option
is present, no enclosing parentheses are needed.

• The following verify command uses FSN ALL.

verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn all

This command tells HiDRO to verify the entire tape 123456 on the currently attached drive.
• In the following verify command, the last file on the first tape volume (BACK1) is continued on the second volume

(BACK2).

verify tape (ivolumes (back1 back2) itape fsn all
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If this command is issued, both tapes (BACK1 and BACK2) will be verified. The tape BACK2 cannot be verified unless
BACK1 is also verified.

Tape Labels

Whenever a tape is mounted, HiDRO checks to see that it conforms to the specifications that you have set. If an
incorrectly labelled tape is mounted, HiDRO will reject the tape.

When SL is specified, HiDRO checks for standard tape labels. The type of tape label is determined by the setting of the
IVORG option. Normally, the IVORG option is set to OS.

Although the use of unlabeled (NL) tapes is supported, it is not recommended.

If SUL is specified with an exitname, HiDRO reads the standard labels and then the exit is called to process the user-
written tape labels. HiDRO provides the user-written tape labels to the exit. For more information about tape management
user exits, see the documentation for administrators.

If NSL or BLP are specified, HiDRO will ignore tape labels.

Final Tape Disposition

The tape disposition parameter tells HiDRO how to position the tape at the end of each operation.

REWIND
Specifies that the tape will be rewound at the end of the operation.

UNLOAD
Specifies that the tape will be rewound and unloaded.

LEAVE
Specifies that the tape will be left in the position where HiDRO finished reading or writing, depending on the
operation. LEAVE is the default.

Tape Mark

The tape mark parameter is used mainly for compatibility with DOS non-labelled tapes, which often have a leading tape
mark before the first data file.

If LTM is specified, HiDRO will expect a leading tape mark. If NOLTM is specified, HiDRO will not expect a leading tape
mark.

Request for Tape Drive

If IDRC or XF is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a tape drive that is capable of processing Improved
Data Recording Capability (IDRC) tapes.

If 36TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3490E tape drive.

If 128TRK is specified, the HiDRO ATTACH message will request a 3590 tape drive.

If a tape drive is already attached at the beginning of a HiDRO job, HiDRO will attempt to use the drive that is attached.

Block ID

The block ID (BID) subparameter specifies the location (xxxxxxxx) on a 3480, 3490, or 3590 cartridge where the backup
image to be verified is held.

If cartridges are being used and both the BID and FSN parameter are specified, HiDRO will first try to use the BID
parameter to find the backup image and will only use the FSN parameter if the BID block specification cannot be located
on the cartridge.
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NOTE
Block IDs are generated during catalog verify operations. For more information, see Catalog Operation.

IVOLUMES Option (Verify operation)
The IVOLUMES option designates the input tape volume or volumes for a verify operation.

IVOLumes {volser | (volser...)}

volser
Specifies the volume serial number of a tape volume.

The IVOLUMES option is always required when you verify a backup image from tape. If the backup image spans several
tape volumes, all tape volsers must be specified in the correct order and must be enclosed in parentheses.

If you wish HiDRO to verify from a file other than the first, you must specify either the local option ITAPE FSN or ITAPE
BID (cartridges only). Otherwise, HiDRO will always verify data from the first file on an input tape.

Examples:

• In the following verify operation, IVOLumes is used.

verify tape (ivolumes 123456

In this example, the backup image in the first file on tape 123456 will be verified.
• In the following verify operation, multiple input tapes are specified.

verify tape (ivolumes (tape01 tape75 tape37)

In this example, the first file from TAPE01, which is continued on TAPE75 and TAPE37, will be verified.
• The following verify operation specifies the final file on a tape, which is continued on a second tape.

verify tape (ivolumes (tape17 tape18) itape fsn 57

In this example, the last file (file number 57) on TAPE17, which is continued on TAPE18, will be verified.

IVORG Option (Verify operation)
The IVORG option allows you to specify the organization of an input volume: OS, DOS, CMS, CP, or UNDEFINED.

IVORg {OS | DOS | CMS | CP | UNDefined}

Because normally HiDRO dynamically determines organization, the IVORG option is only used in special circumstances.
For example, if a DOS standard label tape is input to a verify operation, specifying IVORG DOS tells HiDRO to expect a
HDR1 but not a HDR2 label. If IVORG DOS was not specified, HiDRO would check for an OS label, according to default.
Not finding such a label, HiDRO would reject the tape.

The CP and UNDEFINED specifications are ignored for tape input. IVORG CMS are treated as IVORG DOS.

Example:

verify tape (ivolumes 123456 itape fsn 5 ivorg dos

In this example, HiDRO is told to verify the backup image in the fifth file position on tape 123456. HiDRO will expect tape
123456 to have a DOS standard label.
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Catalog Operation
Contents

The HiDRO catalog operation allows you to perform functions using data from the catalog or to perform functions that
maintain the catalog itself. Using specific criteria, you may do the following:

• Create a command to restore data and execute it (RESTORE).
• Create a command to verify a backup image and execute it (VERIFY).
• Display catalog records (DISPLAY and REPORT).
• Mark catalog records to be removed (DELETE).
• Reinstate catalog records marked for removal but not actually removed (RECLAIM).
• Remove expired records and records previously marked for removal (CONDENSE).
• Integrate new catalog records (UPDATE).

Distinction Between an Operation and a Function

When you are using the catalog operation, it is important to understand the difference between an operation and a
function.

HiDRO allows you to perform seven operations: backup, restore, copy, duplicate, format, verify, and catalog. The catalog
operation has eight functions: condense, delete, display, reclaim, report, restore, update, and verify.

The restore and verify functions generate commands that perform restore and verify operations with information that the
functions take from the HiDRO catalog.

HiDRO Catalog

The HiDRO catalog is a set of files that contain information about backups that allows HiDRO to restore data. A maximum
of three files with the following filetypes may be present:

INDEX
The INDEX file contains the basic information about a backup, including tape volsers and backup dates.

DNAMES
The DNAMES file contains the names of shared file directories that have been backed up.

FNAMES
The FNAMES file contains the file IDs of backed up CMS and shared files. This file is optional, and is useful for
locating information about individual files in a backup image and restoring them more easily.

The delivered default name for each file is SYBCAT, and, in a normal installation, the catalog files would usually be named
as follows:

• SYBCAT INDEX A
• SYBCAT DNAMES A
• SYBCAT FNAMES A

The filename for the catalog files can be changed with the CATNAME option. The default name will be assumed in all
examples in this section.

The amount of data recorded in the catalog about a backup is set at installation or later in the online interface that is used
to reset HiDRO defaults and by the local option CATALOG.

NOTE
Editing or changing the HiDRO catalog without using the delivered HiDRO catalog functions may result in a
permanent loss of data.
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Catalog Messages

The HiDRO catalog generates C class messages. These messages are routed to the console, printer, or a CMS file
according to the installation and global option settings of USERCLASS, CONCLASS, and SYSPRINT. Because many
catalog messages are longer than 80 bytes, you may want to route them to a destination other than the console.

Exclusive Operation of Catalog Functions

Because all catalog functions use the largest contiguous piece of memory available in the virtual machine, no catalog
function will run at the same time as another HiDRO operation.

CATALOG Command Format
A catalog command may have as many as five components, and a different set of components is used for each function.

{CATalog | CATlg} function [criteria]... [TO output] [( local...]

CATALOG
Signifies that the task to be performed is a catalog function. The CATALOG keyword may be abbreviated as CAT.

function
Specifies the catalog function keyword. The uppercase letters in each keyword are the abbreviation for that
keyword:

• CONdense
• DELete
• DISplay
• REClaim
• REPort
• Restore
• UPDate
• VERify

Only the CATALOG keyword and a function keyword are needed for the condense and update functions.
criteria

Specifies criteria that can be used in a catalog command:

• DATE
• DISK
• DSNAME
• FILES
• FPOOL
• FSN
• FSPACE
• OWNER
• POOLID
• SGROUP
• UNIT
• VOLUME

The FSN criterion must be preceded by the VOLUME criterion, and FPOOL must be specified when FSPACE or
SGROUP is specified. In addition, some criteria are mutually exclusive.
Each of these criteria and the way in which it is used by each function is described in Search Criteria.
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TO output
TO

Separates the criteria specified for the restore function and the output specification for that function.
output

Specifies the destination of restored data, Output can go to any of the following:

• DASD address
• Minidisk
• Filespace
• Virtual reader

local
Specifies one or more local options for a catalog function. Catalog functions other than condense and update
may take a selection of the standard HiDRO options or special catalog function local options. The use of standard
HiDRO options is described in Standard Local Options. Information about the special local options can be found in
the descriptions of the functions with which they are used.
Local options may be specified in any order, and the first option must be preceded by an open (left) parenthesis.

Search Criteria
To specify a catalog function that applies to only certain catalog records, use the HiDRO search criteria. You can restrict
the search by using several specific search criteria. You can also broaden the search with wildcards.

You can specify single values, lists, and ranges depending on the combination of criterion and function you are using.

• A list is a set of single values and/or ranges within parentheses.
• A range is a single value followed by a right arrowhead (>) sign and a second value. The second value must be greater

than the first.

To search the HiDRO catalog for individual files or sets of individual files, catalog your backups at the file level. To do so,
specify the CATALOG FULL option and use FIALLOC, the default option for backup operations.

NOTE
Search criteria are never specified for the CONDENSE and UPDATE functions.

Search Criteria Format
This section describes the formats of the search criteria for the catalog command.

NOTE

• No examples of individual criteria are given. However, sample criteria are given in the examples for the
individual function commands. For more information, see Catalog Functions.

• You cannot specify both criteria pertaining to shared files and criteria pertaining to minidisks in the same
catalog command.

DATE
The DATE search criterion allows you to specify backups that were run at specific dates and times.

DATE {“Date format”}

Date format:

  mm/dd/yy [hh:mm]
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| ( [mm/dd/yy [hh:mm]] ...)

| ( mm/dd/yy [hh:mm] > mm/dd/yy [hh:mm] )

| ( mm/dd/yy [hh:mm] > mm/dd/yy [hh:mm] mm/dd/yy [hh:mm]...)

| *

For the DELETE, DISPLAY, RECLAIM, and REPORT functions, you may specify the following DATE criteria:

• A single date and time
• A list of dates and times
• A range of dates and times
• A range of dates and times and one or more date and time outside that range
• All dates and times, specified by a wildcard (*)

For the RESTORE and VERIFY functions, only a single date and time or a range of dates and times can be specified.

A time specification is always optional. If no time is specified, the entire day is assumed.

If the DATE criterion is omitted, the most recent backup is the default. HiDRO searches for information about the most
recent backup in all catalog functions except DELETE and RECLAIM, where the DATE criterion is required. For the
DISPLAY and REPORT functions with file IDs specified, the most recent occurrence of the file IDs in the HiDRO catalog
will be retrieved, regardless of the date of the backup image. For the RESTORE and VERIFY functions, the most recent
backup image of the minidisk or filespace will be retrieved.

NOTE
For an example of how to specify a range of dates, see DELETE Function.

DISK
The DISK search criterion allows you to specify backups of specific minidisks or physical volumes by volser.

DISK {volser | *}

You can specify either a volser or a wildcard (*) for any catalog function except CONDENSE and UPDATE.

NOTE
The volser of a minidisk that does not begin at cylinder 0 of a physical pack is the label of the minidisk and not
the label of the pack.

DSNAME
The DSNAME search criterion allows you to specify the name of a tape backup file in OS format.

DSName {datasetname | *}

The name may contain up to 17 characters, including any periods used in the name.

You can specify a dataset name (datasetname) or a wildcard (*) for any catalog function except CONDENSE and
UPDATE.

Note: The DSNAME is alternatively known as an OS tape file name.

Files
The FILES search criterion allows you to include backups of specific files by their file IDs. The -FILES search criterion
allows you to exclude backups of specific files by their file IDs.
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{Files |-Files} {"File Parm"}

File Parm:

  fileid

| (fileid...)

| (fileidlow > fileidhigh)

| (fileidlow > fileidhigh fileid...)

| * *

NOTE
You may use ¬FILES as a keyword instead of -FILES if you wish.

A file ID consists of a filename and filetype.

For the DISPLAY, REPORT, RESTORE, and VERIFY functions, you can specify the following file IDs:

• A single file ID
• A list of file IDs
• A range of file IDs
• A range of file IDs and one or more files outside that range
• All file IDs, specified by wildcard asterisks (* *) for filename and filetype. A single wildcard may also be used in place of

a filename or filetype or the trailing part of either.

Note: The FILES and -FILES criteria cannot be specified for the DELETE and RECLAIM functions.

FPOOL
The FPOOL search criterion allows you to specify backups of specific filepools.

FPool {"Filepool Parm"}

 

Filepool Parm:

  filepool

| (filepool...)

| (filepoollow > filepoolhigh)

| (filepoollow > filepoolhigh filepool...)

| *

For RESTORE and VERIFY functions, you can specify only a single filepool. For all other functions except CONDENSE
and UPDATE, you can specify the following:

• A single filepool
• A list of filepools
• A range of filepools
• A range of filepools and one or more filepools outside that range
• All filepools, specified by a wildcard asterisk (*). A wildcard may also be used in place of the trailing part of a filepool

name.

FPOOL may not be specified for the CONDENSE and UPDATE functions.

If no FPOOL search criterion is specified, the shared file system is ignored.
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WARNING
To specify FPOOL, SFS backups must be activated in the general system settings or the global option SFS
must be specified. If neither of these conditions is met, a CATALOG command with FPOOL will fail. For more
information, see SFS and NOSFS Options and the documentation for administrators.

If you specify the FPOOL criterion for a DELETE or RECLAIM function, you must also specify an FSPACE criterion. In
other cases where FPOOL is specified but the search criteria FSPACE and SGROUP are not, FSPACE and SGROUP
default to wildcard.

FSN
The FSN search criterion allows you to specify backups in particular locations on a tape volume by their file sequence
numbers.

FSN {nnn | *}

If you specify FSN, you must always precede it with a VOLUME criterion.

For any catalog function except CONDENSE and UPDATE, you may specify a file sequence number (nnn) or a wildcard
(*) for all files on the tape.

FSPACE
The FSPACE search criterion allows you to specify backups of specific filespaces.

FSpace {"Filespace Parm"}

Filespace Parm:

  filespace

| (filespace...)

| (filespacelow > filespacehigh)

| (filespacelow > filespacehigh filespace...)

| *

| dirname

| ( dirname...)

If FSPACE is specified, the FPOOL criterion must also be specified.

For any catalog function except CONDENSE and UPDATE, you may specify the following:

• A single filespace
• A list of filespaces
• A range of filespaces
• A range of filespaces and one or more filespaces outside that range
• All filespaces, specified by a wildcard asterisk (*). A wildcard may also be used in place of the trailing part of any

filespace name.

Fully qualified directory names in the same filespace may be substituted for filespace names.

Example:
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cat rep date * fpool * fspace * (a* > g*)

In this example, HiDRO reported for every filespace that started with A through G in all file pools.

OWNER

OWNer {“Owner Parm”}

Owner Parm:

  userid

| (userid...)

| (useridlow > useridhigh)

| (useridlow > useridhigh userid...)

| *

The OWNER search criterion allows you to specify backups for specific minidisk owners by giving their user IDs. OWNER
never refers to the owner of a filespace.

For the DELETE, DISPLAY, RECLAIM, and REPORT functions, you can specify the following:

• A single user ID
• A list of user IDs
• A range of user IDs
• A range of user IDs and one or more user IDs outside that range
• All user IDs, by specifying a wildcard asterisk (*). A wildcard may also be used in place of the trailing part of any user

ID.

For a RESTORE or VERIFY function, you can specify a single user ID, a list, or a range. You cannot specify a wildcard,
either on its own or as part of a user ID.

If no OWNER is specified, the user ID of the current virtual machine is the default for local mode while the user ID that
submits the job to the SYBMON machine is the default in disconnected mode.

POOLID
The POOLID search criterion allows you to specify the tape pool to which a tape containing a backup image is assigned.

POOLid {“Pool Parm”}

Pool Parm:

  poolname

| (poolname...)

| (poolnamelow > poolnamehigh)

| (poolnamelow > poolnamehigh poolname...)

| *

For any catalog function except CONDENSE and UPDATE, you can specify the following pool IDs:
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• A single poolname
• A list of poolnames
• A range of poolnames
• A range of poolnames and one or more poolnames outside that range
• All poolnames, specified by a wildcard asterisk (*). A wildcard may also be used in place of the trailing part of any

poolname.

SGROUP
The SGROUP search criterion allows you to specify backups of SFS storage groups by their number (n). If SGROUP is
specified, the FPOOL criterion must also be specified.

SGRoup {“Parm”}

Parm:

  n

| (n...)

| (nlow > nhigh)

| (nlow > nhigh n... )

| *

For all catalog functions except CONDENSE and UPDATE, you may specify the following:

• A single storage group number
• A list of storage group numbers
• A range of storage group numbers
• A range of storage group numbers and one or more storage group numbers outside that range
• All storage group numbers, specified by a wildcard asterisk (*)

When you specify SGROUP for a display, report, restore, or verify function, you must also specify an FPOOL criterion.
When you specify SGROUP for a delete or reclaim function, you must specify both an FPOOL and an FSPACE criterion.

UNIT
The UNIT search criterion allows you to specify backups of a minidisk or physical volume by its virtual address (ccuu).

Unit {ccuu | *}

For all functions except CONDENSE and UPDATE, you can specify a virtual address or a wildcard (*) for any unit.

Unless you are restoring or verifying shared files, the UNIT criterion must be specified, but it can be specified as UNIT *.

VOLUME
The VOLUME search criterion allows you to specify the volume, normally tape, on which a backup file resides.

VOLume {volser | *}

For all functions except CONDENSE or UPDATE, you may specify a volser or a wildcard (*) for any volume. The wildcard
may also be used as the trailing part of any volser.
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Catalog Functions
The catalog functions and their formats are described in this section, along with the special local options that can be used
with each. The uppercase letters in each keyword are the abbreviation for that keyword.

The use of search criteria is described in Search Criteria Format. The use of standard local options with specific functions
is described in Standard Local Options.

CONDENSE Function
The CONDENSE function tells HiDRO to purge all records from the HiDRO catalog that were previously marked as
deleted or that are expired, thus freeing space on the minidisk containing the catalog. The CONDENSE function also frees
all tapes containing expired backups and recycles them to the correct physical pool.

 CONdense

 

After the CONDENSE function has completed, no records marked as deleted can be reclaimed.

Example:

 hidro catalog condense

In this example, HiDRO is told to remove all deleted and expired records in the default catalog, whose files are named
SYBCAT.

If you wish to condense a catalog with an alternative name, use a command similar to the following.

 hidro catname offsite / catalog condense

In this example, HiDRO is told to condense the catalog named OFFSITE. The alternative name is specified in the global
option CATNAME.

Allocating Space For a Catalog Condense

Because of the importance of the HiDRO catalog, HiDRO creates a new set of catalog files during a condense. When the
condense has been completed successfully on the new catalog files, the old catalog files are deleted. If the condense
function should fail, the old catalog files are still available for use.

Because a new set of catalog files is created, you must be sure to allow enough free space on the disk that holds the
HiDRO catalog for the additional copy.

NOTE
For information about the files in the HiDRO catalog, see HiDRO Catalog.

If sufficient space is not available, the condense function will fail.

Condensing with an External Tape Manager

When a condense is performed, tapes are freed for reuse. The volume serial numbers (volsers) of these tapes are placed
in a CMS file called SCRATCH LIST A1 as a series of six-byte records. This file is not used by HiDRO, but a user exit can
use the information in it to pass the volsers of freed tapes to an external tape manager.

If an exit is to read SCRATCH LIST, it can be called with the HiDRO TEXIT global option, using processing option C.
The exit will only be called after the condense function has completed successfully. For more information, see the TEXIT
global option.

If SCRATCH LIST A1 is present at the beginning of a condense function, it is deleted and then recreated after the
condense function is complete.
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The exits supplied by Broadcom for VM:Tape and StorageTek Silos (STK ACS) will request that the external tape manager
expire the tapes during a condense function if they are installed normally.

The Condense Event

The HiDRO catalog is normally condensed automatically by the CONDENSE event that is delivered with HiDRO as a
scheduled event.

NOTE
For more information about this event and the HiDRO scheduler, see Displaying Currently-Defined Events in the
documentation for administrators.

If you wish to condense alternative catalogs automatically, you may write an EXEC similar to the CONDENSE EXEC on
the HiDRO monitor (SYBMON) machine and schedule it as an event.

DELETE Function
The DELETE function marks catalog records for removal from the catalog if the records match the criteria specified.

 DELete criteria... [(local...)]

 

Records are not actually removed until a catalog CONDENSE function is performed.

Until the condense function is executed, you can use the RECLAIM function to restore the marked records to the catalog.

The DATE search criteria must be specified on a catalog delete command. However, DATE can be specified as DATE *.

The DELETE function prints a report as class C messages of all the catalog information marked for removal.

NOTE

More information:

• CONDENSE Function
• RECLAIM Function
• Special Local Option for DELETE

Examples:

• The following catalog command uses the DELETE function.
 catalog delete volume 123456 owner * date *

In this example, HiDRO is told to mark all catalog records for removal that contain information about backups on tape
volume 123456 for all minidisks belonging to all user IDs and all dates.
This command does not mark any records for backups of filespaces.

• The following CATALOG DELETE command specifies shared files.
 catalog delete volume 123456 fpool * fspace * date *

In this example, HiDRO is told to mark all catalog records for removal that contain information about filespaces. No
records will be removed until a condense function is executed.

• The following CATALOG DELETE command specifies a range of dates for deleting CMS data.
 catalog delete date (1/1/14 > 12/31/15) owner * unit *

In this example, HiDRO is told to mark all catalog records for removal that contain information about backups
performed from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2015.
This command does not mark any records for backups of filespaces.
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Special Local Option for DELETE

The special local option FNAMES can be used on the catalog delete command. FNAMES tells HiDRO to mark for removal
only the CMS and SFS file level detail of the files specified by the command.

 FNames

 

File level detail is contained in the FNAMES file in the catalog if you recorded full information when the data was
originally backed up. Using FNAMES reduces the size of the HiDRO catalog without deleting any information necessary
for restoring the data because the INDEX file is left untouched. However, you will no longer be able to see file level
information for the data when you browse the catalog.

NOTE

More information:

• HiDRO Catalog
• "FNPURGE" in EXEC Messages
• RECLAIM Function

Example:

 catalog delete fpool vmsysu: fspace quality - 

date mm/dd/yy > mm/dd/yy (fnames

In this example, HiDRO is told to mark all file level detail for removal from the catalog that meets the following criteria:

• Recorded for the filespace QUALITY in the filepool VMSYSU
• Data backed up between the specified dates

DISPLAY Function
The DISPLAY function retrieves information from the catalog and displays it in the form of multiline class C messages.

DISplay criteria... [(local...]

The amount of information displayed depends on the level of information that is being stored in the HiDRO catalog.

The destination of the messages is governed by the installation settings and the global options USERCLASS,
CONCLASS, and SYSPRINT. However, the output from a DISPLAY function is best suited to an 80 byte terminal display.

NOTE
For more information about USERCLASS, CONCLASS, and SYSPRINT, see Global Options or Changing the
Default Settings in the Administrators Guide.

For more information about USERCLASS, CONCLASS, and SYSPRINT, see Global Options or Changing the
Default Settings.

Examples:

• The following CATALOG command uses the DISPLAY function.

catalog display unit * owner (sales* markt*)

In this example, HiDRO is told to display information about the latest backups of data owned by user IDs beginning
with the character strings SALES and MARKT.

• Here is another example of a catalog DISPLAY command.
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catalog display owner sqltest unit * date (01/01/14 > 06/30/14 -

08/01/14 > 12/31/14)

In this command, HiDRO is told to display information about data owned by SQLTEST that was backed up between 1
January 2014 and 30 June 2014 or between 1 August 2014 and 31 December 2014.

Special Local Options For DISPLAY

Contents

Several special local options can be specified on the DISPLAY command: DELETED, DIRLIST, FLIST, SINGLE,
DOUBLE, and TRIPLE.

DELETED

The DELETED option tells HiDRO to display information only about catalog records that have been marked for removal by
the DELETE function.

DELeted

DIRLIST

DIRLIST tells HiDRO to produce a list of directories for each filespace included in the displayed information.

DIRlist

The DIRLIST option is used only when information about shared file system backups is displayed.

FLIST, SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE

The FLIST, SINGLE, DOUBLE, and TRIPLE options tell HiDRO to report file level information from the catalog.

[FLIst | SINGLE | DOUBLE | TRIPLE]

The amount of information reported depends on the level of catalog information that you are recording. The format of the
information is controlled as follows:

SINGLE
One column is used. The amount of information depends on the level you are recording.

DOUBLE
Two columns are used. The amount of information depends on the level you are recording.

TRIPLE
Three columns containing file IDs (filenames and filetypes) only are shown.
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When FLIST is specified, the format of the information displayed depends on the level of catalog information recorded.
The catalog levels (NAME, DATE, and ATTR) are chosen in the interface on the HiDRO machine where defaults are set.
Complete information is available in the help facility for that interface.

If the NAME level is chosen, three columns of information with file IDs only are shown. If DATE or ATTR is chosen, two
columns of information are shown.

RECLAIM Function
Contents

The RECLAIM function allows you to reinstate any records that have been marked for removal from the catalog by the
DELETE Function.

REClaim criteria... [(local...]

WARNING
The RECLAIM function works only if a CONDENSE function has not run since the records to be reinstated were
marked for removal. For more information about the DELETE function and its relationship to the CONDENSE
and RECLAIM functions, see DELETE Function.

The DATE search criteria must be specified on a catalog reclaim command. However, DATE may be specified as DATE *.

The RECLAIM function prints a report as class C messages of all the catalog information reinstated.

Example:

hidro catalog reclaim volume 123456 owner * date *

In this example, HiDRO is told to reinstate all catalog records that contain information about backups on tape volume
123456 for all user IDs and all dates. The records "reclaimed" were previously marked for removal with a DELETE
function but were not yet removed with a CONDENSE function.

This command does not reclaim records for backups of filespaces on tape 123456 that were previously marked for
removal.

Special Local Option for RECLAIM

The special local option FNAMES can be used on the CATALOG RECLAIM command. FNAMES tells HiDRO to restore
only the CMS and SFS file level detail of the files specified by the command.

FNames

Example:

catalog reclaim fpool vmsysu: fspace quality -

date mm/dd/yy > mm/dd/yy (fnames

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore all file level detail that was previously marked for removal from the catalog and
that meets the following criteria:

• Recorded for the filespace QUALITY in the filepool VMSYSU:
• Data backed up between the specified dates
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REPORT Function
Contents

The REPORT function retrieves information from the catalog and displays it in the form of multiline class C messages.

REPort criteria... [(local...]

The general system settings and the global options for USERCLASS, CONCLASS, and SYSPRINT govern the destination
of the messages.

The REPORT function displays the same information as the DISPLAY function and additional information under the
following headings:

ENCRYPTION
Gives information about the encryption state of backups. This parameter contains one of the following values:
No

-- The corresponding backup is not encrypted.
Required

-- The corresponding backup is encrypted and the user must add the DECRYPT option to access the data
in the encrypted backup image.

Wrong
-- The corresponding backup is encrypted. The cipher and key that the DECRYPT option passed to the
CATALOG REPORT command are not valid for this backup image.

Ok
-- The corresponding backup is encrypted. The cipher and key that the DECRYPT option passed to the
CATALOG REPORT command are valid for this backup image.

POOLID
Includes the name of the logical pool containing the tapes from the backup about which information is displayed.

EXPDT
Includes the expiration date of the tape containing the backed up data.

TYPE
Includes the type of backup performed: FULL, INCRemental, EXTent, or PARTial. A FULL backup is a base
backup. An INCREMENTAL backup includes only files that were created or changed after a particular base
or incremental backup. EXTENT marks a backup that processed data by physical extent. PARTIAL signifies a
backup where only subsets of files or physical extents have been included.

ORG
Includes the organization of the data. Some examples are CMS, CP, and UND (undefined).

The data displayed when a REPORT function is requested extends to 120 characters. If console output is not suppressed,
the lines will wrap. For this reason, output from a report function is normally directed to a LOG file or a SYSPRINT
SYSFILE or SYSPRINT PRT destination. These destinations are controlled by the installation and global option
SYSPRINT.

Examples:

• The following command gets information about CMS minidisk backups.

catalog report date (mm/dd/yy > mm/dd/yy) owner * - 

poolid (weekly daily)

In this command, HiDRO is told to display information about all backups of minidisks between the specified dates.
Information is displayed only when the backups used tapes from the WEEKLY and DAILY logical pools.
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The output does not include information about backups of data in the shared file system.
• Here is a similar example seeking information about backups of shared files.

catalog report date (mm/dd/yy > mm/dd/yy) fpool * - 

poolid (weekly daily)

In this command, HiDRO is told to display information about all backups of shared files between the specified dates.
Information is displayed only when the backups used tapes from the WEEKLY and DAILY logical pools.

Special Local Options For REPORT

Several special local options can be specified on the REPORT command: DELETED, DIRLIST, DOUBLE, FLIST,
SINGLE, and TRIPLE.

DELETED

The DELETED option tells HiDRO to display information only about catalog records that have been marked for removal by
the DELETE function.

DELeted

DIRLIST

DIRLIST tells HiDRO to produce a list of directories for each filespace included in the displayed information.

DIRlist

The DIRLIST option is used only when information about shared file system backups is displayed.

FLIST, SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE

The FLIST, SINGLE, DOUBLE, and TRIPLE options tell HiDRO to report file level information from the catalog.

[FLIst | SINGLE | DOUBLE | TRIPLE]

The amount of information reported depends on the level of catalog information that you are recording. The format of the
information is controlled as follows:

SINGLE
One column is used. The amount of information depends on the level you are recording.

DOUBLE
Two columns are used. The amount of information depends on the level you are recording.

TRIPLE
Three columns containing file IDs (filenames and filetypes) only are shown.

When FLIST is specified, the format of the information displayed depends on the level of catalog information recorded.
The catalog levels (NAME, DATE, and ATTR) are chosen in the interface on the HiDRO machine where defaults are set.
Complete information is available in the help facility for that interface.

If the NAME level is chosen, three columns of information with file IDs only are shown. If DATE or ATTR is chosen, two
columns of information are shown.
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RESTORE Function
The RESTORE function creates a command to restore data and executes it unless you use the  special local option
SAVE.

Restore criteria... [TO output (local...]

Several of the HiDRO standard local options such as ERASE and RECON are automatically placed on the generated
restore command. Information about the options added automatically and the local options that may be added manually
is given in Standard Local Options. Full explanations of both types of options can be found in Local Options for Restore
Operations.

The RESTORE function is the only catalog function that processes an output specification. If no output specification is
included in a catalog restore command, the restored data is sent to the same unit and user ID or the same filespace from
which the data was originally backed up.

Examples:

• The following catalog restore command has no output specification.
catalog restore unit 191 owner service

In this example, HiDRO is told to use the latest backups of the user ID SERVICE 191 disk to restore it. Because
the local option RECON has been added to the generated restore command automatically, HiDRO will perform a
reconstructive restore based on the information in its catalog. For more information about a reconstructive restore, see
RECON Option.

• The following catalog restore command is for a specific set of files.
catalog restore unit 191 owner engineer files * script

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore the latest copies held in backup images of all files with the filetype SCRIPT
that were originally backed up from ENGINEER 191 disk. The files will be restored to the same location because no
output specification is given.

Date Search Criteria

If a single date is specified in a DATE search criterion placed on a catalog restore command, HiDRO reconstructs the
entire minidisk or filespace, or the subset of files indicated, to its state at the end of the date specified.

If a range of dates is specified, HiDRO reconstructs the minidisk or filespace, or the subset of files indicated, using the
date to the left of the arrowhead as its starting date and to the right of the arrowhead as its ending date. The date to the
right of the arrowhead should be the more recent date.

If no DATE criterion is specified, HiDRO first restores the specified files contained in the most recent base backup image
of the minidisk or filespace. HiDRO then restores the copies of the specified files that exist on more recent incremental
backups, overlaying previously restored files when necessary. If one or more of the set of files being restored does not
exist in the most recent base backup image or in any more recent incremental images, the restore will end with a return
code of 4 and those files will not be restored. To restore files from older base or incremental backups, specify the date of
the backup. A catalog report executed with the FLIST option can be used to identify the correct date.

Any file that appears on the current disk with a date later than the latest copy in the backup images will be replaced by the
latest copy in the backup images.

Output Specifications for RESTORE

Contents

Any one of the following can be used as output:
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• DASD volume
• Minidisk
• Filespace
• Virtual reader

Only CMS-formatted data can be restored to CMS minidisks and the virtual reader. Only shared files can be restored to
the shared file system.

Absolute DASD areas can be restored without regard to their logical organization by using the local option OEXTENTS.

CMS files are always restored using the OLDDATE option so that they retain their original FST date. If a file to be restored
has the same file ID as a file already on disk, HiDRO supplies the option of allowing the existing file to be erased.

The UNIT, FPOOL, and READER parameters can be placed in any order you wish within the output section of the restore
command.

Specifying a Unit

UNIT ccuu allows you to specify the virtual address of a CMS disk where HiDRO is to place the restored data.

Unit ccuu [USErid (“User Parms”)]

User Parms:

userid [“Linkmode”] [password | ALL] [LUnit {ccuu| 500}]

Linkmode:

  W

| SM

| SW

| M

| EW

| MW

The ccuu operand is the virtual address of the CMS disk. It is expressed as a 3- or 4-digit hexadecimal number from 0001
to FFFF. The range of addresses depends on both the level of the operating system and the mode of the virtual machine
running HiDRO. The CMS disk need not be currently accessed.

If UNIT is specified without a USERID subparameter, a default user ID is used according to the following rules.

• If the restore command is included in a SYSIN file sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user
ID of the virtual machine sending the file. In this case, ccuu must exist on the virtual machine that sent the command
as either a minidisk or permanent link address.

• If the restore command is not sent to the SYBMON machine for processing, HiDRO uses the user ID of the virtual
machine that is executing the HIDRO command. In this case, ccuu must refer to an address which exists on the virtual
machine that is executing the command.

If the unit does not exist on the virtual machine running the restore command and the command has not been submitted
to the SYBMON machine, the USERID subparameter must be specified. When the USERID subparameter is present,
HiDRO automatically links to the output disk.

USERID Subparameter

The USERID subparameter must always contain the USERID keyword and the user ID of the output disk owner in
parentheses. For example, USERID (MAINT) gives the disk owner user ID as MAINT.
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You can also specify the type of link HiDRO uses.

HiDRO supports the following CP write mode links for disks:

To use the link modes SM, SW, and EW, you must have a special option in an OPTION statement in the CP Directory
entry of the machine running the HIDRO command. Using SW or SM requires the LNKSTABL authorization option. Using
EW requires the LNKEXCLU option.

WARNING
Never specify MW. The MW mode allows simultaneous writes to a disk, and simultaneous writes generally
destroy the disk.

If no link mode is specified, M is assumed.

PASSWORD Subparameter

The PASSWORD subparameter allows you to specify a unit password.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a local machine and the machine executing the catalog command
has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.

No password is needed if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and all of the following are true:

• The machine executing the catalog command has LNKNOPAS specified in its CP directory entry.
• The user ID sending the job to the disconnected machine is that of a HiDRO superuser or the user ID sending the job

is that of someone restoring their own data.

ALL is assumed if no password is specified. If the assumed or specified password is incorrect, the catalog operation will
fail if HiDRO is being used in local mode.

Specifying a Filespace

The FPOOL parameter allows you to specify a filespace as output from a restore. The backup image to be restored must
be that of a filespace.

FPool filepool [FSpace userid] [SGRoup n]

If you do not specify FPOOL, HiDRO will use the same values for output as for input. If you specify FPOOL without
FSPACE, HiDRO will use the information in the FSPACE search criteria, if any.

NOTE
Filepool restores may only be executed from a virtual machine that is an ADMINISTRATOR to the filepools
containing the filespaces.

The FPOOL keyword must be followed by a filepool name (filepool). The colon normally following a filepool name is
optional.

The FSPACE subparameter must contain a filespace name (userid).

The storage group may also be included by specifying the keyword SGROUP and the storage group number (n), but
it is not required. If the filespace is currently enrolled in a storage group other than the one specified, the restore of the
filespace will fail.

You may specify a storage group number from 2 to 32767 or any storage group within a filepool with an asterisk (*).

Shared files may be restored to filepools and filespaces other than those from which they were backed up. However, files
from root directories must be restored to root directories, and files from other directories must be restored to a directory of
the same name. Subdirectories will not be restored when a single directory is restored.

If a filespace to be restored is not currently enrolled in a filepool, you must specify the local option ENROLL.
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If a storage group is not specified and the filespace is not currently enrolled but the option ENROLL is specified, the
restored filespace will be enrolled in the storage group from which it was backed up. If a storage group is specified, the
filespace will be enrolled in the specified group.

If a filespace to be restored contained aliases when it was backed up, HiDRO uses CSL calls to CREATE ALIAS to
restore the aliases. If HiDRO is unable to restore an alias, it will try again at the end of the entire HiDRO job.

NOTE
The restoration of authorizations is controlled by the local option AUTHORIZE.

Specifying a Virtual Reader

The RDR/READer parameter allows you to restore a CMS minidisk or selected files from a CMS minidisk to a virtual
reader. HiDRO does not support the restoration of shared files to the reader.

{RDR | READer} [USErid (userid)]

NOTE
The RDR/READER parameter may only be used if you are running HiDRO on a disconnected machine and you
send the restore command to the HiDRO SYBMON machine.

If the keyword RDR or READER alone is specified, the restored file or files will be sent to the virtual reader of the user
ID that submitted the restore to SYBMON. If a USERID subparameter is included, the files will be returned to the virtual
reader of the specified user ID.

Restored files are sent to a virtual reader in one of two forms, depending on the setting of the installation option
SPOOLTYPE. If SPOOLTYPE is set to NOCONT, each file is sent to the reader as a separate file. This is the default
setting. If SPOOLTYPE is set to CONT, the restored files are sent to the reader as a single reader file named USER
RESTORE.

NOTE
A restore to a virtual reader may fail if there is insufficient space on the HiDRO staging disk. The HiDRO staging
disk is normally unit 292. The system administrator can enlarge the staging disk to accommodate a larger
amount of restored data.

Special Local Options for Restore

Contents

Several special local options can be specified on the catalog restore command. The CURRENT, EXACT, MERGE, and
SKIP options can only be used when shared files are being restored at the filepool or storage group level.

ALL

ALL tells HiDRO to include all incremental backups since the most recent base backup in the generated restore
commands.

ALL

ONLY

ONLY must be specified with a single date in the DATE criterion. ONLY tells HiDRO to generate commands to restore
data only from the backup on that date, even if the backup is incremental.
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ONLY

SAVE

SAVE tells HiDRO to place all restore commands in the CMS file with the specified file ID.

SAVe fileid

A file ID consists of a filename, filetype, and filemode.

Normally, a restore function generates a command for a restore operation and executes it. When a SAVE option is
specified, the command is placed in a CMS file, but it is not executed.

If several catalog restore commands are issued and a SAVE option with the same file ID is used on each, the generated
commands will be appended to the file in the order in which the catalog commands are issued.

Example:

catalog restore owner sales unit * (save sales restore a

If this example, the generated command will be saved in the CMS file SALES RESTORE A, and the command will not be
executed.

If this example command, or one similar to it, is sent to the SYBMON machine, the file SALES RESTORE A will be
created on the HIDRO 191 disk.

SFS Restore Scope Options

The CURRENT, EXACT, MERGE, and SKIP options control which filespaces in the selected filepools are restored. These
options apply only to SFS file spaces.

[CURrent | EXact | MERge | SKip]

When generating restore commands for SFS filespaces, HiDRO uses both the SFS file space catalog and the online CP
directory to decide what to include, what to exclude, and what to delete. These options set what criteria HiDRO uses to
make this decision.

CURRENT
The CURRENT local option causes restore commands to be generated only for filespaces that are currently
enrolled in a filepool. CURRENT also suppresses the ENROLL local option on the generated restore commands.

EXACT
The EXACT option restores all selected storage groups according to their exact status at the time of the selected
backup.
The EXACT local option has the following effects on a catalog restore:

• EXACT generates restore commands for any files that satisfy the search criteria.
• EXACT generates CMS DELETE USER commands for any filespaces that do not satisfy the search criteria

but that belong to a storage group that contains filespaces that satisfy the search criteria.
• EXACT suppresses the inclusion of the ENROLL option on the generated commands for those filespaces

already enrolled in a filepool.

WARNING
Do not specify EXACT for a restore function unless you intend to delete all the filespaces in a storage
group except for those you are restoring.
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MERGE
The MERGE local option generates restore commands for all specified filespaces for which a backup image exists
in the HiDRO catalog.
Files that were deleted from the storage group since the last backup are restored. Files that were added since the
last backup are ignored.

SKIP
The SKIP local option generates restore commands for all filespaces for which backup images exist but which are
no longer enrolled in the filepool. SKIP suppresses the generation of restore commands for filespaces that are
currently enrolled.
SKIP is useful when some filespaces have been inadvertently deleted and the identities of the deleted filespaces
are unknown.

Example:

catalog restore fspace sale* fpool vmsysu: (skip

In this example, restore commands will be generated for any filespaces that were deleted from the filepool VMSYSU and
that began with the letters SALE.

UPDATE Function
The UPDATE function tells HiDRO to integrate new catalog records into its catalog. This function is always performed
automatically when any catalog function with write access to the catalog is executed.

UPDate

When a backup job begins, the INDEX file in the HiDRO catalog is always ordered chronologically. Any new records are
written at the end of the INDEX file. An update function integrates the new records into the INDEX file.

Because the DISPLAY and REPORT functions do not have write access to the catalog, it is best to use the UPDATE
function after every backup or before a catalog display command is executed.

When HiDRO is running in disconnected mode, the catalog is automatically updated at the end of every backup that uses
tapes from a tape pool. However, use the catalog update function after any backup run in local mode.

Example:

catalog update

VERIFY Function
Contents

The VERIFY function creates a command to verify a backup image and executes it unless you specify the special local
option SAVE.

VERify criteria [ (local ]

The commands generated by the VERIFY function will have an output specification, but the output specification will be
ignored when the commands are executed.
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Special Local Options for VERIFY

Several special local options can be specified on the catalog verify command. The CURRENT, EXACT, MERGE, and
SKIP options can only be used when shared files are being verified.

ALL

ALL tells HiDRO to include in the generated verify commands all incremental backups since the most recent base backup.

ALL

ONLY

ONLY must be specified with a single date in the DATE criterion, ONLY tells HiDRO to generate commands to verify data
only from the backup on that date, even if the backup is incremental.

ONLY

Example:

catalog verify owner datactr unit 191 date mm/dd/yy (only

In this example, HiDRO is told to verify the backup of DATACTR 191 disk from the specified date. Because the option
ONLY is specified, HiDRO will only verify backups from that date.

SAVE

SAVE tells HiDRO to place all verify commands in the CMS file with the specified file ID.

SAVe fileid

A file ID consists of a filename, filetype, and filemode.

Normally, a verify function generates a command for a verify operation and executes it. When a SAVe option is specified,
the command is placed in a CMS file, but it is not executed.

Example:

catalog verify owner sales unit * (save sales verify a

In this example, the generated command will be saved in the CMS file SALES VERIFY A, and the command will not be
executed.

SFS Verify Scope Options

The CURRENT, EXACT, MERGE, and SKIP options control which filespaces in the selected filepools are verified. These
options apply only to SFS file spaces.

[CURrent | EXact | MERge | SKip]

When generating verify commands for SFS filespaces, HiDRO uses both the SFS file space catalog and the online CP
directory to decide what to include, what to exclude, and what to delete. These options set what criteria HiDRO uses to
make this decision.
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CURRENT
The CURRENT local option causes verify commands to be generated only for filespaces that are currently
enrolled in a filepool.
CURRENT replaces the ENROLL local option on the generated verify commands.
CURRENT is the default option for the scope of generated SFS catalog verify commands.

EXACT
The EXACT option verifies all selected storage groups according to their exact status at the time of the selected
backup.
The EXACT local option has the following effects on a catalog verify:

• EXACT generates verify commands for any files satisfying the search criteria.
• EXACT generates CMS DELETE USER commands for any files that do not satisfy the search criteria if the

files are in a storage group that contains a filespace that satisfies the search criteria.
• EXACT suppresses the inclusion of the ENROLL option on the generated commands for those filespaces

already enrolled in the filepool.

NOTE
The EXACT option is normally used only when an entire storage group or filepool is to be restored.
The most efficient way to restore a storage group or filepool is to use the FILEPOOL RESTORE facility
in the SYBLIST utility. For more information, see The SYBLIST Command in the documentation for
administrators.

WARNING
Do not specify EXACT for a verify function unless you intend to delete all the filespaces in a storage
group except for those you are verifying.

MERGE
The MERGE local option generates verify commands for all selected filespaces for which a backup image exists
in the HiDRO catalog, including those deleted since the last backup. Files that were added since the last backup
are ignored.

SKIP
The SKIP local option generates verify commands for all filespaces for which backup images exist but which are
no longer enrolled in the filepool.
SKIP suppresses the generation of verify commands for filespaces that are currently enrolled in the filepool.

Standard Local Options
Two types of local options can be used with HiDRO catalog functions:

• Special local options that apply only to specific functions
• Standard HiDRO local options

The special local options are described in the sections on the functions to which they apply. The use of the standard
HiDRO local options is described below.

More detailed information about the format, use, and effects of the standard local options appended to commands
generated by the catalog RESTORE and VERIFY functions can be found in the Restore Operation chapter and the Verify
Operation chapter.

AUTHORIZE
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The AUTHORIZE local option is added to generated restore and verify commands. However, AUTHORIZE is
ignored by the verify operation.
AUTHORIZE is not used by any other function.
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CATALOG
The CATALOG local option is not used by any function.

CHANGED
The CHANGED local option is not used by any function.

CLEAN
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
CLEAN replaces the ERASE local option on the first command generated for a filespace because that command
normally is the command that restores or verifies a base backup. However, CLEAN is ignored by the verify
operation.
CLEAN is not used by any other function.

COMPRESS
The COMPRESS local option is not used by any function.

CORE
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
CORE MAX is added to generated restore and verify commands. All other CORE values are ignored.
All catalog functions themselves run with the option CORE MAX automatically.

CPVOL
The CPVOL local option is not used by any function.

DECOMPRESS
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
Compressed files are automatically decompressed when they are restored.
DECOMPRESS is not used by any other function.

DECRYPT
Accepted by functions: REPORT, RESTORE, VERIFY
If this option is used, it has these effects:
VERIFY and RESTORE functions

Generates verify or restore operation commands with the DECRYPT option. The specified cipher and key
are used as the option subparameters.

REPORT function
DECRYPT on the catalog report function changes the content of the ENCRYPT column according to
passed values. For more information, see REPORT Function.

ENROLL
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
ENROLL is generated automatically on a restore or verify command unless the CURRENT or EXACT local
options are specified.
ENROLL is not used by any other function.

ERASE
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
ERASE is generated automatically on restore and verify commands unless CLEAN or FORMAT are specified.
ERASE is not used by any other function.

FIALLOC, BALLOC, COMPLETE
The FIALLOC, BALLOC, and COMPLETE local options are not used by any function.

FLIST
Accepted by functions: All functions except UPDATE
For the restore and verify functions, FLIST is added to the generated commands. In all other cases, FLIST causes
a list of the CMS files processed by the function to be included in the user log.
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Special formatting is available for the FLIST option when it is used with the display and report functions. For more
information, see Special Local Options For DISPLAY and Special Local Options For REPORT.

FORMAT
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY (including NOPROMPT subparameter)
FORMAT replaces the ERASE local option on the first command generated for a minidisk because that command
normally is the command that restores or verifies a base backup. However, FORMAT is ignored by the verify
operation. The BLK subparameter is ignored by the restore operation.
FORMAT is not used by any other function.

GROUP
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
GROUP ! accepted by functions: DISPLAY, REPORT, UPDATE
A special, unprintable GROUP option is always placed on restore commands to prevent base and incremental
restores from running concurrently.
GROUP ! can be used on the display, report, and update function commands to force the commands to be
executed at the end of a HiDRO job. GROUP is not used by any other function.

HOLD/NOHOLD
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
HOLD and NOHOLD are not used by any other function.

IATTRIBUTE
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
IATTRIBUTE is not used by any other function.

IEXTents
The IEXTENTS local option is not used by any function.

ITAPe
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The correct ITAPE setting is always generated automatically from information in the catalog when data is restored
from tape. These settings include ITAPE IDRC and ITAPE 36TRK.
ITAPE is not used by any other function.

IVOLUMES
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The correct IVOLUMES setting is always generated automatically from information in the catalog when data is
restored from tape.
IVOLUMES is not used by any other function.

IVORg
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
IVORG is not used by any other function.

NEWDATE
The NEWDATE local option is not used by any function.

NEWLABEL
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The NEWLABEL local option is ignored by the verify operation.
NEWLABEL is not used by any other function.

OATTRIBUTE
The OATTRIBUTE local option is not used by any function.

OEXTENTS
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The OEXTENTS local option is ignored by the verify operation. OEXTENTS on the generated restore and verify
commands is always written in the format for data relocation even if data is not relocated.
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OEXTENTS is not used by any other function.
OLDDATE

The OLDDATE local option is not used by any function.
OTAPE

The OTAPE local option is not used by any function.
OVOLUMES

The OVOLUMES local option is not used by any function.
OVORG

Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The OVORG local option is added to the generated commands when needed.
OVORG is not used by any other function.

PACK
The PACK local option is not used by any function.

POOLID
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The correct POOLID setting is always generated automatically from information in the catalog when data is
restored from tape.
POOLID is not used by any other function.

RECON
Accepted by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
The RECON local option is ignored by the verify operation. RECON is generated automatically on a restore
command unless the FILES search criterion is specified.
RECON is not used by any other function.

RECZERO
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
RECZERO is not used by any other function.

REPLACE
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
REPLACE is ignored because the ERASE option is always added to the generated commands automatically.
REPLACE is not used by any other function.

UNPACK
Accepted but ignored by functions: RESTORE, VERIFY
UNPACK is not used by any other function.

Advanced Commands
The commands in this section are designed to provide examples of important tasks that you may want or need HiDRO to
perform. However, because these examples are more complex, you should not attempt to understand them until you are
familiar with the simple commands presented in the sections on individual operations and the global options.

Advanced Command Task Examples

This section includes the list of task examples given in the "Advanced Commands".
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• Backing Up and Restoring a CP Nucleus
• Creating Ad Hoc Backups
• Backing Up CMS Minidisks as Undefined
• Backing Up a RECOMPED Disk as CMS Data
• Handling a Failed Restore Command
• Restoring from a Corrupt Tape
• Restoring All Data from a Single Backup Job
• Restoring an Undefined Backup to a CMS Disk
• Restoring a Small Minidisk from a Full Pack Backup
• Performing Batch Restores
• Restoring CMS Data to an Unformatted Disk
• Duplicating a DASD Volume
• Duplicating Backup Tapes
• Deleting Tapes from the Catalog
• Formatting a TDISK
• Initializing Minidisks with the Format Option
• Debugging

Because some examples demonstrate more than one aspect of using HiDRO, here is a list of additional operations shown
in the examples:

• The verify operation is used in Restoring from a Corrupt Tape.
• Catalog restore functions and alternative restore commands are shown in Restoring an Undefined Backup to a CMS

Disk, Restoring CMS Data to an Unformatted Disk, and Restoring a Small Minidisk from a Full Pack Backup.
• A disaster recovery restore operation is described in Restoring All Data from a Single Backup Job.
• A command from a Failed Commands File is corrected in Handling a Failed Restore Command.
• The HiDRO copyfile syntax is used in Initializing Minidisks with the Format Option.
• A sample exec using HIDRO is shown in Initializing Minidisks with the Format Option.
• Changing CMDCTL files is discussed in Performing Batch Restores.
• Using a special command file is described in Backing Up CMS Minidisks As Undefined and Backing Up a RECOMPED

Disk as CMS Data.
• Dealing with damaged disks and constantly changing disks is described in Backing Up CMS Minidisks As Undefined.

Information about the various methods of running HiDRO and the ways of submitting the commands described in this
section are found in About VM:Backup HiDRO in Getting Started.

Backing Up and Restoring a CP Nucleus
Contents

In this example, it will be assumed that the CP nucleus ($NUC$ unit 100) is defined as cylinders 500 through 510 on disk
volume VMSRES. MAINT 300 is defined as the owner of the full pack VMSRES.

Backing Up

One of two commands can be used to back up the CP nucleus. The first backs up the nucleus as a physical extent using
the IEXTENTS local option.

BACKUP UNIT 300 USERID (MAINT RR) TO TAPE (OVOLUMES SYSTM1 -

IEXTENTS CYLINDER (500 510)
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This command backs up the nucleus as the physical DASD area of cylinders 500 through 510 on MAINT 300 disk to tape
volume SYSTM1. This command will back up the nucleus with a zero retention period if it is not part of a backup that uses
a HiDRO tape pool. This means that the file containing the backup of the nucleus will be deleted the next time a HiDRO
catalog condense operation is performed. To add a longer retention period, you must use the local option OTAPE EXPDT
or OTAPE RETPD to extend the expiration date.

After the backup is complete, you can issue a catalog display or verify command for SYSTM1, and HiDRO will identify file
1 on tape SYSTM1 as the location for a backup of MAINT 300.

The second technique backs up the nucleus through its definition as $NUC$ unit 100.

BACKUP UNIT 100 USERID ($NUC$ RR) TO TAPE (OVOLUMES SYSTM1 -

OTAPE FSN 2

This command backs up the nucleus as cylinders 0 through 10 of $NUC$ 100 disk to the second tape file on volume
SYSTM1. If the backup does not use a HiDRO tape pool, the retention period will again be zero.

Either backup command can be executed by writing it to a file and sending it to the SYBMON machine. Alternatively, a
command could be preceded by the keyword HIDRO and entered directly from the terminal if you are logged on to the
HIDRO machine or to a virtual machine with access to the HIDRO module.

If either backup command is part of a pooled backup (for example, the global option POOLID is specified), the backup
image on tape and the record of the backup in the HiDRO catalog will be retained for the length of the pool retention
period. If the backup is not part of a backup using a tape pool, you may want to specify a retention period or an expiration
date on the backup command. In either case, the volser of the tape containing the backup image and the location and size
of the nucleus should be recorded on paper for use at the disaster recovery site.

Restoring

For the restore section of this example, it is assumed that a system pack has been restored to unit 140. The nucleus on
the system pack at cylinders 500 through 510 is incorrect for the hardware on which the system is to run. For this reason,
the nucleus that was previously backed up to tape must be made to overlay the current nucleus.

If HiDRO is running on a virtual machine with a full pack minidisk or an attached DASD at address 140, you can use either
of two techniques to restore the nucleus from tape, depending on the way in which you backed up the nucleus. If you used
the IEXTENTS option to back up the nucleus as a physical extent, you can use the following command.

RESTORE TAPE TO UNIT 140 (IVOLUMES SYSTM1 OEXTENTS -

CYLINDERS (500 510)

In this case, the OEXTENTS local option is used to restore the nucleus as a physical extent, that is, cylinder 500 to 510
of the 140 disk. The input tape volume is SYSTM1. Because no data is relocated, there is no modification of the COUNT
fields.

The OEXTENTS option is shown here, but you do not need to include it on the command. HiDRO restores the data to the
same extents from which it was backed up by default.

An alternative way of restoring the nucleus, which uses the tape volume created with the second backup command and
relocates the nucleus, also uses physical extents and the OEXTENTS option.

RESTORE TAPE TO UNIT 140 (IVOLUMES SYSTM1 ITAPE FSN 2 -

OEXTENTS ((0 10 500))

In this command, the data is relocated from its original position (cylinder 0) to cylinder 500. HiDRO will automatically
recalculate the COUNT fields for cylinder 500. These are the same COUNT fields originally present on the MAINT 300
disk.
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If HiDRO is running standalone (without CP) and with a DASD at address 140 and a tape drive at 580, one of the following
two commands should be used. In the first command, the data is placed as a physical extent beginning at location 500.

RESTORE UNIT 580 TO UNIT 140 (IVOLUMES SYSTM1 - 

OEXTENTS CYLINDERS (500 510)

The OEXTENTS option is shown here, but you do not need to include it on the command. HiDRO restores the data to the
same extents from which it was backed up by default.

In the second command, the nucleus is relocated from position 0.

RESTORE UNIT 580 TO UNIT 140 (IVOLUMES SYSTM1 ITAPE FSN 2 - 

OEXTENTS CYLINDERS((0 10 500))

The location and size of the nucleus are recorded in cylinder 0 of the system residence volume, and it is only possible to
use a nucleus that is restored to the location on a pack that is stored in cylinder 0.

If cylinder 0 does not point to the extents containing the nucleus, cylinder 0 can be rewritten using ICKDSF or
CPFMT(XA). Alternatively, a backup of a copy of cylinder 0 with the correct pointers may be restored with a restore
command using the OEXTENTS option.

Creating Ad Hoc Backups
An ad hoc backup is one in which tapes used in the backup will not be stored in the tape pools normally used at a site.
Such a backup can be created in two ways:

• A backup job may use a special pool or one of the test pools delivered with HiDRO. The commands for the backup will
then be created automatically.

• A backup job may consist of a set of backup commands created manually and submitted in a SYSIN file, from the
command line, or interactively.

Using a Test Pool

Creating a backup job with a special or test pool within the tape pool manager is the same as defining any other backup
job using the tape pool manager.

NOTE
For more information on setting up such a backup job, see Defining and Scheduling Backups and The HiDRO
Tape Pool Manager in the documentation for administrators.

After the backup is defined, you can run it immediately in disconnected mode with the following command.

SMSG SYBMON CMD poolname

poolname
Specifies the name of the test or special pool being used.

If you run normally scheduled incremental backups based on base (B) or catalog (C) backups, it is important to retain any
special base backups until the next regularly scheduled base backup in which the minidisks included in the special backup
are processed. You would have to retain both the backup image and the catalog information from the special backup. If
this is not done, reconstructive restores (restores that rebuild a minidisk from base and incremental backups) may fail.

To avoid the necessity of retaining anything from a special backup, you must write catalog information from that backup to
an alternative catalog. The type and level of this catalog may be set in the interactive facility on the HIDRO machine. If the
type and level are not specifically set, HiDRO will use the type and level of the SYBCAT catalog.
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Example:

The following command tells HiDRO to run a special backup using tapes from the tape pool ADHOC. The command also
instructs HiDRO to put information about the backup in an alternative catalog named TEST.

smsg sybmon cmd adhoc global catname test

Using Manually Created Commands

You may back up data outside the tape pool manager by manually creating commands and placing the backup images on
scratch tapes.

When creating commands for a backup operation that does not use the HiDRO Tape Pool Manager, it is important to
remember to change the default settings for the FSN and RETPD subparameters of the OTAPE local option.

The default value for OTAPE FSN is 1. If more than one backup command is specified and the OTAPE FSN default is not
changed to OTAPE FSN *, all backup images will be written to the same file. This means that the second backup image
will overwrite the first, the third will overwrite the second, and so on.

In addition, the default retention period/expiration date for backup operations that do not use a tape pool is 0 unless the
retention period is changed with the EXPDT or RETPD subparameters of OTAPE. A retention period of 0 tells HiDRO to
delete the backup records from the catalog the next time the catalog is condensed.

Example of commands in a SYSIN file:

b use (sales rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (sales rr) u 0291 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (sales rr) u 0391 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (sales rr) u 0491 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (rep1 rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (rep2 rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (rep3 rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (rep4 rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (rep5 rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (acct rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (renew rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (cancl rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (prspct rr) u 191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (paid rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (paid rr) u 0291 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (bonus rr) u 0191 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (bonus rr) u 0291 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

b use (bonus rr) u 0391 to tape (pack otape (fsn * retpd 14)

Three abbreviations are used in this file. B is the abbreviation for the keyword BACKUP, USE is the abbreviation for the
keyword USERID, and U is the abbreviation for the keyword UNIT.

Including the local option OTAPE FSN * ensures that the backup images will be written successively and separately on
the scratch tapes. The use of RETPD ensures that the backups will be retained for fourteen days.

Backing Up CMS Minidisks As Undefined
There are two situations in which you may want to perform backups of CMS minidisks as undefined:
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• When the minidisks are constantly changing.
• When the minidisks are known to be damaged.

Backing Up Constantly Changing Minidisks

There is only one completely reliable way to back up a CMS minidisk whose contents are constantly changing: Quiesce
the disk and back it up. However, in the case of a message log disk kept by a PROP machine, the disadvantages of
quiescing the disk may be more serious than the risk of creating an unreadable backup image. In such a case, you can
force a backup of the disk with an undefined format. This kind of backup must be done manually because HiDRO does not
back up a changing CMS minidisk automatically.

To back up a minidisk with an undefined format, use the local option IVORG UNDEFINED, which tells HiDRO to perform a
physical backup of a CMS minidisk and ignore its logical structure. Here is an example of a command for a backup of data
with an undefined format.

backup unit 191 userid (operator rr) to tape -

(ivorg undefined pack

In this example, user ID OPERATOR 191 disk is packed and backed up to tape physically and without a defined logical
structure.

To back up specific disks as undefined during regularly scheduled backups, use the following procedure:

1. Choose the "Define/Change Backups" option on the main menu of the monitor (SYBMON).
2. Edit the select file for the regularly scheduled backup that includes the constantly changing minidisk and indicate that a

special command file be used when backing up that minidisk.

NOTE
For more information about editing this select file, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the
documentation for administrators.

3. Create the special command file on the monitor machine 191 (A) disk. The command in that file should be modeled
after the second line in a normal command control file but with additional local options. Here is an example of such a
file.

b u <unit> user (<userid> rr <passwd>) to tape (pack - 

otape fsn * ivorg undefined

In this example, the IVORG UNDEFINED option has been specified so that the minidisk will be backed up with an
undefined structure. The OTAPE FSN * option is specified to ensure that the backup image of the undefined disk will
not overwrite the previous backup image because the default is OTAPE FSN 1.

Backing Up Damaged Minidisks

You may wish to force a backup with an undefined format if the CMS minidisk to be backed up is damaged.

If a damaged disk is encountered during a normal backup operation, HiDRO makes several different types of attempts to
back up the disk.

HiDRO first attempts to back up a CMS disk on the file level (with the default FIALLOC option). This type of backup
includes the processing of the CMS directory. If the default type of backup fails, HiDRO will try to back up the disk with the
BALLOC option. In this case, HiDRO tries to back up the blocks used by the directory, but does not process it. It uses the
allocation map to back up the disk.

If the BALLOC backup fails, a backup with the COMPLETE option is attempted. In this type of backup, every CMS block
on a CMS-formatted minidisk is backed up. Such a backup will fail if the disk is not truly CMS-formatted (for example, if
ten 4K blocks are not present on each track of a 3380). The errors that cause a backup with the COMPLETE option to fail
are physical rather than logical.
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If you know that a disk is damaged, you should first try to repair it. If this is not possible and you know what type of
damage has occurred, you can save the time that HiDRO spends trying the different types of backups by specifying the
appropriate local option to override the FIALLOC default manually: BALLOC, COMPLETE, or IVORG UNDEFINED.

You may want to use a special command file when you know a disk is damaged. For an illustration of this technique, see
Backing Up Constantly Changing Minidisks.

Backing Up a RECOMPED Disk as CMS Data
RECOMPED disks contain both CMS and non-CMS data. MAINT 190 disk, normally accessed as S on CMS user IDs, is
an example because it usually contains files and an IPL-able copy of CMS in non-CMS format.

A RECOMPED disk will be backed up by default with the local option IVORG UNDEFINED for base backups and
FIALLOC for incremental backups if no other option is specified. Thus individual CMS files cannot be restored from base
backups of RECOMPED disks. To force a FIALLOC base backup, specify the FIALLOC option explicitly. However, if you
do so, HiDRO will not back up the non-CMS portions of the disk, and you will only be able to restore the CMS files.

If you must do file level restores from a RECOMPED disk, it is best to map the disk twice (for example, as MAINT 190 and
A90) and back each disk up separately: once with the option FIALLOC for file level restores and once with the default to
ensure that all data on the disk is backed up whether it is CMS or non-CMS.

Once the mapping is done, you can use selection criteria like the following in a select file for a base backup and a special
command file to back up the RECOMPED disk both ways in a single backup job. Here first are the selection criteria in the
select file where the RECOMPED disk is mapped as both 190 and A90.

I MAINT

I MAINT A90 * * ALT

The I MAINT selection criteria includes all MAINT minidisks in the backup. Because MAINT 190 is a RECOMPED disk,
this ensures that it will be backed up automatically with the local option IVORG UNDEFINED, that is with undefined
format.

The next selection criterion (I MAINT A90 * * ALT) ensures that the second mapping of the disk will be a file level backup
because of the command in the special command file named ALT COMMAND A, which must reside on SYBMON 191
disk. Here is an example of the command that should appear in the file.

B U <UNIT> USER (<USERID> RR <PASSWD>) TO TAPE ( OTAPE FSN * -

PACK FIALLOC

Including the FIALLOC local option ensures that the CMS format portion of the second mapping of MAINT 190 as MAINT
A90 will be backed up on the file level to enable individual files to be restored later.

Handling a Failed Restore Command
Occasionally, a restore job submitted through the SYBMON machine may fail because insufficient memory is available.
If this occurs, a "Failed Commands File" will appear in the reader of the user ID that submitted the job. Here is portion of
such a file.

 *--------------------- Failed Commands File ---------------------*

GLOBAL CATNAME SYBCAT

 

* CMD: 00003

 

R TAPE TO RDR F --

( $XY EXEC ACCEPT EXEC ) --
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( ERA GRO < ¬> ITAP ( BID 1A00097E FSN 0075 SL LEA ) IVOL --

( SYY048 ) POOL WEEKLY

 

The Failed Commands File will also contain error messages as comments that indicate the reason for the command
failures. If, for example, an error message indicates that additional memory is needed, you can correct the problem by
doing the following:

1. Add a space and a hyphen at the end of the last line of the failed command.
2. Add a new last line to the file containing the option CORE MAX.
3. File the Failed Commands File and SENDFILE it to the SYBMON machine.

Here is an example of a corrected command.

 GLOBAL CATNAME SYBCAT

 * CMD: 00003

 R TAPE TO RDR F --

 ( $XY EXEC ACCEPT EXEC ) --

 ( ERA GRO < ¬> ITAP ( BID 1A00097E FSN 0075 SL LEA ) IVOL --

 ( SYY048 ) POOL WEEKLY --

 CORE MAX

 

If the failed command already contained a CORE local option, you must remove the value after the keyword CORE and
replaced it with the keyword MAX. For information about the CORE local option, see CORE Option.

Restoring from a Corrupt Tape
If a tape has become corrupted due to environmental or other factors, tape marks may not be available to locate a
tape file for a restore operation. If you receive the message SYB016, try adding the local option NOEOT to the restore
command. If this is ineffective, a combination of CMS and HiDRO commands may be used to position the tape.

In the set of sample commands given below, it is assumed that the volser of the corrupt tape is BADTAP and the file to
be restored is located at file sequence number (FSN) 137. The file contains a backup of MAINT 300 disk, and FSN 136
contains a backup of MAINT 29F disk.

To begin locating the correct file, logon to the HIDRO machine, spool the console, attach a drive as 181, and mount
BADTAP. You can then begin entering the commands that follow.

Step 1 Run a Catalog Report

First, you must run a catalog report. Use commands similar to the following.

CATALOG REPORT OWNER * UNIT * DATE * VOLUME BADTAP

CATALOG REPORT FPOOL * FSPACE * DATE * VOLUME BADTAP

These commands tell HiDRO to run a catalog report for the tape BADTAP. If you are not using the shared file system at
your site, it is best to omit the second command in the set.

You may want to print a console log of this step to use as reference in step 5.

Step 2 Begin an Interactive Session

Next, you must begin an interactive session with a command similar to the following.

HIDRO CONCLASS *

The CONCLASS global option ensures that all messages will be displayed at the virtual console.
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After the above command is entered, you should see the message "Awaiting Console Response."

Step 3 Verify Tape Label

The first command issued during the interactive session is used to perform a verify operation on the bad tape.

VERIFY TAPE (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN 2

This command forces HiDRO to read the tape label on BADTAP, and HiDRO now knows that BADTAP is mounted on
virtual address 181.

You are now ready to enter the next command. However, before doing so, you must make adjustments according to the
label format on the corrupt tape.

If the tape is in RLF (reduced label format), use FSF 134, the difference between the current file position (3) and file 137.
RLF is the default format for HiDRO backup tapes.

If the tape is standard label, replace 134 with 402. To arrive at the number 402, the general formula for locating an
absolute file from the end of data file 2 on a standard label (non-RLF) tape was used: (3*(n-3)). n is equal to the file
sequence number (FSN) of the file that you wish to locate. Hence, (3*(n-3)) = (3*(137-3) = 402.

Step 4 Forward Space to File 137

The next step is to space forward.

CMS TAPE FSF 134

In this case, BADTAP is RLF, so the absolute file position 134 is used to locate data file 137. The command above
requires an absolute file position, and it tells CMS to forward space to file 134.

Step 5 Verify File at Current Position

Perform a verify on the bad tape again with a command similar to the following.

VERIFY TAPE (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN *

This command tells HiDRO to inspect the file at the current tape position. If messages displayed on the console say that
the current file contains a backup of MAINT 300, go on to "Step 6: Position Tape" below. If not, repeat the following set of
commands.

CMS TAPE REW

VERIFY TAPE (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN 2 

CMS TAPE FSF nnnn 

VERIFY TAPE (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN *

Continue to change the value nnnn until you locate data file 137 on the damaged tape. The messages from the verify
command identify the minidisk or filespace in the current backup image. Use the catalog report generated in step 1 to
identify the FSN associated with that minidisk or filespace. The FSN reported in the messages from the verify operation is
inaccurate.

Step 6 Position Tape

When you have determined the correct value for nnnn, use it to position the tape with the following set of commands.

CMS TAPE REW

VERIFY TAPE (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN 2

CMS TAPE FSF nnnn
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Step 7 Restore File

Now you are ready to restore the data.

RESTORE TAPE TO UNIT 292 (IVOLUMES BADTAP ITAPE FSN *

Because you are currently logged on to the HIDRO machine, this command restores the file to the HIDRO machine
"staging disk." You may then use SENDFILE to send the file to any user ID.

NOTE
 If the disk that was backed up did not have a CMS format, replace UNIT 292 with the unit and user ID of the
disk on which the restored data will reside. For information about specifying a restore job output unit and user
ID, see Specifying a Unit. You may also need to specify the local option OVORG UNDEFINED.

Step 8 End Interactive Session

Finally, you must end the interactive session.

END

Entering the END keyword ends the interactive session.

Restoring All Data from a Single Backup Job
HiDRO is delivered with an EXEC called INCRGEN. This EXEC creates a file of restore commands from any summary
file generated during a backup job. Such an EXEC is particularly useful for restoring all the data from incremental disaster
recovery backups; that is, from VMINCR backups during a disaster recovery restore operation.

INCRGEN {SL | NL} infile outfile [DECRYPT]

SL | NL
SL specifies that standard label or reduced label format (RLF) tapes hold the backup images. NL specifies that
these tapes are nonlabeled.

infile
Defines the file ID of the task summary file for the backup to be restored.

NOTE

For more information about backup job task summary files, see Output from a Backup in the Operators 
Guide.

Note: For more information about backup job task summary files, see Output from a Backup.
outfile

Specifies the name of the file to which the INCRGEN EXEC sends the set of commands that will restore the
backup. You can choose any name.

DECRYPT
Specifies that the backup image is encrypted. Adds the DECRYPT option to the generated restore commands.
You are prompted once for the cipher name and key used in the backup; all the generated restore commands will
use this cipher name and key.

The jobstream generated by INCRGEN EXEC requires that you use the same number of tape drives for the restore
operation as you did for the original backup. However, a maximum of 16 tape drives can be used for a generated restore
operation. No more than 16 tape drives will be used even if more than 16 tape drives were used during the original backup
operation. Furthermore, the drives must be attached starting with unit 180 as units 180, 181, and so on.

Because the INCRGEN EXEC is designed to restore incremental backups, all CMS output disks are assumed to be
formatted.
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To use the INCRGEN EXEC, follow these steps::

1. Log on to SYSUSER or a superuser user ID.
2. Receive the summary file from the backup that you wish to restore. Place the file onto a minidisk owned by the

privileged user ID you are logged on to. The summary file will have a filetype of SMmmddyy with mmddyy being the
date of the backup.

3. Link the privileged user ID to the HIDRO 201 disk. This gives the user ID access to the EXEC.
4. Execute the INCRGEN exec.

Example: The following INCRGEN EXEC is based on these conditions:
– The backup is on standard label tapes.
– The backup job task summary file is HIDROT SM072314 A.
– The output file is TESTINC SYSIN A

incrgen sl hidrot sm072314 a testinc sysin a

5. Send the output file from the INCRGEN EXEC to the SYBMON machine for processing. The resulting restore job is of
the same scale as the original backup job, so you are unlikely to run the job in a user machine.

Verifying All Data from a Single Backup Job
HiDRO is delivered with an EXEC called VERGEN. This EXEC creates a file of verify commands from any summary file
generated during a backup job.

To verify the integrity of all the backup images from a specific backup job, use the VERGEN EXEC. This verification is
important when you are migrating data.

 VERGEN {SL | NL} infile outfile [DECRypt]

 

SL | NL
Specifies whether the tape that holds the backup images has standard labels or the tape is nonlabeled.

infile
Defines the file ID of the task summary file for the backup to be verified.
Note: For more information about backup job task summary files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

outfile
Specifies the name of the file to which the VERGEN EXEC sends the set of commands that will verify the backup.
You can choose any name.

DECRypt
Specifies that the backup image is encrypted. Adds the DECRYPT option to the generated verify commands. You
are prompted once for the cipher name and key used in the backup; all the generated verify commands will use
this cipher name and key.

The jobstream generated by VERGEN EXEC requires that you use the same number of tape drives for the verify
operation as you did for the original backup. However, a maximum of ten tape drives can be used for a generated verify
operation. No more than ten tape drives will be used even if more than ten tape drives were used during the original
backup operation. Furthermore, the drives must be attached as units 181, 182, and so on.

To use the VERGEN exec, follow these steps:

1. Log on to a superuser user ID.
2. Receive the summary file from the backup that you wish to verify onto a minidisk owned by the superuser. The

summary file will have a filetype of SMmmddyy with mmddyy being the date of the backup.
Note: For more information about backup job task summary files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the
Administrators Guide.
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Note: For more information about backup job task summary files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.
3. Link to the HIDRO 201 disk to get access to the VERGEN EXEC.
4. Execute the VERGEN EXEC.

Example: The following VERGEN EXEC is based on these conditions:
– The backup is on standard label tapes.
– The backup job task summary file is HIDROT SM072314 A.
– The output file is TESTVER SYSIN A
 vergen sl hidrot sm072310 a testver sysin a 

5. Send the output file from the VERGEN EXEC to the SYBMON machine for processing. The resulting verify job is of the
same scale as the original backup job, so you are unlikely to run the job in a user machine.

Restoring an Undefined Backup to a CMS Disk
HiDRO always backs up RESERVED disks and any other disks containing non-CMS formatted data with an undefined
format. When commands for such a backup are executed, the local option IVORG UNDEFINED is always understood.

During a restore operation, HiDRO always checks that the backup image and the output disk have compatible formats. If a
backup image was cataloged as non-CMS, HiDRO will issue an error message and terminate the command if an attempt
is made to restore the backup image to a CMS-formatted disk.

To restore a backup image with an undefined format, you must specify the local option OVORG UNDEFINED. If a
catalog restore function is used to restore a RESERVED disk, the processing that produces the actual restore command
automatically adds an OVORG UNDEFINED local option to the generated command. However, if a restore command for a
RESERVED disk is generated manually, an OVORG UNDEFINED option must be included.

Here is an example of a catalog restore command for a RESERVED disk owned by an SQL/DS test machine. The same
technique can be used for any disk that was backed up with an undefined format.

CATALOG RESTORE OWNER SQLDS UNIT 201 TO UNIT 201 USERID (SQLDS M)

Note that no OVORG local option is included because it will be generated automatically.

Here is a manually written command for the same restore operation.

RESTORE TAPE TO UNIT 201 USERID (SQLDS M) (IVOLUMES 123456 - 

ITAPE FSN 127 CORE MAX OVORG UNDEFINED

Note that, in the manually written command, the OVORG UNDEFINED local option is included.

Restoring a Small Minidisk from a Full Pack Backup
You may need to restore one small minidisk from a full pack backup because the full pack backup is the most recent
backup of the minidisk, or because smaller incremental backups have been lost or corrupted.

In the sample commands that follow, user ID SALES 191 minidisk will be restored from a full pack backup of MAINT 300
disk where the minidisk was defined at cylinders 400 through 40A. MAINT 300 disk is backed up in the first file on tape
SYB047, and the file continues on tape SYB048 and ends on tape SYB049.

NOTE
When a CMS minidisk is backed up as an extent on a full pack, it can be restored to its original position or it can
be relocated to cylinder 0 of a real or virtual disk. It cannot be relocated to any other location on the pack unless
it is restored to a minidisk beginning at the new position because the COUNT fields created would not begin with
cylinder 0.
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Example:

Any of the following commands can be used to restore the SALES 191 disk. The catalog restore functions require access
to the HiDRO catalog.

catalog restore owner maint unit 300 (oextents cylinders - 

(400 40a)

catalog restore owner maint unit 300 to unit 191 userid - 

sales (oextents cylinders ((400 40a 0))

restore tape to unit 300 userid maint (ivol (syb047 syb048 -

syb049) oextents cylinders (400 40a)

restore tape to unit 191 userid sales (ivolumes (syb047 -

syb048 syb049) oextents cylinders ((400 40a 0 ))

Because the MAINT 300 disk has a non-CMS organization, the OVORG UNDEFINED local option is not required when
data is restored to it from a full pack backup, which is normally backed up as non-CMS data.

The OEXTENTS local option is included for several reasons:

• It limits the amount of data written to the output minidisk.
• It positions the data correctly on the output disk.
• It correctly reconstructs the COUNT fields when data is relocated.

When data is restored to a portion of MAINT 300 disk, eleven cylinders from the original backup are restored to their
original positions, and no change is made to the COUNT fields. However, when the data is restored to SALES 191 disk,
the data is repositioned to the beginning of SALES 191 disk, effectively not moving it. The COUNT fields are rebuilt so that
they start at cylinder 0, effectively rebuilding them to their original values.

Performing Batch Restores
You can perform several types of batch restores:

• Restoring the minidisks or filespaces on one or more physical packs
• Restoring the minidisks or filespaces for one user ID
• Restoring the minidisks or filespaces for several user IDs

The easiest way to restore the minidisks on one or more physical packs is to use the DASD VOLUME RESTORE function
available in the superuser menus of the SYBLIST utility. To restore a filepool by restoring its component filespaces, use
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the FILE POOL RESTORE function in SYBLIST. For more information, see The SYBLIST Command in the documentation
for administrators.

The easiest way to restore all the minidisks belonging to a particular user ID is to use the SYBLIST utility and specify a
wildcard asterisk (*) for UNIT. It is also possible, though not as efficient, to use the SYBRAM EXEC supplied with HiDRO.

The basic format for the SYBRAM EXEC follows.

 SYBRAM userid [date] (REPLACE

 

userid
Specifies the user ID whose minidisks are to be restored.

date
Specifies the date of the backup to be restored. Information about how to specify the date and additional options
for SYBRAM can be found in the comments to the EXEC, which resides on the HiDRO 201 disk.

REPLACE
Instructs HiDRO on what action to take if the output disk already has a file with the same file ID as one of the
restore job output files. For details, see ERASE and REPLACE Options.

The easiest way to restore the minidisks or filespaces for several user IDs is to modify the components delivered with the
TESTBASE tape pool and submit a job using TESTBASE. Use the following procedure:

1. Logon to the HiDRO monitor machine, usually called SYBMON.
2. Choose TESTBASE after entering the "Define/Change Backups" option on the main menu.
3. Edit the TESTBASE SELECT, and save the file if you wish to use it again later. Then modify the file to include the

minidisks that you wish to restore.
4. Edit the appropriate CMDCTL file for TESTBASE.

If you are restoring minidisks, edit TESTBASE CMDCTL, and include a skeleton catalog restore command similar to
the following.
 the date of the last backup is: 01/01/89 00:00 01/01/89 00:00

 cat r own <userid> u <unit> to user ( <userid> ) u <unit>

 

If you are restoring filespaces, edit TESTBASE SFSCTL, and include a skeleton command like the following.
 cat restore fpool <fpoolid> fspace <fspace>

 

5. Generate the restore commands, and edit the resulting SYSIN file to ensure that it restores the correct data. Because
the SYSIN file will be erased automatically after you review it, you should never make any changes to the SYSIN file
directly. To change the SYSIN file that HiDRO generates, modify the SELECT, CMDCTL, and SFSCTL files.

6. Quit to the main menu, and start the SYBMON machine.
7. Logon to the user ID of a HiDRO superuser, and issue the following command.

 smsg sybmon cmd testbase

NOTE
Because this procedure does not minimize tape mounts, it is always preferable to use the SYBLIST utility if
possible

To reduce the number of tape mounts, do the following.

1. Append the special local option SAVE to the skeleton restore commands in the CMDCTL or SFSCTL files. In this
example, we will use the following SAVE option.
 (save restore cmds a

2. Run the TESTBASE job. The restore commands will be generated and saved in the file RESTORE CMDS A specified
in the SAVE local option. The file will appear on HIDRO A disk.
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3. After the TESTBASE job completes successfully, issue the following commands.
 smsg hidro cmd sendfile restore cmds a maint

smsg hidro cmd erase restore cmds a

4. Receive the file RESTORE CMDS A and edit it. Reorder the restore commands in the file so that restore commands
for the same tapes appear together. The tapes can be identified by examining the IVOLUMES option that appears on
each command.

5. SENDFILE the modified version of the file RESTORE CMDS A to the SYBMON machine.

Restoring CMS Data to an Unformatted Disk
Because HiDRO checks for compatible disk formats when a restore is executed, the FORMAT local option must be
specified if you are restoring CMS formatted data to a non-CMS formatted minidisk. If the restore command is generated
manually, you must add the FORMAT option. If you are using SYBLIST, specify Y for the "Format Mdisk?" option.

Examples:

• The following catalog restore command uses the FORMAT option:

catalog restore owner oldcms unit 191 date mm/dd/yy - 

to unit 191 userid (noncms m) (format(noprompt)

In this example, HiDRO is told to restore OLDCMS 191 disk to NONCMS 191 disk. When the restore commands are
generated, the RECON local option is added, and the 191 disk is reconstructed.
First, the base backup with the date closest to the specified date is restored to a disk that has been CMS formatted
because the FORMAT option is specified.
Restore commands for any incremental backups dated between the base backup and the specified date are then
generated. The FORMAT option is not added to these generated commands.

• The following restore command uses a FORMAT option that might be generated by the catalog restore command
above. This FORMAT option could also be written directly after browsing the HiDRO catalog for information.

restore tape to unit 191 userid (noncms m) (ivolumes 123456 -

itape fsn 27 format (noprompt)

In this command, HiDRO is told to restore the backup image in file 27 on tape 123456 to NONCMS 191 disk. Because
the FORMAT option is specified, the 191 disk will be CMS formatted before the restore operation takes place.

Duplicating a DASD Volume
Systems programmers may find it useful to keep duplicate copies of certain full pack minidisks on hand in case a
hardware problem occurs on an important pack. The minidisk that normally resides on a pack labelled VMSRES and that
contains an IPLable copy of VM is an example.

Example:

duplicate unit 123 userid (maint) to unit 223 userid (maint)
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In this example, HiDRO is told to duplicate the full pack minidisk MAINT 123 to another full pack minidisk defined as
MAINT 223. Because HiDRO will determine from the label on MAINT 123 that the minidisk is non-CMS, the IVORG
UNDEFINED option is not required, and no prior formatting of the output disk with ICKDSF is needed. The label written to
the output disk will be VMSRES, because the input minidisk is non-CMS and NEWLABEL is not specified.

Duplicating Backup Tapes
If you wish to make duplicate copies of tapes containing backup images, use commands similar to the following.

DUPLICATE TAP1 to TAP2 (IVOLUMES * OVOLUMES *

DUPLICATE TAP3 to TAP4 (IVOLUMES * OVOLUMES *

DUPLICATE TAP5 to TAP6 (IVOLUMES * OVOLUMES *

In this set of commands, HiDRO is told to use six tape drives (three for input and three for output) to duplicate a maximum
of 90 tapes.

HiDRO will ask for scratch tapes to be mounted for both input and output. For input, mount the tapes containing the
backup images. For output, mount the tapes that you wish to use for the duplicate copies.

Note the following:

• The output tapes will not have the same volsers as the input tapes.
• The output tapes will not be recorded in the HiDRO catalog.
• Because the default ITAPE subparameter EOT is in effect, the output tape will be unloaded each time the

corresponding input tape reaches end of volume.

HiDRO will continue to ask for scratch tapes until it reaches a maximum of 90 tapes (30 tapes per drive). To end the
job, the operator must reply E to the request for an input tape. If you wish to duplicate more than ninety tapes, you must
initially submit more commands or submit the same commands again.

Deleting Tapes from the Catalog
If the backup images on one or more tapes are no longer needed, you can delete the catalog entries for these tapes and
make the tapes available for re-use. To do this, use commands similar to the following.

CATALOG DELETE OWNER * UNIT * DATE * VOLUME 111111

CATALOG DELETE FPOOL * FSPACE * DATE * VOLUME 111111

*

CATALOG DELETE OWNER * UNIT * DATE * VOLUME 222222

CATALOG DELETE FPOOL * FSPACE * DATE * VOLUME 222222

*

CATALOG DELETE OWNER * UNIT * DATE * VOLUME 333333

CATALOG DELETE FPOOL * FSPACE * DATE * VOLUME 333333

*

CATALOG CONDENSE

NOTE
If you are not using the shared file system or you are not backing up shared file system data, do not include the
commands that refer to filepools (FPOOL).

The catalog delete commands tell HiDRO to mark the catalog records for the tapes for deletion. In this case, the records
for tapes 111111, 222222, and 333333 will be marked. The marked records are actually deleted by the catalog condense
function, which is specified last.
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If you are not certain that the catalog records should be removed immediately, omit the catalog condense command.
The records will then not be deleted until the next regularly scheduled condense operation is run. Until that time, you can
reinstate the records with the catalog reclaim operation.

The asterisk (*) marks a comment line, and these lines are included only for readability. They are not required.

If you wish to delete the records concerning backups run using tapes from a specific logical pool on a certain date, use
commands similar to the following.

CATALOG DELETE OWNER * UNIT * DATE (mm/dd/yy) POOL WEEKLY

CATALOG DELETE FPOOL * FSPACE * DATE (mm/dd/yy) POOL WEEKLY

*

CATALOG CONDENSE

NOTE
If shared files were not backed up, omit the CATALOG DELETE FPOOL command.

In this example, records concerning backups performed on the specified date that used tapes from the WEEKLY pool are
removed.

If you wish to delete backup images for a particular user ID from the HiDRO catalog, use commands similar to the
following.

CATALOG DELETE OWNER OLDFILES UNIT * DATE *

*

CATALOG CONDENSE

If you ask HiDRO to delete catalog records for tapes that have not expired, HiDRO will take the action that is determined
by the setting of the EXPDT general system setting. For more information, see the help screens for the installation
interface and General System Settings in the documentation for administrators. You may have to relabel the tapes whose
records have been deleted by using the CMS TAPE command before using the tapes in other backups.

Formatting a TDISK
The HiDRO format operation can be used to format a temporary disk (TDISK) quickly and efficiently. For example, you
can issue the following two commands from the virtual machine on which the temporary disk is defined. The virtual
machine must have access to the HIDRO module.

hidro format unit 295

access 295 t

In this example, a temporary disk is defined at address 295 and replaces the CMS command FORMAT 295 T. The CMS
ACCESS command must be included because HiDRO does not automatically access the TDISK.

The command above will prompt the user before formatting the disk, just as the CMS FORMAT command does. If no
prompt is desired, use the following commands. The NOPROMPT option is added to avoid a prompt.

hidro format unit 295 (noprompt
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access 295 t

Unlike the CMS FORMAT command, the HiDRO format operation does not require a disk label. Default labelling is used
unless you use the NEWLABEL local option. For information about the default labelling, see Format Operation.

Example:

In the following FORMAT command, a specific label is requested for the TDISK.

hidro format unit 295 ((noprompt) newlabel (volser new tmp295

In this example, the NEWLABEL option is used to assign the label TMP295 to the TDISK formatted at address 295.

An EXEC may also be written to accept a CMS FORMAT command and execute a HiDRO FORMAT command instead.

Initializing Minidisks with the Format Option
HiDRO can be used to initialize 191 disks for newly-defined user IDs, format the disks, and copy a sample PROFILE
EXEC to them.

Here is a portion of a sample EXEC to perform such initialization. The sample PROFILE EXEC resides on PROTOTYP
400 disk in the file SAMPLE PROF. Abbreviations are used in the HiDRO copy command.

    .

    .

    .

Do i = 1 to n

 userid = CS101||i

 Queue 'COPY USERID (PROTOTYP RR) UNIT 400 TO UNIT 191 USERID',

       '('userid ' M) FI ((SAMPLE PROF PROFILE EXEC)) ( OLDDATE',

       ' FOR (NOP) NEWLABEL (VOLSER NEW 101191'

End

Queue 'END'

glob = 'CONC * USERC * SYSP (SYSF INIT LOG A )'

/* Add global options, if necessary */

'hidro' glob

retsyb = rc

'SENDFILE INIT LOG A TO MAINT '

'ERASE INIT LOG A'

Exit retsyb

An EXEC such as the one above can be saved on the HIDRO 201 disk and run by issuing the following command.

SMSG HIDRO CMD execname

execname
Specifies the name of the EXEC.
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Debugging
Technical Support may sometimes request that you log on to the HIDRO machine and run a test command. The sample
commands given here include a set for tape manager testing and one for running a sample backup to disk to avoid
the use of a tape drive. In each case the commands are preceded by the keyword HIDRO because the commands are
designed to be run directly on the HIDRO machine. Abbreviations are used in the commands.

Before issuing any of the following commands on the HIDRO machine, spool the console and check that a retrieve key is
set. PF4 is often the retrieve key on the HIDRO machine.

Examples:

Abbreviations are used in all of the following sample commands.

• The following command tests the VM:Tape interface.

hidro conc * texit (sybvmtap s c a m i x ) / b u 191 to tape

• The following command tests the Dynam/T interface.

hidro conc * texit (sybdynam s a m i x ) / b u 191 to tape

• The following command tests the StorageTek Silo (STK ACS) interface.

hidro conc * texit ( sybstk s c a m i x ) / b u 191 to tape

• The following command tests the CA 1 interface.

hidro conc * texit ( sybucc f x ) / b u 191 to tape

• The following command performs a simple backup to disk from the command line.

hidro conc * userc * sysp (term sysf a a a ) / b u 191 fi profile

exec to u 193 fi ( a a ) (for (nop)

No continuation character appears in this command because the command will wrap automatically on the CMS
command line.
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Messages
Contents 

  

Overview

This section contains the messages that can appear at the console or on screens during an interactive interface session.
They are also typically recorded in HiDRO log files.

This section contains the following subsections, corresponding to message types:

• HIDRO Messages (SYB) explains the HiDRO product messages that the HIDRO server issues.
• SYBCOM Mssages (COM) explains the messages that the SYBCOM server issues. This server allows catalog

searches while the HiDRO product is running.
• SYBMON Messages (MON)  explains the messages that the SYBMON (monitor) server issues. This server controls

the job queue and contains the Event Scheduler.
• Directory Messages (DIR)  explains the messages related to directory functions (SYBDIR).
• Interactive Console Messages (ICIPMN)  explains the messages that the HiDRO terminal screen manager issues.
• Interface Messages (M) describes the messages that the HiDRO interactive interfaces, such as SYBGEN, issue. The

section includes a partial list of messages.
• EXEC Messages  describes HiDRO EXECs and provides general information about the associated messages.
• SYBSHELL Messages (SHL) describes the messages that the SYBSHELL EXEC issues. The SYBSHELL EXEC

controls the environment of the HiDRO service machines.
• INCRGEN Messages (INC)   describes the messages that the restore job generator issues in disaster recovery

situations (INCRGEN EXEC).
• SYBFSB Messages (FSB)  describes the messages that the SYBFSB EXEC issues. The SYBFSB EXEC creates the

SYSIN file for backup jobs.
• SYBSEQ Messages (SEQ)  describes the messages that the SYBSEQ EXEC issues. The SYBSEQ EXEC sequences

HiDRO commands by real DASD order and physical location.
• Status Codes for Stand-Alone Restores  describes the return codes that can occur during stand-alone restores in

disaster recovery situations.

Online Help

HiDRO provides online help for all messages except EXEC and Interface messages. For information about a specific
message, enter the following command:

HELP xxxxxxnnn

xxxxxx
Specifies a 3- to 6-character prefix that identifies the message type.

Prefix Message type
SYB HIDRO Messages
COM SYBCOM Messages
MON SYBMON Messages
DIR Directory Messages
ICIPMN Interactive Console Interface Message
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SHL SYBSHELL Message
INC INCRGEN Message
FSB SYBFSB Message
SEQ SYBSEQ Message

nnn
Specifies 3-digit number that identifies the HiDRO message. Do not enter the 3-character routine-identifier or the
message class. For example, for help on the HIDRO message SYBOPE003L, you would enter:
HELP SYB003

Format Conventions for Code Syntax

This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.

Note: The examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system administrator
and maintenance functions. Also, this document uses HIDRO, SYBMON, or SYBCOM as the user ID for the service
virtual machine (svm). These user IDs are the default values. If you use non-default user IDs for the system administrator
or the svm, replace the default values throughout this document with the values that you use.

This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for
system administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the
service virtual machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this
document. Contents    

 Command Abbreviations 
When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase
letters, you cannot abbreviate the item.You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any
combination. Example: 
CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 
The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation: Example 1: 
A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:
A
| B C
| D

 Example 2: 
{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:
 { choice1
 | choice2
 | choice99 }
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 Default Values 
An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list. Example: 
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

 Keywords and Constants 
A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example: Example: 
STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

 Optional Choices 
Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item. Example: 
CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

 Multiple Optional Choices 
When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional. Example: In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.
[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

 Positional Parameters 
Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter: Example: 
CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

 Repetition 
An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item. Example 2: 
Repeat...

 Example 3: 
{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

 Required Choices 
You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character. Example: 
CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

 Special Symbols 
The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

 Symbols 
The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

 Syntax Fragments 
Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment. Example1: 
CMDName "Parms"

Parms:
[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code
syntax. Example 2: 
CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:
  OptionA
| OptionB
| OptionC
| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

 System Response 
Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts. Example: 
ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:

This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 
User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case. Example: 
vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait
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This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type
of the directory entry you are adding.However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters. Example: 
ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

 Variables 
Lowercase items in italics denote variables. Example: 
CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME. 

Documentation Changes

HIDRO Messages (SYB)
This section contains the messages issued by the HiDRO program on the HIDRO machine.

Because HiDRO is a multitasking program, its messages can be generated by any task. For this reason, each message is
preceded by a taskid number.

Messages are listed in this section in numerical order. Because routine-identifiers and message class letters vary,
depending on context, these elements are omitted in the messages and explanations that follow.

General Characteristics

Message numbers are in the form SYBxxxnnn, where xxx is a routine-identifier, useful to Technical Support. nnn is a
unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

Each HiDRO message number is followed by a letter giving its class. Here are the class letters and their meanings:

Class Description Class Description

C Catalog P Performance

D Debug Q Query

E Error R Response

I Information S Superuser

L Log T Tape

O Operator W Warning

Message Example

Here is a typical HiDRO message as it would actually be issued by the program:

 1 SYBOPE003L 14:55:16.65 -- TASK 1 STARTED

 

This sample message comprises the following components:

1
The taskid number (1)

SYB
3-character prefix

OPE
3-character routine identifier, useful to Technical Support
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003
3-character message number (003)

L
Message class letter

The information that identifies the message is then followed by the message text (14:55:16.65 -- TASK 1 STARTED).

SYB001
CA VM:Backup (TM) HiDRO Feature Version vv.r

The user is informed of the Version of HiDRO that is currently executing.

Example:

0 SYBVMT001I CA VM:Backup (TM) HiDRO Feature Version 02.8

SYB002
DATE:date,day,TIME: hh:mm,xx,yyy

The day, date, time and time type for the start of execution are provided. The time type includes AM or PM (xx) and time
zone (yyy).

Example:

0 SYB002I DATE: 10/26/02, TUESDAY TIME 8:47 AM EDT

The local time zone difference from GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) and the time zone (e.g., EST) are set at installation
time.

SYB003
hh:mm:ss.xx - TASK nn STARTED

The start time of a specific HiDRO task is provided.

Example:

1 SYB003I 9:06:29.45 - TASK 1 STARTED

SYB004
PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON UNIT ccuu ERROR m ECB=nn

A non-recoverable I/O error has occurred in attempting to read from or write to unit ccuu. The error number and event
control block (ECB) error code are also provided for reference.

Example:

1 SYB004E PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON UNIT 193 ERROR 3 ECB=43

SYB005
CSW=xx yy - zzzzzzz
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This message provides the channel status word that is associated with a nonrecoverable I/O error for reference. A further
explanation of the CSW is given in the literal zzzzzzz The possible message extensions include the following:

• Unit Check
• Unit Exception
• Program Check
• Protection Check
• Chaining Check
• Interface Check
• Channel Control Check
• Incorrect Length

SYB006
SENSE=tt uu vv ww xx yy zz

This message indicates up to 32 bytes of SENSE information (in hexadecimal format) associated with non-recoverable I/O
errors. This message is issued when "UNIT CHECK" is set in the CSW. See also SYB007.

SYB007
xxxxxxx

This message is a literal that accompanies message SYB006. The literal contains an explanation of the control unit sense
information given in the hexadecimal codes of SYB006. Message literals are shown in the following list:

• Equipment Check
• Unknown Condition
• Data Check
• Command Reject
• Intervention Required
• Operation Incomplete
• Data Overrun
• Permanent Error
• Invalid Track Format
• Tape Drive Not Capable
• End Of Cylinder
• (Wrong Density)
• No Record Found
• Tape Noise
• File Protect
• Write Inhibit

SYB008
OPERATION ENDED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR OR WARNING

When a fatal error occurs, message SYB008 will appear with an "E" appended to its message number (Example:
SYB008E). The first message above it which also has an "E" or "W" appended to its message number will give the reason
for the fatal error.

Example:
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1 SYB004E PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON UNIT 193 ERROR 3 ECB=43

1 SYB008E OPERATION ENDED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR OR WARNING

In this example, SYB004E contains the reason for the fatal error. It appears above message SYB008E.

SYB010
FILE "fileid" SELECTED FOR zzzzzzzz

This message reports the files that have been selected for the zzzzzzzz operation. This message is issued when the
FLIST option is in effect.

SYB011
operation xxxx TO yyyy

This message displays the input and output units (xxxx and yyyy) involved in each HiDRO operation.

SYB012
MISSING UPPER BOUND IN CATALOG xxxxxx... RANGE

In a catalog operation, the user has coded an incomplete range specification for DATE, OWNER, or FILES.

SYB013
CATALOG OPERATIONS ARE INVALID WITHOUT CMS

Because module SYBCAT makes use of CMS files for catalog operations, a catalog operation cannot be carried out when
CMS is not available, as, for example, under stand-alone operation.

SYB014
GLOBAL: xxxxxxx...

This message echoes the global parameter(s) supplied by the user.

Example:

0 SYB014I GLOBAL: SYSP SYSFILE ERRFILE HIDRO A /

SYB015
CMD n: xxxxxxx...

This message echoes the command for each operation supplied to HiDRO; n is the task identification number.

Example:

1 SYB015I CMD 1: DUP M D F (* EXEC) TO M A

SYB016
FILE fileid BEYOND END OF TAPE ON UNIT ccuu
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A file sequence number (FSN) cannot be found on the tape mounted on the unit specified. Either two tape marks or the
reflector strip were encountered when attempting to forward-space to the file specified.

SYB017
ERROR PROCESSING TAPE LABELS ON UNIT ccuu

When an I/O error occurs during the reading or writing of a tape label on the unit specified (ccuu), message SYB017
will appear with an "E" appended to its message number (SYB017E). The first message that appears above message
SYB017E and has an "E" appended to its message number will give the reason for the fatal error.

SYB018
TAPE UNIT ccuu NOT OPERATIONAL

The tape unit specified in the command line is not attached or not functioning. A different unit number must be supplied.

SYB019
timestamp MOUNT TAPE xxxxxx on UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm) R/O READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL
TASK:

The operator is instructed to mount a read-only tape with label xxxxxx on real unit ccuu (virtual unit mmmm). This is the
message for an input tape. The timestamp (hh:mm:ss) is the time HiDRO first requested the tape. Each time this message
is repeated, the same timestamp will appear.

SYB020
xxxxxxx OPTION INCORRECT

The user has coded an incorrect IDEVice or ODEVice (input or output device) option xxxxxxx.

SYB021
timestamp MOUNT TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm) R/W READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL
TASK:

The operator is instructed to mount a write-enabled output tape with label xxxxxx on real unit ccuu.

SYB022
FOR xxxxxxx, yyyyyyy MUST BE zzzzzzz. CCUU=nnnn

For the operation indicated (xxxxxxx), the message tells the user what kind of input or output device is required. The user
must select a device and operation that are compatible.

SYB023
NL TAPE OR INVALID POSITIONING ON UNIT ccuu

The program has detected either a non-labelled or non-standard labelled tape on the unit indicated, or else the positioning
of the read head is invalid -- possibly mispositioned between files, for instance.
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SYB024
INCORRECT xxxxxx... IN RESTORE FILE

The program has failed to detect a required first block number or release number (xxxxxxx...) in a restore file. The restore
file may not be compatible with this release of HiDRO.

SYB025
timestamp label TAPE xxxxxx MOUNTED ON UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm)

HiDRO verifies the volser (xxxxxx) of a tape mounted on unit ccuu. Label is either SL (standard labels) or NL (non-
labelled).

SYB026
OUTPUT TAPE ON UNIT ccuu MUST BE R/W

The command line indicates an output operation that requires writing to the tape mounted on the unit indicated, but the
tape is in read-only mode. The operator should write-enable the tape reel or cartridge.

SYB027
ERROR POSITIONING TAPE ON UNIT ccuu

The tape is mispositioned on the unit indicated. This can be the result of a previous tape operation.

SYB028
OUTPUT TAPE LABEL EXIT REQUESTED ABORT (RC=16) ON UNIT ccuu

The user-supplied output tape label exit has sent back to HiDRO a return code of 16, which means "Abnormal
Termination." This will terminate an operation. The output tape label exit applies to tapes mounted on unit ccuu.

SYB029
INVALID OUTPUT TAPE LABEL EXIT RETURN CODE=mm FOR UNIT ccuu

A user-supplied output tape label exit using unit ccuu has sent back to HiDRO a return code that HiDRO cannot interpret.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes.

SYB030
MISSING xxxxxx LABEL(S) ON UNIT ccuu

The input tape on tape nnn is standard labelled, but HiDRO has not found the header or trailer label (xxxxxx) expected.

SYB031
INVALID TAPE LABEL ON UNIT ccuu xxxxxx

The tape label (xxxxxx) encountered is not a standard label. Standard labelled tapes were expected.
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SYB032
BLOCK COUNT IN TRAILER LABEL=nn BLOCKS, THE NUMBER OF BLOCKS READ=mm ON UNIT ccuu

There is an inconsistency between the number of blocks read from the tape mounted on unit ccuu and the number of
blocks indicated in the tape’s trailer label.

SYB033
INVALID INPUT TAPE LABEL EXIT RETURN CODE=nn ON UNIT ccuu

A user-supplied input tape label exit using unit ccuu has sent back to HiDRO a return code that HiDRO cannot interpret.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes.

SYB034
INPUT TAPE LABEL EXIT REQUESTED ABORT (RC=16) ON UNIT ccuu

The user-supplied input tape label exit has sent back to HiDRO a return code of 16, which means "Abnormal Termination."
This will terminate an operation. The input tape label exit applies to tapes mounted on unit ccuu.

SYB035
"FILES" AND "COMPLETE" SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

File-level specifications have no meaning during a "COMPLETE" backup or restore operation.

SYB036
INCORRECT FILE SEQUENCE NUMBER (nn) AT FILE mm ON UNIT ccuu

The file sequence number encountered in a tape label (nn) is out of sequence with the number expected (mm) for the tape
on the unit indicated.

SYB037
MORE VOLUMES EXPECTED AT END OF VOLUME ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO has filled all output tapes specified, but has more data to write; or HiDRO has read all input tapes specified, but
the file continues.

SYB038
INPUT TAPE FILENAME MISMATCH AT FILE mm ON UNIT ccuu

The command line has specified a filename that is different from what is read from the tape label at FSN mm on the unit
indicated.

SYB039
ERROR WRITING VOLUME LABEL FOR TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

An error has occurred while writing out a tape volume label. The tape is mounted on the unit indicated.
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SYB040
TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu IS INCORRECT VOLUME

The tape with volser xxxxxx on unit ccuu is not the correct volume according to the volser entered on the command line.

SYB041
NL TAPE ON UNIT ccuu IS INCORRECT: SL REQUIRED

The tape on the unit indicated is a non-labelled or non-standard-labelled tape, but the command line indicated a standard-
labelled or a standard user-labelled tape.

SYB042
NO OUTSTANDING REQUESTS

This message is a response to a Query for a list of outstanding requests to the operator.

SYB043
timestamp MOUNT SCRATCH TAPE ON UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm) R/W READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY C TO CANCEL
TASK:

The operator is asked to mount a write-enabled tape for output on the indicated device.

SYB044
INITIALIZING SCRATCH TAPE ON UNIT ccuu

This message indicates that an output scratch tape is being initialized as standard-labelled.

SYB045
"FILES" AND "BALLOC" SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

File-level specifications during a backup or restore operation with the "BALLOC" option have no meaning.

SYB046
SEQUENTIAL xxxxxx... FILE NOT FOUND

The user has specified one or more file identifications (filename and filetype) that HiDRO is unable to match to files in the
volume specified. The user should double-check the file designations.

SYB047
DISK x (UNIT ccuu) RELEASED

The output minidisk x (unit ccuu) is temporarily released by HiDRO for the duration of the operation specified in the
command line. For output operations involving CMS Disk volumes, HiDRO always releases the disk so that the CMS
directory will be updated before the output operation. This guarantees that HiDRO will be using only the most up-to-date
directory data. Released disks are re-accessed at the end of HiDRO’s execution.
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SYB048
FILE "fileid" IS VARIABLE LENGTH. NOT VALID FOR RESTORE INPUT FILE.

Only a backup file produced by HiDRO is valid input to a restore operation, and all such files are fixed-length record
format.

SYB049
FILE "fileid" ALREADY EXISTS. SPECIFY REPLACE

The user has requested an output file identification (fileid) that already exists in the output volumes. The user must specify
the REPlace or ERAse option.

SYB050
OUTPUT VOLORG NOT UNDEFINED. USE OVORG OPTION

The input volume organization is undefined, but the output volume organization is defined. By default, HiDRO does not
allow writing undefined data to a defined (CMS-type) area. To write undefined data to such an area you must specify the
OVORG UNDefined option.

SYB051
TARGET DEVICE TYPE/CLASS NOT SAME AS ORIGINAL

The user has requested a restore to a device type or class that is different from the device type or class from which the
data was originally backed up.

SYB052
NO VOLUME LABEL FOUND ON DASD UNIT ccuu

This message warns you that HiDRO detected an I/O error while reading a DASD volume label to determine the volume’s
organization. The operation will continue, and HiDRO will consider the disk format UNDEFINED. However, you should
check the disk because a missing volume label may mean that a minidisk is damaged.

SYB053
xxx PARM OVERRIDDEN. yyy USED

Two parameters are inconsistent with each other. The program has chosen to use parameter yyy instead of xxx.

SYB054
TARGET DEVICE HAS INCORRECT VOLUME ORGANIZATION

Input and output volume organization must be the same; for example, EDF data cannot be output to a CDF disk nor non-
CMS data to a CMS disk (and vice versa).

SYB055
OUTPUT EXTENT(S) INCONSISTENT WITH ORIGINAL INPUT EXTENTS

The user has specified a set of physical extents with the OEXTents option, but this set of extents is not compatible with the
extent of the data HiDRO is attempting to write out. The user must recode the OEXTents value.
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SYB056
xxxxxx OPTION NOT USED ON BACKUP

This message appears when a user specifies an option on a restore, but the corresponding option was not used on
backup. For example, this message appears if a user asks for a COMPLETE restore, but the FIALLOC was used on the
backup.

SYB057
CMS FORMATTED DISK xxx NOT CONSISTENT WITH ORIGINAL

In a restore operation, HiDRO has encountered a parameter specifying a CMS volume organization on output to disk, but
the blocksize or block count (xxx) of the CMS formatted output disk is not compatible with the blocksize or block count of
the original disk from which the backup was taken.

SYB058
OUTPUT DISK xxxxxxxx=mmm, ORIGINAL DISK yyyyyyyy=nnn

This message, issued along with message SYB057, indicates the values of blocksize or block count that are incompatible
between the original and the output disks in a restore operation.

SYB059
INSUFFICIENT SPACE ON OUTPUT DISK

A full disk unit may have been specified as an output device, but there is not enough space on the device for the HiDRO
operation to be performed. Either specify another output device, or create more space on the current output unit.

On CMS disks, HiDRO normally writes data to free blocks before erasing duplicate files. Specifying the ERASE option will
create more space because all duplicate files will be erased before any data is written.

Alternatively, data being restored to a reader may not fit on HiDRO’s temporary work disk (usually unit 292). The HiDRO
system administrator may increase the size of the disk by using the SYBGEN interface to reset the Work Disk system
default option.

SYB060
TAPE EXIT (TEXIT) REQUESTED ABORT WITH RETURN CODE=rc DURING TAPE operation ON UNIT ccuu

While mounting or unloading a tape or unit ccuu, a user-supplied tape exit routine has issued a return code requesting
that HiDRO abort the operation. Operation is either MOUNT or UNLOAD.

SYB061
INPUT "FILES" AND IVORG "UNDEFINED" ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

File-level specifications are not supported for "UNDEFINED" volume organizations.

SYB062
REPLY I TO INITIALIZE TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu AS STANDARD LABELED, OR R TO REJECT TAPE:
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This prompt verifies the mounting of a non-labelled scratch tape with volser xxxxxx for output on unit ccuu and requests
permission to initialize the tape as a standard labelled tape. Entering an "R" rejects the tape, unloads it and prompts for
the original tape again.

SYB063
OPERATOR CANCELLED MOUNT FOR TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

The operator has cancelled the mounting of a tape with volser xxxxxx on unit ccuu. This results from a reply of "CANCEL"
to a mount message.

SYB064
INVALID RETURN CODE=rc FROM USER DATA EXIT

The user-supplied data exit has sent back to HiDRO a return code that HiDRO cannot interpret.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes.

Note: For more information about valid return codes, see Exit Return Codes in the Administrators Guide.

 

 

SYB065
MISSING HEADER2 TAPE LABEL FOR FILE nn ON UNIT ccuu. (POSSIBLE DOS LABELED TAPE?)

An OS-labelled input tape does not contain the Header2 tape label for the file specified.

SYB066
ERROR READING TAPE VOLUME LABEL ON UNIT ccuu

There has been an error in reading the volume label on the tape mounted on unit ccuu.

SYB067
POSITIONING ERROR OR MISSING TRAILER LABEL FOR PREVIOUS FILE ON UNIT ccuu (NL TAPE?)

During automatic volume recognition on tape, there has been an error in reading the trailer label for the file immediately
preceding the file to be processed.

SYB068
ERROR PROCESSING type LABEL FOR FILE nn ON UNIT ccuu

An I/O error has been detected during the reading or writing of a label for tape file nn being processed on unit ccuu. Type
is either HEADER, TRAILER or USER.

SYB069
HiDRO COMMAND PROCESSOR

This message tells the user that the machine environment is the HiDRO command processor. New commands may be
entered.
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SYB070
NON-IMMEDIATE COMMAND FROM OPERATOR/USER: IGNORED

HiDRO has received an invalid command from the operator or a superuser (such as a command to execute a particular
operation). Because only the user can enter non-immediate commands, the operator input is ignored. The operator is only
permitted to enter immediate commands in response to prompts issued by HiDRO.

SYB071
I/O ERROR ON INPUT UNIT ccuu, BLOCK TOO LONG

An I/O error on an input tape has occurred because the input block size specified is smaller than the blocksize of the input
data.

This problem normally occurs when spanned files are being restored or verified, and a tape is mounted that contains the
continuation of a spanned file whose beginning was never processed.

SYB072
ERROR nn LOADING CATALOG "SYBCAT MODULE"

When the user specifies a catalog operation, module SYBCAT must be loaded to carry out the catalog function. This
message indicates that SYBCAT did not load successfully.

SYB073
DISK FULL WRITING TO CATALOG - NOT CATALOGED

During the process of attempting to write records to the user catalog, HiDRO has discovered that the disk on which the
catalog files reside is full. Thus, a particular operation was not cataloged. The user must create additional space for
catalog files or else delete some of the data presently on the disk.

SYB074
USER DATA EXIT REQUESTED ABORT WITH RETURN CODE=16

The user-supplied data exit has sent back to HiDRO a return code of 16, which means "Abnormal Termination." This will
terminate an operation.

SYB075
RECORD RETURNED FROM USER DATA EXIT IN ORIGINAL BUFFER IS TOO LARGE FOR BUFFER. RECORD
SIZE=nnn BYTES.

The user data exit has returned modified records in the supplied buffer that overflow the available buffer size. The user
should supply a buffer within the exit routine to hold the larger records.

SYB076
MISSING INPUT BLKSIZE OR LRECL

The input block size or logical record length cannot be determined for a sequential non-labelled tape file. The user must
supply IATTRibutes.
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SYB077
MISSING INPUT RECORD FORMAT

The input record format cannot be determined for a sequential non-labelled tape file. The user must supply IATTRibutes.

SYB078
INPUT BLKSIZE NOT EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY LRECL FOR FIXED-LENGTH FORMAT

The user has coded the Block (and possibly LRECL) option for the IATTRibute parameter, but blocksize is not (as it must
be) an integral multiple of the record length. Be aware that backup files always have LRECL=256.

SYB079
MISSING OUTPUT BLKSIZE OR LRECL

The output block size or logical record length cannot be determined for a sequential non-labelled tape file. The user must
supply OATTRibutes.

SYB080
INSUFFICIENT MAIN STORAGE FOR OPERATION

HiDRO has found that there is not adequate main memory for the operation it is attempting to carry out. Increase
OPCORE, VMCORE, or the size of the virtual machine. For SFS restores invoked through SYBLIST, specify COREMAX
in the SFS Options field of the Restore Destination Selections screen (SLST07).

SYB081

OUTPUT BLKSIZE NOT EVENLY DIVISIBLE BY LRECL FOR FIXED-LENGTH FORMAT

The user has coded the Block (and possibly LRECL) option for the OATTRibute parameter, but blocksize is not (as it must
be) an integral multiple of the record length. Be aware that backup files always have LRECL=256.

SYB082
MISSING OUTPUT RECORD FORMAT

The output record format cannot be determined for a sequential non-labelled tape file. The user must supply
OATTRibutes.

SYB083
NO FILES SELECTED FOR BACKUP OPERATION

No files matching the specification were found by HiDRO.

SYB084
timestamp REPLY n:xxxxxxxx

This message echoes the reply provided to a prompt for Task n.

SYB085

INVALID CHARACTER IN FILEID "fileid"
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The user has coded a filename with a character that is invalid.

SYB086

IEXTENTS AND OEXTENTS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE IN A DUPLICATE OPERATION

In a DUPlicate operation, it is possible to code either IEXTents or OEXTents, but not both.

SYB087

DISK x (UNIT ccuu) ACCESSED

HiDRO reports a successful CMS ACCess operation for Disk x on unit ccuu.

SYB088
RE-ACCESS FOR DISK x (UNIT ccuu) FAILED

HiDRO reports a failure to re-ACCess Disk x on unit ccuu.

SYB089
BLKSIZE=mmm LRECL=nnn

Blocksize and logical record length are provided for reference.

SYB090
TAPE UNIT ccuu IS NOT dddd BPI CAPABLE

The tape drive attached as unit ccuu cannot process tapes with the specified density.

SYB091
I/O ERROR n WRITING TO CATALOG - NOT CATALOGED

HiDRO has encountered an I/O error in writing to the catalog. Thus, a particular operation was not cataloged. The error
code n is returned from FSWRITE.

SYB093
UNKNOWN TAPE DEVICE TYPE ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO cannot recognize the tape drive type attached as unit ccuu.

SYB094
xxxxxx DEVICE (UNIT ccuu) NOT OPERATIONAL

An input or an output (xxxxxx) device specified in the command line is not operational. Select a different unit.

SYB095
AWAITING CONSOLE RESPONSE, ADDRESS xxxx; STATUS: status

This message is issued while HiDRO awaits user input at the console. xxxx is the console address. The status is IDLE if
no tasks are active, or RUNNING if one or more tasks are active. Issuing the HIDRO command without operands results
in the issuance of this message prompting the user to enter commands.
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SYB096
NO FILES SELECTED FOR RESTORE OPERATION

HiDRO has not found a match between the files specified and the files located on the backup image.

SYB097
SEQUENTIAL COPY FILES SPECIFICATION INCORRECT

The output file specification for a copy operation is incorrect. Possibly more than one output fileid has been specified.

SYB098
SEQUENTIAL INPUT FILE IS EMPTY

The input file for a restore or copy operation is empty. The user must specify a file that contains data.

SYB099
DATA EXIT RECORD xx LENGTH mmm, OUTPUT FILE LRECL=nnn

The length of a data exit record is inconsistent with the record length coded in the OATTR parameter. The user should
check the LRECL values coded in both places.

SYB100
DUPLICATE OUTPUT INCONSISTENT WITH INPUT UNIT

In a DUPlicate operation, the output unit’s volume organization and/or device type is inconsistent with the same
characteristics of the input unit.

SYB101
MEMORY: VMCORE=jjjK MODULE = lllK AVAIL=mmmK FREE=nnnK

This is a performance message indicating the VMCORE value effective for the present job, along with the size of the load
module, the available memory and the amount of memory freed for CMS and exits.

SYB102
FILE "fileid" NOT FOUND FOR xxxxxx OPERATION

One of a list of files specified as input has not been found. The others are processed.

SYB103
REQUEST n NOT OUTSTANDING; REPLY IGNORED

The operator has not supplied the correct task number in response to a prompt; HiDRO continues to await a response
keyed to the appropriate task number.

SYB104
SEQUENTIAL xxxxx... FILE NOT CORRECTLY SPECIFIED
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In an operation involving a sequential file, the user has incorrectly specified one or more input or output fileids.

SYB105
BACKUP FILE VERIFIED WITH NO ERRORS

This is the standard response to a VERify operation when no errors are discovered.

SYB106
INVALID INVOKING PARAMETER LIST=xxxxx FLAG=nn

This message appears when a calling program contains a parameter list without the required literal "SYBK" and/or flag
"80" (hexadecimal).

SYB107
BACKUP FILE CREATED ON date AT time BY RELEASE n.nx-m

The date and time of creation of a backup file and the release that wrote the file are presented.

SYB108
OWNER xxxxxxxx UNIT ccuu VOLSER nnnnnn

This is an informational message indicating the userid owning the backed up volume (xxxxxxxx), the unit backed up
(ccuu), and the volser of the disk being backed up (nnnnnn).

SYB109
INPUT DISK WAS ALTERED DURING xxxxxx OPERATION. OUTPUT UNPREDICTABLE

During the specified operation, an external routine has altered the contents of the input disk. Thus the output may not
be as expected. If the operation was a backup, HiDRO will repeat the backup once. If the input disk is altered while this
attempt is in progress, it will not be repeated. No backup file will exist if this second attempt fails.

SYB110
CMS type ERROR: error location ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO has encountered a CMS format error while attempting to process the specified disk/file. This message may be
received in four cases: an invalid disk origin pointer does not point to a directory; DIRECTOR or ALLOCMAP FST names
are mismatched; HiDRO has found errors while processing a file; a minidisk contains certain PL/I files.

If PL/I files are present, the message can be ignored. If not, check the disk carefully for errors in its directory or allocmap.

SYB111
TASK nnn

This message echoes a task number corresponding to a pending or active HiDRO task.

SYB112
---ACTIVE TASKS---
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This header precedes a list of active HiDRO tasks in response to a Query Active command entered at the console during
interactive mode.

SYB113
---TASKS WAITING---

This header precedes a list of waiting HiDRO tasks in response to a Query Waiting command entered at the console
during interactive mode. Waiting tasks might include operations awaiting a free tape drive, etc.

SYB114
DUPLICATE FILEID "fileid" ON OUTPUT DURING zzzzzzzz OPERATION

In processing a restore or DUPlicate operation, the user has made a rename request that cannot be carried out because
the user has asked to rename a file to another filename that is also being restored or duplicated. One cannot rename to
another filename that is being processed as part of the same operation.

SYB115
BACKUPS TO CDF (800 BYTE) DISKS NOT SUPPORTED

HiDRO does not support backups to CDF (CMS Disk Format) disk packs. The user must define an EDF (Extended Disk
Format) minidisk.

SYB116
OUTPUT CDF DISK FILE DIRECTORY CAPACITY EXCEEDED

In restoring or duplicating to a CDF disk pack, HiDRO has found the pack’s directory capacity to be at its limit.

SYB117
FILE "fileid" TOO LARGE FOR CDF DISK

The user has specified a CDF disk as output, but the file to be written out has more records than the disk capacity allows.

SYB120
CATALOG REPORT ON mm/dd/yy SORTED BY sort key

This message is prefixed to a CATALOG DISPLAY report. It specifies the date used for the display and how the report was
sorted, for example by userid or unit.

SYB123
UNAUTHORIZED OPERATION REQUESTED

This message appears when users attempt to perform operations that require superuser authorization. Normally, general
users may only perform restores of their own files and minidisks and browse the HiDRO catalog. Operator’s may perform
backups without being a superuser.

Either the job may be run from an existing superuser userid, or the system administrator may run SYBGEN and add the
user’s userid to the list of superusers.
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SYB124
NO CATALOG RECORDS MATCH SELECT CRITERIA

A catalog command was issued, but no records meeting the criteria specified in the command were found in the catalog.

SYB125
END CATALOG REPORT

This message indicates the end of a CATALOG DISPLAY report.

SYB126
nnn RESTORE COMMAND(S) GENERATED BY CATALOG RESTORE

This message indicates the number (nnn) of restore commands HiDRO generated as a result of the user’s single catalog
restore command.

SYB127
ERROR n DURING xxxxx... of FILE "fileid"

An I/O error of the type indicated (FSREAD, FSWRITE or FSCLOSE) has occurred on a work file during a cataloging
operation.

SYB128
CATALOG RESTORE FROM DISK MUST BE FROM ORIGINAL USERID

This message is sent when a general user attempts to restore data from a disk belonging to a different user. The catalog
restore facility only allows superusers to do this.

SYB129
MEMORY: VMCORE=MAX-nnnk MODULE=nnnK AVAIL=nnnnK FREE=nnnK

This is a performance message. VMCORE is the total amount of memory HiDRO will use for the job, MODULE is the size
of the HIDRO module, AVAIL is the total amount of memory available for running the job (excluding the HIDRO module),
and FREE is the amount of memory released back to CMS.

SYB131
VTIME=lll TTIME=mmm ELAP TIME=nnn

This performance message indicates the total Virtual Time, Total Time, and Elapsed Time for all operations carried out in
the present execution of HiDRO.

SYB132
DISK/TAPE IO=nnn PRT/RDR IO=nnn CMS IO=nnn DIAG=nnn BUSY=nnn

In this performance message, the I/O counts are provided for disk or tape, separately for printer or reader, and for CMS
(FSREADS and FSWRITES). Also included are Diagnose and Busy statistics.
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SYB133
I/O ERRORS=nnn RETRIES: SIOF/SSCH=nnn DIAG=nnn

This performance message gives statistics on I/O errors encountered during an execution of HiDRO.

SYB134
THE FOLLOWING TAPES ARE FREE. THEY CONTAIN ONLY DELETED BACKUPS

This message is followed by a list of the six-digit VOLSER of each tape volume that has had all references to it removed
as a result of a catalog CONDENSE function. These volumes can now be reused.

SYB135
THE FOLLOWING CATALOG RECORDS HAVE BEEN DELETED

This message precedes a list of catalog records that have been marked for deletion in a catalog DELETE operation.

SYB136
THE FOLLOWING RECORDS WERE DELETED AND ARE NOW REACTIVATED

This message precedes a list of catalog records that had been marked for deletion by an earlier catalog DELETE
operation, but which are now reactivated by a catalog RECLAIM operation.

SYB137
THE FOLLOWING RECORDS HAVE BEEN PURGED DURING CONDENSE

This message precedes a list of catalog records that have been purged from the catalog by a catalog CONDENSE
operation.

SYB138
CATALOG FILE "fileid" IS OUT OF SEQUENCE AT RECORD n

The HiDRO Catalog Facility arranges the file of backup activity into records that are sorted chronologically by date. This
message is generated when HiDRO finds a catalog file that contains a record where the date field is inconsistent with the
record’s position in the file. If you have SyncSort CMS, the catalog can be sorted using the following procedure:

• Logon to the HIDRO machine and QUIT to CMS.
• Backup or TAPE DUMP the HIDRO 191 disk to retain a copy of the current catalog.
• Make sure that the HIDRO machine has access to SyncSort CMS.
• Issue the command SORTCAT. It will take several minutes to complete.

If you do not have SyncSort CMS or the above procedure fails, contact Technical Support.

SYB139
nn TASK(S) ACTIVE

In response to Query Queue, this message gives the number of tasks now running. To see a listing of these tasks, enter
Query Active.
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SYB140
CLOCK MISMATCH: hh:mm:ss.xx CP: hh:mm:ss.xx

This message indicates that the time computed by HiDRO based on the Time-Of-Day clock is not within 24 hours of the
time given by CP.

First, rerun the job. If the problem recurs, your Time-Of-Day clock may not be based on January 1, 1900, 12:00 midnight.
If so, the SYBGEN EPOCH option can be used to straighten out the discrepancy.

SYB142
SYSIN FILE "fileid" NOT FOUND

The fileid specified is a SYSIN command does not exist.

SYB143
INPUT TAPE AND "FILES" ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The user may not use the FILES specification as input when the input is tape.

SYB144
OUTPUT TAPE AND "FILES" ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The user may not use the FILES specification as output when the output is tape.

SYB145
INPUT TAPE AND "OLDDATE" ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Tape files produced by copy operations do not have date stamps.

SYB146
INSUFFICIENT TAPE DRIVES ATTACHED FOR TASK

Check to see that sufficient tape drives are attached to perform the task specified. Tape-to-tape copy operations, for
example, will require more than one tape drive.

SYB147
nn TASK(S) WAITING

In response to Query Queue, this message gives the number of tasks now waiting to execute.

SYB148
"SAVE" OPTION INVALID IN DISCONNECTED MODE

HiDRO does not support the CATALOG RESTORE "SAVE" option in Disconnected Machine Mode.

SYB149
INVALID FORMAT CMS BLOCKSIZE "xx" SPECIFIED
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The blocksize specified is not legal in a FORMAT option. Legal CMS block sizes are: 512, 800, 1024 (or 1K), 2048 (or
2K), and 4096 (or 4K). Note that blocksize 800 is not supported under VM/ESA.

SYB150
INVALID FORMAT KEYWORD "xxxx"

HiDRO does not recognize the keyword shown as a valid FORMAT specification.

NOTE
For more information about the proper syntax, see Format Operation in the Command Reference.

SYB151
WAITING...

This message confirms that HiDRO is, as requested, waiting for a tape drive. See message SYB397.

SYB152
CATALOG "FILE" SPECIFICATION IS ILLEGAL IN DELETE/RECLAIM OPERATIONS

When a "FILE" specification is added to a Catalog Delete or Reclaim command which also specifies a minidisk by unit
number, HiDRO would Delete or Reclaim the entire minidisk if the catalog showed that it contained the file specified.

SYB153
---------TAPE UNIT STATUS--------

This header precedes a list of tape drive units attached to HiDRO, generated in response to a HiDRO Query Tapes
command.

SYB154
TAPE UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm) IS status FOR TAPE: xxxxxx

Status may be any of the following: IN USE, IDLE (with a readied tape mounted), UNLOADED (the drive is attached and
a tape has been unloaded from it), SUSPEND (temporarily held), NOT RDY (not ready), NOT OPER (not operational,
implying that the operator has used CP DETach, rather than the HiDRO immediate command DETach, to detach the
drive), DRAINING (completing current task only), or IN MOUNT (waiting for a tape to be mounted).

SYB155
VIRTUAL TAPE UNIT ccuu NOT ATTACHED

The operator has issued a HiDRO DETach command for unit ccuu, but the unit was not attached. Check to see that the
correct virtual--not real--unit was specified.

SYB156
INVALID DETACH UNIT xxxx

The operator has specified an invalid unit address. Valid addresses range from 0001 to FFFF (XA mode) or FFF (370
mode).
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SYB157
TAPE UNIT ccuu IN USE - NOT DETACHED

The unit which the operator has instructed HiDRO to DETach is in use by a HiDRO task. HiDRO has not DETached the
unit.

SYB158
MISSING DETACH UNIT

The operator did not specify a unit parameter to the HiDRO DETach command.

SYB159
TAPE UNIT ccuu (Vmmmm) DETACHED

HiDRO has DETached the unit, as per the operator’s request. HiDRO will issue this message for each DETached unit.

SYB160
"BLOCK" EXTENT TYPE IS INVALID FOR CKD DEVICES

CKD extents may be specified only by "TRACK", "CYL", and "CCHH".

SYB161
"TRACK", "CYL", AND "CCHH" EXTENT TYPES ARE INVALID FOR FBA DEVICES

Only "BLOCK" extent specifications are legal for FBA devices.

SYB163
UNLOADING TAPE ON UNIT ccuu AFTER I/O ERROR

HiDRO has encountered a permanent I/O error on the tape mounted on the designated unit. The tape has been rewound
and unloaded.

SYB164
nn OUTSTANDING REQUEST(S)

In response to Query Queue, this message gives the current number of unanswered requests. To see a listing of these
requests, enter Query Requests.

SYB165
FORMAT BLKSZIZE=800 INVALID FOR TARGET DEVICE

HiDRO does not support blocksize 800 for the target device type. Blocksize 800 is only for obsolete CDF architecture.
Valid block sizes for the target device are: 512K, 1K, 2K, and 4K.

SYB166
TAPE UNIT ccuu DETACHED, MAXTAPE EXCEEDED
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The maximum number of tape drives which HiDRO is allowed to use has been reached. If you have requested a non-
specific unit, the task will wait until a unit becomes available. If you have requested a specific unit, the task will terminate
abnormally.

SYB167
FORMAT OF UNIT ccuu WILL ERASE ALL FILES, OK? (YES OR NO)

Formatting a minidisk erases all files on the disk. Respond YES if you wish to FORMAT the disk and erase the files, or NO
if you wish to halt the FORMAT operation.

SYB168
"NEWLABEL" OPTION REQUIRES "FORMAT" OPTION DURING COPY/BACKUP

During a copy or backup operation, the NEWLABEL option may be used only when the output disk is FORmatted.

SYB169
CONTINUED COMMAND #nn TOO LARGE FOR MEMORY

The command area, approximately 7,200 characters, has been exceeded and cannot be expanded by increasing
memory. The command nn, nn being its assigned sequential number in this invocation of HiDRO, should be reduced and
resubmitted.

SYB170
timestamp ATTACH TAPE xxxxxx yyyyyyy AS UNIT ccuu REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, OR R TO
REJECT:

The operator is asked to attach and mount the designated R/W or R/O tape on the unit specified. See message SYB397.
The timestamp (hh:mm:ss) indicates the time HiDRO first requested the tape. Each time this message is repeated, the
same timestamp will appear.

SYB171
xxxxxxxx ccuu NOT LINKED; NOT IN CP DIRECTORY

The Automatic CP Directory Lookup Facility cannot find either the userid or unit belonging to that userid in the CP
directory.

SYB172
COMMAND #nn IN SYSIN FILE IS INCOMPLETE

The last line in the SYSIN file ends with a hyphen, but there is no continuation line.

SYB173
ATTEMPTING TO CONTINUE FILE ON NEXT TAPE

HiDRO has encountered an I/O error while writing a file on the tape specified in SYB163. HiDRO has closed the file on
that tape, and continued it on another tape.
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SYB174
TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu IS SL; NL REQUESTED

The user has requested a non-labelled tape, but the tape mounted has standard labels. If the installation option Tape
Label Override is OFF, the tape will be unloaded and the task terminated. If the option is ON, and if the tape is positioned
at the beginning, the operator will be prompted to give HiDRO permission to use the tape. The operator will be allowed to
reinitialize an output tape.

SYB175
RESTORE TO READER IS LEGAL ONLY IN DISCONNECTED MODE

HiDRO does not support the Reader as the output destination in a restore operation, except in Disconnected Machine
Mode. For more information about legal output specifications, see the Restore Operation section of the Command
Reference.

SYB176
RESTORE/VERIFIES FROM CDF (800 BYTE) DISKS ARE NOT SUPPORTED

The restore and verify operations accept as input only the sequential output file generated in a backup operation. HiDRO
does not support the backup of data to CDF (800-byte block format) disks.

SYB177
ERROR ON UNIT ccuu. type RECOVERY REQUIRED

HiDRO has encountered an error on the specified unit. A BALLoc or UNDefined (COMPlete) recovery backup should be
performed.

SYB178
NON-FIALLOC TYPE DUPLICATES BETWEEN UNLIKE DEVICES NOT SUPPORTED

Duplication of data between unlike devices may only be performed in FIALloc mode. FIALloc is the default for CMS
devices, so the user need not specify a mode.

SYB181
MODESET FAILED - WRITING TAPE ON UNIT ccuu AT CURRENT DENSITY

The tape drive has rejected the requested or defaulted density. Data will be written at the current density setting.

SYB182
CATALOG FILE "fileid" IS EMPTY

The specified catalog operation has accessed an empty catalog.

SYB183
CP COMMAND INVALID IN STAND-ALONE MODE

CP is not present, and cannot execute the specified command.
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SYB184
INVALID REPLY/TASK-ID "xxx"

REPLY/TASK-ID must be numeric.

SYB185
MISSING DRAIN UNIT

The immediate command DRAIN requires that the virtual unit number of the tape drive to be DRAINED be specified.

SYB186
INVALID DRAIN UNIT ccuu

The virtual unit address specified with the immediate command DRAIN is not a valid address.

SYB187
FORMAT BLOCKSIZE=512 SUPPORTED UNDER VM/SP 3 and ABOVE

Releases of VM earlier than VM/SP 3 do not support the 512-byte blocksize.

SYB188
BACKUPS TO 512-BYTE CMS BLOCKSIZE DISKS NOT SUPPORTED

512-byte blocksize CMS disks are not supported as the output destination of a backup operation.

SYB189
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY ALLOCATED FOR CATALOG SORT

During a catalog operation, SYBCAT does not have adequate space for sorting records for DISPLAY or other functions.

SYB190
MISSING "(" IN xxxxxx... yyyyyy... SPECIFICATION

The user has failed to code a required left parenthesis in the xxxxxx... parameter of the yyyyyy... option.

SYB191
UNIDENTIFIED xxxxx... yyyyy... VALUE "zzz"

The user has coded a value (zzz) which HiDRO does not recognize.

SYB192
INVALID xxxxxx... SYSPRINT UNIT ccuu

The user has specified an invalid global SYSPRINT unit address.
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SYB193
INVALID xxxxx... SYSPRINT SYSFILE EXPRESSION yyyyyy...

The user has specified a SYSFILE through an expression yyyyyy which HiDRO cannot interpret. SYSFILE specifications
must follow CMS conventions, i.e., filename, filetype and filemode.

SYB194
REQUIRED OVOLUMES (FOR TAPE) MISSING

The user has omitted the required OVOLumes parameter.

SYB195
INVALID OPERATOR USERID "xxxxxx..."

In the global OPerator option, the user has coded an invalid userid for the system operator. Userids are not more than
eight characters.

SYB196
UNIDENTIFIED CATALOG OPERATION "xxxxx..."

The user has specified a non-existent catalog operation.

SYB197
UNIDENTIFIED INPUT|OUTPUT KEYWORD "zzzzz..."

HiDRO has encountered unknown keyword zzzzz... in a catalog operation.

SYB198
INVALID INPUT|OUTPUT "yyyyy..." VALUE "zzzzz..."

HiDRO has discovered an invalid value zzzzz... for keyword yyyyy... in a catalog operation. See accompanying messages
for more information.

SYB199
INVALID CATALOG FILENAME/FILETYPE "xxxxx..."

In coding a FILES specification in a catalog operation, the user has specified a filename or filetype that does not
correspond to standard CMS naming conventions.

SYB200
DUPLICATE PARM "xxxxxx" IN yyyyyy OPERATION

The user has coded parameter xxxxxx more than once or has coded mutually exclusive options, such as FIALLOC and
BALLOC, in the same operation.
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SYB201
MISSING parameter option OPERAND IN operation OPERATION

The user has omitted a required set of parameters, as indicated, for a specific operation.

SYB202
OPERATION NOT EXECUTED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR

HiDRO issues this message whenever an operation is terminated because of a fatal error.

SYB203
I/O ERROR PROCESSING NL TAPE ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO has encountered an I/O error while positioning a non-labelled tape on unit ccuu.

SYB204
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY PROCESSING xxxxxx yyyyyy IN zzzzzz OPERATION

There is not sufficient memory for processing option yyyyyy of parameter xxxxxx in operation zzzzzz. The user must
allocate additional memory for the operation.

SYB205
NAME SPECIFIED IS "xxxxxx", LABEL FILENAME IS "yyyyyy..."

The user has specified an input tape filename xxxxxx, but the filename given on the tape label is yyyyyy...

SYB206
REQUIRED IVOLUMES (FOR TAPE) MISSING

The user has failed to specify the IVOLumes parameter for tape input.

SYB207
ERROR LOADING USER EXIT "exitname" RC=rc

HiDRO has encountered an error in the loading of a user-supplied exit routine.

SYB208
LINK TO xxxxxxxx nnn AS mmm z

This message indicates a CP LINK failure. It is returned directly from CP and shows the LINK command attempted.
xxxxxxxx represents the userid, nnn the virtual address, mmm the local machine virtual address, and z the LINK mode. If
EMSG is set to ON, the CP prefix characters (DMKxxxxxxx or HCPxxxxxxx) will precede the message text. If EMSG is set
to TEXT, the prefix will not appear.

SYB209
RETURN CODE=nn, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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This message accompanies SYB208. It is returned directly from CP and indicates the return code and the reason for the
CP LINK failure. If EMSG is set to ON, the CP prefix characters (DMKxxxxxxx) will precede the message text. If EMSG is
set to TEXT, the prefix will not appear.

SYB210
CORE VALUE xxxxxx GREATER THAN AVAILABLE OF yyyyyy

The user has specified a value in the CORE option that exceeds the available memory at execution time. Increase the
machine size and/or the VMCORE value or decrease the CORE value.

SYB211
ENTER VOLSER FOR NL TAPE ON UNIT ccuu FOR CATALOG:

This message prompts the operator to enter a volser for an unlabeled tape. This volser will be used for identifying the tape
in the HiDRO catalog of backup activity.

SYB212
NO ACTIVE TASKS

This is a response to a Query Active command. HiDRO replies that there are no tasks active at the moment.

SYB213
AT FILE nnn, NAME "xxxxxx...", TAPE yyyyyy, UNIT ccuu

This message displays information for each file opened during a tape operation.

SYB214
INVALID xxxxxx... PARAMETER "yyyyyy..."

This message is issued in response to an invalid parameter yyyyyy... for option xxxxxx....

SYB217
SCRATCH TAPE (*) MUST BE LAST IN LIST FORM OF xxxxxx...

When a scratch tape is specified in addition to a list of volsers for tape output, the asterisk must be coded last in the list.

SYB218
userid MINIDISK "yyyy" NOT ACCESSED FOR xxxxxx OPERATION

Mini yyyy belonging to userid has not been accessed for use in the operation indicated.

SYB219
FSREAD ERROR CODE=nn ON SYSIN FILE xxxxxx...

CMS has returned an error code nn from a supervisor call to FSREAD while processing SYSIN file xxxxxxx....
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SYB220
INVALID xxxxxx OPTAPE EXPIRATION DATE "yyddd" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid expiration date (Julian form) in the EXPDT option.

SYB221
UNEXPIRED EXPIRATION DATE ON OUTPUT TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

The user is attempting to write to an output tape file whose expiration date has not expired.

SYB222
NO TAPE UNITS ATTACHED

A HiDRO command requires a tape unit, but none has been attached.

SYB223
NESTED PARENTHESES INVALID IN INPUT FILES SPECIFICATION

The user has included nested parentheses as part of the input file specification. This option is only possible for the
renaming of files on output.

SYB224
MINIDISK AND USERID ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The user has specified a userid (i.e., a user different from himself) and a minidisk, but this is not a valid combination.
When coding a userid, one must specify that user’s disks by unit number.

SYB225
IEXTENT PAIR ("mmm,nnn"-HEX) INVALID IN xxxxxxx OPERATION

The input extents specified by the pair of hexadecimal digits mmm and nnn is not valid in the operation specified.

SYB226
OEXTENT PAIR ("mmm,nnn"-HEX) INVALID IN xxxxxxx OPERATION

The output extents specified by the pair of hexadecimal digits mmm and nnn is not valid in the operation specified.

SYB227
ENTER VOLSER FOR OUTPUT TAPE ON UNIT ccuu:

This message prompts the operator to enter a volser for a tape mounted on the unit indicated.

SYB228
OUTPUT TAPE ON UNIT ccuu is NL CAN’T INITIALIZE TAPE WITH FSN NOT EQUAL TO 1

An output tape mounted on the unit indicated is non-labelled and cannot be initialized when positioning to a file sequence
number other than 1.
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SYB229
function ERROR CODE=nn ON SYSPRINT FILE xxxxxx...

CMS has returned an error code nn from a supervisor call to FSWRITE, FSREAD or FSCLOSE while processing
SYSPRINT file xxxxx....

SYB230
FSCLOSE ERROR CODE=nn ON SYSIN FILE xxxxxx...

CMS has returned an error code nn from a supervisor call to FSCLOSE while processing SYSIN file xxxxxx....

SYB231
NO TASKS WAITING

In response to Query Queue, this message indicates that no tasks are waiting to execute.

SYB232
CONSOLE WRITE ERROR: RC=rc

An error has occurred in using the CMS facility for writing to the terminal.

SYB233
CORE SPECIFIED mmm LESS THAN MINIMUM CORE nnn

The user has specified a core value that is less than the minimum core required for the execution of HiDRO.

SYB234
ERROR ON WTO DIAGNOSE RC=rc

There has been an error in communication between HiDRO and another virtual machine.

SYB235
DATA EXIT RECORD ACTIVITY: mmm INSERTED, nnn DELETED

This message displays the number of records inserted and deleted by a user-supplied data exit routine.

SYB236
MINIDISK SPECIFICATION IS INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded a minidisk letter when CMS is not available. Use a UNIT designation.

SYB237
USERID SPECIFICATION IS INVALID WITHOUT CP

The user has coded a userid as a specification for a data area, but the control program with its user directory is not
available.
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SYB238
"FILES" AND "EXTENTS" SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The user has coded specifications that are incompatible. Coding must be changed.

SYB239
SYSPRINT SYSFILE SPECIFICATION IS INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded a SYSFILE designation for HiDRO messages, but the CMS file system is not available.

SYB240
"FILES" AND "OSFILES" SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The user has coded both the Files and the OSFiles options in the same specification, but they are mutually exclusive
keywords.

SYB241
USER TAPE LABEL EXITS ARE INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded an SUL label exit, but this requires CMS, which is not available.

SYB242
USER DATA EXIT IS INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded a user data exit, but this requires CMS, which is not available.

SYB243
TAPE EXIT (TEXIT) IS INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded a user-defined tape management exit, but this requires CMS, which is not available.

SYB244
INVALID xxxxxx... yyyyyy... value "zzzzzz..."

The user has coded an invalid value in a global option. The invalid value could be an incorrect filename specification or a
non-numeric value where a numeric is required.

SYB245
NO OPERATIONS RUN FROM SYSIN DUE TO SYNTAX ERRORS AND "HOLD" IN EFFECT

HiDRO has found that one or more commands contained in the SYSIN file have syntactic errors, and "HOLD" is the
default option.

SYB246
OVERLAPPING INPUT EXTENT DESCRIPTORS

The user has coded two or more input extent descriptors that overlap. Perhaps a member of a pair has been omitted.
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SYB247
OVERLAPPING OUTPUT EXTENT DESCRIPTORS

The user has coded two or more output extent descriptors that overlap. Perhaps a member of a pair has been omitted.

SYB248
INVALID DATA EXIT RETURN CODE=nnn AFTER END-OF-FILE

A user-defined data exit routine has sent to HiDRO an invalid return code after encountering an end-of-file condition.

Note: For more information about user exit return codes, see Exit Return Codes in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about user exit return codes, see Exit Return Codes.

SYB249
MISSING OPERAND/VALUE IN xxxxxx GLOBAL PARM

The user has omitted a value or operand in one of the global options (xxxxxx).

SYB250
UNIDENTIFIED OPERATION "xxxxxx"

HiDRO cannot recognize the operation name coded in the command line. This message is issued when the program
reads something other than the standard operations (B, R, C, DUP, VER) or one of the Immediate Commands.

Example:

0 SYB250E UNIDENTIFIED OPERATION "T"

SYB251
UNIDENTIFIED xxxxxx KEYWORD "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an unknown keyword yyyyyy under option xxxxxx in operation zzzzzz.

SYB252
INVALID xxxxxx VALUE "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid value yyyyyy for the xxxxxx option in operation zzzzzz.

SYB253
INVALID yyyyyy KEYWORD "xxxxxx" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded a keyword xxxxxx in option yyyyyy that is not valid for operation zzzzzz.

SYB254
MISSING OR INVALID xxxxxx UNIT FOR yyyyyy OPERATION

The user has not specified an input or output unit designation (xxxxxx) for operation yyyyyy or has specified an invalid
one.
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SYB255
INVALID xxxxxx UNIT "ccuu" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded in invalid input or output (xxxxxx) unit designation (ccuu) for operation zzzzzz.

SYB256
INVALID wwwwww xxxxxx VALUE "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid value yyyyyy for an input or output parameter or option in operation zzzzzz.

SYB257
INVALID xxxxxx NAME "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid name yyyyyy for an input or output option in operation zzzzzz.

SYB258
MISSING "(" IN xxxxxx yyyyyy KEYWORD FOR zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has omitted a left parenthesis in coding option yyyyyy of parameter xxxxxx in operation zzzzzz.

SYB259
MISSING ")" IN xxxxxx yyyyyy KEYWORD FOR zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has omitted a right parenthesis in coding option yyyyyy of parameter xxxxxx in operation zzzzzz.

SYB260
INVALID xxxxxx USERID READ PASSWORD "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has specified an invalid read password (yyyyyy) for the zzzzzz operation.

SYB261
INVALID xxxxxx USERID PASSWORD TYPE "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has specified an invalid password type (yyyyyy) for the zzzzzz operation.

SYB262
INVALID xxxxxx USERID LUNIT "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has specified an invalid link unit designation (yyyyyy) for the zzzzzz operation.

SYB263
INVALID xxxxxx USERID WRITE PASSWORD "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has specified an invalid write password (yyyyyy) for the zzzzzz operation.
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SYB264
INVALID xxxxxx USERID MULTI-WRITE PASSWORD "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has specified an invalid multiple write access password (yyyyyy) for the zzzzzz
operation.

SYB265
INVALID INPUT FILES RENAME PAIR "fid1 fid2" IN xxxxxx OPERATION

File rename pairs are not valid in input specifications.

SYB266
xxxxxx LIST FORM OF FILES IS INVALID FOR yyyyyy OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has coded the list form of the Files parameter, which is not valid in this case for
operation yyyyyy.

SYB267
INVALID OUTPUT PACK FILL CHARACTER "xx" FOR PACK IN yyyyyy OPERATION

On output, the user has coded an invalid fill character xx for the PACK option in the yyyyyy operation.

SYB268
INVALID xxxxxx BLKSIZE "nnn" IN yyyyyy OPTION FOR zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has coded an invalid blocksize (nnn) in the IATTRibute or OATTRibute option
(yyyyyy) of the zzzzzz operation.

SYB269
INVALID xxxxxx LRECL "nnn" IN yyyyyy OPTION FOR zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (xxxxxx), the user has coded an invalid logical record length nnn in the IATTRibute or OATTRibute
option (yyyyyy) of the zzzzzz operation.

SYB270
INVALID wwwwww RECFM "xx" IN yyyyyy OPTION FOR zzzzzz OPERATION

On input or output (wwwwww), the user has coded an invalid record format xx in the IATTRibute or OATTRibute option
(yyyyyy) of the zzzzzz operation.

SYB271
INVALID DEXIT NAME "exitname" IN yyyyyy OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid exit name in the indicated operation (yyyyyy). Exit names must contain no more than eight
characters.
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SYB272
INVALID xxxxxx TYPE "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid type option (yyyyyy) in the xxxxxx parameter in the zzzzzz operation.

SYB273
INVALID xxxxxx KEYWORD "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid keyword (yyyyyy) for the xxxxxx parameter in the zzzzzz operation.

SYB274
INVALID xxxxxx VOLSER "yyyyyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid volser (yyyyyy) in the IVOLumes or OVOLumes parameter (xxxxxx) in the zzzzzz
operation.

SYB275
INPUT EXTENT RELOCATION IS INVALID

Relocation of extents is only valid on the output side. On input, nested parentheses are not permitted.

SYB276
INVALID xxxxxx FSN "yyy" IN zzzzzz OPERATION

The user has coded an invalid File Sequence Number (yyy) in the ITAPE or OTAPE parameter (xxxxxx) of the zzzzzz
operation.

SYB277
MISSING xxxxxx VOLSER KEYWORD IN yyyyyy OPERATION

The user has omitted the keyword VOLSER in coding the NEWLABEL option (xxxxxx) in the yyyyyy operation.

SYB279
INVALID SYSPRINT UNIT "ccuu" IN xxxxxx OPERATION

The user has specified an invalid unit designation (ccuu) as part of the SYSPrint parameter for the xxxxxx operation.

SYB280
INVALID INVOKING PARAMETER LIST - xxxx nn

The parameter list passed from invoking program is invalid. It must contain the "SYBK" literal and it must have the "CMS
Active" flag set.

SYB281
SCRATCH TAPES ARE NOT ALLOWED AS INPUT xxxxxx DURING A yyyyyy OPERATION

The user has coded a request for a scratch tape on input, as indicated, but this is not valid.
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SYB282
MISSING xxxxxx USER LABEL EXIT NAME IN yyyyyy OPERATION

In operation yyyyyy, the user has requested the ITAPE or OTAPE parameter (xxxxxx) with the user label exit option (SUL),
but has not supplied a name for it.

SYB283
INVALID xxxxxx USER LABEL EXIT NAME "yyyyyy...." IN zzzzzz OPERATION

In operation zzzzzz, the user has requested the ITAPE or OTAPE parameter (xxxxxx) with user label exit yyyyyy..., but this
name is invalid because it has more than 8 characters.

SYB284
INPUT DATA IS NOT IN PROPER PACKED FORMAT

The user has specified the UNPACK parameter, but the input data is not in PACKed format.

SYB285
nnn TOTAL RECORDS OUTPUT TO "fileid"

This performance message indicates the number of records copied to the indicated output file during a copy operation.

SYB286
INPUT DATA IS NOT IN THE PROPER COMPRESSED FORMAT

The user has specified the DECOMPRESS parameter, but the input data is not in COMPRESSED format.

SYB287
INPUT RECFM NOT THE SAME AS OUTPUT RECFM

IATTRibute and OATTRibute of RECFM must be consistent with each other. Thus F and V are totally incompatible, while F
and FB are consistent.

SYB288
INPUT LRECL (mmm) NOT EQUAL TO OUTPUT LRECL (nnn).

IATTRibute and OATTRibute of LRECL must be the same. To change record length during HiDRO execution, one must
use a data exit.

SYB289
xxxxx... "yyyyy..." NOT VALID FOR zzzzz... OPERATION

The parameter (yyyyy....) on the indicated option (xxxx....) is not valid for the indicated operation (zzzzz...).

SYB290
hh:mm:ss.xx - TASK nn ENDED. TASK ELAPSED TIME= hh:mm:ss.xx
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This message is issued at the completion of any operation. The task number is given as nn along with the time of
completion and elapsed time.

SYB291
hh:mm:ss.xx - TASK nn ENDED ABNORMALLY/WITH WARNING CODE=n

This message indicates that a HiDRO task (taskid m) either ended abnormally or with a Warning Code. The Return Code
(n) and the time are indicated.

SYB292
CANCEL FOR TASK nn ACCEPTED

HiDRO has received a request for cancellation of task n and has accepted the request.

SYB293
TASK nn NOT ACTIVE

HiDRO has received a request for cancellation of task n, but that task is not active, and therefore cannot be cancelled.

SYB294
INPUT FILE IS NOT A HIDRO BACKUP IMAGE

The user has specified an input file for a Restore or VERify operation that is not a backup image created by HiDRO. Such
a file cannot be restored by HiDRO.

SYB295
ALL OPERATIONS COMPLETED. HIGHEST RETURN CODE=nn

When all pending operations are completed, HiDRO issues this message along with the highest return code (nn) from any
operation completed.

SYB296
HIDRO INTERNAL ABEND "xx nnn" - PLEASE SAVE DUMP

This message is generated when HiDRO encounters an internal program error. HiDRO itself will create a dump file in this
case, which can later be printed out as a record of the problem.

SYB297
PROGRAM CHECK PSW ll mm - OFFSET nnnnnn IN xxxxxx

This message indicates that a program check has occurred in HiDRO module xxxxxx. The PSW is given, along with the
offset into the failing CSECT in HiDRO.

SYB298
INCOMPLETE xxxxx... EXTENT DESCRIPTOR IN yyyyy... OPERATION

The user has coded an incomplete IEXTENTS or OEXTENTS description in operation yyyyy.... The extents must include a
lower and upper bound.
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SYB299
HIDRO VERSION x.xx-x JOB ENDED WITH RC=rc

This is the last message issued before HiDRO returns control to the system. x.xx-x is the current version number.

SYB324
PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON UNIT ccuu ERROR nnn ECB=nn (SFS SERVER: xxxxxxxx)

A permanent I/O error has occurred on the indicated unit, which belongs to the SFS server machine xxxxxxxx. The error is
explained by the sense information and by messages preceding this one.

SYB334
SERVICE INFORMATION MESSAGE (SIM): CRITICAL I/O ERROR

An unrecoverable I/O error has occurred. Notify your hardware service representative.

SYB339
FPOOL/FSPACE/SGROUP LIST/RANGE IS ILLEGAL IN THIS CONTEXT

You may specify only one file pool, file space, or storage group on this command.

SYB340
WARNING: nnnn BYTES OF INTERNAL STORAGE NOT RELEASED

An internal HiDRO error has occurred. Not all user storage was released at the end of the job. HiDRO will attempt to
correct the situation.

SYB341
FILE nnn DATA INCOMPLETE ON TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

This message indicates that a HiDRO operation which had designated a tape device as output did not complete. As a
result, a file was not totally processed.

SYB346
timestamp LAST FILE ON TAPE xxxxxx CONTINUES ..... MOUNT NEXT TAPE TO BE DUPLICATED ON UNIT ccuu
R/O READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY E TO END TASK:

This message indicates that a targeted file is located across two tapes. ccuu is the read/only input unit. This message,
accompanied by SYB341, will be repeated if an "E" reply is issued. The second "E" reply will terminate the task.

SYB347
timestamp MOUNT INPUT TAPE ON UNIT ccuu TO BE DUPLICATED R/O, READY TAPE DRIVE OR REPLY E TO
END TASK:

This message indicates that an input tape for a DUPlicate operation must be mounted. ccuu is the input unit.
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SYB348
INVALID www : nnn NOT .GT. mmm or .LT. 65535

While performing a variable-length-record copy operation, HiDRO has encountered an invalid length (nnn) in either a
Record Descriptor Word (RDW) or Block Descriptor Word (BDW).

SYB349
type LEVEL RECOVERY FOR UNIT ccuu SCHEDULED.

HiDRO has found an error while processing the specified unit and will perform a backup of the specified type. The type of
error found is described in message SYB110. If the error is in a file other than the ALLOCMAP or DIRECTOR, a BALLOC
recovery will be attempted. All other errors result in a UNDefined--or COMplete--physical backup.

SYB350
OUTPUT LRECL nnnnn .GT. MAXIMUM SUPPORTED: 65535

The output logical record length encountered in a copy operation for variable-length records is longer than the maximum
supported value.

SYB351
OUTPUT BLKSIZE nnnnn NOT AT LEAST 4 BYTES .GT. LRECL mmm FOR VL

In a variable-length copy operation, the output blocksize must be at least 4 bytes greater than the logical record length to
accommodate the 4-byte Block Descriptor Word.

SYB352
OUTPUT BLKSIZE nnnnn .GT. MAXIMUM SUPPORTED: 65535

The output blocksize specified using the local option OATTRibute exceeds the maximum supported when copying
variable-length record data: 65535.

SYB353
CHANNELS NOT BLOCK-MULTIPLEXOR (BMX): INEFFICIENT

For best performance in 370-mode systems, HiDRO requires that virtual channels be defined as block-multiplexor (BMX),
rather than as SELECTOR channels.

SYB354
USER/EXIT REQUESTED OR CRITICAL ERROR FORCED HIDRO JOBSTREAM ABORT...

The user-supplied exit returned the code 24 to HiDRO, or a critical error has occurred. Both conditions indicate that the
HiDRO jobstream has been terminated.

SYB355
INVALID CATALOG POOLID "xxxxxxxx"

An invalid token "xxxxxxxx" was specified as POOLID search criteria in a catalog DISplay or catalog REPOrt operation.
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SYB357
TAPE ENDS WITH EOV LABEL ON UNIT ccuu: INVALID FILE POSITION

HiDRO has attempted to add a file to the tape mounted on the specified unit, but the last existing file continues on another
tape.

SYB358
DIAGNOSE 8 FAILED ISSUING LINK COMMAND

A non-zero condition code was returned from the CP Virtual Console Function. Reissue the command. If the problem
recurs, contact Technical Support.

SYB359
INVALID RETPD "nnnn"

The specified retention period is not a valid decimal number between 0001 and 9999.

SYB366
UNKNOWN CP/CMS COMMAND

An invalid command has been issued using the immediate command CMS.

SYB367
nnn COMMANDS WAITING TO BE READ FROM SYSIN FILE

This message is in response to a "Query Waiting" command with sequencing active.

SYB368
DATE SPECIFICATION REQUIRED DURING CATALOG DELETE/RECLAIM OPERATIONS

For a Catalog DELETE or RECLAIM operation, the user has omitted a date specification, which is required.

SYB369
INVALID FILENAME EXPRESSION "xxxxxx..." FOR CATALOG SAVE OPTION

In specifying a Save file for HiDRO catalog restore commands, the user has not used proper CMS naming conventions.

SYB370
DISK FULL WRITING TO CATALOG FILE "fileid"

In attempting to write a record to a catalog file, HiDRO has encountered a full disk. Before continuing, the user must
create more disk space.

SYB371
FSWRITE ERROR nn WRITING TO CATALOG FILE "fileid"

In attempting to write a catalog record, HiDRO has encountered an FSWRITE error.
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If this message occurs with error code=25, it may indicate that insufficient memory is left in the virtual machine to run the
CMS file routines. To correct this problem, run SYBGEN and change the VMCORE parameter from MAX to MAX-100K or,
if necessary, to MAX-200K. The changed VMCORE value should not noticeably affect performance.

SYB372
FSCLOSE ERROR nn ON CATALOG FILE "fileid"

HiDRO has encountered an FSCLOSE error in attempting to close the indicated file after reading or writing.

If this message occurs with error code=25, it may indicate that insufficient memory is left in the virtual machine to run the
CMS file routines. To correct this problem, access SYBGEN and change the VMCORE parameter from MAX to MAX-100K
or, if necessary, to MAX-200K. The changed VMCORE value should not noticeably affect performance.

SYB373
FSREAD ERROR nn ON CATALOG FILE "fileid"

In attempting to read a catalog record, HiDRO has encountered an FSREAD error.

If this message occurs with error code=25, it may indicate that insufficient memory is left in the virtual machine to run the
CMS file routines. To correct this problem, access SYBGEN and change the VMCORE parameter from MAX to MAX-100K
or, if necessary, to MAX-200K. The changed VMCORE value should not noticeably effect performance.

SYB374
CATALOG MODULE "SYBCAT MODULE" NOT FOUND

The user has coded a CATALOG operation in the HiDRO command line, but the SYBCAT module is not available to carry
it out.

SYB375
UNABLE TO ACCESS "A" DISK FOR CATALOG

In attempting to execute a catalog operation, HiDRO has been unable to access the A disk. Since the catalog files reside
on the A disk, it must be accessible during a cataloging operation.

SYB376
SYSIN FILE INVALID WITHOUT CMS

The user has coded a SYSIN fileid, but this is not a valid option when HiDRO is operating in Stand-Alone mode.

SYB377
INPUT UNIT CRITERIA REQUIRED FOR CATALOG RESTORE

The user has specified a catalog RESTORE operation but has not supplied the required input UNIT designation.

SYB378
MULTIPLE CONCURRENT SYSIN FILES NOT SUPPORTED
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HiDRO does not permit the use of concurrent SYSIN files. In EXECs, for example, the user should not stack more than
one SYSIN command for a given execution of HiDRO. If it is necessary to code more than one SYSIN command, then the
user should code separate executions of HiDRO.

In addition, it is illegal to code a SYSIN command within a SYSIN file. Recursion is not permitted.

SYB379
FILE nnn DATA INCOMPLETE ON UNIT mmmm DUE TO ERROR

This message indicates that an error has occurred during an operation having a tape file as output. As a result, the output
tape does not contain all the data in file nnn.

SYB380
SYBCAT VERSION n.n INCOMPATIBLE WITH HIDRO VERSION m.m

The version of HiDRO in use is older or newer than the version of SYBCAT it is trying to call. HiDRO compares these
versions and will not allow the function if they are incompatible.

SYB381
REWINDING TAPE ON UNIT ccuu FOR ORIENTATION

This message indicates that, due to the file positioning, HiDRO must rewind a tape.

SYB382
OUTPUT "FILES" AND OVORG "UNDEFINED" ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Undefined organization is not compatible with file level specifications.

SYB383
INVALID EXIT ATTRIBUTE "x"

The legal TEXIT attributes are X, R, M, V, E, A, S, C ,I, and F.

SYB384
INVALID GLOBAL CATALOG NAME "xxxxxxxx"

The filename specified is incorrect in format. Check to see that it does not contain more than eight characters.

SYB385
CATALOG FILE fileid NOT FOUND

The user is requesting a catalog operation, but the indicated catalog file cannot be found.

SYB386
END OF TAPE ON UNIT ccuu - NO MORE FILES

An entire tape has been verified successfully.
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SYB387
TIME INTERVAL EXCEEDED WAITING FOR OPERATOR ACTION

The operator has failed to act on a request from HiDRO within the installed time limit and repeat limit. The task is
cancelled.

SYB388
CMS COMMANDS INVALID WITHOUT CMS RUNNING

A CMS immediate command has been issued, but CMS is not up and the command cannot be executed.

SYB390
REPLY I TO INIT AS xxxxxx, U TO USE, M TO MOUNT CORRECT TAPE, OR C TO CANCEL TASK FOR TAPE ON
UNIT ccuu

The operator has mounted an incorrect tape in response to a request for a specific volume. The operator may relabel the
tape (I), use this tape as labelled (U), mount the correct tape (M), or cancel the task (C). This message will be received
only if the user is accessing the first file on said tape.

SYB391
REPLY U TO USE, M TO MOUNT CORRECT TAPE, OR C TO CANCEL TASK FOR TAPE ON UNIT ccuu

The operator has mounted an incorrect tape in response to a request for a specific volume. The operator may use this
tape (U), mount the correct tape (M), or cancel the task (C).

SYB392
INVALID TAPE POOL ID poolid

The name of a tape pool is longer than eight characters. Shorten the name of the tape pool specified in the message.

SYB393
NON-CMS INPUT DEVICE DOES NOT SUPPORT FULL TRACK READS

HiDRO cannot use full track reads on non-CMS input data residing on a count-key-data DASD device which does not
support the "read multiple-count-key-data" command. A less efficient I/O technique will be used.

SYB394
INVALID ATTACH EXIT NAME exitname

The name of an attach exit is longer than eight characters. Shorten the name of the exit specified in the message.

SYB395
INVALID GLOBAL DISC USERID userid

The userid of the job owner is longer than eight characters. Shorten the userid specified in the message.
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SYB396
UNABLE TO LINK TO userid UNIT ccuu - WRONG/NO PASSWORD/UNIT

HiDRO is unable to link to userid’s unit ccuu because that unit was defined without a password or is either a TDISK or a
dedicated unit.

When a unit has no password, HiDRO normally uses DIAG X’84’ to create a temporary password for the disk so a link
can be established. However, under VM/XA SP1, no DIAG X’84’ is available, so HiDRO is unable to access the disk. To
perform restores, give the disk a multi-password. For all other operations, a read password is sufficient. Under VM/XA
SP2 and VM/ESA, HiDRO requires the LNKNOPAS directory option.

HiDRO may also issue this message if the virtual address specified as the system default option for CP DIR CUU is not
the virtual address of the active CP directory as it is linked on the HIDRO machine. If the address specified for CP DIR
CUU is that of an old or alternate CP directory, HiDRO may obtain an incorrect password. In this case, run SYBGEN and
reset CP DIR CUU to the currently active CP directory.

SYB397
timestamp ATTACH TAPE xxxxxx yyyyyyyy AS ANY UNIT REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, OR R TO
REJECT:

This message requests that the operator both attach a drive and mount a tape. "xxxxxx" represents the requested tape
volser if a labelled tape is required or "(SCR)" if a scratch tape is required. "yyyyyyyy" represents either "R/W" for output
tapes, or "R/O" for input tapes. The operator may attach a drive, mount a tape, and reply A; reply W, indicating that the
task should wait; or reject the request for a tape and drive R). If the request is rejected, HiDRO will not repeat the request.
If no drives at all were attached when the request was rejected, all tape-related tasks will be cancelled. The timestamp
(hh:mm:ss) is the time HiDRO first requested the tape. Each time this message is repeated, the same timestamp will
appear.

SYB398
"TAPE" GENERIC SPECIFICATION INVALID WITHOUT CP

Only specific real unit designations are valid in Stand-Alone Mode. Use unit ccuu or TAPn (if appropriate).

SYB400
hh:mm:ss.xx - TASK nn RESTARTED

Task nn was restarted at the specified time.

SYB401
POOL FILE "fileid" NOT FOUND

A file has not been created within HiDRO’s Tape Pool Management Facility for the specified pool.

SYB402
UNDEFINED POOLID "poolid"

The specified pool has not been defined within HiDRO’s Tape Pool Management Facility -- the poolid cannot be found in
HiDRO’s file HIDRO CONTROL C.
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SYB403
function ERROR nn ON POOL FILE "fileid"

In attempting to access the specified pool file, HiDRO has encountered an FS function error of the specified type.

If this message occurs with error code=25, it may indicate that insufficient memory is left in the virtual machine to run the
CMS file routines. To correct this problem, access SYBGEN and change the VMCORE parameter from MAX to MAX-100K
or, if necessary, to MAX-200K. The changed VMCORE value should not noticeably effect performance.

SYB404
nnn TAPE(S) RECYCLED FOR PHYSICAL POOL fileid

The specified number of expired backup tapes have been recycled to the specified physical pool in HiDRO’s Tape Pool
Manager.

SYB405
DISK FULL WRITING TO POOL FILE "fileid"

In attempting to write to the specified pool file, HiDRO has encountered a full disk. More disk space should be obtained.

SYB406
SCRATCH TAPE ASSIGNMENTS WITH TAPE POOL MANAGEMENT NOT ALLOWED

The installation option SCRATCH is set to NO, disallowing the use of scratch tape volsers when HiDRO’s Tape Pool
Management facility is in effect.

SYB407
NO MORE AVAILABLE TAPES IN xxxxxxxx POOL

There are no more free tapes available in the specified physical pool in HiDRO’s Tape Pool Manager. To perform a backup
operation, tapes must be added to the physical pool by using the tape pool management function of SYBGEN. The
prompt method can be used if the installation option SCRATCH is set to YES.

SYB408
WARNING: nnn TAPE(S) AVAILABLE IN xxxxxxxx POOL, THRESHOLD IS nnn

The number of tapes available to perform a backup operation has fallen below the threshold set for the specified physical
pool. Tapes should be added to the pool before performing a backup operation, or there may be insufficient tapes to
complete the operation.

SYB409
WARNING: ABOUT TO RESTORE TO YOUR A-DISK, OK? (Y or N):

HiDRO issues this warning message to prevent unintended replacement of data currently on your A-disk. You are asked
to confirm the restore operation. Reply taskid Y/N.

SYB410
WARNING: STARTING BACKUP OF YOUR UNIT ccuu
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This message is issued when the owner of a disk being backed up is logged on.

SYB411
BACKUP OF YOUR UNIT ccuu ENDED.

This message is issued when the backup of which the user was notified by SYB410 is ended.

SYB412
INVALID INPUT FILE EXCLUSION SPECIFIED

This message indicates that the input Negative Files specification has been used improperly. Files have probably been
specified for exclusion which are not legal candidates for the operation. The Negative Files specification is an illegal
specification for the copy operation.

SYB413
INVALID OUTPUT FILE EXCLUSION SPECIFIED

This message indicates that the output Negative Files Specification has been used improperly. Files probably have
been specified which are not legal candidates for the operation. Also, the Negative Files specification is an illegal output
specification for the copy and DUPlicate operations.

SYB414
INPUT & OUTPUT FILE EXCLUSIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

A Negative Files specification can only pertain to either the input or output side, not both.

SYB415
NUMBER OF CATSORT STRING EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF nn

This message may be issued when you attempt to CONdense a catalog that has not been CONdensed for a very long
time. It indicates that there are so many deleted records that they cannot be sorted by the catalog’s internal sort. The
catalog files are left intact. Contact Technical Support if this problem occurs.

SYB416
TAPE UNIT ccuu NEEDED BUT TAPE UNIT LIMIT REACHED

You have attached the wrong tape unit in response to an ATTACH request that requires a specific unit, and the tape unit
limit set in the system default option MAXTAPE has been reached.

If message SYB526 does not also appear, the task requiring the tape unit is cancelled, and the command will appear in
the Failed Commands file for the job.

SYB417
DIAG84 PRIVILEGE REQUIRED TO LINK TO USER xxxxxxxx UNIT ccuu - NO PASSWORD

This message indicates that HiDRO must link to DASD unit ccuu belonging to user xxxxxxxx for which no password is
defined. HiDRO requires Class B privilege to perform the operation (DIAG84) needed to obtain the link.
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SYB418
TEXIT REQUESTED ABORT WITH RETURN CODE nn AFTER CATALOG CONDENSE

TEXIT has been called after a catalog CONdense. The return code nn indicates abnormal termination of the user-written
tape management exit invoked by TEXIT.

SYB419
MISSING CATALOG RECORD FOR NEXT TAPE OF SPANNED BACKUP FILE ABOVE

This message is issued during a catalog DISplay or REPort of a backup that spanned multiple tape volumes. The catalog
record with information about the next tape is missing. The error is ignored.

SYB420
MISSING CATALOG RECORD FOR NEXT TAPE OF SPANNED BACKUP (USER xxxxxxxx, UNIT ccuu, AFTER TAPE
xxxxxx)

This message is issued during a catalog CONdense operation. The catalog record for the next tape of a backup that
spanned multiple tape volumes is missing. The message indicates the user (xxxxxxxx), the unit (ccuu) and the previous
tape (xxxxxx). The error is ignored.

SYB421
BACKUP FILE HAS BEEN REBLOCKED. BLOCKSIZE MUST BE nnnn

This message indicates that the blocksize of a backup image file has been changed from its original configuration. The file
must be copied and blocked to its original blocksize before it can be specified in a restore operation.

SYB422
NON-CMS DISK INPUT IS INVALID FOR COPY/RESTORE

The HiDRO COPY or RESTORE command supports CMS disks ONLY. The input disk for the current operation is not
CMS.

SYB423
MISSING CATALOG FILEID RECORD FOR BACKUP. FNAMES FILE INCORRECT

This message indicates that the catalog FNAMES file does not match the INDEX file. For each backup run with catalog
FULL, there is a pointer to a set of fileid records in the FNAMES file. Either the pointer is incorrect or the FNAMES file
does not contain enough records. This error might occur if the INDEX file were restored from an older catalog version but
the FNAMES file was not. The error is ignored.

SYB424
LIST FORM OF DATE ILLEGAL FOR CATALOG RESTORE

For a catalog restore operation, the DATE criterion must be specified as a single date or a range of dates. A list of dates is
not allowed.
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SYB425
INPUT AND OUTPUT TAPE UNITS MUST NOT BE THE SAME UNIT

You have specified the same unit for both input and output. Specify a different unit for input than for output.

SYB426
TAPE xxxxxx ALREADY IN USE BY ANOTHER TASK

This error occurs only in a multitasking environment in which the Tape Pool Manager is active. The operator has
attempted to Use a tape for which there is an outstanding request on another tape unit, despite HiDRO’s warning that it
was the wrong volume. The tape is rejected.

SYB427
TAPE xxxxxx ALREADY IN USE WITHIN HIDRO POOL SYSTEM

An attempt has been made to use a tape whose expiration date is not yet past during a backup using the Tape Pool
Manager. HiDRO will unload the tape and request the next available one.

SYB428
REPLY U TO USE TAPE, C TO CANCEL TASK, OR M TO MOUNT CORRECT TAPE xxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

This message is issued when an incorrect tape is mounted during a backup using the Tape Pool Manager. The operator
may choose to use the mounted tape anyway, cancel the task, or mount the correct tape.

SYB429
INSUFFICIENT BLOCKS ON UNIT ccuu TO SUPPORT CMS STRUCTURE

An FBA output disk has been encountered that is not large enough to hold a legal CMS structure. HiDRO will not process
such a disk. (Note: Even though the CMS FORMAT program may have formatted the disk, CMS will not be able to use it.)

SYB430
WILDCARD UNIT (*) IS ILLEGAL FOR CATALOG RESTORE

Only a single specific unit is allowed on a catalog restore command. The wildcard symbol (*) is not allowed.

SYB431
TAPE "UNIT" SPECIFICATION AND TAPE POOLING ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

The unit keyword may not be used to specify tape units when the Tape Pool Manager is active. Use TAPE to specify any
tape unit, TAPn to specify a specific tape unit.

SYB432
INPUT DISK ALTERED DURING RESTARTED BACKUP. OUTPUT CANCELLED

If a CMS disk is altered during a backup, the backup is retried. This message indicates that a disk was altered during the
retry. HiDRO has cancelled the disk’s backup. This disk will NOT be backed up.
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SYB433
timestamp (FROM xxxxxxxx) CMD nn:

The command echoed was sent to HiDRO via SMSG from either the operator or a superuser. xxxxxxxx is the operator or
superuser id.

SYB434
BACKUPS OF INDIVIDUAL DIRECTORIES ARE NOT SUPPORTED

The smallest SFS object that can be backed up is a filespace. All directories in a filespace are backed up and can be
restored individually.

SYB435
timestamp (FROM xxxxxxxx) Reply n:

The text echoed is a reply sent to HiDRO via SMSG from either the operator or a superuser. xxxxxxxx is the operator or
superuser id.

SYB436
WARNING: STARTING RESTORE TO YOUR UNIT ccuu

This message is sent to the owner of disk unit ccuu if the owner is LINKed to that unit at the beginning of a restore. The
user should not attempt any access to the unit during the restore and should re-ACCess the unit after the restore is
completed.

SYB437
RESTORE TO YOUR UNIT ccuu ENDED: RE-ACCESS

This message is sent to the owner of disk unit ccuu after a restore to it is completed. The user may now LINK or ACCess
the unit.

SYB438
TAPES OUTSIDE POOL SYSTEM NOT ALLOWED

The operator has mounted a labelled tape not found in HiDRO’s tape pool system. This message is issued only when
the SCRATCH installation option has been set to NO, indicating that no outside tapes may be introduced during backup.
HiDRO will unload the tape and request the next available one. If the SCRATCH installation option was set to YES, this
message will not be issued, and outside tapes will be allowed.

SYB439
INVALID CATALOG OPTION xxxxxxx

Option xxxxxxxx is invalid on a catalog command (DISplay, REPort, DELete, CONdense, RECLaim or UPDate). The task
is not run. Options accepted by other HiDRO commands may be invalid for catalog commands.

NOTE
For more information on catalog command options, see Catalog Operation in the Command Reference.
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SYB440
DETACH UNIT ccuu WITHIN n MINUTE(S) OR "CP SMSG machine-id nn REJECT TO REFUSE

This message is directed to the owner of a minidisk who has obtained a write link to the disk. If the disk’s owner is logged
on, the disk must be DETached within the specified number of minutes. An SMSG rejection message may be sent to
cause the task to immediately fail. machine-id is the HiDRO machine userid; nn is the HiDRO-assigned taskid. (If the
DETach request is not acted upon within the specified time, the task will also fail.)

SYB441
TASK CANCELLED FOR USER userid

This message will appear if the minidisk owner has sent a "REJECT" SMSG to cause a task to fail immediately. See
message SYB440.

SYB442
FATAL INTERNAL HIDRO ERROR: RE-IPL IMMEDIATELY

While running in local mode, HiDRO has encountered a serious internal error and has exited to CMS. Re-IPL before
attempting any further work.

SYB447
nn TASKS PURGED

This message is sent in response to the PURge ALL Immediate Command, and indicates the number of tasks which have
been purged.

SYB448
TASK nn PURGED

This message is sent in response to the PURge Immediate Command, and indicates the taskid of the purged task.

SYB449
TASK nn NOT WAITING

This message is sent when a PURge Immediate Command is issued, and the taskid is not currently on the wait queue
(has already run or is active).

SYB450
WILDCARD (*) INVALID FOR FPOOL/FSPACE/SGROUP

In the operation requested, you cannot use a wildcard (*) for filepool, filespace, or storage group. These objects must be
specified explicitly.

SYB451
COMPLETED BACKUP OF FILESPACE filespace

This message indicates that the task that backed up the indicated filespace has completed. The filespace has been
backed up.
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SYB452
OPERATION REQUIRES R/W ACCESS TO THE CATALOG

You have attempted to perform an operation that modifies your HiDRO catalog. Access the catalog disk in read/write
mode before trying again.

SYB453
MISSING IMMEDIATE COMMAND OPERAND

This message indicates an Immediate Command syntax error (e.g., taskid not specified in a command).

SYB454
WARNING: VOLUME LABEL NOT WRITTEN ON DASD UNIT ccuu

This message indicates that a DASD volume label cannot be found in either the input or output for a HiDRO operation.
Normally, HiDRO will attempt to write a volume label; if it can’t, the targeted data will be treated as undefined.

SYB455
TASKID OPERATION +______________ INPUT________________+ +____ OUTPUT_______+ STATUS

This message contains the first line of column headings for the HiDRO Task Summary Report. This report will be printed if
the appropriate parameter has been included on the SYSPRint Global Option. The message specifies the type of HiDRO
operation involved, input origin and output destination, and the task’s Return Code. See SYB456-SYB458 and SYB461 for
associated messages.

SYB456
USER/TP UNIT/FSN TYPE BLKSIZE SIZE USER/TP UNIT/FSN

This message contains the second line of column headings for the HiDRO Task Summary Report. This Report will be
printed if the appropriate parameter has been included on the SYSPRint Global Option. It indicates the input and output
DASD ownerid or tape volume serial number, input and output DASD virtual unit address or tape file sequence number,
input CMS minidisk block size, and the amount of data which has been included in the execution of the HiDRO task. See
SYB455, 457, 458, and 461 for associated messages.

SYB457
H I D R O release T A S K S U M M A R Y ON xx/xx/xx AT tt:tt:tt FOR USER xxxxxxxx PAGE n

This message contains the main heading for the HiDRO Task Summary Report. This Report will be printed if the
appropriate parameter has been included on the SYSPRint Global Option. It indicates the HiDRO release, the date and
time of the job run, submitting userid, and page number of the Summary Report. See SYB455, 456, 458 and 461 for
associated messages.

SYB458
* * * JOB’S HIGHEST RETURN CODE=nn * * *

This message is contained on the HiDRO Task Summary Report. This Report will be printed if the appropriate parameter
has been included on the SYSPRint Global Option. It indicates the highest Return Code for the user’s entire job run. See
SYB455, 456, 457 and 461 for associated messages.
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SYB459
INVALID TRACK FORMAT CCHHR=xxxxxxxx

This message indicates that HiDRO has read a track which is not physically formatted in the correct manner. "CC" and
"HH" specify the cylinder and head number (four hexadecimal digits each) of the track address. "R" is the record number.

SYB461
nnnn TASKS STILL WAITING WHEN JOB CANCELLED

This message is contained on the HiDRO Task Summary Report. This Report is printed when the appropriate parameter
has been specified on the SYSPRint Global Option. It indicates the number of tasks remaining in a HiDRO job run when
the CAN ALL Immediate Command was issued. See SYB455-458 for associated messages.

SYB462
SECONDARY ABEND DURING PROCESSING OF ABEND "xx yyy"

This message indicates that an ABEND occurred when HiDRO was processing a prior ABEND. The original ABEND code
is displayed (xx yyy). Upon encountering the second ABEND, HiDRO will stop executing the job stream.

SYB463
UNABLE TO RELEASE DISK filemode (UNIT ccuu)

This message indicates that the RELease command for the specified output disk has failed. ccuu represents the disk’s
virtual unit address.

SYB464
COMMAND ONLY VALID ON MONITOR MACHINE

This message indicates that an SMSG Monitor command has been sent to the HIDRO machine. The HIDRO machine
cannot accept this command. Send it to the Monitor machine (normally called SYBMON).

SYB465
xxxxxxxx ERROR nn ON AUDIT FILE fn ft

This message indicates that an I/O error has been encountered in association with a failed CMS command. The issued
CMS command ("xxxxxxxx"), and the Return Code ("nn") are specified, as is the fileid and filetype of HiDRO’s AUDIT
FILE.

SYB466
BACKUP FILE HAS BEEN REBLOCKED

This message indicates that a backup image file has been subsequently Copied and reblocked. HiDRO cannot restore a
reblocked file. Thus, the original block size must be determined and the file must be reblocked before a restore operation
can be performed.

SYB467
ERROR rc LOADING SYBCAM MODULE
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This message indicates a return code HiDRO received when issuing a CMS LOADMOD for the SYBCAM Module. This
represents a critical error and will terminate the job stream.

SYB468
HIDRO CONTROL FILE NOT FOUND

This message indicates that the HIDRO CONTROL file cannot be found. The CONTROL file is essential for performing
backup operations using tape pooling. This is a critical error and the jobstream will be terminated. If a configuration tape of
HiDRO has been generated at the conclusion of the installation process, this can be used to re-establish the CONTROL
file.

SYB469
ERROR PROCESSING HIDRO CONTROL FILE

This message indicates that HiDRO’s CONTROL file has been located, but one or more errors have been found within the
file. This represents a critical error and the jobstream will be terminated.

SYB470
ENTER VOLSER TO VERIFY TAPE ON UNIT xxxx

This message is sent to the operator when a labelled SCRATCH tape has been mounted. The operator is being asked to
enter the tape’s volume serial number so that HiDRO can determine if the proper tape has been mounted. If a different
volser is entered, the tape mount will be rejected. After the tape has been unloaded, HiDRO will once again prompt for a
SCRATCH tape.

SYB471
INPUT DISK ALTERED DURING RESTARTED BACKUP

This message indicates that a CMS minidisk was modified during a backup operation. HiDRO subsequently restarted the
backup, at which time the disk was altered again. At this point, the minidisk will be resubmitted for backups at the end of
the job if U is specified in the RESUBMIT installation default.

SYB472
UNDEFINED PROCESSING PERFORMED FOR RECOMPED DISK

This message indicates that a minidisk has been Backed-up which is not totally allocated to CMS data structures. In such
a case, a Base backup of the disk will be UNDefined in its entirety. An incremental backup or a backup which uses the
Files specification or the FIALLOC option will process only the CMS portion of the disk.

SYB473
TAPE ON UNIT ccuu IS FILE-PROTECTED - ADJUST CARTRIDGE

This message will only be sent if a cartridge tape drive is being used. It indicates that the tape cartridge wheel has not
been moved from the "protect" spot. The tape protect wheel must be in an unprotected position to be written on by
HiDRO. ccuu is the real unit address.

SYB474
UNKNOWN DEVICE TYPE ON UNIT ccuu, SENSEID=xxx xxx x
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This message indicates that HiDRO is unable to recognize the device type at the specified unit address. The SENSEID
information for the device has been received, but HiDRO cannot decipher it. If this situation arises, the task will be
cancelled.

SYB476
NON-DASD OUTPUT IS ILLEGAL FOR FORMAT

This message indicates that a non-DASD output unit has been specified to be FORmatted. Only disks are candidates for
HiDRO’s FORmatting function. The task will be cancelled.

SYB479
ERROR: TIME-OF-DAY (TOD) CLOCK NOT OPERATIONAL

This message indicates that the CPU’s internal Time-of-Day clock is not functioning. This could only occur during an
attempt to IPL HiDRO in Stand-Alone mode. A non-operational Time-of-Day clock implies a serious hardware malfunction
which would prevent HiDRO from running correctly.

Try to reconfigure the processor by performing an IML and then restarting the IPL process. If the Time-of-Day clock still
does not function, contact your hardware representative.

SYB480
SET DATE MM/DD/YY :

This message requests the current date whenever HiDRO is IPLed in Stand-Alone mode, and the CPU’s Time-of-Day
(TOD) clock is not set. Reply with the mm/dd/yy (month-day-year) format if your DATEFORM installation option is set
to U.S. time. Reply with the dd/mm/yy (day-month-year) format if the DATEFORM option has been set to the European
format. Reply with yy/mm/dd (year-month-day) format if the DATEFORM option has been set to ISO format.

Both digits for the year, month and day must be entered. The reply must always be preceded by a taskid number of 0
(zero); for example, 0 01/01/15.

SYB481
SET TIME HH:MM:SS :

This message requests the current time (hour, minute, second) whenever HiDRO is IPLed in Stand-Alone mode, and the
CPU’s Time-of-Day (TOD) clock is not set.

The reply format is based on a 24-hour day. Both digits for the hour, minute and second must be entered. The reply must
always be preceded by a taskid number of 0 (zero); for example: 0 14:00:00.

Set the time slightly ahead, because a subsequent message (SYB482) will issue the prompt to actually start the clock.

SYB482
PRESS "TOD ENABLE SET" KEY AT DESIGNATED INSTANT:

This message, which follows SYB480 and SYB481, prompts you to start the CPU’s Time-of-Day (TOD) clock. As with
these messages, this prompt will only be issued if HiDRO is being IPLed in Stand-Alone mode, and the Time-of-Day clock
is not set. Depending on the type of processor involved, either a special key will be pressed to start the clock, or a specific
command must be entered on a Service Processor panel.
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SYB483
WARNING: UNIT ccuu ILLEGAL WITHOUT ECMODE SET ON

HiDRO has encountered a command referring to a unit address greater than 5FF while in BC (Basic Control) mode. The
task is cancelled, and the command is written to the Failed Commands file.

In BC mode, only interrupts from units 000 to 5FF will be reflected. To handle interrupts from units in the address range
from 600 to 1FFF (to FFFF in XA mode), issue the command SET ECMODE ON and re-IPL CMS.

SYB484
UNIT ccuu WITH INVALID CMS FORMAT REQUIRES RE-FORMATTING

The specified output unit contains an invalid CMS file system structure. Use the FORmat option to reformat the disk.

SYB485
timestamp - MOUNT DASD VOLUME nnnnnn, THEN REPLY M FOR MOUNTED OR C TO CANCEL TASK

HiDRO has attempted to link to a minidisk on a physical volume that is not mounted or not online. The message gives the
real volume serial number of the DASD volume that cannot be accessed.

If the volume is removable and physically offline, mount it. If the volume is not removable, it should be varied online using
the CP command VARY. In both cases, the operator should respond M.

If the operator does not respond or cancels the task, all commands referring to minidisks on the inaccessible volume will
be cancelled.

The timestamp (hh:mm:ss) is the time HiDRO first requested the tape. Each time this message is repeated, the same
timestamp will appear.

SYB486
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY, INCREASE VMCORE BY nnnK

A job cannot be set up because it requires more memory than is currently available. Either raise the system default option
VMCORE or increase the size of the HIDRO virtual machine.

SYB487
LINK TO xxxxxxxx yyyy FAILED: DIAGNOSE 84 RC=rc

HiDRO could not link to the specified userid and unit because no password was available. The return code from DIAG
X’84’ is supplied so the problem can be investigated.

SYB496
nnn LOGICAL BLOCK(S) xxxxxxxx AT #yyy FROM INPUT AT zzzzzz

An ABEND 51B has occurred, normally during a verify or restore operation, because a number of data blocks are
repeated or missing. Either HiDRO cannot read the input, or a backup file has been corrupted.

First, try running the job again, if possible on a different tape unit because the tape may originally have been incorrectly
positioned. If the job fails a second time, a backup from another date may be substituted.
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Alternatively, contact Technical Support with the information given in the message. This information includes the number
of logical blocks involved (nnn), whether the blocks are repeated or missing, the internal HiDRO location (#yyy) where the
problem was detected, and the address of the problem (zzzzzz) in the memory dump produced.

SYB497
I/O STARTED AT DASD SEEK ADDRESS CCHHR=xxxxxxxx yy

HiDRO has detected a permanent I/O error that begins at the seek address (cylinder, head, record number) specified.
This address is not necessarily the exact address of the record where the error occurred.

SYB498
OUTPUT MINIDISK ACCESSED READ ONLY

A minidisk designated for output is accessed as read only. HiDRO must have R/W access to write output.

SYB500
NON-CMS INPUT MINIDISK SKIPPED DURING INCREMENTAL OPERATION

A non-CMS minidisk was not backed up because the FILE SELECTION: NON-CMS system default option was set to NO.

To process the non-CMS minidisk, run SYBGEN and set the NON-CMS option to YES and rerun the task.

SYB504
ERROR DURING NUCXLOAD OF SYBCAM MODULE

The current job was cancelled because a serious error occurred on the HIDRO machine. The SYBCAM MODULE could
not be loaded because the CMS command NUCXLOAD failed.

SYB505
xxxxxxx ERROR nn ON SYSIN FILE yyyyyyyy zzzzzzzz

An FSREAD, FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE error occurred while HiDRO was reading, writing, or closing the specified SYSIN
FILE. The return code from the error is also given.

SYB506
xxxxxxx ERROR nn ON CHECKPOINT FILE yyyyyyyy zzzzzzzz

An FSREAD, FSWRITE, or FSCLOSE error occurred while HiDRO was reading, writing, or closing the specified
CHECKPOINT FILE. The return code from the error is also given.

SYB507
TASK nn WILL BE RE-SUBMITTED

A task has failed and will be resubmitted at the end of the current job.

SYB508
TASK nn IS A RE-SUBMITTED TASK
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A task that failed earlier in the current job has been resubmitted. If the task fails a second time, the command for the task
will be written to the Failed Commands file.

SYB509
OF mm TASKS RE-SUBMITTED: nn SUCCEEDED

This message gives the number of tasks that originally failed but that succeeded when they were resubmitted. The
commands for these tasks will not appear in the Failed Commands file.

SYB510
GENERIC "TAPE" SPECIFICATION IS INVALID; USE "TAPn" INSTEAD

Tape to tape duplication requires specific units (TAPn) for input and output. The generic specification TAPE may not be
used.

SYB511
VARIABLE-LENGTH SPARSE FILE xxxxxxxxyyyyyyyy NOT SUPPORTED BY COPY

HiDRO will backup, restore, or duplicate a variable-length sparse file, but will not copy it.

Sparse files contain imbedded null blocks and are available with VM/SP6 and above.

SYB512
UNDEFINED PHYSICAL POOL xxxxxxxx

The physical pool specified in this message does not exist. Either create the physical pool, or associate the logical pool for
this backup with a physical pool that does exist. Both of these functions are available in SYBGEN.

SYB513
TAPE nnnnnn ALREADY BELONGS TO PHYSICAL POOL xxxxxxxx

The tape you are trying to use already belongs to another physical pool. Run SYBGEN and delete the duplicate volser
from the physical pool that you are currently using.

SYB514
nn NON-POOLED TAPE(S) WERE ADDED TO SCRATCH

After a CONDENSE event, this message displays the number of tapes that were not previously part of the Tape Pool
Manager but which have now been added. The tapes would have come into the system through logical pools, and they
are returned to the physical pools with which the logical pools are associated. These physical pools are referred to
collectively as "SCRATCH".

SYB515
SEARCH KEYWORD IS LIMITED TO 40 CHARACTERS

The keyword specified with the immediate command HELP may not be longer than 40 characters.
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SYB516
HELP SUPPORTS ONLY 1 SEARCH KEYWORD

Only one keyword may be specified with the immediate command HELP.

SYB517
NO MATCHING HELP MESSAGES WERE FOUND

No matches for the keyword specified with the immediate command HELP were found.

SYB518
COMMAND NOT AVAILABLE WHILE HIDRO JOB IS RUNNING

Only immediate commands may be specified while a HiDRO job is running.

SYB519
THESE RECORDS ARE NOW CATALOGED AT THE MINIDISK/FILESPACE LEVEL

Because the FNPURGE event has been run, certain file level detail has been removed from the HiDRO catalog.

SYB520
THESE RECORDS ARE NOW CATALOGED AT THE FILE LEVEL

File level detail in the HiDRO catalog had been marked for deletion, but a reclaim operation was performed to restore the
file level detail.

SYB521
POOL xxxxxxxx HAS AN INVALID RETENTION PERIOD yyyyyyyy

The retention period for the specified physical pool is either longer than eight digits or is not a decimal number.

SYB522
CMS COMMAND RC = rc

The CMS command issued through the immediate command CMS while HiDRO was running has returned the specified
code.

SYB524
CATLG OPTION IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH FSN ALL

The CATLG option cannot be used when verifying an entire tape (FSN ALL).

SYB525
TAPE BEGINS IN MID-FILE: PREVIOUS TAPE IS xxxxxx

You have mounted a tape for RESTORE or VERIFY that begins in the middle of a spanned backup file. Tape xxxxxx is the
previous tape that spans into the current one.
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When this error occurs, HiDRO unloads the current tape and cancels the task. Rerun the job, using the tape named in the
message above followed by the tape on which the file is continued.

SYB526
DETACH AN IDLE TAPE UNIT FIRST, THEN ATTACH ccuu

You have attached the wrong tape unit in response to an ATTACH request that requires a specific unit, and the tape unit
limit set in the system default option MAXTAPE has been reached.

Detach an idle tape unit with the HiDRO immediate command DETACH. Do not use CP DETACH. Then attach the unit
requested in the message. This message normally appears with message SYB416.

SYB527
MISSING OR INVALID filepool FPOOL FOR operation OPERATION

Specify a valid SFS filepool for the indicated HiDRO operation.

SYB528
INVALID input/output FPOOL "filepool" IN operation OPERATION

Specify a valid input or output filepool in the indicated HiDRO operation

SYB529
MISSING OR INVALID filespace FSPACE FOR operation OPERATION

Specify a valid filespace for the indicated HiDRO operation.

SYB530
INVALID input/output FSPACE "filespace" IN operation OPERATION

Specify a valid input or output filespace in the indicated HiDRO operation.

SYB531
INVALID input/output SGROUP "storage-group" IN operation OPERATION

Specify a valid input or output storage group in the indicated HiDRO operation.

SYB532
MISSING FPOOL OR UNIT/RDR SPECIFICATION FOR operation OPERATION

Specify a SFS filepool, minidisk address, or READER for the indicated operation.

SYB533
MISSING FSPACE SPECIFICATION FOR operation OPERATION

Specify a SFS filespace for the indicated operation.
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SYB534
FPOOL AND UNIT/MINI/RDR SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either a SFS filepool or a unit, minidisk or reader.

SYB535
FPOOL AND USERID SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either filepool or userid, not both.

SYB536
UNIT/MINI/RDR AND FSPACE SPECIFICATION ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either a SFS filepool or a unit, minidisk or reader.

SYB537
UNIT/MINI/RDR AND SGROUP SPECIFICATIONS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either a SFS storage group or a unit, minidisk or reader.

SYB538
INVALID CATALOG FPOOL "filepool"

Specify a valid SFS filepool name.

SYB539
INVALID CATALOG SGROUP VALUE "storage group"

Specify a valid SFS storage group name.

SYB540
FPOOL AND UNIT ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either a unit or a SFS filepool, not both.

SYB541
FPOOL AND DISK ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either a minidisk or a SFS filepool, not both.
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SYB542
FPOOL AND OWNER ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either filepool or owner, not both.

SYB543
FPOOL SPECIFICATION REQUIRED WITH FSPACE

A filespace alone is not sufficiently qualified. It is necessary to specify the filepool to which the filespace belongs.

SYB544
FPOOL SPECIFICATION REQUIRED WITH SGROUP

A storage group alone is not sufficiently qualified. It is necessary to specify the filepool to which the storage group
belongs.

SYB545
FSPACE AND UNIT ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either filespace or unit, not both.

SYB546
FSPACE AND DISK ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
either filespace or minidisk, not both.

SYB547
FSPACE AND OWNER ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
filespace or owner, not both.

SYB548
SGROUP AND UNIT ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
storage or unit, not both.

SYB549
SGROUP AND DISK ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
storage group or minidisk, not both.
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SYB550
SGROUP AND OWNER ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed. Specify
storage group or owner, not both.

SYB551
INVALID CATALOG FSPACE VALUE "filespace"

The indicated filespace value is not a recognized filespace.

SYB552
UNIT IS NOT A VALID DESTINATION FOR SFS RESTORE

Restores of SFS data to a minidisk are not supported by this release.

SYB553
CMS RELEASE 6 OR ABOVE REQUIRED FOR SFS SUPPORT

CMS releases before Release 6 do not support the Shared File System.

SYB554
DIRLIST IS A VALID OPTION ONLY FOR CAT DISPLAY/REPORT

DIRLIST is not valid in the present context. DIRLIST can only be used for catalog displays or reports.

SYB555
ONLY ONE FPOOL MAY BE SPECIFIED ON A CAT RESTORE OPERATION

Multiple filepools are not allowed for catalog restores

SYB556
SKIP, EXACT, MERGE, AND CURRENT ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS

Specify only one: SKIP, EXACT, MERGE, or CURRENT

SYB557
SFS DIRECTORY CANNOT BE SPECIFIED AS A MINI

Provide a fully qualified Shared File System directory name. Access mode letters are not allowed.

SYB558
INVALID xxxxxx yyyyyy BLOCK-ID "blockid" IN operation OPERATION

The block id for the ITAPE or OTAPE option is invalid. Supply a valid block id for the cartridge tape.
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SYB562
ERROR: OPERATIONS ON SFS DATA REQUIRE SFS GLOBAL OPTION

You must specify the global job option "SFS" to allow operations on SFS data.

SYB563
FILE SPACE filespace DOES NOT EXIST IN STORAGE GROUP storage group IN FILE POOL filepool

The indicated filespace is not on the system. Check the filespace specification.

SYB564
STORAGE GROUP storage group IN FILE POOL filepool ALTERED DURING SFS CATALOG PROCESSING

During HiDRO processing of the indicated filepool catalog, the storage group was asynchronously altered by an external
(non-HiDRO) operation.

SYB565
RC = rc FROM CSL FUNCTION function; REASON: nnnn

The indicated CSL function has returned the indicated return code and reason code.

SYB566
FILE SPACE filespace DOES NOT EXIST IN FILE POOL filepool

The indicated filespace can not be found in the indicated filepool. Check your filespace and filepool specifications.

SYB567
FILE SPACE filespace IS ALREADY DISABLED IN FILE POOL filepool

HiDRO has attempted to disable the indicated filespace, but the filespace was already locked. Re-enable the filespace
before trying the operation again.

SYB568
AT FILE fileid, TAPE volser, UNIT ccuu V(mmmm)

This informational message indicates that HiDRO tape file processing has begun.

SYB569
ASTERISK MUST APPEAR AS LAST OR ONLY CHARACTER

Imbedded wildcards are not allowed. Specify a single wildcard (*) or a trailing wildcard (xxxx*).

SYB570
NOT AUTHORIZED TO ALTER ENROLLMENT STATUS FOR FSPACE filespace

Only superusers are allowed to enroll or change the enrollment status of a filespace.
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You may have attempted to modify the status of the indicated filespace, for example by trying to change the storage group
to which the filespace belongs. Alternatively, the indicated filespace is already enrolled in the target filepool.

SYB571
IUCV function FAILED WITH RC = rc. USING VMCF INSTEAD

The indicated IUCV function has failed. HiDRO is closing IUCV communication and starting to use VMCF instead.

SYB572
LINK TO SFS DATA FAILED: NO AVAILABLE LOGICAL UNITS LEFT

The number of links required to access SFS server data exceeded the number of available logical units. Logoff the HIDRO
machine, then log back on. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SYB573
ONLY ONE SPECIFIC SGROUP ALLOWED ON A CAT RESTORE

Multiple storage group specifications are not allowed on a catalog restore.

SYB574
ONLY ONE DIRECTORY NAME MAY BE SPECIFIED WITH DIRLIST OPTION

Multiple directory names are not allowed with the DIRLIST option.

SYB575
OUTPUT FPOOL/SGROUP/FSPACE SPECIFICATION NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS HIDRO OPERATION

The SFS target specification is not valid. Minidisk data cannot be restored to SFS objects.

SYB576
JOB jobname OWNER userid ETIME elapsed time AT xxxxx OF yyyyy CMDS

This message is the response to a HiDRO job query. The message indicates the elapsed time as of the xxxxxth of yyyyy
commands.

SYB577
DIRECTORY OR FILE LOCKED BY USER

HiDRO has attempted to process a SFS directory or file that is already locked by a user. Unlock the directory or file before
trying the operation again.

SYB578
INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN OUTPUT FSPACE OR SGROUP

An output filespace or storage group does not have enough space. If a filespace is full, increase the size limit. Otherwise,
add more space to the storage group.
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SYB580
ALIAS CREATION FAILURE FOR FILE: fileid

An attempt to create an alias for the indicated SFS file has failed. Following messages provide explanation.

SYB581
UNABLE TO ACCESS BASE FILE: fileid

The base file was not found. As a result, HiDRO cannot create an alias.

SYB582
PROCESSING DIRECTORY: directory

This informational message indicates the HiDRO has begun processing the indicated directory.

SYB586
INVALID GLOBAL PRTDEST USERID userid

Supply a valid userid for the destination of the HiDRO log file.

SYB587
WARNING: STARTING BACKUP OF FILESPACE filespace

When HiDRO starts backup of a filespace, this message is sent to the owner of the filespace.

SYB600
MIXTURES OF CMS AND SFS AS INPUT AND OUTPUT ARE NOT SUPPORTED

SFS and minidisk entities cannot be specified in the same command since the two types of data cannot be mixed.

SYB601
UNAVAILABLE OR UNKNOWN FILE POOL filepool

Either the indicated filepool does not exists or the server machine for that filepool is not in operation.

SYB602
SFS SERVER FAILURE FOR FILE POOL filepool

The SFS server for the indicated filepool failed during HiDRO processing.

SYB603
SEVERE CSL INTERFACE FAILURE. SFS COMMUNICATIONS DISABLED

The CMS CSL interface is experiencing severe problems. SFS communications cannot be maintained. SFS operations
are disabled for the remainder of this job.
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SYB604
LOCK CONFLICT ENCOUNTERED FOR FILE POOL filepool

HiDRO has attempted to process an SFS object in the indicated filepool, but the object is already locked. Unlock the SFS
object before retrying the HiDRO operation.

SYB605
CSL/SFS INTERFACE HAS BEEN DISABLED EARLIER IN THE JOB

The HiDRO operation will not be run because the CSL/SFS interface was disabled earlier due to severe errors.

SYB606
THIS RELEASE OF HIDRO SUPPORTS VM/SP 5 LEVEL AND ABOVE ONLY

VM/SP releases earlier than VM/SP 5 are not supported by HiDRO.

SYB607
INVALID CP DIRECTORY UNIT ADDRESS

The CP object directory unit address you specified is not valid or the does not contain the object directory.

SYB608
RESTORE TO USER userid RDR INVALID: USER NON-EXISTENT

Supply a valid userid for the HiDRO restore operation.

SYB609
BACKUP FILE POSSIBLY CORRUPTED. PROBABLE CAUSE: I/O ERROR

The HiDRO restore or verify operation has been terminated. The backup image does not contain valid data. This condition
can be caused by media failure or a hardware I/O error.

SYB612
QUERY JOB SUPPORTS SYSIN FILE INPUT ONLY

You can only issue the Query Job command if the HiDRO job was submitted as a SYSIN file.

SYB613
EMBEDDED WILDCARD SYMBOL (*) IN "xxxxx" IS INVALID

Embedded wildcards are not allowed. Specify a single wildcard (*) or a trailing wildcard (xxxx*).

SYB614
WILDCARD SYMBOL (*) IS INVALID IN OWNER DURING RESTORE

Embedded wildcards are not allowed. Specify a single wildcard (*) or a trailing wildcard (xxxx*).
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SYB615
* * * USER LOG FILE TRUNCATED DUE TO FSWRITE ERROR RC=rc * * *

HiDRO has encountered an FSWRITE error while writing to a log file. Logging is discontinued for the remainder of the
operation.

SYB617
I/O ERROR POSITIONING/WRITING A TAPE-MARK ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO encountered an I/O error trying to process labels or positioning on the indicated unit.

SYB618
NO CATALOG RESTORE COMMANDS TO BE RUN

HiDRO attempted to run a catalog restore operation for a specific user but could not find backup information for that user.
As a result, HiDRO was not able to generate restore commands.

SYB619
INCONSISTENT USED BLOCK COUNT ON UNIT ccuu CMS1USED=xxxxxx .VS. ALLOCMAP=yyyyyy

During a backup, the input minidisk volume label and the directory information disagree on the number of used blocks
present on the minidisk. The CMS1USED field in the volume label indicates xxxxxx used blocks, while ALLOCMAP
indicates yyyyyy. These numbers should agree. Verify minidisk integrity and retry the operation.

SYB620
CONFLICT IN DISK SIZE INFORMATION ON UNIT ccuu CMS1MCYL=xxxxx .VS. ACTUAL SIZE=yyyyyy:
UNDEFINED PROCESSING FORCED

During a backup, the input minidisk size, as reported by CP, disagrees with the minidisk size in the volume label
CMS1MCYL field. The input minidisk is probably a special purpose minidisk or was incorrectly formatted. HiDRO backs up
the minidisk as undefined.

SYB621
RESTORE OF NON-CMS DATA TO RDR IS ILLEGAL

HiDRO does not support restores of non-CMS (undefined) data to a reader. Specify a minidisk as the restore output
destination.

SYB623
WARNING: FAILURE TO CREATE nnnn SFS ALIAS(ES) DURING JOB

During a restore job, HiDRO may unsuccessfully attempt to restore an alias before the base file is restored. In this case,
HiDRO remembers the failure, counts the number of failed aliases, and defers their creation until the end of the job.

SYB624
ALIAS RESTORATION DEFERRED UNTIL END OF JOB

HiDRO will attempt to create failed aliases at the end of the job, after all base files are restored.
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SYB625
OF nnnn ALIAS RESTORATIONS DEFERRED: nnnn SUCCEEDED

HiDRO will attempt to create failed aliases at the end of the job, after all base files are restored. This message indicates
the number of such aliases that were actually restored.

SYB626
ERROR OCCURRED AFTER DASD ADDRESS address

This debugging message is produced during a Restore operation if the input media containing the backup image has
been corrupted. The DASD address shown indicates how much of the original minidisk information has been processed
successfully before the error occurred. Note the information provided and contact Technical Support.

SYB627
RESTORE OF SFS DATA TO RDR NOT SUPPORTED

You can only restore SFS data back into the Shared File System. Restores of SFS data to a reader or a minidisk are not
supported.

SYB634
RESTORE OF RESERVED DISK TO RDR IS ILLEGAL

You can restore a CMS Reserved minidisk only to another minidisk.

SYB635
INSUFFICIENT TASK CORE: FILESPACE filespace TOO LARGE

There is insufficient memory within the task to process a filespace in the Shared File System. There are probably too
many directories and files. Increase the task memory (CORE option).

SYB636
INSUFFICIENT VMCORE: FILESPACE filespace CONTAINS TOO MANY FILES

There is insufficient memory in the virtual machine (possibly limited by the VMCORE option) to process a filespace in the
Shared File System. If the HIDRO virtual machine is a 370-mode machine, there may be no way to increase memory if it
is already set to 16 MEG. If the HIDRO virtual machine is XA or ESA-mode, increase the size of the virtual machine and
insure that the VMCORE option allows HiDRO to use the additional memory. In a 370-mode virtual machine with 16 MEG
of memory, HiDRO can process about 40,000 files within a single filespace, depending on other control information.

SYB637
THE NUMBER OF TAPES IN USE EXCEEDS PRODUCT LIMITS

The current job has used more than 512 tapes, exceeding the size of the tape-tracking table. Contact Technical Support if
you require the processing of more tapes in a single job.

SYB638
FILE filename filetype SKIPPED: INVALID SFS CATALOG ENTRY IN filespace filepool
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The Shared File System file in the indicated filespace and filepool has invalid catalog information. The file has been
skipped.

SYB640
* * * JOB’S VTIME=hh:mm:ss TTIME=hh:mm:ss ETIME=hh:mm:ss DISK/TAPE IO=nnnn CMS IO=nnnn * * *

This SUMMARY message shows the job performance statistics: virtual time (VTIME), total time (TTIME), elapsed time
(ETIME), and I/O counts.

SYB641
ERROR: CP/CMS Command: xxxxxxxx RC=rc

A CMS or CP command (xxxxxxxx), executed under HiDRO as an Immediate command, has failed with the indicated
return code.

SYB642
INVALID LINK MODE mm: VALID UNDER VM/ESA ONLY

One of the link modes (SR, SW, SM, ER, or EW) has been specified in a command. These link modes are supported
by VM/ESA, but the current operating system is not VMS/ESA. In addition, the virtual machine issuing any of these link
modes requires special authorization (OPTION LNKSTABL or LNKEXCLU).

SYB651
CPU INFO- TYPE: cpu SERIAL: serial-number mode-MODE

This message, along with message 009, reports HiDRO’s environment. The processor model, serial number, and
hardware mode are shown. The hardware mode may be 370-mode, XA-mode, or ESA-mode.

SYB653
INVALID IMMEDIATE COMMAND OPTION option

The indicated option, which was specified on an Immediate command, is not valid. Most Immediate commands do not
support options.

SYB656
timestamp ATTACH CART xxxxxx mode AS UNIT ccuu type REPLY A FOR ATTACHED, W FOR WAIT, or R TO
REJECT:

This message instructs the operator to ATTACH and mount a tape cartridge as the indicated unit. The mode indicates
either input (R/O) or output (R/W). The type indicates the specific type of tape drive required: 3480, 3480-XF (3480 with
IDRC), or 3490E.

SYB657
UNABLE TO DEFINE SUMMARY PRINTER AS UNIT ccuu

A CP DEFINE command has failed while attempting to define the SUMMARY printer (usually as unit 01E). Check for any
conflict in units defined on the virtual machine in which HiDRO is running.
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SYB660
WORKDISK IS FULL; CHECK DEFAULTS

A Restore to READER, which stages the file(s) to the workdisk before sending them to the user’s reader, has filled the
workdisk. Either request fewer files in each Restore job or increase the workdisk size (an installation option).

SYB661
ERROR rc DURING command OF FILE fileid

A CMS error has occurred during an FSREAD, FSWRITE, FSERASE, FSCLOSE or RENAME of the indicated file.

SYB665
nn ACTIVE TASKS of mmmK POSSIBLE; CORE MAX=qqqK MAXTAPE=tt

This performance message shows how many concurrent tasks (nn), each of memory size mmmK, can run in available
memory. CORE MAX is the largest task size, and MAXTAPE is the maximum number of tape units allowed.

SYB679
THE FOLLOWING COMMAND ABENDED...

This message indicates that a task has abended and shows the failed command.

SYB685
BACKUP FILE nnn ON TAPE volser IS CORRUPTED: TASK RESTARTEDHIDRO BLK CNT=nnnnn TAPE UNIT BLK
CNT=mmmmm

While performing a Backup to a cartridge, HiDRO has completed a file and performed a block-count check. HiDRO’s
internal count of the number of blocks written does not agree with the count from the tape drive. HiDRO will backspace
the tape and perform the Backup command again. This message is only a Warning; however, excessive errors of this type
may indicate a hardware problem.

SYB686
CP command -ISSUE A CP COMMAND

This is the response to HELP for the CP Immediate command, showing its syntax.

SYB687
CMS command -ISSUE A CMS COMMAND

This is the response to HELP for the CMS Immediate command, showing its syntax.

SYB689
command ERROR rc ON FILE fileid

A CMS command has failed with the indicated return code. The command may be FSREAD, FSWRITE, FSCLOSE,
FSERASE, or RENAME.
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SYB690
LOAD DISPLAY CHECK ON TAPE UNIT ccuu - IGNORED

HiDRO has received a LOAD DISPLAY CHECK I/O error while accessing a tape cartridge drive. A "CHK" number
probably appeared on the LED display then. This is a hardware error that requires the attention of the hardware vendor.
HiDRO will ignore the error and attempt to continue the operation.

SYB691
FST COUNT MISMATCH: DIRECTOR=nnnn .VS. COUNTED=mmmm

While processing a CMS minidisk, HiDRO has encountered a discrepancy between the number of files (FSTs) in the
directory and the file count held in the directory itself. This implies a corrupted minidisk file system. HiDRO may choose
to process this disk UNDEFINED; however, if HiDRO counts more files than the directory indicates, HiDRO may continue
CMS minidisk processing, ignoring the directory count. This message is a Warning only.

SYB692
UNEXPIRED EXPIRATION DATE ON OUTPUT TAPE volser ON UNIT ccuu

The indicated output tape has an unexpired date on a file, and the EXPDT installation option is set to disallow operator
override. HiDRO will unload the tape and use or request the next one. No operator action may be required in the case of
autoloaders when additional tapes are available. The tape in error will not be used.

SYB695
CANCEL ALL ACCEPTED; WAIT FOR JOB TERMINATION

The operator has issued a CANCEL ALL command to terminate the job. The command has been accepted but it may take
additional time to shut down the job. Remaining commands will be written to the Failed Commands file and sent to the job
owner. If many commands remain, this process may take several seconds or even minutes. The operator should wait until
HiDRO sends the JOB ENDED message before taking any further action.

SYB696
CATALOG UPDATE ERROR nn

An update of the HiDRO catalog could not be completed. Either the amount of disk space available is insufficient or no
catalog exists. The message also contains an internal HiDRO error code.

SYB698
AVAILABLE=nnnnnK MAX TASKS=mm EACH nnnK CORE MAX=nnnnK

This message is the response for a QUERY MEMORY Immediate command (QM). It displays the total available memory
for the job, the maximum number of concurrent tasks possible, each of the size shown, and the maximum size of a task
(CORE MAX). CORE MAX represents the largest single contiguous memory area available in the machine.

SYB699
STREAM # nnn GREATER THAN SEQ OPTION PERMITS
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A SYSIN command contains a STREAM option specifying a value larger than the global SEQ option indicates. HiDRO
normally generates both values internally during a sequenced backup job. If you have edited the SYSIN file, be sure you
did not add an invalid STREAM number. The STREAM option should not be manually added to any command.

If HiDRO generated the job, resubmit it. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SYB700
STREAM and TAPn KEYWORDS ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Both the TAPn tape designation and the STREAM local option have been specified. These keywords may not be used
together. The command will not be executed.

The TAPn keyword specifies a specific tape unit such as TAP1 (181). The STREAM option implies internal sequencing of
commands, with HiDRO, not the user, assigning tape units to commands. If STREAM is to be used, the TAPE keyword
should be used instead of TAPn. The STREAM option is internally generated and should never be coded by the user.

SYB701
The TAPE KEYWORD CANNOT BE USED FOR BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT: USE TAPn INSTEAD

For tape COPY and DUPLICATE operations, the TAPE keyword must not be used because it leads to an ambiguous
situation as to which tape unit is input and which is output. To avoid this, HiDRO requires the specification of specific units
with the TAPn keyword. The command will not be executed.

SYB702
UNIT ccuu IS AN UNSUPPORTED DEVICE (DEV=xxxx)

HiDRO has encountered an unsupported device model xxxx on the indicated unit. The command will not be executed.

SYB703
JOB IS BEING CANCELLED

This message may appear if a QUERY JOB or QUERY QUEUE command is issued while HiDRO is shutting down a job
that was cancelled.

SYB704
ERROR: CHANNEL PROGRAM LOOP DETECTED

An internal I/O-related error has occurred. Contact Technical Support.

SYB705
INVALID INTERNAL STREAM # nnnn FOR TAPE UNIT ccuu

An internal processing error has occurred during a backup job with the SEQUENCING option in effect. Contact Technical
Support.

SYB706
SYSIN command WITH STREAM nnnn OUT OF ORDER
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During a backup job with the SEQUENCING option in effect, HiDRO has detected a command in the SYSIN file whose
STREAM number indicates the command is in the wrong place in the file. It is possible that the command before the one
shown is out of order.

Normally, HiDRO generates the SYSIN file in a precise order. This error usually results if you have edited the file and
included a command with the local STREAM option in the wrong place.

Regenerate the job and try it again. If the error persists, contact Technical Support.

SYB710
PROCESSING DEFAULTS TO backup-type (ORG: organization)

During an incremental backup, the FNAMES entries in the catalog could not be loaded into memory or were not found.
HiDRO adjusts by defaulting to the indicated backup type and organization.

Backup type may be TYPE BASE or CHANGED(B). TYPE BASE means the backup for this minidisk is being treated as a
base backup. CHANGED(B) means HiDRO will use the date of the last base backup to select files.

The indicated organization may be any of the following: CDF (CMS minidisk - old format), CP (CP minidisk), DOS (DOS
minidisk), EDF (CMS minidisk), OS (OS minidisk), and UNDF (undefined).

EDF is the normal minidisk organization. Any other organization indicates possible minidisk corruption. If the organization
is UNDF, the minidisk may be unformatted. If the organization is CDF, you should convert to EDF.

SYB711
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR CHANGED(C) PROCESSING

During an incremental backup, the FNAMES entries in the catalog could not be loaded into memory. Additional memory is
needed to hold the FNAMES records for this minidisk or directory.

Increase the CORE value for this task by editing the command file (or by using an alternate CMDCTL file). Add the
following amount of memory (rounded upward to a 4K boundary): the logical record length of the FNAMES file multiplied
by the number of files on the minidisk.

SYB712
NO BASE FNAMES FOUND FOR CHANGED(C) PROCESSING

During an incremental backup the FNAMES entry in the catalog was not found for internal catalog file selection
processing.

For CHANGED(C) processing, the CATALOG option must be FULL for the most recent base backup. On the HIDRO
machine, check the installation defaults for CATALOG, which is on the CATINFO screen. If CAT is set to FULL, check to
see if the WEEKLY BASE backup of the minidisk or directory completed normally or if this is a new minidisk or directory.

SYB713
DIR: "directory" LEVEL n

This message, which is issued when the local option DIRLIST is in effect, indicates the directory being processed and the
level (1-8).

SYB715
WARNING: TEXIT RC=rc FOR DETACH OF TAPE UNIT ccuu
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A tape management exit has returned the indicated return code during a call to DETACH virtual tape unit ccuu. The unit
will be assumed unusable (detached) anyway.

SYB720
ERROR: SEQUENCED BACKUPS MUST BE TO TAPE

A backup command containing the STREAM option (for sequenced backups) specifies an output other than the TAPE
keyword. Sequenced backups require tape as output, specified with this keyword. Sequenced backups do not support
disk output. Turn off sequencing for this job, or change the output to TAPE.

SYB721
DASD MUST BE EQUAL SIZE FOR DUPLICATE WITH COMPLETE OPTION

When duplicating a CMS disk with the COMPLETE option, the original and output disks must be exactly the same size.

SYB722
INVALID STREAM #nnnn PASSED TO INTERRUPT FUNCTION

An internal error has occurred during a sequenced backup job. Collect all job output and contact Technical Support.

SYB723
WARNING: INVALID ATTUNIT VALUE ccuu - USING 0350

The tape ATTACH unit installation default (ATTUNIT) has been set to an invalid value. Valid unit address values are X’20’
to X’FFFF’ (to X’FFF in 370-mode machines).

HiDRO continues the job using 0350 as the value.

SYB724
MIGRATED FILE "fileid" SKIPPED

During a restore or verify, HiDRO has detected a file entry that represents a file migrated by VM/DFSMS. HiDRO does not
support migrated files and will skip the entry. No information pertaining to the migrated file (fileid) will be processed.

SYB725
INTERNAL CHANNEL PROGRAM TRANSLATION ERROR UNIT=ccuu, IOB @ address1 C.P. @ address2

A fatal internal error has occurred. The error is associated with performing an I/O while operating in 370-mode. HiDRO will
cancel the task and produce a dump. Save all output and contact Technical Support.

SYB726
RESERVED MINIDISK (UNIT ccuu) SKIPPED DURING INCREMENTAL BACKUP

A reserved minidisk has not been backed up during an incremental backup because the installation option FILE
SELECTION (FM6SQL) indicates that the minidisk should be excluded.

SYB727
LOGICAL DATA MARKER nnn NOT FOUND; EXPECTED AT address
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During a restore or verify operation, HiDRO has detected corrupted data within the backup file. An I/O error may have
occurred while HiDRO was attempting to read the data file. HiDRO will produce a dump. Retry the operation. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SYB728
WARNING: EXCESSIVE DATA-CHECKS ON TAPE volser ON UNIT ccuu

The threshold for data-check I/O errors has been exceeded on the indicated tape on unit ccuu. The errors may be caused
by a faulty tape or a tape unit that needs cleaning or maintenance. HiDRO will continue to use the tape unless a fatal error
occurs.

SYB733
SENSEID FAILED WITH CSW = xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ON UNIT ccuu

HiDRO has received an unexpected channel status word (CSW) while trying to determine the device type of either the
input or output device. The command will not be executed. Contact Technical Support.

SYB734
TAPE volser IS NOT THE NEXT TAPE OF THIS FILE

During a restore or verify of a tape file that spans tape volumes, a tape has been mounted that does not contain the next
portion of the file from the previous tape. The tape will be ignored and HiDRO will skip to the next tape.

SYB735
TOO MANY TAPES REFERENCED IN A SINGLE TASK

A single task (command) has referenced more than the limit of 30 tapes. This may occur if a TEXIT repeatedly requests
the next tape during a MOUNT function call or if HiDRO discards too many unusable tapes during a backup. The task will
be cancelled.

SYB736
DUPLICATE PARM parameter IN GLOBAL OPTION.

You specified duplicate values for the indicated parameter of a global option. Correct the syntax and try again.

SYB737
RELEASE R/W ACCESS TO FILE SPACE filespace WITHIN 1 MINUTE.

You tried to back up or restore the indicated filespace, but HiDRO could not get read/write access to the file space. Give
HiDRO read/write access to the file space.

SYB738
PARTBASE IS INVALID FOR INCREMENTAL BACKUP.

The PARTBASE option is not valid for incremental backups. You can only specify this option for BASE backups that are
catalogued as SPCL.
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SYB743
MISSING OPERAND IN THE WORKSFS CONTROL STATEMENT.

The WORKSFS record in the HiDRO CONTROL file is missing a required operand. The format of the record is
WORKSFS filepool filespace blocks. Correct the record and restart HiDRO.

SYB744
STAGING FILSPACE MUST BE DEFINED TO RESTORE SFS DATA TO RDR.

The HiDRO CONTROL file is missing a WORKSFS record. End HiDRO, add the WORKSFS record, and restart HiDRO.

SYB745
SCSW xxxx xxxx xxxx ECB xxxx

This message displays when I/O tracing is on for IOE, IOX, or IOR.

SYB746
SENSE xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

This message displays when I/O tracing is on for IOE, IOX, or IOR.

SYB750
TEXIT INITIALIZATION FAILURE RC = returncode. JOB CANCELLED

Initialization failed with the indicated return code during the call to the tape management exit.

SYB751
RC = returncode FROM CSL FUNCTION

A CSL function has received the indicated error return code.

SYB752
I/O ERROR POSITIONING INPUT TAPE ON UNIT type

Verify that you are using the correct tape with the correct tape device.

SYB753
DEGRADED PERFORMANCE DUE TO MINIMAL OPCORE FOR I/O BUFFERS

The OPCORE value is underallocated for the output buffer size. Increase OPCORE, then run the job again.

SYB754
UNIT ADDRESS ABOVE X’1FF’ INVALID IN 370 MODE

Define the unit below the stated address.
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SYB756
UNABLE TO CONTINUE: DOS SIMULATION MODE IS ON

While you were trying to initialize HiDRO, DOS simulation mode was turned on in the service virtual machine. SET DOS
simulation mode off and reinitialize.

SYB797

ENCRYPT and DECRYPT are mutually exclusive

This message is issued when both the ENCRYPT and DECRYPT options are specified for a single command.

SYB798
Key has wrong length or contains characters other then 0-9 or A-F

This message is issued when the cipher key entered has an incorrect format. The cipher key must be composed of valid
hexadecimal characters. The length of the cipher key must match the length required for the specified cipher.

SYB799
The ENCRYPT option requires CIPHER and KEY to be specified

This message is issued when one or both required sub-parameters of ENCRYPT, CIPHER and KEY, have been omitted
from the command.

SYB800
Copyright (c) yyyy CA. All rights reserved.

This message follows message SYB001. The user is informed of the copyright information for HiDRO.

SYB801

The DECRYPT option requires CIPHER and KEY to be specified

This message is issued when one or both required sub-parameters of DECRYPT, CIPHER and KEY, have been omitted
from the command.

SYB802

Invalid cipher specified: xxxxxx

This message is issued when the cipher that was specified is not one of the supported ciphers.

SYB803

Key length does not meet cipher requirements

This message is issued when the specified key does not have the correct length required by the specified cipher.
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SYB804

Selection contains encrypted data. Specify DECRYPT option.

This message is issued when a CATALOG RESTORE/VERIFY command is issued without the DECRYPT option and
the backup data is encrypted. You must resubmit the command and include the DECRYPT option specifying the correct
CIPHER and KEY.

SYB805

Software (en|de)cryption forced by SWCRP DEBUG option

This message is issued when the global debug option SWCRP has been specified for the submitted job. This forces all
encryption/decryption to be performed using software algorithms and bypasses hardware encryption/decryption.

SYB806
Passed key has wrong parity

This message is issued when the selected cipher requires that every byte of the key has particular number of bits set to
one but the specified key does not meet this requirement.

SYB807

Incorrect encryption information entered for Task: nn

This message is issued when the DECRYPT option specified for the corresponding command has the incorrect CIPHER
and KEY combination.

SYB808
hh:mm:ss.xx - TASK HANG DETECTED, ATTEMPTING RECOVERY

A HiDRO task is deadlocked because both its input process and output process are out of buffer space. Therefore, the
task cannot proceed. To break the deadlock and to prevent an eventual EC100 abend, HiDRO forces the output process
to write a short data block to free those buffers so the task can continue.

SYB815
VOLUME volser ON UNIT rdev (Vvdev) IS DATA CLASS "WORM".

Reason:

This message is issued after message SYB250 when VOLSER that was just mounted on RDEV (vVDEV) is determined to
be a virtual tape that has the WORM attribute associated with the Data Class construct for its definition in the virtual tape
library.

System Action:

None

User Action:

None
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SYBCOM Messages (COM)
This section contains the messages issued by the SYBCOM machine. The message text for a given message number
may vary depending on the machine condition. For simplicity, this section shows only the messages that result from the
most common machine condition: the machine is ACTIVE and DEBUG is OFF.

Message numbers are in the form COMnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

Online help is available for these messages.

COM212
SYBCOM ABEND DURING JOB FOR USER userid

This message indicates that an ABEND has occurred during the processing of a user job. SYBCOM will re-IPL the
machine and begin processing the next job. The ABEND dump will be spooled to the system user. Save the dump and
contact Technical Support.

COM215
SYBCOM WAITING FOR WORK *DEBUG*

SYBCOM is waiting for work, and debug tracing is enabled. Tracing can be stopped by issuing the $DEBUG OFF
command.

COM214
WARNING: ERROR nn FROM RECEIVE - JOB FLUSHED

The CMS RECEIVE EXEC could not fetch the job from the reader file, and the catalog browse or restore operation
involved will not be processed. The return code given was issued by the RECEIVE EXEC.

Normally, resubmitting the job is all that is necessary. However, if the problem persists, check to be sure that there is
sufficient space on SYBCOM’s A-disk.

COM211
WARNING: ERROR nn FROM SYBACT - CHARGE BACK FAILED

This message indicates that an error has occurred when SYBACT was invoked to perform charge-back VM accounting.
The Error Code (nn) identifies the DIAGNOSE X’4C’ (charge-back function) failure. Because VM accounting is not reset to
the HIDRO machine after a job has completed, the submitting user can still specify the charge-back function.

COM100
SYBCOM WAITING FOR WORK

This message is sent to the userid communicating with the SYBCOM Disconnected Machine, indicating that SYBCOM is
operational and waiting for user jobs.

COM216
SYBCOM SUSPENDED TIL $LOGOUT/$RESUME

The SYBCOM machine is suspended until either the $LOGOUT or $RESUME command is issued.
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COM217
SYBCOM SUSPENDED TIL $LOGOUT/$RESUME *DEBUG*

The SYBCOM machine is suspended until either the $LOGOUT or $RESUME command is issued.

Debug tracing is enabled and cannot be disabled while the machine is suspended.

COM218
WARNING CANNOT READ fileid RC=rc

The CMS EXECIO program has failed to read the indicated file and has issued a return code. The catalog job might not
be processed correctly. Try increasing virtual storage for the SYBCOM service machine. If the problem continues, contact
Technical Support.

COM219
WARNING CANNOT UPDATE fileid RC=rc

The CMS EXECIO program has failed to update the indicated file and has issued a return code. The catalog job might not
be processed correctly. Try increasing the size of the SYBCOM 191 minidisk. If the problem continues, contact Technical
Support.

SYBMON Messages (MON)
This section contains the messages issued by the SYBMON machine. The message text for a given message number
may vary depending on the machine condition. This section documents messages only for the most common condition:
the machine is ACTIVE and DEBUG is OFF.

Message numbers are in the form MONnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

MON004
INVALID MONITOR COMMAND - SYNTAX ERROR FOUND

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine received an invalid SMSG command. The command will be
rejected and the monitor will wait for the next task.

MON002
UNAUTHORIZED REQUEST IGNORED

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a privileged command from a non-privileged
user. The monitor will ignore the request and wait for the next task.

MON003
$EXIT COMMAND ACCEPTED

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received an SMSG $EXIT command from a privileged
user. Control will be returned to CMS and no more tasks execute until CMS is re-IPLed. This transaction will be logged in
the USER LOG file.
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MON005
CMS COMMAND RECEIVED

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a CMS command from a privileged user through
the SMSG facility. The monitor will execute the command and will subsequently inform the requester about the Return
Code. The transaction will be recorded in the monitor LOG file.

MON012
CRITICAL ERROR IN csectid ROUTINE, RC = rc

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine encountered a critical error while processing specified
activities.

The possible error codes and their explanations are listed below:

Error Code Explanation
88 MODULE WAS NOT NUCXLOADED "(SERVICE"
89 INVALID COMMAND ARGUMENT
90 DIAGNOSE X’24’ request for console address failed
91 DIAGNOSE X’68’ VMCF de-authorize subfunction failed
92 DIAGNOSE X’08’ CP "SET TIMER REAL" command failed
93 CMS ATTN or STACK function failed
94 Vector was not initialized
95 Vector was not de-initialized
96 A SYBCAM error was found
97 A SYBPLAN error was found
99 Any of the above errors were found in Local Machine mode

operation.

This message informs all privileged users about the cause of a critical error, and the monitor will automatically logoff. The
transaction will be recorded in the monitor LOG file.

MON112
ERROR READING SPOOL nnnn filename filetype userid RC=rcn

This message indicates that an error was detected while the reader SPOOL file was being processed. The sender’s
original filename and filetype are specified. The DIAGNOSE X’14’ and subfunction X’0C’ return codes identify the error.
Consult IBM documentation for detailed explanations of these Return Codes. The affected jobs should be resubmitted
after the error has been corrected.

MON151
JOBnnnn NOT RELEASED, DOES NOT EXIST

This message indicates that an $RJ command (Release Job) has been issued for a job number that doesn’t exist on the
Queue. The $QJ (Query Jobs) command should be issued to identify the correct job number. Then the $RJ command
should be reissued with the correct job number.
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MON199
REQUEST COMPLETED

This message accompanies MON142, when a user’s request has been successfully completed.

MON001
WAITING FOR WORK - nnn JOBS QUEUED - HOLD (or NOHOLD)

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a non-CP/CMS/monitor command while the job
queue is functional. Therefore, the monitor is working and ready to accept jobs.

MON006
UNKNOWN CP COMMAND

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received an unknown CP command from a privileged
user through the SMSG facility. The monitor will record the transaction in the monitor LOG file.

MON007
NO EVENTS MATCHED

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine cannot locate a match for an event specified as an $RE
command (Rescheduled Event) or $DE command (Delete Event) entered by a privileged user. The monitor will wait for the
next task.

MON008
NO SCHEDULED EVENTS FOR TODAY

This message is sent in response to a $QS (Query Schedule) command from a privileged user. It indicates that there are
no events scheduled to be executed today. The monitor will wait for the next task.

MON009
EVENT eventid RESCHEDULED TO hh.mm.ss

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a valid $RE (Reschedule Event) command from
a privileged user. The monitor will reschedule the event accordingly, and execute it at the specified time. The transaction
will be recorded in the monitor LOG file.

MON010
EVENT eventid DELETED

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a valid $DE (Delete Event) command from a
privileged user. The monitor will delete the specified event, which will not be activated until its next regularly scheduled
time. This transaction will be recorded in the monitor LOG file.

MON011
ERROR WRITING LOG FILE ON xxxxxxxx DISCONNECTED MACHINE
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This message indicates that the specified machine failed to record a transaction in the monitor LOG file. All privileged
users will be informed of this failure, and the monitor will automatically logoff.

MON013
WAITING FOR WORK - JOB QUEUE IS NOT AVAILABLE

This message indicates that the SYBMON monitor machine has received a non-CP/CMS/monitor command while the Job
Queue is not operational. The monitor, which is still functioning, will not perform those tasks on the Job Queue.

MON014
xxxxxxxx DISCONNECTED MACHINE IS LOGGING OFF

This message indicates that the machine has encountered a critical error while overseeing activities. This message will be
sent (along with MON011 or MON012) to identify the error. The transaction will be recorded in the monitor LOG file.

MON016
xxxxxxxx LOCAL MACHINE IS EXITING

This message indicates that the specified Local Machine has encountered a critical error while overseeing activities. This
message will be sent (along with MON011 or MON012) to identify the error. The transaction will be recorded in the monitor
LOG file. After the error has been corrected, CMS must be re-IPLed to restart the monitor functions.

MON101
JOB QUEUE CONTROL RECORD IS DESTROYED, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message indicates that the Job Queue control record has been illegally changed. This record must remain in its
original state in order for any Queue functions to be implemented. Contact Technical Support for further information.

MON102
JOB QUEUE IS FULL

This message indicates that the Q disk, which contains the Job Queue, is full. Jobs cannot be sent from the reader to the
Queue until a job currently on the Queue runs or is deleted. All "overflow" jobs will be returned to the senders. Note: Q
disk size can be increased.

MON103
ERROR READING QUEUE FILE, RC=rc, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message indicates that an error occurred while the SYBMON monitor machine attempted to read a Job Queue file.
All Queue functions will be disabled. Those jobs remaining in the reader or received after the error will be returned to the
sender. When the error has been corrected, the Queue will once again be available for input.

MON104
ERROR WRITING QUEUE FILE, RC=rc, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message indicates that an error occurred during the writing of a Job Queue file.
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The possible return codes are listed below.

Return Code Explanation
1 The JOB QUEUE file does not exist
16 An I/O error has occurred when processing the JOB QUEUE file

All Queue functions will be disabled and any remaining jobs in the reader, or those received after the error, will be returned
to the sender. When the error has been corrected, the Queue will once again be available for input.

MON105
ERROR ERASING QUEUE FILE, RC=rc, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message indicates that an error has occurred while the Job file was being erased. This error could result as the file
was being reformatted via the FORMATQ Event, or when a $DJ (Delete Job) command is issued. All Queue functions will
be disabled, and any remaining jobs in the reader or any received after the error will be returned to the sender. When the
error has been corrected, the Queue will once again be available for input.

MON106
Q DISK NOT ACCESSED, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message indicates that the monitor cannot access the Q disk. Therefore, the Job Queue cannot be activated. All
Queue functions will be disabled until the Q disk is made available to the SYBMON machine.

MON107
JOB QUEUE NOT AVAILABLE

This message is sent when a user requests a Job Queue function when the Queue is in a disabled state. User requests
must be resubmitted when the problem has been corrected.

MON108
ERROR RETURNING JOB, QUEUE FUNCTIONS DISABLED

This message is sent when there is a failed attempt to return a job to the sender because the Job Queue is disabled. The
message will be accompanied by a more specific message detailing the problem. All Queue functions will be disabled,
and any remaining jobs in the reader, or those received after the error, will be returned to the sender. When the error has
been corrected, the Queue will once again be available for input.

MON109
Q DISK RELEASED

This message indicates that an error occurred during the reformatting of the Job Queue via the FORMATQ Event. The Q
disk will be released, and the monitor will disable all Queue functions, until the error is corrected.

MON111
JOBnnnn filename filetype QUEUED

This message indicates that the specified job has entered the Job Queue.
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MON113
ERROR PROCESSING SPOOL nnnn Filename Filetype Userid CCW RC=rcn

This message indicates that an invalid Channel Command Word was discovered while processing the specified job.
Contact Technical Support for further information.

MON121
ERROR WRITING JOB FILE FOR SPOOL nnnn filename filetype userid RC=rc

This message indicates that an error has occurred during an attempt to write a disk file from the specified spoolid.

MON122
ERROR WRITING JOB QUEUE RECORD FOR SPOOL nnnn filename filetype userid RC=rcn

This message indicates that an error has occurred while a Job Queue record was being written.

Possible Return Codes are listed below.

Return Code Explanation
1 The JOB QUEUE file does not exist
16 An I/O error has occurred when processing the JOB QUEUE file

All Queue functions will be disabled. The job should be resubmitted when the error has been corrected.

MON123
RETURNING YOUR JOB

This message is sent when a job cannot be placed in the Job Queue. It is accompanied by a message which specifically
identifies the reason for returning the job.

MON124
PURGING YOUR JOB

This message is sent when the monitor receives a job from the HIDRO machine, and the file cannot be placed in the Job
Queue. Release the queue or increase the size of the SYBMON 193 minidisk.

MON125
CHANGING YOUR JOB

This message is sent when a job cannot be placed on the Queue and has not been able to be returned to the sender. It is
accompanied by a message which specifically identifies the reason for the problem.

MON131
ERROR SUBMITTING JOBnnnn, SPOOL RC=rc, JOB HELD

This message indicates that a job cannot be SPOOLED to the HIDRO machine for execution. All Queue functions will be
disabled. The status of the job will be changed to HOLD until the error is corrected. Any jobs already in the reader will be
returned to the senders. Jobs received after the error will also be returned.
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MON132
ERROR SUBMITTING JOBnnnn, PUNCH RC=rc, JOB HELD

This message indicates that a job cannot be punched to the HIDRO machine for execution. All Queue functions will be
disabled. The status of the job will be changed to HOLD until the error is corrected. Any jobs already in the reader will be
returned to the senders. Jobs received after the error will also be returned.

MON133
ERROR SUBMITTING JOBnnnn, FILE filename filetype LOST

This message indicates that there has been an attempt to submit a job without an accompanying JOB SYSIN file. The
file may have been accidentally erased from the Q disk. The JOB record should be deleted from the Queue via the "$DJ
userid" command, and then resubmitted with the JOB SYSIN file.

MON134
ERROR ERASING JOBnnnn, FILE filename filetype, RC=rc

This message indicates that an error has occurred when a JOB SYSIN file is being erased.

MON141
NO JOBS QUEUED

This message indicates that the $QJ (Query Jobs) command has been issued when there are no jobs currently in the Job
Queue.

MON142
Qpos JOBnnnn filename filetype userid date time status

This message is sent in response to a $QJ (Query Jobs) command. It specifies the position of the job in the Queue,
HiDRO-assigned job number, original filename and filetype, date and time the job was queued, and the status (ACTIVE,
HOLD or LOST). "LOST" implies that the SYSIN file was erased after the job was queued.

MON152
JOBnnnn filename filetype userid RELEASED

This message indicates that an $RJ command (Release Job) has been successfully executed.

MON153
JOBnnnn IN RELEASE STATUS, REQUEST IGNORED

This message indicates that an $RJ command (Release Job) has been issued for a job that is already in the Release
state. The command will be ignored.

MON154
ERROR RELEASING JOBnnnn filename filetype userid RC=rcn
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This message indicates that an error occurred during the release of a job via the $RJ command. Possible Return Codes
are listed below.

Return Code Explanation
1 The JOB QUEUE file does not exist
16 An I/O error has occurred when processing the JOB QUEUE file

All Queue functions will be disabled. Jobs in the reader will be returned to their senders, as will jobs received after the
error. When the error has been corrected, the $RJ command should be reissued.

MON161
JOBnnnn NOT DELETED, DOES NOT EXIST

This message indicates that a $DJ (Delete Job) command has been issued for a job number not on the Queue. The $QJ
(Query Jobs) command should be issued to obtain the correct job number, and the $DJ command reissued.

MON162
JOBnnnn filename filetype FROM userid DELETED

This message indicates that a $DJ (Delete Job) command has been successfully issued.

MON163
ALL JOBS DELETED FROM QUEUE

This message indicates that a $DJ * (Delete All Jobs) command has been successfully issued.

MON171
JOB QUEUE IN HOLD STATUS, REQUEST IGNORED

This message indicates that a $HQ (Hold Queue) command has been issued while the Job Queue is already in a HOLD
state. The command will be ignored.

MON172
JOB QUEUE HELD

This message indicates that a $HQ (Hold Queue) command has been successfully issued.

MON181
JOB QUEUE IN RELEASE STATUS, REQUEST IGNORED

This message indicates that an $RQ (Release Queue) command was issued when the Job Queue is already in a Release
state. The command will be ignored.

MON182
JOB QUEUE RELEASED

This message indicates that an $RQ (Release Queue) command has been successfully issued.
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MON183
xxxxxxxx DISCONNECTED MACHINE IS BUSY; TRY AGAIN LATER

An SMSG has been sent to a service machine, but the request cannot be honored now.

MON191
ERROR ISSUING CP/CMS COMMAND "nnnnnnn", RC=rcn

This message indicates that an error has been encountered when attempting to execute the specified CP or CMS
command.

MON303
SYBPLAN FAILED TO CREATE A SCHEDULE FILE FOR mm/dd/yy - RC=rc

This message indicates that an error occurred in the attempt to create a schedule file for a particular date. This is a
critical error which will cause the SYBMON machine to automatically be logged off. Contact Technical Support for more
information.

MON305
FAILURE TO UPDATE HIDRO SCHEDULE FILE (nn)

This message indicates that the SYBCAM program failed to update an EVENT record in the HIDRO SCHEDULE file. This
is a critical error which will cause the SYBMON machine to automatically be logged off. Contact Technical Support for
more information.

Directory Messages (DIR)
This section contains the messages related to directory functions (SYBDIREX), which are executed during generation of
pooled backup jobs.

Message numbers are in the form DIRnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

SYBDIREX can be run on any of the HiDRO service machines. However, SYBDIREX is usually run on the SYBMON
machine, and the message explanations below assume this is the case.

DIR001
NO PARAMETERS SPECIFIED

No parameters were specified for the SYBXADIR entry point.

DIR002
DEVICE QUERY FAILED

The CP Directory is not linked, or the device it resides on is not operational. Check that the SYBMON machine has a link
to the CP directory and the linked address agrees with the installation defaults. To check the installation defaults, use the
HIDRO machine main menu.

DIR003
PRIVILEGE CLASS E IS REQUIRED
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The CP Directory Lookup Diagnose requires that the user have CP privilege class E. You should set this class in the
directory entry and logoff and logon the SYBMON to activate it.

DIR004
VMNDLK DIAGNOSE NOT INSTALLED

HiDRO operation requires that a diagnose code exit is installed on your VM system by your system administrator. HiDRO
could not locate this required routine, and cannot initialize successfully.

DIR008
TOO MANY PARAMETERS IN COMMAND LINE

The maximum number of parameters has been exceeded.

The syntax is:

SYBDIREX ccuu [output-file] [select-file] [command-file] [sfs-command-file]

where files are specified by filename, filetype, and filemode.

DIR009
ERROR IN OUTPUT FILE

An error was encountered relating to the CMS FSSTATE command. Try refreshing the SYBMON machine. If the problem
continues, contact Technical Support.

DIR010
FILEMODE FIELD HAS TOO MANY LETTERS

One of the filemode parameters to SYBDIREX program is longer than two characters.

DIR011
OUTPUT FILE ERROR

An error was encountered while trying to write the command output file. Check that a valid output fileid was specified. If
the output fileid seems correct, try refreshing the SYBMON machine. If the problem continues, contact Technical Support.

DIR012
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY

A DMSFREE or CMSSTOR storage request has failed. Increase the size of the SYBMON machine.

DIR013
UNKNOWN INPUT DEVICE TYPE

The type of input device specified by ccuu is not supported.
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DIR014
SELECT FILE IS TOO LARGE

The Select file is limited to 1024 entries. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the
SYBMON machine menu.

DIR015
INVALID SELECT ENTRY BELOW IGNORED

The syntax of an entry in the Select file is invalid. Edit the file with the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON
machine menu, then regenerate the backup commands.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups.

DIR016
NO OUTPUT WRITTEN. SELECT FILE IN ERROR

Correct mutually exclusive, redundant, or erroneous Select file entries listed above this message and regenerate the
backup commands. To edit the file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

DIR017
COMMAND IMAGE TOO LONG. NO OUTPUT WRITTEN

The command image is limited to ten 80-byte fixed-length records, or card images. Reduce the number of records and
regenerate the backup commands.

DIR018
INTERNAL SELECT TABLE ERROR

The internal Select table is inconsistent. Examine the Select file for unusual and incorrect entries, remove them, and
regenerate the backup commands. To edit the indicated file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON
machine menu.

DIR019
COMMAND IMAGE ERROR. NO PASSWORD TYPE GIVEN

The command image token (PASSWD) is not preceded by specification of password type. Add the appropriate type (for
example, RR, W, or M) to the command image, and regenerate the backup commands.

DIR020
REDUNDANT ENTRY BELOW IGNORED

Remove redundant entries from the Select file and regenerate the backup commands. To edit the indicated file, use the
"Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.
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NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.

For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

DIR021
MODEL FILE I/O ERROR

This message indicates that an I/O error occurred while reading the file containing the model command. If you were
initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you
are already logged on to define the backup, logoff, logon, and define the backup again. If the problem persists, contact
Technical Support.

DIR022
fileid MODEL FILE NOT FOUND

The specified file containing the model command does not exist. To create the file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu. Check the Select file for specifications of alternate command files.

NOTE
For more information about alternate command files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the
documentation for administrators.

DIR023
ENTRY BELOW IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Mutually exclusive entries are not permissible in the Select file. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu.

NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups in the documentation for administrators.

DIR024
RC > 8 FROM VMNDLK DIAGNOSE!

This indicates an error occurred in the Directory Lookup Diagnose call.

DIR025
ALTERNATE COMMAND FILE IS MISSING

An alternate command file specified in the Select file cannot be found.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining Backups in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining Backups.

DIR026
LINK userid vdev DEVNO DEVICE FAILED RC=110. DETACH DEVICE F999.         

Reason:    
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VM:Backup HiDRO attempted to issue command LINK userid vdev F999 RR , but virtual device F999 is already
defined.                                  

Action:                                                                  

Detach device F999 from the SYBMON user ID and try again.                    

DIR027
LINK userId vdev DEVNO DEVICE FAILED RC=298. REJECTED BY ESM.

Reason:

VM:Backup HiDRO attempted to issue the command LINK userid vdev F999 RR , but the External Security Manager
rejected this command.                  

Action:

Ensure that the SYBMON user ID is allowed to LINK the user ID specified in the message.

DIR047
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE ENTRIES

Mutually exclusive entries are not permissible in the Select file. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups.

DIR048
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO READ SELECT FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have enough virtual storage available to read the Select file. Increase virtual machine
storage size.

DIR049
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO READ SFSCTL FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have enough virtual storage available to read the SFSCTL file. Increase virtual machine
storage size.

DIR050
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR SVECTOR

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

DIR051
ERROR PROCESSING FILE IN SYBSFDIR

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing a select file. See accompanying messages for more
information and check the select file.
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DIR052
ERROR PROCESSING SELECT FILE

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing a Select file. See accompanying messages for more
information.

DIR053
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR OUTPUT FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

DIR054
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR SFS BUFFER

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

DIR055
ERROR OCCURRED IN SFS ROUTINE DMSQLIMA

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error in a CSL routine. Check that SFS is running and that the SYBMON
machine is an administrator for the filepool. See the accompanying messages for the return code. If the problem persists,
contact Technical Support.

DIR056
ERROR PROCESSING SFS OBJECTS. COMMAND FILE MAY BE INCORRECT.

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing SFS objects. Check that SFS is running and that the
SYBMON machine is an administrator. See accompanying messages for the return code. If the problem persists, contact
Technical Support.

Interactive Console Messages (ICIPMN)
This section contains the messages issued by the interactive console interface.

Message numbers are in the form ICIPMNnn, where nn specifies the 2-digit number associated with a particular message.

ICIPMN01
INVALID LOAD LIST ADDRESS SPECIFIED

This message indicates that a non-positive LOAD list address was found in the caller’s Parameter List. The Parameter
List should be corrected and the ICI Interface called again.

ICIPMN05
DMASK LIST WITHOUT DATA FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that a DMASK list address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel defined
without a data field. The panel definition and/or Parameter List should be checked.
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ICIPMN02
INVALID UNLOAD LIST ADDRESS SPECIFIED

This message indicates that a non-positive UNLOAD list address was found in the caller’s Parameter List. The Parameter
List should be corrected and the ICI Interface called again.

ICIPMN04
INVALID DMASK LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive DMASK list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN06
INVALID TMASK LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive TMASK list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN08
INVALID SMASK LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive SMASK list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN10
INVALID PMASK LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive PMASK list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN11
INVALID OPTIONS LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive OPTIONS list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN13
INVALID DCURSOR LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive DCURSOR list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN14
INVALID COMMENT FIELD ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive COMMENT FIELD address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.
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ICIPMN19
INVALID RCURSOR LIST ADDRESS

This message indicates that a non-positive RCURSOR list address has been found in the caller’s Parameter List. The
Parameter List should be corrected.

ICIPMN03
LOAD LIST WITHOUT DATA FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that a LOAD address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel which is missing a
data field definition. The panel definition and/or Parameter List specification should be checked.

ICIPMN07
TMASK LIST WITHOUT TEXT FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that a TMASK list address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel with no text
fields. The panel definition and/or Parameter List should be checked.

ICIPMN09
SMASK LIST WITHOUT SELECT FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that an SMASK list address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel which has
not defined any SELECT fields. The panel definition and/or Parameter List should be checked.

ICIPMN12
UNLOAD LIST WITHOUT DATA FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that an UNLOAD list address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel defined
without any data. The panel definition and/or Parameter List should be checked.

ICIPMN15
nnnn FIELDS IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx" NOT MATCHED IN LOAD LIST

This message indicates that the number specified in the LOAD list is less than the number of data fields (nnnn) defined
in the specified panel. Therefore, the LOAD list is ended prematurely. The panel should be checked and the LOAD list
corrected.

ICIPMN16
PCB FILE "xxxxxxxx" HAS BEEN CORRUPTED

This message indicates that either the PCB file describing the specified panel has been destroyed or its image in the
buffer area has been overwritten. Thus, the ICI is unable to locate needed information.

ICIPMN17
nnnn FIELDS IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx" NOT MATCHED IN UNLOAD LIST
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This message indicates that the number of addresses specified in the UNLOAD list is less than the number of data fields
(nnnn) defined in the specified panel. Thus, the LOAD list is prematurely ended. The panel definition should be checked
and the UNLOAD list corrected.

ICIPMN18
PMASK LIST WITHOUT DATA FIELD DEFINED IN PANEL "xxxxxxxx"

This message indicates that a PMASK list address has been specified in a Parameter List displaying a panel which is
defined without any data fields. The panel definition and/or the Parameter List should be checked.

ICIPMN20
INVALID ADDRESS HEX hhhhhh IN LOAD LIST ENTRY nnnn

This message indicates that an invalid address (hexadecimal hhhhhh) at entry number nnnn has been found in the LOAD
list. The LOAD list of addresses should be checked.

ICIPMN21
INVALID ADDRESS HEX hhhhhh IN UNLOAD LIST ENTRY nnnn

This message indicates that an invalid address (hexadecimal hhhhhh) at entry number nnnn has been found in the
UNLOAD list. The UNLOAD list of addresses should be checked.

ICIPMN22
PANEL WITH EXTENDED ATTRIBUTE FIELDS ENCOUNTERED

This message indicates that a panel has been defined with extended color or highlighting attribute fields. These fields are
not supported in Release 1.0 of ICI. The Panel should be redefined without the extended attribute fields.

Interface Messages (M)
This section contains messages issued by HiDRO interfaces such as SYBGEN.

Message numbers are in the form Mnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

Interface messages normally appear at the bottom of an interface screen. Most interface messages are self-explanatory.
However, a selection of the more complex ones is given below.

Online help is not available for these messages.

M022
INVALID, ONE OF FOUR POSSIBLE MESSAGE DESTINATIONS MUST BE SET

The SYSPRINT system default option must be set by running SYBGEN. The possible settings are -PUNIT, -SUMMARY, -
TERMINAL, and -SYSFILE.

M025
BROWSE NOT SUPPORTED IN SFS ENVIRONMENTS

For SFS, you cannot browse tapes with this screen. Tapes can be browsed manually, by command.
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M028
WORK DISK CCUU AND TWIN DISK CCUU MUST BE DIFFERENT

The work disk and twin disk cannot be the same minidisk. Change the ccuu designation for one of them.

M029
CP DIR CCUU AND TWIN DISK CCUU MUST BE DIFFERENT

The CP directory and twin disk cannot be on the same minidisk. Change the ccuu designation for one of them.

M030
CP DIR CCUU AND WORK DISK CCUU MUST BE DIFFERENT

The CP directory and work disk cannot be on the same minidisk. Change the ccuu designation for one of them.

M031
CP DIR CCUU AND LNKUNIT CCUU MUST BE DIFFERENT

The CP directory and LNKUNIT cannot be the same. Change the ccuu designation for LNKUNIT.

M032
LNKUNIT AND TWIN DISK MUST BE DIFFERENT

The LNKUNIT and twin disk cannot be the same. Change the ccuu designation for LNKUNIT.

M033
LNKUNIT AND WORK DISK MUST BE DIFFERENT

The LNKUNIT and work disk cannot be the same. Change the ccuu designation for LNKUNIT.

M034
ATTUNIT AND LNKUNIT CC MUST BE DIFFERENT

The ATTUNIT and LNKUNIT cannot be on the same channel. Change the cc (channel) designation for one of them.

M035
INVALID, MUST BE YES, NO, OR TMS

For EXPDT enter either YES, NO, or TMS. See HELP (PF1 on the EXPDT field) for more detail.

M036
INVALID, ENTER OFF, MINIDISK, OR ALL

For SEQUENCE, enter OFF, MINIDISK, or ALL. See HELP (PF1 on the SEQUENCE field) for more detail.
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M049
UNEXPECTED SYNTAX ERROR IN EVENTS DEFINITION FILE

The HIDRO EVENTS file has been corrupted. To change an event, use the "Add/Change Schedule" function from the
SYBMON main menu.

M077
DMSFREE ERROR, ACTION TERMINATED

The CMS command DMSFREE or CMSSTOR has failed. Normally, the failure is caused by a lack of available storage.

M079
DMSFRET ERROR, ACTION TERMINATED

The CMS command DMSFRET or CMSSTOR has failed. First try rerunning. If the problem recurs, check CMS
documentation.

M094
ERROR READING OR WRITING HIDRO CONTROL FILE

An I/O error has occurred while HiDRO is reading its system default options from the HIDRO CONTROL file.

First, try rerunning the job because there may have been a transient problem accessing HIDRO’s A-disk. If the message
recurs, refresh the service machines with the $REFRESH command. If the message still appears, the HIDRO CONTROL
file may be missing or corrupt.

M106
REQUIRED HIDRO PROFILE NOT FOUND

The HiDRO profile used to invoke SYBLIST must reside on one of the accessed disks. The original HIDRO PROFILE can
be found on the HIDRO machine 201 disk.

M158
SYBCOM DISCONNECTED MACHINE USERID REQUIRED

The SYBCOM field cannot be blank. Enter a SYBCOM userid.

M160
"QUERY SYBCOM" COMMAND FAILED THRU DIAGNOSE 8

The CP QUERY command failed.

M161
"QUERY RDR" FAILED THRU DIAGNOSE 8

The CP QUERY command failed.
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M166
HIDRO PROFILE IS NOT ON A WRITE-ACCESSED DISK

HIDRO PROFILE must reside on a read/write disk.

M168
ERROR ATTEMPTING TO ORDER READER

The CP command ORDER failed.

M212
INTERNAL COMMAND SORT FAILED

The XEDIT SORT command failed. Normally, insufficient storage is the cause of the failure.

M213
INVALID RECORD IN EXCLUSION FILE

An exclusion file is a select file that only contains exclude (E) records. The NOLOG specification is also invalid.

M215
RECEIVE ERROR ON RDR

The CMS command RECEIVE has failed. Try refreshing the three HiDRO service machines. If the problem continues,
contact Technical Support.

M231
SYBMON MONITOR MACHINE USERID REQUIRED

The SYBMON field cannot be blank. Enter a SYBMON userid.

M252
INVALID, ENTER NAME AND LETTERS FROM ACEFIMRSVX OR BLANK BOTH FIELDS

Complete the tape exit name field and the tape exit options field (some combination of the letters A, C, E, F, I, M, R, S, V,
and X).

M254
INVALID ENTER OFF, ON, SMSG OR MSG

Valid responses for the IUCV field are OFF, ON, SMSG, and MSG.

M255
INVALID ENTER RR OR NORR

Specify either RR (round robin) or NORR (no round robin)
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M256
HIDRO ADMINISTRATOR USERID REQUIRED

The ADMINISTRATOR field cannot be blank. Enter an administrator userid.

M257
IPL SYSTEM NAME REQUIRED

The IPL SYSTEM field cannot be blank. Enter a name.

M303
POOL SYSTEM ERRORS: FUNCTION IS DISABLED

All errors in the Tape Pool Manager must be corrected before a job is run.

M307
POOL DOES NOT MAP INTO SELECTED ONE. CALL HIDRO TECHNICAL SUPPORT

One or more files in the Tape Pool Manager have been corrupted. Contact Technical Support.

M317
POOL FILE ERRORS: error-message

A CMS error has occurred; it is described in the error message.

M372
POOL MANAGER ERROR: TOO MANY TAPE ERRORS OR OUT OF STORAGE

A serious error has occurred. Increase virtual machine size. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

EXEC Messages
This section describes the HiDRO EXECs. The following EXECs with message prefixes are included. nnn is the three-digit
number that uniquely identifies a message. Online help is not available for these messages.

Prefix EXEC
CATnnn CATRPT
CONnnn CONDENSE
DEFnnn SYBKDEF
DISnnn DISKINCR
FNPnnn FNPURGE
FORnnn FORMATQ
FSBnnn SYBFSB
INCnnn INCRGEN
INCnnn VERGEN
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ISTnnn* INSTALL
JOBnnn SYBJOB
PRTnnn PRTLOG
REFnnn REFRESH
SEQnnn SYBSEQ
SHLnnn SYBSHELL
SLSnnn SYBLIST
SYBPLS SYBPLS
TAIL TAIL
VMInnn VMIMAGE
ZAP GENZAP

* For help with ISTnnn messages, contact Technical Support.

The following EXECs without message prefixes are also described in this section:

• IOELOG
• POOLCHK
• SORTCAT
• SYBGENI
• SYBSCM

CATRPT

The CATRPT EXEC searches the HiDRO catalog and lists the volsers of the tapes that contain critical volumes, system
areas, and the HIDRO A-disk.

Errors may occur if insufficient disk space is available on the SYBMON machine or if the incorrect logical pool is specified
when the EXEC is invoked.

CONDENSE

The CONDENSE EXEC scans the HiDRO catalog and removes all out-of-date and deleted records. Corresponding tapes
are marked available in their physical pools and are deleted from their logical pools.

Errors may occur if the files containing the HiDRO catalog and tape pools have been renamed or the catalog is not on the
HIDRO machine’s A-disk.

The following shows the syntax for the CONDENSE command:

CONDENSE [GLOBAL CATNAME catname]

The catname variable is the name of a specific catalog to condense. If the GLOBAL CATNAME option is not used, the
SYBCAT catalog is condensed.

DISKINCR

The DISKINCR EXEC sets up HiDRO to send incremental backups to disk instead of to tape.

Errors may occur if the system default options are not set correctly or if the SYBMON machine cannot access HIDRO’s A-
disk where the EXEC resides.
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FNPURGE

The FNPURGE EXEC removes file-level details for backups before a specified date. Errors may occur if dates are
specified incorrectly.

The following shows the format of the FNPURGE command:

FNPURGE date

The date variable, which must be specified, takes either of two forms:

• date = mm/dd/yy. FNPURGE will affect files up to and including this date.
• date = nn, where nn is the number of days to subtract from the current date.

Example:

If the current day is October 11 and nn = 10, FNPURGE will affect files up to and including October 1.

FORMATQ

The FORMATQ EXEC reformats the monitor machine (SYBMON) job queue.

Errors may occur if the system default options are set incorrectly or if the monitor machine cannot access HIDRO’s A-disk
where the FORMATQ EXEC is stored. However, rerun the job once before searching for errors.

GENZAP

The GENZAP EXEC is used by SYBGEN to zap the HIDRO MODULE.

INCRGEN

The INCRGEN EXEC generates commands to restore an entire system based on the summary file from a VMIMAGE
backup. Errors may occur if the input or output file is specified incorrectly. For more information, see INCRGEN Messages
(INC).

INSTALL

The INSTALL EXEC is used to install HiDRO and set the system default options.

IOELOG

The IOELOG EXEC processes the IOERROR LOG to generate a display of I/O error information accumulated during
HiDRO job execution.

Errors may occur if the system default options are set incorrectly. However, rerun the job once before searching for errors.

The following shows the format of the IOELOG command:

IOELOG [DISPLAY | PRINT] [({ERASE | NOERASE}]

IOELOG accepts either of two parameters, DISPLAY or PRINT. DISPLAY, which is the default, displays the output from
the execution on the terminal. PRINT sends the output to your virtual printer file. The options ERASE or NOERASE
determine whether or not the error log file should be erased after producing the report. The default is ERASE.

The output consists of two lines, which are repeated for each I/O error recorded. The first line has the format:

volser ccuu date time csw ccw device error

volser
Indicates the volume serial number of the medium (disk or tape) that encountered the I/O error.
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ccuu
Displays unit address of the device that encountered the error.

date
Indicates the date the error occurred.

time
Indicates the time the error occurred.

csw
Indicates the Channel Status Word provided by the system in response to the error.

ccw
Displays the Channel Command Word, which is the channel command code of the last executed channel
command.

device
Indicates the medium (disk or tape) of the device that encountered the error.

error
Indicates a brief error description.

The second line depends on whether the device is a disk. If the device is a disk, the second line has the following format:

userid sense-information
The userid is the owner of the disk and sense-information is the device sense provided by the hardware. If the
device is tape, the second line has the following format:

fsn sense-information
The fsn is the file sequence number of the tape that encountered the error during processing.

POOLCHK

The POOLCHK EXEC invokes the SYBPLS.

PRTLOG

The PRTLOG EXEC sends a copy of all the HiDRO service machine logs to the system administrator.

Errors may occur if the system default options are set incorrectly.

REFRESH

Reinitializes all the system default option settings on HiDRO’s service machines.

Errors may occur if the EXEC’s parms or the system default options are specified incorrectly or if there is insufficient disk
space to create the file needed for the REFRESH command.

The following shows the format of the REFRESH command:

REFRESH  [ALL]

If the ALL option is used, then all three machines are refreshed. The default is to refresh only the current machine.

SORTCAT

The SORTCAT EXEC sorts the HiDRO catalog’s index records into chronological order. The system sort must be
SyncSort CMS.
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SYBFSB

The SYBFSB EXEC creates a backup SYSIN file for HiDRO. SYBFSB constructs the backup command from the
CMDCTL, SFSCTL, and SELECT files associated with the logical pool. Errors can occur if SYBFSB cannot locate these
files or if there are problems with them.

The following shows the syntax of the SYBFSB command:

SYBFSB poolid [date] [userid] [ ( options]

poolid
Displays the logical tape pool (backup name).

date
Specifies either a date (not recommended); a comma placeholder (,) if userid is specified; or GEN, which
generates the backup but doesn’t run it.

userid
Displays the job owner.

options
Displays the options for internal use (PROFILE fileid, NOHDR, NOBD, FREETAPE). If the FREETAPE option is in
effect, SYBFSB displays a list of the next tapes to be used for the specified pool.

For more information, seeSYBFSB Messages (FSB).

SYBGENI

The SYBGENI EXEC generates an IPL-able version of HiDRO on tape.

SYBJOB

The SYBJOB EXEC submits all predefined backups jobs to HiDRO.

Errors may occur if the EXEC’s parameters or the system default options are specified incorrectly, if there is insufficient
space on HIDRO’s A-disk to hold the job file, or if the command control or select files for a job are incorrect.

SYBKDEF

The SYBKDEF EXEC facilitates creation of command control and select files for backup definition.

Errors may occur if no logical pool exists for the backup being defined or if HIDRO’s A-disk is not correctly accessed. The
access problem might be corrected if you log off and then log on again.

SYBLIST

SYBLIST is the HiDRO interactive Restore facility. Generally, a SYBLIST error message is a result of an error in a specific
field of a SYBLIST panel. Use the SYBLIST HELP facility (PF1) to obtain information to correct errors.

SYBPLS

The SYBPLS EXEC checks the integrity of all pool and tape records by verifying that the HiDRO pool files contain only the
tapes recorded in the HiDRO catalog.

If a pool contains a volser that is not in the catalog, the volser is deleted. If a physical pool contains a tape that is marked
as used but it is not in the catalog, the tape is considered a free tape and is made available for use.

SYBSEQ

The SYBSEQ EXEC sequences commands during a backup.
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Errors may occur if either the system default options or the command control or select files are incorrect.

For more information, see SYBSEQ Messages (SEQ).

SYBSCM

The SYBSCM EXEC sets the level and type installation defaults for the HiDRO catalog via a Catalog Definition screen.

SYBSHELL

The SYBSHELL EXEC controls all three HiDRO machines (HIDRO, SYBCOM, and SYBMON).

If SYBSHELL encounters errors at initialization, the EXEC will log off and send a console log file to the system
administrator, if possible. After initialization, SYBSHELL will send critical messages to the log file. The default filename of
each log is the name of its machine. The filetype is LOG in all cases.

Errors may occur if the system default options are set incorrectly. Logging off and then logging on again may resolve the
problem.

For more information, see SYBSHELL Messages (SHL).

TAIL

The TAIL EXEC lists the last n lines of a file.

VERGEN

The VERGEN EXEC reads a summary file and creates the commands for a verify job. Errors may occur if the input or
output file is specified incorrectly. Messages have the form INCnnn and are identical to messages from the INCRGEN
EXEC.

For more information, see INCRGEN Messages (INC).

VMIMAGE

The VMIMAGE EXEC provides a special way to backup an entire system so that it can be restored quickly and efficiently.
There are three steps in this EXEC, and they generate the following final return codes:

Step Return Codes

1 100

2 200

3 300

1. Sets up the backup. Errors are usually due to incorrect system default options or insufficient disk space to create
control files.

2. Actually backs up the entire system. Errors are usually due to an inability to read the control files from Step 1 or lack of
the special tape pools needed for the backup.

3. Generates the commands needed to restore the entire system. Errors are usually due to an inability to generate the
restore commands from the CP directory and the HiDRO catalog files or the inability to create the files on disk for lack
of space.

SYBSHELL Messages (SHL)
This section contains the messages issued by the SYBSHELL EXEC.
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Message numbers are in the form SHLnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

SHL002
FATAL ERROR IN SYBRQST PROGRAM RC= rc

The HIDRO server machine environment is severely corrupted. Processing is terminated. Re-IPL.

SHL005
INITDO- MACHINE NOT CONFIGURED PROPERLY, SEE ERRORS FROM AMIOK IN LOG FILE

The virtual machine definition does not correspond to required parameters. Verify that all required minidisks, links, and
unit record devices are defined on the server machine. Check the log file for details.

SHL003
INITDO- BAD DEFAULTS, SEE ERRORS FROM DEFLTGET IN LOG FILE

An error has been encountered while processing installation defaults. Check the log file to identify the error. Use the
HIDRO machine Set Defaults facility to correct the default specifications.

SHL004
DUE TO ABOVE ERRORS, MACHINE IS LOGGING OFF

Severe errors have been encountered. The machine is logging off. Correct the errors and autolog the machine.

SHL001
command IS NOT VALID FOR A machine MACHINE

The command is not supported by the indicated virtual machine.

SHL006
INITDO- COULD NOT DO access command (rc)

A minidisk could not be accessed. Some of the minidisk definitions for the server machine may be incorrect. Verify
minidisk definitions and re-IPL.

SHL007
INITDO-CANNOT NUCXLOAD module (rc)

The NUCXLOAD command was not able to load the indicated module. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

SHL008
DEFLTGET- CANNOT NUCXLOAD SYBDEFLT RC= rc

The NUCXLOAD command was not able to load the SYBDEFLT module. Examine the return code to determine the
cause.
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SHL009
DEFLTGET- ERROR IN RUNNING SYBDEFLT MODULE RC= rc

The SYBDEFLT module failed to retrieve internal installation defaults. Contact Technical Support.

SHL010
RE-IPL OF machineid DUE TO EXECUTION OF program

The indicated user-provided program has a fatal error, which caused a system abend. The server machine is being re-
IPLED. Correct the error and retry.

SHL011
INVALID SITUATION, GOT A READER FILE FROM SELF

An invalid file was encountered in the reader of a server machine. Examine the file to determine the cause of the error.

SHL012
FILE poolid WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO SYSUSER

The indicated file will be transferred to the system administrator’s reader.

SHL013
RQSTGET COULD NOT DO access-command (rc)

The indicated access command has failed due to an invalid minidisk definition. Some of the minidisk definitions for the
server machine may be incorrect. Verify minidisk definitions and re-IPL.

SHL014
user-command RECEIVED

This is an informational message indicating that the user command has been received and is being processed.

SHL015
RC= rc

This informational message indicates the return code status from a user command.

SHL016
command IS NOT A VALID MACHINE COMMAND

The indicated command is not supported by the server machine. To display a list of valid commands, enter ‘SMSG
serverid $HELP’

SHL025
DEBUGGING TURNED ON, DON’T FORGET TO TURN IT OFF!

This informational message is issued whenever debugging is turned on.
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SHL040
INVALID SITUATION, READER FILE FROM ANOTHER SERVICE MACHINE RECEIVED

An invalid file was encountered in the machine reader. The file will be transferred to the system administrator’s reader.

SHL054
WARNING: FREE SPACE ON HIDRO’S A-DISK IS GETTING LOW

This warning message indicates that free space on HIDRO’s A-disk is so low that HiDRO CATALOG CONDENSE may
not be able to run. The HIDRO A-disk should have free space equal to at least twice the space of the current catalog.
Increase the size of the HIDRO A-disk.

SHL055
machine’S A-DISK IS FULL, PLEASE FREE UP SOME SPACE

The indicated server machine requires more space. Either free up some space or increase the size of the minidisk.

SHL056
machine’S A-DISK IS MORE THAN 85% FULL

The A-disk of the indicated server machine is nearly full. Free up some space or increase the size of the minidisk.

SHL057
INVALID OPTION: option, SHOULD BE NULL

The $TAPE command has an invalid option. The syntax of the $TAPE command is ‘$TAPE PREVIEW poolid’. Note that
poolid is optional and defaults to SCRATCH.

You can also use ‘$TAPE JOBQ job-number’. Note that job-number is optional and defaults to NULL, which shows
everything in the job queue.

SHL059
INVALID OPTION: option, SHOULD BE PREVIEW OR JOBQ

The $TAPE command has an invalid option. The syntax of the $TAPE command is ‘$TAPE PREVIEW poolid’. Note that
poolid is optional and defaults to SCRATCH.

You can also use ‘$TAPE JOBQ job-number’. Note that job-number is optional and defaults to NULL, which shows
everything in the job queue.

SHL060
INVALID OPTION: option, SHOULD BE A JOB NUMBER OR NULL

The $TAPE command has an invalid option. The syntax of the $TAPE command is ‘$TAPE PREVIEW poolid’. Note that
poolid is optional and defaults to SCRATCH.

You can also use ‘$TAPE JOBQ job-number’. Note that job-number is optional and defaults to NULL, which shows
everything in the job queue.
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SHL064
INVALID, NO poolid WAS DEFINED

The indicated poolid was not defined. Provide a valid pool name (’$TAPE PREVIEW poolid’).

SHL072
WARNING: A-DISK FSWRITE ERROR - JOB RETURNED

This message indicates that an I/O error occurred during a write to HIDRO’s A or B disk. The HiDRO Disconnected
Machine’s console log should be checked for further information. HiDRO will bypass the job and begin processing the
next. Verify integrity of the minidisk and retry the operation.

SHL074
WARNING: ERROR nn FROM SYBACT - CHARGE BACK FAILED

This message indicates that an error has occurred when SYBACT was invoked to perform charge-back VM accounting.
The error code specifies the DIAGNOSE X’4C’ (charge-back function) failure. VM accounting has not been reset after
completing the job, and may still be set to the submitting user. Contact Technical Support.

SHL075
FILE "HIDRO CHKPT A" MISSING. CHECK POINT RESTART CANCELLED

This message indicates that the required HIDRO CHKPT A file, needed for the checkpoint-restart execution of HiDRO, is
missing from the A disk. The CHKPT SYSIN A file is also required. The files CHKPT SYSIN A and USER SYSIN B will be
punched to the system user’s virtual reader and the restart operation will be cancelled.

SHL076
ERROR rc COPYING CHKPT SYSIN A TO USER SYSIN B

This message indicates that an error has been encountered while attempting to copy the checkpoint-restart SYSIN file on
the HIDRO machine’s A disk, to the USER SYSIN file on the B disk. SYBSHELL will notify the system user of this, punch
the CHKPT SYSIN A file, and cancel the restart operation. The files CHKPT SYSIN A and HIDRO CHKPT A are needed
to execute HiDRO’s checkpoint-restart function. The system user must take immediate action to correct this problem.

SHL077
FILE "HIDRO CHKPT A" HAS BEEN CORRUPTED

This message indicates that the HIDRO CHKPT A file on the HiDRO Disconnected Machine’s A disk has been corrupted.
The system user will be notified of this, the CHKPT SYSIN A and USER SYSIN B files will be punched to the reader, and
the restart operation will be cancelled. The HIDRO CHKPT A file contains necessary information for the checkpoint-restart
function.

UNAUTHORIZED OPERATION REQUESTED

This message informs the general user that he entered a command that he is not authorized to issue to HIDRO,
SYBMON, or SYBCOM.

SHL078
ERROR rc SPOOLING PUNCH TO userid
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This message, sent to the system user, indicates that an error has occurred while attempting to spool PUNCH to the
monitor machine (normally called SYBMON). HiDRO punches the HIDRO READY A file to the SYBMON machine
whenever it is ready to accept new jobs. Thus, the SYBMON machine will not be able to send any jobs to HiDRO.

UNIDENTIFIED OPERATION ’cmd"

This message is sent to the Superuser/Sysadmin for certain commands that are valid only when a job is running. Also, if a
Superuser issues a command he is not authorized for while a job is running, he will also receive this message.

SHL084
WARNING: CANNOT CREATE CHKPT SYSIN A COPYFILE RC= rc - JOB RETURNED

The COPYFILE command failed with the return code specified. Generally, this message is issued when there is not
enough room to create the CHKPT SYSIN file on the HIDRO machine’s A-disk.

SHL092
FAILED COMMANDS FILE MIGHT BE IN ERROR

HiDRO’s end-of-job processing was not able to create a Failed Commands file. Space may have to be added to HIDRO’s
A-disk.

SHL018
NO TAPE UNITS ATTACHED

This is an informational message in response to the QUERY TAPES command.

SHL019
INVALID OPTION: option, SHOULD BE ALL,ENV,INI OR VAR

This message identifies an invalid option and, usually, indicates a choice of valid options.

For the DEBUG command ($DEBUGDO), valid debugging classes are MACH, CMD, SYSGET, SYSJOB, QMGR, EVENT,
RQSTGET, ERROR, or wildcard (*).

SHL020
DEBUGGING TURNED OFF

This informational message indicates that a $DEBUG OFF command was successful.

SHL021
TRACING IS OFF

This informational message indicates that tracing is off.

SHL022
TRACING debugging option TO userid

This informational message, in response to the $DEBUG SHOW command, indicates the debugging status of a server
machine.
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SHL023
MUST GIVE CLASS SUCH AS "$DEBUG ONLY MACH"

For the DEBUG command ($DEBUGDO), valid debugging classes are MACH, CMD, SYSGET, SYSJOB, QMGR, EVENT,
RQSTGET, ERROR, or wildcard (*).

SHL024
VALID CLASSES ARE: classes

For the DEBUG command ($DEBUGDO), valid debugging classes are MACH, CMD, SYSGET, SYSJOB, QMGR, EVENT,
RQSTGET, ERROR, or wildcard (*).

SHL026
$LOGIN ERROR, SYBDIREX FAILED WITH RC= rc

The remote login process has failed. Verify that the server machine has all the necessary links to the object directory, then
retry the command.

SHL027
LOGGED IN

This informational message follows the $LOGIN command.

SHL028
LOGGING OUT.

This informational message follows the $LOGOUT command.

SHL029
SUSPENDED UNTIL $LOGOUT OR $RESUME COMMAND

This informational message follows the $SUSPEND command.

SHL030
FILE spoolid PLACED IN HOLD

The server machine was suspended. The indicated file is placed on hold until the machine is reactivated.

SHL031
MACHINE BEING REACTIVATED

This informational message follows the $SUSPEND command.

SHL032
MACHINE WAS NOT SUSPENDED
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This informational message indicates that the $RESUME command is not applicable because the machine was not
suspended (there was no $SUSPEND command).

SHL033
MACHINE REFRESHING DEFAULTS

This informational message follows a $REFRESH command.

SHL034
command INVALID SYNTAX: option SHOULD BE *, ALL OR NULL

The indicated option for the command is invalid. Valid options are *, ALL, or NULL.

SHL035
REXX ERROR rc IN LINE line: error text (rc)

A coding error has been encountered. Note the error information and contact Technical Support.

SHL036
GET option IS INVALID

An internal HiDRO error has occurred during authorization verification. Contact Technical Support.

SHL038
SYSGETDO- option IS NOT VALID FOR GETCTL

An internal HiDRO error has occurred during authorization verification. Contact Technical Support.

SHL039
$LOGIN ERROR, MORE AUTOLOG IDS THAN HIDRO SERVICE MACHINES

An internal HiDRO error has occurred during object directory processing. HiDRO is unable to process the login command.

SHL041
INVALID COMMAND: command

This message indicates an invalid console command. For a display of valid commands, use $HELP.

SHL042
INITDO-CANNOT EXECLOAD filename RC= rc

The CMS EXECLOAD command has failed for the indicated file. Examine the return code to determine the source of the
error.

SHL043
NO MATCH FOUNDHiDRO
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HiDRO does not support the command for which help was requested. To display a list of all supported commands, enter
$HELP without an option.

SHL044
QUITTING OUT OF SYBSHELL

This informational message follows the $QUIT command.

SHL045
INVALID SYNTAX, ONLY 1 KEYWORD ALLOWED ON HELP COMMAND

$HELP allows only one keyword.

SHL047
$LOGIN ERROR, CANNOT READ SYSIN FILE RC= rc

An EXECIO command is unable to read a temporary file. Examine the return code to determine the source of the error.

SHL048
error RC= rc

This is an operating system error message reported by HiDRO when a remote login procedure has failed.

SHL049
INITDO- CANNOT LOAD SYBCAM MODULE RC= rc

A NUCXLOAD command from the SYBCAM module has failed. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

SHL050
INITDO- CANNOT LOAD SYBRQST MODULE RC= rc

A NUCXLOAD command from the SYBRQST module has failed. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

SHL051
INITDO- CANNOT RUN SYBRQST RC= rc

A severe environmental error has been encountered. Contact Technical Support.

SHL052
DEFLTGET CANNOT FIND filename RC= rc

The default initialization procedure has failed because it could not find the indicated file, which is required.

SHL053
DEFLTGET ERROR IN READING filename RC= rc

An EXECIO command has failed while trying to read the indicated file.
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SHL058
TAPEQ ONLY VALID ON machine MACHINE

The $TAPE command may be issued only to the indicated machine.

SHL061
INVALID, NO SCRATCH POOL WAS DEFINED

The $TAPE PREVIEW command lacks a poolid option and a default scratch pool was not defined. Specify a poolid.

SHL062
INVALID OPTION option, SHOULD BE RDR, MSG OR NULL

The indicated $TAPE PREVIEW option is not valid. Supply a valid option: RDR, MSG, or NULL.

SHL063
CANNOT WRITE filename RC= rc

An EXECIO command has failed while writing to the indicated file. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

SHL065
NO TAPES AVAILABLE IN poolid SCRATCH TAPES

The indicated poolid has no more free tapes. During a job, HiDRO will request scratch tapes from outside the pool.

SHL070
status-information

This informational message is in response to a status request ($STATUS).

SHL071
WORK DISK DEFINE FAILED: T type ccuu size

This message indicates that the CP DEFINE command for the work disk has failed and identifies the DASD type (type),
the virtual unit address (ccuu), and the disk size (size). Control is returned to CMS. The erroneous specification(s) should
be corrected.

SHL073
HIDRO JOB ABEND DURING JOB FOR USER userid

This message indicates that an ABEND has occurred when processing a job. HiDRO will re-IPL the machine and process
the next job. The ABEND dump will be spooled to the system user. Contact Technical Support for further information.

SHL079
ERROR rc SENDING FILE TO machine MACHINE
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An error has resulted from the CP SPOOL command or the CMS PUNCH command, and an internal HiDRO error code
has been returned. Restart the machine specified in the message.

SHL080
WARNING: ERROR rc FROM RECEIVE - JOB FLUSHED

An error occurred during the CMS RECEIVE EXEC (the return code is given), or the job was not in a valid RDR file.

Check the spool system and then resubmit the job.

SHL081
WARNING: B-DISK READ ERROR FOR FILE fileid - JOB FLUSHED

The current job file (fileid) cannot be read. The B-disk may not be large enough to hold the SYSIN file, or the B-disk may
be corrupted. A corrupted B-disk must be reformatted.

SHL082
WARNING: B-DISK WRITE ERROR FOR fileid - JOB RETURNED

The current job file (fileid) cannot be written. The B-disk may not be large enough to hold the SYSIN file, or the B-disk may
be corrupted. A corrupted B-disk must be reformatted.

SHL083
WARNING: TOO MANY GLOBALS - JOB RETURNED

The global options specified contain more than 240 characters. Use abbreviations and resubmit the command.

SHL085
HIDRO CHECKPOINT JOB Poolid RESTARTED

A HiDRO job has been restarted after a checkpoint. If a tape pool is being used, a poolid will appear in the message.

SHL086
command FAILURE: RC = rc. UNABLE TO SEND filename

During processing of a Restore request, the indicated command failed to send the restored file back to the target userid.
Examine the return code to determine the error.

SHL087
HIDRO WAITING FOR WORK *DEBUG*

HiDRO is waiting for work and debug tracing is active.

SHL088
HIDRO SUSPENDED TILL xxxxxxx

HiDRO is suspended until the $LOGOUT or $RESUME command is issued.
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SHL089
HIDRO SUSPENDED TILL xxxxxxx *DEBUG*

HiDRO is suspended until the $LOGOUT or $RESUME command is issued. Debug tracing is active.

SHL090
CANNOT LOAD TAPE EXIT exitname FROM HIDRO

HiDRO cannot load the specified tape exit. The exitname may be specified incorrectly in the system default option, and
you can correct it by running Install Step 12. Alternatively, check that the HIDRO TXTLIB is on the HIDRO A-disk.

SHL091
SEQUENCING FAILED: reason

A job failed because of SEQUENCE processing. The reason for the failure appears in the message.

To reset the SEQUENCE option, run SYBGEN.

SHL093
INITDO- PROBLEM IN RUNNING HIDRO MODULE rc

A test run of the HIDRO MODULE failed. The HIDRO service machine is not able to run HiDRO. The return code is
displayed.

SHL094
JOBS nnn LRECL IS MORE THAN MAX OF 132

The Job file must be fixed format, with a maximum record length of 132.

SHL095
INVALID JOBCLASS OPTION: xxxxxxxx - JOB RETURNED

The only valid JOBCLASS options are PROMPT, MAXTAPE, DONE, OFF, and a decimal number less than or equal to
MAXTAPE.

SHL107
CATNAME=catname, DEFINED=type, FOUND=type

When it checked the catalog information, SYBSHELL found that the indicated catalog is defined in the HIDRO CONTROL
file as one type, but the actual files that make up the catalog are another type. SYBSHELL issues this message with
messages SHL108 and SHL109. From screen CTG00 Catalog Definitions in Set up Menus, correct the Catalog level for
the indicated catalog or for CATGEN.

SHL108
UNABLE TO RECONCILE catname CATALOG FILES

This message accompanies messages SHL107 and SHL108.
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NOTE
For more information, see HiDRO--SHL107.

SHL109
USE CATGEN TO DEFINE catname LEVEL

This message accompanies messages SHL107 and SHL108.

NOTE
For more information, see HiDRO--SHL107.

SHL214W
WARNING: ERROR rc FROM RECEIVE - JOB FLUSHED

The $RECEIVE command has failed. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

SHL215
UNAUTHORIZED JOB REJECTED

The user is not authorized to submit the job. Contact the System Administrator for authorization.

SHL216
HIDRO JOB poolid STARTED

A HiDRO job has been started. If a tape pool is being used, a poolid will appear in the message.

SHL217
ERROR nn SPOOLING PRINTER TO USER userid

This message indicates that an error has occurred when spooling the printer to a user. HiDRO will ignore the error and
process the next job. The user will therefore not receive the USER LOG for that job.

SHL218
HIDRO JOB name ENDED - RETURN CODE=nn

This message is sent to the submitting user and the operator when a job finishes. The return code (nn) is the highest
return code from the job stream.

SHL219
ALL TASKS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY

This informational message appears when all HiDRO tasks have been completed successfully.

SHL224
ADDING CATINFO name, TYPE = type, LEVEL = level

If a backup job has a CATNAME global option but the catalog does not exist, SYBSHELL automatically creates a catalog
definition. The catalog type and level will be identical to the type and level of SYBCAT, the default catalog.
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SHL225
CATINFO SYBCAT NOT FOUND IN CONTROL FILE

If a backup job has a CATNAME global option but the catalog does not exist, SYBSHELL attempts to create a catalog
definition based on SYBCAT, the default catalog. However, SYBSHELL was not able to locate SYBCAT. Check the HIDRO
machine installation defaults for Catalog Definition. If the SYBCAT definition seems correct, contact Technical Support.

SHL226
ERROR RUNNING SYBSCM, RC = rc

HiDRO was unable to add the new catalog definition. Contact Technical Support.

INCRGEN Messages (INC)
This section contains messages sent by the INCRGEN EXEC, which is the restore job generator for disaster recovery.

Message numbers are in the form INCnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

The syntax for INCRGEN commands is:

INCRGEN label infile outfile [DEBUG]

label
Specifies the type of tape organization for backup tapes.
Allowable values are:

Value Description
SL standard labelled tape
NL non-labelled tape
NSL non-standard labelled tape
BLP bypass label processing

infile
Specifies the filename of a valid HiDRO summary file produced by a backup job you are trying to restore.

outfile
Specifies the filename of the resulting job file, which will contain the generated restore commands.

INC003
INPUT SUMMARY FILE input-file NOT FOUND

The indicated task summary file does not exists

INC002
ERROR OUTPUT FILE IS SAME AS INPUT FILE input-file

The input and output files specified on the INCRGEN command must be different.

INC004
OUTPUT RESTORE FILE outfile ALREADY EXISTS
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The indicated output restore file already exists.

INC001
TAPE LABEL TYPE tape-label IS NOT SUPPORTED

Valid tape label types are SL, NL, NSL, or BLP

INC005
- MISSING FINAL RC IN SPANNED TAPES

Summary statements in the supplied summary file have an incorrect form for backups spanning more than one tape.
Contact Technical Support.

INC006
*** NO RESTORE FOR userid ccuu BECAUSE NO ENDING VOLSER FOUND

The summary statement describing the particular backup lacks tape volume information. No restore will be performed for
the indicated user on the indicated unit.

INC007
- TOO MANY VOLSERS IN volser-list

The summary file provides incorrect information about the total number of tape volumes used in the restore job. The
summary file is corrupted. Contact Technical Support.

INC008
CANNOT WRITE IN outfile RC= rc

An EXECIO command was unable to write to the indicated output file. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

INC010
- NO OUTPUT FILE outfile GENERATED

The summary file did not contain any useable backup information; therefore, a restore job was not generated. The
summary file may be corrupted. Contact Technical Support.

INC011
EXECIO ERROR AT RECORD record RC= rc

An EXECIO command was unable to read the input summary file. Examine the return code to determine the cause.

INC012
REXX ERROR rc IN LINE source-line-no. error-text(rc) source-line(rc)

There is a severe internal coding error. Note the error information and contact Technical Support.
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INC013
PROCESS NOT COMPLETED DUE TO ABOVE ERRORS

This informational message indicates that an error caused the restore generator to fail.

INC014
Invalid option passed: xxxxxx

The specified option, xxxxxx, is invalid.

INC015
Invalid cipher specified: xxxxxx

This message is issued when the cipher that was specified is not one of the supported ciphers.

INC016
Cipher key contains characters other then 0-9 or A-F

This message is issued when the cipher key that was entered contains invalid characters. The cipher key must be
composed of valid hexadecimal characters.

INC017
Key length does not meet cipher requirements

This message is issued when the specified key does not have the length required for the specified cipher.

INC018
Passed key has wrong parity

This message is issued when the selected cipher requires that every byte of the key has particular number of bits set to
one but the specified key does not meet this requirement.

SYBFSB Messages (FSB)
This section contains the messages from the SYBFSB EXEC.

The SYBFSB EXEC creates a backup SYSIN file for HiDRO. The poolid identifies the logical pool for the backup.
SYBFSB constructs the backup command from the CMDCTL, SFSCTL, and SELECT files associated with the logical
pool. Errors can occur if SYBFSB cannot locate these files or if there are problems with them.

If the FREETAPE option is in effect, SYBFSB displays a list of the next tapes to be used for the specified pool.

Message numbers are in the form FSBnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

FSB101
NO POOLID SPECIFIED

A logical poolid is required to run a backup. Use the Tape Pool Manager on the HIDRO machine to check the available
logical pools.
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FSB203
INPUT CCUU NOT CKD/FBA DASD

The CP directory minidisk cannot be classified as a CKD or FBA type. You can check the CP directory minidisk as follows:
If you are logged on to the SYBMON machine, enter the command ‘QUERY V ccuu’, specifying the unit number (ccuu) of
the CP directory minidisk. If you are not logged on to the SYBMON machine, enter ‘SMSG SYBMON CMD Query V ccuu’.

FSB204
ERROR IN PARAMETER LIST

There is an error in the parameter list of a generated SYBDIREX command, possibly a ccuu parameter that is too long.
Four EBCDIC characters is the limit for ccuu values. The syntax of SYBDIREX is the following:

SYBDIREX ccuu [output-file] [select-file] [command-file] [sfs-command-file]

In SYBDIREX, files are specified by filename, filetype, and filemode.

Use the "Define/Change Backups" function to check the backup definition. If the backup definition seems correct, contact
Technical Support.

FSB208
TOO MANY PARAMETERS IN COMMAND LINE

The maximum number of parameters of a SYBDIREX command has been exceeded. The syntax is:

SYBDIREX ccuu [output-file] [select-file] [command-file] [sfs-command-file]

In SYBDIREX, files are specified by filename, filetype, and filemode.

FSB102
DATE SPECIFIED IS NOT VALID

The correct format for the date is mm/dd/yy, dd/mmyy, or yy/mm/dd.

FSB103
ERROR EXECUTING SYBDIREX, RC = rcHiDRO

HiDRO encountered an error while executing SYBDIREX. See the accompanying messages.

FSB104
CONTROL RECORD OF fileid DOES NOT HAVE 3 TRAILING BLANKS

The last line of the indicated file must end with at least three trailing blanks. To edit the indicated file, use the "Define/
Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu. To continue a command from one line to the next, place a
space-hyphen at the end of the last word on the line you want to continue.

FSB105
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE NUCXLOAD SYBCAM, RC = rcHiDRO
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HiDRO is not able to nucxload SYBCAM. If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON
$REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, logoff, logon, and define
the backup again. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

FSB106
MODEL COMMAND IN fileid HAS THE CHANGED OPTION

The model command cannot contain a CHAnge option. To edit the indicated file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu.

NOTE
For more information about incremental backups, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators
Guide.

NOTE

For more information about incremental backups, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB107
POOL poolid IS NOT DEFINED

The indicated pool must be defined before it can be used. On the HIDRO machine, use the Tape Pool Manager to define
the tape pool. If properly defining the tape pool does not eliminate the problem, contact Technical Support.

FSB108
NO MINIDISK OR FILESPACE SELECTEDHiDRO

HiDRO is unable to find a matching minidisk or file space. Make sure there is an INCLUDE statement in the Select file. To
edit or view the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.

FSB109
NO R/W DISK IS FOUND

Make sure the SYBMON 191 minidisk is accessed as R/W.

FSB110
JOB SENT TO hidro-machine-id

The generated SYSIN file was sent to the HIDRO machine.

FSB111
FILE fileid NOT FOUND HiDRO

HiDRO cannot locate the indicated file, which is required to generate a backup. If you are initiating the backup through
SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you are already logged on to
define the backup, logoff, logon, and define the backup again.

If this technique is not successful, check the CP directory to see whether SYBMON 191 has been relocated. If the
minidisk has been relocated, logoff SYBMON and then logon. If the minidisk has not been relocated, logon to the
SYBMON machine and choose "Define/Change Backups" from the main menu. You will be prompted to create any
needed files. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.
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FSB112
ERROR SENDING JOB TO HIDRO, SENDFILE RC = rc

An error has occurred while sending a job to HiDRO. Check the SENDFILE return code in the IBM CMS documentation.

FSB113
ERROR WRITING TO fileid, EXECIO RC = rc

SYBFSB is unable to write to the indicated file. Check the EXECIO return code in the IBM CMS documentation.

If the return code is 28, the file is missing. If the missing file is a Command Control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid
SFSCTL), Select file (poolid SELECT), or has the filetype COMMAND, you may not have properly defined the backup.
Try defining or redefining the backup. Use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

FSB115
ERROR READING FROM fileid, EXECIO RC = rc

SYBFSB is unable to read the indicated file. Check the EXECIO return code in the IBM CMS documentation.

If the return code is 28, the file is missing. If the missing file is a Command Control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid
SFSCTL) or Select file (poolid Select), or has the filetype COMMAND, you may not have properly defined the backup.
Try defining or redefining the backup. Use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

FSB116
INVALID control-file FILE RECORD 1: MISSING DATE

The Command Control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL) is corrupt. Record 1 of the file lacks a date. Either restore
an earlier version of the file or delete the file and re-create it. To delete the file, logon to the SYBMON machine, quit to
CMS, and erase the file. To recreate the file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.
If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

FSB117
NOT ABLE TO EXTRACT SERVICE MACHINE IDS WITH SYBCAM

An error has occurred in SYBCAM. Note the accompanying messages and contact Technical Support.

FSB119
ERROR CONDENSING CATALOGHiDRO

HiDRO is unable to condense the Catalog. If the accompanying messages indicate disk full, increase the HIDRO A-disk;
otherwise, contact Technical Support.

FSB201
NO DIRECTORY CCUU PARAMETER

No unit address has been specified. Specify the unit address (ccuu) of the CP directory minidisk.
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FSB202
DEVICE QUERY FAILED

The CP Directory is not linked, or the device it resides on is not operational. Check that the SYBMON machine has a link
to the CP directory and the linked address agrees with the installation defaults. To check the installation defaults, use the
HIDRO machine main menu.

FSB205
I/O ERROR READING INPUT CCUU

You must specify the unit number of the CP Directory minidisk. Check that the SYBMON machine has a link to the CP
directory and the linked address agrees with the installation defaults. To check the installation defaults, use the HIDRO
machine main menu.

FSB206
INPUT DISK VOLUME LABEL IS INVALID

Normally, this message is issued when the input disk is not a CP-formatted volume and does not contain a directory.
Check that the SYBMON machine has a link to the CP directory and the linked address agrees with the installation
defaults. To check the installation defaults, use the HIDRO machine main menu.

FSB207
DIRECTORY ADDRESS IN VOLUME LABEL IS EMPTY

You must specify the unit number of the CP Directory minidisk. Check that the SYBMON machine has a link to the CP
directory and the linked address agrees with the installation defaults. To check the installation defaults, choose "Set
Defaults" on the HIDRO machine setup menu.

FSB209
ERROR IN OUTPUT FILE

An error was encountered relating to the CMS FSSTATE command. Try refreshing the SYBMON machine. If the problem
continues, contact Technical Support.

FSB210
FILEMODE FIELD HAS TOO MANY LETTERS

One of the filemode parameters to SYBDIREX program is longer than two characters.

FSB211
OUTPUT FILE ERROR

An error was encountered while trying to write the command output file. Check that a valid output fileid was specified. If
the output fileid seems correct, try refreshing the SYBMON machine. If the problem continues, contact Technical Support.

FSB212
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY
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A DMSFREE or CMSSTOR storage request has failed. Increase the size of the SYBMON machine.

FSB213
UNKNOWN INPUT DEVICE TYPE

The type of input device specified by ccuu is not supported.

FSB214
SELECT FILE IS TOO LARGE

The Select file is limited to 1024 entries. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the
SYBMON machine menu.

FSB215
INVALID SELECT ENTRY BELOW IGNORED

The syntax of an entry in the Select file is invalid. Edit the file with the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON
machine menu, then regenerate the backup commands.

NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.

NOTE

For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB216
NO OUTPUT WRITTEN. SELECT FILE IN ERROR

Correct mutually exclusive, redundant, or erroneous Select file entries listed above this message and regenerate the
backup commands. To edit the file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB217
COMMAND IMAGE TOO LONG. NO OUTPUT WRITTEN

The command image is limited to ten 80-byte fixed-length records, or card images. Reduce the number of records and
regenerate the backup commands.

FSB218
INTERNAL SELECT TABLE ERROR

The internal Select table is inconsistent. Examine the Select file for unusual and incorrect entries, remove them, and
regenerate the backup commands. To edit the indicated file, use the "Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON
machine menu.
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FSB219
COMMAND IMAGE ERROR. NO PASSWORD TYPE GIVEN

The command image token (PASSWD) is not preceded by specification of password type. Add the appropriate type (for
example, RR, W, or M) to the command image, and regenerate the backup commands.

FSB220
REDUNDANT ENTRY BELOW IGNORED

Remove redundant entries from the Select file and regenerate the backup commands. To edit the indicated file, use the
"Define/Change Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.

NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups in the documentation for administrators.

FSB221
MODEL FILE I/O ERROR

This message indicates that an I/O error occurred while reading the file containing the model command. If you were
initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you
are already logged on to define the backup, logoff, logon, and define the backup again. If the problem persists, contact
Technical Support.

FSB222
fileid MODEL FILE NOT FOUND

The specified file containing the model command does not exist. To create the file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu. Check the Select file for specifications of alternate command files.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators
Guide.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB223
ENTRY BELOW IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Mutually exclusive entries are not permissible in the Select file. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu.

NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining Backups in the documentation for administrators.

FSB224
CRITICAL ERROR WHILE PROCESSING DIRECTORY

The physical structure of the directory does not conform to expectations. Either it is corrupted or non-standard. Check that
the SYBMON machine has a link to the CP directory and the linked address agrees with the installation defaults. To check
the installation defaults, use the HIDRO machine main menu.
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FSB225
ALTERNATE COMMAND FILE IS MISSING

An alternate command file specified in the Select file cannot be found.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators
Guide.

Note: For more information about alternate command files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB247
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE ENTRIES

Mutually exclusive entries are not permissible in the Select file. To edit the Select file, use the "Define/Change Backups"
function on the SYBMON machine menu.

NOTE
For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide.

For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

FSB248
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO READ SELECT FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have enough virtual storage available to read the Select file. Increase virtual machine
storage size.

FSB249
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY TO READ SFSCTL FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have enough virtual storage available to read the SFSCTL file. Increase virtual machine
storage size.

FSB250
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR SVECTOR

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

FSB251
ERROR PROCESSING FILE IN SYBSFDIR

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing a select file. See accompanying messages for more
information and check the select file.

FSB252
ERROR PROCESSING SELECT FILE

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing a Select file. See accompanying messages for more
information.
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FSB253
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR OUTPUT FILE

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

FSB254
INSUFFICIENT MEMORY FOR SFS BUFFER

The SYBMON machine does not have sufficient virtual storage available. Increase virtual machine storage size.

FSB255
ERROR OCCURRED IN SFS ROUTINE DMSQLIMA

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error in a CSL routine. Check that SFS is running and that the SYBMON
machine is an administrator for the file pool. See the accompanying messages for the return code. If the problem persists,
contact Technical Support.

FSB256
ERROR PROCESSING SFS OBJECTS. COMMAND FILE MAY BE INCORRECT.

The SYBMON machine has encountered an error while processing SFS objects. Check that SFS is running and that the
SYBMON machine is an administrator. See accompanying messages for the return code. If the problem persists, contact
Technical Support.

SYBSEQ Messages (SEQ)
This section contains the messages related to the minidisk sequencing function (SYBSEQ), which orders HiDRO
commands by real DASD volume and physical minidisk location.

Message numbers are in the form SEQnnn, where nnn is a unique 3-digit number associated with a particular message.

SEQ001
xxxxxxxx ERROR rc ON LINE nnn

SYBSEQ encountered a syntax error or missing value on line nnn of the SYBSEQ EXEC. Note the return code and line
number and contact Technical Support.

SEQ002
SYBSEQ EXEC HALTED ON LINE nnn

SYBSEQ encountered an internal error. Contact Technical Support.

SEQ003
INVALID OR MISSING PARAMETERS. SHOULD BE:

SYBSEQ was called with an invalid parameter. The following message identifies the parameter.
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SEQ004
EXEC SYBSEQ phase debug poolname jobuser sequence-option

SYBSEQ was called with an invalid parameter. Note the message information and contact Technical Support.

SEQ005
RENAME input-fileid TO output-fileid FAILED WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ encountered an error while renaming the indicated file. The return code is from the CMS RENAME command.
Check the code in the IBM CMS documentation. If the return code information does not solve the problem, contact
Technical Support.

SEQ006
REQUIRED FILE fileid NOT FOUND

SYBSEQ cannot find the indicated file, which is required for the sequencing function. If the missing file is a command
control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL), you may not have properly defined the backup. Try defining or redefining
the backup.

Note: For more information about defining backups, see Defining Backups in the Administrators Guide. If the problem
persists, contact Technical Support.

Note: For more information about defining backups, see Defining Backups.

SEQ007
NUCXLOAD module FAILED WITH RC = rcHiDRO

HiDRO encountered an internal error. If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON
$REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, IPL (or logoff and logon)
and define the backup again. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ008
POOL poolname IS NOT DEFINED

The indicated pool must be defined before it can be used. On the HIDRO machine, use the Tape Pool Manager to define a
tape pool. If properly defining the tape pool does not eliminate the problem, contact Technical Support.

SEQ009
SYBCAM FAILED READING control-file-parameters(s) RECORD WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ encountered an internal error. If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON
$REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, IPL (or logoff and logon)
and define the backup again. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ010
BACKUP TYPE MUST BE INCR OR BASE. backup-type IS INVALID

SYBSEQ encountered an internal error. Use the Tape Pool Manager on the HIDRO machine to check the backup type. If
this does not lead to a solution, contact Technical Support.
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SEQ011
SEQUENCING OPTION IS INVALID: option

Valid sequencing options are OFF, MINIDISK, and ALL. On the HIDRO machine, check the installation default for
SEQUENCE. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ012
EXECIO xxxxxxx fileid RC = rc

EXECIO encountered an error while reading or writing the indicated file. Check the EXECIO return code in the IBM CMS
documentation.

If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the backup
again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, IPL (or logoff and logon) and define the backup again. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ013
fileid CONTAINS NO MODEL COMMAND

The indicated command control file does not contain the required model command. Check the command control file
syntax. If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the
backup again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, logoff, logon, and define the backup again. If the problem
persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ014
BACKUP IS NOT TO TAPE BECAUSE "TO TAPE" NOT FOUND IN CMDCTL FILE

The command control file does not contain the TO TAPE literal. Sequencing is only valid for backups to tape. On the
SYBMON machine, check the command control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL). Also check any file on SYBMON
191 with the filetype COMMAND used by this backup. Add the TO TAPE literal if it is absent.

Note: For more information about defining backups, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide. If
the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

Note: For more information about defining backups, see Defining and Scheduling Backups. If the problem persists,
contact Technical Support.

SEQ015
SEQUENCING CANNOT HAVE GROUP OPTION IN CMDCTL FILE

SYBSEQ encountered a GROUP option in the command control file. The GROUP option is incompatible with sequencing.
Check the command control file (poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL). Also check any file on SYBMON 191 with filetype
COMMAND used by this backup. Delete the GROUP option if it is present.

NOTE
For more information on defining backups, see Defining Backups in the documentation for administrators. If the
problem persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ016
FAILED TO CREATE TEMPORARY PROFILE NAME
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SYBSEQ encountered an internal error. Erase all files on SYBMON 191 with filename beginning with T$PR. If the problem
persists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ017
COPYFILE input-fileid TO output-fileid FAILED WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ encountered an error while copying the indicated file. rc is the return code for the CMS COPYFILE command.
Check the return code in the CMS command reference manual. If the code indicates a disk-full problem, increase the
minidisk size and rerun the backup job. If the problem persists or does not seem related to minidisk size, contact Technical
Support.

SEQ018
SYBFSB parameter FAILED WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ encountered an error from the SYBFSB EXEC relating to the indicated SYBFSB parameter. See the
accompanying SYBFSB messages. If the information from SYBFSB does not solve the problem, contact Technical
Support.

SEQ019
SORT input-fileid output-fileid FAILED WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ encountered an error while sorting the indicated file. The return code is from the CMS SORT command. Look up
the return code in the CMS command reference manual. If the return code is 40 or 104, increase the size of the SYBMON
machine. If the return code information does not solve the problem, contact Technical Support.

SEQ020
NO COMMANDS GENERATED

Make sure there is an INCLUDE statement in the Select file. To edit or view the Select file, use the "Define/Change
Backups" function on the SYBMON machine menu.

Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups in the Administrators Guide. If no
error is evident, contact Technical Support.
Note: For more information about Select files, see Defining and Scheduling Backups.

SEQ021
NUCXDROP module FAILED WITH RC = rc

SYBSEQ failed during a cleanup operation. If you are initiating the backup through SMSG, try refreshing (SMSG
SYBMON $REFRESH) and initiating the backup again. If you are already logged on to define the backup, logoff, logon,
and define the backup again. If the problem persists, note the return code and contact Technical Support.

SEQ022
MUST HAVE DEBUG OPTION SET TO EITHER DEBUG OR NODEBUG

SYBSEQ was called with an invalid parameter. Contact Technical Support.
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SEQ023
DEBUGUSER userid IS NOT A VALID ID

The indicated userid is not acceptable. Check the userid. If the user exists, contact Technical Support.

SEQ024
TRY INCREASING THE AMOUNT OF STORAGE ON THE MONITOR

SYBSEQ encountered insufficient virtual storage on the monitor service machine during a sort operation.

SEQ025
SEQUENCING CANNOT HAVE STREAM OPTION IN CMDCTL FILE

The STREAM option found in the command control file is incompatible with sequencing. Check the command control file
(poolid CMDCTL or poolid SFSCTL). Also check any files on SYBMON 191 with filetype COMMAND used by this backup.
Remove the STREAM option.

SEQ026
line-in-error

This message prints a line that is in error.

SEQ027
MUST HAVE SEQUENCING OPTIONS SET TO EITHER MINIDISK OR ALL

SYBSEQ was called with an invalid parameter. On the HIDRO machine, check the installation default setting for
SEQUENCE. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.

Status Codes for Stand-Alone Restores
Contents

When running HiDRO in a stand-alone environment during a disaster recovery, you may encounter the return codes
described in this section.

Because the system is in stand-alone mode, there are no log files; therefore, all system information must be derived from
the return codes. This information is important if you need to contact Technical Support.

This section describes the types of status codes that may occur during stand-alone IPL:

• Final Status
• Unexpected Program Interruptions
• Internal Errors

Final Status

The final status is placed in the low-order fullword of the final wait (ECMODE) PSW as follows:

Hex Description Return Code

000000 SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION 0
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000004 HiDRO warning 4

000008 HiDRO syntax error 8

000010 HiDRO task failure 16

000018 HiDRO supervisory failure 24

00AAAA HiDRO ABENDED 28 or equivalent

Unexpected Program Interruptions

This type of information has the form Cnaaaa, where n is given in the following table and aaaa is the low core address.

n Description

1 Unexpected external interrupt

2 Unexpected SVC interruption

3 Unexpected program check

4 Unexpected machine check

5 Unexpected I/O interruption

Internal Errors

This type of information has the form BBB0nn and indicates an internal error with code nn. Check the code tables for the
exact cause of the error. The following table gives the values for nn:

nn Description

00 Real machine does not have EC mode

01 CP has ECMODE set OFF

02 IPL unit went not operational clearing unit

03 I/O failure; look at CSW at: IPLCCW2 (X’0010’)

04 IPL unit went not operational

05 I/O failure during RBL operation

06 Insufficient storage

07 XA subchannel timed out

08 TSCH instruction got unexpected CC
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Restoring for General Users
The HiDRO Restore Facility provides restore functionality for the general user.

The Restore Interface section gives you all the information you need to accomplish routine restores to your reader.

The HiDRO restore facility is accessed by entering the following command:

SYBLIST

This displays a screen where you can enter information to obtain a listing of entries from the HiDRO catalog. For minidisk
data, you get a listing of files and minidisks in the HiDRO catalog. For SFS data, you get a listing of files, directories, and
file spaces. You can browse the catalog listing and use prefix commands or PF keys to select items to restore.

The SYBLIST command is usually entered at the CMS ready prompt. The command can also be entered at the command
line at the bottom of a catalog listing screen.

Options on the SYBLIST command can be used to tailor the listing or to restore directly from CMS, without the interface
screens. The SYBLIST options are described in detail in The SYBLIST Command with Options.

To obtain online HELP, enter

HELP SYBLIST

The Restore Interface
Contents

Four interactive screens comprise the restore interface for general users:

• Restore / Browse Selection (SLST06)
• Catalog Browse and Restore (SLST01)
• Review Catalog Restore Selections (SLST02)
• Restore Destination Selection (SLST07)

Displaying a Catalog Listing

Entering SYBLIST brings up the Restore/Browse Selection screen (SLST06):

 H i D R O                 Restore / Browse Selection                    SLST06

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +----------------------- Select data source(s) -------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  Mdisk Data ->>   UserID    : USEGE01      Unit     : 0191            |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  SFS   Data ->>   Filespace : USEGE01      Filepool : VMA:            |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |              Hit PF4 to Browse, or PF8 to continue with Restore             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Backup Date   : LATEST                                                    |
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 |                                                                             |

 |   Files         :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |   SFS Directory :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Uppercase Filenames : Y       Show Files: Y       Show Directories: Y     |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2=          3= Quit      4= Browse    5= DVR       6= FPR

 7=        8= Continue 9=          10=          11=          12= See Log

This screen specifies criteria used to select CMS minidisk data, SFS data, or both. To generate a catalog listing from
which to choose items to restore, press PF4 Browse. Because the default backup date is LATEST, you will see a listing of
your most recently backed up files and minidisks. The following paragraphs provide a detailed description of the Restore/
Browse Selection screen. On first reading, you can skip this level of detail and go to Modifying the Catalog Listing.

In the box in the top half of the screen are two lines. The first line specifies minidisk (Mdisk) data by UserID and Unit. The
second line specifies SFS data by Filespace and Filepool.

The data is further defined by three fields below the box, Backup Date, Files, and SFS Directory:

• In the Backup Date field:
– LATEST is supplied by default. For minidisks, LATEST means the last base backup plus subsequent incrementals.

For files, LATEST means the most recent backup, either base or incremental.
– You can also indicate a specific date, by specifying ONLY date. For example, specifying ONLY 10/30/14 would

restore only data backed up on that date. The delivered default for date format is mm/dd/yy.
– You can specify a start or end date with FROM or TO, and you can combine these to specify a date range.

• In the Files field, you can enter the filename and filetype of files to restore. Do not specify filemode. Separate file IDs
with a blank space.

• For SFS environments, you can enter a directory name in the SFS Directory field. Enter one directory name.

You can use wildcards in all three fields. For example, a wildcard (*) in the Backup Date field would select backups
regardless of date. You can use trailing wildcards with filename and filetype; for example, REP* FIN* would select fileids
with a filename beginning with REP and filetype beginning with FIN.

At the bottom of the screen, are three additional fields:

Uppercase Filenames
controls whether HiDRO will respect mixed case for file IDs. The default Y means case is ignored; HiDRO
translates all filenames to uppercase.

Show Files
controls whether HiDRO displays individual files for minidisks or file spaces included in the restore selection.
The default Y means that HiDRO lists all files. This option is useful when you are not sure what files you want to
restore. In such cases, leave the Files field and/or SFS Directory field blank and leave the Show Files field as
Y. This gives you a listing of all files on the minidisk or file space. You can then browse the list and select files to
restore.

Show Directories
, the third field along the bottom, applies to SFS environments. This field controls whether HiDRO will display
individual directories in file spaces included in the restore selection. The default Y means that HiDRO lists all
directories in a file space. This option is analogous to Show Files and is useful when you are not sure what
directories you want to restore. If you leave the SFS Directory field blank and leave the Show Directories field at
Y, you get a listing of all directories in the file space.
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NOTE
The PF keys PF4 Browse generates a catalog listing based on your selection criteria. PF5 DVR and PF6
FPR, which are not available to general users, are used for DASD volume restores and SFS file pool restores.
PF8 Continue displays a screen where you can specify restore destination. PF12 See Log displays any error
messages.

Modifying the Catalog Listing

The following example shows how you can use the Restore/Browse Selection screen to restrict the catalog listing to items
that meet a specified date-range and filetype:

 H i D R O                 Restore / Browse Selection                    SLST06

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +----------------------- Select data source(s) -------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  Mdisk Data ->>   UserID    : USEGE01      Unit     : 0191            |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  SFS   Data ->>   Filespace : USEGE01      Filepool : VMA:            |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |              Hit PF4 to Browse, or PF8 to continue with Restore             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Backup Date   : FROM 01/01/14 TO 01/15/14                                 |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Files         : * COBOL                                                   |

 |                                                                             |

 |   SFS Directory :                                                           |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |   Uppercase Filenames : Y       Show Files: Y       Show Directories: Y     |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2=          3= Quit      4= Browse    5= DVR       6= FPR

 7=        8= Continue 9=          10=          11=          12= See Log

The specification for Backup Date selects backups for January 2014. FROM lists backups of the specified date and later.
TO lists backups of the specified date and earlier. FROM and TO may be used together, as in this example.

In the Files field, the wildcard (*) for filename select all files with a filetype of COBOL.

If you do not need to browse and are ready to restore, press PF8 Continue. To browse the catalog, press PF4. PF12 See
Log displays any error messages.

Browsing the Catalog Listing

Pressing PF4 on the Restore/Browse Selection screen shown above, displays the Catalog Browse and Restore screen,
listing only your files backed up in July with a filetype of COBOL, as in the following sample screen:

 H i D R O                Catalog Browse and Restore                     SLST01

 Cmd    Name     Type     Unit   Date   Time  Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

 R      DEV2     COBOL    0191 01/02/14 22:40 4096 C:B  V   103    104  XYZBXR

        DEV3     COBOL    0191 01/02/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80     98  XYZBXR

        DEV4     COBOL    0191 01/05/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80   1052  XYZBXR

 R      DEV5     COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80     70  XYZBXR
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 R      CTR21    COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80    677  XYZBXR

        CTR22    COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80     65  XYZBXR

        GEN1     COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

        GEN2     COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 R      RPTJUL   COBOL    0191 01/06/14 22:40 4096 C:B  F    80   8436  XYZBXR

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1= Help    2= Refresh  3= Quit    4= Sort(type)   5= Sort(date)   6= Describe

 7= Back    8= Forward  9= Select 10= Sel MD/SFS  11= Review      12= Restore

 

 ====>

The following list describes the column headings. On first reading, you could skip this level of detail and go to Selecting
Data to Restore.

Cmd
A prefix command column, where items can be selected. On the sample screen above, R has been entered to
restore four items. The prefix commands are described in detail under The SYBLIST Prefix Commands.

Name, Type
Two columns that display filename and filetype, if that information is available. For undefined data, these columns
will contain hyphens (-). For SFS data, the directory name is shown.

Unit
The minidisk (or directory-level for SFS) where the data was created.

Date, Time
Two columns that display file creation date and time. If file-level information is not relevant or available, the date
and time shown are the date and time of the backup.

Blk
The blocksize of the file in bytes.

Typ
The type of backup. The format of the Typ entries depends on whether the entry is file-level or not. The following
table lists and describes the possible Typ indications.

Backup Level Typ Indications Descriptions

File-level C:B
C:I
C:P

CMS base, incremental, and partial backup
of a file

S:B
S:I
S:P

SFS base, incremental, and partial backup
of a file

Non-file-level CMS:BASE
CMS:INCR
CMS:PART

CMS base, incremental, and partial backup
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SFS:BASE
SFS:INCR
SFS:PART

SFS base, incremental, and partial backup

UND:BASE
UND:INCR

Undefined (physical) base and incremental
backup

NULL:BASE Minidisk empty when backed up. Cannot be
used for restore.

Fmt, Lrecl, Records
If file-level information is available, these columns indicate record format (F or V), logical record length, and
number of records in the file. If the information is unavailable or not relevant, as for data other than file-level, these
columns are blank.

Owner
The user ID of the user who created the files.

NOTE
The level of information you see on the Catalog Browse and Restore screen may differ from the sample
screen shown here. The level of information depends on how your system administrator has set up the
HiDRO catalog.

The following sample Catalog Browse and Restore screen illustrates a listing for different types of data:

 H i D R O                Catalog Browse and Restore                     SLST01

 Cmd   Name     Type    Unit   Date   Time   Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

       XYZXXW           Dir0 01/06/14 08:36  4096 SFS:Base              XYZXXW

       XYZXXW           Dir0 01/06/14 08:35  4096 SFS:INCR              XYZXXW

       EXTERNAL OBJ1    -    01/06/14 18:20  4096 S:I  .     .        . XYZXXW

       XYZXXW           Dir0 01/06/14 08:17  4096 SFS:INCR              XYZXXW

       EXTERNAL OBJ1    -    01/06/14 13:16  4096 S:I  .     .        . XYZXXW

       XYZXXW           Dir0 01/06/14 09:00  4096 SFS:INCR              XYZXXW

       EXTERNAL OBJ1    -    01/06/14 08:50  4096 S:I  .     .        . XYZXXW

       A        EXEC    0191 01/06/14 14:19  1024 C:B  .     .        . XYZXXW

       EXPLAIN1 ALL     0191 01/06/14 18:26  4096 C:I  F   500        1 XYZXXW

       EXPLAIN1 EXEC    0191 01/06/14 18:19  4096 C:I  V    80       56 XYZXXW

       -        -       0503 01/06/14 18:41    20 UND:BASE              XYZXXW

 

1=Help    2=Refresh    3=Quit     4=Sort (type)    5=Sort (date)  6=Describe

7=Back    8=Forward    9=select  10=Sel MD/SFS    11=Review      12=Restore 

===>

Selecting Data to Restore

To select files to restore, you can either move the cursor to a line and press PF9 Select or you can enter R (upper of lower
case) in the command column to the left of a line, as in the following sample screen:
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 H i D R O                Catalog Browse and Restore                     SLST01

 Cmd   Name    Type    Unit   Date   Time   Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

 r     DEV2    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  V   103    104  XYZBXR

       DEV3    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     98  XYZBXR

       DEV4    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   1052  XYZBXR

       DEV5    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     70  XYZBXR

       CTR21   COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    677  XYZBXR

 r     CTR22   COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     65  XYZBXR

 r     GEN1    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

       GEN2    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r     RPTJUL  COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   8436  XYZBXR

 

1=Help    2=Refresh    3=Quit     4=Sort (type)    5=Sort (date)  6=Describe

7=Back    8=Forward    9=select  10=Sel MD/SFS    11=Review      12=Restore 

===>

To select minidisks, enter RM in the command column or move the cursor to either a file or minidisk line and press PF10
Sel MD/SFS.

NOTE
If a backup has been cataloged as BRIEF, which means that no filename detail has been saved, no filenames
will be displayed. Such an entry will appear with dashes under the Name and Type columns. If you enter the
R prefix on such a line, it will act like RM, restoring the entire minidisk. If you want to restore individual files on
the minidisk, enter the R prefix followed by a filename specification (for example, R * EXEC ). For a complete
description of the prefix commands, see The SYBLIST Prefix Commands.

You must select data before pressing PF12 to restore.

You can sort the listing by using PF keys: PF4 sorts by filetype, PF5 by date.

PF6 Describe produces a message that provides expanded information about the entry on the line where the cursor is.

On the command line at the bottom of the screen you can enter a set of commands:

• Enter /string to locate a string; for example, /GEN locates the string GEN.
• Enter TOP and BOT to go to the beginning or end of the list.
• Enter a SORT command to sort the catalog list; for example, SORT USERID sorts by the Owner column. You can also

sort by NAME, TYPE, CUU, DATE, TIME, and FSPACE.

Reviewing Restore Selections

To review your selections before restoring, press PF11 Review. For the sample listing, where four items were selected for
restore, the following Review Catalog Restore Selections screen is displayed:

 H I D R O             Review Catalog Restore Selections              SLST02

 Cmd   Name    Type    Unit   Date   Time   Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

 r     DEV2    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  V   103    104  XYZBXR

 r     CTR22   COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     65  XYZBXR
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 r     GEN1    COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r     RPTJUL  COBOL   0191 01/06/14 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   8436  XYZBXR

1=Help    2=Refresh    3=Quit     4=              5=            6=Describe

7=Back    8=Forward    9=Delete  10=             11=           12=Restore 

===>

To delete an item on this screen, place the cursor at the item and press PF9 Delete. To restore the listed data, press PF12
Restore.

Specifying Restore Destination

Pressing PF12 Restore from either of the listing screens (SLST01 and SLST02) brings up the Restore Destination
Selection screen (SLST07):

 H i D R O               Restore Destination Selection                   SLST07

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 |                                                                             |

 |  +----------------------- Select data target(s) -------------------------+  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  Mdisk Data ->>   UserID    : XYZBXR       Unit     : RDR             |  |

 |  |                   Link Mode :              Password :                 |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  |  SFS   Data ->>   Filespace : XYZBXR       Filepool : VMA:            |  |

 |  |                                                                       |  |

 |  +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+  |

 |                    Hit PF2 to complete the Restore                          |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |                                                                             |

 |  Format Mdisk?: N      Clean SFS : N          Restore Authorizations : Y    |

 |  Mdisk Options:                                                             |

 |  SFS   Options: CORE MAX                                                    |

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 1= Help   2= Restore  3= Quit      4=           5=           6=

 7= Back   8=          9=          10=          11=          12=

The default destination unit is RDR, your reader. Usually, the default settings on this screen are satisfactory, so you can
simply press PF2 Restore to submit the restore job.

The following paragraphs describe the fields on this screen. On first reading, you can skip this level of detail and go to The
SYBLIST Prefix Commands.
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In the box in the top half of the screen, the first two lines specify minidisk (Mdisk) data, and the third line specifies SFS
data:

• For minidisk data, the default restore target (Unit) is the reader of the user specified in the Userid field. To restore
CMS data to a destination other than the reader, such as unit 191, the Mode field should specify M (Multi). Use the
Password field if needed for authorization. Minidisk data cannot be restored to a file space.

• For SFS data, specify the Filespace and Filepool of the restore destination. The default restore destination is the
original file space. To restore to a reader, delete the default information in the box for SFS Data. SFS data cannot be
restored to a CMS minidisk.

NOTE
If you receive an error in FC file: Message SYB749E Staging file space must be defined to restore SFS data
to RDR, your site is not configured to restore SFS data to readers. Contact your system administrator.

At the bottom of the screen, just above the PF keys, are fields on three lines. The first of the lines contains three fields:

Format Mdisk
. Specify Y to format the minidisk before restoring data to it. The default is N.
FORMAT only applies to CMS minidisks (logical backups). FORMAT will not format undefined minidisks (physical
backup) because the physical restore itself will affect the entire minidisk.

WARNING
Formatting minidisks destroys all data currently on the destination units. Therefore, use formatting only
when creating a new disk or when the old file structure is destroyed.

Clean SFS
. Specify Y to remove the directory structure of a file space and erase all the files in that file space. The default is
N.

Restore Authorizations
. Specify Y to restore all access privileges associated with the files and directories being restored. Y is the default.

On the last two lines are two fields where you can specify minidisk or SFS options. These fields are usually not needed.
For information about available options, press PF1 Help at the field.

To restore, press PF2. Your restore job will be submitted for processing.

The SYBLIST Prefix Commands for General Users
The information provided in The Restore Interface is sufficient for routine use of the Restore facility. This section provides
information for more sophisticated use.

To select data to restore on the catalog listing screens, place commands in the prefix column on the left. The following
table describes these commands. Note that although the prefix commands are shown in the table in uppercase, they are
usually entered in lowercase.

Command Abbrev. Description PF Key CMS/SFS
RESTORE R Selects files PF9 CMS/SFS
RDIR RD Selects directories PF10 SFS
RMDISK RM Selects minidisks PF10 CMS
RFSPACE RF Selects file spaces PF10 SFS
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NOTE

• Using RD, RM, RF, or PF10 at a listed file will restore the entire directory, minidisk, or file space on which the
file resides.

• To restore a single file from a listed minidisk, enter R filename filetype on the minidisk line.
• Enter a slash (/) on a line is equivalent to R.
• Moving the cursor to a line and using a PF key is an alternative to the prefix commands.

Prefix Command Options
Options may be used with the prefix commands. The options are preceded with a slash. Here is the form of a prefix
command with options:

Command [/option]

There must be a space between the command and the slash (/).

The following table lists the command line options and indicates the commands with which they are used.

Function Option Description
R or RM (cannot use to restore SFS files) /R Restores the file or minidisk to the reader of

the user ID on the line. This is the default.
/U Restores the file or minidisk to the original

unit.
/ccuu Restores the file or minidisk to the specified

unit.
R /N Restore all files with the filename on this

line.
* /T Restore all files with the filetype on this line.

The filename wildcard (*) is required.

The following catalog listing screen shows some sample prefix commands with options:

 H i D R O                Catalog Browse and Restore                     SLST01

 Cmd   Name    Type     Unit   Date   Time   Blk  Typ Fmt Lrecl Records Owner

 r */t $DEV    ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  V   103    104  XYZBXR

       AGN     ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     98  XYZBXR

       ATR21   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   1052  XYZBXR

       ATR23   ASSEMBLE 0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     70  XYZBXR

       CTR21   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    677  XYZBXR

 rm/192CTR22   COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80     65  XYZBXR

       GEN1    COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r /u  GEN2    COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80    122  XYZBXR

 r     RPTJUL  COBOL    0191 07/24/97 22:40  4096 C:B  F    80   8436  XYZBXR
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1=Help    2=Refresh    3=Quit     4=Sort (type)    5=Sort (date)  6=Describe

7=Back    8=Forward    9=select  10=Select All    11=Review      12=Restore 

===>

The screen contains the following prefix commands:

• The first prefix command (r * /t) restores the four files with a filetype of ASSEMBLE. The files will be restored to the
default destination, the reader of user XYZBXR

• The second prefix command (rm /192) restores the minidisk on that line (191) to the 192 unit of user XYZBXR.
• The third prefix command (r /u) restores GEN2 COBOL to the original unit (191) of user XYZBXR.
• The command on the last line (r) restores RPTJUL COBOL to the default destination, the reader of user XYZBXR.

PF Keys
The Restore screens are driven by PF keys. The following table describes the PF key functions on the catalog listing
screens.

PF Key Function
PF1 Accesses HELP. To get help on a particular field, place the cursor

on that field.
PF2 Refresh Cancels all line selections and allows you to start again.
PF3 Quit Lets you quit from the Restore facility. If you typed in selections

and then pressed Enter or a PF key, you will be prompted to press
PF3 again to confirm that you want to end the Restore Restore
session.

PF4 Sort(type) Sorts items by filetype.
PF5 Sort(date) Sorts items by date.
PF6 Describe Provides expanded information about the item selected by the

cursor.
PF7 Back Scrolls to previous screen of a multi-screen listing.
PF8 Forward Scrolls to next screen of a multi-screen listing.
PF9 Select Selects for restore the file on the line where the cursor is placed.

Equivalent to the R prefix command.
PF10 Sel Md/SFS Selects for restore the minidisk or file space on the line where the

cursor is placed. Equivalent to the RM or RF line command. If the
cursor is at the command line, PF10 selects all items on the list.

PF11 Review Displays a list of your selections. You can delete, revise, or add
to them. For a multi-screen listing, it is not necessary to press
PF11 for each screen. At the review screen, PF2 Refresh cancels
changes you made during the review, and PF9 Delete deletes the
line where the cursor is placed.

PF12 Restore Submits your selections for HiDRO processing. For a multi-screen
listing, it is not necessary to press PF12 at each screen.

PF12 See Log On some screens PF12 displays any logged error messages.

The SYBLIST Command with Options
 Contents 
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Options on the SYBLIST command can be used to generate a catalog listing, tailor the listing, or restore directly. Here is
the syntax of the SYBLIST command:

SYBLIST [filename [filetype]]  [( options...]

A particularly useful option is BROWSE, which allows SYBLIST to function like the CMS FILELIST command. For
example, if you want a listing of files with a filetype of COBOL, you would enter

syblist * cobol (browse

This command brings up the catalog listing screen, which in this case lists only your latest backed up files with a filetype of
COBOL. For more sample SYBLIST commands, see Example SYBLIST Commands.

The following table summarizes the SYBLIST options. The table groups the options by general function. Below the table,
the options are described in the same order and grouping in which they appear in the table.

 Function  Option  Description 
CATNAME Specifies a HiDRO catalog.Specify an alternate HiDRO catalog or

profile. PROFILE Specifies a HiDRO profile.
Specify backups by date and time ALL Selects backups regardless of date.
Specify backups by date and time date Selects backups up to and including

specified date and time.
Specify backups by date and time FROM Lists backups of the specified date and

later.
Specify backups by date and time LATEST Selects most recent backup.
Specify backups by date and time ONLY Selects backup only for the specified date

and time.
Specify backups by date and time TO Selects backups of the specified date and

earlier.
Specify backup sources FPOOL Selects data backed up from specified file

pool.
Specify backup sources UNIT Selects data backed up from specified unit.
Specify restore destination TOFPOOL Restores data to specified file pool.
Specify restore destination TORDR Restores data to reader.
Specify restore destination TOUNIT Restores data to specified unit.
Send the catalog listing to a destination DISK Sends catalog listing to report file.
Send the catalog listing to a destination PRINTER Prints catalog listing.
Send the catalog listing to a destination TERMINAL Displays catalog listing at terminal.
Suppress file listing NODIRS Eliminates files and directories from catalog

listing.
Suppress file listing NOFILES Eliminates files from catalog listing.

Additional Options BROWSE Goes directly to catalog listing
Additional Options CASEM Makes fileid case sensitive.
Additional Options QUIET Restores without interface screens.
Additional Options NOSFS Eliminates SFS data from listing
Additional Options NOMDISK Eliminates minidisk data listing.

Most of the SYBLIST options duplicate functions on screens in the interactive Restore facility. However, the following
options perform functions unique to the SYBLIST command:
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• Options that suppress the catalog listing (DISK, PRINTER, and TERMINAL).
• The QUIET option, which completely bypasses full screen mode.

The following describes each of the SYBLIST options. They are presented in the same order as in the table above. The
options may be used together except for obvious illogical combinations, such as specifying two restore destinations.

Specify an Alternate HiDRO Catalog or Profile

These two options are useful when the default HiDRO profile or catalog is not suitable for a specific restore.

CATNAME filename
Specifies a HiDRO catalog other than the default.

PROFILE filename
Specifies a PROFILE other than the default. Do not enter a filetype. The required filetype is PROFILE, and this is
the default.

Specify Backups by Date

This set of options is used to specify the date or date range of backups to restore.

ALL
Selects all specified backups, regardless of date. ALL is equivalent to a wildcard (*) in a Date field in the full-
screen facility.

date [time]
Selects the most recent backup up to and including the specified date and time.

FROM date [time]
Lists backups of this date and later.

LATEST
For files, selects the most recent backup, either base or incremental. For minidisks, file spaces, and directories,
selects the most recent base backup plus subsequent incrementals.

ONLY date [time]
Selects only backups for the specified date and time.

TO date [time]
Selects backups of this date and earlier.

NOTE

• The delivered default format for date is mm/dd/yy.
• The format for time is hh:mm:ss.
• FROM and TO may be used together to specify a date range. See Example SYBLIST Commands.

Specify Backup Sources

These options may be used singly or in combination to select data based on the backup source.

FPOOL filepool
Selects data backed up from the specified filepool.

UNIT ccuu
Selects data backed up from the specified unit.

 Notes: 
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• When a backup source is not specified, the default selects data backed up for the current userid from the default unit
set by the system administrator. This unit is typically 191.

• FPOOL applies to SFS data; UNIT applies to all other data. The two options may be used together.

Specify Restore Destination

This set of options controls where HiDRO sends the restored data.

TOFPOOL filepool
Restores data to the specified filepool

TORDR
Restores data to a reader. By default, data is restored to the user’s reader.

TOUNIT ccuu
Restores data to the specified unit. TOUNIT and TORDR may not be used together.

Send the Catalog Listing to a Destination

These options suppress the catalog listing screen. Instead, a listing is sent to the specified target.

NOTE
 These options are mutually exclusive. If none are used, the default shows the catalog listing screen.

DISK [APPEND]
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, HiDRO saves the catalog listing in a file called SYBLIST
CATREPT. You can use the APPEND parameter to append the listing to the existing file SYBLIST CATREPT.

PRINTER
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, HiDRO prints the catalog listing as a file called SYBLIST
CATREPT.

TERMINAL
The catalog listing screen is not shown. Instead, SYBLIST types a catalog listing on the terminal.

Suppress File Listing

By default, HiDRO lists files. For example, if you request a listing of minidisks, HiDRO will list the files for each minidisk.
These two options can be used to suppress the listing of files and directories.

NODIRS
Eliminates files and directories from the catalog listing. For CMS data, only minidisks are displayed. For SFS data,
only file spaces are displayed.

NOFILES
Eliminates files from the catalog listing. For CMS data, only minidisks are displayed. For SFS data, both file
spaces and directories are displayed.
Note: If NODIR and NOFILES are not used, the default lists filenames and minidisks for CMS data. The default
lists filenames, file spaces, and directories for SFS data.

Additional Options

The following are some useful additional options:

BROWSE
Goes directly to the Catalog Browse and Restore screen, bypassing the Restore/Browse Selection screen.

CASEM
Allows mixed case. Usually CMS files are in uppercase, but some utilities create files with mixed case names.
This option retains the mixed case filenames, thus HiDRO would distinguish between filenames Aa and AA.
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Note: If CASEM does not function, see your system administrator. CASEM depends on an installation default
setting.

QUIET
Bypasses all restore screens. HiDRO submits the restore directly from CMS. The QUIET option is useful for
developing EXECs to automate restore procedures.

NOSFS
Eliminates SFS data from browses and restores.

NOMDISK
Eliminates minidisk data from browses and restores.

Example SYBLIST Commands
The following examples show how to use the SYBLIST command to specify browse/restores. A brief explanation follows
each example.

• The following command lists all files for your 191 unit, from the last base backup and later:

syblist (browse

• The following command restores to your reader all files on the 191 disk whose name starts with TOM, from the latest
backup:

syblist tom* * (latest tordr quiet

• The following command displays all backed up files for January 1990 whose filetype begins with PROG:

syblist * prog* (from 01/01/90 to 01/31/90 browse

• The following command lists all files on your 192 disk for all backup dates. The data will be restored to your 191 unit:

syblist (unit 192 all browse

Activity During a Restore (General Users)
When you press PF2 or PF10 to begin the restore, you will receive messages similar to the following:

Job sent to SYBMON Disconnected machine 

Ready;

     SYBMON: MON111 JOB00111 SYBRES SYSIN   queued

     HIDRO: SHL216I HIDRO Job DAILY Started

When the SYBMON machine receives the restore job, message MON111 will be issued.

This message contains information such as the number of the job (in this case, JOB00111) and the name of the SYSIN file
(in this case, SYBRES SYSIN) that contains the restore command.
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When the restore job is actually being processed, SHL216I will be issued. During the restore, you may continue to use
your terminal normally.

If restoring to one of your own minidisks to which you are linked in R/W mode, you will receive a warning message similar
to the following:

HIDRO: 1 SYB440WTOQ DETACH unit 0191 within 1 minute(s) 

HIDRO:   or "CP SMSG HIDRO 1 REJECT" to refuse:

If you do not detach the unit or issue a REJECT message within one minute, the restore will fail.

Output from the Restore
When the restore operation is complete, you will receive messages similar to the following:

RDR FILE 7606 TRANSFERRED FROM HIDRO 

PUN FILE 7628 FROM HIDRO COPY 001 NOHOLD

PRT FILE 7629 FROM HIDRO COPY 001 NOHOLD

HIDRO: SHL218I HIDRO Job Ended - Return Code=0

Along with the restored data, HiDRO sends two other files:

• A log file. (The fileid format is hidro-server-id LGmmddyy.)
• A task summary file. (The fileid format is hidro-server-id SMmmddyy.)

In addition, if any commands have failed to complete, HiDRO provides a failed commands file. (The file ID format is hidro-
server-id FCmmddyy.)

NOTE
The filename is the ID of the HiDRO service machine unless the restore destination is a reader, in which case
the filename is the user ID for the reader.

If the data could not be restored, the reasons why the restore was unsuccessful appear in messages in these files. The
failed commands file contains the actual command that HiDRO used to try to restore the data.

If your data has not been restored, the three files can help your system administrator diagnose the problem.

Commands for General Users
As a general user, you may issue two commands that will be useful when running your restore jobs. These are QUERY
JOBS ($QJ) and DELETE JOB ($DJ).

Querying Job Status (General User)
If you issue the QUERY JOBS ($QJ) command, you will be shown the status of all jobs that you have submitted but that
are not yet being processed.

The $QJ command has the following format:

SMSG SYBMON $QJ

SYBMON is the user ID for the HiDRO monitor server. It holds the information that you are seeking.

The reply to your command looks like this:

SYBMON:
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MON142 0001 JOB00097 SYBRES SYSIN WILSON 08/08/97 11:30:11 HOLD 

SYBMON: MON199 REQUEST COMPLETED

In this case, the reply lists:

• Queue position for the job if it is not active (0001)
• Job number (JOB00097)
• Command file name and filetype (SYBRES SYSIN)
• Your user ID (WILSON)
• Date and time queued (08/08/97 11:30:11)
• Status (HOLD). There is no status if the job is not held.

Deleting Jobs (General User)
Issue the DELETE JOB ($DJ) command to delete any of your restore jobs that are currently on the queue. The $DJ
command has the following format:

 SMSG SYBMON $DJ nnnnn

nnnnn
Specifies the number of the job that you want to delete. Only the numeric part of the job number is required (omit
the letters JOB), and you can drop any leading zeros.
If you do not know the number of the job that you want to delete, issue the QUERY JOBS ($QJ) command. See
Querying Job Status.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
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ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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